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EDITOR'S INTRODUCTION

THE Great War marked the close of an era and the beginning of a new

major penod in the history of mankind. Many of the aims and pur-

poses and sanctions under which the older generation grew up, in both

Europe and America alike, were swept into the discard, and most of

those that remained are today experiencing a modification in direction

and a change in emphasis which to the older generation is at best dis-

concerting. In the more important nations of the world the political,

social, and economic doctrines which the nineteenth century believed

in, and on the basis of which its progress was made, have so given way
that today uncertainty exists everywhere as to what are to be the

foundations of the Me of the State and of the individual in the decades

that He ahead. Youths born since the beginning of the War, in 1914,

find themselves today in a world of rapid change which they little

understand and to a large degree traveling an uncharted course, while

their elders find themselves called upon to readjust their lives, their

business and social relations, and their thinking if they are to move
forward with the rapidly-changing world in which they find them-

selves.

In the unrest and uncertainty which has come to the people of all

nations, advanced and backward alike, the school has been turned to

for help to a degree not previously experienced, and the great changes
in educational organization and content which have taken place in all

national systems of education since the Peace of Versailles stand as

evidence of the important position that education has come to occupy
in the modern State The changes and expansions and new concep-

tions have been so numerous that the old pre-war descriptions and

terminology no longer picture for us what is now being done The

scope of public education has been expanded from a few pre-adolescent

and adolescent years to include both infancy and adult life, while the

curriculum of the school has been changed from one based largely on

skills and drills to one including physical and political well-being and

training to adapt youth better to the new needs of an increasingly

complex and difficult social, political, economic, and industrial world.

In a new way and to a new degree the school has been turned to a* fhp>
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great constructive tool of the modern State. Today nations every-

where conceive of the education of their people as so closely associated

with their national, social, economic, industrial, and hygienic progress

and the promotion of their national welfare and prosperity that the

control and direction of state systems of public instruction have come

to be regarded as indispensable state functions. Legislators in demo-

cratic nations and dictators alike have accordingly turned to the or-

ganization and direction of public education with new interest, the dif-

fusion of political intelligence by means of the school has become a

national purpose; the study of economic and social forces has been

used as an element in the promotion of policies of social reconstruc-

tion, and a new philosophy of education is being evolved that includes

the many forces that help shape and direct the individual as a member
of the social group. This new emphasis placed on education as an

element in national progress is recent and world-wide, though most

clearly marked in the leading nations of Europe and in the United

States. It is still under way, it is increasing in importance and

strength, and its many ramifications make it confusing even to the

close student of social change and national progress. Except as the

movement is interpreted in terms of some world-wide force it remains

largely unrelated and national in character.

The best interpretation of the movement as a whole can be made

through a study of the new political, social, and economic forces which

have influenced recent changes and development in all leading nations,

and for individual nations through a study and interpretation of the

national character itself. Differences between national systems of

education are far more fundamental than the mere forms of educa-

tional organization employed and the types of curricula provided, and
can be understood best in terms of the national outlook, which itself

is an outgrowth of many forces operating over long periods of time.

The individualism and diversity of type found in English education,
the centralization and bureaucratic organization of French and Italian

education, the sectionalism and the reverence for knowledge and sci-

ence of the German, the intense nationalism of the Russian, and the

long emphasis on democracy and political equality and local liberty

of the people of the United States color the organization and adminis-

tration of education, the curricula, and the methods of instruction in

the school of each nation. The national character, and the long series

of influences and forces which have made this what it is, have in turn
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shaped the educational systems of the different nations, and any in-

terpretation of the development of public instruction as a national

undertaking must be found in a study of education as an expression of

nationalistic forces. The further development of nationalism since

the Great War has also contributed to what we find today in the

different nations

So many and so fundamental have been the changes in the educa-

tional systems of the leading nations since the Great War that we
have for long needed a new description and a new interpretation of

what they now provide for the training of their youth. A mere de-

scription of the present-day educational system of each nation would

be valuable, but far more valuable is such a masterly comparative

study of the organization, administration, scope, curricula, and purpose
of the principal national school systems as is presented in the present

volume, the whole interpreted in the light of national character and

national purpose. The book is, to a large degree, a study and interpre-

tation of world progress in educational organization and adaptation

in terms of those deep-seated national forces which shape the cultural

institutions of mankind, and as such should form an adequate basis

for a course, long needed by advanced students in education in our

colleges and universities, which will be in effect a philosophy of world

educational changes and progress stated in terms of national cultures

and national hopes and aspirations. The value of such a study to the

student of American educational development will be much greater

than is generally supposed. It is the expectation of the publishers and

the editor that this volume will meet with a ready welcome from

teachers and students of education not alone in the United States,

but also from similar workers in all the English-speaking countries of

the world.

ELLWOOD P. CTJBBERIXY





PREFACE

THE comparison of the educational systems of several countries lends

itself to a variety of methods of treatment, depending somewhat on its

purpose. One method of approach might be statistical on the analogy
of the method of comparing returns of exports and imports, size of

armaments, and so on; from this point of view there would be com-

pared the total national expenditures for education, the cost, size and

character of school buildings, per capita costs for different items of

expenditure in the educational systems, the enrollments, average at-

tendance, and retention of pupils through the different levels of the

educational ladder. By another method it might be possible to insti-

tute a comparison between education and national welfare and pro-

gress as expressed in statistics of illiteracy, the volume of trade and

commerce, per capital wealth, or incidence of crime and poverty.

These methods are attractive and may some day be useful; at the

present stage, as is indicated in the text, it is impossible to institute

comparisons of such a character until the raw material, the statistics,

becomes more uniform and comparable. Still another method would

be to undertake comparative studies of the quality of education in

different countries; this, too, may be possible in time, but not before

the instruments of measurement have been made more perfect and

reliable than they are at present or when aims of education in different

countries are more nearly alike, or finally, when tests have been devel-

oped which can measure more accurately the results of education

rather than of instruction in fundamentals of subject-matter.

In the present volume none of these methods have been followed.

The task which has been undertaken is to discuss the meaning of gen-

eral education, elementary and secondary, in the light of the forces

political, social, and cultural which determine the character of na-

tional systems of education. The problems and purposes of education

have in general become somewhat similar in most countries, the solu-

tions are influenced by differences of tradition and culture peculiar to

each. The present volume seeks accordingly to serve as a contribution

to the philosophy of education in the light both of theory and practice

in six of the leading educational laboratories of the world England,

France, Germany, Italy, Russia, and the United States.
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INTRODUCTION

IT WOULD be difficult to find a period in the history of education

which has been marked by such widespread interest and at the same

time so much unrest and uncertainty in education as have charac-

terized the last two decades since the outbreak of the Great War.

Social unrest, whether political, economic, religious, or cultural,

has always been accompanied by discussions of and plans for educa-

tional reconstruction, but in the past such reconstruction has been

piecemeal. The Renaissance was followed by a reorganization of

secondary education; the Reformation was accompanied by pro-

posals for universal elementary education, which was not generally

achieved until the nineteenth century under the influences either of

the industrial revolution, or of political liberalism, or of the rise of

nationalism, or a combination of these, the progressive reform of

secondary education was affected by the progress of science and the

increased development of international intercourse, both influenced

in turn by improved means of communication and the demands of

economic competition, finally, vocational education owed its de-

velopment to the application of science to industry and commerce

and the rise of economic nationalism. Progress and reforms were

introduced now in one branch qf education, now in another; at no

time were the needs of a whole system of education from the kinder-

garten to the university considered from a unitary point of view,

determined by the rights and capacities of the individual and the

needs of the nation of which he is a member.

The recognition of the significance of education for national

welfare was strikingly attested immediately after the outbreak of

the War by comparisons which were instituted between their educa-

tional systems by the nations which were embroiled. TheWaj^it
was felt, was the supreme test of the type of individual proSucedby

each system. To education were attributed, whether rightly or

wrongly, the strength and weakness in general and in detail of each

nation.
1 The comparisons thus instituted led naturally to a general

1 See Kandel, I L
,
U S Office of Education, Bulletins, 1919, No 9, Education in Great

Britain and Ireland, No* 21, Education in Germany, and No 43, Education in Prance in

(Washington, D C,)
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stocktaking of its educational system by each nation. It was not

an accident but a natural consequence of these discussions and de-

bates that proposals and plans for educational reform began to be

formulated before the close of the War. In Germany the slogan

for reform, Freie Bahn dem Tuchtigen and the demand for the

Einheitssckule, in France the movement for the hole unique, the

common school system, and in England the Fisher Act were results

attained before the Armistice was signed, and constituted the bases

for the educational reconstruction which has taken place since that

date.

The post-War period has witnessed a further extension of these

movements for reform and reconstruction throughout the whole

world. The new social, political and economic conditions and the

cultural and intellectual unrest engendered by these gave an added

stimulus to the movements for reform in England, Germany, and

France, the new political entities which were created by the Treaty of

Versailles immediately recognized in education the soundest founda-

tion for their existence, while countnes like Russia and Italy, which

were transformed by Revolutions, utilized the school as the best

means for securing the new national aims. Without entering upon
the educational reforms in other countries (Sweden, Turkey, Bul-

garia), which are not without significance for the student of educa-

tion, the realization of the dependence of national welfare upon
education is further illustrated by reforms or proposals for reform

in countries as far apart as Mexico and India, China and Spain,

while the new interest in the education of backward peoples serves

as a further illustration of the new era upon which education has

entered.

/ The impending reorganization of education would probably have

been achieved in any case, even if the War and its consequences had
not produced a new world orientation; the tempo of progress would

probably have been slower./ Already there are signs that the eco-

nomic depression through which the world is passing has begun
to retard the advances which were expected a few years ago./ Much
has, however, been achieved already in quickening the interest in

education everywhere; the general lines of advance have been

thought out; further progress depends upon the world's economic

recovery.

For the student of education the development which has taken
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place in the past two decades, and which still continues, is not

without interest. The study of foreign systems of education is

not new, since the days when Athens was the school of Greece and

"captive Greece took captive her rude conqueror," history is rich

in examples of international exchange of ideas, principles, and

practices in education. Without discussing the world-wide influence

of the great educational philosophers, the interest in the educational

systems of foreign countries developed apace from the time when
Victor Cousin published his account of education in Prussia, when
Horace Mann and Henry Barnard issued their reports, when the

English educational commissions sent their investigators, including
Matthew Arnold, abroad, and when Sir Michael Sadler at the close

of the nineteenth century began the publication of the monumental
series of Special Reports on Educational Subjects, issued by the Eng-
lish Board of Education. The importance of such reports has been

attested more recently by the volume on Comparative Education,

edited by Professor Peter Sandiford, by the Educational Yearbooks

of the International Institute of Teachers College, Columbia Uni-

versity, edited by the writer, by the Yearbook of Education, 1932,

edited by Lord Eustace Percy, and finally by the launching of

a quarterly devoted to international education, Internationale

Zertschrift fur Erziehungswissenschaft, edited by Professor Friedrich

Schneider and Professor Paul Monroe. It is impossible here to do

more than refer in general terms to the contributions on foreign

school systems, the list of monographs and articles is rapidly increas-

ing each year. The need of a bibliography on the subject, compara-

ble to La Littfrature comparfa, Essai bibliographique, by Louis-Paul

Betz, which laid the foundations for the study of comparative litera-

ture in France, is now becoming urgent.

Despite the volume of literature and the interest in international

education, the study of foreign school systems or of comparative

education has not yet become established as an important branch

in the study of education. The reason is not difficult to find. In

the first place, the usual accounts of foreign school systems have

been mere descriptions of administration, organization, and practices,

which, while interesting in themselves, are frequently not trans-

ferable from one country to another. Secondly, such descriptions

have been written wholly from the point of view of education alone,

without any closely reasoned analysis of what the systems stand
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for or represent in relation to their national backgrounds, progress,

and development In the third place, the attempt has rarely been

made either to allow for differences in national environments or to

build up on the basis of comparisons some general trends or prin-

ciples.
1

Finally, since educational systems inevitably tend to re-

flect the aims, aspirations, traditions, and characteristics of the

nations which they serve, there is a tendency for each nation to

regard its own problems as unique, and, therefore, to regard the

educational practices of other countries as inapplicable.

That practices, devices, methods, organization, all the detailed

aspects which go to make up an educational system cannot be

transferred intact from one environment to another, has been amply

proved both in the past and in the present
2 This fact, however,

illustrates only the wrong use of comparative education and empha-
sizes the importance of adaptation as over against assimilation in

education. Comparative education has an entirely different func-

tion, particularly at the present time when so many of the problems
of education are almost universally identical. Among these problems
the following may be cited:

What are the factors which determine the character of an educational

system?
What is the meaning of nationalism?

What is the relation between education and nationalism?

What is the relation of the individual to society or the State?

What is the meaning of freedom in a constituted society?

Who shall have control of the education of the child?

What is the place of private education and of private schools?

How far does the responsibility of society or of the State for the education

of its members extend?

What is the scope of preschool education?

What is the scope of primary education?

What is the scope of post-elementary or secondary education?

What should be the curriculum in each type of school?

What is the meaning of culture?

What should be the relation between general and special education?

How are teachers prepared and what is their status?

x From this general statement the works of Sergius Hessen, Knfache Vergleichwnf des
Sckulwesens der anderen Kulturstoaten, in Nohl, H , and Pallat, L , Uandbuch der Padagogik
(Langensalza, 1928), and of Nicholas Hans, Prtnctples of Educational Pohcy (London,
1929) may be excepted.

2 The transportation of the English system to India, of the American system to the
Phikppine Islands and Porto Rico, and of foreign systems to China may be ated as a few
illustrations
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Should the administration and provision of education be centralized or

decentralized?

How can standards be maintained? What should be the place of exami-

nations?

Who shall formulate curricula and courses of study?
What are the essential elements of an educational system?
What is the meaning of equality of educational opportunity?

Since every country is confronted with problems such as these, the

study of comparative education assumes a new aspect. Merely to

study the educational machinery, the organization and administra-

tion of school systems, the curricula and teaching processes, and

classroom procedures, would be barren The chief value of a com-

parative approach to such problems lies in an analysis of the causes

which have produced them, in a comparison of the differences be-

tween the various systems and the reasons underlying them, and,

finally, in a study of the solutions attempted. In other words, the

comparative approach demands first an appreciation of the in-

tangible, impalpable spiritual and cultural forces which underlie an

educational system; the factors and forces outside the school matter

even more than what goes on inside it. Hence the comparative

study of education must be founded on an analysis of the social

and political ideals which the school reflects, for the school epito-

mizes these for transmission and for progress. In order to under-

stand, appreciate, and evaluate the real meaning of the educational

system of a nation, it is essential to know something of its history

and traditions, of the forces and attitudes governing its social

organization, of the political and economic conditions that determine

its development. This is all the more true at the present time when

educational systems are organized on a national basis, but, as the

history of English education proves, the same principle applies to

educational systems which are organized on a voluntary basis with

little or no governmental control or supervision, fit may, indeed,

be claimed that systems which are least controlled by an external

governmental agency, as in England and the United States, better

reflect the vanety of forces by which the character of a nation is

moulded than do those systems which are subject to rigid centralized

control, as in France and pre-War Germany. / This fact explains

the gap which is so frequently found between theory and practice in

education.
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For the study of education this approach, if properly conducted,

means a comparison of variant philosophies of education based not

on theories but on the actual practices which prevail, but in which

theories are modified and adapted to suit national characteristics.

The study of foreign systems of education means a critical approach
and a challenge to one's own philosophy and, therefore, a clearer

analysis of the background and basis underlying the educational

system of one's own nation. It means, further, the development of

a new attitude and a new point of view which may be derived from

a knowledge of the reasons for establishing systems of education

and of the methods of conducting them. For purposes of illustration

some of the problems listed above may be discussed. Thus, one

may start with the problem which is probably of the greatest im-

portance at the present time, the relation between education and

democracy. What is the significance of education for democracy?
A comparison of the use and meaning of the term "democracy" m
England, France, and Germany, and of the challenge to it in Russia

and Italy cannot fail to throw into bolder relief the American con-

ception of the meaning of democracy and of its implications for

education. The different shades of meaning that attach to this

ideal have their resultant effects on educational organization and

practices, and lead to different interpretations, not only of the con-

cept of equality of opportunity toward which democratic countries

are moving, but even of standards of culture and of methods of

instruction. The greater part of the world thus constitutes today
a species of laboratory in which, so far as education is concerned,
varied types of solution are being attempted for the same general

range of problems. If it is claimed that education is a science or

that scientific methods should be employed in its study, the edu-

cator cannot afford, any more than the chemist or physicist, to

ignore procedures which are being tried out under conditions some-

what different from those in which he is working.
The significance of this thesis can be further illustrated by dis-

cussing some of the other questions which have been cited. One
of the permanent questions in the history of education is that of the

relation of the individual to the State and to society. How funda-

mental this problem is may be seen from its effects on such questions
as nationalism and patriotism, the content of the curriculum, disci-

pline, and methods of instruction, freedom of thought and indoc-
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trination. The changes in education which are now taking place
have their origin in the changes which have taken place since the

War. In practice the different attitudes on the relation of the in-

dividual to the State and to society are today more effective and

potent than the contributions of the psychologists on the nature of

the individual or of that theory of education which is based wholly
on the principle of individualism. Educational systems are in fact

colored far more by prevailing social and political concepts than by
psychological theories or educational philosophies which attempt
to deal with the individual as an isolated personality. How else,

for example, can the different educational procedures in such

democracies as France, England, the United States, and the young
German Republic be explained, or how can the acceptance of activity

methods in Russia and Italy be reconciled with their political

dictatorships^

Closely related with this problem are the different types of adminis-

tration, centralization and decentralization or localism. Here is

encountered, not merely the problem of the relation of the in-

dividual to society, but the whole complex of traditions and attitudes

that govern the relations between, parents and children, between

families and other social groups, between local and central authorities,

and between a nation and its neighbors Here, too, there must
be taken into consideration the status, implications, and effective-

ness of a national Kultur. This group of problems influencing the

character of administration inevitably affects in turn the problems
involved in curriculum-making, discipline, and methods. In no

small measure the problems considered in this and the preceding

paragraphs color the administrative practices dealing with the sup-

port of education, the preparation and status of teachers, inspec-

tion and supervision, and the formulation of standards. Finally,

they affect vitally the conception of progress to the extent that it is

determined by governmental or individual and group activity, and

depends on public or private effort, on uniformity or variety.

The field of post-elementary education involves a study of the

meaning of equality of opportunity and of the implications of the

common school idea. Here opportunity is provided of comparing
and contrasting the practices of the United States and of Russia of

educating all children in the same school and of most other countries

in which attempts are being made to establish a variety of schools
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at the same level organized on a functional basis and adapted to

differences in ability and needs More important, perhaps, than

organization and administration, especially in view of the criticisms

which are becoming increasingly numerous, is the interpretation in

the light of divergent practices of the meaning of culture and liberal

education./ Closely associated with this general question is another

which is of serious concern to most European countries how to

increase educational opportunities without incurring the danger of

an educated proletariat, a problem which in turn affects the relations

between education and the economic organization of a country/
Another group of questions fundamental to the progress of educa-

tion is that which centers round the teacher. Not the least signifi-

cant of these is the place of the teacher in society and in the educa-

tional system. What should be the character of teacher preparation

and the relation of academic to professional training, and what

should be the part of the teacher in promoting educational progress?

How much freedom should the teacher enjoy? To what extent

should his function be to impart a curriculum and course of study

prescribed in detail by the administrative agencies, and to what

extent may he be expected to be a scientist as well as a craftsman in

education? How much supervision and inspection are desirable

and by what standards should effective teaching be measured?

What is the place of the textbook in the process of instruction?

The implication of these questions for the curriculum and for

methods is obvious. In the practices of different countries the

answers to these questions are sufficiently varied to furnish the basis

for formulating certain principles.

In the last two decades the most extensive activity in education

in the United States has been in the field of tests and measurements.

The development in this field has been almost as extensive in Ger-

many and significant contributions have been made by a number
of English psychologists. A comparison of the results in the three

countries, while essentially one for speciahsts, is worthy of considera-

tion particularly in evaluating the limitations of tests and measure-

ments in the whole program of education, in estimating their effects

on defining standards, in suggesting the type of standards that can

be defined, in determining problems to be studied, and in perfecting

techniques. Closely allied to this field is an examination pf the dif-

ferences in the educational psychologies adopted, consciously or de-
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liberately, as the basis of the educative process. An important cause

of differences between various systems of education can be found in

the extent to which the doctrine of formal discipline or transfer is

accepted.

There are at the present time two outstanding trends which can

be distinguished in the study of education. The first is the attempt
to make education scientific and objective by the application of

statistical methods all education must have an affirmative value

which can be proved and verified statistically. Proceeding from

this principle, the further claim is made that a philosophy of edu-

cation can be formulated only on the basis of objective, statistical

measurement. Assuming that the methods of statistical tests and

measurements have become sufficiently established to be reliable,

all that can be claimed for them is that they can measure results,

but they cannot define aims and purposes of education; they may
formulate norms, and that only in a limited range of activities, but

they cannot set up qualitative standards. / The second trend is that

philosophy of education which emphasizes the importance of freedom

and of individualism in education, most generally without any clear

reference to social purposes, or objects of social allegiance, as Pro-

fessor Dewey terms them. Both trends are inspired by the same

point of view that education has been and still is dominated by
tradition, faith, and opinion, that it is formal and meaningless, that

the individual is not an active participant in learning those things

which have a direct value and significance for him. Both points

of view, however, ignore the fact that education is a social process

and that today more than ever it is being everywhere organized on

national bases. Any sound educational theory must start with

this fact and must seek to reconcile the rights of the individual with

his position as a member of society and of a State, a problem which

is fundamental to the progress of all national systems of education

at the present time. To ignore this fact is to incur the risk of dis-

cussing education in a vacuum, of setting up an educand analogous

to the "economic man" of nineteenth-century economics.

Education, then, must exist for some purposes or ends. The

present volume is based on the point of view that educational systems

are dominated by national ends, and that it is the duty of educators

and teachers to understand the meaning of nationalism and all the

forces that contribute to it. Nationalism today is an inescapable
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fact; .because it has been abused and directed to false ends does not

absolve the educator from the duty of redirecting it into channels

which will ensure the progress of humanity. ^
For nationality pro-

perly conceived is for a people what personality is for the individual,

the expression of its life and culture. <

Comparative education would, accordingly, be meaningless, un-

less it sought to discover the meaning of nationalism as it furnishes

the basis of educational systems. Comparative education does not

profess to set up standards by which to measure the quality of various

systems of education. The educational statistician may measure

results in different countries by the same system of tests, but for the

present what can be measured represents on the whole only the rudi-

ments of an education, whether the quality of education in its best

sense can ever be measured is at least open to doubt. Each na-

tional system of education is characteristic of the nation which has

created it and expresses something peculiar to the group which con-

stitutes that nation, to put it in another way, each nation has the

educational system that it desires or that it deserves. It is possible,

however, by a comparison of problems and practices to disengage
certain principles and tendencies, and to build up a philosophy of

education, particularly if the prevailing criticisms within a national

system are taken into account. The comparative method has in it

the possibility of developing a philosophy of education based on

practice rather than on the somewhat nebulous basis of metaphysics
and ethics. At the same time since educational systems are living

things, compounded of traditions, culture, and ideals, their study

provides a safeguard against overemphasis of the immediately
practical, and of nationalistic control on the one hand and of the

freedom of individualism on the other. Beyond this, the study of

other systems helps to bring out into relief the meaning and signifi-

cance, the strength and weakness of our own.

No attempt has been made in the present volume to compare
the statistics of education except in the most superficial way.
Nomenclature, such as elementary, post-elementary, primary, post-

primary, and secondary, while it is not standardized in education,
is readily understood from the context. In the case of interna-

tional statistics uniformity of standards has not yet been achieved.

Frequently statistics are not available for the same year; in the
absence of an international index number of the cost of living, it is
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almost futile to attempt to compare figures for the cost of education,
for salaries, or per capita expenditures, the length of school year
varies in different countries, and, finally, there is an absence of uni-

formity in organization.
1 In course of time it may be possible to

secure some international standards in educational statistics or to

evolve methods for reducing the present statistics to common
standards.3

Comparative education, then, is treated in the present volume as

a branch of politics, using the term in the sense in which it was used

by the earliest educational theorists Plato and Aristotle. Educa-

tion is interpreted not in terms of schoolroom procedures, or in

terms of the den, not as something esoteric, but in the only sense in

which in modern life it can be conceived as a part of the activity

of humanity, organized into nations, for its own preservation and

progress. Starting from this point of view, the meaning of nation-

alism and the forces which give it character are discussed, since

nationalism in turn lends significance to the educational systems
which are organized. Beyond this there is another contribution

which the comparative study of education may hope to make,

trhis is the development of an internationalism based not on emotion

or sentiment, but arising from an appreciative understanding of

other nations as well as our own, from the sense that all nations

through their systems of education are contributing, each in its

own way, to the work and progress of the world, and from a realiza-

tion of the ambitions and ideals which each nation is endeavoring to

hand on through its schools/ A study of foreign school systems

which neglects the search for the hidden meaning of things found in

the schools would merely result in the acquisition of information

about another educational system and would be of little value as

a contribution to the clarification of thought, to the better develop-

ment of education as a science, and to the formulation of a compre-

hensive, all-embracing philosophy of education thoroughly rooted

1 A good example of the fallacy of comparing gross figures is the attempt to contrast the

enrollment in the high schools of the United States with the enrollment in secondary schools

abroad, ignoring the fact that the high schools enroll all the adolescents of the country,

while elsewhere the education of adolescents is provided in a variety of schools the so-

called secondary schools, intermediate schools, and a great variety of vocational, full-time

and part-time schools

a An attempt to develop a common international system of educational records and re-

ports has been made by M Jean-Louis Claparecle, Bureau International d'Education,

Geneva
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in the culture, ideals, and aspirations which each nation should seek

to add to the store of human welfare *

1 See Demiashkevich, M J , "Why Comparative Education?" in the Pedbody Journal of
Education, July, 1931, pp 41 & , and Schneider, F, "Internationale Padagogtk, Auslands-

padagogtk, Vergleichende Erziehungswissenschaft Geschichte, Wesen, Methoden, Aufgaben
und Ergebmsse," in Internationale Zeitschrift fur ErzteftungsiMssenschaft, 1931-32, pp 15 ff.,

243 ff
, and 392 ff



CHAPTER I

EDUCATION AND NATIONALISM

EDUCATION AND THE PRESENT CRISIS

THE world is today passing through one of the greatest crises in its

history. Shaken to its foundations by the Great War, it has not yet
been able to pick up the threads of normal progress Even before the

War a movement of criticism had already set in which began to ques-
tion all the values in intellectual, social, and economic life which had
been inherited from the nineteenth century. The very progress of

industrial mechanization on which the nineteenth century had prided

itself had accumulated within itself the seeds of unrest and discontent

which would in any case have led everywhere to social upheaval.

The uncertainty of the situation following the War and a Peace which

apparently left nothing settled brought to the focus of attention a

whole senes of problems which affect every aspect of life, national

and international, and for which no satisfactory solutions seem as yet

to be available. , The political, social, and economic doctrines on

which the progress of the nineteenth century appeared to be founded

have given way in some countries to complete uncertainty as to the

next step, in others to experimentation without any defined sense of

direction, and in others, again, to reconstruction on the basis of

theories which are accepted with almost religious zeal. The unrest

and the uncertainty affect not only those countries which have de-

veloped under Western civilization; they have spread to the countries

of the Orient, and to no small degree are making themselves felt

among peoples who have hitherto been regarded as backward and

whose development is now recognized to be bound up with the wel-

fare of more advanced communities.

The history of education can point to numerous examples of

changes hi the development of educational theories and practices

which have been consequent upon changes and crises in political,

economic, and social conditions, but never before has education been

so sensitive to the problems with which society is confronted. Always

intimately bound up with the fabric of life, education has never

been looked upon as it is today not only as an important instrument
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of social control but as one of the most valuable aids for social recon-

struction. The world, although it has always paid a tribute to the

importance of education, has since the beginning of the century and

more particularly since the first days of the War become more acutely

conscious of the part that the schools must play in shaping the desti-

nies of the future. Thewhole field of education has broadened out and

expanded in so many directions that the educator of the nineteenth

century, concerned with one type of education for the masses, another

for the leaders, and still another for the adolescent worker, would

scarcely recognize the many ramifications which are being considered

today. No longer confined to the cultivation of literacy or of intel-

lectualism or of vocational skills, education is at last beginning to rec-

ognize the whole of hfe health and physical well-being, political and

social training, adaptation to a machine age, emotional and aesthetic

development, and preparation for leisure as well as the cultivation of

the mind as the field for its endeavors. And as the problems of life

are becoming increasingly complex and as the influences that mould

it affect the individual from the cradle to the grave, the scope of edu-

cation has expanded from what was in the past its major concern

the child and the adolescent to include in its purview the child of

pre-school age at one end and the adult at the other./If, then, educa-

tion is as broad as life, a philosophy of education cannot be elaborated

without taking into account the major forces that play upon the indi-

vidual as a member of society, and if education is to become not

only an instrument of social control but of social reconstruction, it

must be more conscious than it has generally been in the past of all

those forces which contribute to the development and character of

any social organization. /
Education and social forces. It is not necessary to go deeply into

the history of education to discover the part played by social and

political forces in determining the character of an educational system.
Athens furnishes perhaps one of the best illustrations in miniature of

the interplay of political forces and educational practices; here educa-

tion was determined by the place of the individual as a citizen, and
the full implication of this conception is nowhere better summarized
than in Pericles' famous statement in the Funeral Oration:

We alone regard a man who takes no interest in public affairs, not as a harm-

less, but as a useless character; and if few of us are originators, we are all

sound judges of a policy The great impediment to action is, in our opinion,
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not discussion, but the want of that knowledge which is gained by discussion

preparatory to action For we have a peculiar power of thinking before we
act and of acting, too, whereas other men are courageous from ignorance but
hesitate upon reflection x

Because the Greek conception of education was as broad as life itself,

simple as it may have been in those days as contrasted with the com-

plexities accumulated in modern civilizations, the philosophical

analyses of educational theory by Plato and Aristotle are as fresh and

pertinent today as when they were written. While Roman educa-

tional theory and practice offered little that went beyond those of the

Greeks, the story of the gradual decline of Roman education furnishes

an excellent illustration of the thesis that when the schools cease to

be invigorated by the vital stream flowing in the social group which

they serve they virtually cease to have any real significance. In the

mediaeval period education derived its purposes and aims from the

conception of the individual as a member of the ecclesiastical State,

although even at this time other forces, social and economic, strove

to assert themselves, and chivalry produced an educational system

adapted to its own needs, while the guilds provided a regiment of vo-

cational preparation. The educational theory of the Renaissance,

which glorified the individual for his own sake, did not come to its full

fruition until it was reenforced and given direction by the Reforma-

tion on the one hand and the Counter-Reformation on the other with

their doctrines of the domination of the individual by social aims,

then the religious character of the State. This conception was in-

herited by the nineteenth century, but a new note was soon added

the shaping of education to the nationalistic State, which became the

strongest factor governing the century.

This permanent truth illustrated in the main streams of the history

of education is operative in the present period and has wider ramifi-

cations than ever before because of the increasing complexity of the

problems with which society is confronted. In the first place, the

leading countries of the world had achieved by the close of the nine-

teenth century systems of elementary education which were almost

universal, and, rudimentary as that education was, it undoubtedly

succeeded in creating a demand for more. Further expansion of edu-

cation became inevitable as soon as it was recognized that elementary

education alone provided a very inadequate preparation for meeting

1
Thuoydides, I, 70. Jowett's translation,

'
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the problems of modern society. Great as had been the hopes of

those who expected social regeneration to result from the mere ac-

quisition of literacy, it was realized at the end of the century that

literacy alone does not constitute an education The rapid develop-

ment of industry and the emergence of a new industrial revolution

created by its increased mechanization have brought in their wake

new problems which it is the task of education to solve the reduc-

tion in the hours of labor involve an adequate preparation for the use

of leisure, the growing conflicts between capital and labor, short of,a

complete revolution in the economic bases of Me, demand a better

education for the representatives of both; and the machine age in

turn implies a release of individual effort and energy for other fends

than mere living. In other words, while elementary education, which

was all that was available to the large masses of individuals in each

country, might impart literacy, it failed, because of the immaturity
of the pupils exposed to it, to cultivate interests of enduring value and

of significance for mature life.

But the industrial and economic environment is only one of the

factors which affect education. The significance of education lies in

the attempt to conceive it from every aspect of the environment in

which the individual lives and moves. The individual is more than a

worker, he is a human being with rights, duties, and potentialities of

his own, he is a member of a great variety of social groups which

satisfy his interests, needs, and aspirations; he is a citizen; and in-

creasingly he is beginning to realize that he must share interests be-

yond and outside of the national and political group of which he is a

member. It is by considerations of such facts that education is being
influenced more than at any time in its history. One of the lessons

most widely learned during the Great War was that of the worth of

the individual, this was due not merely to the realization that in

times of crisis every man, woman, and child counts, but to the general

recognition that ability is not confined to any social class or group and
that any social system must provide for its emergence and particu-

larly by the provision of educational opportunities. But while the

War furnished concrete proof of a fact already recognized in theory

long before and assumed in practice in the United States, it helped
also to confirm another movement which antedated the War. This
was the movement, partly the result of education, partly the out-

come of class consciousness heightened by the Industrial Revolution,
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and partly the effect of the slow expansion of liberalism in politics,

which was gradually leading everywhere to demands first of all for

democratic forms of government and later for democracy as the basis

of economic and social as well as of political organization. The nine-

teenth-century democracy of the ballot-box leading to universal

suffrage had been found wanting; in its place there began to be de-

manded a broader interpretation democracy as an ideal of life in all

its aspects. At the present time the democratic ideal and the recog-
nition of the potential worth of the individual are the two strongest

forces which have stimulated the development of education, in theory
as yet more than in practice, within the last two decades. And even

in those systems which have been set up in opposition to democracy
Fascism critical of it as a form of government and Communism

discontented with its economic basis its educational ideals are none

the less exercising some influence. The effects of the democratic

ideal and the recognition of individual worth on education will con-

stantly reappear in the discussions of educational developments and

tendencies which are the subject of this volume.

SIGNIFICANCE OF NATIONALISM

Behind these two forces, however, there lies another which gives to

them and to education their own peculiar interpretation. This force

has been the rapid and progressive development of national self-con-

sciousness which marked the nineteenth century as the era of nation-

alism and which since the Great War has been cultivated with new

vigor and intensity as one of the strongest forms of corporate feeling.

But while the nineteenth century witnessed the cult of the spirit of

nationalism in a sinister direction as the mainspring of prejudice and

rivalry between national groups, the dawn of a new era appears to be

in sight in which another concept, based on a desire for self-expres-

sion and self-determination, may be evolved and directed toward in-

ternational cooperation and good-will. Already this concept has

stirred the minds of men, although it would be futile to claim that

those rivalries and antagonisms which culminated in the tragedy of

1914 have even begun to disappear. If the nineteenth century was

the era of nationalism, the twentieth promises to become the era of

the emergence of self-determining nationalities, a movement which

has arisen, wherever groups of inen feel themselves bound by loyalty

to a common ideal, whether in Europe or Asia or Africa or South
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America. The redivision of Europe at Versailles was based, however

inadequately, on this definition, and to it can be traced some of the

burning problems that still confront the world in Palestine, India,

China, the Philippines, as well as the demands of minority groups in

the newly created as well as among the older nations.

Common racial origin. The concept of nationality does not, how-

ever, lend itself readily to such a simple definition as loyalty to a

common ideal; there are other factors and explanations that cut

across it. There are those who would insist that a nation is or should

be a racial unit with common ancestors, common kin, common

language, common culture, a common homeland, and certain com-

mon characteristics In this sense, it is claimed that the Zionist

movement is both a racial and a national movement; a still more re-

cent movement of a similar type is that for autonomy in Catalonia.

On the other hand, the claim for nationality based on community of

racial origin, even if true in the groups mentioned, may easily be re-

futed by reference to any of the nations already in existence; one may
begin with the United States and proceed to the history of Italy, or

Great Britain, or India, where the mixture of races is obvious to the

eye. And yet even in the United States the fiction of a common in-

heritance is perpetuated in the words of one of the national anthems,
"Land where my fathers died."

Language and religion. Language is another factor which has

been claimed as the common basis of nationalism and in this sense

there may be cited the Americanization movement in the United

States, in so far as it seeks to secure community of language and pro-
hibits the maintenance of schools conducted in a foreign tongue, thfe

Germanization of minorities before the War, the Italianization of

minorities today, as well as the revival of languages as the basis of

new national movements of Celtic in Ireland, of Hebrew among
the Jews, of Catalan in Spain. The claim of language as the cause

and basis of national unity is, however, upset by the existence of na-

tions that are bilingual South Africa, Canada, Switzerland, Bel-

gium instances that disturb this simple acceptance of language as

an explanation of nationalism. At the same time language has in the

past played and still plays a very important part in the development
of national solidarity, since uniformity of language does make for

like-mindedness, a sense of common interest, group consciousness,

and a feeling of unlikeness as against the foreigner. But even here
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the thesis is not irrefutable when it is borne in mind that community
of language does not make for hke-mindedness between Great Britain

and the United States, or between Spam and the South America^
countries, or between the South American countries themselves. Re-

ligion, which for a long time was an important factor in developing
nationalism (cujus regio, ejus rehgio), has tended generally to lose its

force since religious tolerance began to spread in the nineteenth

century.

Common culture. The influences which have been mentioned by
no means exhaust the variety of causes that are alleged to furnish the

foundations of nationalism. The task of definition is complicated

by the connotations that have developed round the words "nation,"

"nationalism," and "nationality." Nation and nationalism are as-

sociated with the existence of a political state, nationality implies a

spiritual tie which binds together a group of individuals that feels

itself as one, so that a number of nationalities may exist side by side

within the same political state. Historically it is possible to trace

back the rise of national groups to a number of social instincts: gre-

gariousness and the herd instinct, the instinct for cooperation, and

readiness to make sacrifices for the social unit whether through sym-

pathy and love of approval or through fear of disapproval, egoism and

self-preservation. The full development of the sense of communion

implied by nationality involves the territorial idea, the idea of living

together in a definite home-country. Approached from this angle

nationalism and nationality may be synthesized in the definition that

they represent a spiritual quality which implies a common homeland,

corporate life, corporate growth, corporate self-respect and self-con-

sciousness based on community of culture. A nation is then a group
of individuals sharing a common culture. To quoteProfessor Barker:

Shall we say that a nation is a body of men, inhabiting a definite territory,

who normally are drawn from different races, but possess a common stock of

thoughts and feelings acquired and transmitted during the course of a com-

mon history; who on the whole andm the main, though more in the past than

the present, include in that common stock a common religious belief, who

generally and as a rule use a common language as the vehicle of their thoughts
and feelings, and who, besides common thoughts and feelings, also cherish a

common will, and accordingly form, or tend to form, a separate State for the

expression and realization of that will? If we so define a nation, we may
further define national character as the sum of acquired tendencies which a

national society has built on the native basis of its racial blend, its territory,
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and the mass and social variety of its population the house of thought
which men have made that their minds may dwell there together

x

( Nationalism, then, implies a common language, common customs,

and a common culture. A nation is a nationality which has acquired

self-government it is nationality plus the State, a nationality

possessing its own political institutions governed by its own consent

and coextensive with its own national boundaries. To object that

this definition does not take into account minority groups which have

a sense of like-mindedness is only to say that no definition can be

comprehensive. That the definition is almost all-embracing is indi-

cated by the possibility of solving the problem of minorities within

the scope of its terms, as is already manifested in Belgium, in Canada,

in South Africa, and in the Union of Soviet Republics. For the de-

velopment of education, the new approach to the whole problem is of

the utmost significance. Its progress in the nineteenth century was

fostered under the aegis of that conception of nationalism which em-

phasized the political aspect and power as the end of the national

State, which stressed not cooperation but rivalry between nations.

Under this conception the individual counted for little as a personality
in the development of national power and economic self-interest-

Culture as a common basis of nationalism was a state product, a part
of the state machinery to promote like-mindedness and loyalty, and

hence a definite part of the state system of education, training all to

be alike; from this angle culture becomes a force bent and directed to

national ends conceived from the political point of view in order to

secure discipline, duty, obedience, efficiency, public service. The na-

tion is divided into those who lead and those who are led, those who
define the culture which is to become the medium for indoctrinating

the masses, and the masses upon whom it is imposed. But national

culture, if it is to become the possession of all, and particularly if it is

to be dynamic and to grow, is not subject to such narrow definitions

as are attempted in a state-controlled regime. In the sense in which

the term is used in the recent definitions of nationality, culture im-

plies the spontaneous expression of the individuals of a nation; it

arises out of the free interplay between individuals and their environ-

ment, and between individuals and groups among themselves. As
civilization progresses and increases in complerity, it is becoming

x
Barker, Ernest. National Character and the factors in its Formation, pp. 17 i New

York, Harper & Bros , 1927.
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more and more difficult for any state machinery to direct and control

it in its manifold ramifications; hence the demand for national self-

determination is being followed by a demand for group self-deter-

mination, a demand which, although limited for the present to the

economic field, may well be extended to others.

Two concepts of nationalism. The world is today confronted with

a conflict between these two concepts. On the one hand is the de-

mand for more intense state control whether in the form of a dic-

tatorship of personal power and authority or of a dictatorship of an
idea. On the other hand, the difficulties of representative govern-
ment arising from the variety and complexity of the human affairs

that are to be regulated are leading to a demand for an interpretation
of democracy in which the individuals or groups of a nation will par-

ticipate more directly in regulating themselves and their own affairs.

Whichever the choice, it is of significance for education.

The philosophy of education aided by the latest researches of psy-

chology may evolve schemes of education, Utopian and irrefutable in

the abstract, but national systems of education cannot for long re-

main unresponsive to the demands of the political, social, and eco-

nomic environment in which they develop. The whole problem of

education in the present stage of its development may be approached
from one or other of the points of view here presented of culture as

the free and spontaneous expression of individuals or a group of indi-

viduals, or of culture as something that is defined by a central agency
of the State and devised to secure a common mind and common out-

look. Russia and Italy, and to some extent the United States, indi-

cate that a third course is conceivable, a culture which is in part

permitted to develop freely and is in part dictated by certain ends,

political, economic, or nationalistic.

Psychology of nationalism. The main criteria of nationality are

psychological; the growth of nationalism is governed by traditions,

historical perspective, and principles and ideas shared in common,

leading to pride in group membership, self-consciousness, and the

adoption of symbols, holidays, songs, and ceremonials by which these

are objectified. The development of nationalism has forced men out

of narrow sectionalism into membership in larger social units, and has

cultivated loyalty to a state which rises above petty and selfish

interests. But it has also raised the problem whether nationalism

implies the cult of docility and uniformity in public matters; it has
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also brought into the foreground the question of the meaning of pa-

triotism and the place of propaganda and indoctrination in the de-

velopment of men's minds. If patriotism is defined in the spirit of

jingoism and imperialism, in terms of pride in the strength, the power,

and the superiority of one's nation, the world is in constant danger of

a repetition of that catastrophe which overwhelmed it in 1914. If,

however, patriotism is defined as loyalty to the moral and spiritual

ideals of one's nation, confidence in what it can contribute to the pro-

gressive civilization of the world and to the well-being of humanity,

acceptance of the right of other nations to embark on a similar mis-

sion, and faith that more can be gained for national as well as inter-

national progress from cooperation and the pooling of resources than

from the pursuit of selfish interests, the world as well as each nation

will benefit. If the first view of patriotism is accepted, propaganda
and indoctrination in education mean the exploitation of prejudices,

bigotry, and human weakness, which colors not only the teaching of

patriotism but the whole educative process. If the second definition

is adopted, propaganda and indoctrination do not cease to have

their place in education, but they imply the cultivation of human in-

telligence to criticize what is demoralizing and to honor what is

choice-worthy In the one method the emphasis is on dictation, on

authority; in the other, the growth of free personality in ability to

reach decisions on the basis of knowledge and inquiry is stressed.

The danger is as imminent today as it was in the nineteenth century

that, because nations have grown up through conflicts, dislike and

hostility without, the cult of nationalism and its expression as pa-
triotism may have inherent in it intolerance and hatred of other na-

tions. There are signs, however, that in education at any rate, no
matter what the facts may be in politics, it is being recognized that a

spirit of nationalism can be cultivated which is ready to play its part
in the development of world-mindedness.

NATIONALISM AND EDUCATION

Scope of education. Nationalism is, then, a condition of mind or

loyalty to ideals based on a national state. Because it can be con-

ceived only in terms of ideas, intellectual and moral outlook, emo-

tions, and culture in general, education has steadily assumed an in-

creasingly important place in programs of national development.
The conceptions underlying national systems of education do not,
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however, lie immediately on the surface The forces that actually

operate today are more obvious than these. There is at present no

corner of the world that is not affected by the educational renaissance,

nor is this movement confined to nations which have had established

educational systems and traditions, nor to groups which are emerging
into nationhood, but the impact has been felt in efforts which are

being made for the reorganization of the education of backward

peoples. /In the main the movements for the reform of national

systems of education are inspired by the spread of democracy, but

democracy no longer hi terms of equality before the ballot-box so

much as of equality of opportunity in all aspects of life political,

social and economic a democracy conceived in terms, not merely of

the machinery of government, but of the spirit in which all the rela-

tions of the individual to the society of which he is a member are

conducted./ Alongside of the movement to promote equality of op-

portunity which developed as a natural trend of the last century
towards more liberal and democratic forms of government, there has

arisen a widespread recognition of the worth of the individual and

the realization of the tremendous amount of intellectual resources

latent in all classes and an equally universal recognition of the need

of harnessing these resources through education for the improvement
of national well-being. /It is no accident, no mere result of theoretical

considerations that the proposal in education which is most widely

discussed today is the attempt to extend further and more diversified

education to those classes that have enjoyed it before
j

Whether it is

in terms of a demand for a broad educational highway, or for carnbres

ouvertes au talent or freie Bahn dem Tuchhgen, with their corollaries

of secondary education for all, the icole unique, or the Einheitsscfade,

the dominating causes are everywhere the same. If the progress of

the movement for the realization of this ideal has been retarded, the

reasons are to be found in part in the economic depression from which

the world has suffered, and in part in a certain inertia to depart from

the traditional practices and ideas in the selection of leaders and in

the content of their preparation. Politics and economics are not the

only aspects of national life dominated by the vested interests of the

beati possidentes.

Nationalism and the individual. If the meaning of nationalism is

most adequately defined in terms of culture and ideals, it becomes

clear that there is scarcely any problem in education that is not in
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some way or another affected by it. The first problem is the eternal

one of the relation of the State to the individual, or, rather, the place

of the individual in the State, whether the State exists as an organiza-

tion to promote the free, moral and spiritual development of the indi-

vidual, or whether it seeks to preserve and perpetuate itself by

moulding all individuals to the same pattern. The answer to this

problem determines the whole problem of the administration, sup-

port, and maintenance of education, whether they are to be wholly
centralized and controlled in the interests of uniformity, of whether

some place is to be found for local initiative, local enterprise, and local

adaptations to environmental differences This leads by a natural

transition to a consideration of the place of private education in a na-

tional system, to what extent is it to be tolerated and encouraged, and

to what degree is it to be controlled, supervised, and regimented.

Fundamental to these problems is the whole question of the meaning
of a national system of education Is it to be organized in the in-

terests of a class or on the basis of equality of opportunity? Is it to

be selective and differentiated, or shall it, in the supposed interests of

democracy, offer a single-track institution only? Hitherto elementary
education has connoted the education of the masses largely as follow-

ers, and secondary education that of the classes, largely the leaders; is

the survival of such a dual system of
education acceptable and com-

patible with the demands and meaning of nationalism today? So

long as the dual concept of education prevailed, the emphasis in ele-

mentary education continued to be placed on the cultivation of

literacy and a modicum of information, and in secondary education

on culture and liberal disciplines; does the new concept of nationalism

have inherent in it another implication education as life and edu-

cation for life, which are something more than mere literacy and imply
continuity of the process of education from infancy up to and through
adult life?

Nationalism and the schools. On the answers to these problems
will depend the solution of those problems which are more intimately
the concern of the school, of the relations between teacher and pupils.

The whole question of the character of the curriculum and of curric-

ulum-making is determined by the national concept and its defini-

tion of the relation of the State to the individual. Frojn some points
of view the curriculum and course of study may be regarded as a form
of propaganda, a type of indoctrination determined by the necessities
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of the State, in this case the making of the curriculum anei the defini-

tion of the details of the course of study are controlled wholly by
agencies established by the State. If, however, the real meaning of

nationalism as a spiritual force is recognized and national culture is

considered as the interplay of individual and group interests intel-

lectual, physical, aesthetic, and moral freedom and local initiative

are encouraged. The inculcation of nationalism and patriotism and
the teaching, not only of history, but of geography, literature, art and

music, are determined largely by the type of national outlook which

prevails.

Ultimately, however, differences between national systems of edu-

cation consist not so much in the list of subjects that are taught as in

the selection of the content of each subject and the use to which it is

put. History as a subject of instruction, for example, may in itself

be quite neutral and be taught with the ami of developing an appreci-

ation of the sequence of events, to stimulate in the learner a desire to

ask, What comes next? On the other hand, it may be and has in the

past been employed to develop bigotry and prejudice, patriotism

based not on loyalty to a nation's ideals but on hatred of the foreigner.

Geography may in a similar way be taught as a science and as a study
of the relations of man to his environment, but it may also be abused

through an emphasis on national boundaries, on lost provinces, or on

the different coloring that sets ofi one nation from another. Even so

apparently innocuous a subject as arithmetic may be bent to patri-

otic ends.1 Not only the content but methods of instruction, the

place of discipline and freedom, of indoctrination and spontaneity are

in national systems of education governed more frequently by aspects

of nationalism than by educational theory, however well founded it

may be. The place of textbooks, their use and selection, the develop-

ment and encouragement of corporate life or extra-curricular activi-

ties, the preparation and status of teachers, the use and importance of

examinations all of these questions, as will appear subsequently,

are more subj'ect to subtle national preconceptions and attitudes than

to the theoretical considerations ofreducational philosophers.

* See Alexander, T., The Prussian Elementary Schools (New York, 1919) , for examples of

the use of subjects for nationalistic ends, particularly pp 425-28, 445-51. On the use of

history for the inculcation of patriotism of the dangerous kind see Scott, J , The Menace of

Nationalism vn Education (London, 1926) ; Prudhommeaux, J , Enqu&e sur les Livres scolavres

d'apres Guerre (Paris, 1923), Pierce, B , Public Opinion and the Teaching of History in the

Untied States (New York, 1926); and many others
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Nationalism and internationalism. Finally, it is obvious that any
trend towards the development of international understanding or

world-mindedness is determined primarily by national emotions and

attitudes which, although they may often override the logical de-

mands of the age, are at once the results and the explanations of the

character of an educational system. One point is, however, obvious,

and that is, that, if the definition of the nation and of nationalism in

terms of common spiritual and cultural loyalties is sound, they have

nothing to fear from the development of international understanding

Indeed, their proper cult is essential to it, for internationalism pro-

perly understood is inconceivable without nationalism, nor does it

imply some form of supra-nationalism or cosmopolitanism, but rather

the interplay and cooperation between the best spiritual contribu-

tions of each national group in the interests of a sane and sound de-

velopment of world civilization and culture. In the last analysis in

the present stage of civilization with the annihilation of space and

time through the improvement of mechanical devices, with the sensi-

tiveness of every part of the world to the slightest changes in the eco-

nomic and financial sphere, with the interdependence of humanity in

the promotion of the sciences and the arts (the self-determination

of nations without regard for their neighbors is as unthinkable as the

self-realization of the individuals of a nation without regard to their

fellow-citizens. )

Distinctiveness of national systems of education. It is obvious

from the preceding discussion of nationalism and its direct bearing on

the character of educational systems, that the educational systems of

no two nations can be identical /No country can claim that its

educational problems are unique; what is unique are the ways in

which each nation approaches these problems, the social situation and
the influences that have gone to mould it and to determine the charac-

ter of the solution which has been reached. In other words each na-

tion today constitutes an experimental laboratory which yields solu-

tions to the same problems in different ways determined by peculiar
social traditions and conditions. Jit is for this reason that|he educa-

tional systems and practices of one nation cannot be transported to

another nation or to other peoples without profound adaptations and

modifications; such a course runs the risk of offending local tradi-

tions, local genius, the peculiar social, economic, and political condi-

tions of the nation to which the foreign system is transferred.
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What are the forces and causes of these differences in national in-

heritances? Biologically all children have the same start as members
of the human race, the same nervous organization, the same instinc-

tive equipment, and the same central tendencies to action qualified

by hereditary differences. And yet as they grow up differences of

outlook, attitudes, emotions, ideals, become increasingly evident.

What are the causes and what are the factors that determine

the differences underlying national systems of education despite
the fact that in general most nations are confronted by the same

problems?

Historical factors. Since modern institutions and culture have

been developed out of the interchange between all past experiences

and local environments, the most obvious cause of national differ-

ences is to be found in a nation's history and traditions. {Even those

nations which pride themselves^juaaJung^Jstory rather than on the

history of their past cannot escape from the fact that history has left

the imprint of all its manifold influences on the minds and culture of

their people.) In the United States, for example, two important
factors have moulded American thought and outlook. Thejirst,of

these is the dominance of the doctrine of the perfectibility of man, a

doctrine imported from France in the middle of the eighteenth cen-

tury which found its fullest development m the United States in the

general acceptance of the ideal of equality of opportunity. The

second is to be found in the effects of the frontier and its conquest,

which have left a lasting imprint on American character and on

American institutions, for this struggle combined with the doctrine

of perfectibility has given its particular coloring to the American con-

cept of democracy. Interwoven with these two factors is the strain

of Puritanism which some interpreters of American life claim to be

still strongly operative. The many-sidedness of English character x

may be traced to the tradition of individualism, freedom of speech,

liberty of conscience, and the doctrine of laissez fcwre which, con-

fronted in the present era by the exigencies of new social and eco-

nomic conditions, may have to yield, more than it has already done,

to some form of social planning and governmental control. The

history of English education in the past twenty-five years is full of il-

1 This 13 fully developed by Sir Michael E Sadler in, his artide on "The Philosophy under-

lying the System of Education in England
"
in the Educational Yearbook, i&g, of the Interna-

tional Institute of Teachers College, Columbia University, pp. I fE. (New York, 1930)-
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lustrations of this conflict between the doctrine of laissezfaire and

governmental prescription, the outcome of which promises to offer a

most valuable contribution to the vexed question of the relation of a

central authority to local and private organizations.
1

By contrast

with the English situation, almost three centuries of centralized ad-

ministration, organized into a definite pattern over a century ago by

Napoleon, have resulted in France in a faith in the wisdom of govern-

mental control and bureaucratic administration against which the

recent movement for local self-determination (regionalism) is not

likely to make any inroads for many years.

State and Church. Even if the discussion of the influences of

history and tradition were limited to education alone, the field be-

comes almost inexhaustible. Some of the most crucial problems in

the reconstruction of the educational systems in England, Germany,

France, and Italy may be traced to the age-old partnership between

the Church and the school. At the beginning of 1931 this tradi-

tional partnership was responsible for an amendment of the bill in-

troduced in the House of Commons to extend the age of compulsory
school attendance in England, which would have delayed for some

time the operation of the bill had it been accepted by the House of

Lords. For three years the most serious educational and political

problem in the new German Republic centered round an attempt (the

Reichsschulgeset) to restore this partnership into full vigor, a measure

which would have resulted in splitting the system of German ele-

mentary education into thousands of small parochial schools. One of

the chief obstacles to the adoption of the common school system

(icole unique) in France is to be found in the opposition of the Church
to the acceptance of a policy which, while it would introduce equality
of opportunity, might, it is feared without foundation, be a further

step in establishing a state monopoly of education. In Italy the

Fascist Government, although not opposed to religious instruction in

the schools as an essential part of the tradition of Italian culture, has

been compelled by a tradition centuries older than Fascism to place
this instruction under clerical supervision.

Class and social distinctions. The most cursory examination of

proposals for the reorganization of educational systems conceived

with the intention of eliminating the dual tracks of elementary and

secondary education and of increasing educational opportunities re-

* See Chapters IEC, IV, and V.
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veals that the strongest stumbling-block is to be found, not in the

probable increased cost of education, but in the dual origin of ele-

mentary and secondary education, in the conception of elementary
education as an education for the lower classes and of secondary for

the leaders, and in a somewhat narrow conception of the meaning of

a liberal education as the proper tradition to be perpetuated in the

secondary schools. To the same dual origins and traditions may be

attributed the hesitancy in many countries to reorganize the systems
of preparing elementary school teachers on the assumption that such

preparation should be in the spirit of the traditional elementary
schools rather than on a university level. Into the conflict between

"progressive" or "new" education and tradition, it is unnecessary
to enter in detail. On the one hand, there is a demand for a complete

reorganization of curriculum, content, and methods of instruction

with an emphasis on the cultivation of freedom, initiative, and inde-

pendence; on the other, there are stressed drill and discipline, adult

needs, the accumulation of examinable information. The traditional

faith in literacy as the basis of social salvation and consequently as

the aim of the education of the masses, with its emphasis on reading,

writing, and arithmetic, stands in the way of the adoption not only
of radical but of moderate reforms. No branch of education is more

governed by class tradition than secondary; from the social point of

view the selective, from the curricular, the classical or linguistic

concepts of secondary education still prevail almost universally and

block the attempts to democratize educational opportunities and

to introduce greater diversification of courses adapted to the needs

of adolescents and the changing demands of the new industrial

age.

Racial characteristics. In considering the meaning of nationality,

reference was made to the claim that one of the bases alleged for its

origin is community of race. This claim is carried a stage further

with the assumption that differences between nations are due to dif-

ferences of racial characteristics. Whatever the origin of nations

may have been in their early history, community of race plays little

part in determining their characteristics; further, no one would af-

firm today that there are such things as rooted, unchanging racial

characteristics. There is, it is true, a tendency to generalize on this

subject, and to some it would, indeed, bring comfort and consolation,

if there were any truth in the generalization, for Nordic superiority
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could then be established.
1 There are, however, clear national char-

acteristics which, acquired rather than innate, are marked and have

an important influence on outlook and attitudes toward all phases of

life, including educational theory and practice The characteristics

themselves are the results of so many changing forces that they do not

lend themselves to any clear-cut definition.

Population. Character and outlook may be determined by such

factors as the distribution and mobility of a population. A stay-at-

home people, particularly if it does not possess adequate means of

communication, through roads and railways, press and literature, and

the more modern devices of telephone and radio, tends on the whole,

because it develops in isolation, to be more cautious and conservative,

less curious and more resistant to innovation. The changing status

of family life, which has in the past been everywhere a social nursery,

and the decline of parental influence exercise important influences on

the development of character in general and on the practices of the

school. The social attitude to children, whether they are regarded as

an investment for old age or as individuals with great potentialities,

profoundly affects the retention of children in school, the amount of

money devoted to education, the character of the discipline in the

home and the school, and, it might be said, the status of the teacher.

Social and economic organization. National character is, again,

profoundly affected by the nature and distribution of social organiza-

tion, whether urban or rural. The large city tends to disintegrate

community interests and to dissipate the opportunity of local associa-

tions and groups to develop a community of spirit arid of interests.

The city is the seat of productive originality and offers scope for the

development of specialized groups and capacities, and to this extent

leaves room for the cultivation of independence Of character and for

experimentation; the rural organization, on the other hand, varying
with the difficulty of aggregation, tends to develop individuality in

isolation, to cultivate mastery of the environment without the clash

of variety of interests, and to stimulate self-reliance but the self-

rpliance of the opinionated and conservative. In general the con-

1 My OWE opinion is that in the United States, where this question of racial characteristics
has been mostwidely discussed, the conflicts of different groups have arisen from a clash of

different cultures, different religions, different standards of living, and not least through the

attempts at too rapid assimilation of the immigrant with a complete disregard of his back-

ground. The economic causes of the conflict rieed only' be mentioned without further

discussion
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trast between urban and rural organizations in their influence on

character-building and attitudes may be seen in nations which are

predominantly industrial and those which are predominantly agri-

cultural. This contrast is well marked if one compares the Germany
before 1870 and the Germany since that date, or in present-day

France, where a quiet and subtle change is proceeding as the country
is gradually moving from an agricultural to an industrial basis, or in

England, where there are marked differences in outlook between the

industrial North and the rural South. The conflict of interests and

differences in temper between rural and urban United States have

always exercised a strong influence on national life since the early days
of the Republic and in the present crisis are too obvious to need any
more comment than to point to the gradually changing attitudes that

are proceeding from the gradual industrialization of the Southern

States.

Except to those who accept the economic interpretation of history

and of national life, the influence of wealth and its distribution on na-

tional character and outlook is not on the surface very obvious. It is

clear, however, that where wealth serves as a spur to ambition the de-

mand for education as well as for diversification of types of education

is likely to be more emphasized than in a country hi which there is a

more even distribution.1 At the same time intense competition may
lead to the growth of economic levels and types of education pre-

sumed to be appropriate to each, while, on the other side, the ac-

cumulation of wealth may lead, as in the United States, to the estab-

lishment and maintenance of private schools. At the same time the

last two results, the provision of differentiated types of schools for

different economic levels and the establishment of private schools,

may equally be attributed to the existence of social stratification

which leads to one type of school for the classes and another for the

masses and in general to opposition to public expenditure on educa-

tion, compensated in part by the provision of opportunities for the

poor but able to emerge from their own social level. But these are

not the only effects of social stratification; on its extent and distribu-

tion depend such contrasts as between conservatism and fixity of

tradition, on the one hand, and liberalism, experimentation, and

1 A crude illustration of this thesis may be found in the campaign conducted in the United

States about 1918 to encourage young persons to continue their education. See U S. Office

of Education, Bulletin, 1917, No 22, The Money Value of Education.
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progress on the other, between inbreeding and continuity and the

gradual emergence of vigorous ability and new qualities of character

and outlook, between a caste system and a system which provides op-

portunities for self-realization and ambition, between institutional-

ism and individuality, between rigidity and plasticity. The signif-

icance of these contrasts will emerge in a comparison of national

systems of education, but the interplay of these factors is equally

marked in a study of the development of educational ideals in the

nineteenth century as compared with the present era in individual

nations. For the student of comparative education many of the dif-

ferences between national systems of education can find their only

explanation in an examination of the national attitudes and charac-

teristics which are derived from these contrasts.

Political theory. Plato and Aristotle discussed for all time the in-

timate relations between the character of a people and political theory

and forms of government. The development of national systems of

education in the nineteenth century only served to give concrete

reality to their theoretical discussions. The centralized, autocratic,

dictatorial form of government tends to emphasize control through
a central agency, to dominate opinion and its formation by what is

taught in the schools; the liberal or democratic form of government
tends to leave more to local initiative and enterprise, although the

fact must be stressed that a republican government is not necessarily

liberal or democratic. In the one case there results uniformity and

simplicity of organization, a perfected mechanical organization rest-

ing on bureaucratic control which maintains universally recognized

standards; in the other case, variety, differentiation, and experimen-
tation characterize every phase of social organization resulting in a

ragged system with peaks and valleys due to differences in local

conditions and local initiative, without uniformity of standards, but

with something that is superior readiness to accept change and
reform as conditions demand and to advance to ever-receding goals,

an experimental attitude which, if consciously harnessed to principles,

is a guarantee of progress. Plato had already noted that there is

more scope for variety of human nature in a democracy, but he also

warned, and there are concrete examples which prove the truth of his

warning, against the danger in a democracy of a dead level of medi-

ocrity. In the centralized system social guidance and direction are

determined by a bureaucracy, ready to disregard, because the ad-
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ministrative mind prefers mechanical perfection, local conditions and
local interests; in the decentralized system social progress responds
more readily to the demands of the public will. Individuality and

initiative, whether of persons or of groups, find more opportunity for

their realization in a democracy, standardized culture, good form and

conventions, conformity are more likely to be characteristic of the

autocratic, centralized scheme of organization. And yet, since poli-

tics and government constitute only one of the many-colored forces

that affect national attitudes, any attempt at generalization is apt to

be dangerous.

The list of factors that contribute to the moulding of differences

between the character and attitudes of nations is almost inexhausti-

ble, and any further attempt at analysis might lead to mere specula-

tion. This would, for example, be true if it were sought to contrast

the divergence of influence exercised by various religions, or to go still

further and attempt to explain the acceptance of one denomination

rather than another on the basis of race. So far as education is con-

cerned, all that need be insisted upon is that the character of a na-

tional system of education may be affected by the relations between

the Church and the State, whether national character is differently af-.

fected by different forms of creed and worship, it is in the light of re-

cent political events difficult to say. Equally difficult is it at present

to anticipate the effects on the future development of nations and of

civilization and culture of the adoption of types of social organization

which will cut across those already in existence; such, for example,

would be the development of occupationalism or grouping by profes-

sions and occupations for purposes of self-determination. For edu-

cation such functional organization of social groups would probably

involve a prolongation of general education for all and the consequent

postponement of specialization, a reorganization of the systems of

vocational preparation, greater emphasis on training in social obliga-

tion, and the institution of forms of education which would enrich

occupationalism.

Whatever future developments may bring, this fact will always re-

main true, that a philosophy of education which does not take the

major forces that mould and shape national life into account is likely

to remain formal and barren. The development of education as a

science is possible, but only in a very limited sense. The human ele-

ment is too complex and human relations are too involved and com-
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plicated to be as easily defined and measured for educational pur-

poses as some enthusiasts for a science of education would claim.

The facts that must be taken into account by the student of compara-
tive education have been aptly summarized by Robert Bridges in his

Testament of Beauty (Book IV, lines 918 ff.):

all men differ each from each, since neither environment

nor disposition can ever in any two men
be the same or alike, and therefore (as was said)

true individuality within the species

would seem reach'd in mankind. Again likewise 'tis seen

how national mentalities are mutually

incomprehensible and irreconcilable,

since each group as it rose was deterrmVd apart

by conditions of life which none other could share,

by climate, language, and historic tradition

estranging evermore, nor are such obstinate bonds
the weaker for any intrinsic absurdity

*

1 Oxford University Press, 1929.



CHAPTER II

EDUCATION AND NATIONAL CHARACTER

DIFFERENCES between national systems of education are due, as was

pointed out in the last chapter, to a series of forces that have gone
and still go to mould nations and national character and outlook.

Since education represents in the main the conscious effort of society

to conserve what it regards as most precious and fundamental to its

perpetuation, it is obvious that its nature and organization must be

strongly colored by the character and outlook of a nation, shaped and

moulded by countless other factors.1 It must be admitted that there

is considerable danger in employing such a generalization as national

character. Nothing is more prejudicial to the progress of interna-

tional understanding than generalizations which would attach labels

to different national groups, and such labels are all the more deplor-

able when they become fixed in uninquiring and immature minds.

There is, therefore, no intention here of employing such generaliza-

tions as that all Germans are docile, all Frenchmen gay, all English-

men obstinate and conservative, all Latin peoples passionate and un-

stable, and all Americans materialistic go-getters. If generalizations

are used it is only in the sense that certain groups are likely to act in

ways different from other groups according to their history, tradi-

tions, environment, ideals, and intellectual outlook; it is not neces-

sary as a consequence to accept the theory that a nation has a soul or

mind. Since human beings are what they are, there is room in every

group for the development of varieties of character and modes of be-

havior, and yet when they behave as a group they may collectively

manifest the common imprint of those factors which have welded

them together. With the progress of mass education, it may well be

that certain characteristics may be sublimated in one group and

stressed in another.

As one examines national systems of education, the differences are

striking. One system is highly centralized and carefully planned in

all its parts; another is decentralized, apparently chaotic and un-

articulated. One system leaves no room for local initiative and adap-

tation to local needs; another leaves almost everything in the educa-
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tional process to local initiative and experimentation except the barest

minima to give unity in diversity. One system emphasizes rigid uni-

formity deliberately, another actually places a premium on variety as

the soundest basis of progress. One system stresses the cultivation

of the mind and intellectual development, another the formation of

character and the will to act. Such differences, which are here stated

very broadly, but which will inevitably appear as this work progresses,

can find no explanation in educational theories, actually educational

theories follow rather than lead they are the rationalizations of

pre-existing conditions. In the light of the attempt of German philos-

ophers to develop a science of education which is autonomous, self-

contained, and having its own ends, the point of view here presented

must be emphasized. It is no accident or no mere coincidence that

the pragmatic philosophy of education is peculiarly American and

that American education is founded on the idea of progress, while the

French emphasize the progress of ideas and the cult of reason. It is

important, therefore, as a means of appreciating and understanding
the significance of a national system of education to consider the

bearing of a nation's character upon its education.

I. ENGLAND
I The English^ system of education, like the English Constitution and

the British Empire, has grown up by a series of accidents, by modi-

fications, adaptations, and expansions, not based upon any theory or

on any preconceived planning, but introduced as the occasion or the

social needs and changes demanded. Thus the Education Act of

1902 was passed as a happy compromise without any full realization

of its implications for the development of a national system of educa-

tion. Even when the opportunity is offered of establishing a well

articulated organization of education in the current proposals to

raise the compulsory age of attendance to fifteen and to provide some
form of post-elementary education for all boys and girls, the oppor-

tunity of adopting a symmetrical design is hardly even considered and
new wings in a different style of architecture, as it were, are planned to

be added on to a building which is already sufficiently variegated.
The explanation is not to be found, as is sometimes alleged, in innate

conservatism, or in a desire to perpetuate class distinctions, since the

forces aligned against their perpetuation in education are sufficiently

strong to oppose such an attempt. The explanation lies rather in the
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fact that the Englishman dislikes to think or to formulate plans of

action, however plausible theymay be, before the immediate need for

them is apparent on the surface. He prefers to rely on action based

on common sense as the need for action arises; his outlook is essen-

tially empirical and relies on his ability to carry out each action with

the minimum amount of thought needed for success in meeting a

situation. The Englishman, more than any other national, believes

that an ounce of practice is worth a pound of theory and that bridges

musTntrt-be-esoBseATflitil they are reached, for "You never can telL"

Hence Socialism in England is less uncompromising than in other

countries and the Russian experiment of social planning makes no

appeal there because "it may be very well in theory, but..."

This is by no means a new feature in English character. Burke

had already noted it in the Reflections on the French Revolution'.

By a slow but well sustained progress, the effect of each step is watched;
the good or ill success of the first gives light to us in the second, and so, from

light to light, we are conducted with safety through the whole series. We see

that the parts of the system do not clash. The evils latent in the most prom-
ising contrivances are provided for as they arise One advantage is as little

as possible sacrificed to another. We compensate, we reconcile, we balance.

We are enabled to unite into a consistent whole the various anomalies and

contending principles that are found in the minds and affairs of men. From
hence arises, not an excellence in simplicity, but one far superior, an excel-

lence in composition

> This reliance on ability to work institutions, to compromise, to

make concessions, to rely on common sense in human affairs rather

than on logic, affects not only domestic but also foreign affairs, in

neither are rigidly formulated theories and doctrines acceptable.

Thus in discussing the problem of a Protocol for a world settlement

in 1925 Sir Austin Chamberlain expressed this fundamental feature

in English character:

As to the argument that the Protocol is merely the logical conclusion of the

Covenant, I profoundly distrust logic when applied to politics and all English

history justifies me. Why is it that, as contrasted with other nations, ours has

been a peaceful not a violent development? Why is it that great as have

been the changes that have taken place in this country, we have had none of

those sudden revolutions and reactions that have so frequently affected more

logically-minded nations than ourselves? It is because instinct and experi-

ence alike teach us that human nature is not logical, that it is unwise to treat

political institutions as instruments of logic, and that it is in wisely refraining

from pressing conclusions to their logical end that the path of peaceful devel-

opment and true reform is truly foraid. (The Times, March 25, 1925 )
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Because national planning may inevitably lead to governmental

dictation and bureaucratic control, the Englishman mistrusts it, he

prefers to rely upon the spontaneous activity of individuals or groups.

The resistance with which every step in the piecemeal progress of

social legislation or national compulsion even in time of war helps to

illustrate rather than to refute this statement. The reluctance to

rely on government initiative and the suspicion of theories and plans

of action have their counterpart in the English attitude to the expert

and the specialist; preferring common sense and the conduct of each

situation on its own merits the Englishman suspects specialized

knowledge because he regards it as narrowing and not sufficiently de-

tached. Hence his preference for the amateur in national and local

government and in the management of his social affairs. Hence in

educational administration and organization the vast number of

voluntary workers and procedure by committees, and in instruction a

sceptical attitude to professional training. The expert becomes the

bureaucrat and bureaucracy becomes bound up in red tape ;
when the

situation requires it he prefers to proceed straight to his goal with as

httle external interference as possible. Plasticity and adaptability,

intelligence and independence of spirit are to be preferred to formulas

and rigid definitions of action; at the same time a system operating
on this principle elicits intelligence and independence of spirit.

But if the Englishman is an individualist and regards his home,

physically and spiritually, as his castle, his instinct for action flows

over into an instinct for cooperation, for team play. Hence he ex-

presses his ideal of life in such terms as "fair play," "playing the

game," "it isn't cricket," "good form," for life is a game and must
be played according to the rules of the game. The essence of group
action is discussion, arbitration, concession, and compromise. This
second instinct, as it were, results again in a preference for group self-

control and self-determination rather than for state interference.

As a consequence social discipline, the rule of law, and law-abiding-
ness are stronger than in societies which are more subject to govern-
mental regimentation. Freedom and liberty for the individual and
for social groups to work out their own salvation with a minimum of

state interference the Englishman regards as his most priceless pos-

session, and in no field of social endeavor more than in education.

As an individual the Englishman believes in the spirit of live and let

live, as a member of society he clings to his faith in free cooperation
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and espnt de corps. Although there may today be signs of a move-
ment in the direction of greater state regimentation, even the extreme

Left politically has been compelled to learn that it must abide by
"
the rules of the game" and that the enactment of a social program,

however urgently demanded by the exigencies of the time, must not

override the fundamental traits of English character.

The following epigram reported to emanate from the Secretariat of

the League of Nations, Un Anglais, c'est un imbecile; deux Anglais,
c'est un "match"; trois Anglais, c'est une grande nation, summarizes

the many-colored aspects of nglish character. It implies the co-

existence of all those qualities ascribed to the Englishman by Bishop

Creighton vigor, energy, practical capacity, dogged perseverance,

determination not to be beaten, integrity, a love of justice, outspok-

enness, straightforwardness, and the rest all qualities which are

practical rather than intellectual. At the same time it is difficult, if

one refers to the wide range of English literature and particularly

English poetry, to deny the existence of qualities which are not cov-

ered in this list. English literature in a sense does express these

practical aspects of English character with its cult of biography and

absorption with character and its behavior, but English poetry, in-

stinct with feeling, with reverence and awe, with mysticism at times,

and breathing the love of the beauty of the countryside, displays an

aspect of character which rises far above the utilitarian and practical.

But when all this has been said, it still remains true that for contribu-

tions in the field of pure thought the Englishman has had to rely on

the cooperation of his Scottish neighbor.
1 It would, of course, be er-

roneous to deducefrom this analysis that the Englishman is incapable

of or has no intellectual interests, but it does mean that he does not

place either their cult or the logical discipline which should precede

them among the most important of the ideals of life to be attained.

Observing the interplay of national psychologies from the vantage

point of the Secretariat of the League of Nations, Senor Madariaga
has brilliantly analyzed English character as contrasted with the

French:

As it happens, there is perhaps no clearer contrast there (at Geneva) than

that between the two protagonists of the League. England and France seem

to have been selected by Providence as the two pure antagonistic elements or

1 See Educational Yearbook, 1929, of the International Institute of Teachers College,

Columbia University, pp 14, 32 f , 108 (New York, 1930).
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poles of the international system, forming a couple of opposites comparable to

the couple acid-base in chemistry, or to that of the masculine and feminine

elements in human life. In Geneva everything gravitates either towards the

empirical or towards the theoretical, towards expedients or towards princi-

ples, rule of thumb or general law, wait and see or foresight of all contin-

gencies, English ways or French ideas

In practically every argument between England and France the objective

differences due to the inherent conflict of national interests are thus compli-

cated by subjective divergences due no longer to a different perspective but

to the different nature of the eye that observes England brings to Geneva

her empirical habits of mind. This means that England nearly always advo-

cates the minimum of pre-established agreements to meet future contin-

gencies The empirical mind stretches thus as little as possible along the

line of time. But it limits itself also in the mental dimension of the present

which we call breadth. It shrinks from generalizations. Narrow and short-

sighted, the Englishman remains firmly attached to the earth of realities and

goes forth like a blind *nan striking the ground with his stick before he takes

a step forward.1

The effect of this habit of mind on the development of a national

educational system has been to postpone state action as long as pos-

sible, and to rely on social or group action that is, on voluntary

enterprise until this should be found to be inadequate. When the

State did embark, slowly and tentatively making the initial steps, as

it did in 1833 and 1870 in the field of elementary education, in 1888 in

technical education, and in 1902 in the general attempt to bring to-

gether the various strands that had been woven in the preceding cen-

tury, it proceeded on the policy of weaving together into one national

system public and pnvate schools, schools that are secular and schools

that give sectarian religious instruction, "public
"

schools that are

private and private schools that receive state aid, and then devoted

itself to setting minimum standards in everything pertaining to the

fabric of the school and limiting itself to a mirnmirm definition of

what should be taught and how. The result is a system which gives

play to the many-sidedness of English life, but which remains to the

observer unsystematized, chaotic, vague, yet none the less governed
by an accepted principle that social progress comes best not through
state action dominating the minds of men but through a sense of re-

sponsibility on the part of individuals and groups, through freedom
rather than dictation, through individual and group initiative

rather than state regulation and prescription. Hence the characteris-
1
Madariaga, S de, /. Americans, pp 128 f (Oxford University Press, 1930)
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tic of the English education is variety set in a national framework in

which the central authority advises, stimulates, encourages rather

than prescribes. Educational laws" there are but legislation is intro-

duced after local experimentation and the status of public opinion
warrants it. Progress in English education may be slow but progress
there is, and the gap between theory and practice is smaller than in

countries where education is taken more seriously, because progress

proceeds on the basis of experience rather than of scientific principles

worked out in the minds of theorists. It is perhaps for these reasons

that England is not as rich or as fertile as Germany or the United

States in educational theory.

2. FRANCE

If the Englishman is a man of action whose progress is marked by
empiricism rather than by theory, the Frenchman is a man of ideas

who enjoys to think for the sheer pleasure of thinking and generally

without much concern for the outcome of thinking in action. Order-

liness, logic, planning, which appear to be absent as the character-

istics of English life and organization, are by contrast the outstanding

features of the French, a fact brought out in a homely comparison by
Andr6 Maurois:

London is unintelligible Paris is geometrical, designed, deliberate.

London just happens In Paris things are done purposely The Pkce Ven-

d6me is a place and it has its column right in the middle designed. Now
look at Trafalgar Square! Perfectly absurd! A statue on horseback on one

side of the column and on the other side space for such a column and

nothing. Nobody cares And yet it is beautiful. (Quoted in the New York

Times, October 29, 1926 )

Senor Madariaga, continuing his comparison of the Englishman
and the Frenchman in the passage already quoted, points out that

The Frenchman, on the contrary, comes to Geneva with a mind which

nature and training have made an aim in itself He approaches questions as

problems, and while the Englishman is feeling a way out he has already

thought out a solution It is more often than not a perfect solution, applica-

ble on all cases and at all times so perfect in fact as to stagger the English-

man, who as an empirical man feels as uncomfortable in the presence of per-

fection as a sailor on land, or a horseman walking. Generalization and fore-

sight are the two qualities of the Frenchman's thought. His method is logic.
1

* Madariaga, op oit , p. 129. The reader may compare for himself the working of these

two methods, the empirical and the logical, in international affairs since 1918.
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The chief characteristic of the Frenchman is, then, a tendency to

theorize, to emphasize logic and orderliness of mind, clear thinking

and planning. Ce qui n'est pas dair n'est pas Franqais. A logically

elaborated plan, carefully reasoned out in all its details, is essential

for action, even though it disregards human nature, a trait already

recognized by Burke:

It is remarkable, that, in a great arrangement of mankind, not one reference

whatsoever is to be found to anything moral or anything politic; nothing that

relates to the concerns, the actions, the passions, the interests of men Homi-

nem non sapiunt. (Reflections on the French Revolution )

Action, therefore, must obey the laws of reason and must not be mis-

guided by the temporary emotions of the situation under considera-

tion.

The Frenchman is thus an individualist, but his individualism is

determined by tyie rule of reason, while that of the Englishman is

governed by the
spirit,

of live and let live, the individualism of the

former i$ rational jan.d'intellectual, that of the latter is utilitarian and

emotional. Because he is an individualist the Frenchman dislikes to

surrender any ideas which he may have reached, whether it is in

the use of words, or in literary style, or in political organization at

home or in international affairs abroad. Because he lacks the Eng-
lish genius for collective action, he accepts order and the government
of law as a social necessity, but French order is official, organized,

symmetrical, centralized, and subordinated to bureaucratic control.

While the Englishman admires variety and many-sidedness, the

Frenchman prefers uniformity and symmetry. That these differ-

ences may be explained by differences in geographical location, the

insecurity of one country exposed to attack on its landward side and
the security of the other protected by the sea on all sides, is immate-
rial for the present discussion.

If reliance on reason and logic is the basis of French individualism,
his attitude to discipline-is determined by the same factors. Whereas
in England social discipline is the result of willingness to abide by the

rules of the game, French discipline is the result of conscious accept-
ance of control from without to counterbalance the dangers of an
excessive emphasis on individualism. Hence French discipline is the

result not of conscious social and individual self-control, but is ex-

ternal, imposed from without through the family, the Church, the
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State. NowhereJoes the contrast on this point manifest itself more

clearly than in tire English (one might also add the American) prac-
tice of character training through spontaneous activity regulated by
the will of the group, and the emphasis in France from the earliest

school years upon direct moral instruction and on the reasonable life.

The difference between the two points of view stands out markedly

again in the uses of the terms "individuality" and "personality."

The individual is such by virtue of the fact that he is different from others.

He is a person to the extent that he represents the conscience of truths valid

for all and the will to undertake duties common to all. The individual ought
to become a person, that is, in a sense he should deindividualize himself, and
this is the work of education and of personal effort. (F. P6caut in the Educa-
tional Yearbook, 1929, of the International Institute, p. 141 )

The cult of personality stresses the importance of socializing the indi-

vidual in tune with the highest intellectual ideals and culture of Ms
nation. Since one of the guarantees of national solidarity is the sub-

stitution of personality for individuality, education is governed not

only by the acceptance of authority in its administration but by
control and prescription of what shall be taught. But although pre-

scribed, the curriculum and content of instruction are not ends in

themselves, so much as means for the development of ability to think

or imparting something with which to think. Hence while the acqui-

sition of French culture and its intellectual traditions furnish one end

of education, the educated man is he who can think clearly and

lucidly, who has the ability to generalize and to present both move-

ment and order in thought. The selection of the cult of reason,

logical precision, and orderliness as the keynote of the French mind is

not far-fetched. Where the English and Americans stress social and

moral ends and purposes, the French emphasize reason. Compare,
for instance, the appeal to the will in the English "be good" as com-

pared with the French appeal to reason in "sois raisonnable" or
"
sois

sage" in "to be right" as compared with "avoir raison," in "to do

justice
"
as compared with "favre raison" and in "to get the better of

one's vices" with "avoir raison de ses vices
" x

It is in this preeminent characteristic of the Frenchman that there

can be found one explanation both of the acceptance of a centralized

bureaucratic system of organization and of the worship of an un-

broken tradition of culture; it is on this basis that one can appreciate

* SeeBrereton, C., Studiesm ForeignEducation, pp. 214-22 (London, Harrapfe Co , 1913).
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the insistent demand in the present educationa^rises
that its de-

mocratization shall not be at a sacrifice of the^raditional culture

generate, an instrument perfected for the development of reason.

For, as Professor Albert Feuillerat has stated:

Our craving for logic, when it becomes excessive, might carry us away and

lead us into impossible positions, as indeed it has sometimes done. This is

all the more likely because our tendency is toward theories and systems.
1

There are, of course, other explanations of the devotion to a cen-

tralized system of administration, which will be considered later, but

in the last analysis it will be found to be true, as has been so pithily

stated by a German, F. Sieburg, that the French are more interested

in the progress of ideas than in the idea of progress,
2 the one stressing

the integrity of the mind, the other the material comforts of the body.

3. GERMANY
The interplay between national character and outlook and social

institutions is perhaps more readily subject to analysis in civiliza-

tions and cultures in which it has had an opportunity of operating
over a long period of tune. It does not manifest itself so simply in

those nations which have recently undergone the shattering influences

of a profound political, social, and economic change. Difficult as it

is for the forces of the type under discussion to find free play when
this change represents the voluntary expression of the will of a people,
the difficulty is considerably intensified in those instances where the

change has been effected by force. Hence, while it is possible in a

general way to analyze the influences and characteristics of the

German temper which are moulding the character of the young Re-

public, it is almost impossible as yet to see the peculiarly national di-

rection which Communism will take in Russia and Fascism in Italy,
both forms of government imposed on the peoples concerned. Even
though it is claimed that Communism is universal and recognizes no
national distinctions, the peculiar character and outlook of the Rus-
sians will undoubtedly give it a Russian flavor, and the Fascism of

Italy will, if continued, differ from the type of Fascism which might
be developed under traditions of a different type. Since the revolu-

tions in Russia and Italy were established and have at any rate up to
*
Feufflerat, A , French Life and Ideals, translated by V. Barbour, p. 62 (New Haven,

Yale University Press, 1925).
3 In Who are these French? (New York, 1933.)
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the present been maintained by force, it would be premature to at-

tempt to discover any modifying influences due to the characters of

the peoples concerned. Nor is it enough to say that in each case the

people have merely substituted one form of dictation to which they
have grown accustomed for another, or, in the case of Italy, to claim

that Fascism is a direct development out of Italian traditions. If

this were true, the authorities in control would not have adopted a

new educational program to serve as an instrument of control in the

new situation.

The position is somewhat clearer in Germany.XEven if it is ob-

jected that the Revolution was forced on the country by the results

of the War, it must be remembered that despite the common front

presented by the country in 1914, there had for a long time been a

tradition of liberalism and the rise of industrialism had brought with

it the seeds of
disaffection/

The German people accordingly exer-

cised a free choice in 1918-19 in accepting a republican form of gov-
ernment. Scope was thus provided for the spontaneous interaction

of the forces underlying German character except for the limitations

imposed by a treaty, which the people affected regard with resent-

ment, and for the disturbing effects of uncertain economic conditions,

which Germany shares with the rest of the world.

Out of the imperialistic regime, which was displaced by the Revolu-

tion, grew certain popular preconceptions whichan analysis of German

character labors under the difficulty of having to offset. /The out-

standing characteristics of German life as described in 1914 were

discipline, organization, and the willing acceptance of authority;

while this was undoubtedly an accurate description, too little credit

was given to the influence, first, of a dominant political philosophy
which stressed these qualities as the essential foundations of a state

conscious of its destiny, and, secondly, of an educational systemwhich

for three generations was deliberately designed to inculcate them. It

may even be claimed that these qualities saved Germany in 1918

from a protracted and bloody revolution. History and events since

the War would indicate the unsoundness of a generalization that the

Germans are by nature submissive; there is evidence that the en-

forcement of discipline and authority was essential to sublimate a

tendency to individualism and liberty./Without going back further

tliflTi three centuries the world has known three Germanies. The

first was a Germany provincial and sectional, cut up into several
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hundred petty independent States and communities, a Germany
which culturally was under the subjection of foreign influences. The

second was the Germany of poetry, philosophy, and music, a Ger-

many liberal and humanistic, not only with no strong sense of na-

tionalism, but in the expressions of her intellectual leaders even in-

clined to cosmopolitanism. It was the period in which there was

developed a tradition of liberalism which promised to give an en-

tirely different direction to the development of the country until its

growth was checked in Prussia in 1819 and in the rest of Germany in

1848. It is this tradition of liberalism and self-determination, dor-

mant for three generations, which has again been revived and which,

complicated by movements in a more radical direction, is one of the

elements in Germany's present struggle for existence. Finally, there

is the Germany of the imperialistic period, authoritative, dictatorial,

with its emphasis on might and power as the ideals to be achieved at

home and abroajLy/But
the policy of blood and iron was either not

strong enough or was not continued for a period sufficiently long to

suppress the main features of German character, it may even be

claimed that this policy set up inner antagonisms and opposition the

fruits of which were seen in the ready acceptance of the republican
form of government-

(fax from being uniform in spirit and outlook, the Germans as a

people are marked by variety and contrasts like the country which

they inhabit.}
These contrasts may, indeed, be due to the great va-

riety of landscape as well as to the blend and mixture of races out of

which the German nation was formed. To a certain extent, too,

^preign
influences have played their part in making for variety

sSI^v influence in the north and east, French influence in the west, and
Italian influence in the south, just as in the present stage of her de-

velopment one of the most marked influences is that of American

efficiency-/

/Strong as German nationalism appeared to be in 1914, the late and
almost artificial consolidation of the many Germanics into one nation

did not last long enough to leave an enduring imprint on the tradi-

tional traits. Each State, each section of the country has its own
characteristic form of dress, customs, mode of living, and even

language and religion.)

Even today, anyone understanding the signs may discover under the uni-
form appearance of the new Germans not only differences of appearance and
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bearing, dialects and customs, but also of mental point of view and cultural

aims, although a common written language, schools, Me in cities, and oppor-
tunity for travel make for uniformity One and all are distinguished from
each other the tall, blond, taciturn Frisian, the amiable, vivacious native

of the Rhineland, the sober, manly, unimaginative Prussian, the Bavarian
who delights in color, flowers, play and song, the humorous and reliable

Suabian, the sagacious, restless Saxon, and, above all, that master in the art

of living and of supple grace, the Austrian x

To the particularism of the States must be added the independent
character of the cities, each of which claims to represent the real Ger-

many and yet has its own peculiar characteristics. By a paradox,

Berlin, which has sought to give expression to everything that typi-

fies modern Germany, is in fact the least German of cities, less Ger-

man, indeed, than such cities as Hamburg, Leipzig, Dresden, Munich.

Variety rather than uniformity, particularism rather than universal-

ism are the true German characteristics, which, with the elimination

of a dominating authority, the pressure toward loyalty to a single

national ideal, and a Kultur bureaucraticaHy defined under an exag-

gerated interpretation of the absolutist State, are today given free

play for spontaneous interaction.

Germany is a land in which everything is to be found, every force, every
form of mental and physical activity, every kind of organization, all forms of

wisdom and folly, much indeed that is peculiar to Germany and not to be

met with in other countries To be German means to wander in a maze of

contradictions without being able to win through to any truly national con-

sciousness,3

/The particularism and sectionalism of the country is further com-

pfeated by the peculiarities of tie individual character of the Ger-

man. Contemplative and austere, the German is dialectic and argu-

mentative. Confronted with a situation, lie becomes undecided and

uncertain as to his course of action because of too great anxiety, not

to reach at once a practical solution, but to include in his considera-

tion all of its elements and implicating The German, says Profes-

sor Aloys Fischer, wants also the opposite of what he wants, he has a
"
desire not only for the opposite of what is, but also for the opposite

of every one-sided ideal of perfection for that which is." His indeci-
,

* Professor Aloys Fischer, in "The Philosophy Underlying the National System of Educa-

tionin Germany," in the Educational Yearbook, 1929, of the International Institute ofTeach-

ers College, Columbia University, p. 195 (New York, 1930)

* Diesel, E , Germany and fa Gerrntw, p, J&3 (London, Mamullan & Co , Ltd., 1931).
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sion comes, not from want of knowledge, but from an excessive culti-

vation of it, which dominates his impulses to action. /His inclination

to think out and to organize everything, to classify everything, human

and material, makes him ponderous, if not pedanti^ Not the practi-

cal solution of a situation but its effect on his inner personality is too

often his primary concern./' If to the Englishman life is a game to be

played according to rules, to the German it is an educational problem
from which some moral lesson is to be derived./ This quality of

German individualism it is which fills him at one time with pessimism,
at another with optimism. It is the same quality which makes him

impressionable to external influences; while it makes himintellectually

plastic, it inhibits freedom in his expression of thought. This fact is

manifested in his language, which, abundant in words and forms, at-

tempts within the confines of the same sentence to include all the in-

tricacies of the process through which his mind passes. The multi-

plicity of German political parties, the number and variety of clubs

and organizations, and the tendency to classify and to label, are all

manifestations of the same attitude of mind.

This rational, intellectualistic aspect of German character is

counterbalanced by an emotional capacity and strength of feeling

which lead him into sentimentality. Hence there comes a tendency
to mysticism and irrationalism. This tendency he attempts to syn-
thesize with the rational into a concept of a well-rounded and har-

monious life in which the right of the individual to give expression to

the laws of his own being is asserted. Outwardly this emotionalism

manifests itself in his love of music and appreciation of the beauties

of nature, which on the creative side has found its expansion at times

in the lyrical quality of his poetry at its best. Combined with his

self-assertiveness in the intellectual field, his sentimentality often

betrays him into the pursuit and cult of extremes. Like Faust he

pushes his search of knowledge to the extreme and equally like Faust

he feels

a youthful, holy, vital bliss

In every vein and fibre newly glowing
*

Wavering and uncertain because he can never be sure of his aims,
whether determined on rational or irrational grounds, the German
has placed himself under the rule of method, organization, and disci-

pline, at once his strength and his weakness his strength because
1
Goethe, Faust, Part I, Scene I, p. 19; Bayard Taylor's translation (New York, 1912).
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they have given the cohesion which would otherwise be lacking, his

weakness because they tend to overemphasize the mechanization of

life and destroy its spontaneity. Here a contrast may be found be-

tween the easy grace and charm of English or French conventions and

the stiffness and formality bordering on the artificial of the German.

There is, however, still another aspect of German character which

the world has long known and admired. This is his industry, per-

sistence, and patient perseverance which, harnessed by his reverence

for knowledge and science and their application to the material side

of life and combined with his acceptance of disciplined order, raised

Germany in less than half a century from a congeries of small agri-

cultural States into the first rank among the industrial and commer-
cial powers of the^gsg^y As he has always stnven for perfection in

the realm of knowledge, so in the development of his material civiliza-

tion he has shown almost unparalleled patience and tenacity of

purpose.

(Jhe effects of the traits described on his educational system are

well known. They have in the past meant thoroughness and efficient

adaptation of means to ends, but the system suffered from the imposi-
tion of external authority and attempted uniformity which empha-
sized the cult of the rational and suppressed to a large degree the

other aspects of German character!! The elimination of this external

authority has meant the release of all those tendencies to action

which had previously been subordinated in the interests of a single

loyalty. Already German literature shows the results in the plethora

of educational theories which run the whole gamut from the survival

of authoritarian practices to the extremes of the cult of individual

freedom. But the exuberance of the first few years will spend itself;

already it is clear that Germany has discovered that her task in edu-

cation lies, not in the substitution of a new kind of uniformity fof the

old, but in encouraging variety as the basis of a new type of national-

ism which puts its trust, not in princes, but in the fullesttlevelopinent

of the individual in the light of his own genius, in the true traditions

of German life, and in the needs of a new basis of solidarity. This,

she is finding in the cult of DeutscUum, a German culture which wil^

give play to the spontaneous forces in which the nation is so rich, the

rational and the irrational, Natur and Kunst, those two aspects of

man's being whose mutual interaction enriches his life.
" NaJwr" says

Professor Aloys Fischer, "stands for blind force and gifts, for direct-
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ness of feeling, for natural, unconscious expression, whereas Kunst

stands for painstaking, conscious limitation, direction, for rational

censure and wilful exertion."
* German life and German education,

dominated for over half a century by forces which emphasized Kunst,

have at last an opportunity of combining them with the forces of

Natur, of giving expression to the varied aspects of German character.

4. UNITED STATES

The outstanding characteristic of American life is the emphasis on

liberty or self-determination Acquired after a war to win inde-

pendence, group self-determination, and the rights of man, the ideal

of liberty within a democracy was clothed with reality under the in-

fluences of an expanding frontier. It was under the frontiei condi-

tions that there emerged the more striking features of American

character egaktananism, resourcefulness, cooperation of social

groups, just as the same conditions were the causes of some of the

weaknesses of American life as contrasted with European, these are

wastefulness of unlimited resources, contempt for the expert and for

administration, impatience of restraint, law, and government, and a

literal interpretation of the meaning of democracy, later carried over

into the intellectual field The tremendous opportunities afforded

by the undeveloped country called for and resulted in a restless,

nervous energy, in buoyancy and optimism, and in an emphasis on

the immediately practical and on lie faith that no idea or ideal is

worth anything unless it can be made to work. This aversion to

theory was already noted by De Tocqueville, who remarked that

"general ideas alarm their rfiinds, which are accustomed to positive

calctiLations and they hold practice in more honor than theory."
The restless energy, trfe demand for immediate readymade solu-

tion?, formulated in* a later age as slogans, and the optimism have
combined- together*to develop the conviction that tomorrow must be

bettpr than^oday, that the worship of tradition means stagnation,
tbat eyery change and every innovation spells progress. The worship
&. the novel is no new manifestation in the American outlook. It was

Already apparent in the forties of the last century and was coincident

with the rise of the common people, as has been pointed out by Profes-

sor C. R. Fish:

1 Loc. ett.t p 268 Professor Fischer is here referring to Goethe's sonnet, Natur und Kmst,
as an interpretation of German life.
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Whereas Washington devoted his attention to bringing his gardens to an

exquisite perfection, the men of the thirties and forties sought novelty rather
than perfection

*

Unwilling to wait for the slow maturing of social or educational insti-

tutions, the American tends to pluck up the young shoot by the roots

to see how it is growing, to substitute the new even before he is fully

assured that the old will not work. This readiness to "scrap" the

old for the new is as true in the intellectual field as in industrial and
commercial organizations. It is a trait producing a feverishness and

instability which at their best may be described as experimentalism,
but which prompted by desire for adaptation to the immediately

practical rather than guided by a process of serious thinking result too

frequently in immature conclusions and insecure foundations. Con-

cretely this improvidence to some extent explains the economic crisis

in which the country finds itself after an era of unparalleled prosper-

ity; but it is equally marked in the welter of theories and practices

which have arisen with a flourish., had their brief day, and yielded to

the new in education in the past thirty years.

If slow adaptation to changing needs is characteristic of the Eng-

lishman, and caution and conservatism of the Frenchman, the Amer-

ican is a constant rebel against tradition, and, released from the hold

of thepast and never reallyrooted in the present,he presses forward to

ends that were never dreamed of, not only in the material field, but

and this is his limitation in the spiritual and intellectual. While

among European nations traditions act, as it were, as a brake on too

rapid change, traditions in the United States are ignored or called to

mind only to be set aside; while the Europeans tend to ding to an in-

stitution because it has become a tradition, the American finds in this

reason an argument for its rejection; or, as Sydney Smith said

Others claim honor because of things done by a line of ancestors; an Ameri-

can glories in the achievement of a distant posterity. Others appeal to his-

tory, an American appeals to prophecy.
2

There is, however, another side to the picture. The American may
have inherited from the frontier period this spirit of restlessness

1
Fish, C R , The Rise of the Common Man, p. 105 (New York, Macmfllan Co., 1927).

3 It is perhaps not far-fetched to suggest that the great American industrialist's remark

that "History is bunk," finds its counterpart in a current movement to substitute
"
Social

Studies" for history in the schools because the lessons of history are not immediately practi-

cal and meaningful for living in society today and tomorrow
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which keeps him constantly searching for the new, but it was the

conditions of the same period that gave its particular coloring to his

conception of democracy. There is rooted in the minds of the Amer-

ican people faith in democracy and pride in its institutions, which

have resulted in faith in equality of opportunity and in a genuine de-

sire to give every individual, not merely an equal but often the same

chance, ideals which have fundamentally affected both the external

and the internal organization of American education. Out of these

ideals has grown a widespread belief in individualism, and the meas-

ure of the individual is the success with which he has used the equality

of opportunity made available for him. This attitude has encouraged

and stimulated individual energy, initiative, self-reliance, and enter-

prise, guided often to no other end than success, since there is imposed
on the individual the duty of making the best of himself.

Out of the same frontier conditions which encouraged the growth
of individualism and looked with suspicion on governmental interfer-

ence, there developed the ideal of local cooperation for the common

good and the ideal of service and social usefulness. What in other

countries has been organized by centralgovernments has in the United

States been left to local and group initiative and enterprise under the

slogan of "service" for both the individual and society.

Since for the individual there has been held up the ideal of success

and for society the ideal of service, and since progress connotes adap-
tation to immediate practical needs, the American mind tends to di-

rect its attention to the next step, to the future, without any firm an-

chorage in the past and often without any real consolidation of the

present. When this attitude of mind is applied to the world of ma-
terial things, the essential need in order to secure efficiency is to stress

organization and administration, the division and subdivision of each

job until responsibility for the performance of each item in the analy-
sis is clearly defined. This practice of job-analysis has been taken
over into education, not only in administration where it may be ap-

propriate, but here and there in the content and methods of instruc-

tion where nothing can or should be mechanized. In many respects
the same type of imaginative qualities, which have been applied to

industry and commerce, have been responsible for many of the

achievements of American education. In no country has the provi-
sion for equality of opportunity in education been carried out so

literally as in the United States; at the same time in no country has
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the influence of business methods and business efficiency been so

detrimental to real education. So education must be "advertised"

and "sold
"

,
it must have its interchangeable parts known as "units,

"

"points," or "credits"; like industry and commerce, it must con-

stantly survey the field in order to discover and meet the needs of a

growing clientele, and in the same way it must be made subject to

itemized measurement to test its efficiency

By a curious contradiction the United States presents an indi-

vidualism side by side with uniformity and standardization. Emer-

son's advice, "Insist on yourself, never imitate," has been forgotten

or ignored, for the American of today dislikes to be different from his

neighbors. In part large-scale industry and commerce with the

nation-wide appeal of their advertisements, partly the mobility of the

population, a tendency only increased by the advent of the automo-

bile, partly the fear of the large body of immigrants of appearing
unlike their neighbors may be held to be responsible for this uni-

formity built up on the traditional concept of egalitarianism.
1 One

result of this phenomenon is the refusal in education to accept the no-

tion of an Site, of selection, and another is the tendency to cater to

the average with consequences which tend to make for mediocrity.

Because of the expansion of universal education with virtually no

limits in the upward direction, De Tocqueville's comment holds true

today to a much greater degree than when it was written:

A middling standard is fixed in America for human knowledge. All ap-

proach as near to it as they can, some as they rise, others as they descend.

Of course, a multitude of persons are to be found who entertain the same

number of ideas on religion, history, science, political economy, legislation,

and government. The gifts of intellect proceed directly from God, and man
cannot prevent their unequal distribution. But it is at least a consequence
of what we have just said, that although the capacities of men are different,

as the Creator intended they should be, Americans find the means of putting
them to use are equal

2

The influence on education of the practical bent of the American

mind may be illustrated by another contrast with other nations

1 A homely but pertinent contrast may be noted in comparing sales arguments in some of

the European countries and in the United States In the former the strongest argument to

clinch a sale is that an article is an "exclusive" model, while in the latter it is sold because
"
everybody is using (or wearing )iL" Or the contrast may be illustrated againby the vogue

in the one case of customs-made and in the other of ready-made clothing
3 Pe Tocquevflle, A , Democracym Amenca, translated by H. Reeve, VoL I, p 66 (New

York, Century Co , 1898)*
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The European countries, England, France, and Germany in particu-

lar, pride themselves on the quality of education provided for their

best minds, and for the best minds the best type of education is con-

sidered to lie in a cultural training, or, as the French call it, "disin-

terested studies." The American emphasis is on the practical and

immediate, not on the detached or general but on the direct interests

and needs of all the pupils and students. There are, of course, other

explanations in educational theory and psychology that account for

this approach. Nevertheless, it is significant that in the field of

philosophy the only genuinely native contributions to world thought

are represented by pragmatism, which is itself the outgrowth of the

impact of American life on the American mind. Equally significant

is it that until quite recently, when increasing wealth and leisure

made it possible, this practical emphasis was not relieved either in

the life of the adult or in the work of the school by any adequate at-

tention to the emotional and aesthetic aspects. If progress, even

interpreted merely as change, has been the keynote of American life

since the establishment of the Republic, it is true today that the

country is once more in a stage of transition, if the momentum of that

progress has been checked, the retardation is at least providing an

opportunity for many to estimate anew the values of life for which

the nation has stood in the past and to reconstruct them in the light

of present needs.

5. ITALY AND RUSSIA

It is perhaps too early to judge the effect of national character on

the new modes of life in Russia and Italy. In both instances it may
be claimed that the Communist and Fascist Revolutions, even though
directed to developing new social minds in each case, have been made

possible by pre-existing conditions. In both instances the backbone
of each country was made up of the peasant class. In Italy the

peasant is dominated by a strong devotion to traditions and customs;

hard-working and thrifty, he is ready to accept a plan of government
which protects him against serious economic change and guarantees a

certain stability, which was lacking under the liberalism, whose

workings he did not understand and which appeared to be leading
to anarchy. Fascism ensures the perpetuation of ancient traditions

and provides a hierarchical system of administration to which, be-

cause of his respect for authority, he can give allegiance. Beyond
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this there is a common bond between all Italians in their hero-wor-

ship, love of the dramatic, and aesthetic appreciation, all of which are

supplied in the personal preeminence of Mussolini, in his sense of the

dramatic, and in the cult of a colorful symbolism adopted by Fas-

cism. At once a realist and an idealist, the Italian is ready to accept
the situation which is a. fait accompli and, moreover, is based on an
idealistic conception of the State and of Italy's destiny. All these

traits of Italian character, it will be noted later, axe brought together
in a single integrated whole in the most Fascist of all Fascist reforms,

that of education.

For the Russian peasant the Revolution, leaving out for the mo-
ment the profound economic changes, whose effects on his character

may not be discernible for some time, has substituted new controls

for the old. 'For religious orthodoxy there has been substituted

economic orthodoxy, in place of the autonomy of the Czar there has

been established the autocracy of a Party, and the political and mili-

taristic nationalism has been replaced by a dass consciousness which

for the present binds the Russian nation together as strongly as the

old form From his struggle with nature the Russian peasant has

been enured to the endurance of hardships and privations. Patient

and stolid he has become a fatalist, ready to accept what the day

brings forth. Events have shown, however, that his newly acquired
sense of power may transform these characteristics, and that meek-

ness and humility may not be traits which can be counted on forever.

What has been said of the peasant applies to a large majority of the

factory laborers, who are peasants but recently transferred to urban

and industrial conditions. Since the middle classes have been exter-

minated, there is no dass which stands between this peasant mental-

ity and the control of those in power. With a strong faith in nur-

ture as against nature, the leaders of the Revolution have set before

themselves the task of transforming Russian mentality by a concep-

tion of the meaning of education which is not paralleled in other

countries.

Differences such as thbse described hi the preceding sections jus-

tify the statement that the educational system of one nation cannot

be transferred to another without considerable readaptation to all

that is implied by the new environment. This fact does not, how-

ever, mean that each nation or group must live unto itself alone

educationally, but it does suggest, first, the improbability of the
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development of theories and practices in education which are uni-

versally applicable, and, secondly, the importance for the student of

education of making himself familiar with the cultural background,

and all that that implies, of the nation or people among whom he is

to work. Theories and principles in the conduct of human affairs

can only be adopted as working hypotheses to be checked and modi-

fied in the light of all the factors and circumstances which are likely

to condition them. Herein lies the basis of social progress ; maladjust-

ment and stagnation are the dangers which may threaten any at-

tempt at unmodified transfer of theories through faith in their uni-

versal applicability. The history of education is full of examples

which illustrate this, and in the present era it is only necessary to

refer to the failure of the attempts to transfer the educational prac-

tices of a Western nation to backward peoples, to India, or to China.

Just as successful instruction implies adaptation to the interests,

needs, and capacities of the individual, so a successful national sys-

tem of education must arise out of and be adapted to the ethos of the

nation concerned. Careful diagnosis of all the factors involved and

the adaptation of a system on the basis of the results reached are as in-

cumbent on the educator as on the scientist, but, as must be obvious

from the discussion of nationalism and of national character, the

educator, except when he has an opportunity of starting de novo, does

not have control of all the factors involved; he should, however, take

as many of them as possible into his consideration. For education is

a cultural process; like all culture it is the expression of the spirit

of a group which must constantly be renewed and reinterpreted in

the light of the progress of civilization, that is, the cumulative devel-

opment of institutions and techniques which make life possible.



CHAPTER III

THE STATE AND EDUCATION '

The problem of the control of education. The permanent question
in education has always been,

"Who shall have control of the educa-

tion of the child?
" The claim for control is disputed_byj:he family,

which may insist on its right to educate its children in its own way,

generally through the private school, byjthe Church, which bases its

claim on the plea that education is a spiritual process and that

religious training is the most important factor in this process; by the

State, which argues that, since the State represents the will of its

members, it alone should have the right to determine the nature of

the means which will guarantee both its own stability and the wel-

fare of its citizens, by educational theorists, who, striving for that

freedom which is the result in part of the attainment of independence
of their science and in part of the general trend toward occupational

self-determination, claim the right to autonomy and the pursuit of

their craft in the light of its own inherent character.
2

The question is not new; it was broached as the fundamental

question of education and politics by Plato and Aristotle, who
were already familiar with two answers to it the laissez faire

practice of the Athenians up to the period of military training, and

the state-controlled system of the Spartans. The place assigned

to education in Plato's Republic gives it its preeminent value as one

of the greatest educational treatises of all times. The unity of the

State, says Plato, can be assured "if the guardians diligently observe

1 The main part of this chapter appeared in Kandel, I L , Essays in Comparative Education,

pp 9 ff (New York, 1930).
* This daim to autonomy of education as a science (EigengeseteHclikeit; innere Logik des

UntemcJits und der Erstehung) is particularly pressed in Germany, although on the English-

speaking side nowhere clearly expressed, it underlies the principles of the "new" or "pro-

gressive" education. Something of the German idea is suggested in the plea of Principal

L. P. Jacks for Dominion Status for Education in his Education of the Whole Man, pp. 76 if.

(London, 1931) "The nature of the task on which education is engaged," he argues, "de-

mands before all else that it shall be master in its own house leaving others to be masters

m theirs, under such scheme of coordination as the wit of man can easily devise.. . It is only

the poorest kind of education, something hardly worthy of the name, that will submit with-

out injury to be the sport of the political vicissitudes and the economic necessities of the

moment" The idea of autonomy is also the basis of the proposal for professional self-

determination in France
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the one great point, as the saying is, though it should rather be called

sufficient than great." This point is "education and rearing For

if by a good education they (the citizens) be made reasonable men,

they will readily see through all these questions," which are fun-

damental to the stability of the State.
1 "If a state has once

started well, it exhibits a kind of circular progress. Adherence to a

good system of nurture and education creates good natures, and good

natures receiving the assistance of a good education, grow still

better than they were." 2 In his Laws, Plato made the position of

Minister of the Education of Youth the greatest of all the great

offices of the State which he was planning a State in which edu-

cation of both sexes was to be compulsory, since education cannot

be allowed to become a secondary or accidental matter and children

must be regarded as belonging to the State and not to their parents.

From a sense of responsibility and from a consciousness of the im-

portance of his office, the Minister of Education will select his

assistants with care for "if young men have been, and are well,

brought up, then all things go swimmingly" in the State 3 Aris-

totle's statement on the subject is as pertinent today as when it was

written:

Of all things that I have mentioned, that which contributes most to the

permanence of constitutions is the adaptation of education to the form of

government [he wrote in the Politics, and in the Ethics he stated], We laid it

down that the end of politics is the highest good, and there is nothing that

this science takes so much pains with as producing a certain character in the

citizens, that is, making them good and able to do fine actions

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT

Nearly two thousand years elapsed before the question became a

practical issue. Voluntaryism was characteristic of Roman edu-

cation and continued to be the principle on which education was pro-
vided even after the Roman Empire had developed the idea of the

public school, supported wholly or in part by public funds. During
the medieval period the question was unmistakably decided in favor

of the Church which took education under its control, from time to

time decrees were issued requiring parish priests to provide and

1
Plato, Republic, 423 E and 424 A. Davies and Vaughan's translation, p, 122

a See Laws, Books VI, 766, and VII, 804 and 813 Jowett's translation
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supervise elementary schools, and secondary education was definitely

controlled and supervised by the bishops of each diocese regardless
of the method of their origin and support. Attempts were made
from time to time by individuals (hedge-schoolmasters) to contest

this supervision and by city councils to provide their own educa-

tion, but these protests failed against the established doctrine, which

has again been reaffirmed in a recent Encyclical Letter of Pope
Pius XI on the Christian Education of Youth (1930), wherein it is

stated that the right of the Church is "absolutely superior... to

any other title in the natural order." This doctrine has been the

cause of serious conflicts as the State gradually began to assert the

right to determine the character of its educational systems in

the last century in Germany, and more recently in* Italy and in

Mexico.

The Catholic point of view is, indeed, shared in some countries by
other denominations. Thus, in England the Church of England,
while accepting state aid for education, insists, with the Catholic

and other denominations, on the right to provide its own sectarian

schools, in Holland public elementary schools have since 1920 been

organized on what is virtually a denominational basis; and in

Germany a new Kulturkampf was waged from 1925 to 1928 around

the proposed Reichsschulgesetz, which aimed to conserve denomina-

tional interests in elementary education. Nor has the question,

despite the laws of 1882 and 1904, been permanently settled in

France in favor of a lay system of education controlled by the

State. The United States and several South American countries,

notably Argentina and Uruguay, have eliminated the religious

element entirely from education and have adopted systems of public

education wholly under the supervision of the public secular authori-

ties. Yet even in these countries private denominational schools,

without public aid and generally under no public supervision what-

ever, flourish side by side with the public schools and, in the United

States, a large proportion of the facilities for higher education has

been provided under denominational auspices. At the other ex-

treme Russia has definitely proceeded on the principle that "Re-

ligion and Communism are incompatible both theoretically and

practically."
x

1 Bukharin and Preobrazhensky, The A B C of Commvmsm, p 256 (London, 1927).

Quoted in Colton, E T , The X 7 Z of Commumsm, p 250 (New York, 1931)
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Between the control of education by ecclesiastical organizations

and a secularized system which does not prohibit the establishment

of denominational schools, another answer to the problem was found

during the period of the Reformation. The adoption at this period

of the principle cujus regio, ejus religio, resulted, not in the elim-

ination of the control of education by ecclesiastical authorities, but

in the development of a partnership between them and the State.

This partnership continued, especially in the field of elementary edu-

cation, in most countries down to the present period, a partnership

which is indicated in the subordination of educational and religious

affairs to the same Ministry. The State has, however, assumed a

larger share of control, which began to increase with the emergence

of the political concept of nationalism and the realization that

national welfare and security depend upon education.

The theorists of the French Revolution enunciated the principle

that the child belongs to the State. Thus, as early as 1763, La
Chalotais summed up the position in his Essai d?Education Nationale

as follows:

I do not presume to exclude ecclesiastics, but I protest against the exclu-

sion of laymen. I dare cJai. for the nation an education which depends only
on the State, because it belongs essentially to the State, because every State

has an inalienable and indefeasible right to instruct its members, because,

finally, the children of the State ought to be educated by the members of the

State

It is the State, it is the larger part of the nation that must be kept princi-

pally in view in education 1

One of the aims of Talleyrand's bill of 1791 to establish a public

system of education was

to teach all children their first and indispensable duties, to instil in them the

principles which ought to direct their actions, and to make them happier men
and more useful citizens through preserving them from the dangers of igno-
rance 3

Condorcet, while he accepted the principle of a state-controlled sys-
tem of education, proposed to divorce education from politics by
the creation of an autonomous system of education controlled wholly
by the teaching profession itself.3 While the right of the individual

1
Cubberley, E P , Readings in the History of Education, pp 410-12 (Boston, 1920)

3
Reisner, E H , Nationalism and Education, p. 13 (New York, Maomllan Co , 1922)

3 Such a proposal has been recently revived in France, but inspired by syndicalist theory
and a desire for professional self-determination.
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2d*-,'7
to education on the principle of equality of opportunity is men-

tioned at this period, the chief emphasis in the assertion of the right

of the State to establish and control an educational system is placed
on the recognition of education as the basis of political stability and

security, by making men happier and more useful citizens because

enlightened.

It was on this general principle that Napoleon based his decree of

1808 to the effect that "No school, no establishment of instruction

whatsoever, may be set up outside the Imperial University and

without the authorization of its head " r This principle Napoleon
had already justified three years earlier when he wrote.

Of all political questions that [of education] is perhaps the most important.
There cannot be a firmly established political state unless there is a teaching

body with definitely recognized principles If the child is not taught from

infancy that he ought to be a republican or a monarchist, a Catholic or a

free-thinker, the state will not constitute a nation; it will rest on uncertain,

and shifting foundations; and it will be constantly exposed to disorder and

change.
2

This principle has survived in French education down to the present

and a number of additional reasons are advanced to justify it as the

foundation of national security and solidarity. It is only within

the last fifteen years that education as the right of the individual to

equality of opportunity has been reasserted.

The same principle was inherent in the definitive organization of

the Prussian system of education before 1800. The Allgemeine

Landrecht, issued in 1794, provided that

Schools and universities are state institutions charged witli the instruction of

youth in useful information and scientific knowledge. Such institutionsmay
be founded only with the knowledge and consent of the State. 3

The call to patriotism and nationalism which followed the German

defeat at Jena in 1806 helped to give further justification to this prin-

ciple of state control over education. The practical interpretation

found its rationalization in the philosophy of Fichte and Hegel, and

later in the works of the nationalist historians and propagandists.

The State represents the realization of reason and justice in social

life; in a word the State alone, as an idealized entity, superior to the

1
Rdsner, op. <#., p. 36.

a U#, P 35-

a Alexander, T , Prussian Elementary Schools, p. 24 (New York, Macmillan Co 1918).
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individuals who make it up, has a mission and a destiny to fulfill,

and has, therefore, the right to organize that system of education

which will realize its Kultur. In such a scheme there is no place for

individualism, and the State, conscious of its great ends, has the right

to make the individual over according to the pattern which it con-

siders best for its own preservation, a pattern determined by those

who know and can interpret its mission and destiny to the people

concerned. After a brief period of liberalism, finally crushed after

the Revolution of 1848, the principle of education as the concern of

the political, nationalistic State alone received a more intensive ap-

plication with the growth of political, military, and economic

nationalism in Germany.
The principle of complete state control of education never took a

firm hold on English thought. At the time when France was de-

ciding in favor of a state-controlled system of education, the leaders

of English thought, including even those who sympathized with

French radicalism, were opposed to the provision and organization

of education by the State, conservatives were afraid of it because

they feared that the enlightenment of the masses would incite

them to restlessness and discontent, liberals were suspicious of it

because they feared that national education would mean uniformity,

indoctrination, and the preservation of the status quo The two as-

pects of the problem were presented in 1765 by Dr. John Brown in

Thoughts on Owd, Liberty, Licentiousness and Faction, and by Joseph

Priestley in Remarks on a Proposed Code of Education* Priestley's

Remarks was a criticism of Brown's main thesis

That, the first and best security of civil liberty consists, in impressing the

infant mind with such habits of thought and action, as may correspond with,
and promote the appointments of public law

Public education, as Brown explained in An Appendix relative to a

proposed Code of Education, should be established for "the preserva-
tion of the blessings of society" and to instill principles, religious,

moral, and political, "for this great end of public happiness."

Priestley agreed with Brown on the importance of education and
on the results that would be achieved by such a public system
as Brown advocated.

But I should object to the interference of the legislature in this business of

education, as prejudicial to the proper design of education, and also to the
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great ends of civil societies with respect to their present utility; but more

especially, as tending to interrupt their progress to a state of greater perfec-
tion than they have yet attained to

State interference in education, in the broadest sense of the word,
would put an end to experimentation and therefore to the progres-
sive development of social institutions. Uniformity in education

would lead to uniformity of character and outlook; freedom and ex-

perimentation would encourage that
"
variety of original characters

"

which is the basis of progress, for

It is an universal maxim, that the more liberty is given to every thing which
is in a state of growth the more perfect it will become, and when it is grown to

its full size, the more amply will it repay its wise parent for the indulgence it

gave it in its infant state.

Adam Smith and Malthus, while in general following the same

principles as Priestley, advocated a compromise whereby the State

might enforce compulsory education and give financial aid for the

education of the poor, since, according to Smith, "some attention is

necessary in order to prevent the almost entire corruption and de-

generacy of the great body of the people"; those who could afford

it should be expected to pay for their own education.

Though the state was to derive no advantage from the instruction of the in-

ferior ranks of people, it would still deserve its attention that they should not

be altogether uninstructed. The state, however, derives no inconsiderable

advantage from their instruction. The more they are instructed, the less

liable they are to the delusions of enthusiasm and superstition, which, among
ignorant nations, frequently occasion the most dreadful disorders. An in-

structed and intelligent people, besides, are always more decent and orderly

than an ignorant and stupid one In free countries, where the safety of

government depends very much upon the favourable judgment which the

people may form of its conduct, it must surely be of the highest importance
that they should not be disposed to judge rashly or capriciously concerning
it1

Education was thus to be provided in the interests of national

stability for those who could not or would not help themselves; the

rest might be expected to provide their own education in the inter-

ests of their own advancement. There was thus incorporated into

the English tradition the doctrine of laissezfa^re, of non-interference

by the State in the progress of social institutions, and Adam Smith's

* Smith, Adam, Wedlh ofNakons, Book V, Ch I, Part HI, Art II, p. 618 (London, 1893).
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theory became the basis of the provision of state aid in 1833 to assist

voluntary organizations for the education of the poorer classes.

The theory which governed the progress of education in England

throughout the nineteenth century and which to a large extent is

characteristic of its present administration, when the burden of

providing educational facilities is borne mainly by public, state, and

local authorities, was enunciated by John Stuart Mill in his essay

On Liberty (1859). Mill's fundamental thesis is:

That the whole or any large part of the education of the people should be

in State hands, I go as far as anyone in deprecating. All that has been said

of the importance of individuality of character, and diversity in opinions and

modes of conduct, involves, as of the same unspeakable importance, diversity

of education A general State education is a mere contrivance for moulding

people to be exactly like one another and as the mould in which it casts them

is that which pleases the predominant power in the government, whether this

be a monarch, a priesthood, an aristocracy, or the majority of the existing

generation, in proportion as it is efficient and successful, it establishes a

despotism over the mind, leading by natural tendency to one over the body.
An education established and controlled by the State should only exist, if it

exist at all, as one among many competing experiments, carried on for the

purpose of example and stimulus, to keep the others up to a certain standard

of excellence x

Herbert Spencer
2 was opposed to state intervention of any kind

in education, even to the limited extent accepted by Mill to protect
the consumer against his lack of interest and judgment. Spencer's

opposition to the state control of education was in general based on

the arguments that such education becomes paternalistic and under-

mines individual and voluntary effort, that the State is no better

qualified than the individual to judge what is a right kind of edu-

cation, and that a state system of education would inevitably result

in reducing all to a pattern selected by the State which tends to con-

serve things as they are. A state system of education would aim to

fit individuals to be good citizens. "Hence the proposition is con-

vertible into this a Government ought to mould children into

good citizens, using its own discretion in settling what a good citizen

is, and how the child may be moulded into one "
It would thus be-

come at once legislator, administrator, teacher, and judge of the

1
Mill, J S , On Liberty and Other Essays, p 126 (New York, 1926)

3 See his chapter on National Education in Social Stakes, Abn&ged and Rmscd (New
York, 1896) The same ideas can be found in his Principles oj Sociology.
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results, with the consequence that there would be no room for ex-

perimentation or progress.

That anything likean agreement as to the rightwayof conductingeducation

is possible in our existing state, few, if any, will pretend. On the choice of

subjects to be taught, on the order in which they should be taught, on the

manner in which they should be taught, on the moral
udiscipline that should

accompany the teaching, on every step that can be taken, from the treat-

ment of our infants up to a college examination, conflicting opinions exist.

Opposed to "the Communist plan of doing everything for every-

body," Spencer objected to taxation for education as not within his

definition of state duty and as undermining family responsibility.

If the provision and control of education were logical, so would be

the provision and administration by the State of food, shelter,

clothing, and warmth.

CURRENT TENDENCIES

There thus survived into the twentieth century two main prin-

ciples underlying the relation of the State to education: First, that

the State has a right to a virtual monopoly in education, including

complete control over all types of education, both public and private;

and second, the doctrine of laissez faire, with the implication that

the State may step in to supply deficiencies. Some changes have,

however, taken place in the post-War period. The idea of the uni-

tary political state is gradually receding in favor of a federal or

pluralistic idea in which free play is to be given to a freer develop-

ment and cooperation of group interests, which are too complex and

too varied to be subjected to the dictates of a centralized govern-

ment. The expansion and development of democracies are shifting

the emphasis from authority and control to the cultivation of initia-

tive and a sense of responsibility, and are slowly leading to a

recognition that the progress of society cannot be left to the uniform

action of the State, but is dependent upon color and variety of ex-

periences. In other words, life itself is educative. To the growth of

these concepts have contributed not only the increased complexity

of life in the modern State, but to a certain extent the new orientation

in educational theory itself with its strong emphasis on the individual

and on learning through activity, participation, and cooperation in

the social environment. It would be rash to claim that this move-

ment, the full fruition of the principles of liberty, is anything more
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than a tendency. The conflict between the old and new still remains

to be fought out even in the most progressive societies, but the

tendency is marked even in such authoritarian states as Russia and

Italy, both based on occupational groupings, both seeking to in-

culcate loyalty to an absolutist ideal, and yet both emphasizing in

education the same principles as are being propagated in the most

advanced school system in which the individual rather than the mass

is indicated as the unit.

The implications for the problem under consideration, Who shall

have control of the education of the child? are obvious. If the

progress of society depends upon the trained initiative of respon-

sible individuals, the burden of providing facilities for their educa-

tion devolves upon society. The new note of the twentieth century

is the recognition of individual worth and of the importance of

encouraging its fullest development. Equality of opportunity can

only be provided by the concerted efforts of society. Education

thus becomes not a police measure of the State established in the in-

terests of its own security and stability, but the right of every

individual for the attainment of the fullest development of his

abilities, irrespective of his social origin. Thus the Declaration of

Geneva, endorsed by the Fifth Assembly of the League of Nations,

1924, bases the rights of the child upon the recognition "that

humanity should give the child the best that it has, irrespective of

all considerations of race, nationality, and creed
" Hence the

^
problem ceases to be one of the control of education and becomes one

i of the provision of educational facilities for all. If equality of op-

portunity is accepted as the essential principle of the modern State,

then there can be no question but that educational facilities must be

provided by the State. If the interests of the State are best served

by the fullest development of the individual, and by the promotion
of variety of experience rather than by uniformity, then the task of

the State is to create the best machinery for their encouragement,
and its concern is not that all shall be educated ahke in the same in-

stitutions, but that all shall have equal opportunities for education

accessible to them. Accordingly, the State on these principles does

not establish a monopoly to the exclusion of private schools, if there

are groups which desire to maintain them, but exercises such super-
vision as will guarantee adequate standards in all schools.

The problem, however, is not so simple. As was indicated in tlie
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first chapter, the State has tended to become synonymous with the

nation, and both exist for the promotion of some purposes and ideals.

The essential bond of a nation is its cultural heritage, defining cul-

tural in its broadest terms. There at once arises the question as to

who shall define this culture. The danger which may follow from

the proposal, that the State is primarily concerned with the pro-

vision of educational facilities for the fullest development of the

individual without exercising a monopoly of such provision, is that

it may lead to a system of education based on the cult of individual-

ism without any dominant social purpose. The two extremes of

the problem may be illustrated by the educational practices of the

United States and of Russia. In the former, although socializa-

tion and training for citizenship are professed, there appears to be

no clear definition of these terms, with the result that the dominant

aim is actually individualistic and training for individual success is

uppermost In the latter, the end of education is definitely propa-

ganda and indoctrination to secure the universal acceptance of

Communist ideology. The educational problem is thus to secure a

synthesis of the two extremes without incurring on the one hand the

danger of excessive individualism devoid of social motives and on the

other of such a rigid definition of the social or cultural ideal that it

leaves no room for growth and enrichment. In such a synthesis

there should be scope for enrichment of the ideal through variety of

approach due to differences of environment and the many-sided
interests of a complex modern society.

I. ENGLAND

In contrast with those of France and Germany, educational or-

ganization and administration in England seem to be devoid of any

philosophy or underlying principles. Like the Constitution,

English education has grown up in a haphazard fashion -without any
semblance of design, and today represents at first glance a con-

glomeration of "public" schools which are private, of private schools

which may receive assistance from public funds, of some public

schools which are sectarian and others which are undenominational

in character. And yet each constitutes a recognized part of the

whole national system of education. The long abstention of the

State from the provision of education at public expense left the field

free for private effort and for the gradual creation of vested interests
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which could not be set aside when the public system of education

was finally established in all its ramifications and the foundation of a

national system was laid in 1902 without any clear recognition of its

implications for the future. The apparent chaos and existence of

public and private education alongside of each other are justified in

English political philosophy, which was summarized in the quota-

tion from Mill's essay On Liberty
*

The English view is that the essence of a national system of edu-

cation is that the State shall see to it that every citizen is assured of

a minimum of education, but the responsibility for providing that

minimum is imposed on the parents, who are required to send their

children within the compulsory age limits to an efficient school,

whether public or private. This minimum was dictated originally

by the consideration that mere literacy would result in that feeling

of moral responsibility which is essential to social stability and

would cultivate that sense of civic and political responsibility which

must accompany the progressive extension of the suffrage. Hence

the two pleas on which the first tentative steps in the provision of

public elementary education were based were "Open a school and

close a jadl" and "We must now educate our masters." This

minimum has gradually been extended for a variety of reasons

the recognition that elementary education in literacy alone is in-

adequate to secure the social ends desired, as a result of the rise of

the working-classes to political power, a rise which was itself due to

education, elementary and adult, the recognition that national

progress and prosperity are based on as broad an education as pos-

sible, and the gradual realization that national welfare demands the

provision of equality of educational opportunities which would
make possible the fullest development of each individual according
to his abilities. It is significant that the program of education im-

plied in this conception of a minimum was incorporated in the

manifestoes 2 of the three dominant political parties (Conservative,

Liberal, and Labor) in the elections of May, 1929 The exigencies
of the present economic situation have seriously retarded the de-

velopment of this program, but the next step in the provision of

the minimum will be an extension of the period of full-time com-

1
Ante, p 52.

a These will be found in the Educational Yearbook, 1928, of the International Institute of
Teachers College, pp 39 ff (New York, 1929).
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pulsory education up to fifteen and such a reorganization as will

ensure in the last four years the elements of a secondary educa-

tion for all.

Since the responsibility for providing a minimum of education

for their children is placed upon the parents, no restrictions are im-

posed upon the opening of private schools. Legally such schools, in

so far as they receive pupils within the limits of compulsory at-

tendance requirements, are subject to inspection by the State, the

local authority, or some other recognized agency. In practice the

right to inspect private schools has not been exercised and at present
the State actually has no accurate knowledge of the number of pri-

vate schools in existence or of the enrollments therein. A Depart-
mental Committee was appointed in 1930

to survey the present position of the Board of Education and the local educa-

tion authorities in relation to schools not hi receipt of grants from public

funds, and to consider what legislative or other changes are desirable for the

purpose of securing that the children attending such schools receive an ade-

quate education under suitable conditions

The appointment of this Committee aroused considerable suspicion

and feeling lest the Board, in the words of one of the critics, become

"controller, inspector and licenser of schools which it did not aid in

any way."
The fundamental theory underlying the relations of the State

to education in England is that initiative, growth, and personality

can be assured only by allowing reasonable freedom whether edu-

cation is provided by a public authority or by private effort. It is

felt that there is an incompatibility between the enforced uniform-

ity of a bureaucratic system and the varied enterprise possible

under a system of administration which is supervisory and advisory.

The important national asset to be assured is that experimentation

which comes from the free adaptation of education and instruction

to local or group needs in order to secure rich variety of character.

Personality counts for more than prescription in such a human re-

lationship as is implied by education, and all obstacles to its free

action and development must be removed. The proper ideal seems

to be, according to Sir Michael Sadler, "variety set in a framework

of national organization." The function of the State is to recognize

and, when necessary, to aid every kind of efficient and needed school.

The well-being of a national system of education, as of individuals,
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depends on a blend of authority and liberty, of freedom and respon-

sibility, and on an appropriate delimitation of those elements which

may be defined and prescribed and those which cannot be organized

and made mechanical. Education is a moral affair, and a govern-

ment, whether national or local, cannot claim a monopoly of moral

control; while education should be permeated with a sense of national

duty, it does not follow that national duty can be interpreted by the

government alone. The national organization should be broad

enough to include groups of schools representing different convic-

tions, diverse ways of life, and varied traditions of judgment which

result from variety of experience in the complex society of today;

the choice of the school should be left to the parents. The chief task

of the State is to enforce education under the best possible con-

ditions, and to allow those who will to provide it, taking care only

that adequate facilities are supplied within the reach of all at public

expense, to this there would be added, on the basis of recent de-

velopments, the provision of equality of opportunity to advance

beyond the scope of compulsory education.

The State accordingly refrains from prescribing the details of

what shall be taught, but through the conditions underlying the

distribution of grants for education sets up general standards which

are concerned mainly with the externa all those factors that make
an efficient educative process possible. Beyond this the respon-

sibility for the comprehensive and progressive development of edu-

cation is placed upon the local education authorities In cases of

dispute between the central and local authorities which cannot be
settled by consultation and conference, recourse is had either to the

courts or to Parliament.

State grants are not restricted to schools maintained by public
authorities. While private schools of elementary grade may not

receive such grants, private secondary schools which are not run for

private profit are eligible under certain conditions, such as inspec-

tion, general efficiency, and the admission of a percentage of the

pupils from public elementary schools free of tuition.

The State does not prescnbe curricula and courses of study or

methods of instruction, but seeks to exercise its influence by means
of Suggestions and Memoranda embodying the best current prac-
tices. It refrains from conducting examinations, which are en-

trusted to a number of recognized agencies. Even in the preparation
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of teachers the central authority has recently abandoned its former

practice of influencing the curricula through its examination sylla-

bus and has delegated the examinations, with some reservations, to

regional boards, on whose recommendations the certificates are

granted by the Board of Education.

The relation of the State to education in England is thus char-

acterized by stimulus, advice, consultation, and financial rewards to

encourage variety and flexibility. The results may be uneven and

spotty, but the system of education reflects the essential English
characteristics a horror of theory, fear of mechanical organiza-

tion, and regard for individual freedom as the fundamental basis for

the development of character.

2. FRANCE

France may still be cited as the best example of state centrali-

zation or state control in education The Napoleonic principle

survives, but is beginning to be questioned. Additional reasons have

been found under the Third Republic to justify this principle.

Centralization is justified, not merely on cultural grounds, but as

the best protection against aggression both within and without, and

as the best guarantee of national solidarity. France cannot forget

to remind the world that her frontiers are unprotected and that her

soil has several times been violated by foreign armies. But it is not

often realized that the Republic still lives in fear of the restoration

of a monarchy, a fear which may be groundless, but which still ex-

ercises some influence on the French mind. The restoration of the

Church to political power is also an eventuality against which

centralization in education is regarded as a protective safeguard

despite the law against Associations passed in 1904, Fear of the de-

velopment of a caste systemjs another factor employed to justify a

state control which will hold the balance between cksses and provide

opportunities for the emergence of talent. On the positive side it is

felt that a centralized system with uniform standards and require-

ments will develop common ideals and common sentiments in the

face of the stfonglppeal of local dialects, customs^ and jnterestg,
Bureaucratic control of educational administration is, from another

point of view, regarded as the soundest guarantee of efficiency.

Hence a system of organization in which almost every detail is con-

trolled and prescribed by the Ministry of Public Instruction and car-
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ried out by officials directly or indirectly responsible to it. By the

time the details of administration have been exhausted by the hier-

archy of bureaucrats, so little scope for action is left for the local

school committees, which have a place in the scheme of organization,

that many refuse to function. The opening and closing of schools,

the provision of a large share of the funds, the training and certifica-

tion of teachers, the approval of textbooks, curricula and courses

of study, and the standards of the examinations, which mean

so much in the life of the nation all these, both the externa^ and

the interna, belong in the last resort to the Minister of Public Instruc-

tion. The extent to which the power of any Minister may be em-

ployed was well illustrated in 1923-24 when the whole system of

secondary studies was changed and rechanged by successive minis-

terial decrees. This control over public education is extended to

private schools which ma^noLbejastahJished without the approval of

the Ministry, the academy inspector, the departmental officials,

the local mayor, and the public prosecutor. It is significant that the

pressure tojiniforrnity has resulted in the fact that scarcely any edu-

cational experiments of note have come from France.

fe There is some protest against the system from both lay and pro-

fessional organizations. There is a demand for regionalism or the

adaptation of local administration to local needs in all branches of

public concern as well as in education, and for more flexibility and
less control from Paris. Up to the present little has been done to

meet this demand, except that the latest revision of the elementary
course of study leaves to the teachers some room for local adaptation,

subject to the approval of the inspectors, and sortie freedom for local

variation has been allowed to normal schools. Should there ever be
a movement of larger scope in the direction of decentralization, it is

certain that one other dominating element, which serves at present
as an argument for centralization, will not be neglected, and that is

such an organization of French education as willjnot deprive France
of her preeminent international position as pleader of thought and
^uffijre.

1 For the present, however, it does not appear to be likely
that French politicians will interrupt their preoccupations with

foreign and economic affairs to embark on a program of administra-
1 On regionalism see VUmoerstU NouveKt, two volumes by "Probus" issued by Les Com-

pagnons (Paris, 1919), the organ of Les Compagnons WmverstU Nouvette; Hauser, H.,
Le ProlifoHc du Mgionahsmc (Pans, 1924), and Gooch, R K, tegtonahsm in France
(New York, 1931)
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tive decentralization. So far as education is concerned, it is likely

to continue for some time longer to be administered and controlled

by the State and in the interests of the State. There is every indica-

tion, however, that the solution propounded under different condi-

tions by Napoleon and accepted for over a century and a quarter is

likely to be rejected when the time comes for the more serious con-

sideration of domestic affairs in France. The regionalist movement,
which is not an entirely recent movement, the assertion of the right

of every individual to the best education appropriate to his abilities

as implied in the movement of the ecole unique, and the claims of

teachers' organizations to the right ofprofessional self-determination

are the tendencies which point to a national system of education

based on greater variation and differentiation and less centralization

of effort.
1

3. GERMANY
The rigid concept of the unitary authoritarian State received

a serious blow in Germany in the Revolution of 1918. The constitu-

tion of 1919 was based on the democratic concept of the rights of the

individual and of groups to self-realization under the protection of

the Statg/ Hence a large place is devoted in the Constitution to

provisions for the protection of the individual, to education, to free-

dom of grouping in matters affecting religious outlook, and to occupa-
tional groupings While the uncertain political and economic condi-

tions following the adoption of the Constitution have prevented the

realization of all the aspirations of the German people embodied

therein, the obvious change which has taken place is expressed in its

first Article,
" The German Reich is a Republic. The political power

emanates from the people."
a

Accordingly the State is not an entity

existing metaphysically over and above the individuals who make it

up, but an institution representing the will of its members.

The first article in the section of the Constitution devoted to edu-

cation (Chapter II, Section IV) opens with the statement that "Art,

science, and instruction in them are free. The State guarantees their

protection and participates in their promotion."
3 At the time when

1 It is not yet possible to evaluate the influence which, will be exercised on this movement

by the adaptation to local differences in Alsace and Lorraine See Hayes, C. J. H , France, a
Notion of Patriots, Ch X (New York, 1930).

* See McBain, H. L , and Rogers, L , The New Constitutions oj Europe, p. 176 (New York,

Doubleday, Doran and Co , 1923).

3 Ibtd , p 203
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the draft of the Constitution was being discussed, and since its adop-

tion, an attempt was made to assign a largerplace to participation by
the Federal Government in education, but, although the Constitution

provides for the cooperation of the Reich, the States, and the munici-

palities in the promotion of education, enthusiasm for federal

participation waned as soon as it appeared that
participation^

would

not be accompanied by financial aid from the federal treasuryj With

some slight exceptions, adopted in order to ensure some uniformity

of standards in the interests of reciprocityv^ducational affairs are

accordingly delegated mainly to the States. (One of the serious topics

of controversy, the relation of the State to religious instruction, was

settled in the Constitution by a liberal provision in which room was

found for denominational, interdenominational, and non-sectarian

schools, with the right reserved both for teachers and pupils to

abstain from giving or receiving religious instruction in the light of

their own consciences. In spite of this constitutional provision,

however, the question is by no means settled, although a three year

conflict on the subject (Reichsschulgesetz) has for the time being

quieted down.)

Educaffonis, then, a matter for each State. In Prussia the func-

tions of the Ministry of Science, Art, ancf Public Education are

broadly conceived and comprise under its supervision the promotion,
not only of education and science, but of fine arts as well, including

museums, theaters, and moving pictures; some forms of special

education and juvenile welfare have been entrusted to other Minis-

tries. The organization of the administrative system has remained

unchanged, but something far more important than the organization
of the machinery, the spirit underlying administration and the rela-

tions between the State and localities and the State and the teachers,

has undergone a far-reaching reform. Domination and prescription,

the characteristics of an authoritarian State, have been replaced by
stimulation, advice, and counsel, which mark a government based on
the idea of partnership and cooperation of all parties concerned.

This is best illustrated by the introduction of the word Richtlinien

(suggestions) for the previous Beshmmung (decree) and Verordnung
(ordinance) in such matters as curricula, courses of study, and time-

schedules, through which the authoritative State is inclined to exer-

cise its control in the interests of uniformity. This change in the

spirit of administration reflects a complete change in the principles
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underlying the relationship between the State and education. Under
the pre-War theory, the State was the repository of Kultur and to

that end had the right of direction and dictation. The change from

a monarchy to a republic has not meant merely a change in the form

of government. The Constitution provides that education shall be

conducted
"
in the spirit of German national character and of interna-

tional conciliation." From this has been adopted the principle that

national character and culture cannot be defined d priori, that they
are rather things which must be slowly built up through education.

Another task confronting German education after the collapse of

a system of government which was the object of allegiance of all is

that of developing a spirit of national solidarity to bind all classes to-

gether by an internal rather than an external bond. Hence the task

of creating through the school a consciousness of a common culture

and therefore of discovering appropriate objects of allegiance.

The new task raises two questions, What constitutes national

character? and, Who can define it? Most German States have pro-

ceeded on the principle that culture is not one thing alone and that it

is not subject to definition by authority. Accordingly the function of

the State is to provide those facilities which would lead to the spon-

taneous development and progress of national culture through the

interplay of the individual or of groups and their environment.

This explains the substitution of suggestions and outlines which

provide scope for adaptation to local conditions, and prescribed

courses of study, which make for standardized uniformity. The

tendency is thus for the State to allow some freedom and flexibility in

the interna and to set up standards for the externa buildings, size

of classes, length of school term, and the qualifications and salaries of

teachers. Another consequence of the changed character of the rela-

tions of the State to education is a change in the methods of prepar-

ing, particularly, teachers for the elementary schools, from an ap-

prenticeship to a professional basis./

Beyond this the democratic State has another functior the

equalization of opportunity for the best development of the Individ-

ual. Little has been done in Germany to realize the hopes of those

who advocated the Einheitsschule or the common system, which

would have replaced the horizontal system of one school for the

classes and one for the masses by the vertical system of schools

organized on a functional basis adapted to various abilities. The
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only installment which has been made so far has been the federal law

requiring all children to be educated in the same school (the Grund-

schule) for the first four years of their educational careers Beyond

this the access of bright pupils to secondary education has been

facilitated by means of reduction of fees and of an increased number

of scholarships, and the creation of a new type of secondary school

(Aufbauschule) for bright pupils who miss the opportunity of enter-

ing the traditionally organized type at the age of ten. The place of

private schools has been regulated by the Constitution, the private

preparatory school (Vorschule), the special privilege of wealthy

pupils, has been abolished, private instruction at home is prohibited

by law; private schools as a substitute for public schools may be

established with the approval of the State, which is granted if they

are not inferior to the public schools in equipment, curricula, and

qualifications and status of the teachers, private elementary schools

may be established only where in any locality there is no public

school of the religious belief or the Weltanschauung of any group, or

for experimental purposes recognized by the authorities. Private

schools are subject to inspection by the State; their pupils may be

admitted to examinations for certificates granted by the State, and

under certain conditions, financial aid may be given by the State

to private schools.

4. ITALY

The three countries which have been discussed up to this point

France, Germany, England and the United States in so far as

they represent any common element demonstrate a faith in demo-
cratic forms of government and within them various types of rela-

tionship of the State to education France, state control of educa-

tion in the interests of all; Germany, England, and the United

States, state supervision of education with adequate scope in varying

degrees in each country for variety, freedom, and experimentation.
While it would be dangerous to generalize, certain common tendencies

which point to a similarity of aims in the future may be detected:

free and equal opportunities for individual development, regional and

group variations, and freedom from centralized dictation and pre-

scription appear to be the central tendencies, Li other words, the
movement in these countries appears to be away from the concept
of the unitary, all-controlling state in the direction of the pluralistic
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concept implied in local or regional group self-determination, Italy

and Russia, however, have embarked on two political experiments
which are based directly on criticisms of liberalism and democracy

resting on the principle of individualism and which are founded on

the theory of the absolute right of the State to define its own ends

and purposes and to mould the individual according to the pattern

designed by it. The State is not merely a collection of individuals

nor is the will of the State merely the sum of the wills of all the

individuals who make it up that is, representative of what is

called public opinion. The State has a life and destiny of its own
and its citizens are merely instruments for the attainment of those

ends which are defined "by those who know." Beyond these com-

mon principles which in practice operate somewhat differently, each

country has adopted its own solution of the economic problem.

Italy had sought for over a century to develop national unity and

to revive an indigenous culture appropriate to the traditions and

genius of her people and free from the influences of foreign thought.

She had passed m turn under the influences of doctrinaire liberalism,

constitutional government, and democracy, during the War she

achieved what appeared to be something like national solidarity,

and yet at the close of the War the country was again disunited, on

the verge of anarchical revolution, and without that leadership which

would point a way out of her difficulties; the Fascist Revolution

brought about some semblance of peace and order and an ideal of

national life, in which would be found a synthesis of the State and

the individual, the universal and the particular.

Italian Fascism is the outgrowth of three trends in Italian life and

thought. The first is the tradition of the strong state which goes

back to the ideal of Dante and Machiavelli. The second is a move-

ment for national union and the national state which struggled for

expression in Italian philosophy throughout the nineteenth century.

The third is the idealistic concept of the state of Hegel translated

into Italian terms to suit Italian traditions. Fascism represents

a blend of all three influences. It is- more than a political movement;

it affects every aspect of state and national life and of the relations of

the individual to the State; it is concerned as much with economics

as with political organization, and as much with the spiritual as with

the material bases of existence. It seeks to awaken the racial and

national instincts of the people and to revive a living consciousness
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of her glorious past, when Rome and Italy were the political, cultural,

and spiritual centers of the world. Inspiration for reorganization in

the present and preparation for the future are to be found in the

living sources of Italy's traditions, for history has inherent in it the

unfolding seeds of later progress. The recognition of the common

origin of Italian life and culture, which had always survived in the

countryside, would assure the unity and solidarity as a nation of

which Italians stand so greatly in need. More important, however,

than national unity is an ideal to inspire and vitalize it.

Fascism seeks to provide this ideal hi a new concept of the national

State which is at the same time a challenge to the modern develop-

ment of democracy. It is in fact a protest against the ideals of

democratic government and of individualism which had their roots

in the Protestant Reformation and the French Revolution. These

ideals, since they placed the individual on a pedestal, imply a me-

chanical and atomistic concept of the State and of society and are

based on the view that the sum of individual interests is the same as

the collective interest of the State, and the general will or the ends

of the State merely represent the aggregation of individual wills.

From this point of view, the State and society exist for the sake of

the individuals who compose them and the ends of both are deter-

mined by the ends, purposes, and interests of the individuals. Gov-

ernment is merely a mechanical device to hold the balance or "main-

tain justice" between the conflicting interests of individuals or

groups. Representative government and rule by majorities promote
the selfish interests of an aggregate of individuals rather than the

interests of the State which are directed to the well-being of all.

Democratic forms of society are purely materialistic, are dominated

by no fixed or stable ideals, and are subject to the whims of changing

majorities, the present is isolated from the past, and the spiritual

inheritances of the past, which make for the spiritual union of society,

are rejected. The State or society exists merely as a means for

promoting the happiness of individuals and the essence of social,

economic and political life is liberty in an absolute sense, not sacrifice,

or discipline, or duty.

Against this ideology Fascism opposes the view that society or the

State is something more than the sum of the individuals who com-

pose it, that it is the link between succeeding geaerations, and that

it has ends of its own which may even be in conflict, but are al-
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ways superior, because more far-seeing and unselfish, to those of the

individual. These ends are moral and spiritual and involve language,

culture, religion, customs, feelings and volition, economic interests,

living conditions, and territory, all dominated by moral values of

universal vahdity which serve to guide progress towards a national

ideal. As opposed to the atomistic and mechanistic concept of the

State, Fascism sets up an organic and historic concept of a State with

a life and purposes of its own over and above those of the individual.

The State thus becomes an end; the individuals are at once the means

or instruments which may be employed to attain the end and find

their happiness as they attain to a complete understanding of the end

proposed by the State. Liberty in such a State does not mean self-

realization or self-expression of the individual, but rather conquest of

oneself in the interests of the State; liberty is not an absolute right,

but is contingent upon the purposes of the State, which may concede

it to or withdraw it from the individual. The highest ethical value

lies not in liberty but in the preeminence of duty, liberty is not a

natural right but a concession of the State. Hence sovereignty rests

not with the individual members of the nation or their elected repre-

sentatives, chosen more often than not on the basis of the selfish

interests of a party or of the voters, but with the men capable of

rising above their immediate private interests and of realizing the

aspirations of the State as a unity in relation to its past, present, and

future. The leaders are those who are better fitted to govern than

others, their authority is derived not from below, from the masses

ignorant of anything but their own interests, but from above. Hence

government is organized as a hierarchy exercising authority and

bearing responsibility. The bases of government are authority,

order, and discipline.

The same principles have been applied to the organization of the

economic as to the political life of the country; the two aspects have

in fact been blended together. The economic life of a democracy is

marked by the competitive spirit in which each individual seeks his

own interests. Fascism is opposed to orthodox economics based on

individualism. On the principle that the collective interests are

paramount, no man may do anything that will affect them harm-

fully. All forms of property and of work are to be administered in

the public interest. Hence the Fasci$t State does not stand by to aid

the individual who feels himself aggrieved or injured, but seeks to
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exercise positive control over the economic situation by organizing

society on a corporative basis, a hierarchy of unions under the direc-

tion of a special Ministry. In this way the interests of employer,

employee, and the State as a whole are conserved and protected, and

since political suffrage is dependent upon membership in some form

of corporation, the varied group interests of the country find expres-

sion through the members sent to the Chamber of Deputies.

Fascism thus seeks to rescue the State from the individual and to

emphasize authority, social obligations, and subordination to a

hierarchy which constitutes the government because it is conscious

of the great ends proposed for the State. The State accordingly is an

independent entity which has aims and purposes of its own, which

must be authoritative, and which cannot afford to be neutral or

indifferent without giving free rein to the unenlightened and blind

forces motivated by the selfish interests of its individual mem-
bers.

Education thus becomes the most important means of enlightening

the masses in the ideals of the Fascist State, until it could become

universally organized in accordance with these ideals, other means,

more forceful and less intellectual, had to be employed. Repression,

it was recognized, was the only method by which ignorant opponents
could be controlled; the future lay with the younger generation with

whom education was to take the place of repression Since the

State is a moral and spiritual affair conscious of moral truths of

universal validity, it alone has the right to control education which

may be provided by public or other organizations, but always subject

to state control which is exercised by a hierarchical administration,

in which as little as possible is left to local representative committees.

The scope of state action was defined by Giovanni Gentile, who was

entrusted with the reform of education in accordance with Fascist

ideals:

We affirm our belief that the State is not a system of hindrances and ex-

ternal juridical controls from which men flee, but an ethical being which, like

the conscience of the individual, manifests its personality and achieves its

historical growth in human society. Thus it is conscious not of being hedged
in by special limits, but of being open, ready, and capable of expanding as a
collective and yet mdividual will. The nation is that wfll, conscious of itself

and of its own historical past, which, as we formulate it in our minds, defines

and delineates our nationality, generating an end to be attained, a.mission to

be realized For that will, in case of need, our lives are sacrificed, for our
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lives are genuine, worthy, and endowed with incontestable value only as they
are spent in the accomplishment of that mission.

The State's active and dynamic consciousness is a system of thought, of

ideas, of interests to be satisfied and of morality to be realized. Hence the

State is, as it ought to be, a teacher; it maintains and develops schools to

promote this morality In the school the State comes to a consciousness of

its real being.
1

The State accordingly comes first, and the function of the educator

is to devise such a system of curricula and methods of instruction as

will prepare the individual to take his place in it as a self-conscious

and active member. Until the stage is reached when the Fascist

doctrine has become accepted as a natural and inherent part of

Italian life, the task of the hierarchy is to devise methods for the

rapid training of its immediate supporters from whom the leaders are

to be drawn. The school will serve to educate the large masses,
direct training and indoctrination are needed to secure a hierarchical

succession. Hence there have been developed what are virtually two

parallel systems, one of national education and one deliberately

directed to Fascist indoctrination; one consists of the regular organi-

zation of schools under the control of the national government,
the other of an organization under the direct control of the Fascist

Party for the training of its potential members.

5. RUSSIA

Viewed superficially the general principle governing the relations

of the State to the individual in Communist Russia bear many points

of resemblance to those adopted in Fascist Italy. There is, however,

this important difference that the Communist State penetrates more

deeply into the life and thought of the individual because the Fascist

Revolution failed to discard the traditional bourgeois ideology.

Like Fascism, Communism represents fundamentally a criticism of

the traditions of democracy and of individualism; it is opposed to

that atomistic organization of society which results in individual

selfishness and perpetuates the competitive spirit. Democracy and

individualism are at once the outcome and the foundation of the

bourgeois concept of society rooted in capitalism which encourages

the exploitation of the individual for selfish ends. A condition of

Circular of November 2, 1922. Quoted and translated in Schneider, H.WM and dough,
S, B , Makmg Fascists, p 85 <CMcafeo, University of Chicago Press, 1929).
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society based on the rights of the individual perpetuates the notion

that the State exists for their protection, with the result that the

State represents a struggle for the supremacy of a class, and majority

rule is merely the expression of selfish interests grouped together for

the time being for their own protection and advancement. A society

based on the concept of the freedom of the individual is merely a

contrivance to encourage the exploitation of those who cannot help

themselves; freedom as well as the cult of individualism are found

wherever the State is not sure of its own ends. The State, however,

according to both Fascist and Communist ideology, cannot be neu-

tral; it must take a definite position and must confirm that position

by force, if necessary, but in the long run preferably by education as

the more effective method The purposes of the State can only be

defined by those who know, by those who can gain and perpetuate

their control by constantly adding to their numbers new and tested

recruits ready and willing to share their principles unequivocally and

judged to be fit to rule. Control is thus in the hands of a party, the

Fascist in Italy and the Communist in the Union of Soviet Socialist

Republics.

All points of resemblance between the two Revolutions end here,

for, while Fascism has chosen to develop a national union based on

the spiritual ideals derived from Italian tradition, and has retained

under certain restrictions the capitalistic organization of society,

Communism has undertaken to break ruthlessly with all traditions

political, economic, spiritual, religious, moral, and aesthetic as

the product of bourgeois, and, therefore, capitalistic mentality.

Communism is definitely based on the dictatorship of the proletariat,

and the State created by Communism is not, as in Italy, merely
a perfection of the old machine devised in the interests of a new class

but an entirely new machine in which government is vested in the

workers. The State cannot be neutral and cannot compromise with

the principles for which it stands in order to maintain a balance be-

tween various groups social, religious, or economic.

The dictatorship of the proletariat is incompatible with freedom for the

bourgeoisie. This is the very reason why the dictatorship of the proletariat
is needed, to deprive the bourgeoisie of freedom, to bind it hand and foot; to
make it impossible for it to carry on a struggle against the revolutionary
proletariat

The dictatorship of the proletariat is not only an instrument for the crush-
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ing of enemies, it is likewise a lever for effecting economic transformation.

Private ownership of the means of production must be replaced by social

ownership, the bourgeoisie must be deprived of the means of production and

exchange, must be "expropriated."
It follows that the conquest of State power is not the conquest of the pre-

existent organization, but the creation of a new organization, an organization

brought into being by the class which has been victorious in the struggle.
1

The Communist State unlike democracies is not guided by vague,
uncertain aims. It made a complete sweep with the past and cre-

ated a new social order which is founded on government by the

proletariat, the manual workers in the cities, to whom were added,
but as an afterthought, the peasants who have been gradually drawn

into the movement at first by force and then by persuasion. There

has thus been set up an aristocracy of labor, directed by the Com-
munist Party consisting of about two million members in a popula-
tion of about eighty times that number. Membership in the Party
can only be acquired by those who in their work and influence have

shown unswerving loyalty to the revolutionary cause, who can be

recommended by those already in the Party, and who satisfactorily

pass through a period of probation. Since no one can be above sus-

picion, periodical purgings of the Party membership take place, as in

the Fascist Party, irrespective of individual standing in its counsels.

Through its organization into tens of thousands of groups or
"
cells

"

and through its secret service, the Gay-Pay-Oo, the Party is able to

keep its finger on the pulse of the country. A rigid discipline is thus

enforced in order that the purposes of the Revolution may be at-

tained. Since no one may be neutral, ruthless warfare is waged

against individuals who are suspected because of their pre-Revolu-

tionary affiliations or because of their present attitudes of being

antagonistic to the Revolution. The class struggle, it is maintained,

must be continued until the time when the fundamental principles

of the Revolution have been accepted by all without the possibility

of question; only when all are of one class, when all are members of

the
'

proletariat, will the class struggle disappear. In other words,

political neutrality cannot exist and every aspect of life must be
"
politicized

"
that is, imbued with the doctrine for which Com-

munism stands.

Of these doctrines the Communist Party is the guardian until they
1 Buklxarin and Preobrashensky, TheABC of Communism, pp 80 ff. Quoted in Colton,

E. T., Tte X 7 Z of Comwumsm, p 40 (New York, 1931).
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have been accepted universally. The development and propagation

of these doctrines are in the hands of the Party, with its hierarchical

organization reaching down into each cell and culminating in a

Central Committee which is elected by the annual congress of the

Party and which organizes a Political Bureau responsible for current

tasks of organization and administration, and acts as an inner steer-

ing committee whose decisions govern the Communist Party and

the policies of the Soviet State.

The form of representative government has, however, been re-

tained in the Soviets elected by the proletariat voters, who exercise

their suffrage on an occupational rather than a geographical basis.

The elections center round individuals, not parties, since for the

present there is only one party in the country. The Soviets in turn

have a hierarchical organization for the smallest urit which may be

a factory or similar center up to the All-Union Congress of Soviets.

Although the Soviets, with their organizations paralleling those of

the Communist Party, are intended to be the direct representatives

of the proletariat, policies and even elections are under the influence

of the Party, which manifests itself in the various organs of govern-
ment the Central Executive Committee, the Presidium of the

Committee, the Council of People's Commissars, and the Council

of Labor and Defense with its State Planning Commission ap-

pointed by the All-Union Congress of Soviets which only meets

biennially.

There has thus been set up a form of control which is harmonious

and closely articulated in all its parts and free from the many con-

tradictions which underlie those forms of government based on the

ideals of democracy, freedom, and individualism. This harmony is,

however, derived not from the external and superficial forms of organ-
ization already described and supplemented by other institutions

which fit into the scheme, such as unions, the Red Army and police,

the various youth organizations, and the utilization of every con-

ceivable type of influence which may prove to be educative or propa-

gandists. This harmony comes from devotion to a body of doctrine

preached and accepted with the fervor of religious fanaticism and
defended with a continuing loyalty found in other countries only in

such periodical crises as a war. And yet there is inherent in these

doctrines none of the nationalism and patriotism which the Com-
munists regard as bourgeois virtues. The Revolution, indeed, is not
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nationalistic but definitely international; the ultimate triumph of all

the workers of the world would lead to the abolition of national lines

and the organization of the world into one large federation of workers'

republics.

The Communist order is founded on the collectivist organization
of society which involves the abolition of private property in land

and the tools of production, and their collective ownership and
administration in the interests of all. Only those are to benefit from

such an organization who engage in socially useful labor; all others,

since they share in the bourgeois tradition of private property and

exploitation, stand without the pale, and are not only disfranchised

but are deliberately discriminated against in the distribution of the

benefits which come from collective ownership housing, food, and

education being among the foremost of these. The advancement of

the economic order depends on the rapid industrialization of the coun-

try in which labor is glorified as the means of developing common

interests; in order to extend the community of interests between

manual workers in industry and the peasant on the land, agriculture

is to become industrialized on the basis of collective ownership and

work. To promote successful industrialization, the development of

science must be encouraged, not merely because of its applications,

but as an interpretation of life. Through science alone can another

body of traditions, which have been employed in the interests of the

exploiting classes, be eliminated, superstitions, mysticism, belief in:

the supernatural, religion ("the opiate of the people") must be

abolished by universal training in science which alone can furnish

the interpretation of matter, which is the only basis of all existence.

The whole explanation of the world of matter and of life, whose chief

motives are determined by economic and, therefore, materialistic

forces, is to be found in "dialectic materialism."

Accordingly, while the first task of the Communist State is to

continue the class struggle until the idea of class is eliminated by the

reduction of all society, to one class, the most important task is to

develop "the new man/
1

the individual brought up from his earliest

years in such an environment that it will be impossible for him to

entertain any other than the Communist ideology. Education thus

becomes in the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics the keystone of

its permanence. Other forms of society have paid a tribute to educa-

tion, but they have professed to keep politics out of education, some-
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thing which the Communists insist is impossible. All education, all

life must be penetrated with politics, and even the schools of capital-

istic societies were established and maintained as instruments of the

possessing classes. Education unless it is propaganda and directed

deliberately to indoctrination is meaningless, and so-called academic

freedom is bourgeois humbug. The strength of Communist educa-

tion lies in its possession of a definite and clear-cut body of doctrine

and ideas to impart, closely related to and based on the central

principle of its social order socially useful labor. As contrasted

with the vagueness of aims in capitalistic societies, whatever their

form of government, with their slogans of loyalty, patriotism, good

citizenship, obedience, moral standards, individuality, freedom and

initiative, the Communist educators and leaders have a well-defined

picture of the kind of citizen who should be the product of the edu-

cative process. Obviouslyhe must accept the fundamental principles

of the Communist State collectivism and the abolition of private

property, dictatorship of the proletariat under the guidance of the

ComnwHrist Party, and the abolition of classes through the class

struggle. But he must do more than this; he must be a militant

revolutionary, not only militant in defense of Communist principles,

but active in the interests of social order, and must participate from

his earliest years in promoting social welfare by engaging in socially

useful labor, the foundation upon which the dictatorship of the

proletariat is being built. Because he must be militant and active,

he owes it not only to himself but to society to keep himself healthy
and sound in body and in mind. Because superstitions and religion

bind the individual to meaningless traditions and practices, he must
become anti-rehgious and atheistic on the one hand, and scientific on
the other. Finally, he must work for the day when the dictatorship
of the pfoIefanaTwill be established throughout the world. And
what is expected of the boy or man is expected equally of the girl or

woman whom bourgeois concepts of chivalry have kept in subordina-

tion or have exploited. In the words of one of the leading Russian

educators, Albert P. Pinkevitch, the aim of education is as fol-

lows:

By way of summary we may state that the aim of nurture and general
instruction in Soviet Russia is to aid in the all-round development of a
healthy, strong, actively brave, independently thinking and acting man,
acquainted with the many sides of contemporary culture, a creature and

1

a
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warrior in the interests of the proletariat and consequently in the final analy-
sis in the interests of the whole of humanity.

1

or, more simply:

The aim of training and education in the U S.S R is to bring up fighters
for the workers* cause and builders of the socialistic state, men who have an
all-round development, are well informed, skilled, physically strong and
healthy, filled with collectivistic habits and the joy of living

2

The^significance of this aim of education in Soviet Russia lies not

so much in tie clear goal set before the school examples of efficient

adaptation of means to ends in education can be found elsewhere

but in the fact that it penetrates and imbues every aspect of the life

of the individual. Nowhere else has the effort been made to put into

practice the concept that education is life and life is education.

Whethet"educational practice is for the present successfuFor not, the

theory underlying itj^is thatjjjejre can be no break in gauge between

the school and
society.^

Education in other societies, certainly until

the recent expansion of the movement for adult education began, has

been synonymous with the school, while other agencies were regarded

as informal; as contrasted with this point of view Communist theory

seeks to enlist the whole mechanism of the proletarian State to sup-

port its program of education as an "instrument for the creation of

a new ideology, of new modes of thought, of a new outlook on the

world." 3

Accordingly, education is regarded as a lifelong process beginning

in the nursery and kindergarten with a content and a method gov-

erned by the fundamental aim and extending through life with the

same basic training in Communist ideology for all, and, as under

Fascism, for its guardians special preparation through the organiza-

tions rising in the form of a pyramid to the Communist Party at the

top. Cultural activities art, music, dramatics, the moving pic-

ture, and all forms of recreation and leisure activities which else-

where are regarded as dispensable luxuries which need not be organ-

ized or supervised too closely, are all incorporated as parts of the

educative process. At the center of all activities is work manual,

1
Pinkevitch, A P

,
The Nffiff Education in the Soviet Republic, p 28 (New York, John

Day Co , 1929).
a
Pinkevitch, A P , "Development of Public Instruction and Pedagogical Thought in

Russia," EdwaUontd Quitook, May, 1931, Voi V, p 195.

3 Bukharin and Preobrazhensky, op dt , p 254 Quoted in Colton, op. tit , p 210.
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social, cultural any useful labor which contributes both to the

training of the individual and to the advancement of the cause. The

essence of the Communist theory of education is the penetration of

all factors that can be utilized in the creation of Communist mentality

by a single, all-comprehending ideal. There is, inherent in the

theory, adaptation to a well-defined object of allegiance which is too

often lacking in the educational theories of democratic societies with

their varied degrees of emphases on character, culture, general or

vocational training, intellectual or practical education, the cult of

individuality or socialization, citizenship and patriotism. Whatever

one's attitude to the Communist Revolution may be, Communist

educational theory offers a serious challenge to education in demo-

cratic societies to discover in their own systems some social purpose

which can exercise a powerful integrating influence analogous to that

of the Communist ideology. The problem cannot be dismissed

merely by balancing the effects of centralized and decentralized

systems. There are centralized systems in democracies, such as

Ontario and the Australian Provinces,swhich seem to have no raison

d'&re in the political or social theories of these States, but appear to

be accepted in the interests of efficiency and perpetuated through
inertia. {On the other hand, Soviet Russia furnishes an example not

only of decentralization, guarded by careful selection of teachers and

textbooks, but of the encouragement of self-determination of minori-

ties within the limits of Communist ideology.

6. UNITED STATES

The educational system of the United States * was fathered by the

democratic ideals that began to emerge even before the Revolution,
and has been nourished by the industrial development which began
early in the nineteenth century and has gained increasing momentum
down to the present time. The national ideal, although defined at

the infancy of the Republic, did not remain rigid or static, but has
been inevitably colored, to some extent enriched, by the gradual ex-

pansion of the frontier which filled the greater part of the nineteenth

century. The development of American education has been marked

1 The discussion of the relation of the State to education in the United States is based on
the authors article on "The Philosophy Underlying the System of Education in the United
States

"m the Educational Yearbook, 1929, of the International Institute of Teachers College,
Columbia University, pp 461 ff. (New York, 1930)
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by the interplay between two principles the recognition that the

stability and welfare of the democratic State depend upon universal

education and the ideal of equality of opportunity.
The development of national solidarity and of loyalty to the new-

Republic was obviously one of the first objects of education Thus

Benjamin Rush, in his Thoughts upon the Mode of Education proper
in a Republic, wished to see a "Supreme Regard to their Country"
and "an awareness to the problems of democracy" inculcated in

school pupils. The aim of education is to
"
convert men into repub-

lican machines " and by a centralized system
"
the whole state will be

tied together." Equality in education must promote equality in

government, says another writer x of the period, and is the rock upon
which political salvation must be built. As to the provision of educa-

tion, there was no doubt in the minds of leaders that it must be made
at public expense; private schools do not provide for equality of op-

portunity; they make education the concern of the few. A uniform

system of education provided by the State would remove those im-

perfections and obstructions which come from local differences and

inequalities, and would promote harmony and solidarity. The State

in the interests of its own perpetuation and progress has a duty to

establish a system of education and may for that reason even over-

ride the authority of parents; the purpose of such an educational

system was regarded to be the promotion of national solidarity and

homogeneity of all the people, a purpose already recognized, before

the creation of the Republic, by Benjamin Franklin. In his Pro-

posals relating to the Education of Youth in Pennsylvania (1749),

Franklin had urged the training of teachers. "And this is more nec-

essary now to be provided by the English here, as vast numbers of

foreigners are yearly imported among us totally ignorant of our laws,

customs, and language." This justification was to become more

urgent in the century following.

An enlightened body of citizens was accordingly recognized to be

the soundest guarantee of public security. But the theory of the

time went beyond this. The importance of education was advocated

in the interests of the individual because of a, deep conviction in the

perfectibility of man. Out of this conviction there emerged the

second principle upon which American education is founded: the

* Coram, R , Plan jor the General Estrtksftment of Schools throughout the United States
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State must provide a system of education which will guarantee

equality of opportunity to each individual. This demand that every

boy and girl be given a chance became more insistent at the close of

the first quarter of the nineteenth century and the rise of the Jack-

sonian period of democracy and equalitarianism.

The two demands enlightenment of the citizens as the basis of

national stability and equality of opportunity to enable each individ-

ual to make the best of himself became the foundations upon
which American education has been built, the two ideals which have

stimulated the establishment of a broad educational highway by the

States to whom rather than to the Federal Government the provision

of education was delegated. George Washington emphasized en-

lightenment in his Farewell Address'.

Promote then, as an object of primary importance, institutions for the gen-
eral diffusion of knowledge In proportion as the structure of a government

gives force to public opinion, it is essential that public opinion should be

enlightened.

Equality of opportunity was stressed by President John Adams:

The whole people must take upon themselves the education of the whole

people and must be willing to bear the expense of it. There should not be a

district one mile square without a school on it at the expense of the people
themselves.

Thomas Jefferson combined both ideals in the two quotations which

follow:

If a nation expects to be ignorant and free in a state of civilization it ex-

pects what never was and never will be. The functions of every government
have propensities to command at will the liberty and property of their con-

stituents There is no safe deposit for these but with tie people themselves
;

nor can they be safe with them without information

A system of general information which shall reach every description of our
citizens from the richest to the poorest, as it was the earliest, so will it be the
latest of all the public concerns in which I shall permit myself to take an
interest.

More recently a more complete statement of the American educa-

tional ideal was enunciated by Mr. Herbert Hoover before he attained

to the Presidency:

The first ideal of our democracy is to maintain a state where each individ-
ual shall have an equality of opportunity to take that position in the com-
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munity to which his intelligence, ability, and ambition entitle him, and that

no forces shall continue in the nation which may prevent this free rise. There
is a negative quality about this element in our national ideals, for although

by this we could keep open the doors of opportunity, it must be supple-
mented by the second of our great ideals, that is, that we must stimulate and
assist each individual in this attainment. The very essence of equality of

opportunity requires that we shall give an equal opportunity in education

and training to every one of our citizens and thus we arrive at the third of our

great national ideals That is universal and efficient education. If we are

to maintain a progressive community and our national ideals we must go
even further in education than the routine provision of learning. Education

must take upon itself the development of leadership, and leadership calls for

character and intelligence as well as learning.

The history of education in the United States begins, accordingly,

with the establishment of schools and the means of education because
"
religion, morality, and knowledge are necessary to good government

and the happiness of mankind", it was developed from the second

half of the nineteenth century and more particularly after the deci-

sion in the Kalamazoo Case, 1874, which established the principle

that the high school is an essential part of the common school system,

in the firm conviction that equality of educational opportunity must

be guaranteed to every boy and girl irrespective of creed or serial

status. If the American public has shown a readiness to tax itself

to maintain its educational system, it has been in the main to give

every boy and girl a chance.

The development of state control of education has been slow in the

United States, strong obstacles had to be overcome before the ideal

of public education could be realized; opposition to taxation for

education had to be removed, the idea of the education of the poor as

charity had to be eliminated, a long campaign had to be waged in

favor of the non-sectarian public school free and open to all; and the

tradition of localism for a long time stood in the way of state control

or supervision. Legislation for the promotion of the public school

did not, however, imply prohibition of the establishment of private

schools, nor did the tendency to use the schools for purposes of

political indoctrination manifest itself until late after the Spanish-

American War and more particularly since the Great War. The

relation of the State to private education was effectually settled in

1925 in the decision of the United States Supreme Court which de-

clared as unconstitutional the law passed in Oregon to close all
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private schools and to compel all children to attend the public schools.

The principle enunciated in this decision is as follows:

The fundamental theory of liberty upon which all governments in the

Union repose excludes any general power of the State to standardize its chil-

dren by forcing them to accept instruction from public teachers only. The
child is not the mere creature of the State, those who nurture him, and direct

his destiny have the right coupled with the high duty to recognize and pre-

pare him for additional duties.

The private school is on the whole almost entirely free in most

States from any supervision whatever, except that English must be

the medium of instruction. But if private schools remain relatively

free from public control, this is not true of public schools. The
school as a center for indoctrination has always been recognized,

but while the character of such indoctrination in other countries,

such as pre-War Germany, France, Russia, Italy, and many others, is

controlled by the State in its own interests, efforts to define it have

been made in the United States by interested groups among the

public which bring their influence to bear on state legislatures to

foster what they regard as of supreme moment. Nor is indoctrina-

tion or propaganda limited to political or nationalistic ideas. The

outstanding example is, of course, the Tennessee legislation prohibit-

ing the teaching of the theory of evolution. The phenomenon of

legislative prescription of what shall be taught in the schools is not

new, so far as the problem of the relation of the State to education is

concerned, the significant fact is that public opinion can and does

bring its influence to bear on the kind of legislation which it desires

even in details of school practice.
1

Despite this tendency toward state interference hi education,
which is only a manifestation of the original principle that public

stability and progress depend upon education, the control of educa-

tion in the United States has in the main been local. The demand
for federal aid for and participation in education and the movement
for greater state control and supervision are prompted rather by the

second principle the provision of equality of educational oppor-

tunity with its corollary of improvement of quality by the creation

of larger areas of administration. On the whole the State has not

1 See Fenders, J K , Legislative Control of the Elementary Cwncvlwm (New York, 1925),
Pierce, B , Pubhc Ojwtwn and the Teaching ofHistory in the United States (New York, 1926) ,

and Counts, G S , School and Society tn Chicago (New York, 1928)
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been looked to for leadership and the powers of the State, with whom
the responsibility for education is legally vested, have until recently
been but lightly used. Leadership has come from the more progres-
sive communities which under an increasing body of expert ad-

ministrators have been ready to exercise the autonomy which they

enjoy, although legally they may only exercise authority devolved

upon them by the State. Another source of leadership has been

provided in the nationally recognized centers for the study of educa-

tion and for the conduct of research T
It may, therefore, be said that

as compared with most countries the United States does not possess
one easily defined formula of national education or a definite social

or political pattern according to which its citizens are to be moulded

The State, through its various agencies, readily provides equality of

educational opportunity through which each individual may make
the best of himself. If a national aim or ideal can be said to dominate

the educational systems of other countries, the cult of the individual

is the essential characteristic of American education on the general

assumption that a sound education will result in good citizenship and

in a sense of social obligation. From the point of view of educa-

tional theory, this characteristic finds its expression in the movement

for the child-centered school, in the proposal that there should be no

curriculum fixed in advance, in the practice above the elementary

school of adapting education to the actual needs and interests of the

individual. At the other extreme are the movements to compensate

for the emphasis on individualism by the introduction of social

studies, teaching of civics, and the more definite and precise in-

doctrination demanded by patriotic societies.
2 As compared with

such clear-cut and precise aims of education as are found in the

systems of pre-War Germany, France, Italy, Russia, and Japan, for

instance, the relation of the State to education in the United States

continues to be vague and indefinite, as is illustrated in the following

statement by Professor Thomas H. Briggs: "The State supports free

public schools to perpetuate itself and to promote its own interests.

Education is, then, a long-term investment that the State may be

a better place in which to live and a better place in which to make

1 See Fflp<H I L., ed , Twenty-Five Years of American Education, Ch. I (New York,

1923)
a For reflections on the present situation see Bagley, W. C , Education, Crime, and Social

Progress (New York, 1931).
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a living."
J And yet it is the vagueness and the indefiniteness of

purpose which have made education in the United States a great

experiment, unstable, flexible, ever seeking to adapt itself to changing

needs. There is no sharper contrast between the character of Amer-

ican education and that of countries with more definite aims than is

shown by comparing the succession of ideas and changes in curricu-

lum and methods during the past twenty-five years with the fact that

the elementary curriculum of Prussia remained unchanged in es-

sentials from 1872 until after 1918, and that of France from 1887 to

1923, while in England the changes have been so gradual that their

course is often blurred.

Conclusion. The analysis which has been presented here of the

relations of the State to education could be extended to other coun-

tries, but in all cases the essential principle would emerge that every

State has the type of education that it wills. From the point of view

of philosophy of education and of educational psychology, it may,

indeed, be possible to conceive of education as autonomous, but the

practice of education is in the last analysis dominated by the forces,

considered up to the present nationalism, national character, and

the relation of the State to education or the relation between political

and social theories underlying the State and education. These forces,

it will be found, color the organization of education, its provision
and administration, the curricula, courses of study, and methods of

instruction. International conferences and congresses on education

may be welcomed and may indeed be conducted on a common plat-

form, but education, because it is an instrument of social progress,

reflects in the long run the dominant characteristics of the total

environment which it seeks to serve2.

1
Briggs, T H , The Great Investment, Secondary Education *n a Democracy, p 8 (Cam-

bridge, Mass , Harvard University Press, 1930)
* An excellent illustration of this thesis will be found in the Report of the International Con-

ference on Examinations, which was organized under the auspices of the Carnegie Corporation
and the International Institute of Teachers College, Columbia University, and was attended
by representatives from England, Scotland, France, Germany, and Switzerland. (New
York, 1931 )



CHAPTER IV

THE ORGANIZATION OF NATIONAL SYSTEMS OF
EDUCATION

What is a national system of education? To define a national sys-
tem of education is not simple, despite the frequent use of the term.

The difficulty of finding an adequate definition is not due primarily
to the vast range of influences, formal and informal, which enter into

the formation of the attitudes and outlook of the members of a

nation, but to the absence of a single criterion by which the existence

of a national system may be tested. If the problem is approached
from the administrative side, a system of education may be called

national if it is under the control of a central administrative authority
which defines and prescribes virtually every aspect of its organiza-

tion, curricula, courses of study, methods of instruction, and stand-

ards of examination. The French system of education may be taken

as one of the best illustrations of this definition, and yet the limita-

tions of this interpretation appear even in the case of France, if the

increasing unrest and criticism that spring from a feeling of dissatis-

faction with the rigidity of centralized control and a desire to give

expression to the many-sided, many-colored aspects of life in a na-

tional community are considered. Even in France some forms of

education, especially vocational, havfe not yet been brought entirely

under the control of the Ministry of Public Instruction, so that the

central authority is not regarded as truly national. In Italy, a

Ministry of National Education with supervisory control over every

type of education was only created in 1929. If the administrative

criterion were applied to England, it might be argued that England
does not possess a national system of education because of the ex-

traordinary blend of public and private schools, of council and de-

nominational schools, with little or no control from the central Board

of Education. So, too, Germany, the Union of Soviet Socialist Re-

publics, and the United States, each with its own state system and

without any or with but limited federal supervision, would equally

be ruled out, it subjected to this test.

The existence of a national system of education may be tested by
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another criterion the extent to which it is governed in all its

parts by a national ideal and common national purposes. A na-

tional ideal may be defined for educational ends by a central author-

ity, as in pre-War Prussia, or in France, Italy, and Russia today, even

though, as in the latter countries, room is found within the scope of

the national ideal for adaptation to local conditions and environ-

ments.1 A national ideal may be equally strong and influential in

determining the character of an educational system without being

explicitly defined. Germany, for instance, is relying on the emer-

gence of a national ideal from the free interplay of social forces, de-

votion to republican ideals, and adaptation to local environments sub-

ject to the control of commonly recognized standards in order to pro-

mote the supreme need of national solidarity. Similarly, England
and the United States furnish illustrations of systems of education

dominated by common ideals which are elusive and defined with

difficulty, despite the absence in each country of an all-embracing

central authority. There is a sense, however, in which, even though
a national ideal affects every aspect of education, this criterion is

inadequate as a complete test of a national system, and that is the

existence of varieties of schools intended for different classes in the

community and with few opportunities for transfer from one branch

of education to another.

Hence, another criterion emerges whereby a system of education

may be defined as national if it provides a well-coordinated and care-

fully articulated gradation of educational opportunities free and open
to all and maintained at public expense. If articulation and inte-

gration of educational opportunities be employed as a test, then

only the Soviet and American systems could be pronounced as truly

national. Even in the United States the advocates of federal aid and

participation in education claim that the system will not be truly

national according to this criterion so long as the present inequality
of opportunities in the various states prevails. The movements
for the common school (the Einhettsschule in Germany,

2 the fade

unique in France, and the reorganization of the school system in

England) are evidences of a desire to make systems of education

national in the light of this third criterion.

* The problem of minoritygroups is in a somewhat different category and is not discussed

here, although a significant contribution to its solution, consonant with the national ideal, is

being made in Soviet Russia
a For economic and other reasons the movement in Germany is for the present quiescent.
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If the present tendencies are considered and they are by no
means limited to the countries here discussed a national system of

education may be defined as one in which free and equal opportuni-
ties are afforded to all according to their abilities and in which educa-

tion is actuated by certain common purposes. Whether such pur-

poses should be defined by a dominating central authority can be
determined only in terms of what is the most desirable concept of

nationalism and of an appropriate philosophy of administration,
1

which in turn will determine the existenceand status of private schools.

Social distinctions and educational organization. The present

tendencies, which appear to justify the definition of a national sys-

tem of education here given, have, however, emerged into the realm

of practical politics since the War. The provision of education in

each nation has grown up without plan and without any idea of

system. Historically, secondary and higher education for the train-

ing of leaders emerged first; the public provision of compulsory ele-

mentary education came late and without any thought of articula-

tion with secondary; promoted first in a partnership between Church

and State, its control was gradually taken over by the State in the

interests of social welfare and national ends.8 Infant schools and

kindergartens came after the establishment of elementary schools,

had different origins in theory, and followed practices which are only

gradually being integrated with those of the schools which follow

them. Vocational education, whether provided through apprentice-

ship or later with the rapid industrial and commercial expansion in

the nineteenth century in special schools, developed apart from both

elementary and secondary education. This separation was further

manifested in the methods of administration; not only were separate

divisions, desirable for functional reasons, created in Ministries of

Education, but there existed a certain aloofness between them, while

for local administration distinct and independent agencies were

created, such as the Provincial School Boards for secondary, and

County School Boards for elementary education in Prussia, or acad-

emies for secondary, and departments and communes for elemen-

tary education hi France.1 The administration of vocational educa-

1 See Chapters I and V.

a There is no intention here either of denying the existence or of mfnimfefog the extent of

elementary education before it was provided by public authorities

3 The same division existed in England until 1902 school boards for elementary and

technical education, committees for technical and secondary education, the one responsible
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tion was in fact entrusted to agencies other than those charged with

general education.

Historically the different branches of education which constitute

a national system have thus developed more or less independently,

have been influenced by different social and other forces, and were

not the results of organized planning. Systematic planning of educa-

tional systems was in fact ignored except in Utopias, and in the pro-

posals of Comemus, of the educational theorists of the French Revo-

lution, and of the Chartists in England. Even in the United States,

where the ideal of a common democratic system of education was

current at the time of the founding of the Republic, it was not until

1874 that the provision of secondary education was pronounced in the

Kalamazoo Case as an integral part of the common school system.

Accordingly, the educational systems of most countries include in-

fant schools or kindergartens which are not consistently integrated

with their elementary schools, intermediate education or middle x

schools which are not links in a consistent system, secondary educa-

tion which has until recently had its own preparatory education over-

lapping with elementary, higher elementary education for pupils of

the secondary age level but not conferring the same privileges as

secondary education, and a variety of vocational education, part- and

full-time, at different levels but also not articulated with other parts

of the system. Even the educational systems of the United States,

although articulated organically, include schools at different levels

which show an absence of close articulation; attempts to close the

gaps, which still exist between kindergartens and elementary schools,

elementary and high schools, and high schools and colleges, have

only begun to be made in the last two decades, and the final form

which the American system will assume has nowhere yet been satis-

factorily achieved.

Not only are the systems unarticulated and unintegrated, but the

various parts have accumulated connotations which reflect their

to the central Education Department and the other in the main to the Science and Art
Department.

1 The term Ifittdschvle as used in Germany is an anomaly, since it is not an intermediate
school standing between elementary and secondary schools, but rather the equivalent of
central schools in England and higher elementary schools in France, in Austria the term
Uittdsckt&e refers to secondary schools, a use which would be unequivocal if secondary ed-
ucation had been based on a common primary education, which it was not, in Italy second-
ary education is known as Istruzione ntedta In Switzerland, again, the Sekundarschide is a
misnomer, since this type of school is not secondary but intermediate or higher elementary
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origin. Elementary education has everywhere, except in the United

States, been considered as the education intended for the masses,
which because of their social and economic status were regarded as

unfit for secondary education provided for the training of the more
favored classes for positions of leadership. Intermediate or higher

elementary education was developed to take care of what was re-

garded as an intermediate social group, able to bear the cost of some
education beyond the elementary, but still unable to profit from sec-

ondary education. This and other forms of education, chiefly of a

vocational character, were provided as substitutes for secondary edu-

cation. The differences in origin and social purposes between the

different branches of education affected their character. Secondary

education, which was to prepare the potential leaders, was liberal and

cultural in its emphasis; elementary education, intended to train sub-

missive, law-abiding followers, was marked by a pathetic faith in

mere literacy, which was to save the lower classes from superstition

and immorality, from discontent and crime; "open a school and close

a jail" constituted for a long time and in many countnes the basis

of the appeal for the provision of elementary education. Although

elementary education has everywhere been enriched and provided
with a curriculum which includes more than the three R's, it has

not altogether been able to shake off its traditional connotation;

socially it is regarded, except in the United States and Russia, as the

education of the lower classes; educationally it is different in quality

from secondary education which implies a cultural and liberal training

of the mind as contrasted with the mere imparting in the elementary

schools of knowledge and information a contrast which best finds

expression in the French culture gtnfrale of the secondary schools and

Vesprit primaire of the elementary schools.1 Thus the social differ-

ences which were perpetuated by the educational systems were fur-

ther intensified by educational differences which divided members

of the same nation into educated and uneducated classes.* These

distinctions have separated the teachers of the various branches of

1 In Germany the term Btldung was never applied to elementary education, whfle in Eng-

land the suspicion in the minds of many secondary school teachers that pupils coming to

them from the elementary schools were spoiled for secondary education was prevalent for a

long tune after the provision of public secondary schools

9 GebUdete and ungebMett or Akademtker and Nicht-akadcmikcr in Germany, a distinction

which is found in the more democratic South American countries in the contrast between

those who are umwrsttenos
Deluding

those who have had a secondary education) and

those who are not wiiverstiarios.
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education into distinct and independent groups, which are themselves

the results of the different attitudes to the type of preparation con-

sidered adequate for each branch. This distinction has survived even

in the United States, where two years of preparation in normal schools

was until recently regarded as sufficient for teachers in elementary

schools, while a completed college education was considered essen-

tial for high school teachers.

In the descrpitions of national systems which follow, it will be

found that most of the distinctions and contrasts, much of the lack

of articulation and integration, still survive. For the first time, how-

ever, in the history of education, marked discontent with and wide-

spread criticism of this situation have begun to develop, particularly

since 1914. It is beginning to be recognized generally that a national

system of education must, from the point of view of its organization,

be unitary in character, offering equality of opportunity to all accord-

ing to ability, and differentiated, with a greater variety either of

courses in the same school or of schools organized on a functional

basis.

The new orientation. The proposals for the reorganization of

educational systems are the results of a large number of forces

political, social, economic, educational, and psychological. On the

political and social side the spread of democratic forms of govern-
ment and a new realization of the meaning of democracy have com-

bined to emphasize more than ever before the importance of provid-

ing equality of educational opportunities. If democratic forms

of government are to succeed, there must be a richer provision of

education than in the past; mere literacy, it is recognized, is not

adequate, nor can elementary education, however much it may be

enriched, furnish a sufficient preparation for participation whether in

government or in social and economic life. The demands of modern

society are too complex to be met by an elementary education alone.

Hence the movements for an extension of compulsory education,

part-time or full-time. The same forces, combined with a realiza-

tion of the worth of every individual and of the great reservoirs of

ability and talent which are neglected in educational systems based
on class or other distinctions, have led to demands for free access to

the highest forms of education according to ability. The pressure of

economic competition, national and international, has also contrib-

uted to the recognition of the desirability of more adequate prepara-
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tion for industrial and commercial needs without sacrificing the de-

mands for general education. Educational theory, departing from
the somewhat cloistered approach, and viewing the problems with

which it is confronted in the light of the demands of the whole of life,

tends to justify the movement for more education and broader op-

portunities, the less scholastic it becomes, the wider appear the mul-

tiple ramifications of life with which it is called upon to deal. If edu-

cation is life, then education cannot be restricted to the few years of

formal schooling provided hitherto. The contribution from psy-

chology is in the same direction; since the individual is a compound
of all the influences of the environment to which he is exposed, then

adequate growth moral, social, physical, aesthetic, and intellec-

tual cannot be promoted in the few years of compulsory education

nor even in secondary education as at present organized. Genetic

psychology'beginning at one end of the individual's life and studies

in adult learning combine to establish the important principle that

education is a lifelong process, without necessarily accepting some of

the exaggerated, emphases of the psycho-analysts, the importance
of providing a rich environment which will lay a sound foundation

for the growth of the individual cannot be escaped, while at the other

end the fact that ability to learn is not confined within narrow age
limits stresses the importance of adequate facilities for adult educa-

tion. From another point of view the psychology of individual dif-

ferences, which are only beginning to be dimly realized, and then

only because of the large numbers of failures in the secondary schools

of most countries, is directing attention to the need of far more dif-

ferentiation of types of education than has been hitherto available*

Finally, the place of informal agencies, whether as parts of an es-

tablished system of education or independent of it dubs, societies,

the whole range of extra-curricular activities, radio, moving pic-

tures, music? and art is receiving attention which they have never

been given before, although their incorporation into the educational

systems has nowhere been carried as far as they have in Russia and

Italy. The same forces, which are exercising so great an influence

toward a reorientation of the problem of organization of education,

are affecting as profoundly thewhole question of educationalmethods,

are breaking down the walls of the school and are bringing it more

dosely into relation with the throbbing and multicolored life about it.

The demand for equality of educational opportunities and differen-
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tiation of types of education according to individual ability and needs

does not, however, obscure the important place which must be as-

signed to a common general education for all. Differentiation must

not be carried to the length of destroying common social or national

purposes and of setting up class distinctions through the organized

system of schools. The movement for a common national system

of education (the ecole unique, the Emkeitsschule, "secondary educa-

tion for all") does not imply uniformity of educational provision,

although that is the interpretation placed upon it in the American

system with its single vertical organization, nor does it exclude dif-

ferentiation. Essentially the common school idea implies a common
foundation for all, elimination of overlapping and special provision

for the privileged (as in the former German Vorschulen and the French

classes prfyaratoires) , and a reorganization of schools beyond the

common foundation, on the basis not of class distinctions, but of

psychological differences and of function. Free education, except

for able but poor pupils, is not yet being discussed as a practical

policy for the near future, although fees have already begun to be

abolished in the secondary schools of France and in a few secondary
schools in England, Such a reorganization implies further the adop-
tion of methods for selecting and distributing pupils in the schools

best adapted to their abilities, or, in other words, a system of edu-

cational and vocational guidance, such as is proposed in France.

The probable plan which will result from the present discussions

will consist of some form of pre-school education for pupils from the

ages of two to six; primary education for pupils between six and
twelve years of age; secondary education for pupils from twelve to

eighteen years of age, divided into two stages of four and two or two

three-years periods each; and tertiary education in higher institu-

tions of learning and in schools for adults. A reorganization follow-

ing this plan will involve a change in the present legdl provisions
for compulsory school attendance and an extension to the age of

fifteen so that pupils may take advantage of the lower section of

secondary education. In such a plan, primary education would have
its logical and natural outlet in some form of secondary education,
instead of being left more or less suspended in air like the traditional

form of elementary education, while secondary education would in-

clude varied types of schools for adolescents in addition to the tradi-

tional type of academic school. The functional organization beyond
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the primary school, if carefully surrounded with safeguards to avoid

maladjustment of pupils, would meet the same ends which are sought
in the American cosmopolitan high school, which becomes too un-

wieldy if allowed to grow too big and a sham if the school is so small

as not to allow for the employment of more than a limited number of

teachers. Two problems are involved. The first is whether the

fostering of democratic ideals demands the herding of all in the same
school or whether such ideals are not the outcomes of intellectual

and emotional attitudes which it is the function of education to de-

velop. The second is the danger that the attempt to provide for a

wide range of abilities and needs in the same school may lead to the

cult of mediocrity and the sacrifice of the ablest minds for the av-

erage. American theory has adopted the provision of the same school

with differentiated courses at the secondary level for all; the European

tendency is in the direction of an organization of schools on a func-

tional basis.

Private schools. The place of private schools in a national system
of education must be determined in the light of the meaning of

nationalism. If the emphasis is placed upon rigid conformity and an

authoritarian view of government, then private schools will either

be prohibited or permitted only under certain sanctions and com-

pelled, either directly by law or indirectly through pressure of state

examinations and the privileges dependent on them, to adopt the

same standards and practices as the public schools. In either case

the assumption is that the State has discovered an ideal and unvary-

ing pattern of nationalism and of culture on which nationalism is

based. Such systems fail to give play to the great variety of forces

which underlie national life. If, however, private initiative is en-

couraged and justified because it affords means for variety of prac-

tices, for experimentation, for the free expression of a,ims and ideals

of different groups, whether religious or secular, then private schools

must be welcomed in the interests of that progress which comes from

differentiation. Private schools cannot be exempted from the obli-

gation of meeting the same standards as public schools in respect to

the hygienic character of their buildings and equipment, and the

qualifications, moral and professional, of their teachers; such require-

ments imply that private schools should be registered and open to

inspection, in the interests, not of standardization, but of the public

which uses them. Freedom beyond these requirements imposes on
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the private schools a certain responsibility, social and educational,

for the contribution which they undertake to make to national wel-

fare. Even when the time comes, as it surely must, when the pub-

he schools of a national system will enjoy a larger measure of freedom

for experimentation than they enjoy at present, and when the tradi-

tional lockstep of standardization disappears, private initiative in

education will still continue to justify its claim to recognition in the

interests of variety and differentiation. The real danger in private

education lies not in any departures from standard practices but in its

development of class distinctions, in the cult of exclusive and snob-

bish attitudes in their pupils, such a danger, which even a demo-

cratic system like that of the United States shows to be ever present,

may be obviated either by requiring a common preparation for all

teachers, whether in public or in private schools, or by the main-

tenance of such standards that good public schools will drive out poor

private schools, a reversal, as it were, of Gresham's Law.

Social services and education. The organization of national sys-

tems of education involves more than the mere provision of schools.

It must include the provision of such services as will enable the pupils

to denve the greatest profit from their attendance at school. A
pupil who conies to school inadequately fed or clothed is at once at

a disadvantage, socially and scholastically, a pupil who is in poor
health is not only a menace to his fellow-pupils, but is likely to find

Ms school work burdensome and on the whole to fail to use the op-

portunities placed at his disposal. Frequent absences from school,

it is beginning to be generally recognized, are due to ill-health in the

main rather than to delinquency. More attention has, however,
been devoted to compelling delinquents or truants to attend school

than to the creation of those services which will promote good health.

The importance of physical well-being has long been recognized by
the inclusion of some form of physical training or the provision of

facilities for games and sports as a regular part of an educational

program, lessons in health and hygiene, although not so widespread
as physical training, have been provided with the same end in view.

Beyond these measures, however, both national and educational wel-

fare demand the provision not only of remedial but of preventive
measures which will ensure a sound mind in a sound body. This
end can only be promoted by a system of medical inspection, and,
as experience has proved, of medical treatment and the provision
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of clinics, and a follow-up system which will link the school to the
home and educate parents as well as children. The same respon-

sibility of the school for the health of the child extends to the pro-
vision of meals in necessitous cases. The objection, which was at one
time more prevalent than at present, that such measures are socialis-

tic or pauperizing, is no more valid here than in the provision of

public education. Apart from their contribution to national wel-

fare, such health services, where systematically organized, have
made important contributions to the solution of many difficulties

attending the educational progress of children; it was no accident,
for example, that the existence of many of the instructional problems
which have since been taken over by psychologists were first re-

vealed in England by school medical officers. The introduction of

medical inspection has led to the provision of special services, not

only for defective but also for normal children open-air schools,

open-air activities, holiday camps, special schools for physically de-

fective, and the segregation of the mentally defective.

The change in emphasis from teaching subjects to teaching the

child, the outstanding characteristic of current educational theory,

has brought with it an increasing interest in the mental growth of the

child and with it a more intensive study of the specific difficulties

which 'present themselves in the process of instruction. Already

psychological clinics have begun to be established to deal with what

are known as problem children. The probability is that out of this

small beginning more widespread provision will be made for the

school psychologist. It may be expected that a completely or-

ganized system of education will include, besides the social services,

the services of experts in the scientific aspects and that both services

will link the school more dosely with the home, a movement with

which the development of parents' associations and parental educa-

tion, which are also in their initial stages, will be associated. A
better and more scientific understanding of the child will give reality

and concreteness to the demand for better adaptation of education

and instruction to the child as an individual. Education^ and voca-

tional guidance may in time be so well developed that the traditional

test of an education, the examination, will lose some of the importance

which has been attached to it. Although it is doubtful whether a

science of education wQl ever be as accurate and infallible as its

proponents daim, its further development and refinement are the
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essential bases for the organization of a system of education in which

each pupil will find the school and the instruction best suited to his

abilities. Up to the present the possibilities of such an aid to a soundly

organized system have been recognized only in France where the

creation of a National Bureau of Selection and Distribution of pupils

has been advocated as a part of the movement for the Icolt unique*

I. ENGLAND

Historical development. The provision of education in England

still bears the marks of the historical development of its constituent

parts It thus represents a blend of public and private schools, of

denominational and non-sectarian schools, of maintained, aided, and

unaided schools, and of overlapping of functions. From the point

of view of organization English education is characterized by lack of

system, which has resulted from the traditional attitude to the rela-

tion of the State to education3 and to the English reluctance to dis-

turb vested interests which have originated in the activities of well-

recognized groups and voluntary agencies. It was not until the pas-

sage of the Education Act of 1902 that any attempt was made to re-

duce the great variety of schools to some system, but much still

remained to be done and the task became more complicated with the

development of new types of schools which were established to meet

new needs. As a result of the Report on the Education of the Adoles-

cent (the Hadow Report of 1926), another movement for systematiza-
tion began which has not yet been achieved.

Elementary education began to be developed in the nineteenth

century through the efforts of voluntary organizations, of which the

most important were the National Society for Promoting the Educa-
tion of the Poor in the Principles of the Established Church and the

British and Foreign School Society. To these, other organizations,
local and national, denominational and non-sectarian, were added*
It was not until 1833 that Parliament made its first grant for educa-

tion, which was distributed first through the two leading societies

and later through others. The practice of aiding elementary educa-
tion by means of grants led in 1839 to the creation of a Committee
of the Privy Council to supervise their distribution. The further

1 See the annual Rapport fait au Norn de la Commission des Finances chargSe d'examiner le

Prcyet de Lot portant Fixation du Budget Gfa&al, issued since 1924 under the chairmanship ofM Ducos
a See Chapter in
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expansion of elementary education for children whose parents sup-

ported themselves by manual labor was stimulated by the Revised

Code of 1861, which introduced the vicious "payment by results"

system. The recognition of the inadequate supply of schools through

voluntary effort and the extension of the suffrage led in 1870 to the

enactment of the Elementary Education Act which established a

compulsory local rate for education to supply deficiencies not met

by voluntary agencies, created school boards, and introduced the

principle of compulsory attendance. The Act of 1870 represents
the first movement toward a national system of education. Infant

schools, which had developed independently of elementary education

and were private or public and separate or a constituent part of

elementary schools, were now incorporated as a part of elementary
education. The Act did not disturb the existing voluntary schools

supported by government grants, but set up side by side with them

board schools provided by local rates and aided by government

grants. Both voluntary and board schools were intended for chil-

dren of the working classes; those who could afford it sent their

children to private schools, not controlled or supervised by any

public authority.

Secondary education through the greater part of the nineteenth

century was provided by private effort. It was not until 1861 that

the Government displayed any interest in secondary education by
the appointment of the Clarendon Commission to inquire into the

nine "Great Public Schools," followed in 1867 by the Taunton or

Schools Inquiry Commission. The second Commission revealed the

inadequacy and chaotic nature of the existing provision of secondary

education and recommended the creation of local authorities em-

powered to provide secondary schools out of local rates. Before a

third Commission, the Bryce Commission, was appointed in 1894,

the situation had already become more complicated in several di-

rections. The elementary schools had begun to expand their curric-

ula and offer secondary school subjects to "ex-Standard" pupils;

in some localities "higher grade elementary schools" were estab-

lished giving a form of lower secondary education. Under the stimu-

lus of grants from the Science and Art Department, created in 1852,

organized science schools at the secondary level had begun to be

established in 1862 and to increase in- numbers,

By the Technical Instruction Act (1889) and the Local Taxation
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Act (1890) the county and county borough councils which had been

created in 1888 were given power to levy a small tax and to support

various forms of technical and secondary education, evening and

continuation classes, which had already developed extensively with

support from the Science and Art Department, and the training of

elementary school teachers. The result of these varied activities was

to provide England with facilities for post-elementary education,

but still inadequate, unarticulated, and uncoordinated into a system.

The preparation of teachers for elementary schools showed the

same variety of development as elementary and secondary education.

Training colleges, connected almost invariably with some denomina-

tional education association, had begun to be established after 1839.

In 1846 a system of preparing elementary teachers through a period

of apprenticeship, the pupil-teacher system, was introduced as an

improvement of the monitorial plan. A third system of preparing

teachers for elementary schools was introduced in 1890 with the

establishment of education departments in universities and university

colleges. Provision for the preparation of secondary school teachers,

although advocated by the Commissions, was practically non-

existent.

Social services for the welfare of school pupils were provided here

and there by the benevolent efforts of voluntary organizations, but

were in no way organized at public expense as an essential part of the

school systems. It was not until the last decade of the century, by
laws passed in 1893 and 1899, t'iat school boards were authorized to

provide for the elementary education of blind, deaf and dumb, defec-

tive, and epileptic children.

The chaos resulting from the existence of overlapping and even

competing authorities, local and national, and of the uncoordinated

provision of schools led to the creation in 1899 of a national Board of

Education and the passage of the Education Act in 1902. The first

measure concentrated all the national education authorities in a

single board; the second set up local authorities
"
to consider the edu-

cational needs of their areas and take such steps as seem to them de-

sirable, after consultation with the Board of Education, to supply or

aid the supply of education other than elementary and to promote the

general coordination of allforms of education" This involved the co-

ordination of denominational or voluntary and public elementary

schools, of the various types of secondary education, and technical
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education. Private education and private schools remained unaf-

fected except by the indirect effect of the regulations for compulsory
school attendance.

The opportunity for coordination was now made available by law,
but time was needed to overcome certain prejudices which had ac-

cumulated against a public system of education and the expansion of

facilities to other than the well-to-do. Meanwhile, the studies of the

educational needs of the various areas revealed the desirability of

new types of schools as well as defects in the existing type. At the

lower end it was discovered that large numbers of pupils below the age
of five were attending schools without adequate provision suited to

their ages. There was overlapping between elementary and second-

ary schools, while a class of pupils was growing up who could profit

from continued education but could not undertake a full secondary
education. New schools the central school and a variety of trade

and junior and senior technical and commercial schools were

established and still further aggravated the problem of articulation.

The Act of 1918 agajnjdrew the^attention of the local authorities to

their responsibility for providing for the progressive development
and comprehensive organization of education ha their areas "with a

view to the establishment of a national system of public education

available for all persons capable of profiting thereby."

The school system. Despite the provisions of the Act of 1918,

the school system continues to be marked by variety, due not only to

the coexistence of private schools but also to the differences in the

powers assigned to local authorities according to their size and to the

participation of denominational groups in the supply of schools.

The smaller authorities (the urban districts and the municipal bor-

oughs), known as Part HI authorities, are restricted to the provision

of nursery schools and elementary education only, but they may co-

operate with the larger, Part II authorities (counties and county

boroughs),, for the provision of education beyond the elementary

stage.
1 The Part II authorities may provide any type of education

ftorn the nursery school up to adult education and may assist in the

provision, of higher education either by grants to universities and

university colleges or by the award of scholarships to students at-

tending them.

The system of public schools accordingly begins with the nursery
* On the powers of local authorities, see Chapter V.
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school for children between the ages of two and five. Although the

Education Acts permit the establishment of nursery schools at pub-

lic expense, the number provided by public authorities in 1930 was

only twenty-two, the rest of the total of forty-three being maintained

with aid from the Board of Education by voluntary bodies.1 As a

result of a Joint Circular issued in December, 1929, by the Minister

of Health and the Board of Education, the growth of the movement

was encouraged; the financial emergency, however, prevented the

establishment of a large number of new schools which were proposed.

The nursery school movement has exercised a great influence on the

reorganization of the work provided for children who enter the ele-

mentary schools before the age of compulsory attendance. In 1931

there were enrolled in the public elementary schools of England and

Wales 159,335 children under the age of five, despite a movement

which began some time ago to exclude them. The nursery school

idea has, however, furnished a justification for their retention, and in

many schools (statistics are not available) the classes for very young
children have been organized as nursery classes conducted on the

principles underlying the nursery school.

Compulsory attendance begins at the age of five, which may by
local by-law be delayed to six, and continues up to the age of four-

teen. No pupil may leave school until the end of the term in which

he reaches his fourteenth birthday. All exemptions from the com-

pulsory attendance requirement were abolished by the Education

Act of 1918. The majority of the children attend public elementary
schools. Since 1902 denominational (also known as voluntary or non-

provided) schools constitute a'part of the provision for pubEc ele-

mentary education.

There are thus two types of public elementary schools, the non-

provided schools, so called because the buildings are not provided by
a public authority but by trustees or managers of some religious de-

nomination, and provided schools. In the former sectarian religious

instruction is given as a regular part of the instruction and the mana-

gers have a voice in the selection of the teachers; in the provided
schools "no religious catechism or religious formulary which is dis-

tinctive of any particular denomination is to be taught." according

1
According to the Times Educational Supplement, July 16", 1932, the Parliamentary Secre-

tary to the Board of Education announced that there were fifty-six nursery schools recog-
nized by the Board and fifteen additional schools had been approved to be established.
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he famous CowperrTempIe clause of the Act of 1870, but "Bible

iing without note or comment" is permitted. The existence of

to the:

reading

this dual system of public elementary schools has led to considerable

difficulties, partly because of the inability of some of the denomina-

tions to find money for the replacement of buildings which have

ceased to be adequate or suitable, partly because the demand fot the

retention of religious instruction prevents regrouping and reorgan-

iz^tion of schools which are considered desirable from the point of

view of administration and the improvement of educational facili-

ties.

Elementary education is organized normally into infant schools

for children between the ages of five and seven and elementary schools

for pupils beyond that age. In the organization of the elementary

schools proper there is no uniformity of practice either as to the in-

clusion of boys and girls in the same school or the division of the

school into departments according to age groups. The Handbook of

Suggestionsfor the Consideration of Teachers, issued by the Board of

Education, divides the work of the elementary school into junior,

middle, and senior stages, although in practice such an organization

is not as commonly found as the division into separate schools

for boys and girls or another division into junior and senior sec-

tions.

IFor the majority of pupils the completion of the elementary school

constitutes the" close^of their education.} The Act of 1918 provided
for the introduction of a system 6l compulsory part-time education

for all boys and girls between the ages of fourteen and eighteen, but

this provision of the Act was not enforced; at present attendance at

a continuation school is voluntary except in one area, Rugby,
There is, hdwever, a rich provision of part-time education on a volun-

tary basis in evening schools and institutes, which provide a variety
of opportunities for vocational and general education in some cases

up to university level. Besides the formal agencies for the provision
of* education, England offers a wider variety of adult education

than any other country, including provisions by universities", the

Workers' Educational Association which cooperates with the uni-

versities, the Educational Settlements Association, the Cooperative

Union, the Young Men's Christian Association, Working Men's

Clubs, the National Adult School Union, the National Council of

Labor Unions, Women's Institutes, Rural Community Councils, and
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a large number of facilities, educational and recreational, organized

by local education authorities and voluntary agencies.
1

)
For the minority an opportunity is afforded for advancement either

to a central or to a secondary school. I The practice varies in different

parts of the country, but pupils who have completed four or five

years of the elementary school and are about eleven years of age

(the age range varies from eleven to thirteen) are submitted to a

general examination, commonly known as the free place examination ;

pupils of poor ability may on the advice of the headmasters of their

schools be withheld from the examination. As a rule the exam-
ination is conducted by boards which include representatives of

the administrative officers, and of elementary and secondary school

teachers, and consists of written and oral tests. The subjects of these

tests include always English and arithmetic and may in addition in-

clude history and geography, dictation and spelling, and nature

study. An increasing number of authorities are beginning to employ

intelligence tests, but these are always supplementary to the written

and oral tests. The school records are taken into account in a large

number of the examinations. [ Successful candidates are given an

opportunity of entering a central school whichjs free^ or& secondary
Since admission to such schools re-

quires an undertaking from parents that they will not withdraw

their children until the end of four years, and because attendance at

such schools involves in some cases additional expenses for books,

clothing, travel, and other incidentals, as well as loss of wages, many
parents feel unable to allow their children to avail themselves of the

opportunity which theyxjjiave gained. In any case the selection is

rigorous, not because of the difficulty of the examinations so much

as on account of the lack of accommodation in central and secondary

schools at present. Under the provisions of the Education Act of

1918, local authorities may grant maintenance allowances to children

and young persons (the English term for boys and girls between the

ages of fourteen and eighteen) varying in amount with their ages and

the stage of education winch they:J3ursu J In addition to mainte-

nance aUowaices local aSt&bnties have established generous systems

of scholarship awards which are available in open competition to the

ablest pupils -at all levels of education after the elementary stage.

1 For a summary of adult education activities and a bibliography see the International

Handbook'of A&utoBtotoatto* (London, 1929)
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[The central school is an institution which arose out of a desire to

provide for pupils in the elementary schools an opportunity for a

form of education which, while lower than the secondary, would be

more advanced and more adapted to their needs than the elemen-

tary; in other words, it was to be a school in which both general and

special training would be given without offering specific vocational

courses. Such schools were established about 1910 in London,

Manchester, and other cities, the term "central school
" was em-

ployed to indicate that the school was intended to serve a number of

elementary schools in its neighborhood. Central schools offer

general, industrial, commercial for boys and girls and domestic arts

courses and courses in women's trades for girls and are sufficiently

flexible to make possible adjustments to local needs,/ The length of

the courses is four years; in some schools pupils may remain for an

additional year. The early success of this type of school stimulated

the authors of the Education Act of 1918 to require advanced in-

struction of a practical character in the senior classes of the ele-
'

mentary schools. Out of this requirement there developed in one

direction central classes for practical work used by a number of

elementary schools in common and a rapidly increasing number of

central schools, admission to which is selective. Abler pupils from

central schools may on completing their course continue to a second-

ary^ a technical school.

(One of the most striking features in the development of English
education has been the increase in the provision of secondary schools.

With few exceptions these schools charge fees, but in order to qualify
for grants from the Board of Education they are required to admit

each year twenty-five per cent of their pupas^frg^pf tuition./ This

provision applies not only to schools which are provided by local

authorities at public expense, but also to private schools which are

not run for profit and wish to qualify for the Board's grants. In
actual practice the percentage of free places prescribed by the

Board's regulations were exceeded in 1931 when it had risen to 44.3

per cent for the whole country. Free places are awarded on the

basis of the free place examination; fee payers may also be admitted

through this examination, but normally there is a separate exami-

nation which by many is regarded as of lower standard. The term

"secondary school" has not become standardized in respect to the

age of beginning secondary work proper or to the length of the
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course. There are many schools, particularly for girls, which admit

pupils to the kindergarten stage and keep them until they are

ready to proceed to a university; while many boys' schools admit

pupils from private elementary schools at the age of nine or ten.

From the point of view of the Regulations for Secondary Schools

issued by the Board of Education, secondary education extends

from about the age of twelve to the age of eighteen, the six year
course being divided into two periods of four and two years re-

spectively. The close of the four year period is marked by the

First Examination and of the two year period by the Second or

Higher Examination conducted by a number of examination boards. 1

Secondary education is devoted to imparting a general liberal edu-

cation in languages, history and geography, science and mathe-

matics, music and art.

For those pupils who 'have not been able to proceed to a central or

to a secondary school, or who have remained in the elementary
school until the end of the course another opportunity for full-time

education has been made available in the increased provision of facili-

ties for vocational training. This is offered in junior and senior

technical schools, junior and senior commercial schools, domestic

science schools, schools for arts and crafts, and art schools. The

technical schools offer the greatest variety of courses; some are mono-

technic, many are polytechnic. In some important industrial centers

advanced work is offered at the university level, but does not lead,

except in one instance, to a university degree. The other forms of

vocational training commerce and domestic science are not as

widely developed as the technical. Agricultural education, which,

with minor exceptions, is the only branch of education conducted

under the supervision of a national agency other than the Board of

Education, is under the control of the Ministry of Agriculture

which has stimulated the establishment of agricultural schools at

different levels, full-time and part-time, by the county authorities.

Fees are charged in all types of vocational schools, but as in the

case of other branches of education a system of scholarships is

available for students of ability.

Beyond the secondary schools pupils may proceed to training col-

leges for the preparation of elementary School teachers or to universi-

ties and university colleges. The training colleges axe provided by
1 See Chapter VUL
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voluntary organizations, chiefly denominational, and by local educa-

tion authorities with aid from the Board of Education. The universi-

ties and university colleges are private institutions and include be-

sides the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge the Universities of

London, Manchester, Liverpool, Leeds, Sheffield, Birmingham,

Bristol, Reading, and Durham, and the University Colleges at Not-

tingham, Southampton, Exeter, Hull, and Leicester. These institu-

tions are maintained by income from endowments, fees, and govern-

ment grants paid through the Universities Grants Committee. Ac-

cess to the universities has always been open to poor but able stu-

dents through scholarships obtained in open conditions or provided

by endowments for the purpose in a large number of secondary

schools. Since 1902 an extensive system of scholarships tenable in

universities and colleges have been provided by county and county

borough authorities for education, and since 1918 the Board of Edu-

cation awards two hundred
"
State" scholarships to boys and girls on

the basis of the second or higher certificate examination.

Private education. \_SideJig. sj4e with the system of schools pro-

vided and maintained by the local authorities with financial aid from

the Board of Education, there is an extensive supply of private

schools.* The number of such schools and of pupils enrolled in them
is not available, since the establishment of private schools is not sub-

ject tojmy governmental control. It was not until 1930 that an offi-

cial committee was appointefllo inquire into the extent and efficiency

of private education. Under the provisions of the Education Acts

the Board of Education and local authorities are legally entitled to

inspect private schools which receive pupils within the ages of com-

pulsory attendance, since the law places upon parents the responsi-

bility for the efficient education of their children during this period.
It is doubtful whether this indirect grant of the right to inspect pri-

vate schools has been used, although from time to time parents who
educate their children at home have been cited in court to prove that

such education is efficient. In all types of private schools other influ-

ences are beginning to affect their quality, under the regulations for

the superannuation of teachers a limited number of years spent in ef-

ficient private schools maybe considered as part of ,the years of service

which may be counted for an allowance, similarly, one of the condi-

tipns for tie registration of teachers in the Royal Society of Teachers

(formerly the Teachers' Registration Council) is that applicants must
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have had a number of years of experience in efficient schools. Both

requirements virtually compel private schools to invite inspection

by a recognized authority if they wish to secure competent teachers.

The new salary scales which offer an attractive career to teachers in

public schools exercise the same influence.

< Children tnaj-^cordingly be educated at home by parents, gov-

ernesses, or tutors, or may be sent to day or boarding schools, de-

pending upon their ages. The supply of private schools ranges from
the small kindergarten or primary school to the "public" schools;
some are run for the profit of the proprietor; others are administered

by boards of governors and may, if they choose, qualify for the grants
made by the Board of Education for purposes of secondary education.

There is further a great range in quality of education and instruction

offered. For young children there are available kindergartens and

primary schools for boys or girls or mixed, leading up to entrance to a

secondary school, at the age of nine or ten. For boys there have

been established a large number of preparatory schools, which admit

pupils at the age of eight or nine and prepare them for the entrance

examination to one of the "public" schools five years later. The
curriculum of the preparatory schools is secondary in character, so

that with the public schools they offer a combined secondary course

of nine or ten years These schools are usually small in size, charge

fees, and may, at their option be inspected by the Board of Educa-

tion. /The "public" schoolsjor boys, which include a wide lange of

secondary schools, mostly boarding schools, are those schools which

are modeled on the Great Public Schools, such as Eton, Harrow,

Winchester, Rugby, Shrewsbury, Charterhouse, and Westminster.

The definition of "public" school has, however, been so broadened

that there are at present about^two^hyn^ted schools which are listed

in the PublicSthook Yearbook. Schools of a similar type have begun
to be established for girls.

\In general private education serves a number of purposes. In the

firWpSceTHrtateirs fedags djst^fcon^ a certain desire for exdusiye-

ness and vanity which have perpetuated a tradition developed at the

time when schools provided at public expense were, intended for

children of the laboring classes, an association which has carried over

to some extent in the attitude toward public secondary schools.

Secondly, it is founded on the widespread opinion that "public"

'schools, because they are boarding schools, offer a type of qharacter
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education which, cannot be equaled in day schools,
j Finally, private

education, it is"recognized, has in it the possibility of experimental

tion, a fact which cannot be denied. Not only the great experiment

of Sanderson at Oundle School, and the experiments in the teaching

of languages, ancient and modern, by Rouse at the Perse^School, but

a large number of innovations in the teaching of sciences and history

stand to the credit of the "public" schools. In addition there are

schools, like Bedales and Abbotsholme.. and many more recently

established schools, which have made and are making important con-

tributions in the field of the new or progressive education. This does

not mean that private schools alone can. be looked to as centers for

novel developments in education, but the freedom from inspection

and the Regulations of the Board of Education, flexible though they

may be, gives them an opportunity not generally enjoyed by public

schools. Further, a school which is avowedly experimental tends to

secure the support and patronage of groups which are interested in

progressive methods in education. The absence of any kind of con-

trol or supervision from without, except the voluntary invitation of

inspection and submission of pupils to the test of recognized examina-

tions, has led to the establishment of a large number of private

schools which an undiscriminating public selects for no other reason

than that they are private. Too many schools which would be found

to fall below the standard of elementary or secondary schools are al-

lowed to flourish under the general pleas that pnvate education

should be recognized as potential centers of experimentation.

The Committee appointed to inquire into schools not in receipt of

public funds that is, private schools issued its report in May,
1932. The Committee recommended that proprietors of private

schools should be required to register their schools with the local edu-

cation authorities annually, giving certain information Such

schools should be supervised through inspection, either by the Board

of Education or the local authority at the option of the proprietors,

and must meet certain minimum requirements in fundamental sub-

jects and in regard to the premises. The Committee further recom-

mended that unsatisfactory schools might be given six months' notice

in which to improve conditions or to close, cases of non-compliance
with such orders should be referred to the courts of summary juris-

diction. Local education authorities should discover the number of

private sch'dols in their areas, enforce registration, submit information
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to the Board of Education, inspect schools unless the Board is invited

to do so, and take proceedings against schools failing to register.

The Committee estimated that there are in England 10,000 private
schools with 4oo;

ooo pupils between the ages of five and fourteen and

tEat of these only 1,300 have been inspected by the Board of Educa-

tion and 1,000 by the local authorities ; very fewwere ever reinspected.
It will be noted that the Committee refrains from suggesting stand-

ardization or interference with the autonomy of private schools and

limits itself to recommending registration and inspection to secure

suitable premises and a satisfactory minimum of instruction.

The danger inherent in a system of private education of setting up
class distinctions and of failing to develop social attitudes and sym-

pathies has been recognized by a few leaders in
"
public

"
schools, but,

except for an experimental camp for pupils from "public" schools

and from public elementary schools, little has been done to obvi-

ate it.

Movement for reorganization of the public system. The compli-

cated character of the existing provision of public education has been

generally recognized. It has been realized that from the social point
of view the present system is unjust since it does not provide ade-

quate educational opportunities for all, and that from the psycho-

logical point of view it is unsound, since it is not adequately adapted
to different age levels of the pupils. The problem of reorganization

became an issue in the Parliamentary election in May, 1929; the

three parties Conservative, Liberal, Labor agreed on the im-

portance of its immediate solution* The issue was clearly summar-

ized by Mr. Stanley Baldwin in a message on A New Step in Educes

tion which he addressed during the election campaign to all engaged
in the work of education:

One of the strongest bonds of union between men is a common education,

and England has been the poorer that in her national system of schooling she

has not in the past fostered this fellowship of mind. The classification of

our schools has been on the lines of social rattier than educational distinctions,

a youth's school badge has been his social label1

This statement summarized a movement which had already begun

during the War for the extension of educational opportunities. The

1 For the message in full and for the programs of the.three political parties see the Edvca*

honal Yearbook, 1928, of the International Institute of Teachers College, Cqhpibia
Univer-

sity, pp. 39 ff (New York, 1929)*

"
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demand for the provision of secondary education for all and the abo-

lition of what were regarded as substitutes for secondary education,

sponsored chiefly but not entirely by the Labor group, stimulated a

general inquiry into the education of the adolescent which was en-

trusted to the Consultative Committee of the Board of Education in

1924. The terms of reference indicated, however, that it was the in-

tention of the Board of Education, which framed them, to leave

secondary education undisturbed and to limit the inquiry to the con-

sideration of plans for reorganization outside of the existing provision

of secondary education. The terms of reference were as follows:

(1) To consider and report upon the organization, objective, and curricu-

lum of courses of study for children who will remain in full-time attendance

at schools, other than secondary schools, up to the age of fifteen, regard being
had on the one hand to the requirements of a good general education and the

desirability of providing a reasonable variety of curriculum, so far as is prac-

ticable, for children of varying tastes and abilities, and on the other to the

probable occupations of the pupils in commerce, industry, and agricul-

ture.

(2) Incidentally thereto, to advise as to the arrangements which should be

made (a) for testing the attainments of the pupils at the end of their course;

(b) for fadhtating in suitable cases the transfer of individual pupils to second-

ary schools at an age above the normal age of admission.

The Consultative Committee issued its Report on the Education of

the Adolescent (more frequently referred to as the Hadow Report) in

1926. The chief recommendations of the Report were (i) that pri-

mary education should be regarded as ending at about the age of

eleven plus, and that all children should then go forward to some form
of post-primary education; (2) that this second stage should as far as

possible be organized as a single whole within which there should be

variety of types, and (3) that legislation should be passed fixing as

from 1932 the age of fifteen years as that to which attendance at

school should be obligatory. The general trend of policy contem-

plating a reorganization of school types at the age of eleven plus had

already been outlined in a circular issued by the Board of Education
in January, 1925. The reorganization contemplated in the Report
of the Consultative Committee indicated a break at about the age of

eleven, which would mark the close of primary education; at this

stage opportunities would be opened to pupils to proceed to secondary

schools, which the Committee proposed to call "grammar schools/'
or to

"
senior

"
schools, referred to in the Report as

"modern schools,"
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both selective and non-selective, or to other types of schools such as

the junior technical schools. In a word, the essence of the Report
was a proposal for a common basis for all children in the publicly pro-
vided schools up to the age of eleven, followed by a variety of schools

adapted to the different capacities and probable needs of boys and

girls at the adolescent stage. The door to educational advancement
was to be left open so that pupils could be transferred at all times to

schools best adapted to their abilities.

There was thus to be provided for all children some form of post-

primary education, which would be given in a variety of four-year
courses if compulsory school attendance were extended to the age of

fifteen. The proposal for the extension of school age for all up to fif-

teen was accepted without criticism except by a small group of reac-

tionaries. That such an extension was desirable, not only on educa-

tional but on social and economic grounds, was recognized in view of

the large number of unemployed young persons. At the dose of

1929, the Minister of Education, Sir Charles Trevelyan, in the Labor

Government, introduced a bill to extend the compulsory age limit to

fifteen by April, 1931. A number of difficulties such as uncer-

tainty as to the probable requirement of schools and teachers owing
to the abnormal fluctuations in the birth-rate since 1918 and the ad-

justment of the claims of denominational schools led to the with-

drawal of the bill and the substitution of another in 1930. The
second bill (the School Attendance Bill) was passed by the House of

Commons early in 1931, subject, however, to an amendment that the

bill should not go into effect until the enactment of another bill to

provide aid to denominational groups for the building of new schools.

The rejection of the School Attendance Bill by the House of Lords

and the subsequent political and economic crises through which Eng-
land passed in 1931 have postponed further action.

Despite the postponement of legislative action, however, consider-

able progress has already been made in the reorganization of tlie

system and in the establishment of senior schools by a number of

local education authorities encouraged by a pamphlet issued by the

Board of Education in 1^28 on The New Prospect in Education.

The Board stated tie problem to be

that of the adaptation of the existing elementary school system so that all the

older children, not a selected few, may receive an education suited to their

age and special needs, practical in the broadest sense and so organized a$ to
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allow for classification and differentiation between pupils of different types

of capacity and different aptitudes

The Board recommended that all children be transferred to a post-

primary school at the age of eleven irrespective of their scholastic

attainments on the principle that

all the evidence shows that such a child (i e ,
who has failed to reach the

standard normal to his age) will develop most rapidly if he is placed with

other children of his own age in conditions which allow suitable special provi-

sion to be made for him

The bases upon which the new schools are to be built up are variety

and differentiation for

if we cannot adjust our curricula so that they meet these varying needs, the

compulsory attendance of the child at school becomes a mere constraint,

which may well prejudice him for all time against educational influences.

Many authorities included some form of reorganization along the line

outlined by the Board in the schemes prepared for the triennial

period, 1930-33. Since the Education Act, 1918, empowers local

authorities to raise the age of compulsory attendance to fifteen by
local by-law, it is not necessary for them to wait for governmental

legislation. The reorganization involves cooperation with the de-

nominational groups and an adjustment of the difficulties inherent in

the dual system (voluntary and council) of schools, the provision of

facilities for travel and of maintenance allowances, and the develop-
ment of appropriate courses as well as the elaboration of methods of

selection and distribution of pupils in schools best suited to their

abilities and aptitudes. There will thus be developed a body of ex-

perience which, when the time comes, will mean the speedy enact-

ment of the proposed School Attendance Bill. In the meantime the

economic crisis of the latter part of 1931 and the retrenchment in

public expenditures which it made imperative checked further prog-
ress with plans for reorganization.

The recommendations of the Hadow Report and the Board's pam-
phlet on The New Prospect in Education both emphasized a break at

about the age of eleven and directed attention to the primary school

which is to constitute the common foundation for the reorganized
school system. In 1928 the Consultative Committee was requested"
to inquire and report as to the courses of study suitable for children

(other than children in infants' departments) up to the age of eleven
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in elementary schools, with special reference to children in rural

areas." The Committee issued its Report on the Primary School in

1931, in which one of the significant features is the adoption of the

term "primary school" for education up to the age of eleven, and
"
secondary" for education from the age of eleven till the end of school

life, significant because, unlike the Board in its pamphlet on The

New Prospect, the Consultative Committee definitely regards all

types of post-primary education as secondary in character but differ-

entiated according to the abilities and aptitudes of the pupils. Pri-

mary education accordmg to the Report falls into two stages, one ex-

tending up to the age of seven plus, and the other up to the age of

eleven plus; wherever possible the Report recommends that the first

stage be given separately in infant schools or departments, cooperat-

ing closely with the primary schools which in turn should cooperate

through periodical conferences with secondary schools of different

types. The transition from infant to primary schools should be easy
and gradual, a recommendation which means that teachers of lower

classes in the latter should be familiar with infant school methods.

In rural schools it is desirable that a responsible assistant take charge
of the infants. Normally primary schools will be "mixed" or co-

educational, with the proviso that the differing needs of boys and

girls will be taken care of in such matters as physical education.

When fully developed and the development will depend more on

economic conditions than on the readiness of educators and the public

to adopt the plans for reorganization the English system of educa-

tion will become more truly national in the sense of providing a care-

fully articulated organization of schools than ever before in its

history. It will continue to consist of both public and private schools

but it is not improbable that as a result of the present inquiry into the

latter there will be introduced some form of external supervision

which will ensure the quality of private education rather than inter-

fere with its organization or internal purposes. The public system

will begin with nursery schools, which will be increased in numbers,

followed by infant schools leading their pupils at the age of seven into

primary schools* The primary schools will keep the pupils up to the

age of eleven, when they will be redistributed according to ability and

aptitudes into a variety of schools at the secondary level including

non-selective and selective schools and secondary schools proper. At

the age of fifteen the majority of pupils will complete their full-time
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education and continue voluntarily in some form of part-time educa-

tion in continuation and evening schools; the minority will continue

in the secondary schools or in some other form of full-time further

education, technical or vocational. The system will be crowned by

universities, university colleges, technical colleges, and a varied pro-

vision of adult education. As contrasted with the American system,

the English tendency at the secondary level is in the direction of a

functional rather than a unitary organization. From the American

point of view such an organization would be criticized as insufficiently

democratic and as setting up class education, because of the separa-

tion of the pupils into distinct groups at so early an age as eleven.

Apart from the question whether democratic institutions are con-

served by the educational juxtaposition of pupils in the same schools,

the proposed organization imposes on English educators the duty,

which is generally recognized in law and in theory, that no pupil shall

be debarred from that education by which he is most capable of

profiting. This will mean an increase in the provision of maintenance

grants
* and scholarships and ultimately the abolition of fees in sec-

ondary schools, which would not involve a serious burden, since

nearly half of the pupils now enrolled enjoy free places; a small num-
ber of authorities have already abolished fees There is, however,
another task which will be imposed upon the authorities and which is

more difficult, and that is to devise methods for discovering abilities

and aptitudes on the basis of which the right pupils will be in the right

school, a task which even American practice in the cosmopolitan high
schools proves not to be as simple as advocates of tests and measure-

ments appear to assume. J**

Social service and education/ No feature in the development of a
national system of education has been more striking than the provi-
sion in England of those social services which are essential to the suc-

cessful conduct^f education.]
As- is usual in England, much had al-

ready beeir3one by voluntary agencies for the amelioration of bad
conditions affecting the welfare of school children before it was recog-
nized that such work should be undertaken as a public duty and at

pubkc expense. The first step was the Education (Provision 'of

Meals) Act, 1906, which empowered local education authorities to

provide meals for necessitous children on the ground that a hungry
x An increase in the provision of maintenance grants was proposed in the School Attend-

ance Bill which was passed by the House of Commons in 1931
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child cannot profit from the work of the school. In 1930 about half

of the authorities (153 out of 317) provided free meals, including the

provision of milk to children reported by their teachers and by wel-

fare workers as necessitous cases. The number of children who avail

themselves of this provision each year fluctuates with the conditions

of the employment market. A very important contribution of this

provision has been the education both of children and parents in the

selection of suitable diets; it also had another effect in directing at-

tention to the widespread prevalence of malnutrition, which became
one of the tasks of school medical inspection, when it was introduced

in the following year, to correct.

School medical officers were first appointed in London in 1890 and
in Bradford in 1893, but the importance for educational progress and
national welfare of a more general system of school medical inspection

was not recognized until after the question was brought to public
notice by the reports of the Royal Commission on Physical Training
in Scotland (1903), and of an Interdepartmental Committee on

Physical Deterioration (1904) and by the Second International

Congress on School Hygiene (1907). The two reports agreed in rec-

ommending the appointment of school medical officers, the develop-

ment of physical training, and the feeding of school children. These

recommendations were further supplemented and confirmed by the

report of the Interdepartmental Committee on Medical Inspection

and Feeding of Children in Public Elementary Schools (1995). In

1907 the Education (Administrative Provisions) Act imposed on the

local education authorities the duty of providing for the medical in-

spection of children in elementary schools and gave them power to

make arrangements for attending to their health and physical condi-

tion. The provision was immediately put into effect and has been

rapidly expanded during the twenty-five years tjiat it has been in

effect. The system of school medical inspection is under the super-

vision of the medical department of the Board of Education directed

by the Chief Medical Officer who is at the same time Chief Medical

Officer of the Ministry of Health, which under the Ministry of Health

Act, 1919, delegates that part of its work concerning schools to the

Boatd of Education. The Chief Medical Officer of both Ministries

thus serves as a liaison between the service which affects the health of

the child and that which is devoted to the promotion of public health

in general.
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"The original reason for the introduction of a system of medical

supervision of school children was that it might fit the children to re-

ceive the benefit from the education provided out of public money."
x

Under the present arrangements all children in the public elementary

schools must be medically examined at least three times in their

school career at the time of entrance, at the age of eight, and at the

age of twelve; some authorities have introduced a fourth examination

in the term in which pupils expect to leave school. In addition,

children who appear to need attention may be sent by teachers,

parents, nurses, and attendance officers for a special examination.

By the Education Act, 1918, local authorities were empowered to

extend the system of medical inspection to children in nursery schools

and in secondary schools; 143 out of the 147 local authorities for

higher education provide inspection and 122 treatment. The suc-

cess of the system has lain not so much in the discovery of the prev-

alence and distribution of defects and disease among children in

school, but in stressing the primary importance of preventive

measures through physical training, instruction in health and hy-

giene, and the education of parents.

The discovery of disease and defects, it was soon revealed, is in-

adequate without the provision of remedial measures. Ignorance,

neglect, and inadequate provision of centers for treatment, readily

accessible to parents, frequently rendered the work of the school

medical officers nugatory. Voluntary workers, such as the care

committees in London and elsewhere, school managers and teachers,

gave information of available centers to parents, but often without

adequate methods for following up the advice given. The Education

Act, 1918, imposed on local authorities the duty of providing medical

treatment, parents are expected to pay fees which are very low and
which may be waived in necessitous cases. As a result of this meas-
ure a large number of clinics have been established. In another di-

rection the work of the school medical service had been rounded out

by the employment of school nurses to follow the children into their

homes and to see that recommendations of the school medical
officers were carried out.

School medical inspection revealed the existence of uncleanliness,

malnutrition, skin diseases, defects of vision and hearing, diseases of

1 The Health of the School Child, Annual Import of the Chtef Medtcal Officer of the Board of
Education for theTear 1930, p. 83
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the eye, ear, nose, and throat, enlarged tonsils and adenoids, heart

disease, tuberculosis, nervous diseases, and deformities. Important
contributions have been made to the study of the relation between

physical well-being and school progress. The reports of the medical

officers may be followed up by the school nurses on the one hand and
on the other by the parents either through their own physicians or

through the school clinics, of which 1741 have been established to

take care of minor ailments teeth, visual defects, enlarged tonsils

and adenoids (operative), ringworm (X-rays), orthopedic cases, and
cases needing artificial-light treatment.

A further extension of the work of medical inspection has been

due to the growing recognition of differences among school children.

Children who are handicapped physically or mentally have long been

given special care. It is only recently that attention has been given
to the mentally retarded and maladjusted children. To take care

particularly of the latter, a smallnumberof child guidance clinics have

been established hi London, Bath, and Liverpool, while others are

being started elsewhere. Under the supervision of psychiatrists and

psychologists the clinics are devoting their attention to cases of unex-

plained backwardness, nervousness, enuresis, misbehavior shown in

general lack of control, and other difficulties which it is the province
of mental hygienists to consider. The mentally retarded child was

the subject of investigation by a recent Committee on Mental De-

ficiency which in its Report (1929) recommended measures to be

adopted in the treatment of children of various grades of mental

backwardness.

England has thus developed a system of school medical inspection

which is probably the most comprehensive and widespread in the

world. Taking up the services developed under the provisions of the

Maternity and Child Welfare Act, 1918, which empowered local au-

thorities to establish schemes for the welfare of expectant mothers

and mothers in childbirth, and for the care of infants up to the age of

five not attending school, the system follows the children through up
to the age of eighteen so long as they are at school, although the work

is as yet not carried out effectively in secondary schools. Since the

majority leave school at fourteen, there is a gap between the system

of school medical inspection and the National Health Insurance

scheme to which wage-earners become eligible only at the age of six-

teen. Such a system is cumulative in its effects; the large proportion
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of the parents of children now in school have themselves experienced

some of its benefits and much of the original resistance to what was

at one time regarded as state interference has now been overcome

The improvement of medical and physical conditions in the school

and the relations between the school and the home which the develop-

ment of medical inspection has promoted has revealed that questions

of school attendance are largely concerned with questions of the

health of the child and has resulted in close cooperation between the

school medical service and the work of attendance officers. There is

still another contribution made to child welfare through the system

of medical inspection in determining on the basis of physical examina-

tions the fitness of children for employment on school days and for

special forms of education as well as in recommending against entry

into certain employments after leaving school.
'

As the system of school medical inspection developed, it directed

attention to the importance of improving the organization of physical

training and lessons in health and hygiene, and of providing special

facilities for various types of physically or mentally defective children.

Influenced largely by the study of the health of the child, the central

and local authorities have cooperated in the development and use of

playgrounds and playing-fields, of after-school recreation centers, of

holiday camps, of open-air schools, of special schools for children so

seriously handicapped, physically or mentally, that they cannot be

adequately cared for in the ordinary schools, and of special classes in

these schools for backward and retarded children.1

Employment of children. Closely associated with health prob-
lems is the employment of children which had been progressively but

inadequately regulated until more general measures were imposed by
the Education Act, 1918. The Act put an end to the system of half-

time employment while still in school of children above the age of

twelve, and restricted their employment to two hours on school days
and Sundays one hour before and one hour after school; the hours

^

* In 1930 .there were employed in the school medical service 1301 school medical and as-
sistant school medical officers, of whom 265 were full-time officers for school medical inspec-
tion, 667 were full-time officers of public health, and 369 were part-time officers In addition
981 speoahsts (for ophthalmic, aural, anesthetic, X-ray, artificial light, and orthopedic
work), and 741 school dentists (439 full-time) were employed These were assisted by 54^5
nurses (2326 district nurses, 1428 full-time school nurses, and 1734 part-time

1

nurses) The
total number of children examined was 2,739,297 (1,770,779 routine and 963,518 special
cases) or 55 4 per cent of the average attendance The number of clinics of various kinds
provided l*y local education authorities was 1741
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of employment on Saturdays and holidays are controlled by local by-

laws, which may also prohibit the employment of children in certain

occupations. Street trading by boys under fifteen and by girls under
sixteen and the employment of children under twelve in public en-

tertainments of any kind were forbidden by the Act
Children and young persons up to the age of seventeen who are

habitual truants, or delinquents, or living in homes which are detri-

mental to their moral welfare, are subject to the provisions of the

Children's Act, 1908. In an amendment to this Act introduced in

the House of Commons in January, 1932, the age of criminal re-

sponsibility is raised to eight. Charges brought against such juve-
niles must be heard in courts distinct from the ordinary courts; wher-

ever possible one or more women must be associated with the magis-
trate in trying cases against juveniles. The duty of juvenile courts is

to consider the welfare of the children, to remove them from undesir-

able influences, and to provide proper measures for their training and

education on healthy and constructive lines. Since 1908 juvenile

courts have been established in London and other large centers. The
courts may place youthful offenders under the supervision of proba-
tion officers or may commit them for terms up to the age of nineteen

to day or residential industrial schools, or to reformatory schools

which are similar institutions for adolescents. The amending bill

proposes to change the name of industrial and reformatory schools to

"approved schools," and permits the commitment of youthful of-

fenders at the age of ten. The administration of the Children's Act

is placed under the direction and supervision of the Secretary of

State (Home Office) who after inspection may certificate industrial

and reformatory schools.

Vocational guidance. The selection of suitable employment for

boys and girls leaving school was for a long time conducted informally

by teachers, headmasters, school managers, care committees, and

other voluntary agencies. In 1910 the Board of Trade issued rules to

regulate the relations between labor exchanges established in the

previous year and juvenile applicants for employment. The Educa-

tion (Choice of Employment) Act, passed in the same year, was fol-

lowed by a memorandum issued by the Board of Trade and the Board

of Education to promote cooperation between labor exchanges and

k>cal> education authorities; where labor exchanges and special ad-

visory committees had not been organized by the Board of Trade, the
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local education authorities were permitted to set up advisory com-

mittees of their own. A Departmental Committee, presided over by
Lord Chelmsford and appointed to inquire into certain difficulties

which had arisen as a result of the dual control by labor exchanges

under the Ministry of Labor (the reorganized Board of Trade) and

by advisory committees appointed by local education authorities,

recommended that the latter be given the opportunity of assuming

sole responsibility for advising young persons between fourteen and

eighteen on the choice of employment. Hence, while the central

control of the system of finding employment continues to be in the

hands of the Ministry of Labor, in the local areas" the work may be

conducted either by juvenile advisory committees under the Ministry
or by juvenile employment committees under the local education au-

thorities aided financially by the Ministry. In practice there is con-

siderable cooperation between the labor and educational agencies.

In both cases teachers and headmasters forward detailed records on

the physical and mental characteristics of pupils just before they are

to leave school, parents are invited to consult and seek advice, em-

ployers notify the agencies of vacancies; the agencies, so far as they

can, endeavor to find positions suitable to applicants and promising

opportunities for continuity and advancement; all seek to cooperate

in promoting an interest in continued education. With the rapidly

increasing unemployment which affected young persons as well as

adults, unemployment benefits were extended to boys and girls be-

tween the ages of fifteen and eighteen and are administered by the

juvenile employment agencies which were also empowered to estab-

lish juvenile unemployment centers. In order to maintain contacts

with young persons, for whom employment has been found, a

further activity has been developed in connection with such agencies,

through schemes for after-care of pupils who have left school up to

the age of eighteen. The work is entrusted to after-care or welfare

committees which keep in touch with the young persons, their em-

ployers, and their homes, give them advice and endeavor to link them

up with voluntary organizations which provide recreation facilities

and to bring to their attention the opportunities for continued part-

time education.

Vocational guidance is in the main empirical in character and owes

its success to the experience of those concerned in finding suitable em-

ployment for young persons. Technical methods of vocational guid-
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ance, utilizing psychological tests, are in their initial stages. Experi-
ments are being conducted in a few selected areas by the Council of

Industrial Psychology, which is undertaking a comparison of the re-

sults obtained by the empirical methods employed by the existing

agencies and by scientific methods used by trained psychologists.
The general tendency of English practice is thus to concentrate the

supervision of all activities which concern children and young persons

up to the age of eighteen in the hands of educational agencies. This

includes not only their formal education, whether full- or part-time,
and their health, but also their occupation in suitable careers and
their recreation. In this task there cooperate not only the adminis-

trative authorities, the schools, the school medical service, the juve-
nile employment agencies, whether associated with the local educa-

tion authorities or not, but a large number of voluntary organizations

such as the school managers and school care committees and a vast

number of clubs and other agencies which seek to promote the physi-
cal and other recreative activities of the rising generation. This

tendency to recognize the duty of society to supervise the education,

interpreted in the broadest sense of the word, of children, and young

persons and the movement to reorganize the school system from

a more unitary point of view represent England's realization that

"one of the strongest bonds of union between men is a common edu-

cation."

2. FRANCE

The present system of education in France is virtually a creation or

re-creation of the Third Republic. It is marked by two characteris-

tics the first is control of education in the hands of the state aur

thority_on the principle introduced by Napoleon in 1808; the second

is its triple division or the coexistence of elementary, vocational or

technical, and secondary systems side by side, each administered by

separate sections in the Ministry of Public Instruction, or hi the case

of some forms of vocational education by other Ministries, without

articulation or coordination. Since the War a strong movement has

developed in favor of decentralization of educational control and of a

unitary system (tcole unique) . From the point of view of administra-

tive control and of the definition of aims and purposes, the French

system is national; from the point of View of articulation and the pro-

vision of opportunities, it still continues the division into one type of
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education for the masses and another for the privileged few, with

tenuous linETbetween the two. While the tradition of secondary

education goes back to the Napoleonic period,
1 the system of ele-

mentary and vocational education was reorganized under the Third

Republic. A system of elementary and higher elementary schools

had been established under the Guizot Law of 1833, but had practi-

cally fallen into desuetude under the reaction following the middle of

the century. Free secular elementary education was established

under the Third Republic in 1881 and was followed in the next year

by a law of compulsory attendance. The lay character of elementary

education was progressively assured by the law of 1886, which secu-

larized the teaching body in public schools, and by the law of 1904,

which suppressed the teaching congregations and closed all the free

schools conducted by them. In 1880 the foundation for vocational

education was laid by the creation of trade schools (faoles manuelles

d'apprenfossage), and six years later the higher elementary schools

were restored. For young children the tcoles maternelles, which had

existed under various names since 1801, were reorganized by a decree

of August 2, 1881. Two years earlier the system of normal schools

for elementary school teachers had been revised to meet the new
conditions. All the laws and decrees governing the elementary

system were brought together in the organic law of 1886 on which

the present system rests.

Organization of the system. Public instruction in France is or-

ganized on the principles ofneutrality in religious matters and laicity.

Parents and churches are expected to provide for the religious edu-

cation of children, and the State cooperates for this purpose to the

extent of holding no school sessions on Thursdays. In secondary-

schools pupils are given religious instruction and participate in reli-

gious worship, conducted by ministers of the denominations pre-

ferred by the parents; any expense involved is in the case of scholar-

ship holders reimbursed by the State. The situation is, however,
different in Alsace-Lorraine, where the French Government has

practicallybeen compelled to accept the regime which prevailed under

German rule and to refrain from imposing the principles of neutrality
and laicity in , education. In the restored provinces elementary
schools aje accordingly organized on a strictly denominational basis

Catholic, Protestant, and Jewish, the normal schools are also
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denominational (Catholic and Protestant) and candidates are ad-

mitted only to institutions of their own faith.

^Children between the ages of six and thirteen are required to attend

gchool. ) Children between the ages of two and six may attend the

maternal schools (fcoles maternettes) wherever they are provided.

Every commune must establish one elementary school, where the

population is over five hundred a separate school must be provided

for^girls. {A school must be established wherever there are twenty

pupils of school age living at a distance of more than three kilometers

from a schooly The number of schools to be provided and theirjoca-

tion are detfirmiTifiH hv the departmental councils which may order

the communal councils to open or close schools or to combine for the

establishment and maintenance of a school or may permit villages lo-

cated in different communes to combine for schoolpurposes. Schools

which must be established under the requirements of the law are

known as obligatory. Maternal schools or infant classes (classes

enfantines), usually attached to elementary schools, and higher ele-

mentary schools or complementary courses (cours compUmentaires)

generally, and separate schools for girls in communes where the popu-
lation is less than five hundred may be established by local authorities

but with an agreement that they will be maintained for a certain

period of years (thirty years if state aid is requested). Such schools

are known as obligatory by agreement (Scales conventionettement

oUigatoires). In addition communes may establish schools volun-

tarily but without any expectation of state or other external aid; such

schools (Scales facultotives) include separate schools for girls in small

communities and maternal schools or infant classes in communes
with a population of less than two thousand.

^The majority of French children attend the maternal and ele-

mentary schools. School attendance even under the compulsory

regulations isadmittedly poor, particularly in rural areas, where

children are employed at very early ages, despite very flexible regula-

tions which permit an adjustment of school hours, terms, and vaca-

tions to local needs.! By a r^pons pj-mnginn pupils who succeed in

passing the examination for the certificate of elementary education

^certificat d'&udes primaires}, which they may take at the age of

twelve, are exempted from further attendance at school, (k small

number of pupils may at tEe age of ten or eleven be transferred to

secondary schools. A somewhat larger number of those who wish to
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continue their education beyond the primary stage may enter a va-

riety of schools at the age of twelve, provided that they hold the

certificate of elementary education; admission to a number of post-

primary schools is, however, controlled by competitive entrance

examinations. At the age of twelve the educational opportunities
branch off in two directions, of which one is administered by the divi-

sion in the Ministry of Public Instruction for elementary education,
and the other, offering industrial, technical, and commercial courses,

is under the direction of the Under-Secretary for Fine Arts and Tech-

nical Education in the Ministry (some specialized branches of voca-

tional education continue to be administered by a number of other

Ministries).

The elementary branch of the educational system includes beyond
the elementary schools the complementary courses (cows compU-

mentaires), the higher elementary schools (faoles primaires superi-

eures), the normal schools (tcoles normales), and the higher normal

schools ($coles normales supneures) All of these schools run parallel

with the secondary schools and universitiesj The complementary
courses are usually attached to tne elementary schools and give one

or two years of work. The higher elementary schools offer a variety

of courses, general and semi-vocational, of from three to five years;

the general course serves as a preparation for the entrance examina-

tion to the normal schools, which offer a three-year course with hera

and there a fourth yeaxj The crown of the elementary branch con-

sists of twoTiigher normal schools, at Saint-Cloud for men and at

Fontenay-aux-Roses for women, which prepare teachers for higher

elementary schools, normal schools, and primary inspectorship in a

two-year coursej Admission to the normal and higher normal

schools is by competitive examination. There is a marked ten-

dency to provide access to the universities and, under certain con-

ditions, to degrees to graduates of these institutions; the higher

normal schools are, in fact, sometimes regarded as a part of higher

education.

The technical branch, which is under its own special administra-

tion, includes tie practical schools of commerce and industry (faoles

pratiques de commerce et d'ind<ustrie), which provide a theoretical-

practical training, trade or apprenticeship schools (fades de metiers)^

which are more practical in character; the national vocational

schools (faoles nationales professionnettes}, which offer a four-yeai
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training for minor executives, foremen, supervisors, and superin-

tendents in a small number of specialized trades Advanced voca-

tional training is given in national schools of arts and crafts (ecoles

nahonales des arts et metiers) leading up to the central School of Arts

and Crafts. Separate schools provide training in commerce and lead

up to the Higher School of Commerce in Paris, while a parallel system

of lower agricultural schools leads up to the National Agricultural

Institute (Institut National Agronomique)*

Only about one tenth of the pupils who annually leave the ele-

mentary school avail themselves of the opportunities for further full-

time education. The large majority of the adolescents are thus left

uncared for except as they may voluntarily attend the adult courses

(cours d'adultes), which, despite their name, offer a general continu-

ation of elementary education with some attempts at vocational

work. Since 1919 young employees in certain industries are required

by the Loi Astier to attend part-time schools during working hours

up to the age of eighteen; these schools offer vocational training

with some general education and are supported in part by the State

and by a tax on apprentices paid by employers. Efforts to extend

the age of compulsory full-time attendance at school up to fourteen

and to introduce a system of compulsory part-time education up
to seventeen or eighteen, the importance of which is widely recog-

nized in order to check the exodus from the countryside and to meet

the conditions due to the industrialization of France, have been un-

availing up to the present.

The secondary branch includes a system of schools which receives

pupils at the age of four or five and keeps them until they are prepared
to enter on some form of higher education in the universities or spe-

cial higher institutions (les Grandes Ecoles). Until 1925 thelower di-

visions, whether attached to secondary schools or separate, and in-

dueling classes enfanting a&d pr$pq,rafyires or tUmentaires, gave a

cGrect' preparation for the secondary schools and had their own pro-

grams and specially certificated teachers. In 1925 an important con-

tribution was made toward the realization of the ideal of the common
school system (faole unique) by the abolition of all distinctions be-

tween the classes pr&paratoires, which are attended by pupils up to

1 For a detailed account of vocational education in France see the Educational Yearbook,
1928, of the International Institute of Teachers College, Columbia University, pp. 277 ff

CNew York, 1929).
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the age of eleven, and the elementary schools in respect to programs,
certification of teachers, and inspection. The only distinction which
remains is that the former charge fees

Secondary education is given in lycees or state institutions and in

colttges or municipal institutions aided by the State; separate schools

are maintained for boys and girls, although girls may under certain

conditions be admitted to boys' schools. 1 The requirements for ad-

mission to the secondary schools are indefinite; pupils coining from

the preparatory classes are promoted automatically; others may be

admitted^ to the lowest class on probation; others again may be ad-

mitted to the Ibwestor the xiext class if they have obtained a scholar-

ship 5;ompetitive examinations. ^Since 1925 the transfer of pupils
from higher elementary to the secondary schools has been facilitated...

The course of secondary education is seven years in length and cul-

minates in the baccalaurfat which is the requirement for admission

to the universities. Graduates who wish to enter the special higher
institutions (les Gro^i^^Ecples) must

p^ss JL competitive examina-

tion; these institutions include the HighSr^Nlnnal School, the Poly-

technic, schools of mines, schools of roads and bridges, the Central

School for Naval Engineering, the Special School of Public Works,
the School of Physics and Chemistry, etc.

^The secondary schools leading up to higher education are definitely

regarded as institutions for the preparation of the.##e of the nation

intellectually^ The requirement of fees and other expenditures in-

volved in maintaining adolescents in schools tended to make the

basis of selection one of class rather than of ability. It has been fre-

quently charged that many pupils are admitted and retained in the

secondary schools solely because their parents can pay the fees,

while poor pupils of ability have been deprived of their rightful oppor-

tunity, unless they could obtain scholarships in a rigorous competi-

tion. (To correct this situation two steps have been taken; first, the

numberof scholarships has been'cas^m^lyj^mssi^y and second,

since 1030 fees began to be abolished, starting with the lowest class

and advancing, according to the plan, year by year until the whole

course has been made free. But the abolition of fees carries with it

the maintenance of higher standards; no pupil may remain in a

secondary school without the payment of fees unless he obtains a

mark of 9 on a scale of 20. The provision of scholarships for poor

* See Chapter V3H
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pupils of ability, although expanding each year, provides only for

about one eighth of the pupils enrolled,

Private education (I'enseignement libre). JThe system of public

education is paralleled by a system of private education.^ The estab-

lishment of private scK5oIsTSca^ in order to en-

sure the monopoly of the State, but to guarantee the quality of edu-

cation. It is with the same end in view that parents who educate

their children at home must submitjtheni each yearafter the second

year of compulsory educaticm toL,a>n^ex^jia5on by special commit-

tees' in subjects which the children would have studied had theTyat-

tended a school. A private school is one which receives no financial

assistance of any kind from any public authority, local or central,

local authorities, however, may give poor pupils attending private

schools the same kind of aid which they would receive in public

schools, and the scholarships granted by the State to children of

soldiers killed or wounded in the War may be held in private schools.

Since 1904 all denominational teaching congregations have been de-

prived of the right to open and maintain schools.

(Private schools may be established by individuals or associations,

ftvenof secul^.pri^tS that is, priests who have not taken the vows

of a religious congregation. No private school may be opened with-

out strict inquiry by the local and state authorities and no foreigner

may establish a school without permission of the Minister of Public

Instruction. The opening and conduct of schools are carefully gov-
erned by strict regulations which require that the buildings are ade-

quate hygienically, that the teachers are French and have the same

qualifications as teachers in public schools, and that the schools are

open at all times to government inspectors who have the right to

examine the list of employees, the register of pupils, and the work
done as recorded in the pupils' exercise books. Beyond this, private
schools are free to organize their time-tables and courses of study and
to employ whatever methods of instruction they please, subject only
to the restriction that books prohibited by the Higher Council of

Public Instruction may not be used for class instruction or distributed

as prizes, jln 1030 theenrollment in private elementary schools

was 853,344 pupils as compared with 3,661,800 pupils in public

schools, in private secondary schools the enrollment was 128.161 as

compared with 174^97 in public lyctes and colleges.

Since advancement on the educational ladder and access to liberal
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professions and to appointments in the public services are dependent

upon the passing of state examinations, whether qualifying or com-

petitive, the contribution of private education with a few notable

exceptions like the Ecole des Roches to the progress of education

through experimentation has been slight. Thus, even though there

is a large number of private institutions of higher education, many of

which have made distinguished contributions to French life and

thought, they cannot confer degrees (grades) which entitle the holder

to practice a profession and which may be granted only by the State;

they may, however, confer titles (Hires) in the fields in which they pro-
vide training. From the point of view of the character of education,
the State does in practice exercise a monopoly, even though it is

liberal in granting permission to establish private schools and in

leaving to parents the liberty to choose the type of school which they
desire for their children.

The provision of scholarships. By a system of scholarships the

French Government has sought to provide opportunities for educa-

tion at various levels beyond the elementary schools. The most im-

portant of the^se are available for pupils between the ages of twelve

and sixteen. The series of scholarships, arranged in four groups,

gives access according to the ages of the candidates to higher ele-

mentary schools, secondary schools, and vocational schools. Candi-

dates for entrance to the preparatory classes attached to higher ele-

mentary schools or to practical schools of commerce and industry, or

to the first class of the secondary schools must be under thirteen in

the year of examination; candidates for entrance into the first year

of the higher elementary and practical schools or the second class of

the secondary schools must be under fourteen; for each of these

groups there is a common examination; the examinations for the re-

maining two series, open to candidates under fifteen and sixteen, be-

come more specialized and are restricted to admission to the second

and third years of the higher elementary and practical schools. The

standards of the examinations are determined by a Higher Commit-

tee on National Scholarships (Comifc Suptrieur des Bourses Net-

twnales), appointed by the Ministry. The examinations are con-

ducted by special departmental committees and the results assessed

by regional committees in order to secure uniformity of standards.

The award of the scholarships is made by the Minister. flEvery ex-

amination is divided into two parts written, which is diminatory,
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and oral. The value of the scholarships varies, they may provide

maintenanc^for day pupils, for day boarders, andjor^ fujTboarders
The amount awarded in each case depends upon the family con-

ditions income; number of children, to be $ducatedL and national

service^/ Up to the age of sixteen, scholarship holders may on ap-

plication to the Minister be transferred from one of the three types

of schools for which scholarships are awarded to any other, depend-

ing upon their aptitude as indicated by their school records The

majority of the scholarships available are awarded in these four

series. Others are provided for pupils in the national vocational

schools and all other branches of education. For pupils who com-

plete the courses of the higher elementary schools, scholarships are

awarded for foreign travel. The total amount of funds available for

scholarships is appropriated in the annual budget of the Govern-

ment and is determined by financial considerations rather than by
educational needs.1

Social services and education. France has not established a

nationaLsystem of school medical inspection nor any comprehensive

public scheme to supervise the health of children. Children are,

^owever, reached through a variety of organizations cooperating

with the Ministere de VHygi&ne, de 1
J

Assistance Publiqm, et de la

Prfooyance Sociale (Ministry of Health, Charities, and Social In-

surance); among these are the Consed Supfrteur de VHygiene de

France, Conseil Supertew de VAssistance Pubhque, Conseil Superieur
de la NatalM, Conseil Superieur de la Protection de VEnfance, and the

Commission Superiewe de la Tuberculose. There are in addition

numerous private organizations, like the Associations d' Hygi&ne

Sq&ide, Gouttes de Lait, and Consultations de Nourissons, the last

two especially interested in infant welfare. In general, adequate

provision is made for the prenatal and postnatal care of mothers

and for the welfare of children during the period of lactation. For

pre-sdxool children between the ages of two and five, if they attend

maternal schools or infant classes, some provision may be made by
the local appointment of school doctors to examine the pupils every
six months. Beyond this period departments and communes may
establish local systems of school medical inspection which cooperate

,* For detailed accounts of the scholarship system, the methods and content of examina-

tions, see Programme des Conditions d'Attribution des Bowses Natwnales, ire et 2e Sines and
Programme

1

des Conditions d Remffor pow I'Obtenhon des Bourses d'Ensctgnement Pnmwe
(Vuibert, Pans). <
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with the public health service and receive aid from national funds.

Communal and departmental medical officers are allowed to enter

schools only with the approval of the local prefect and are limited.tp

the sanitary inspection of the buildings, to look into matters concern-

ing school hygiene and communicable diseases, and to examine in a

general way the health of the children. ^In 1929 only 30 out of the

89 departments and 1693 out of 27,000 communes had established a

school medical servicej The department of the Seine, which in-

cludes Paris, Has a large staff of 180 school medical officers (medecins

inspecteurs des faoles or mZdecins scolaires). Rarely, however, are

children examined more than once in their school career on
entrance into elementary schools. The attitude of the medical

profession is an obstacle to the development of an adequate system
of diagnosis and treatment. Pupils needing care may be referred

to the social hygiene dispensaries where they maybe given treatment

only if indigent. In boarding schools at all levels, including second-

ary and normal schools, the appointment of a doctor is the common,

practice, but except for keeping records of height, weight and chest

measurements, his sphere of activity is limited to cases actually

needing medical attention. For weakly, anemic, and malnourished

children some three hundred open-air schools are rnaintained by
public, private, and philanthropic organizations some are day

schools, others boarding schools, and others are open only in tjie

summer. Parents are expected to make some payment for their

children and the State makes a contribution of about fifty per cent

of the cost. Since 1922 a Society for Open-Air Schools has been

active in promoting interest in their development and in 1930

inaugurated a series of short courses for training teachers for such

institutions.

The general welfare of pupils is promoted by voluntary organiza-

tions, such as (i) comitfs de patronage, committees of ladies appointed

by the academy inspector with the advice of the mayor in each

locality to look into the general conditions of maternal schools and

to raise funds for the benefit of the pupils; (2) the causes des fades

or benefit funds for the use of schools which must be established in all

communes and administered by a board to encourage and facilitate

regular school attendance by poor children through rewards aad the

supply of clothing, shoes, and school books; the funds are raised by

subscriptions, gifts, proceeds of entertainments, and grants, from
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local school committees; (3) comites de patronage in higher elementary

schools and complementary courses, which consist of educational

officials, the local mayor, the presidents of local chambers of com-

merce and agriculture, the school principal, and one or more teachers,

two members elected each year, and representatives of the local

vocational interests, and a doctor appointed for three-year periods

by the rector. The function of these committees is to promote the

interests of the schools and the pupils, advise on the adaptation of

courses to local needs, to encourage and assist the exchange of pupils

at home and abroad, to find employment for the more capable pupils

when they complete the course, to appoint some of their members to

visit and report on the schools periodically, and to interest themselves

in other matters affecting the progress of the institutions to which

they are attached. Similar committees are appointed for secondary

schools for girls and for vocational schools. Under a system of ad-

ministration which is so highly centralized and official as it is in

France, the organization of voluntary organizations like the comite

de patronage affords the only means for direct contact between the

schools and the public; in no case, however, do the committees have

a right to interfere with the purely educational aspects, with the

progress of instruction, or with the teachers, unless they are per-

mitted to offer advice.

Special schools. iFor retarded and abnormal children, special

schools were established by a law of April 15, iQogJ These schools

(ecoles de perfectionnement pour enfants arrWesTet wiormaux), which

may be separate or annexed to a regular school in the form of special

classes, are intended for retarded and abnormal children within the

ages of compulsory attendance, and may be day or boarding schools.

The buildings are erected by the localities with aid from the State

and are maintained by the communes and the departments; the

salaries of teachers, who must have a special certificate, are paid by
the State. Pupils to be assigned to special schools or classes are

selected by committees consisting of the local primary inspector, the

principal or teachers of the special schools, and by a doctor after an
examination in the presence of their parents. Each school is ad-

ministered by its own board and has its own comitZ de patronage.
The size of classes in special schools is limited to a maximum of

twenty, and the curriculum places greater emphasis on manual and

practical work than on intellectual.
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Employment of children. Children below the age of thirteen may
not be employed in industrial occupations unless they have obtained
the certificate of elementary education at the age of twelve. The
hours of work for young persons in industries has recently been re-

stricted to eight hours a day. Although the selection of occupations
is still somewhat haphazard and although teachers and principals

play an important part in giving advice, there has been a rapid de-

velopment of systematic vocational guidance. Indeed, the work
initiated by Bmet and Simon has been more fully developed in this

field than in general education. Vocational guidance bureaus are

being established in the larger industrial centers and a Commission
for Vocational Guidance has been created in the department for

technical education in the Ministry of Public Instruction to in-

vestigate and to furnish information on the problem. In 1928 the

National Institute for Vocational Guidance (Institut National

d'Orientation Professionnette) was organized to conduct research in

the subject and to train vocational counselors in the latest scientific

methods; the Institute also conducts short intensive courses for

teachers, many of whom are encouraged to attend by the award of

scholarships.

In the agricultural areas the control of the employment of school

children is somewhat loose; children of school age may be exempted
from school attendance for three months during the school year to

assist their parents; those working for others in any agricultural

occupation may be allowed to attend school on a part-time basis;

reference has already been made to the flexible organization of school

sessions and vacations which renders it possible to adjust school at-

tendance to agricultural needs.
'

Similar conditions prevail on the

seaboard; boys between the ages of ten and thirteen may be ex-

empted from school attendance for three months during the school

year to work as cabin-boys (mousses) on fishing and other vessels*

There are traditional and economic conditions which the French

authorities up to the present have not succeeded in overcoming.

The common school movement. The present organization of the

French system of education has given rise to considerable criticism

based not only on the educational but on the social and economic

needs of France. Agitation for reform was begun during the Wax by

Les Compagnons de V Universitt Nomelle, a group of young educators

who formed an organization to promote the
complety^organizatioa
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o;the educational system. The fundamental idea inherent in their

proposals was the organization of a system that would promote the

interests of the nation as a whole, that would eliminate class dis-

tinctions, that would provide equality of opportunity for all, and

that would, as a result, utilize all the resources of talent and ability

wherever found. The implication was not a common, identical, or

uniform education for all above the elementary stage, but the in-

auguration of a system in which all branches of education would be

properly coordinated and in which pupils would find that education

that was best suited to their abilities.

The proposals of Les Compagnons attracted widespread attention,

and since the War have been the chief subject of discussion and

debate, not only in professional circles, but in lay newspapers and

magazines and in Parliament. In the last few years they have be-

come the center of acrimonious political debate. The opponents of

the fade unique profess to see in it an attempt to establish a uniform,

state-controlled system, and an attack on the right of parents to

select private (and in the main clerically controlled) schools for their

children, -This attack is, however, specious, for fundamentally the

movement for the ecole unique is intended to promote the greatest

efficiency in national education, first, by bringing all education, some

of which is still under the charge of various Ministries, under the

supervision of a national Ministry of Education; and secondly, to

establish a system of coordinated schools at various levels for the

recruiting and training of ability, wherever-found, not merely along
the .traditional intellectual lines, but along whatever lines France in

her present stage of development may need leaders. The ideas

underlying the movement were well summarized by Anatole France,
in La Vie -en Fleur:

The same education for all, rich and poor. All will attend the primary
school Those among them who show the highest aptitudes will be allowed
to hav$ a secondary education, which, without fees, will bring together on
the same .benches the elite of the bourgeois and the elite of the proletarian

youth. From this elite willproceed an elite to the higher schools of science

and, a.rt

M; Leon Brun^chvieg explained the ideas by an analogy:

1

it? is important that all the children of France should be considered alike as

living plarits, whose spontaneous growth will be assured by the same meth-

ods, only the trunk -will be allowed to grow up to a certain height before the
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branches are permitted to shoot out without the opposition of any artificial

obstacle to the expansion of their being, whose innate powers will raise each

up to the level designed for it.
1

la 1924, M. Francois Albert, Minister of Public Instruction in

M. Harriot's Cabinet, appointed a Commission de VEcok Unique
to inquire into the problem; the Ligue de VEnseignement appointed its

own commission; and the problem was discussed in a series of lectures

at the Ecole des Hautes Etudes Sociales. These axe cited as examples,
out of many hundreds, of the interest in the subject of the common
school. The general trend of the discussions has been in favor of a

reorganization of the school system into four levels: (i) a common

elementary education (ages six to twelve); (2) a lower secondary*
level of four years (ages twelve to sixteen) ; (3) a higher secondary
level (ages sixteen to nineteen) ,

and (4) a higher level in universities,

tedmical institutes, and similar centers.

(Of these tendencies some have already been realized. Since 1925
a common primary education has been adopted for all children up to

between the ages of eleven and twelve. Pupils are not required to

attend the same school, but whatever school they attend within this

period follows the same curriculum, is taught by teachers with the

same qualifications, and is inspected by primary school inspectors.

This provision means that the advantages hitherto enjbyed by

pupils who attended the classes elementaires or pr&faratpires, assO"

ciated with the secondary schools, are now abolished. These classes

still continue to charge fees, but the work is not directly preparatory

to the secondary schools.} All pupils who are candidates for ad-

mission to the secondary schools accordingly start on an equal foot-

ing. [Another contribution to the realization of the ecole unique has

been the institution of a common scholarship ^T^fpjufffian for

candidates who wish to enter the secondary, the higher primary,' or*

the technical schools; not only may candidates hold these scholar-

ships in any one of these schools, but they may, after an 'explora-

tory period, transfer them from one to another. The money set

aside in the budgets for scholarships has increased considerably in

the last few yearsj Transfer from the higher elementary Schools' ta

the upper section of the secondary school proper has been facilitated.

Circumstaikces, rather than principles, have, however, hastened,

the development of a common ,school at the second level
^ages

twelve

* Un Mimstire de VEdwtotion National p. 79
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to sixteen). In an effort to secure retrenchment, it was proposed, in

1925-26, to close the smaller secondary schools usually colleges

maintained by municipalities and having small enrollments. In

order to save these institutions, higher elementary or technical

schools, or in some cases both, were brought together under the same

roof as the colleges, and teachers were used, where possible, inter-

changeably in the two or three types of courses. Since pupils in the

higher elementary and technical schools are free scholars, parents of

pupils in the secondary sections proper, the colleges, protested against

the exaction of fees. In 1928 the Government decided to abolish

fees in the cosmopolitan schools, a decision which affected about

one hundred institutions. Parents of pupils in the colleges now

protested against the payment of fees in the upper sections, the third

level of the proposed fade unique, and these also were abolished in

1929. Since these decisions were obviously unfair to parents who
continued to pay fees in secondary schools to which higher elemen-

tary or technical schools were not attached^ the Government de-

cided to abolish all fees for secondary education, beginning in 1930
with the lowest class, and advancing progressively year by year until

their abolition throughout the secondary schogls^/ The abolition of

fees has been accompanied by the requirement of a scholarship

standard in the secondary schools, so that pupils who fail to reach it

are required either to leave or to pay fees.

j
The development of free education at the second level has raised

a number of serious problems. The first is that of selection. It is

objected that the standards of admission to the various schools at

this level are higher for poor children with ability, who are selected

by competitive scholarship' examinations, than for the children of

the rich who are admitted to the lyc&es and colleges by entrance ex-

aminations. The commissions already mentioned have advocated

the establishment of a Permanent Commission for Selection and

Guidance in the Ministry of Education (Commission Permanente de

Selection et d'

Orientation) } which would devise satisfactory methods

of assigning pupils to the type of schools that is best suited to the

abilities of the pupils. JThe second problem is that of extending the

equality of opportunities. The abolition of tuition fees is only a

small contribution to the solution of this problem. Many parents

1 In September, 1932, the Minister of Public Instruction, M De Monzie, proposed
that all fees be abolished throughout the secondary schools in 1933
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are ignorant of the opportunities already available; others withhold

their children from secondary education because they need their

help, in work or wages, at the earliest possible opportunity; pro-

longed education would not merely involve loss of wages, but ad-

ditional expense for books, clothing, and, frequently, board away
from homej Children of teachers and wards of the nation (children

who lost their fathers in the War) are already provided for in these

matters if they can meet the standards. The only solution is to take

the next step implied in the democratization and equalization of op-

portunities, and that is to extend the system of maintenance grants

(bourses d'enlretien) to all deserving pupils.

The icole unique is, then, according to a summary of M. Ducos,
from the point of view of the individual, the right of every human

being to acquire the highest and clearest consciousness of the world

and of himself of which he is capable; from the point of view of the

State it is its duty to provide the individual with the means of at-

taining this end; it also implies at the same time the duty and right

to stimulate and to recruit the dates, the duty and the right to pre-

pare them by the most appropriate methods. In other words, France

is conscious today of the need of educating, not merely one type of

leaders (&tie) the intellectual type produced by her traditional

secondary education but a variety of types (elites) as demanded

by her changing social, industrial, and commercial conditions.

The democratization of education in France implies, then, an ex-

tension of educational opportunities according to ability. The more
advanced education becomes, the more selective it is to be, but along

differentiated lines. On one point all the supporters of the reforms

are agreed, that there shall be no surrender of quality of education.

The traditional characteristics of French culture are to be preserved

and promoted. This France feels that she owes to herself, and to the

leadership that she has enjoyed for so long in the world of culture.

The intellectual &Ktes are to be educated to safeguard the claims of

general culture through various methods of approach classical,

modern, scientific and technical humanism; that is, that type of

education that arouses a consciousness of the essential problems that

confront man as man and as citizen, that stimulates an intellectual

interest in all forms oi life, that cultivates the habit of going to the

facts and from the facts to ideas, that develops an all-round view

and a delicate feeling for shades of meanings and a critical judgment
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that is always ready to seize the manifold aspects and relations of

life* On this there is to be no compromise, but the selection and

training of the intellectual flites are to be paralleled by provisions

for the selection and training of Sites in other walks of life.
1 A com-

plete program of democratic education, according to the Minister of

Public Instruction, involves free tuition, selection and distribution

or guidance (gratuitt, selection, et rationalisation).

3. GERMANY
The organization and provision of schools in Germany have in the

main been left to the States which compose the Republic, and

although Article 143 of the Constitution of Weimar (1919) provided
for the cooperation in this matter of the Federal Government

(Reich}, the States, and municipalities, the action of the Federal

Government has been very limited. As long as it was hoped that

the Federal Government might cooperate financially in the support
of education, its participation was welcomed, but after 1924, when
it was announced that this expectation could not be fulfilled, in-

terest in Its cooperation waned. The action of the Federal Govern-

ment was accordingly restricted to implementing the provision of the

Constitution that the systems of schools should be based on a

common foundation of four years in the Grundschide and to the

adoption and supervision of common standards in the secondary
schools and the universities.

2
Beyond this, the Constitution laid

down certain provisions on private schools, the preparation of

teachers for elementary schools, the supervision of teachers by pro-
fessional experts, the relation of the States to religious instruction,

continuation schools, and aid to poor children of ability to secure

other than elementary education. These provisions have, however,
remained normative and have not been embodied in common

legislative enactments, either federal or state.

/During and after the War there was a widespread movement for

1 On the icole unique the best accounts are to be found in the annual Rapportfatt auNom de

la Commission des Finances charg&e d'examner le Projet de Loi portent Ftxahon du Budget
gfntral, especially the reports issued since 1924 under the chairmanship of M Ducos Sum-
maries of these reports axe to be found in the Revue Umversrtawe See also L'Universttt

NouneUe; Projet de Staiut Orgamque de VEnseignement pubhc tnstotuant PEcole Unique, issued

by the ComU d'Etude el $Action Pour VEcole Unique (Paris, 1927) , and Educational Tear-

books, 1928 and Jpjo, of the International Institute of Teachers College, Columbia Univer-

sity (New York, 1929 and 1931).
3 See Chapter V.
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a radical reorganization of the school system on the principle of the

Einhettsschule* with a common foundation up to the age of twelve,
followedby a system of differentiated schools at the secondary level

The idea was not new; it had already been suggested in tfie Prome?
moria prepared by Suvernin 1817 and was discussedby teachers dur-

ing the period preceding the Revolution of 1848. The more recent

proposals have not been carried out, partly because of the opposition
of the forces controlling secondary and higher education who feared

that any attempt to postpone the beginning of secondary education

to the age of twelve, as was planned in the scheme for a common
education would be detrimental to standards, partly because a com-

plete reorganization would have meant a financial burden which the

country could not bear.
yjE^the^

movement for the Einheitsschule

failed to secure a reconstruction of the school system from the point
of view of organization and administration, it succeeded in leaving

behind it the nucleus of another idea, that whatever the organization
of schools might be, they should all be bound together by a common

ideal; spiritual and national unity must be promoted by reference to

a common aim, the progressive development of Deutschtitm. j* Al-

though a large body of the teachers and educators is not deceived by
the casuistry of the arguments put forward to shelve the movement
for reorganization of schools, which was actually attempted in

Thuringia while the Left Wing was in power up to 1924, it cannot be

denied that the new interpretation of the Einheitsschule has had an

important influence in promoting at least a tendency toward unity of

aims and ideals in the various types of schools which make up the

educational systems of each State, and to give a common character

to the schools of the whole nation. It is in this rather than in the

administrative sense, then, that Germany may be said to have a

national system of education.

The German tradition. To have secured this measure of unity,

which expresses itself in a certain common attack on materials and

methods of instruction calculated to enrich the common Deutechfam

and to promote national solidarity, is an achievement which carried

German education a stage beyond the practices of the pre-War

system. /For the German tradition, like the tradition everywhere

1 Hie EinktUssehuk In this form is not to be confused with another movement under the

same name which was current in the eighties for the reorganisation of secondary schools on a

common basis.
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eke except in the United States, was to provide one type of education

for the masses, about ninety per cent of the population, and another

for the classes, the potential leaders, making up the rest of the popula-

tion, the two types of education differing in content, methods, and

aims. ) The purpose of the elementary school ( Volksschule) was to

"tiaon God-fearing, law-abiding, self-supporting subjects, the object

of the secondary schools was to train the future leaders for adminis-

tration, the professions, the economic and intellectual hfe of the coun-

try. The connection between the two systems was slight; unless a

pupil was transferred to a secondary school at the age of nine (and

the majority advanced normally from the preparatory schools or

Vorschulen rather than from the elementary schools), the chances of

securing a secondary education were negligible;&mly about one pupil

in ten thousand entered a secondary school after completing the full

eight years of an elementary schooQ With the gradual development
and recognition of the need for providing for the masses something
more than elementary schools, the elementary branch of the dual

system was gradually extended to provide for a form of intermediate

education and part-time continuation schools and to link up with

a variety of vocational schools and reached up to the normal schools

for the training^pf elementary school teachers (Volksschullehrer-

seminarien). QSide by side with the secondary schools there were

developed commercial and technical schools at the secondary level.

The distinction between the two systems the elementary and

secondary which overlapped considerably so far as the ages of

the pupils were concerned, lay not only in the social and class dif-

ferences, but in the privileges and
ri^hts^coafep-ed by the two. Of

these the most imporfaSrwaTtlie^one-year military~phvilege (Ein-

jdhrigerscheiri), which not only entitled its holder to specially favor-

able conditions in the scheme of compulsory military service, but

opened up certain careers to him; this privilege was reserved only
to those who com^JfitfidsiSX^rs of secondary education at about the

age offifteenA It was only with difficulty that this privilege was
secured forthose who completed the intermediate school (Mittel-

sckule) at the same age, provided that they had studied two foreign

languages and for those who graduated from the normal schools at

the age of twenty. A further distinction between the two systems
was that access to the universities could only be secured through the

secondary branch by pupils who passed the Reifefrttfunz or Abi-
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turientenexamen
, except, under restricted conditions in Saxony,

gracfuafeslTf the normal schools were not admitted to the universities,

iffihe educational system was dominated by another tradition, the

close participation of the churches in education, a tradition perpetu-
ated in the control both of education and religious agairsby the same

Ministry; thus the title of the Ministry in PrussiaTuntil the post-War

change was Ministerium fur getsttichen^nd-Unterrichtsangekgenheit-

en^} This partnership implied the perpetuation of another tradi-

tion the inclusion of religious instruction in the schools as a com-

pulsory subject and the supervision of teachers by the clergy.

Elementary schools were organized either on a denominational basis

^Evangelical, Catholic, or, in some cases, Jewish or inter-

denominational (Simultanschuleri). The local supervision of the

elementary schools was entrusted to the pastor or priest, and in many
smaller communities the teachers were, particularly in Prussia, the

servants both of the Church and the school and were responsible for

the performance of duties in both.

The Constitution and the schools. Without entering at this stage

into a discussion of the characteristic features of the schools them-

selves which pointed to the necessity of internal reform of curricula

and methods, the traditions described furnished the background for

reconstruction under the Republic. The first attack was made on

the Vorschule as a class institution, which was regarded as a menace

to national and social solidarity and placed the children of those who
could pay the fees in a special position of privilege, (^tjforscfade,
which was attended by pupils between the ages of six and nine, was

abolished by the Constitution, and the Grundscfade or foundation

school was established in its place as the common school for all be-

tween the ages of six and ten (Article 146). The second attack was

made on the system of teacher-preparation ;
the normal schools were

abolished by Article 143 of the Constitution, which provided that the

preparation of elementary school teachers should be organized "ac-^

cording to the principles which apply generally to higher education,"

a provision which established a much-desired link between the ele-

mentary and secondary branches of the system. The third problem*
that of the relation of the State to religious instruction, was regulated

by Articles 146 and 149 of the Constitution; religious instruction

continues to be a part of the regular school curriculum, but the way
has been opened for the establishment of secular schools (wettliche
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Schtden) ; further, no child may be compelled to participate in reli-

gious instruction or in church celebrations without the consent of its

parents or guardians, and no teacher may be compelled to give

religious instruction against his will. By Article 143 of the Constitu-

tion, which provides that the supervision of schools shall be con-

ducted by full-time officials who are professionally trained, the

control of the clergy over elementary school teachers was cur-

tailed. ^
The present system. ( The Constitution requires that education

shall be compulsory and universal for all children between the ages

of six and fourteen in full-time attendance and from fourteen to eight-

jfeen
in part-time continuation schools. In elementary and continua-

tion schools books and school supplies must be groyidedjree of cost.

The provision of institutions for pre-school children is not extensive

and does not form a part of the general school system.^ In general,

schools for young children are provided by private organizations, but

are always under the supervision of the public authorities in

Prussia of the Ministry for Public Welfare which supervises the ex-

ternal arrangements and the Ministry of Education which looks after

the pedagogical side and the certification of teachers. In some of

the larger cities classes for pre-school children are organized in the

elementary schools. Although such schools bear the name of

kindergartens, they do not follow Froebelian principles, which never

exercised a great influence in Germany. There is at present a con-

flict between the advocates of the Montessori principles and those
TT- 1- -

-II if u
|

*

who would prefer to see the schools organized ontEe basis of chil-

dxgnjs activities.

{^Compulsory school attendance begins in most of the German States

atHS*age of six and continues up to fourteen. Children may be ad-

mitted to school a few months before their sixth birthday if physically
and mentally fit for the work. With the abolition of the Vorschide,

all children are required to attend the Grundscfade or common foun-

dation school for the first four years of their school life; since the

enactment of the Federal Grundschulgesetz in 1920, the law has been

amended and bright pupils may be transferred to a secondary school

after only three years of attendance at the Grwndsckide. This

concession was made in response to parents who objected that under

the original requirement the combined period of attendance at the

Grundsckule (four years) and at a secondary school (nine years)
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would have increased the total period of attendance by one year

beyond the pre-War period, with the consequent increase in the cost

of education.

From the Grundsckule the majority of the pupils pass on to the

upper section of the elementary school (Volksschule), which forms a

unit with the Grundschule and continues the elementary course for

four years. Of the elementary schools in 1927-28, only a small

fraction (thirteen per cent) in the whole of Germany had seven or

eight teachers that is, a teacher for each class; of the rest about

one third were single teacher schools and the remainder had from

two tolSx^eachers. Wherever conditions permit, mixed schools or

classes of boys and girls are avoided. For pupils of low ability who

have failed or are likely to fail to secure promotion, special classes

(Forderklassen) may be organized, a provision which applies only

to the schools in the larger cities. For the abler pupils there may
be established advanced classes or courses (Begabtenklassen,geholene

Klasseri); special authorization is required for the establishment of

such classes./ The type of work and the length of the course in these

advanced classes vary; in Prussia they are organized after the sixth

year and give a three-year course similar to that of the middle school

(see below) ;
the curriculum is not prescribed, but may be adapted to

local conditions. In Saxony the advanced classes may be organized

to give a six- or seven-year course beyond that of the Grundschule

and may offer curricula corresponding to those of a middle school or

a secondary school to which pupils may under certain conditions be

transferred. Provisions for advanced classes are found in a number
of other States Wurttemberg, Hesse, Hamburg, and Bremen.

In Ltibeck the same purpose is achieved by ap. internal organization

of the elementary school pupils into three sections.

Religion and the schools. The most difficult problem affecting the

organization of elementary schools centers around the question of

religious instruction, which in the German tradition has been com-

pulsory both for teachers and pupils. In the past the elementary
schools were organized on a denominational (konfessionelle Schden)
basis or were interdenominational (simuttan- oT*parittitoscKeSchitlen) .

There was no uniformity of practice throughourthe country; where

the denominations form large and distinct groups, some States, such

as Prussia and Bavaria, have established separate schools for each

with interdenominational schools for minorities, while others (Baden
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and Hesse) have only interdenominational schools; Wurttemberg
has only denominational schools, most of the other States (Saxony,

Thuringia, Hamburg, Anhalt, Bremen) have only one school for all

children. The Constitution, as has already been pointed out, pro-
vided for freedom of conscience for both teachers and pupils on the

declaration of their parents or guardians, but, while suggesting the

possibility of the creation of secular schools (Article 146), it retained

the existing situation until the enactment of a new federal law

(Article 174). Despite three attempts made since 1921 to give

reality to the constitutional principle, the Federal Government has

been unsuccessful in securing the enactment of a law (Reichsschul-

gesetz). The last bill introduced in the Federal Diet in 1927 pro-

posed the establishment of denominational (Bekenntnissckuteri),

interdenominational (Gemeinschaftsschulen, a new name replacing the

traditional Simultanschuleri), and secular (wdtliche) schools or

schools representing the convictions (Weltanschauung) of particular

groups; the bill aroused such antagonism from all parties as almost

to wreck the Government, and was withdrawn. In the meantime

the number of parents and teachers who availed themselves of the

right to exemption from religious instruction was so large that

measures had to be taken to take care of the pupils withdrawn.

Although contrary to law, regard for the situation has compelled the

Prussian authorities to organize such pupils in special classes

(Sammelklasseri) or to provide community schools (Gemeinschafts-

schuleri) with denominational and secular sections under one prin-

cipal (Rektor), with assistant principals (Konrektoreri). Teachers

for the secular classes or schools may only be appointed at their own

request. /Curing the period normally assigned for religious instruc-

tion, no oBSer*subject of the elementary school studies may be

taught, but some form of moral-social instruction (lebenskwndlicher

UnterrickfiJmay be given* The opponents of denominational

schools have organized the Bund der freien Sckulgesettschaften

DeutsMands, whose organ is Diefreie wdttiche Scbide. The interests

of the Catholic Church, which in 1925 concluded a Concordat with

Bavaria to safeguard the education of Catholics, were protected by
an agreement (Vertrag) between the Holy See and Prussia concluded

in 1929, when negotiations were also begun by Prussia to reach an

agreement with the Protestant Churches. There are involved in the

whole problem social and political questions which go far beyond the
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immediate cause of strained relations between political and de-

nominational or secular groups.

Continuation schools. Full-time education for the majority of

pupils comes to a close at the end of the term in which they reach

their fourteenth birthday. The Federal Constitution (Article 145)

^requires that all boys and girls receive a part-time education up to

the age of eighteen, but, since this provision has not been defined by
a federal law, the regulation of part-time school attendance has been

left to the States./ In Prussia the duty of carrying out the require-

ment for part-time education has been left to the communities and

districts, with the result that young persons are compelled to attend

some form of continuation school only where it has been provided by
local by-laws. (At present from eighty to ninety per cent of the boys
and fifty per cenfof the girls come under the compulsory require-

ments and mainly in the industrial centers, while girls are almost en-

tirely neglected in the agricultural areasl} The requirements of

compulsory attendance may be met by attendance at Werkschulen,

schools established by the large industrial concerns for their young

employees. In a number of other states Saxony, Wurttemberg,

Thuringia, Hesse, Hamburg, Lippe, and Lubeck compulsory at-

tendance is obligatory for boys, but is not so general for girls.

[Generally
the period of compulsory attendance is for three years;

the number of hours of attendance per week varies from six to nine;

in some places it is more, in others, mainly in rural areas, less. The

tendency since 1920 has been to organize the work of the continua-

tion schools in close relationship with the occupation in which the

pupils are already engaged without neglecting their general edu-

cation. Hence the majority of the continuation schools are now
known as B&ufsschulen (vocational schools), the general term

FortbMungsschulen being reserved for those schools which devote

tEemselves merely to a continuation of the general work of the

elementary schools,

Intermediate Schools. For the minority of pupils who do not

continue from the GrundscJnde to the upper section of the elementary
school and who either obtain free tuition or maintenance grants or

whose parents can afiord to pay the necessary fees, two choices are

open: they may proceed to a middle school (Mittelschule) or to a

secondary school (hdhere S'chute). The middle schools are institu-

tions which provide a variety of courses intermediate between those
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of the elementary and of the secondary school, and are under the

supervision of that branch in the Ministries of Education concerned

with elementary education. Separate schools for boys and girls are

the rule except in very small localities. The courses, which last for

six years, may be general in character or may be organized with an
industrial or commercial bias or, in the case of girls, adapced with a

view to their future occupations. In some middle schools a course

may be offered which runs parallel with the secondary school em-

phasizing modern languages and prepares for transfer to the upper
sections. In Prussia Rektoratsckulen, or schools which are formed in

sma.11 localities and give the first four or five years of one of the

secondary school courses, and lower secondary schools for girls

(hohere Madchenschulen) are classified as middle schools. Mittel-

schulen, similar to those of Prussia, are found in Thuringia, Mecklen-

burg-Schwerin, Brunswick, Oldenburg, Anhalt, Lippe, and Wurttem-

berg.

Secondary education. The other alternative for pupils who pro-

ceed neither to the upper section of the elementary nor to a middle

school is some form of secondary education. With a few slight ex-

ceptions secondary education is organized separately for boys and

girlsJ For boys a variety of schools are available the Gymnasium
or dmssical school, the Reritgyptnasium or semi-classical school, the

Oberreaischule or modern-language-science school, and the Deutsche

Oberschjde
or German cultural school created since the War. All of

these~schools offer nine-year courses; there are in addition a number

of six-year schools which parallel the first three mentioned the

Progymnasium, ReSffityfyin^ium, and Redschule. By organising

a common foundation, schools offering a combination of the above

types have been established the Reformgymnasium and the

Reformrealgymnasium, both nine-year schools. For girls the cos-

mopolitan type of secondary school has been established with a

common foundation, the Lyzetm of six years branching out into

courses similar to those provided for boys (Sludienanstatt), and pro-

viding one- or two-year courses for girls who wish to prepare them-

selves for some form of social service (Fr&uenschule). Graduation

from the nine-year courses confers the right of admission to the

universities and technical high schools. Besides the Deutsche

Oberschule another innovation since the War has been the establish-

ment of the AufboMscfade, a six-year school intended primarily to be
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provided in smaller localities and rural areas, but spreading gradu-

ally in the larger centers. The Aufbauschule furnishes an oppor-

tunity for the abler pupils who continue their education in the upper
section of the elementary schools and are selected on the basis of

their ability for transfer to this secondary school, which in a six-year

course following that either of the Oberrealschule or of the Deutsche

Oberschule brings the pupils up to the standard required for ad-

mission to the universities. The types of schools mentioned are

found throughout the country; Bavaria alone has not established the

Deutsche Oberschule or the Aufbauschule, and although graduates of

these schools from other States are admitted to Bavarian universities

they are not eligible to the professional examinations of that State.

Fees are charged in all secondary schools, but may be reduced or re-

mitted under certain conditions and maintenance grants (Erzie-

hungsbeihdfen} may be awarded to the ablest pupils, boys or girls,

on the recommendation of the schools which they have attended.

The provision of maintenance grants follows the requirement of

Article 146 of the Constitution that aid be given by the Federal

Government, the States, and municipalities "to enable those in poor
circumstances to attend secondary schools and higher institutions of

learning." In order to make higher education accessible to young
men and women who missed the opportunities for secondary edu-

cation earlier and who have already entered upon wage-earning oc-

cupations, experiments have begun with evening secondary schools

(Abendgymnasien) which prepare the students for the Abtiwriewr

tenprufung required for admission to the universities.

Vocational education. Opportunities for specialized training are

provided by vocational schools at different levels. There is probably
no other country in the world which provides as wide a range and

variety of vocational schools as does Germany. For those who can-

not devote full time to vocational preparation, there are available

the compulsory continuation schools (Berufsschiden) which supple-
ment the training that the pupils receive in the occupations which

they have already selected. Full-time vocational schools have been

established in all phases of the complicated economic life of the

country agriculture, gardening, animal husbandry, forestry, and

fishery; every branch of industry for which training can in any way
be organized; commerce and transportation, insurance, hotel and
restaurant management; arts and crafts; domestic service and
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household arts; and social welfare work. Courses varying from one
to three years are provided for the training of skilled artisans, fore-

men and supervisors, and executives and managers; admission to

the lower courses is based on the completion of an elementary edu-

cation, to the higher course on the completion of at least six years of

a secondary or middle school course. The highest training is given
in technical high schools (Technische Hochschiden) and commercial

higher schools (HandelshochschtUen) which are of university rank and
for admission require the completion of a nine-year secondary course

or its equivalent. In the task of providing and organizing vocational

education there are associated the public authorities, chambers of

commerce, and chambers of industry. With the rapid development
of vocational education and with the increase of diversity and

specialization of occupations, the importance of systematic guid-
ance (Berwfsberatung) has been recognized. Bureaus of vocational

guidance have been created all over the country, which seek, through

promoting the cooperation of the schools, teachers, parents, and

employers, to adjust the choice of occupations to the inclinations and

aptitudes of the applicants and to the economic situation. The

problem, it is realized, is not merely one of finding employment, but

of disseminating vocational information and adjusting the human
element to the economic organization in the best interests of society

as a whole. The progress of vocational guidance has been ac-

companied by the development of psychological tests of aptitude, so

that vocational guidance, where technically conducted, includes a

physical examination, a scholastic test, an intelligence test, and

several tests of practical abilities. The ZentralinstitutfurErziehung

und Unterrickt, the Federal Ministry of Labor (Reicksarbeitsver-

jwaltung) and the Federal Employment Exchange Office (Reichsamt

fur Arleitsvermitttung) oodperate in promoting the advancement of

vocational guidance throughout the country. *

Adult education. Higher education is given in twenty-five uni-

versities and ten technical high schools* To enable poor students to

proceed to the universities, loan funds and a national but unofficial

scholarship fund (Sfadienstiftung des dtotischen Volkes), raised by

voluntary contributions, have been established. There is in addition

a large number of other institutions devoted to special purposes, in-

cluding those for the preparation of elementary school teachers or-

ganized in three forms, independently as in Prussia, affiliated with
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universities as in Saxony and Thuringia, or integral parts of a uni-

versity as in Hamburg. Since the War there has been a progressive

development of adult education under a variety of auspices politi-

cal, religious, educational, and other interests. University extension

courses, libraries, museums, theaters, concerts, and radio are all di-

rected to the education of adults on the theory, first, that progress

depends upon the intelligent participation in all aspects of national

life by all the people, and, secondly, that, unless some means are pro-

vided for the widespread dissemination of knowledge, its rapid ad-

vancement in all fields would result in the division of the population

into the educated classes and the uneducated masses equipped with

nothing more than literacy. One of the most promising develop-

ments in adult education is the spread of the people's university

(Volkshochschule), which, owing to the failure of the universities to

cooperate extensively, has become krgely a working-class movement,

exposed to political, economic, and religious exploitation. The aim

of the Volkshochschule is to organize study courses rather than to offer

isolated, unconnected series of lectures. Indeed, the method advo-

cated for the conduct of such courses is discussion rather than lecture,

and the students are expected to participate by the preparation of

written papers. Public authorities are urged to give their support to

the movement by placing rooms at the disposal of the people's uni-

versities, by organizing committees for their promotion, and by estab-

lishing advisory councils to assist in the selection of suitable leaders.

As a part of the development of the Volkshochschule, residential

settlements (Volkshochschulheime) have been established, where

working men andwomen can spend two or three weeks as members of

a study circle (Arbeitsgemeinschaff). The difference between the

Volkshochschule and the settlements lies in the fact that the former

are expected to be non-partisan, while the latter are definitely propa-

gandistic. The Federal Ministry of the Interior and the state Minis-

tries of Education have sections devoted to the promotion of adult

education, a task in which they are assisted by the Akademie der

Volksbttdner, the Reichsverband der deutschen Volkshochschule, in

Jena, and the Zentralstelle fur VolkshochschulstatisHk in Leipzig.
Private education. Following the principle that schools and edu-

cation are the concern of the State, private education has always
been carefully regulated. By Article 147 of the Constitution the

principle that private schools which are established as a subtitute for
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public schools require the approval of state authorities was again

emphasized. Approval of the establishment of a private school may
only be granted where there is not available a private school of the

denomination or conviction of parents or guardians, or if it is in the

interests of educational progress that is, an experimental school

(Versuchssckule). Private preparatory schools (Vorschulen} have

been entirely abolished except in a few instances where undue eco-

nomic hardship would have been entailed on the teachers concerned

or where compensation could not be provided; such schools must
follow the regulations for the Grundschtde and may transfer pupils to

secondary schools under the same conditions as from the Grundsckule.

Private schools may be established with the approval of the au-

thorities if they are in every respect aims, curricula, qualifications

and status of teachers at least of the same standard as public

schools and are not established in the interests of a class, social or

economic. By a federal agreement, reached in 1927, private schools

must furnish a guarantee of financial competence, must enter into ap-

proved contracts with their teachers, must make provision for the

social insurance of teachers, and must protect the teachers against

unjust dismissal. The service of teachers in some private schools may
be counted towards a pension, if they transfer to a public school.

The opening of private schools for minority groups, especially Polish

and Danish, must be approved and the use of the mother-tongue as

the vehicle of instruction must be permitted, German being required

as one of the subjects of the curriculum. Aid may be given to private

elementary schools if maintained by private associations or church

organizations and if supported by private contributions, but the

grants must not exceed the per capita allowances which would have

been paid had the pupils attended public schools. Permission to

open private schools must be sought from the local supervisory au-

thority, but can only be granted by the Ministry of Education.

All private schools of whatever grade must be open to supervision

by the public authorities1

,
which have the right to inspect the external

and internal organization buildings, qualifications of teachers,

textbooks, and other books, and the general moral and social char-

acter of the institutions concerned. The right to conduct examina-

tions is granted to private secondary schools, but their control is

entirely hi the hands of officials employed in the public school

system.
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The same strict regulations apply to the approval of private tutors,

teachers, and schools of music and physical training, and of foreign

languages or trades, commerce, and industry. The concern of the

State is to protect society and the individual against incompetence
and fraud in education as well as to guarantee the moral character of

individuals and institutions which offer instruction in any field. Thus

teachers who are dismissed from public schools for professional in-

competence or on moral grounds cannot expect to obtain permission

to engage in private instruction. Foreigners who wish to open schools

or to give private instruction or natives who desire to do the same for

foreign pupils and students can only obtain permission from the

Ministry of Education in each State. As a rule permission to engage
in private education is given only to individuals and not to institu-

tions, and is revocable, when necessary in the opinion of the authori-

ties; approval by the authorities does not confer the right to use the

fact for advertising purposes.

Social services and education. The serious effects of the War and

post-War period on the health of the new generation directed atten-

tion to the importance of providing measures for the improvement of

their physical welfare. The Constitution (Article 7) empowered the

Federal Government to introduce legislation for "the protection of

maternity, infancy, childhood, and adolescence," guaranteed the

right of children to "education for physical, intellectual, and social

efficiency" (Article 120), and authorized state and local authorities to

pass measures for the protection of youth "against exploitation as

well as against moral, spiritual, or physical neglect." Such a Reichs-

gesetzfur Jugendwohlfahrt (Federal Child Welfare Law) was enacted

on July 9, 1923, and, combined with the establishment of sickness

funds, polyclinics, sanatoria and convalescent homes under the

schemes of social insurance, has provided measures for the promotion
of the welfare of infants and young children.

The supervision of hygienic and physical conditions of schools and

the health of children in general had for many years been entrusted in

Prussia to the district public health officers ( Kreis&rzte) under the

direction of the Ministry of Public Welfare (Volkswoklfahrtsmmis-

teriwri). These officers were required to visit schools of their dis-

tricts and other educational institutions at Ifeast once in five years

and to promote an interest on the part of parents, teachers, and' the

communities in problems of hygiene affecting the welfare of school
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children. Local educational authorities were authorized to make

special arrangements for weak or needy children, for the provision of

meals and clothing and the organization of open-air schools, vacation

camps, or special schools. Secondary and other schools under the

supervision of the Provincial School Boards are inspected only on

special request. The health officers are further charged with the con-

trol of contagious diseases, the examination of blind, dumb, and back-

ward children before they are assigned to institutions established for

their care, and the approval of plans for new or the reconstruction of

old buildings.

Since the War there has been an increase in Prussia in the number
of school medical officers who are governed by regulations issued in

1927 by the Ministry of Public Welfare. School medical inspection

is not compulsory by state laws, but may be established by local au-

thorities. Where it is established, school doctors are expected to

examine all pupils either immediately before or after entering ele-

mentary schools, before leaving when advice may be given on the

choice of occupations, and once in between these two examinations.

In Berlin, which employs nearly one hundred full-time school medical

officers, pupils are examined every two years. Children who are

found defective in physique or backward in intelligence may be re-

quired to postpone their entrance to school or else placed on a spe-

cial list to be reexamined periodically. The duties of the school medi-

cal officers are similar in other respects to those of the public health

officers. Treatment may be provided by the school doctors or by
others on his recommendation, but is not free; as a general rule it is

obtained, if the pupils are children of insured persons, in the poly-

clinics or dispensaries of the sickness funds. Special provision is

made for remedial exercises, orthopedic treatment, convalescent

homes, and prophylactic institutions. In the larger centers special

schools have been established for children suffering from malnutri-

tion, anemia, myopia, deafness, and speech defects. School nurses

(Schidfursorgerinneri) are being appointed in larger numbers to as-

sist the school medical officers and to follow pupils into their homes.

Dental clinics and the care of teeth are provided more generally than

school medical inspection or treatment; the clinics are established

specially for the schools, or are connected with dispensaries or other

health centers; the introduction of ambulatory clinics has made it

possible for this form of service to reach out into the rural areas.
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More widespread than direct medical inspection is the development
of the provisions for health instruction and for physical training with

more attention to play and games and activities in the open, of which

the Wand&rungen or excursions and hikes are the most important.

The establishment of youth hostels (Jugendherberge) has made pos-

sible for all children holidays in the open at a cost within the reach of

most parents, while many secondary schools have organized their own

camps which serve as centers for study and recreation.

For backward children who are educable, but who cannot maintain

the pace of normal pupils, Germany was long a pioneer in the estab-

lishment of auxiliary day schools (Htlfssckulen) ,
to which children

may be assigned on the advice of teachers and doctors with the con-

sent of their parents. In these schools the curriculum, which is of a

more practical nature than in the regular schools, and the time-sche-

dule are adapted to the children's abilities by teachers who have re-

ceived special training. Blind, deaf, and crippled children must with

the consent of their parents be assigned to special residential institu-

tions for their care, education, and vocational training. Special

schools and classes are provided for children defective in other ways

vision, hearing, and speech.

Delinquent children or children whose home influences are detri-

mental to their proper moral upbringing fall under the provisions of

the Reichsgesetzfw Jugendwohlfahrt (Federal Child Welfare Law) of

1923, further defined hi Prussia by laws and decrees issued in 1924
and 1926, providing for the creation of Juvenile Boards (Jugend&mter)
which include in their membership experts, teachers, ministers of re-

ligion, and others interested in youth welfare. The duties of the

Juvenile Boards include the supervision of foster children, care of

minors who need assistance, cooperation in the supervision of delin-

quents under probation, care of war orphans and children of muti-

lated soldiers, and cooperation with other authorities charged with

the supervision of children and young persons the police and ju-

venile courts, created in 1923 to deal with juvenile offenders between

the ages of fourteen and eighteen (younger children are dealt with by
the Juvenile Boards and may be cbmmitted to reformatories but not

to prisons). The Juvenile Boards also have certain responsibilities

for the supervision of the employment of children and youth.
The employment of children is regulated in Germany by the Reichs-

gewerbeordnung (1869), Reichsgesetz betrejfs Kvnderarbeti (1903), arid
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the Hausarbeitsgesetz (1911). Children under thirteen years of age

may not be employed in trade or commerce; if over thirteen and

exempt from school attendance, their work is limited to six hours a

day. Children of school age, if engaged in permissible occupations,

may not be employed between the hours of 8 P.M. and 8 A.M. nor

before school hours, nor for more than three hours a day (four hours

when school is not in session). The employment of children in the-

atrical performances, the film industry, or any form of the liquor

trade is carefully restricted, and for the first two occupations permis-
sion may be granted only under special conditions. The employ-
ment of children under the age of ten by their own parents or under

the age of twelve by others is in most occupations forbidden. Work-

cards (Arbeitskarten) must be obtained by children who are employed

by others than their own parents and are subject to police supervi-

sion. Teachers are urged to give special attention to children whose

work seems to be affected by their employment; on their recom-

mendation the work-cards held by such children may be withdrawn.

Present difficulties. It is impossible under the present political

and economic conditions to anticipate the general direction of Ger-

many's educational system. Any approximation to the idea of the

Einheitssckule as an organization has been postponed indefinitely.

The Thuringian experiment, which was planned on the following

scheme:

Deutsche Oberschule Realgymnasium Gymnasium Oberrealsdmle

I_i_i_i

Oberschule (Eleventh and twelfth years)

*

Deutsche Mittelschule Realschule

Mittelschule (Eighth to tenth years)

Deutsche Unterschule Realschule

I

Unterschule (Fifth and sixth years)

Grundschule (First four years)
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was abandoned with the change in political supremacy from the Left

to the Right Wing in 1924. The provisions of the Constitution

which were inspired by another interpretation of the principle of the

Einheitsschule the establishment of the common Grundschule for

four years, freedom of conscience in religious matters, but the reten-

tion of the sectarian basis of organization in the elementary schools,

the free supply of books and school equipment in all but the secondary

schools, the abolition of private schools, the award of scholarships and

maintenance grants for poor but able pupils, and the preparation of

elementary school teachers on the university level all these provi-

sions have in one way or another been modified, so that h'ttle but the

skeleton of the principle survives. Amendments have made it pos-

sible to enter secondary schools with only three years of attendance

at the GrundschuU] private schools paralleling the elementary have

been allowed to continue through inability to provide compensation
to their owners or to absorb then: teachers in public schools; the re-

ligious difficulties have been increased through the de facto de-

velopment of secular schools and classes; the institutions for the

preparation of elementary school teachers, though all based on the

completion of a secondary education, are not uniformly organized;

and the creation of opportunities for poor but able pupils is deter-

mined by political rather than national considerations, while the

pressure of economic competition is filling the existing secondary
schools with a host of pupils for whom other types of education

would be more appropriate.

Despite these discouragements, due in the main to the abnormal

political and economic conditions which have overwhelmed Ger-

many, there is a vigor in educational thought and practice which is

unparalleled in any other country. The very conditions, which have

militated against the democratic organization of the school system so

earnestly sought by the proponents of the principle of the common

school, have released a flood of educational thought and activity by
which it is sought to use the existing provisions to the best ends. If

the organization and administration have not changed, there has

been an extraordinary change in spirit, marked by demands for more
freedom professional freedom for the teachers and for the pupils

opportunity for their best development as individuals, a complete de-

parture from the absolutism which characterized German education

before the War. The great danger which today menaces German
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education is that the high ideal, which was set for it in the Constitu-

tion (Article 148), that it should be conducted "in the spirit of Ger-

man national character and of international conciliation
"

Bfldvng
zum Deutschtum and BMung zur Humanitid may be thwarted by

condition^imposed upon the country by forces over which it has no

control. ^A nation driven in on itself, with its future mortgaged for

several generations to external powers, and without hope, torn by
internal dissension, can hardly be expected to cultivate an educa-

tional ideal based on aspirations of friendship and peace within and

without./

4. ITALY

Italy was confronted with two outstanding problems in the recon-

struction of her educational system which was inevitable after the

adoption of the Fascist regime. The first was the provision of an in-

creased supply of elementary education and the liquidation of il-

literacy; the second, the reorganization of post-primary, including

secondary, education in order to provide an adequately trained per-

sonnel for her economic development and to deflect the large numbers

of students who were flocking through the traditional secondary
schools to the universities and thence to the already overcrowded pro-
fessions. The principle which was adopted for the organization of the

school system was the one employed in the reform of the fl.Hnfnnist.ra.-

tive scheme, that of a hierarchy; to schools were to be assigned speci-

fic functions with avenues of promotion only for the ablest pupils and

students, the whole scheme being dominated by a system of qualifying

and competitive examinations affecting both teachers and pupils.

In this way it was hoped that the right school would befound for the

right pupil with selective devices which would at the top reduce the

competition of an educated proletariat, the cause of much of the poli-

tical agitation before and after the War. Beyond this there remained

the task of inspiring the schools at all levels with powerful motives

and ideals of patriotism and national culture. To this task in particu-

lar were directed the efforts of Gentile whose philosophy of absolute

idealism harmonized with the tenets of Fascist ideology. Of educa-

tional legislation Italyhad had an abundance, but, despite the dreams

of her national philosophers throughout the nineteenth century, there

was lacking either the spirit or the ability to make it effective. Fas-

cism brought to the country a new sense of national obligation; Gen-
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tile's philosophy set up the claims of the State as paramount. Edu-

cationally the problem now resolved itself into one of reconciling the

demand for centralization with the desirability of releasing the ener-

gies of local groups to make their contributions to national culture.

The educational tradition. The Casati Law, enacted originally in

1859 for the "Kingdom of Sardinia and later applied to the Kingdom
of Italy had furnished the basis for elementary education until the

dose of the War. Under this law the provision of elementary educa-

tion was left to municipalities which were provincial or local capitals

and to districts with a population of over ten thousand, elsewhere, or

in localities which waived their rights, schools were established by the

provincial education committees. Compulsory attendance was re-

quired under the Casati Law for only three years. The law was

obeyed by the localities according to their means, since they did not

receive state aid. The Coppino Act of 1877 extended the period of

compulsory attendance to four years, which was further extended in

1904 by the Orlando Law to six years (that is, to the age of twelve) in

the larger communities. The same law provided for the establish-

ment of evening and Sunday schools for adult illiterates, introduced

state aid, and assigned certain privileges for those who completed the

elementary course, such as the rights to vote, to carry arms, to secure

employment in public services. In 1906 an effort was made by the

Sonnino Law to bring elementary education to the scattered popula-
tions in southern Italy and the islands through ambulatory schools

and schools with two or three sessions a day. The Daneo^Credaro

Law, passed in 1911, attempted to improve the bad conditions which

were revealed by examinations, the short duration of the courses, and
the poor preparation of teachers.

Repeated legislation on the same subject is always evidence of its

ineffectiveness; it was obvious that the laws on elementary education

remained pious intentions and that progress was negligible. A survey
undertaken by the Ministry of Public Instruction in 1922-23 showed

that only 264 communes (local divisions varying from cities to town-

ships) out of the total of 8354 exercised the right to establish schools,

and of these the majority were in the industrialized North; the rest

left the supply of schools to the provincial authorities. While the

supply of classes and teachers was fairly adequate; their distribution

was uneven. The percentage of illiteracy rose from n per cent in

Piedmont to 59 in the central provinces, and 65 and 70 in the southern
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provinces. The number of pupils enrolled fell from 90 per cent in the

North to 41 per cent in the South, and the average attendance from

94 per cent to 32 per cent. Of the pupils in schools only 60 per cent

completed the course under the most favorable conditions and 18 per
cent under the worst. Classes were either very small or very large;

public interest in education was slight and the standards of the teach-

ing profession were low.

The Casati Law of 1859 had also laid the foundations for a system
of secondary education which consisted of classical ginnasi-licei and
technical institutes leading to the universities and normal schools.

The dissatisfaction with secondary education and the uncertainty as

to its purpose is best indicated by the fact that twenty reforms were

initiated by laws and decrees before the recent reform of 1923 was

adopted. Secondary school teachers were inadequately prepared,
did not enjoy full-time positions in any one school, and were con-

cerned only with their special subjects. The student body was turbu-

lent and undisciplined, examinations were poorly controlled, and dis-

crimination was exercised against private schools. These conditions

continued until the eve of the Gentile Reform in 1923 and constituted

its background.
The present system. The provision of schools has been regulated

by Royal Decrees issued in 1923 and subsequently codified, so far as

elementary education is concerned, in the Testo Unico, January 22,

1925, and the Testo Unico, February 5, 1928. Secondary education

is governed by the Royal Decrees, May 6, 1923, No. 1054, and

October 14, 1923, No. 2345, and by the Royal Decree of October 6,

1930, No. 1379.

Pre-schools. Provision for the education of young children has

been made in Italy for just over a century. The first institution for

their physical and educational care was established in 1827 by Fer-

rante Aporti, one of the leading educational statesmen of the first

half of the nineteenth century. His work, begun in Cremona with

the organization of the astio per Vinfanzia, attracted widespread at-

tention and was speedily imitated. In 1844 Aporti was invited to

the University of Turin to establish a school for the training of teach-

ers of young children. From this small beginning the asilo d'infanzia,

spread throughout the country for the education of children between

the ages of three and seven. This peculiarly Italian institution, which

had much in common with the schools of Pestalozzi, found a com-
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petitor in the growth, after the first establishment in Venice in 1871,

of the FroebeKan kindergarten (giardino d'infanzia). A third con-

tribution to the education of young children followed after the estab-

lishment of the first house of childhood (casa dei bambini) in Rome in

1907 by Dr. Maria Montessori. Pre-school children are taken care

of in pre-asilCj asile materni, in nidi or cr&ckes.

Schools for young children are provided by public, private, and

charitable or religious organizations. The threefold tradition has

been unified since 1923 by the application of the single name la scuola

materna or ^l grado preparatorio to every school, however provided,
intended for young children between the ages of three and six. The
term giardino d'infanzia is still retained for the school attached to

normal schools for purposes of observation and demonstration. The
two names which are now given to the infant school, indicate the dual

purpose which it serves it is at once expected to give young
children the attention which they would receive in a good home and
to induct them gradually into the work of the elementary school.

Elementary education. Compulsory attendance begins at the age
of six and continues up to fourteen. The upper limit was largely a

gesture to meet the standard laid down in the Washington Conven-

tion; the requirements of the law cannot even yet be complied with,

partly through lack of schools and partly on account of economic con-

ditions. Further, the regulation of child labor has not yet been

brought into agreement with the compulsory attendance law, so that

children over the age of twelve may still be employed in industry.

Schools must be open during ten months each year from September i

to June 30 for from 180 to 216 days. Two sessions are held each day

except on Thursdays, but where conditions require it schools may be

run with one session of five hours every day in the week. Further,

school terms and school sessions may be adapted to local circum-

stances in accordance with occupational demands. The whole ele^

mentary school course is divided into four stages: the preparatory

stage for children from three to six; the next stage or corso mferiore is

three years in length and is followed by the corso superiore, two years

in length; beyond this stage there may be organized supplementary

pre-vocational courses (corsi integration di avoiamento professwndle).

In the larger cities elementary schools have all the four stages; in

general, however, not more than the first three or only the lower and

upper courses, or even only the lower course, may be found. By the
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Royal Decree of October 6, 1930, No. 1379, which created the new
scuola secondaria dt awiamento al lavoro

} local authorities are per-

mitted to replace the corsi integrativi with the new type of school, if

the corsi ^ntegratwi are retained, their duration may be reduced to

one or two years.

Elementary schools are divided into "classified" and "unclassi-

fied" schools. The classified are those in provincial capitals and

large towns, or schools which provide the lower and upper courses, or

schools which have at least forty pupils. Unclassified schools are

divided into two types, "aided" or "provisional." The aided

schools are schools maintained by private individuals with the ap-

proval of the state provoeditore or regional superintendent of educa-

tion Such schools may be opened and receive state aid wherever

fifteen pupils can be collected in parishes, around any temporary in-

dustrial enterprise, in agricultural districts, at meeting places of

shepherds, at a railroad station, or in any place where the population
is widely scattered and a permanent or regular school would be too

expensive. Financial assistance may be given for a schoolhouse if

there are more than five pupils. Provisional schools are those estab-

lished in localities with less than forty pupils and with an attendance

of more than fifteen pupils, aid is granted if more than ten pupils pass

the annual promotion examinations. Schools of this type are estab-

lished by the State on the recommendation of the proweditore, and are

maintained and supported by societies or corporations recognized by
the State; the curriculum only covers that of the lower course, but the

function of these schools extends beyond the provision of education

to pupils of school age and is directed to the liquidation of illiteracy

among adults.

Religion and schools. Religious instruction, from which pupils

may be exempted on the request of parents or guardians, constitutes a

required subject in aJl elementary schools. The Casati Law, 1859,

included it as a required subject and it was continued as such under

the Coppino Law, 1877, although sentiment was beginning to grow

against it. In 1904 religious instruction was placed outside* of the

regular hours of instruction, and in 1908 its provision was left to the

option of the communes. Mussolini on coming into power made a

solemn promise in 1922 to assign an important place in education to

religious instruction. In Gentile's philosophy a new value was giveu

to religion, not as dogma, but as an essential part of the Italian cul-
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tural tradition and as an introduction to the study of the relation of

man to the supernatural. Hence, it followed as a matter of course

that the Royal Decree of October i, 1923, declared that, as "the

foundation and crown of elementary education at all levels, Christian

doctrine will be taught according to the form established by the

Catholic tradition
"

It was not, however, the intention of the author

of the decree that such instruction should be dogmatic; to Gentile re-

ligious instruction at the elementary stage was to take the place of

philosophy at the higher. At the same time the ecclesiastical au-

thorities were to be consulted by the proweditore in judging the fitness

of teachers or others to impart religious instruction. Strained rela-

, tions between the State and the Church led to conflicts on the subject

of religious instruction, the content, and textbooks. In 1929, in the

Treaty and Concordat between Italy and the Holy See, it was agreed
that religious instruction should be imparted by teachers, pnests, and

religious approved by the ecclesiastical authorities and certificated by
the bishops, whose approval of textbooks was also accepted.

Post-elementary education. Only a small minority of the ele-

mentary school pupils continue their formal education beyond the

first five years. A small number may enter upon the corsi integrativi;

for the rest a variety of post-elementary schools, general and voca-

tional, are provided under the direction, since 1929, of the Ministry
of National Education. In the organization of the system of post-

elementary or secondary education (scuole medie), two ainrs were in

the mind of the reformer, first, to organize the schools on a functional

basis, each with its own cultural or vocational purpose; and second, to

make the system progressively selective by means of examinations.

Admission to all post-elementary schools is controlled by an entrance

examination. Of those who continue their full-time education the

majority enter the scuola complementare (supplementary school),

corresponding somewhat to the English central school, the Germa.ii

Mittdsclnde, and the French Scale primaire svpfricure\ it is, in fact, a

higher elementary school, which offers a three-year general course, is

self-contained, and is not articulated with any other institution be-

yond it; its leaving certificate confers no privileges, but students may
by passing additional examinations enter a kindergarten training

school, a normal school, or the lowear section of a technical institute.

Since 1930 thje supplementary school may be replaced by the scwAa

secoridaria di awiamento al lavoro. Created by the Royal Decree-
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Law of October 6, 1930, this school is intended to provide compulsory

post-elementary education to pupils who have completed the upper
course of the elementary school or who have reached the age of ten

and passed an examination for entrance into a secondary school. The

courses are vocational in character to give a preparation for trade,

agriculture, and employment in industry or commerce. Two or more

types of courses may be given in the same school which must be pro-

vided with workshops or a piece of land, for the lease of which the

Ministry makes annual appropriations The schools are supported

by the State, provinces, communes, provincial economic councils, and

any other interested organization. Pupils who complete the course

may be admitted to the fourth year of a technical institute or anormal

school or the new technical school established under the law of June
I Sj I93 I

>
on passing an entrance examination. There are no tuition

fees, but fees of 25 lire a year must be paid for practical work and

typewriting, and of 125 lire for the licenza or leaving certificate.

Three other choices are open: the lower section of a normal school

(istituto magistrate), or of a technical institute, each with a four-year

course, or the classical school (ginnasio) with a five-year course*

From the normal school pupils may, on passing an entrance examina-

tion, continue for three additional years to the girls' secondary school

(Iweofemmimle) or to the advanced section of the normal school. The

girls' school confers a leaving certificate at the end of the course and

after the necessary examinations, successful completion of the normal

school is accompanied by the teacher's certificate, graduates of both

schools may continue the advanced study of education in the IsMuti

Superior* di Magistero (higher normal schools) of which there are

three state-maintained at Rome, Florence, and Messina, and three

recognized at Milan, Turin, and Naples. From the lower section of

the technical institute students may, on passing an entrance examina-

tion, continue for four years in the upper section, where they may
elect either a commercial or a surveying course, or theymay enter the

scientific lyceum (liceo scienfaficd); the graduates of the ginnasto may
take an entrance examination and continue for three additional years
the course of the liceo dassico. Graduates of the technical institute

receive a vocational certificate, those who pass the leaving examina-

tion of either the scientific or the classical liceo are awarded certifi-

cates which admit them either to a university or to a technical high
school at the university level. Thus, as will be seen later in discus-
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sing the administrative system, the organization of secondary educa-

tion is based upon the principle of a hierarchy, emergence to the top

being governed by qualifying, admission, or competitive examina-

tions. Tuition fees are charged in all the secondary schools here

discussed, except the scuola secondana di amiamento al lavoro, and in

addition a variety of special fees are fixed for examinations and di-

plomas or certificates.

By a law of June 15, 1931, No. 889, vocational education was re-

organized. Besides the istituto tecnico, (i) a new technical school,

giving two- or three-year courses in agriculture, trade, industry, or

commerce, and based on the scuola secondarta di awiamento al lavoro ;

(2) three-year trade schools for girls; (3) schools to prepare teachers

for girls' trade schools, and (4) vocational continuation schools (corsi

per maestranza), open to all workers and compulsory for adolescents

under eighteen, for eight hours a week or two hundred hours a year,

were established. These schools admit pupils by examination and
award certificates or licenses on the completion of the courses

provided. In the technical institutes provision has been made for

the addition of nautical and industrial courses in addition to the

existing courses in agriculture, surveying, and commerce.

Higher education. The public universities, twenty-one in num-

ber, were classified by a Royal Decree of September 30, 1923, No.

2102, into two groups' Group A includes those which are supported

entirely by the State (the Universities of Bologna, Cagliari, Genoa,

Naples, Padua, Palermo, Pavia, Pisa, Rome, and Turin); Group B
includes those universities which receive aid from the State and pro-

vincial or communal authorities (the Universities of Parma, Perugia,

Catania, Messina, Siena, Sassari, Modena, Macerata, Ban, Florence,

and Milan). This classification was undertaken in the hope that

weaker institutions would disappear through lack of support. Events

have proved, however, that the intense loyalty and local pride in the

higher institutions have refused to see them dosed. In addition to

the public universities there are three private or "free" universities

at Ferrara, Camerino, and Urbino.

Private education. Anyone who possesses the qualifications re-

quired of teachers in corresponding public schools may open a private

school', parents may, if they choose, educate their children at home,

if they give evidence of ability to do so; directors of institutions for

orphan or abandoned children are required to see that they comply
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with the regulations for compulsory education. In all cases children

educated in private schools must present themselves each year for the

examinations conducted at public schools. In the field of secondary

education, Gentile and his colleagues proceeded definitely on the

principle that the State should not continue the monopoly which it

formerly enjoyed by discriminating against private schools through

the examinations. The establishment of private schools is, in fact,

encouraged in the hope that competition between them and public

schools in the common examinations conducted by the State would

serve as a spur to the latter.

Social service and education. Perhaps one of the most distinctive

features of Italian education is the part played by voluntary organi-

zations in the promotion of the education of infants, children, and

adults, and in the provision of a variety of social welfare services.

The tendency of the Government since 1924 has been to incorporate

these organizations (Enti morali) as semi-official agencies delegated

to carry on their social-educational activities, particularly in areas

which are not readily accessible, where the population is dispersed,

or where local government is not well organized. The most impor-
tant of the educational corporations, all of which were established be-

fore the War and at least two in the last century, are L'Associazione

Nazionale per gli Interessi del Mezzog^orno (southern provinces,

Sicily and Sardinia), II Comitato Ligure per VEducaz^one del Popolo

(Liguria), II Consorzio Nazionale di Emigrazione e Lavoro (southern

provinces), Ente Nazionale di Cultura (Tuscany, Emilia, and Ro-

magna), Ente Pugliese di CuLtwra popolare e di Educazione professwnate

(southern provinces), VOpera nazionale di Asststenza alVItalia Re-

denta (the reconquered provinces), Le Scuole per i Contadini delV

Agro Romano e delle Paludi Ponline (provinces around Rome), and
V Umanitana (Milan). All of these corporations had their origin in

a desire of their members to create opportunities for education in the

backward provinces and especially, among the peasants and moun-

taineers, although a few concerned themselves with the improvement,

general and vocational, of urban workers. They established evening
and holiday schools for adult illiterates, provided schools for infants

and children, made reading material and school supplies accessible at

low cost, organized a great variety of vocational courses, especially in

agriculture, farming, viniculture, and domestic arts; some stimulated

the development of peasant home industries, others directed their at-
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tention to the improvement of sanitary and health conditions and the

organization of recreational activities. In 1928 the Government en-

trusted the management of unclassified schools and schools for adults

in Sicily, Calabria, and Sardinia to the National Balilla Institution

which in 1930 had 1553 schools with an enrollment of about 55,000

pupils under its charge.

When an attack upon illiteracy was begun after the War, the Min-
ister of Public Instruction, Corbino, created the Opera contro Analfa-
betismo in 1921, later reorganized as the Comitato contro Analfabetismo
in the Ministry, to coordinate all the activities for the liquidation of

illiteracy. In 1924 the Ministry adopted the policy of delegating to

the various corporations the task of providing schools for children

and adults, and in 1927 entrusted to them the administration of un-

classified rural schools under the supervision of the State. Responsi-

bility for the provision of education in those parts of the country,

which as a rule do not have the resources to help themselves, is thus

divided between the State and semi-public corporations; the State

aids through the payment of salaries and the award of prizes, the cor-

porations stimulate and encourage popular interest in education.

The programs of the corporations are so elastic that they are able to

pass from one stage to another as the foundations are slowly built.

Thus evening and holiday courses for illiterates gradually give way to

vocational courses or to the development of libraries or the promotion
of adult recreative activities dramatics, sports, moving pictures,

or the provision of popular libraries and cheap books. Running

through all the activities is a program for the improvement of health

and sanitation and for campaigns against malaria, tuberculosis, and

other diseases.

Committees of patronage* Every commune is required to have a

committee of patronage (patronato scolasticd)', in the larger cities

several committees may be established for different sections. Each

committee consists of its founders, donors, and ordinary or annual

members, and is administered by a committee of five selected by the

whole committee in accordance with its own regulations approved by
the prowedUore of the region. Organized originally at the dose of the

nineteenth century on the model of the French patronage scotoire,

these committees were given legal status in 1904 and their scope ex-

panded progressively until codified in the Testo Unico of 1925. Hie

committees of patronage are expected (i) to encourage and stimulate
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regular school attendance by tlie provision of such practical aids as

will help poor pupils school lunches, shoes, clothing, books, and

school supplies, and (2) to promote the progress of popular education

by the provision of school facilities, the establishment of schools for

young children, the supply of libraries, donations of materials to

illustrate and enrich instruction, the organization of recreative ac-

tivities, and of parents' meetings. To promote their work the com-

mittees of patronage administer funds raised by subscriptions, state

aid, grants from the local authorities, and gifts and bequests. The

local authorities are authorized to make annual appropriations to aid

poor pupils if adequate funds are not made available by philanthropic

organizations. Since 1930 the general supervision of the committees

of patronage in each commune is entrusted to the Comitato Communale

dell
9

Opera Naz^onale Bahlla; in provincial capitals their administra-

tion is in the hands of a committee of five appointed by the president

of the Opera Nazionale Balilla supervised by the provincial commit-

tee of the Bahlla organization.

School cooperatives. In order to promote thrift, cooperation, and

a sense of interdependence, funds for mutual aid may be established

among the pupils in each school. The idea of the cooperative benefit

funds (mutualitb scolastica) was borrowed from France, and first intro-

duced into Italy at Ancona in 1903. The school cooperatives began
to develop rapidly after 1906, and in 1910 they were linked up by law

with the National Fund for Social Insurance (Cassa naz^onale per le

Assicurazione sociale). The purpose of the cooperatives is to provide
aid for weak and ailing children by sending them to convalescent

homes in the mountains or by the sea, to promote physical and rec-

reational activities, and to secure membership for the national in-

surance scheme. The cooperatives are administered by teachers and

parents of the pupils who may be interested in their purposes. Co-

operatives may be grouped together to form local and provincial or-

ganizations. In 1929 the whole system was placed under the super-

vision of a national organization, the Ente Nazionale per la Mutuahta

Scolastica. One form of cooperation is prescribed by the elementary
school code every school is required to have a library and all pupils

are obliged, unless excused on grounds of poverty, to make a weekly
contribution of ten centesimi in city and five centeswm in rural schools.

Balilla. Crowning all the activities for the promotion of physical

and recreational improvement is the work of the Opera Nuzionale
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Balilla (National Balilla Institution). Originating in conflicts be-

tween young Fascist sympathizers and youthful Communists in

Milan, there was organized first the Avanguardia Fascista, whose

membership was drawn chiefly from secondary school pupils. In

1922 there was organized the Gruppo Balilla for boys between the

ages of eight and fourteen. The name Balilla was taken from the

nickname of a youthful Genoese hero, Giambattista Perasso, in the

war against Austria in 1746. In 1926 the Opera Nazionale Balilla

was incorporated by law as a voluntary organization maintained by
the Fascist Party and private contributions with aid from the Minis-

try of the Interior. Through the central, provincial, and communal
councils Balilla reaches to every corner of Italy. As defined in a

decree of January 9, 1927, the aims of the organization are to pro-
mote the physical and moral development of the younger generation
in accordance with the new ideals of Italian life. The organization
is definitely nationalist, patriotic, and Fascist. It aims to promote

spiritual and cultural values; to encourage religious education and

worship, to disseminate a sentiment for discipline, order, responsi-

bility, altruism, and honor; to train the individual to become a good

parent, citizen, and soldier; to provide through gymnastics and sports

preparation for more direct military training; and finally, to prepare
future Fascists and supporters of the Fascist doctrine. Boys may
enlist at the age of eight and remain in the Gruppi BaliUa until four-

teen, when they become members of the Avanguardia Fascista;

at seventeen their pre-military training begins, and at eighteen at

the ceremony of the Fascist levies which takes place throughout

Italy on the anniversary of the founding of tic&fasci &* cwnbattimento

(fighting Fasci), they enter the Voluntary Militia for National Se-

curity. In each of the last three years since 1929 more than 90,000

trained Avanguardisti have taken a solemn oath of loyalty to the

Duce and Fascism and became members of the Fascist Party.

From the start the Balilla organization assumed a military form,

with troops, companies, centuries, cohorts, and legions (squadre,

manipoli, centwrie, coorti, legiowi) ; training is provided not only in

military but in aviation, naval, cycling, and skiing sections. The

officers are drawn from the ranks of elementary and secondary school

teachers or from the Fascist Militia. The Balilla is a combination

of a variety of boys' organizations found in other countries, such as

scouts, church lads' brigades, boys' dubs, pioneers, and cadet corps.
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In addition the Institution has undertaken an extensive health

program and system of medical treatment under its own staff of

doctors and nurses and connected with clinics, dispensaries, convales-

cent homes, colonies for sun-baths, seaside and mountain colonies,

and camps. An accident insurance scheme to provide protection for

total and partial disablement was initiated in 1929. In 1927 the

Minister of Education advised teachers to urge boys to join Balilla,
'

as one of the strongest instruments for ensuring national greatness.

Arrayed in an attractive uniform (black shirt, blue scarf, mili-

tary cap, and olive-gray trousers), which may be worn in school,

the members of Balilla participate in all national and religious cele-

brations, have their regular route marches, and have made available

for them all types of activities, physical, cultural, and recreational,

which the Italian school tradition could never have sponsored.

Reaching out to every part of Italy, the Opera Balilla has undertaken

not only the promotion of the physical regeneration of the young,

but the provision of educational and recreational facilities. Voca-

tional education, the encouragement of aesthetic pursuits by the

award of national prizes and scholarships, the provision of libraries,

moving pictures, and dramatic performances in their own club-

houses (Case dei Balilla) all combine to develop new attitudes of

loyalty and devotion. Beyond this the organization arranges educa-

tional and patriotic tours of the country, has an extensive scheme of

colonies and camps in summer and winter, and each year takes a

number of the older members (Avanguardistf) on a cruise in the Med-
iterranean. On the physical side the Balilla has been one of the

strongest forces in the development of an interest in sports and gym-
nastics, in the provision of municipal stadia, in the ptoinotion of

local and national contests and competitions, and in the training of

instructors of physical education. For the last purpose there Was

established in 1928 a Fascist Academy, which offers a two-year
course of preparation to students who have graduated from secondary

schools, and an advanced two year-course open to graduates in medi-

cine was organized in 1929 and intended to lead to a doctor's de-

gree in physical education. A special building has been set aside fbr

the Academy in the Foro Mussolini, the national center for athletic

and gymnastic activities in Rome. The two aspects of the work of

Balilla are symbolically summarized in its motto, Libra e Moscketto

(The Book and the Musket). In 1930 the Institution had a mem-
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bership of 1,974, 822 younger boys and adolescents, distributed in 592

legions under the command of 5588 officers of the Fascist Militia.

Girls have not been neglected in this broad program for national

regeneration. Corresponding to the Gruppi Balilla are the Piccole

Italiane (girls from eight to fourteen) and the Giovani ItaKane (girls

from fourteen to eighteen). Here, besides the physical and recrea-

tional activities and patriotic education, special activities adapted
to the needs of girls are provided.

The importance of these organizations for boys and girls for na-

tional advancement was recognized in 1929 when the Opera Nazionale

Balilla, including the organization for girls, was placed under the

Ministry of Public Instruction, the title of which was changed by a

Royal Decree-Law of November 14, 1929, to the Ministry of Na-
tional Education (Ministero delV Educazione Na&onale). Mussolini

in referring to this change reaffirmed the principle that

the State not only has the right but the duty to educate its people, not

merely to give them instruction, which after all could be adequately provided

by private venture. It is accordingly quite logical that the Opera Nazionale

Balilla should pass to the Ministry of National Education, particularly since

the Opera Nazionale Balilla has undertaken the task of physical education in

all schools.

Two new under-secretaryships have been created in the Ministry,

the one with general supervision over the Opera Nazionale Balilla

and Giovani e Piccole Italiane, the other to have special charge of

physical education.

Care of infancy. Boys and girls between the ages of eight and

eighteen are thus provided for by the organizations described in the

last section. Infants and young children come undo: the protection

of the Opera Nazionale per la Protezione e FAssistenza detta Mater-

ntid, e ddF Infanzia, established by law in 1925 and governed by

regulations issued in 1926. The purpose of these measures is to co-

ordinate all activities for the welfare of mothers, infants, and children,

whether public or private. The Opera seeks to secure protection

of these children against disease and neglect, and against exploita-

tion in public performances; it endeavors to stimulate all agencies

concerned in the health and welfare of the young, such as those al-

ready described. The work of this organization has been supported

since 1927 by a tax on tmmarried men between twenty-five and sixty*

five.
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School medical inspection. The care of the health of children,

through a system of school medical inspection, is not yet widespread

in Italy. The health officers in the communes and provinces are

expected to interest themselves in the physical welfare of poor chil-

dren, to select weak and ailing children to be sent to convalescent

homes or open-air schools, and to discover mentally defective chil-

dren who need care and instruction either in special schools or insti-

tutions. School medical officers are found in the larger towns and

cities. Genoa, for example, has twelve full-time school medical

officers who examine pupils annually and advise but do not give

treatment, when necessary; simple treatment may, however, be

given by nurses (wgilatnci) and in the case of poor children by spe-

cialists. Milan has fourteen full-time school medical officers and

forty-four nurses, schools are visited by the doctors every week and

more frequently by the nurses, who may give minor treatment.

Poor children needing treatment are referred to polychnics or dis-

pensaries. Dental treatment is more frequently and regularly pro-

vided than medical in most parts of the country.

Children who are physically weak may be assigned to open-air

schools or to colonies, of which a large number have been provided

by public and private organizations; some are m the mountains, some

on the seacoast; others along the banks of rivers, especially the Po
and the Tiber. Mentally defective children are trained in special

schools either day (scuola ausiharia) or residential (asilo-scuola).

Adult education. Reference has already been made to the large

number of semi-public organizations which are engaged in the fight

on illiteracy. As illiteracy declines, the same organizations under-

take the next step for the improvement of the education of adults

through the provision of vocational courses or recreational facilities

and libraries. A society for the development of employees' welfare

schemes was organized in 1919 through private initiative; the society
also undertook the promotion of education and recreational activi-

ties among adults. Four years later the society became the active

agent of the National Confederation of Fascist Syndicates to carry
out the same purposes. In 1925 the society was reorganized by
law as the Opera Nazionale Dopolawro (National Organization for

Leisure-Time Activities), with power to federate clubs, societies,

and other groups for athletic, educational, and artistic activities.

In 1929 the organization became both a Fascist and a governmental
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institution under tlie direction of the Secretary of the National Fas-

cist Party. The activities of the organization are administered

through a national office which functions through provincial and

local centers.

The programme of the Opera Nazionale Dopolavoro is divided into four

great sections: Instruction (culture for the people and the teaching of trades) :

Artistic education (dramatic societies, music and chorus singing, kinematog-

raphy, wireless, folklore) , Physical education (Italian Excursion Federation

and Central Sporting Commission) ,
Social welfare and hygiene (dwellings,

hygiene, provision for the future, leisure-time occupation for the various

classes of workmen).
1

The educational program includes general and vocational courses

conducted usually by elementary and secondary school teachers

who receive recognition by the award of special orders of merit which

are taken into account in competitions and exammations for promo-

tion, educational films and libraries play an important part in the

development of this program. On the artistic side the Opera Na-

ztonale Dopolavoro organizes art exhibitions, dramatic performances,

and " Cars of Thespis." The athletic program includes not only the

promotion of a wide variety of sports and athletics, but tours to all

parts of the country organized by the Italian Excursion Federation.

On the social and hygienic side the organization has arranged ex-

hibits to illustrate improved housing and furnishing, encourages the

development of allotments and kitchen and flower gardens, and con-

ducts campaigns for health education. In 1930 the Opera Nazionale

Dopolavoro had under its direction about 12,000 clubs, societies, and

other organizations with 1,622,140 members. Adult education thus

constitutes an important part of the Fascist program and at the same

time rounds out the educational system on the general principle that

all education is a concern of the State.

Conclusion. The organization of the school system in Italy is

thus in its initial stages. It represents an effort to harness the ad-

vancement of education to the national and economic reconstruction

of the country. The essential spirit of this effort, as in the case of

Soviet Russia, is the recognition that educational progress cannot ad-

vance without the intellectual and emotional support of the public,

that the development of an educational system depends upon the

close cooperation of all who are concerned in its promotion. The
1
Sillani, T What ts Fascism and Wky?t JK 211 (London, Ernest Benn, Ltd., 1931)
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State is not content to rely on its own efforts, but has enlisted all

the public agencies the provinces and communes as far as pos-

sible; but it has gone beyond these and incorporated by its side all

organizations of private origin and delegated to them powers as semi-

official agencies to cooperate in the common task. For the State

and these organizations the ideal is formulated by the Fascist Party,

which, as it gradually became identified with the State, has in a very
subtle way extended its control over all agencies directed to the pro-

motion of facilities for education. In Italy, as in Russia, it is charac-

teristic of the system which is being developed that there is no break

in gauge between education and life, but the definition of both is

gradually being moulded in the interests of the Fascist regime.

5. RUSSIA

In discussing the organization of education in the Union of Soviet

Socialist Republics, it is difficult to draw a line of demarcation be-

tween formal and informal education, so intimately are all agencies

and activities of an educative character bound up with, and directed

toward securing, unswerving loyalty to the basic principles of the

Revolution. It is impossible to indicate the point at which formal

schooling stops and informal agencies which affect the attitudes and

outlooks, intellectual and emotional, of men begin, since all consti-

tute part of a widespread scheme organized to promote unquestion-

ing devotion to the communist cause, in a social order in which

everybody must make a choice and which can tolerate no neutrals.

In no other system is the principle that education is life and Me is

education so completely carried out; whatever affects the minds and

hearts of men is utilized and organized for the main end the inter-

ests of Party, whether one is a member or not. Hence not only the

schools, as understood everywhere else, but extra-school activities

of children and youths, their work and the work of adults, their re-

creation, their individual and group activities are all brought within

the scope of education in its broadest interpretation. Hence the

educational system includes not only schools but industrial and agri-

cultural enterprises, the whole of economic life, all political organiza-

tions, clubs and centers for youth and adults, the arts, the drama,

music, moving pictures, radio, parks and playgrounds, health and

sports. All such activities are organized, fostered, and dominated

"in strict accord with the main principles of Soviet power."
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The Revolution, it is claimed, constitutes a complete break with

the past, in overthrowing Czarism the Revolution sought to estab-

lish a new social order built on, an entirely different ideology. Viewed

from one point of view, that of the new economic order, this claim

is irrefutable; viewed from another, the thesis may be put forward

that the Revolution took as its point of departure the main principles

upon which Czarism rested,and proceeded to build up a social order

on principles diametrically opposed to them. Czarism rested upon
the three principles of autocracy, orthodoxy, and nationalism. The
Soviet regime is based upon the principle of government by the work-

ers and peasants and the elimination of classes; where Czarism em-

phasized orthodoxy, the Soviet State is definitely anti-religious;

while for nationalism the Communist hopes in time to substitute in-

ternationalism. The cynic may claim that, despite the professions

of the Revolution, the Czarist principles are still dominant in new
forms. The autocracy of the Czar has been replaced by the autoc-

racy of the Communist Party, many-headed, perhaps, but still a

minority of less than two millions controlling a population of one

hundred and sixty millions. For religious orthodoxy there has been

substituted the acceptance of political, social, and economic ortho-

doxy which brooks no dissenters. Finally, the Soviet attitude on

nationalism seems paradoxical in the light of the tolerant recognition

of national minorities each with its own language and culture.

In the organization of education, the characteristics of the Czarist

system have in the same way served as the starting-point for the new
order. Where the pre-Revolutionary school had a religious founda-

tion, the new school is not only lay but actively anti-religious* As
contrasted with the old system based on class distinctions, the new
school is open to all with a preference for the workers and peasants.

While the old school was formal and academic and in its upper

stages was definitely directed to provide an escape from practical,

manual occupations, labor has been made the pivot on which the

nfcw school turns. While the old secondary school was devoted to

disinterested studies, and especially to the classical languages, the

new school cultivates the sciences and* practical subjects. The

new school as contrasted with the old is coeducational. Finally,

where the old r6gime mistrusted and prohibited student organiza-

tions, the new actively promotes them as an important instru-

ment focr the education of the younger generation, provided that
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they are in accord with the accepted principles of the new social

order.

The history of Russian education had, indeed, very little to con-

tribute either to the new regime or to any liberal system. Except
for occasional spurts of liberalism under Alexander I and Alexander

II, which were stopped before they could show any results, education

in the nineteenth century was inadequate for the masses and nar-

rowly limited for the classes. It was not until 1905, with the organi-

zation of the first Duma, that active efforts began to be made
to extend elementary education to the masses and to make post-

elementary education accessible to more pupils without distinctions

of class. Every Minister of Public Instruction, from 1905 up to the

eve of the Revolution, endeavored to secure the enactment of a pro-

gressive program of education. Although national legislation failed,

the local authorities (zemstws) showed considerable initiative in

providing elementary schools to supplement those established by
the Holy Synod; as the zemstw schools increased, the Synod schools

declined. In 1907 the first bill to create a system of universal educa-

tion was introduced, but was not passed by the Duma until the

following year. The local authorities were to draw up plans for

elementary education in their districts, subject to the approval of the

state authorities, the local agencies were to build the schools, the

State was to make grants for salaries and equipment. A four-

year course of elementary education was to be made compulsory for

children from eight to twelve years of age, wherever schools were

provided. In 1912 a scheme was drafted to make elementary edu-

cation both compulsory and universal within fifteen years. During
this period secondary education was modernized, and made more ac-

cessible to the children of workers and peasants; secondary schools

were established for girls who were given the same privileges as boys;
a system of higher elementary schools was created; and it was even

proposed to permit minorities to conduct schools in their own ver-

nacular. The intentions were good, but came too late to stem the

revolutionary tide. When the new order was established, it took
over a population of which seventy per cent was illiterate.

Present system. Except for the uncertain and tentative gropings
for a more liberal system of education which took place for about a
decade preceding the Revolution and for a somewhat broader and
more profound study of educational theory, the Soviet State began
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its program of educational reorganization with a clean slate. The

ideology of the Revolution would in any case have involved a com-

plete change, for its fundamental principle is that the school cannot

be divorced from the political, economic, and cultural regime from

which it must take its being and which it must serve. As early as

October 29, 1917, the Soviet Government announced that the basis

of its educational program must include the liquidation of illiteracy,

the provision of free, compulsory, secular education for all, the highest

possible education for all who wished to avail themselves of it, the

preparation of an adequate body of trained teachers, and unlimited

support for the provision of education. Internal conflicts, lack of

funds, and the refusal of many teachers to join the Communist ranks

prevented any serious attempt to carry out these proposals during
the period of militant Communism from 1917 to 1921. Lenin's

statement, made in 1920, that "in an illiterate country it is impos-
sible to build a Communist State/* soon began to bear fruit. The

program was further" defined and elaborated by the Eighth Congress
of the Communist Party in 1923. The school must be used as an

agency for the elimination of all social classes and for building the

Communist State. To this end education must be free and com-

pulsory for all without distinction of sex up to the age of seventeen

and must begin as early as possible with the widespread establish-

ment of pre-schools. All must be enabled to attend school by
the provision of food, clothing, shoes, and school supplies at public

expense. The new school must be organized as the unified labor

school closely related to industry, social utility, and production, and

must be godless or anti-religious, coeducational, and taught in the

native tongue of the pupils. The aim of the school must be to in-

doctrinate all in the ideals of communism. For persons over seven-

teen, vocational education must be provided and for all toilers op-

portunities for higher education. All agencies museums, theaters,

etc. must be utilized for purposes of Communist propaganda.

Education must be organized along three main lines general or

social, vocational and technical, and political. Religious instruction

had already been entirely eUminated from all public and private

educational institutions; it may be given privately to individual

pupils and in organized centers only to students above the age of

eighteen. The dominating principle that education is the concern

of the State alone has affected the place of private education. Pri-
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vate schools have been tolerated to provide either elementary edu-

cation where a locality is unable to establish its own school or tech-

nical or vocational training. In the first case the private elementary

school is regarded as a temporary arrangement until adequate funds

are available for a public school; in the second case the private tech-

nical school is accepted because it may provide courses supplemen-

tary to those of the public schools and the subjects taught are re-

garded as innocuous politically, in both instances strict supervision

is exercised by the public authorities.

In practice a dual system was established the first, consisting

mainly but not wholly of the formal agencies, was administered by
the central and local educational authorities in each of the constituent

republics of the Union, the second, directed to the interests of workers

and peasants, or, more broadly, all toilers, was organized and con-

ducted by the Party. The tendency in the last few years has been

to draw the two more closely together.

Care of infants. Since the fundamental principle upon which

Soviet education rests is that education means "conditioning" the

learner in a specific direction, one of the first tasks undertaken was

the establishment of creches and nurseries for infants whose mothers

are at work or unable to give them adequate care. These institutions,

which may be associated with factories or collective farms, are under

the supervision of the Commissariat of Public Health. Their pur-

pose is to ensure the healthy development of infants through medical

supervision and physical activities; but their function is also educa-r

tional, and even at this stage educational and socially useful activities

according to Soviet principles may be begun. The number of cr&ches

and nurseries is inadequate, but they serve as important centers fox

the dissemination of information on the care of infants and children

which are supplemented by the public laws and measures for the

protection of maternity, and the provision of -consultation centers for

mothers and children, and with rnilk stations. Some evidence of the

effectiveness of these organizations for infant and child welfare is

9lready forthcoming in the decline of infantile mortality.

Pre-schools. Social or general education begins in ,the pre-schools
or kindergartens to which children are adjnitted at the age of three

and which are under the People's Commissariat of Education.

These .schools, day or residential, have adopted a negative attitude
to the pedagogy of Froebel and Montessorj as artificial and foreign
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to Soviet ideas and begin, through physical activities, collective

work, and the development of a materialistic outlook, which is

directed against childish beliefs and folk superstitions, to induct the

pupils into the first notions of Marxism and Soviet principles. In

addition to the permanent kindergartens, of which there were 5690

with 331,623 pupils in 1930-31, there are summer kindergartens and

homes, hearths and playgrounds, which in 1931 reached five million

children. Plans were made in 1931 for the general introduction of

pre-school education for children between three and six; seven-year

children are to be educated in preparatory classes attached to the

primary schools.

Elementary education. Primary education is given in the unified

labor school which gives a four-year course. Despite the efforts of

the Soviet Governments to introduce universal compulsory educa-

tion, it was not until the Central Committee of the Communist Party,

acting on a resolution of the Sixteenth Communist Congress, gave
instructions on July 25, 1930, to the Commissariats for Education in

the republics that active steps were taken to provide universal educa-

tion, which is compulsory for boys and girls from eight to twelve.

The full program was to be accomplished by 1934. In 1931, the

third year under the Five-Year Plan, a decisive advance was re-

ported in all the republics, the Russian Soviet Federation of Socialist

Republics reported an enrollment in primary schools of 8,709,937

pupils, an increase of 28.4 per cent over the number in 1929-30 and

105.7 per cent of the plan of the Commissariat of Education, in the

autonomous republics the enrollment was 1,506,013 pupils, in the

Ukraine 98.2 per cent of the children between eight and ten were

registered in primary schools, an increase of 22 per cent over the

preceding year. Similar reports were made by all the other republics

of the Union, each indicating a more rapid development than had
been originally planned It was expected that by October i, 1932,

illiteracy, at least among the young, would have been entirely elimi-

nated. Pupils who miss the opportunity of attending the regular

primary schools or who begin school later are taken care of between

the ages of eleven and fifteen in special schools, where in one or two

years a foundation is laid either for further education or for self-

education.

-
Secondary education. The primary schools are known as schools

of the first grade; these are followed by schools of the second grade,
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which may be independent or attached to schools of the first grade
and continue the course for three additional years, general in char-

acter but with a vocational bias and practical work. Beyond this,

some schools provide courses of two additional years, which are

either definitely vocational and train the intermediate cadre for

factories and offices, or prepare students for admission to the uni-

versities and higher institutions.

These schools, which normally overlap with elementary and sec-

ondary schools elsewhere, are paralleled by another system of schools.

Pupils from primary schools may proceed for three years to schools

attached to factories, or trades, or workshops. In the rural areas

there has been organized since 1927 seven-year schools for peasant

youths, which include the primary schools, or the last three years may
be established separately; the purpose of these schools is to co-

ordinate general and vocational education centering around agricul-

tural activities and intended to train farmers and cooperators. In

the cities a similar seven-year school has been established, but at-

tached to factories and industrial enterprises to give a general and

practical training. In 1930-31 there were 4326 schools for peasant

youth with an enrollment of 600,026 pupils, and over 500 factory

schools attended by 300,000 pupils.

Technicians. For students who have completed a seven-year

course there is available further training in the three- or four-year

technicums devoted to specialized training for industrial and agri-""

cultural occupations, business management and administration in

industry and agriculture, arts and crafts (graphic and plastic arts,

theater, music), medical assistants (nurses, rnidwives, social service),

and teaching (pre-school, elementary schools, and extra-school

activities). In 1930-31 there were 2998 technicums with an enroll-

ment of 609,064 students.

Higher education. Higher education is provided in universities

and special institutions of a specialized character. Their function is y

to train specialists in the professions, to conduct research, and to dis-

seminate knowledge. Students who have completed the nine-year

school are admitted on passing entrance examinations; those who

have passed through a workers' faculty are admitted without exami-

nation, where the nunaber of students is limited, preference is given

to toilers (workers and peasants) or their children. The special

higher institutions provide advanced technical training in sciences
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and mathematics applied to industry and agriculture. In 1928-29

there were 128 higher institutions (including 21 universities) with an

enrollment of 167,100 students.

Another type of higher education is that provided for toilers in the

workers' faculties (Rabfaks), some independent, others, the majority,

attached to higher institutions, but with their own corps of teachers.

The workers' faculty serves the dual purpose of giving advanced

general and vocational training and of preparing for entrance to a

higher institution students above the age of eighteen who have al-

ready had three years of occupational experience. The courses are

three years in length for full-time day students, or four years, if

attended in the evenings. In 1928-29 the number of workers'

faculties was 164 and the student enrollment was 5 2j9o.

Education and politics. Up to this point there have been described

those institutions which are organized to give a general or social edu-

cation and vocational or professional preparation. It would be fal-

lacious, however, to apply to the Soviet system of education the

distinction which exists elsewhere between general and special educa-

tion; both constitute part of the same process, all are dominated by
the polytechnic ideal in a social order where class distinctions are eli-

minated and all institutions are conducted in the interests of and

inspired by labor. Throughout the whole process of education there

runs another purpose, that of indoctrinating in the Soviet ideology or

politicization Success in both aims polytechnization and politick

zation has been delayed by the inadequate supply and preparation

of teachers. The Soviet authorities have, indeed, been confronted

with a formidable task in providing schools and securing an adequate

personnel on all fronts The situation is being attacked and may be

met in one direction by the improvement of the material status of

elementary school teachers, not only by raising salaries, which have

increased from 30 roubles ($15) in 1924 to 90 roubles ($45) a month
in 1932, but by extending to them the privileges of workers and

peasants in the purchase of necessary supplies. Politicization will

proceed more rapidly in formal school Instruction through the im-

proved preparation of teachers and their better appreciation of the

new pedagogy; this will supplement the extensive, extra-scholastic

activities which are directed by the Party rulers.

Polytechnization of schools* The problem of polytechnization
has been equally difficult. The mew pedagogy, -already conceived in
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outline before the Revolution,
1 stresses the importance of labor as the

core of instruction, but as conceived by teachers the criticism has

grown that it is as colorless as "activity" instruction in other

countries. The factory schools, closely associated with working

enterprises, have pointed the way experimentally. The demands of

the Five-Year Plan for qualified workers perhaps more than educa-

tional or cultural theory have been influential in promoting speedier

reconstruction to secure the polytechnization of schools. The
Fourteenth All-Russian Congress of Soviets urgedin 1929 the necessity
of "preparing highly cultured workers capable of understanding new
technical improvements and of actively participating in the socialistic

organization of public economy." It was felt that the Marxian

principle of polytechnic training which would give the child and the

adolescent an acquaintance with the scientific bases of all the produc-
tive processes, as well as practical skills and ability to use the simplest
tools of production, had not been carried out except in factory schools

and schools for peasant youth, which were experimental and few in

number. This principle, that education must be related to the toil

of the workers and peasants in orderto develop active participation

in collective labor, had been reiterated by Lenin.

The Sixteenth All-Russian Congress of Soviets continued the criti-

cism of the existing school as tending to impart dead knowledge, book-

ishness, drill and verbalism, and again urged the immediate integra-

tion of schools with mills, factories, machine tractor stations, savkozes

(state farms) ,
and kolhozes (collective farms) . Through such an inte-

gration the teachers would be in a better position to help in the ad-

vancement of the socialistic State and of collectivization. Polytech-

nic schools, as an integral part of industrial and agricultural enter-

prises, would eliminate class divisions, the distinctions between city

and village, and the gap between manual and brain workers. If

teachers are to perform the task of harnessing the schools to the Five-

Year Plan successfully, theymust be retrained
; indeed, it is suggested

that 'the best type of school principal and administrator would be

a person who had had experience as a worker, or that successful

polytechnization could be secured if the enterprises with which the

schools were associated provided the necessary technical leadership

and advice.

1 See especially Pinkevitch, A P., The New Education m the Soviet Republic, Ch. VHI
(New York, 1929)
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Under the new scheme elementary schools would induct the pupils

into practical work and acquaintance with the simplest mechanical

tools. Older pupils in the second grade schools would spend part of

theu: time in workshops or on farms, where they would participate in

actual processes, or in laboratories for testing and experimenting
with materials. Mathematics, physics, chemistry, and natural

sciences in general would constitute the backbone of the curriculum.

In order to secure guidance for the new direction, centers for research

are to be established to investigate the problems of the new education

in general, the psychology and pedagogy of the new movement, as

well as methods, texts, and other instructional aids. In the promo-
tion of the new program, an active part of the burden would be

borne by the Party organization for children and adolescents the

Pioneers and the Komsomol.

Adult education* The educational program of the Soviet r6gime
does not stop with the formal education given in full-time schools.

It was recognized from the start that the success of the Communist

cause depended upon a literate public and the all-round development
of members of a communistic society. The program thus involved

two tasks the liquidation of illiteracy and party indoctrination,

both of which are in most cases combined. For the liquidation of

illiteracy and semi-illiteracy, centers were established all over the

country, in factories, in the Red Army, and in other places where the

need was apparent. In this task the organizations for Communist

youth have participated extensively. The educational work under-

taken in these centers consists, not merely in teaching the three R's

and in raising the educational level of the toilers, but also in training

in the political ideology of the new social order and to some extent in

securing leaders for local groups. For beginners special textbooks

have been prepared, based on industrial or agricultural occupations.

Beyond this, the aim is to impart facility in reading newspapers and

in using books, and in writing and reading letters.

Above the schools for illiterates there have been organized schools

for workers and peasants above the age of seventeen, which in three-

year courses of some twenty hours a week aim to give the same in-

struction as in the full-time second grade schools. The courses in-

dude practical work related to the students' occupations, studies

closely related to life and directed to develop an appreciation of the

significance of work, work in laboratories and libraries, and visits
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to farms, factories, and museums. A further extension of advanced

education is provided in evening courses for students above the age
of eighteen, who attend two to four hours a week for one or two years.

Here the courses are both general and special, political and co-

operative, agricultural and industrial. The next stage is provided by
workers' evening universities, offering two- or three-year courses at

a higher level and with a still stronger emphasis on political training

and specialization; political training includes the study of Leninism,

the history of the class struggle and economics; the specialized courses

include sociology, trade-unionism, cooperation, electrotechnics, chem-

istry, mechanics, etc.

These semi-formal part-time schools are intimately bound up with -

a great variety of informal agencies for adult education. Clubs in

the industrial centers and village reading rooms in the rural sections

combine recreational and political activities, serve as centers for the

liquidation of illiteracy and for guidance in self-education. Moving
pictures, dramatic performances, concerts, lectures, forums for dis-

cussions, the wall newspaper, the living newspaper (dramatization of

news), political propaganda and publicity for new movements

planned by the Party and governmental authorities, excursions, and

study circles are included among the activities of these agencies to

raise the educational level of the masses and to train ardent support-
ers of the Communist ideology. To the same end libraries, stationary

and traveling, have been developed on a large scale, not merely to

provide books but to give guidance and advice on reading and self-

study, which are further promoted by a state system of correspond-

ence courses and instruction by radio at various levels. Finally, a

note of symbolism is added by the widespread erection in factories,

clubs, reading rooms, and other centers of Red Corners, shrines to

Lenin and his works, a substitute for the ever-present ikon of pre-

Revolutionary days. Through the great variety of agencies provided
for the cultural and material uplift of the masses it is claimed that

On October i, 1932, the TJ:S SJL will be a literate country throughout. This

is entirely secured by the introduction in 1930 of general four-year elementary
education and by the inmnipA-nt fina.1 elimination of illiteracy among youths
and adults in the school year 193 1-3 2 T

1
Avksentievsky, D., "Education in the U.S.S.R.," Soviet Culture Bvllctw, No 6-7, 1931,

p. 18 From the statistics given on the same page "in 1931 the U S.SJL numbers already

over 75 per cent of literate people", all that was left to be accomplished in 1932 (up to

October i) was to liquidate the Illiteracy of the remaining 25 per cent, a remarkable tribute

both to the organization and to the methods of instruction I
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Informal education. Few countries have so effectively under-

taken to utilize their cultural agencies for the general education of

the masses. Museums, theaters, concerts, opera, hitherto the pre-

serves of the well-to-do or the intellectuals, have been organized and

brought within the reach of the toilers. Particular attention has

been given to museums, art collections, and national monuments

which are visited by the thousands under the direction of trained

instructors. Not only have the pre-Revolutionary collections of art

and sculpture been reorganized and placed at the disposal of the

workers and peasants, but museums of a new character have been

created educational, historical, anti-religious, industrial, and

agricultural and directed more to political indoctrination than to

cultural education. Similarly the theater and moving picture, free

to develop independently on the artistic side, are censored and con-

trolled for political ends. The Moscow Park of Culture and Rest,

founded in 1929, combines most of the activities mentioned above as

a center for mass education. Places are provided for the care of

children under the direction of experienced teachers, while for the

parents there are available libraries, theaters, moving pictures,

museums, and' sports grounds. Demonstrations are arranged to

illustrate progress in factories, mills, and collective farms. Lectures

are given on health and sanitation, on cultural and industrial develop-

ments. The "
Shock-Workers' Avenue" is devoted to statues of the

heroes of the new society the best shock-workers. Museums of

art, exhibitions illustrating conditions before and after the Revolu-

tion, 'dramatic and musical performances and workshops combine

cultural and political propaganda. Study circles, recreation halls,

and "
one-day rest houses

" round out what is the largest single center

for mass education in its broadest sense. The annual budget for the

Park is 6,000,000 roubles ($3,000,000) ^

Political education. At whatever point the vast educational

structure of the Soviet State is touched, it is obvious that it is domi-

nated by the political motive. Education, according to Communist

theory, has no meaning except in the social order from which it takes

its being; education cannot be autonomous, and there is no such

thing as Eigengesetzlichkeit der Erziehung claimed by German educa-

tional theorists, education accordingly must be synonymous with

1
Bodrov, S , The "Moscow Park of Culture and Rest," Soviet Cutiwt Bulkbn, September,

1931, PP 12 f
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indoctrination and propaganda in all its stages and in all its pro-

cesses, even though instruction must follow the psychological charac-

teristics of the individual. All members of the Communist society
must be "conditioned" by education and their environment into an

acceptance of the dominant doctrines. Beyond the indoctrination of

the masses, however, the training of leaders is essential, and this

is a task for the Party and through Party machinery. For this pur-

pose there has been established a hierarchy of organizations from
whose ranks are drawn the future Party members and leaders by a

process of training, testing, and selection.

The training and selection of the future Party members is arranged
in three stages: the Octobrists for children from six to fourteen; the

Pioneers from ten to seventeen; the League of Communist Youth, or

Komsomols, from fourteen to twenty-three; members may be ad-

mitted to the Communist Party at the age of eighteen. There is

thus, as a result of the overlapping of ages, an interlocking of all

groups, which means that changes in Party programs or problems of

immediate urgency at once become the concern of members of all

ages. Further, the hierarchical organization deprives the movement
of the spontaneity of youth movements in other countries except

Italy. It is estimated that about twenty per cent of the population

within the age groups represented by the three organizations are en-

rolled. The performance of socially useful labor and political educa-

tion constitutes a common bond between the three groups and the

activities of each become progressively broader and have more rami-

fications with the age of the members. On the educational side all

are trained to understand the meaning of the life and struggle of the

laboring proletariat and the significance of Leninism; all are trained

to do missionary work and to help the peasants and workers to the

extent of their ability; aU are drilled and disciplined in the obligation

to be ready at all times to help the Communist cause, and in the

realization of their duty to fit themselves for life and the war on

capitalism and the bourgeois system by study. As they grow older,

the more are the members expected to participate in productive work

and to accept assignments wherever the needs of the moment or of

the Party may demand. Health and physical fitness are enjoined

on ally TOt only as the ideals of the Communist life, but as the basis of

military preparedness. Each older group has its obligations to the

next younger group as brothers, guides, and advisers. Admission
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to the ranks of the Pioneers and Komsomols is through a period of

probation, activity, and study, retention in the ranks depends upon
active interest, work, and proved loyalty to the new way of life.

Constant "purgings" of the organizations, as in the Communist

Party, ensure the retention only of those who can be trusted as the

new men with new minds. While the Octobrist groups constitute

important recruiting centers, it is chiefly the Pioneer and Komsomol

organizations which are regarded as the serious schools for Party

training. The Pioneers in their schools and the Komsomols in

schools and at work are expected to exercise a vigilance and leader-

ship over their fellows of the same age. Where self-government is

organized, the Pioneers are expected to exercise control, where new

ventures are to be created as, for example, the creation of factory

schools and schools for peasant youth the direction has frequently

been assumed by the Komsomols. These organizations thus help

"to unite the more active children into a fermenting element for new

experiments and to serve as initiator and leader in the social and

political development of the entire school." In the recent move-

ment for the polytechnization of schools, both groups are looked upon
as important links between schools and factories or other economic

enterprises, just as they have played a leading r61e in the movement
for the liquidation of illiteracy and in the spread of the new political

doctrines. Through these groups and by means of such activities

the Communist Party recruits or rather selects its members, with the

result that it has been able with a membership of about two millions

to control a population eighty times as large.

Conclusion. Frankly accepting the principle that education is

propaganda and that the attempt to separate schools from politics

is bourgeois hypocrisy, the Soviet regime has organized an educa-

tional structure which is at all points closely related to and an ex-

pression of the life which it plans to set up. Starting with the notion

that religion is "the opiate of the people," it has not only launched a

campaign against religion, but seeks to root out all mysticism and

superstition by the cult of a materialistic outlook, moral training
based on supernatural or class sanctions is to be replaced by a moral-

ity derived from and subservient to the class struggle. The link

between school and life is labor, for "before they can engage in

politics, science, art, or religion, people must first of all satisfy their

need for food, drink, clothing, and shelter." Hence labor in the
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schools cannot be defined merely in terms of manual activities, but

must be real and, as the present move toward polytechnization indi-

cates, that reality must be given concrete expression by connecting
the schools with labor enterprises factories, farms, and workshops.

Only in this way can the whole program of the school at any level

become permeated with ideas of collectivism and work as the basis of

the social order. The school must be not only a vehicle of the

principles of Communism in general, but also an instrument through
which the proletariat may affect the proletarian and non-proletarian

strata of the laboring masses with a view to training up a generation

capable of finally establishing Communism.1 The same association

of school and labor will furnish the basis for political indoctrination,

since labor organized on collective and communistic principles is an

expression of the new social order. To ensure successful politiciza-

tion the Communist Party has, created organizations of its own, not

only for the training and selection of its own members, but as leaders

in the campaign of political propaganda. Culture, as the expression

of the life of the nation, is attained by direct participation in the real

activities of life and is enriched by the opportunities afforded to the

masses for the enjoyment of music, art, and the drama.

In the theory underlying the Soviet educational experiment there

is nothing fundamentally novd; the history of education beginning
with Plato and Aristotle presents adequate examples of the doctrine

that the educational organization of a state must be determinedby its

nature. In practice the Russian experiment presents the first ex-

ample in modern times of a school system intimately bound tip with,

and deriving its inspiration at every point from, the fundamental

principles on which the State is founded. In this respect it offers a

challenge to those systems, based on the principles of democracy,
which emphasize the cult of individualism, and accepts the thesis that

the culture of a nation is not something that can be defined and pre-

scribed once and for all, but grows out of its traditions in a process

of adaptation to a changing world. Discarding nineteenth-century

liberalism and the principles of freedom which flowed from it and

which dominate educational theory today, the Soviet experiment

proceeds on the theory that only after rigorous indoctrination can

the individual be trusted to be free. Itmust be admitted that Soviet

theory looks upon proletarian dictatorship, which is as autocratic as

1
Prakevitch, op at , p 29.
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Czarist absolutism ever was, as a temporary measure to be continued

until all vestiges of the class struggle have been removed and the

victory of the workers and peasants has been assured, not only in

the Soviet Union but throughout the world In the meantime Com-
munist ideology has no place for the notions current in bourgeois

societies individuaksm, selection, variety, activity methods unre-

lated to the realities of labor, the dualism between cultural and voca-

tional training, and adaptation of education to a changing civili-

zation. From the point of view of logic there is a perfect case for

the Soviet experiment, the fundamental problem is whether human
institutions are governed by logic alone.

6. UNITED STATES

The organization of the educational system of the United States

is free from many of the implications which are found in other coun-

tries, where its different branches and levels have sprung from dif-

ferent origins. As contrasted with other countnes, the system is

national in the sense that it is built up on the single-ladder plan in

which the various levels are articulated with each other and that it is

dominated in the main by a common aim. The system is not na-

tional, however, from the administrative point of view, since, by the

omission of reference to the subject, the Constitution left the provi-

sion 'of education to the States. Within the States education is

a state affair, but may be delegated to local authorities. The aims

and purposes of education are national, partly because they are based

on the universal acceptance of the ^principle of equality of opportun-

ity, partly because of the mobility of the population which, as it

moved from one State to another in the conquest of the frontier, took

its educational traditions and practices with it, and to a large degree

through the existence of national professional organizations, activi-

ties of standardizing agencies especially in secondary and higher

education, centers for the study of education which attract students

from all parts of the country, research and other foundations whose
activities are nation-wide in scope, and the dissemination of a com-

mon body of educational literature throughout the whole country.
The United States Office of Education, the United States Children's

Bureau, afrd the Federal Board for Vocational Education are national

agencies for the collection and distribution of information oji the

progress of education, but they exercise no direct control over the
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provision of education or interference in its organization and adminis-

tration with the exception that the Federal Board for Vocational

Education sets up certain standards for the allocation of grants for

vocational education administered under state regulations.

The principles underlying the organization and provision of edu-

cation in the United States were derived from French political

philosophy of the eighteenth century defined by the progressive de-

velopment of the ideals of democracy in the century following the

foundation of the Republic. The provision of a democratic system
of education built up on the principle of equality of opportunity was

inspired by two dominant ideas faith in the perfectibility of man
and a firm conviction that loyalty to republican ideals and demo-

cratic equality could be assured by the organization of an educational

system provided and maintained at public expense. The general

framework of a system based on these principles was already sketched

before the close of the eighteenth century.
1

Incorporated as an im-

portant part of American political philosophy, these principles were

adopted by the leading statesmen of the nineteenth century, and,

through them, became an accepted part of the ideals of the American

public.
2

Although the Federal Constitutionmade no reference to ed-

ucation, the state constitutions which were written during the nine-

teenth century sought to give reality to the principles and ideals

already current* Despite the general acceptance of the ideals of

a sound system of education free and open to all, it was to take nearly

three quarters of a century before they became effective in practice.

The gradual movement westward, accompanied by the breakdown of

traditions, the development of commerce and industry which was

hastened by new inventions and the use of steam and power, the rise

of cities and emergence of new social problems through new influxes

of immigra.Ti.tftj the demands of organized labor, and the breakdown

of class distinctions which became increasingly marked during,and

following the Jacksonian period all these forces helped to reenforce

the demand of those statesmen and educators who* saw in public

education the bulwark against ignorance and the foundation of good

government. It required many battles on many fronts to secure

the widespread establishment of the public school as an institution

1 See Hansen; A. , Lftcr&sm in America* Education in ike &ghtectttk Century (New

' See TJ S Bureau of Education Brfldfa, 1913, No 28, Expressions on Education by
Aniencan'Statesmen and Publicists (Washington, D.C , 1913)-
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for all the children of all the people, free, non-sectarian, compulsory,

and maintained at public expense. In many places there was

encountered opposition to the payment of taxes for education, in

others the charity idea of education for the poor prevailed, and

in others again sectarian schools had been established and its sup-

porters demanded aid from public funds. The deep-rooted tradition

of localism was an obstacle to the introduction of state control and

supervision of education. Finally, antagonism to the extension

of free education beyond the elementary school was met. Most

of the opposition was overcome after the middle of the century and

the way was opened for building up a public system of education,

including, after the decision in the Kalamazoo Case (1874), the

provision of free secondary education. Free state universities

had already begun to be established in the first quarter of the cen-

tury. The public school was now generally accepted, in the words

of George S. Boutwell, Secretary of the Massachusetts Board of

Education (1853-58), as "a school established by the public sup-

ported chiefly or entirely by the public, controlled by the public,

and accessible to the public upon terms of equality, without special

charge for tuition." The rapid progress of industry and commerce

following the conquest of the frontier (1890) and the great increase

in the wealth of the country made possible a wide expansion of the

educational system from the pre-school up to the university and

the diversification of courses suited to the needs of the whole popula-
tion. This expansion was, however, very uneven and was most

marked in the urban areas; a reorganization of administrative units

and of the methods of appropriating and distributing public funds

for education helped to increase education facilities in rural areas

without, however, reaching all parts of the country equally. Since

1917 there has been a widespread demand for increased aid from

the Federal Government for educational purposes in order to equalize

opportunities everywhere.

The present system. Although there still exists considerable

diversity in the provision of educational opportunities and much

variety of practice due to the differences in the size and character

(urban or rural) of the administrative areas and in the effectiveness

of state control, the general framework of the system of schools is

clearer than in any other part of the world. It consists of a ladder or,

preferably, a broad highway, of schools starting with the elementary
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school, entered generally at the age of six, and leading without a break

up to the college and university. An investigation made by the

United States Office of Education in 1928 showed that of 1000 pupils

entering the elementary schools, 974 reached the sixth grade, 855 the

seventh, 768 the eighth; 610 proceeded to the high schools, 438
continued to the second year, 321 to the third, 268 to the fourth, and
260 completed the course, 160 went on to colleges and of these 50

graduated.

Pre-school education. The education of very young children has

become a subject of interest in the last decade and has produced two

movements one for the education of parents in the care and up-

bringing of children, not only from infancy up to the entrance to

school, but throughout their school years, and the other for the es-

tablishment of nursery schools for infants and young children.

Parental education has been promoted by federal, state, and local

authorities, by private associations, through courses in home econom-

ics in high schools and colleges, by educational foundations, and

through parent-teachers' associations organized in schools, and local,

regional, and national groups. The aim of parental education is to

promote an intelligent interest in the development and training of

children in the home and at school. The second aspect of the move-

ment, that for the establishment of nursery schools, has made slower

progress; 121 nursery schools had been established in 1928 mainly

through private effort and in connection with institutions for the

advanced study of education and for research into the development
of the child.

More widespread than nursery schools are the kindergartens, which

enroll 700,000 children, usually between the ages of four and six.

The majority of the pupils (about eighty per cent) attend public

kindergartens maintained by cities with a population of more than

10,000; the remainder are found in private kindergartens. Most of

the public kindergartens are housed in public elementary schools.

On educational and psychological grounds there is a tendency to

group the kindergartens and the first, and occasionally the second,

years of the elementary school into a single unit known as the

kindergarten-primary stage, a grouping which is simplified by the

fact that elementary schools induding the kindergartens are usually

under the direction of one principal.

Elementary education. The majority of the children of the coun-
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try begin their educational career on entrance to the first grade of

the elementary school at the age of six. There is, however, no uni-

formity in the regulation of compulsory attendance throughout the

country, although the principle of compulsory education has been

accepted in all States, the requirements vary considerably in such

matters as age of attendance, minimum length of school term, and

scholastic attainments necessary to obtain labor permits.

In 1928 the average length of school terms was 171.5 days, with

a range from 138.9 days in Mississippi to 188 days in New Hamp-
shire; each child attended school an average of 140.4 days, with

a range from 98.1 days in Mississippi to 171 days in Michigan. The

percentage of attendance was 81.8 ranging from 67.1 per cent in

Oklahoma to 92.3 per cent in Indiana. The figures for larger cities

are in general higher than the averages for the States would indicate,

the maximum length of school term in cities is 10 months or 200 days

Educational opportunities thus vary from State to State in matters

of compulsory attendance and length of school term, which in the

main affect children who attend elementary schools. There is,

however, further inequality, due to the fact that more than half of

the elementary schools of the country are in rural areas and are taught

by one teacher; about twenty per cent of the children enrolled in the

elementary schools of the country are found in these schools An-

other six per cent attend schools which have but two teachers re-

sponsible for all the grades. In order to correct this situation, there

began nearly a quarter of a century ago a movement to improve the

opportunities of rural children by transporting them at public ex-

pense to consolidated schools; about five per cent of the total number
of pupils enrolled in elementary schools attend consolidated schools;

in some cases the first four years are spent in a local single-teacher

school. Thus about one third of the elementary school population
enrolled in public schools are found in schools which are operated
under rural conditions, or, to put it in another way, they come from

organized localities with a total population of less than 2 500. Nearly
one fourth of the elementary school teachers of the country are found
in rural single-teacher schools; of these the majority are inadequately

prepared, and, while many change their positions frequently of their

own accord, many more are exposed to insecurity of tenure, These

conditions have for many years stimulated an interest in the im-

provement of rural education, have led to an increase in the number
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of consolidated schools and the provision of transportation, and to

some extent have been a contributory cause for the movements for

federal aid for education and for a revision of the methods of distrib-

uting school funds in order to secure a better distribution of educa-

tional opportunities, both in quantity and in quality.

More than two thirds of the children of the country enrolled in

elementary schools are found in urban schools m cities with a popula-

tion of 2500 or more. The length of the elementary school course

varies; in the Southern States it is most generally seven years; in

other parts of the country it is eight years. In order to provide for

the better articulation between elementary and secondary education,

there has been a widespread movement which began in 1908 to

organize elementary schools on a six-year basis and to create the

junior high school immediately upon this foundation.

Secondary education. As contrasted with other countries, second-

ary education in the United States is free and is a direct continuation

of elementary education. Where the schools are seven or eight years

in length, the duration of the high school or secondary course is four

years; where the six-year elementary school has been adopted, the

whole length of the course is six years, usually divided into junior

and senior high schools, each with a three-year course. The high

school, whatever the length of its course, is an institution which seeks

to provide an education for all adolescents who have completed the

elementary grades. A direct continuation of the elementary school,

the high school does not have any entrance requirements and is

selective only to the extent that pupils are compelled by home condi-

tions to enter some wage-earning occupation at the earliest permis-
sible age. On the other hand, with the gradual raising of thfe age of

compulsory education and the introduction of part-time education

in many States, a large number of adolescents attend the high school

who would under other conditions take up some employment. Con-

fronted with an unselected body of pupils of every degree of ability,

the high school has undertaken to perform the functions of every

type of school which is provided in other countries in separate schools

for adolescents the secondary schools, intermediate schools, trade

and vocational schools, agricultural schools, commercial and domestic

science schools. With an enrollment of more than five million boys
and girls between twelve and eighteen years of age, the high school is

today attended by about half of the adolescent population, while in
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California the numbers reach nearly eighty per cent. Except in the

largest cities, the high schools are organized on the comprehensive or

cosmopolitan plan and offer a variety of courses or subjects which are

organized to meet the diverse needs of their pupils. Coeducation is

the rule except in a small number of high schools, chiefly in the

East.

Continuation schools. Since the high school is so far-reaching in

the work which it offers, the unitary system, which is characteristic

of the United States, is not very much disturbed by the existence of

a great variety of schools. There is available a small number of

vocational industrial schools which offer more intensive specialized

training than is found hi high schools, but in general pupils who do

not attend the high schools use the opportunities afforded by part-

time schools. Part-time compulsory attendance at continuation

schools has been introduced in twenty-seven states, but the regula-

tions include so many vocations that their general applicability is

not extensive; usually continuation schools may be required to be

established in areas of a certain size or with a definite number of

pupils; or attendance may be obligatory only where schools are

available, or exemptions may be granted for personal or family

reasons. Thirteen of the States require attendance between the ages

of fourteen and sixteen; eight between fourteen and eighteen; two

between sixteen and eighteen; two between fourteen and seventeen;

two up to eighteen; one up to seventeen; and in one no age limits are

specified. The hours of attendance vary from four to eight a week.

The work of the continuation schools is generally organized with a

vocational bias. Part-time day and evening courses which are not

compulsory are also available in such occupations as home economics,

commerce, trade and agriculture.

Higher education. Beyond the high school, pupils may continue

theur educational careers to the colleges and universities, to technical

institutes, and to normal school and teachers' colleges. Here certain

standards of admission are interposed. In a few Eastern colleges

students are admitted by an entrance examination, conducted by
each college concerned, or by certificates obtained through examina-

tions conducted by the College Entrance Examination Board in New

York, or by certificates granted by high schools, either accredited by
one or more colleges and universities or by regional standardizing

agencies, of which the North Central Association is the outstanding
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example.
1 A few institutions of college grade have adopted a system

of admission by intelligence tests and school records, combined in

some cases with one of the other methods. The requirements for

admission to the normal schools and teachers colleges may vary

somewhat from this general pattern. In general the tendency is to

make the articulation between the high schools and colleges, particu-

larly the state institutions, as close as possible by eliminating any
barriers which would be implied by imposing prescribed subject re-

quirements. The rapid increase in the number of pupils in the high

schools has had its natural consequence in a great increase in the

numbers proceeding to the colleges. Partly to divert this stream,

partly to provide as extended opportunities as possible readily ac-

cessible to the public in their own locality, junior colleges have been

established by adding two further years to the high school or as

independent institutions; in a few cases smaller colleges have abol-

ished the last two years of their courses for reasons of economy and

have become affiliated with other colleges and universities. This

movement is still in its infancy, but is making rapid progress, which

points to a possible reorganization of the educational system from

the six-three-three plan to a six-four-four plan that is, six years

of elementary school, four years of junior high school, and four years

of senior high school. Such a reorganization would mean the comple-
tion of the first two years of college work, which is equivalent to the

completion of secondary education in most European countries, in

the same institution, to be followed either by entrance into some oc-

cupation or by continued professional or specialized study in a higher

institution. The State and a small number of municipal institutions

are free except for certain charges for registration and incidentals,

other institutions, of which the large majority are denominational,

charge fees. The college in the United' Statesmay be an independent
institution or part of a university, but in all cases its work is devoted

to offering undergraduate courses leading in four years up to the first

degree. The function of the university is to provide post-graduate
work that is, work following the attainment of the first degree.
As a rule the first two years of the college courses are general in

character, and specialization, whether academic, professional, or pre-i

professional, begins in the third year and may be continued into the

university.
1 See Chapter Vffl
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The normal schools and teachers colleges are institutions which

offer from two to four years of preparation for candidates who intend

to enter the teaching profession, generally but not universally as

teachers in elementary schools. With few exceptions these institu-

tions are maintained by public authorities, State, county, or city.

High school teachers are in the main prepared in colleges and uni-

versities.

Adult education. Adult education was in the past century pro-

vided by lyceums, chautauquas, and university extension depart-

ments. The great increase of foreigners directed attention to the im-

portance of measures for Americanizing them at least to the extent

of providing more training in the use of English and in the elements of

American citizenship. More recently the scope and meaning of

adult education have been expanded with the realization that formal

schooling is inadequate as a preparation for the complex life of modern

society. There has not been in this country as elsewhere a spontane-
ous development of working-class education; the number of organiza-

tions deliberately directed to proletarian propaganda is not signifi-

cant. In addition to extension work conducted by the universities

and under the auspices of the Federal Government under the opera-

tion of the Smith-Lever Act, a large number of voluntary organiza-

tions have been created to promote adult education. Among these

are the National Congress of Parents and Teachers, the American

Library Association, the National Committee on Home Education,

and the American Association for Adult Education. A strong impe-
tus has been given to the development of adult education by the

results of Professor E. L. Thorndike's studies of adult learning, which

indicated that, contrary to generally accepted opinion, adults are

rarely too old to learn, provided that they can be reached along the

lines of their own interests.1

Private schools. The large majority of children in the United

States are educated in public schools, which are free and non-

sectarian. Although public opinion is in general opposed to private

education because of the fear that it may tend to set up dass and

other distinctions, there is no legislation anywhere in the country

against the establishment of private schools. Virtually the only

control which is exercised over them is the right of public authorities

to inspect their registers under the regulations for compulsory at*

1 Thorndike, E L., AM* Leaning (New York, 1928).
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tendance. Since the War, a few States have forbidden the conduct

of instruction in private schools in a foreign language. In no case is

aid from public funds given to private schools. The principle upon
which the existence of private schools rests was enunciated by the

United States Supreme Court on June i, 1925, when the attempt
made by the State of Oregon to forbid the establishment of pnvate
schools was declared to be unconstitutional. The statement was as

follows:

The fundamental theory of liberty upon which all governments in this

Union repose excludes any general power of the State to standardize its chil-

dren by forcing them to accept instruction from public teachers only. The
child is not the mere creature of the State, those who nurture him and direct

his destiny have the right, coupled with the high duty, to recognize and pre-

pare him for additional duties

Private schools fall into two groups those established for ex-

perimental purposes or in the secondary field to prepare for college,

and those created in the interests of some denomination. The large

majority of private schools fall into the second group and within this

group the majority are Roman Catholic. While the private schools

show an increase in numbers and in enrollments, the increase is

proportionate only to the growth of the population and is less than in

public schools. The total enrollment in private schools of all types,

elementary and secondary, represents less than ten per cent of all

the pupils enrolled in schools throughout the country. The figures

upon which this estimate is based do not include pupils enrolled in

private vocational schools, chiefly business colleges, whose number is

not ascertainable.

Social welfare service in schools. In The Children's Charter,

drawn up by President Hoover's White House Conference on Child

Health and Protection,
1 there were emphasized the importance of

pre-natal and post-natal care of mothers, protection of child health

from birth through adolescence, health instruction, measures for the

care of physically and mentally handicapped children, the care of the

delinquent children, and protection of every .child against labor

conditions detrimental to his health and welfare. Extensive cam-

paigns have been launched to stimulate the health supervision and

care of the pre-school child; courses in, motherhood in schools and

colleges, the provision of milk stations, and feeding centers, the es-

1 WkUe House Conference, 1930, pp. 45 ff (New York, 1931)
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tablishment of children's bureaus, and a variety of publicity ac-

tivities all play their part in these campaigns in which school author-

ities, the United States Office of Education and the Children's

Bureau, women's clubs, and the National Congress of Parents and

Teachers participate. The Maternity and Infancy (Sterling-Tow-

ner) Act of 1921 provides for cooperation between the Federal Gov-

ernment and state departments in promoting the health and care of

mothers and infants; the work is administered by the Children's

Bureau. A recent inquiry, however, reveals that the interest of

parents in the health of infants and pre-school children, as evi-

denced by consultations with physicians, tends to decline after the

first year.
1 Health work in schools was begun in Boston in 1894;

in 1899 Connecticut passed the first state law providing for medical

inspection. Despite these early beginnings, however, the develop-

ment of adequate systems of school medical inspection has been

slow. About half the States of the country require some form of

medical inspection of children, but the full implications of such

laws have been carried out systematically only in a few of the larger

cities. The supervision of the health of children is administered in

some localities under the local public health authority, in others

under the board of education, in others again under a system of

cooperation between the two. Thus in New York the duties of

medical inspection of children are in the hands of the Board of

Public Health. In Boston, Cleveland, Denver, and Kansas City

special divisions acting under the Boards of Education perform
these duties. In Milwaukee a School Hygiene division of the

Health Department bears the responsibility for school medical in-

spection, while in Detroit the work is conducted jointly by the Board

of Health and the Board of Education. In California the health

supervision of pupils and school buildings is entrusted by law to

boards of education; in Virginia it is the joint responsibility of the

educational and health authorities. There is thus no uniformity of

practice throughout the country, and, in the absence of a federal

authority directly concerned with the health of the child, no in-

formation is available either as to the extent or effectiveness of

school medical inspection. The general theory on the subject is hi

favor of concentrating all matters concerning the health of the

1 " Health Protection for the Pre-school Child," Whte House Conference on Ckild Health

and Protection (New York, 1931),
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child, medical inspection, and health instruction in the hands

of the education authorities

Despite the apparent inadequacy of widespread systems of

school medical inspection, few subjects have been so extensively dis-

cussed in the last two decades as has the health of the child. Health

programs have been given publicity, not only by school authorities,

but by a large number of voluntary organizations like the Red

Cross, Anti-Tuberculosis organizations, the Federation of Women's

Clubs, Chambers of Commerce, and the American Child Health

Associations. Such programs are, however, concerned more with

health and physical education in the schools than with the general

organization of systems of school medical inspection for remedial

and preventive measures. Systems which provide for periodical

inspection are rare, but, apart from the control of contagious

diseases, and immunization against smallpox and diphtheria,

teachers and school nurses are entrusted with the task of discover-

ing children who need medical attention in cases of malnutrition

and ear, eye, and nose troubles. In an authoritative work the

present trend is stated to be as follows:

The school physician is becoming more and more a medical consultant and
less a badly rushed examiner. Cases which require definite medical opinion
are referred to him and he will gradually examine fewer supposedly normal

children in his school work, except when unusual service is provided His

time will be used in a way which will make the best use of his medical skill

and training
*

The practice as to treatment varies; where nurses are employed
and the cases are simple, they follow the child into the home, in

more serious cases the parents are expected to consult their own

physician or are referred to a clinic, dispensary, or hospital; in some

rural areas traveling clinics have been provided by state health

departments or by the Red Cross or other voluntary organization.

The dental clinic is the one most commonly found in different parts
of the country, but here again the amount and character of the

treatment given varies in some cities the work is limited to ex-

amination of the teeth and recommendation of treatment; in others

full treatment may be given. On the school side lessons on the

proper care of the teeth constitute an important part of the program
of health instruction

1 Wood, T. D , and Rowell, H G
,

Health Supervision and, Medical Inspection of Schools,

p 218 (Philadelphia, W B Saunders Company, 1927 )
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In general it may be said that as contrasted with England the

tendency in the United States is to place greater emphasis on direct

health instruction and on the promotion of cooperation between the

school, the home, and the health services in all that concerns the

health of the child; medical inspection is considered desirable but

school health service should do nothing for the child that can be done effec-

tively in the family, unless it is something done primarily to educate the

child or his parents. Remedial and curative work should be left to the fam-

ily. While the promotion of health is one of the cardinal objectives of the

school program, no service should be performed in such a manner that it

takes away the fundamental privilege or responsibility of the home in rela-

tion to its children.1

The logic of this argument which, if applied to public education,

would play havoc with the principle of equality of opportunity, does

not affect the treatment of physically and mentally handicapped
children. Although there is adequate evidence of the wide preva-

lence of malnutrition among school children, free meals are rarely

provided by public authorities even in necessitous cases, here again

greater reliance is placed on direct instruction in health and diet

and the careful supervision of lunch-rooms and cafeterias in schools.

A few localities have organized special nutrition classes. For the

physically handicapped anemic, sickly, tubercular, hard of hear-

ing, myopic, cripples, epileptics, and cardiac cases special classes

or schools are organized in the larger cities; cooperation between

state and local authorities provides for the institutional care of the

blind and the deaf and dumb, although in the case of the blind there

is a tendency to train them to take their places in the regular schools.

New York State provides scholarships to enable blind students to

continue their work in high schools and colleges with the aid of a

reader. The treatment of backward children depends entirely upon
the degree and nature of their backwardness. The application of

intelligence tests, the degree of retardation, and more extensively, in

tecent years, careful diagnosis by psychologists and psychiatrists

in psychological clinics, with the cooperation of physicians when

necessary, have determined the type of training or education to be

given to the mentally deficient. These measures vary from re-

tention in regular classes if segregation is likely to do more harm

1
Report of the Sub-Committee on the Administration of the School Health Program.

WktcHouse Conference on Ckffd HeaUk awf^w^^w p. 11 (New York, Century Co., 1932).
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than good, or grouping in ungraded, retarded, or special classes

under teachers who are specially selected for the work and who are

trained to adapt instruction to the needs of these pupils, to com-

mitment to special institutions.

Employment of children. The employment of children is regu-

lated by state laws. Federal laws which were passed on the subject

in 1916 and 1919 were declared unconstitutional, and an attempt to

secure the consent of the states to a constitutional amendment in

1924 was ineffective. In the absence of federal regulation, the same

variety prevails in the laws, administration, and control of child

labor under the state laws as in the case of compulsory school at-

tendance, full-time and part-time. National concern on the subject

is promoted by voluntary agencies such as the National Consumers'

League, the National Committee on Child Labor, and the American

Federation of Labor; the Children's Bureau, which was created in

1912 under the United States Department of Labor, is entrusted

with the general task of securing and disseminating information on

all matters affecting the welfare of children infant mortality,

juvenile courts, dangerous occupations, accidents and diseases of

children, employment, and legislation concerning children. State

laws on the employment of children deal with the minimum age at

which children may be employed, physical and educational re-

quirements for obtaining employment certificates or work permits,

and the hours of labor. The minimum age at which children may
begin work varies from fourteen to sixteen, but so many exemptions
are provided in the laws that many children are employed before at-

taining the minimum age prescnbed in any state law. Nor is there

any general regulation of the kind of work in which children may
engage; agriculture and domestic service, employment by parents
and home work are in most cases not regulated, dangerous occu-

pations from which children are excluded vary from State to State;

finally, the occupations in which they may engage may be described

by the laws in such general terms as "any gainful occupations" or

may be listed in detail. Street-trading is regulated by laws in about

half the States, but three fourths of the States permit children under

twelve to engage in it. The hours of labor of children under sixteen

range from eight hours a day and forty-four hours a week to ten per

day for six days a week. Night work after 6 or 7 p M. is prohibited
in all but thirteen States, A physical examination is required for
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obtaining an employment certificate in twenty-seven States; the

completion of eight grades is prescribed for the same purpose in

only one third of the States; while in the rest this requirement varies

from the completion of the fourth to the eighth grade or merely the

attainment of the fourteenth birthday. The employment cer-

tificate is as a rule granted on a specific promise of employment and

must be renewed when a change takes place within two years

following the prescribed minimum age. Regulations on the employ-
ment of children during school terms are rarely found, and employ-
ment during vacations is controlled by the requirement of work

permits in only a small number of States. The administration of

state regulations of child labor is entrusted to state boards of health

or state labor departments or industrial commissions which usually

delegate the local administration to school officials, but, in the

absence frequently of adequate measures of supervision, con-

siderable variations may be found within a State in the interpreta-

tions of the laws. In New York State a general employment cer-

tificate may be granted by local school officials to applicants be-

tween the ages of fourteen and seventeen who have completed eight

grades of the elementary school and have a promise of employment;
the State Commissioner of Education, cooperating with the Com-
missioner of Health and the Industrial Commissioner, prescribes the

form and content of the employment certificate; the kw is enforced

by the Industrial Commissioner, school attendance officials, and

local school superintendents; employers must report the beginning
of a minor's employment within three days.

The problem of child labor is intimately bound up with that of

the choice of the right occupation. With pupils in elementary

schools little is being done hi the way of guidance, but with high

schools pupils considerable progress is being made in this direction.

The junior high school, for example, has as one of its chief functions

the task of discovering the vocational fitness of pupils by the pro-

vision of exploratory courses, on the basis of which their programs

may be organized. In high schools in general the positions of edu-

cational and vocational counselors, whose function it is to discover

the aptitudes of the pupils and to advise them on the choice of

curricula and occupations. Courses in occupations are offered in

a large number of high schools in order to aid the pupils in making

intelligent choices. Beyond this, vocational guidance bureaus,
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public and private, have been established which by means of psycho-

technical tests endeavor to discover the interests and aptitudes of

applicants, to advise and to place them.

Dependent children. Dependent children are cared for by

voluntary non-sectarian agencies, usually children's aid societies of

which the New York Children's Aid Society, established in 1853, was

the first, by societies under religious auspices, and, in a few cases, by
state authorities like the Division of Child Guardianship of the

Massachusetts Department of Public Welfare or the Children's

Bureau of the Minnesota State Board of Control. The interests of

these organizations are promoted by the National Children's Home
and Welfare Associations. The general tendency in dealing with

dependent children is to provide them with satisfactory homes, first,

if the mother is alive, by the grant of a pension which is provided by
law in forty-two States; secondly, by placing them in foster homes;

and, only in the last resort, by sending them to institutions.

Neglected children, who are distinguished from dependent chil-

dren by the fact that they live under conditions detrimental to their

physical and moral welfare, and delinquent children, come under the

purview of juvenile courts, or domestic relations or family courts.

Juvenile courts, first established in 1900, are found in all but two

States and in all large cities. Their jurisdiction may extend to

minors of all ages up to seventeen; in California the age limit is

twenty-one. Girls are usually brought before women referees.

The aim of the juvenile courts is primarily to recommend measures

for the reform of the children brought before it rather than to mete

out punishment. Educators, physicians, psychologists, psychia-

trists, and social workers in increasing numbers are called in to co-

operate with the juvemle courts. The juvenile court is, however,

beginning to be looked upon as the last resort. Preventive measures

are regarded as more important in the case of maladjusted or prob-

lem children. Since the organization in 1909 of the National Com-
mittee for Mental Hygiene and the Juvenile Psychopathic Institute

in Chicago, and more particularly since 1921 when the Common-
wealth Fund began to aid their development, the spread of psy-

chological or child guidance clinics has been rapid. The aim of these

clinics is through medical, psychological, and psychiatric diagnoses

to discover the causes of maladjustment and to recojmnend measures

for their removal with the help and advice of social workers.
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Recreation and welfare. Concern for the welfare of children up
to the age of eighteen is promoted by a large number of organizations

which are national in scope and eitherhave local and regional branches

or cooperate with other organizations for the same purpose. Among
these organizations are the Children's Bureau of the United States

Department of Labor, state bureaus or departments of child welfare,

the National Child Labor Committee, the Child Welfare League of

America, the National Child Welfare Association, the American

Child Health Association, the Child Study Association of America,
the Playground and Recreation Association, and the National Con-

gress of Parents and Teachers.

It might almost be argued on an examination of the provisions

that more attention is given to the welfare of handicapped, neglected,

dependent, and delinquent children than to the normal. The re-

sponsibility for the welfare of normal children is naturally left to the

parents, but, with the increasing complexity of modern life and the

decline of family control, interest in the importance of providing

adequate means for play and recreation is growing. A recent in-

vestigation
1 reveals the fact that playground facilities are available

for only five and a half millions of the thirty million children of the

country, and that such facilities are almost non-existent for rural

children. Vacation schools, which were started in New York in

1897, were provided in 447 cities in 1928 and reached less than half

a million children; such schools are intended to provide pupils with

an opportunity of advancing in their studies or, if retarded, to catch

up; usually instruction is provided for three or four hours each day,

but with little opportunity for play and recreation after school hours.

Summer play schools are being organized under the auspices of the

Child Study Association; twenty-four such schools, of which twenty-

one were in New York, were provided in 1930. The popularity of

summer camps is spreading; although there are 300 camps main-

tained by municipal authorities, there are no examples of any directly

conducted by school authorities. The majority of the summer camps
are provided by private organizations, including commercial ven-

tures, boy and girl scout associations, Y.M.C.A. and Y*W.CA,
fraternal orders, and the 4 H clubs under the United States Depart-

ment of Agriculture. In 1929 it was estimated that about 1,150,000

1 "Summer Vacation Activities of the School Child," White House Conference on Chdd
Health and Protection (New York, 1932).
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enjoyed the opportunity of spending from two to eight weeks in

summer camps.
In general it may be concluded that reports and discussions of the

various groups which participated in the White House Conferences

in 1930 and 1931 reveal the fact that parental responsibility alone

cannot be relied upon to provide all that is considered essential for

the promotion of child welfare health, play, and recreation, and a

sound basis for the growth and cultivation of interests. Whether the

recommendations of the many committees at this Conference will

lead to larger public provision for child welfare, it is too early to say;

one thing is certain, and that is, that anything beyond the provision

of educational facilities and all that is involved therein is likely to be

criticized as socialistic and as interfering with the proper exercise

of parental responsibility. Such criticism will have to be confronted

with the fact that, in providing free education for all "from the gut-
ter to the university," the United States set an example of socialistic

legislation which has not yet been matched by any other country in

the world. Other countries are, however, pointing the way to a

realization that a sound system of education cannot stop short of

measures which will ensure complete supervision, in cooperation
with the home, of the welfare of the child.



CHAPTER V

ADMINISTRATION OF EDUCATION

The scope of educational administration. From the provision of

elementary schools for the masses and a relatively small number of

secondary schools for a selected group, the organization of education

has become one of the largest of the public enterprises undertaken

by most countries today. From the point of view of expenditure

alone, the cost of education ranks among the first three of the items

in national budgets; if local and capital expenditures and the cost of

private education were taken into account, there can be no doubt that

education would rank as the leading enterprise undertaken by most

governments. Thus the percentage of expenditures on the four

major items in the national budgets of England, France, and Italy

as follows.

AKMY NAVY Ant FORCE EDUCATION
(percent) (percent) (percent) (percent)

England -45 58 20 64

France ..12 9 57 45 60

Italy ..12 8 56 33 66

Corresponding figures for Germany, the Union of Soviet Republics,

and the United States cannot be given, since the cost of education is

in the main borne by the several States of these countries, while the

cost of defense is borne by the central governments.
The management of such a" vast enterprise inevitably implies the

establishment of some machinery for its administration. To a great

extent the administration of education is not exempt from the prin-

ciples of efficiency which govern the administration and organization

of any other extensive undertaking which involves the cooperative

activity of a large personnel for the attainment of some particular

end. There is, however, a very real danger of confusing, because of

some superficial resemblances, the administration of education with

the administrations of an industrial or commercial or other similar

organization. The latter is concerned either with the production or

the sale of some material product, measurable in quantity and qual-
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ity; education, however, deals with human beings, and, while it is

concerned with standards, cannot be either successful or efficient

if it aims at standardization. A system of educational administra-

tion which ignores the fact that those concerned in it, whether as

educators or educands, are individuals with personalities must re-

sult in formalism and stagnation, and even administration in indus-

try and commerce is likely to be in the long run more successful if

it does not neglect the human element. It is, accordingly, only to a

limited extent that the administration of education overlaps with

other types of administration. Hence its problems assume a differ-

ent character, and that not merely because of the ends for which it

exists, but also because of the variety of interests with which it must

concern itself pupils and students, teachers, parents, a multi-

plicity of other groups, the community and the nation. There is

always present, however, the danger that, as a consequence of the

vastness of the enterprise, serious mistakes may be committed by

concentrating on the machinery of administration rather than on the

ends which it should seek to promote; this danger is all the greater

because in industry and commerce the ends are more or less clearly

recognized, while education is too elusive an affair to be bound by a

formula. Even in industry and business that administration which

is least obtrusive often turns out to be the most efficient and

successful.

Factors determining the character of administration. The charac-

ter of educational administration is determined in general by two
factors the theory of the State and the theory of education which

may be prevalent in a country, although, as will appear later, excep-
tions to this general statement do exist. As a rule, however, the

authoritarian State tends to adopt a highly centralized system of ad-

ministration, while the federative State, the State which recognizes
the rights of local groups and communities to self-determination, is

content to exercise a minimum of interference, to enter into a part-

nership with its constituent areas, and to delegate to them a certain

amount of responsibility for the administration of their own affairs.

From the educational point of view, a centralized system of adminis-

tration seeks to secure uniformity and to mould the rising generation

according to a preconceived pattern; its methods are those of indoc-

trination. The decentralized system aims to promote adaptation
to the local environment and variety; its methods are empirical and
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experimental in a broad sense. The first system assumes the re-

sponsibility of controlling every aspect of the educative process; the

second is satisfied to set up minimum standards and to leave the rest

to local initiative

Systems of administration are colored and affected not only by the

political character of the State which they serve; they are governed
also by the attitudes to national culture Where the ideal of a fixed,

unchanging national culture prevails, a centralized system of ad-

ministration is set up to protect it against change, where national

culture is conceived as the outgrowth of the free intercourse of men,
of the impact of mind upon mind, and of the adaptation of man to

his changing environment, decentralized system of administration,

which gives free play to these interactions, is likely to result. To
state the differences in such simple terms does not mean that certain

difficulties and cross-currents are ignored; even in a centralized

system freedom may be permitted at certain levels of the educative

process (academic freedom, for example, in the German universities

before the War, and free activity methods in the schools of Russia

and Italy after certain guarantees of loyalty to the existing regime
are established), while in a decentralized system certain restrictions

on freedom may be found (the avoidance of politics and controver-

sial issues in the English and American schools and control of the

teaching of history and of nationalism in the latter).

Finally, the type of administration adopted in any country may be

determined by the origin of the national system of education. In the

European countries national systems of education were built up and

developed by the respective governments on the principle that in this

field the right of the State is supreme. Thus the Attgemeine Lan&-

recktj issued in Prussia in 1794, incorporated into the code a principle

already recognized in Germany that
f*
Schools and universities are

state institutions Such institutions may be founded only with

the knowledge and consent of the. State"; in France Napoleon's

decree of March 17, 1808, incorporated the same principle, that "No

school, no establishment of instruction whatsoever, may be set up
outside the Imperial University and without the authorization of its

head"; the Italian system of education had its origin in the Casati

Law of 1859- It is unnecessary to enter into the reasons for the

adoption of this principle; so far as the administration of education

is concerned, the result was the establishment of a state monopoly
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in education and of a central machine for its organization and control.

Centralized systems of education have, of course, had other than

purely political or nationalistic origins; thus they are characteristic

of many parts of the British Dominions (some of the Canadian

Provinces, the Australian States, and New Zealand), and many
Latin-American countries where the exigencies of scattered communi-

ties demanded some kind of central governmental action to make the

provision of schools possible, without, however, assuming a monopoly
of nght. Neither the contribution of centralized control to building

up systems of education nor their efficiency up to a certain point can

be denied, but the defects of centralization outweigh the advantages,

for, while it secures uniformity, it breeds inertia and destroys that

spirit of initiative which keeps education alive; while it presents super-

ficially a clean-cut and tidily organized scheme of administration, it

prevents the development of that adaptation to local differences

which contributes to the progress and advancement of national cul-

ture, and although all schools are treated alike, the result is monotony
unrelieved by the color which comes from variety.

Decentralized systems of administration have in general developed

fortuitously; the theory on which they are based has usually been a

rationalization to justify their continuance. In England, although
there are numerous examples of state intervention,

1 there has not,

until recently, been developed a theory of national education.

Schools were provided, privately by individuals or groups, and when

the State entered into the field of education, it entered as a partner

The doctrine of laissez faire was transferred from economic to politi-

cal theory, and the principle of local or group initiative was adapted
as the basis for the development of a national system of education.

As the system began to expand after 1902, it was recognized that the

duty of the State is to aid, to advise, to encourage, and to stimulate

rather than to control education. The system of education is thus

being developed through local effort and initiative rather than

through the exercise of the sovereign right of the State. The process

of development in the United States has been somewhat similar;

schools were established and administered by the local districts with

little control from the States, with the result that, when the principle

was definitely established that the right to provide and control educa-

1 See De Montmorency, J E G , State Intervention w Enghsh Education (Cambridge,

1902)
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tion is vested in governments, the competing principle of local

autonomy was retained with the understanding that the local author-

ities exercised their powers in education by devolution from the State.

Hence the outstanding features of both the English and the American

system of education are variety and an absence of uniformity. In-

stead of the simplicity and smoothness of the centralized systems,
the English and American present a ragged edge of peaks and dales;

the absence of uniformity is more than counterbalanced by the lead-

ership and guidance provided for each country by the progressive

authorities, for it is characteristic of the centralized system that the

minimum prescription often becomes the maxunum, while the de-

centralized system provides room for experimentation and adapta-
tion to changing needs. There is always the problem, however, in

the decentralized system of the backward or the indifferent area;

the result in some places of the existence of social groups which pro-
vide for their own children through private schools, in others of

ignorance and negligence. It is the recognition of this defect that is

leading to the realization that, if equality of educational opportuni-
ties is to be provided, the size of local areas must be enlarged by
consolidation of small districts or by their incorporation in larger

areas. Such a movement would not, however, militate against the

fundamental principles upon which centralization rests.

The purpose of administration. The problem of the administra-

tion of education may be considered from an entirely different point
of view from those presented. Fundamentally the purpose of educa-

tional fl.Hmimstrfl.tinr> is to bring pupils and teachers together under

such conditions as will most successfully promote the ends of educa-

tion; or, as an eminent English administrator stated,

To enable the right pupils to receive the right education from the right

teachers, at a cost within the means of the State, under conditions which mil

enable the pupils best to profit by their training.
1

The question which immediately presents itself is, Who is to deter-

mine the character of the "right education"? The question can

only be answered by considering those who are concerned in the

process and ends of education. Obviously the first group concerned

consists of the parents, but as experience shows this obligation is not

always recognized by parents; but there are other groups the

1 Balfour, Sir Graham, Educational Administration, p. 38 (London, The Clarendon

Press, Oxford, 1921)*
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community and the various groups which make it up, and the na-

tion which, in so far as they are interested in social progress and

national well-being, have a paramount concern in providing the

necessary machinery of education without, however, overriding the

right of parents to provide for their children an education which the

other groups concerned can pronounce efficient. There are, how-

ever, other factors which determine concepts of "right education"

history and tradition, political and nationalistic ends, cultural pur-

poses, national character, and the survival of class distinctions which

demand one type of education for the masses and another for the

classes.
1

It may be objected that the teachers have not been mentioned.

There is, it is true, a movement for professional autonomy in educa-

tion, if this movement means (as it seems to mean in the new or pro-

gressive education, in "free" education) that the ends of education

can be determined only on the basis of the principle of growth deter-

mined wholly by a philosophy and methods based on the physiology

and psychology of the pupil, the movement is untenable. Autonomy
in education can only mean that the selection of content and the

educative process must be organized in the light of a philosophy of

education, but such a philosophy cannot escape the influences of the

environment (human and material) in which the school exists. The

concept "school and society" has a very definite and real implica-

tion that the school exists for society. This does not mean the per-

petuation of the rigidity and inflexibility which result in systems

wholly controlled by society through its central government, but it

does throw the responsibility upon the teacher and upon educators

of understandingly interpreting the civilization and culture of the

society which they serve and of giving them meaning in the school.

On the other hand, this point of view also connotes that education

is a cooperative affair which cannot successfully be conducted with-

out the interest and support of those groups which make up society,

whether local or national.

The same criticism is applicable to systems which are centrally

administered, that, even though they may provide room for the

creation of local groups, they are more concerned with the produc-
tion of common patterns through uniformity of control, curricula,

courses of study, time-schedules, methods, and standards of exami-
1 These factors have been considered at greater length in other chapters
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nations; under such conditions the local group is but the lengthened
shadow of the central authority. The essential features of adminis-

tration in such systems are expert bureaucracy and control through

regulations, decrees, and laws. It is in such systems of centraliza-

tion carried to excess that the administrator could, as did a Minister

of Public Instruction of France in the middle of the last century,

point out with pride that at a particular moment all pupils in all

schools of a certain type throughout the country were engaged in

reading the same page in the same author.1 The most serious defect

of centralization, however, is that it is too frequently concerned with

ends defined without regard to those who are to participate in the

educative process. There is no lack of efficiency in such a system,
but it is an efficiency which consists of the best adaptation of means
to ends that are fixed and defined. Thus the curriculum and course

of study for Prussian elementary schools remained virtually un-

changed between 1872 and 1921, and those for French elementary
schools between 1887 and 1923, despite the fact that social and eco-

nomic conditions had changed in that time, progress had been made
in educational theory and psychology, and the teachers were more

than ready to undertake experiments in new directions. A central-

ized administration means too frequently that progress is too closely

controlled by the superior authorities and that changes occur only

when it dictates them, while normally social and educational pro-

gress is determined rather in an atmosphere which leaves room for

free adaptation of institutions to changing demands; progress de-

pends essentially upon an experimental attitude. For this type of

progress decentralization is necessary, and even in each area the

school should enjoy a certain measure of freedom and self-deter-

mination, limited only by such prescriptions as will guarantee

equality of opportunity and minimum standards of achievement.

Functions of a central authority. If the last statement is accepted,

the ideal system should represent the cooperation of both local and

central authorities. In an ideal system the functions of a central

authority should include the supervision of the administration of

such laws as the State is justified in the interests of society and the

1 Perhaps it was the effect of the same type of centralization which made it
possible^

for the

author in 1909 to hear a lesson in one Prussian Twn-mal school continued an the following day

in another normal school some thirty miles away. Somewhat the same effect is produced in

Argentina, where all the secondary schools irrespective of size and location had several yeara

ago exactly the same type of scientific apparatus, entirety irrespective of their needs.
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nation to enact. Beyond this, the central authority (i) should aid,

advise, stimulate, and reward educational effort, (2) should pro-

mote the development of an efficient because articulated system;

(3) should, as the result of its command of information and prac-

tices, suggest minimum standards to be attained, (4) should exercise

leadership and give guidance without, however, encroaching on the

freedom of other authorities, (5) should encourage and promote re-

search and investigations, and (6) should make available accurate

information and reports.

The constitution of the central authority is determined by the

nature of the duties which it undertakes Since the authority exists

to conduct functions delegated to it by the Government in the in-

terests of all, its direction should be entrusted to an official responsi-

ble at once to the political party in power and to the representatives

of the nation.1
Despite the recognized importance of education and

its cost, this position is in most countries regarded as one of the less

important of the cabinet portfolios. Whether the national minister

of education should be a person with experience in education is an

open question; in those countries where the minister has both the

power of legislation (by decrees) and of execution, he may at times

be carried away by his own enthusiasm for reform and a desire to

leave his mark on the development of education.3 On the other

hand, a minister with a rich experience in education may at critical

junctures in the history of education be the best man for the posi-

tion, as, for example, Jules Ferry in France, H. A. L. Fisher and

Lord Eustace Percy in England, Carl Becker in Prussia, and Gio-

vanni Gentile in Italy.

Since the duration in office of a minister of education is determined

by political rather than educational conditions, and since education

in general should be placed above political considerations, the bur-

den and responsibility for national administration, the drafting of

policies, and the supervision of progress fall upon the permanent
staff. The character of the work of such a staff is determined by
the administrative character of the system, in a centralized system

1 The situation is different in the American States, where the arguments are strongly in
favor of an official appointed for a term of years or for an indefinite term.

9 The best examples of this attitude are to be found in Latin American countries, where
each minister feels that it is his duty to mark his period of office by the introduction of some
change by decree, however inconsequential this change may be, as, for instance, a modifica-
tion of the tune-tables
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the tendency is to emphasize the supervision of laws, decrees, and

regulations, to stress the legal aspects of a system already fixed and

defined, in such a system the permanent staff consists of two sets of

officials one group with a legal training to conduct the business

of the Ministry and another to act as field agents, both devoted to

the task of seeing that official regulations are carried out with ac-

curacy of detail. Where the emphasis is less upon the details of

administration and more upon education proper, the permanent
staff tends to be made up more of persons who have had experience
in the field, and the function of the field agents, the inspectors, is to

advise, consult, stimulate, and gather information rather than to

control and dictate.

Control of externa and internet. These differences between

centralized and decentralized systems lead to a consideration of

those aspects of education in which control may properly be exercised

by central and local authorities in the interests of education. The
centralized system assumes control virtually over all aspects of edu-

cation the enactment of laws, decrees, and regulations, the limits

of compulsory attendance, the establishment and closing of schools,

the character of the school buildings, the preparation and certifi-

cation of teachers, the curricula and courses of study and even

methods of instruction in all types of schools, standards of achieve-

ment, textbooks, the prescription of salary scales, local adminis-

tration, and the internal management of schools. Bureaucracy
omits no detail, so that when the teacher confronts the pupils in a

classroom, sometimes decorated and adorned according to regu-

lations, he becomes practically the mouthpiece of the central author-

ity, a skilled craftsman very frequently but hewing to the line.

Now the question which at once arises is whether this is education or

propaganda; whether such a system does not destroy the character

of the school as a huinan institution and of instruction as the im-

pact of mind upon mind. Because the essence of such a system of

administration is mechanization, the results are often mechanical,

rigid, and formal, and superficially the pupils acquire a certain body
of content which is neither their own nor their teacher's; it is in

such systems that mass education is run at its worst. What is

mechanized tends to be destroyed; what is over-organized tends to

be killed.

Sound administration must be governed by the end to be achieved,
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and the end in modern education is the creation of such conditions

as will best promote the growth and development of the educand

and encourage the exercise of professional freedom by the teacher.

This means in turn such an analysis of the functions of administra-

tion as will reduce to routine what can be so reduced and encourage
freedom where it should be encouraged. A system of education

obviously must rest on legal enactment which makes its provision

possible and which allocates powers and duties. Laws and regu-

lations may well deal, since it is in the interests of the nation as a

whole, with the compulsory attendance, length of school year, the

character of buildings and playgrounds from the educational and

hygienic standpoints, medical inspection and health, the size of

classes, the qualifications, salaries, and pensions of teachers, the

provision of a coordinated system of schools to ensure equality of

opportunity these are the mechanics of an educational system
which seek to set up those conditions under which the process of

education can best be conducted. They are the externa which make
it possible to bring the right pupil to the right school under the right

teacher; they ensure that equality of opportunity which demo-

cratic systems of education are seeking to provide. The interna,

those aspects of education for the promotion of which teachers and

pupils are brought together, are the curricula, courses of study,

methods of instruction, textbooks, and standards. These are

aspects of education which cannot be legislated and prescribed from

above if genuine progress, adaptation to the pupils and their en-

vironment, and professional initiative on the part of the teachers

are to be encouraged. If the central authority regards itself as the

constituted guardian and interpreter of national culture, if national-

ism and the national ideal are to be defined from the same source, if

the aim of education is to mould all individuals according to a

particular pattern, or if.a perverted notion of efficiency accepts uni-

formity bureaucratically determined ,and controlled, the interna

may be prescribed by the central authority and not changed until it

chooses to do so. If, however, the principle is accepted that national

culture is not something that can be reduced to a formula and that

national ideals cannot be centrally defined, and if the promotion of

initiative, growth, and -personality based on a sen$e of social duty
and obligation is the end of education, then the educative process
and everything involved in it cannot be governjjientalized. The
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central authority may, however, on tie basis of the information

at its disposal furnish guidance through suggestions and reports

without interfering with that freedom of experimentation which

makes for variety of character.

Such a system of decentralization, in which each school practically

becomes a unit of administration, does not imply autonomy of

education nor does it involve the risk of anarchy, provided that the

foundation of successful education is secured the sound prepara-

tion of teachers. Such a preparation, if genuinely professional,

should furnish the teachers with an intelligent appreciation of the

meaning of national education, with a philosophy, with understand-

ing through psychology of children, with mastery of subject-matter

and its distribution according to levels of the pupils, with some ideas

of standards all of which tend to prevent too radical a departure
from certain norms. Beyond this there are the suggestions which

may come from both central and local authorities, cooperation with

colleagues in the making of curricula and courses of study, text-

books, certain traditional demands from parents, training in ser-

vice, and the assistance from time to time of supervisors and in-

spectors. Freedom at best is relative; but the professional back-

ground of the teachers, if assured, furnishes a guarantee against the

abuse of freedom.

Participation of teachers in administration. A sound system of

administration should, therefore, be concerned with the definition

of the externa and with the promotion of decentralization, freedom

and initiative in the interne, the former to provide equality of op-

portunity, the latter to encourage the development of the pro-

fessional growth of teachers through a consciousness of the respon-

sibility which devolves on them because of the freedom that they

enjoy. Tliese ends cannot be promoted by bureaucratic methods,

whether they result from the exercise of the sovereign right of the

State as in some European countries, or from the application to edu-

cation of principles of efficiency derived from industrial and com-

mercial organizations as in the United States. So long as teachers

are expected merely to carry out regulations issued by the superior

authorities, the question of their participation in administration

hardly arises; they are merely servants of, rather than partners in,

the administrative scheme. If, however, their position as members

of a free and responsible profession is recognized, theymay well daim
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the right to participate in the administration of education The

question at once arises what the nature of this participation should

be. There are among teachers groups which demand direct repre-

sentation in the central and local administrative boards of education;

in England the establishment of a "real" Board of Education has

been advocated, and in the United States it is urged that teachers be

appointed as members of local boards. Such a practice would place

the teachers in the position of being at the same time employers and

employees, with the danger that they would place the interests of

their own group first But if there are serious objections to pro-

posals of this nature, none can be raised against setting up machin-

ery whereby the best professional intelligence of teachers cannot be

consulted. In the Russian Soviet Republic proposals for legislation

are brought annually before the Union of Teachers; in France and

Italy there are higher councils of education made up of appointees

and representatives of all branches of the educational profession,

in England there is a Consultative Committee whose advice and

recommendations are sought by the Board of Education and which

is from time to time requested to conduct investigations of crucial

issues, while opportunities are provided to secure the opinions of

representative teachers' organizations; in the United States no

provision is made either for the country as a whole or in the separate

States whereby teachers as a group may be consulted, although

legislative lobbying by teachers' organizations is not unknown; in

the German States a hierarchy of teachers' councils has been es-

tablished, but nowhere on a state-wide scale. Undoubtedly much
is to be gained for the progress of education -by . capitalizing the

professional intelligence of teachers, while failure to provide official

channels for its expression may lead to unrest and agitation.

Participation of parents in administration. The situation is some-

what different in the case of another group which has a direct, per-
sonal interest in the progress and process of education parents.

They can bring their influence to bear as taxpayers and voters for

representatives in local and national government. Even here,

however, there are sound arguments for stimulating the interest of

parents in education beyond the immediate concern for their own
children by setting up organizations to represent their views. In

the first place, except in those localities in the United States where
boards of education and even officials are elected, the issues in local
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and national elections are so complicated that the question of edu-

cation rarely stands out as a prominent issue, and even where
boards of education, as in the United States, and education com-

mittees, as in Scotland until recently, are elected at special elections,

it has been found that the percentage of voters is very small. The
best argument for the organization of parent groups is that, in a

period in which education is in a stage of transition with an increase

in the facilities and consequently the cost and with changes in cur-

riculum and methods, such an organization furnishes the means for

educating the parents themselves. Parents' meetings and parents*

associations in connection with individual schools have existed in

the past, but it is only in recent years that the educative possi-

bilities of such organizations have been recognized and attempts
have been made to unite them into local and larger groups with the

ultimate development of national associations. This end has been

achieved in the United States, in Germany and Holland school and

local parents' councils are required to be established by law; else-

where the development of similar organizations has depended upon
the interest of a school principal or a superintendent or director of

education.

The tendency to provide such opportunities for eliciting the views

of teachers and parents, although only a recent manifestation, com-

bined with the multiplication of educational associations for lay

and professional groups, national and international, represents not

merely a quickening of interest in education, but ultimately an

attack on the rigid centralization which characterized the ad-

ministration of education in the past. From the political point of

view this movement indicates discontent with the assumption of a

monopoly of control by the State; from the educational point of

view it manifests the realization that education is a human affair

and the school a human institution, and that both may become

sterile and formal if mechanized and over-organized, as they must

inevitably be if they are deprived of freedom to adapt themselves

and to grow out of the differences in local environments. Edu-

cation cannot be successfully conducted if it is regimented, whether

by regulations, decrees, and laws, or by standardized efficiency

methods however logical and scientific, for education is not a com-

modity that can be standardized. The fundamental danger of

rigid control through a central authority is its tendency to pass
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beyond those aspects which make education possible to the process

itself and to disregard those elements which make for a nch national

life and for a culture which is the real expression of the aspirations

and ideals of a people. Events proved the soundness of John

Stuart Mill's statement (in his essay On Liberty) that

A general state education is merely a contrivance for moulding people to be

exactly like one another, and as the mould in which it casts them is that

which pleases the predominant power in the government., it establishes

a despotism over the mind, leading by natural tendency to one over the

body.

Educational finance. The aims of educational administration in

a modern society may be stated to be, first, the provision of equality

of educational opportunity whereby the individual will find accessible

to him the best type of education of which he is capable of profiting,

and, second, the organization of those facilities which will render

possible the transmission, interpretation, and development of

national culture and the civilization upon which it is based. The
first of these aims has only begun to be recognized universally

within the last generation; the second has been the aim which all

national systems of education have sought to promote, but have

tended to define through a central authority. The position adopted
in these and other pages of the present volume is that a national

culture cannot be so defined and progress at the same time. The
best method for providing that variety of outlook and of interpre-

tation which is essential to the progress of national culture is that

which provides for the free play between man and his environment,
and this can only be achieved under a decentralized system. The

State, however, has the right, in its own interests and in the interests

of the individuals who make it up, to prescribe certain minimum

requirements and standards which the local groups must meet;

beyond this it has the duty of employing its resources to equalize

educational opportunities, so that no individual will be deprived
of them because of accident of residence. These considerations

give rise to two problems: the first is that of the financial support
of education; the second, of the size of the local areas for educa-

tion.

In those countries where the State has virtually assumed a

monopoly of education, the machinery of administration has been

controlled wholly by the central authorities. Each country was
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divided up into areas which existed, in some places solely for pur-

poses of educational administration (the academy in France, for

instance, or the new regions in Italy), in other places for purposes
of general public administration (the Provinz and the Regierung
in Prussia). These in general were and are artificial areas without

any real relation to the natural groupings of the population; when
these are reached, so little is left for the local communities to per-

form in the field of educational administration that public interest

in schools is almost non-existent. In such systems the major part
of the financial burden is usually borne by the central authority,

which assumes the cost of teachers' salaries and pensions, and con-

trols the provision of schools by the local community by rigorous

prescriptions. The localities may even construct and maintain

excellent school buildings, but once the school is established, the

right of interference or even of entry by representatives of the com-

munity is denied. The progress of education is retained in the hands

of the central authority and the opportunity of enlisting public in-

terest and intelligence by the grant of a certain amount of autonomy
is lost. The financial arrangements are such that only the conduct

of the system as it exists is taken care of, instead of being employed
to elicit a sense of responsibility for local progress by providing some

reward for it.

At the other end of the scale is the district system, still widespread
in the United States, under which each local area enjoys full au-

tonomy devolved upon it by the State, but with no encouragement
from the State to accomplish more than the mininmm which the

community is willing to provide, irrespective often of its financial

ability. In the one case the administration and control of education

are so far removed from the local areas that they take no interest

in it; in the other the local area may be so small or so indifferent

that it is unable or fails to provide such educational facilities as will

provide equality of opportunity.

Intermediate between these two systems is that in which the

provision of education is based on cooperation between the central

and the local authorities. Here the central authority prescribes the

nriniintini required from each local area and encourages local ini-

tiative and progress by bearing a substantial part of the cost of

education. An illustration of this practice is afforded by the English

system in which the cost of education is divided equally between the
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central and local governments.
1 It differs from the American

system in defining the size of the area responsible for education, but

developments since the size of areas was defined by the Education

Act of 1902 show that advancing programs of education, based on a

fuller recognition of the principle of equality of opportunity may
require the elimination of smaller areas. 2 The provision of schools

can no longer be determined solely on the basis of the financial

ability of the locality. Hence the movement in the United States

for the consolidation of schools; in England Lord Haldane advo-

cated a plan for creating provincial educational areas, a plan which

is subject to the same criticism as the French, that any adminis-

trative organization which is so large as to diminish local interest in

education is likely to defeat its purposes in the interests of a falla-

cious concept of efficiency. The size of an area of local educational

administration should be determined rather from the point of view

of its ability to provide a variety of educational opportunities at a

time when it is generally recognized that universal elementary edu-

cation is not enough to meet the present demands of society.

The advocate of a centralized system may urge two objections

first, that progress can be more quickly and more uniformly secured

by central regulation, and second, that, since the cost of education,

however raised, is ultimately borne by the same taxpayer, it ^s

more efficient and more convenient to provide it from a central

source. The answer to these objections is simple- A comparison of

centralized and decentralized systems certainly proves that uni-

formity is more characteristic of the former than of the latter, but

it proves equally that there is greater inertia to change under the

former. Further, while it is true that the decentralized: system is

uneven, that there are peaks and dales in the amount of progress
achieved at any one time, there is a certain capillarity by which the

backward areas are attracted by the example of the more progres-

sive, which in turn continue their advance.3 What the decentral-

1 The history of the central schools in England seems to indicate that local authorities may
themselves bear the cost of types of education which the central authority is not prepared to

sanction or recognize
2 Some of the Part in areas which were set up for elementary education are, it is recog-

nized, too small today to carry out adequately the responsibility assigned to them in 1918 for

the comprehensive and progressive development of education, particularly has this fact been

brought out in the present movement for the reorganisation of the school system into pri-

mary and senior schools

3 This can easily 'be demonstrated both in England and the United States in such matters
as the gradual raising of school age, reform of curricula and methods, and provision of new
types of schools
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ized system loses in uniformity, it more than gains through that

vigor and variety which come from a sense of local responsibility

and the freedom to experiment.

The arguments which apply to decentralization on the adminis-

trative side apply equally to a discussion of the financial aspects

Without entering into a consideration of the ideal methods of

financing education, an equable distribution of the cost of edu-

cation between central and local authorities provides a method of

imposing responsibility for and interest in educational progress; it

means, further, that every discussion of the cost of education must

inevitably constitute an education of those responsible for meeting
it. If an educational budget calls forth interest at a low material-

istic level, it at least provides an opportunity for publicity without

which the progress of the educational machine must inevitably be

retarded. It is not an accident that methods of educational pub-

licity, educational handbooks, education weeks and days, and

parents' and other associations have increased at the same time as

the cost of education has everywhere begun to mount higher than

was thought possible before 1914. Here, if anywhere, is to be

found the best argument for arousing public interest in education at

as many sources as possible and more especially at those sources at

which local and central taxes are levied. It has, indeed, been with

this in mind, although other reasons contributed as well, that in

many localities in the United States the budget for education and

the tax by which the funds are raised have been segregated from the

general budget for other purposes of local administration

A partnership between central and local authorities in bearing

the cost of education should in general be determined by the prin-

ciple of securing, so far as possible, the equalization of educational

opportunities. The time is rapidly coming when elementary edu-

cation' alone cannot be regarded as an adequate rmnirmim for the

future citizens of a modern society. As was pointed out in Chap-
ter IV, the provision of education is reaching out below and beyond

primary education; a well-organized system implies variety of types

of schools, which it is in the interest of the collective group, or State,

as a whole to bring within the reach of the growing generation*

Beyond the provision of this minimum an equable partnership must

consider the needs of a locality in terms of its ability to support such

schools. Finally, in order to encourage initiative and progress,
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some reward for local effort might be provided. A system of edu-

cational finance must, like a system of administration, promote the

ideal of placing the right pupil under the right teacher in the right

school, but this minimum must constantly be advanced as social

demands change. A successful system of education inevitably

means more education, but how the increasing cost of this progress

is to be met must be answered not by educators but by statesmen,

who today hold in their hands the opportunity of shifting national

expenditures from destructive to constructive ends

Local administration. Much of what has already been said on the

relation of the State to education applies with even greater force

to local administration. The fundamental principle is the same

its function is to promote equality of educational opportunity and

the transmission, interpretation, and enrichment of national culture

in the light of the local environment. The centralized system leaves

little to the interplay of local forces; frequently the executive

officer of a locality is an official of the central department, and, even

when provision is made for a local school committee, whether

directly or indirectly representing the community, it has no power
to determine educational policy. This system prevails in France

and Italy, and, while the tradition in Germany, is gradually being
modified. The decentralized system implies local autonomy, but

local autonomy within certain restrictions set up by and certain

rights reserved to the central authority. The advantages of local

autonomy have already been discussed; they rest fundamentally on

the principles that democracy in government is itself educative, pro-
vides for liberty, and elicits responsibility, and that education is a

process of adaptation to and growth out of the environment in

which the school is located.

Where local communities have been entrusted with autonomy in

the administration of education, two types of representative bodies

have been created. While both bodies are elected, they differ in so

far as they are directly or indirectly elected. The directly elected

or ad hoc school board, education committee, or board of education

prevailed in England from 1870 to 1902 and in Scotland from 1918
to 1929, and is common in the United States. The indirectly elected

education committee, which is the present form in England and

Scotland,' is a committee of the local council whose members are

elected for general purposes of local administration; another type,
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which is appointed by some elected official, usually the mayor, is

found in the United States. The practice of having education com-
mittees or boards of education specially elected is based on two aims

first, to bring the problems of education directly to the attention

of the voters, and, secondly, m the United States in particular, to

take education out of "politics" by entrusting its general adminis-

tration to representatives who are interested in its progress. In

practice the method has not succeeded in the United States; it

did not in Scotland bring out more than a small proportion of the

voters for the special elections, nor has it always resulted in elim-

inating "politics," as understood in the United States, from
education. The arguments in favor of the indirectly elected edu-

cation committee is that education is not necessarily a greater

concern to the public than any other question of local government,
and that from the point of view of finance it is of some advantage to

coordinate and balance all local expenditures for which the tax-

payer is responsible. To meet the criticism that the representatives

elected for the conduct of local governments may have neither

knowledge of nor interest in education, provision has been made
under the English and Scottish laws to "coopt" members who can

supply both and who can assist the education committees in their

deliberations.

Whatever the form of the local education committees or boards

of education, it is generally recognized that they do not adequately

represent all groups which have an interest in or may contribute to

the progress of education. The teaching body, for instance, has in

some places expressed a desire to participate in the administration

of education, and, while the weight of the arguments is against direct

participation, everything is to be gained by providing more definite

machinery for securing its advice than exists today. In the gradual

democratization of the system of administration, Prussia has pro-

vided for the development of a hierarchy of teachers' councils

(LehrerbeirMe) rising from the local to district councils. Advisory

councils have been organized extensively in the field of vocational

education, and in England and Scotland for youth welfare, but other

sources of opinion and advice have not been as systematically or-

ganized in other phases of education. An opportunity offers itself

of capitalizing the intelligent support of parents through the asso*

ciations which are rapidly developing. Indirectly this is the aim of
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the legal requirement in England that all new schemes in education

be duly brought to the notice of the public concerned. These

tendencies should not mean any diminution in the responsibility of

the organ specifically charged with the administration of education,

but it does mean that the purpose for which such administration

exists is too delicate a matter to be imposed upon the public without

utilizing every opportunity for enlisting its intelligent participation.

The function and duty of the local administrative body is to define

policies, but in the definition of these policies as wide a range of

opinion as possible should be elicited.

The executive official. So long as education was a simple matter

and was directed mainly to the spread of literacy with somewhat

restricted opportunities beyond this, administration was also rela-

tively simple. Under those conditions the executive official of a

school board was little more than a recording secretary or clerk.

Today even local education has assumed the proportions of a vast

enterprise concerned with a range of activities from the education of

the young child to the education of the adult. The great variety

of the educational organization means that the layman, who is a

member of an education committee or a board of education, cannot

hope to be familiar with its problems and needs the guidance of ex-

perts. The growth and expansion of education have been accom-

panied by the gradual emergence of such experts whose duties are

not merely executive but advisory as well. The position of the

director of education in England, the superintendent of schools in

the United States, and the Stadtschulrat in Germany, although local

autonomy has not advanced as far in this as in the other two coun-

tries, has slowly evolved in the past generation in response to the

new demands. One of the youngest professions, that of the edu-

cational administrator, calls for a variety of abilities and training
that is unparalleled in other professions. The educational admin-
istrator must in the first place himself be a man with a breadth of

culture and education; he must be familiar with the educational

problems of a modern society and possess a knowledge not merely
of the details of school organization, methods, and curricula, but
also of the contributions of medicine and psychology to the progress
of the child; he must be something of a financier, a business man, a

lawyer, and an architect, he must have the ability in a constantly

expanding service to select his staff of experts and to direct their
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work to a common end; he must be able by word and pen to enlist

the interest and support of the public; to carry the teaching body
with him and, to influence his committee or board, he must possess
the tact of a diplomat and the skill of the politician; in all matters he
must be a statesman, able to consolidate whatever progress he has

made and to plan for the continuance of that progress to meet new
demands, he must combine firmness based on knowledge and con-

viction with the insight to delegate responsibility in such a way that

it will call forth ability in others. With his expert qualifications he
must combine outstanding qualities of personality.

The development of the position and the many-sided activities in

which the director of education is called upon to engage have in

the United States led to the organization of special courses of

training, in England greater stress has been placed upon general

education, experience, and personality, but there are indications that

the possibility of specialized training is being considered.1 The

provision of specialized training has on the whole been extremely

salutary in the United States and has succeeded in giving dignity

to the position of superintendent of schools and in improving his

conditions of service generally. There is, however, a very real

danger that the intensity of specialization may result in a stronger

emphasis on administration than on education, on efficiency of

practice than on educational statesmanship. Efficiency, it cannot

be denied, is essential, but, if it becomes a fetish, the main purpose
for which it exists is apt to be forgotten, and it may exercise as

potent a strangle-hold as bureaucracy; administration under such

conditions becomes obtrusive and tends to over-standardization

without releasing the initiative of those who are directly associated

with education and instruction the teachers. While in the English

system the introduction of specialized preparation would have

contributions to make, the American systems still have much to

learn from the English balance between freedom and responsibility,

between standardization and flexibility, between the externa and

the intema.

The various types of problems of administration will appear in

1 The University of Leeds has for several years provided courses in educational administra-

tion and the provision of such courses is planned in the Institute of Education which is to be

established m, the University of London. The difference between England and the United

States in this matter Is indicated by a comparison of the literature to be found under the

title of educational administration in the two countries.
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the consideration of the administrative' systems of the countries

discussed in this volume: France and Italy, highly centralized on

hierarchical principles; the Soviet Republics and the German

States, centralized with the beginnings of decentralization, England,

a blend of centralization and decentralization, and the United

States, decentralized, but with strong tendencies in the direction of

greater state control and increased participation on the part of the

Federal Government. There is probably no "pure" system any-

where, for, while the Soviet Republics claim to have local autonomy,
the control of the central governments and of the common ideology

deprives it of meaning; Italian education is administered by a

hierarchy, but curricula and methods, especially in the elementary

schools, are based on activity principles, which imply a certain

autonomy for the schools, England has developed a cooperative

partnership between the central and local authorities, but while the

former refrains from exercising any control over the interna, some

fear is at times expressed that the increasing share of the educa-

tional burden may lead to increasing interference with local au-

tonomy; the United States presents a picture of a large number of

decentralized autonomous systems, with a tendency in some States

toward greater control by the state authority, but each system within

itself reproduces some of the characteristics which accompany
centralization, or, to put the situation in another way, the system in

the United States is the unit, rather than the school, as in England.
It is clear, however, that there is a movement toward systems of

administration in which there will be an adequate adjustment
between the claims of the central and the local governments. In

the development of such systems the starting-point must be the

two purposes of educational administration already discussed

the equalization of educational opportunities and the promotion of

those facilities which will ensure the
'

transmission, interpretation,

and advancement of national culture.

I. ENGLAND

History ctad principles, \fhere are few national systems of educa-

tion which show less evidence of planning than the English. Viewed
from the outside, the provision of education in England appears to

consist of a collection of unarticulated and uncoordinated systems,
which seem to have no coimection with each other. It is made up of
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"public" schools which are private; of "private" schools which re-

ceive aid from public funds; of denominational and non-sectarian

schools enjoying equal recognition and almost identical financial

support from the national and local treasuries; of a large number of

private-venture schools which are independent of any public super-
vision whatever and whose number is as yet undetermined, of sec-

ondary schools which receive pupils from the kindergarten stage on;

of schools classed as elementary which provide secondary school

subjects; of local authorities which are entirely unrestricted as to

the type and range of education that they may supply; and of other

authorities which are concerned with elementary education only^
When the functions of the central authority are examined, it is

found that it does not pres^Be^cumcula and methods or text-

books, and has recently surrendered its control over the prepara-

tion of teachers, and when the powers of the local authorities are

investigated, 'there appears to be the same loose relationship to the

schools under their control. \If Jjie investigation is carried still

further, it is discovered that the real unit of English educationjs the

school which enjoys the right and responsibility to exercise freedom,

Winative, and independence rarely found iruwx J$h%h country.

Further inquiry reveals, however, that since 1902 England has been

moving in the direction of creating a national system.

The explanation of this apparent chaos and confusion is to be found

in the historical development of English education and in the Eng-
lish philosophy of government. While Prussia began to organize

a state system of education before the beginning of the nineteenth

century, while the general framework of a system was outlined in

France under Napoleon in 1808, and while the ideals of a national

system but not of national control were formulated in the United

States during the early days of the Republic, England only began

tentatively to provide national grants for education in 1833 -without

contemplating either the implications of such grants or any plan of

national education. Six years later, a special committee of the Privy

Council was created chiefly "to superintend the application of any
sums voted by Parliament for the purpose of promoting public edu-

cation," and only secondarily "for the consideration of all matters

affecting the education of the people." Public schools were not yet

established, but the' grants were divided between the National

Society and the British and Foreign School Society and other organi-
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nations maintaining schools. Government inspection was made a

condition of all grants. In 1856 the Education Department was

created to take charge of the work of the Committee of Council and

the position of Vice-President of the Committee was established,

responsible to the House of Commons for the distribution of the

grants and to answer questions on education. Three years earlier, the

Department of Science and Art, which had already existed under

other forms and names, was constituted. Secondary education was

still left without either state aid or state supervision. In 1861 the

payment by results system was introduced by Mr. Robert Lowe to

encourage the development of elementary education, and in 1870

the Education Act was passed which authorized the election of

school boards and the levy of local rates to provide elementary schools

where the supply was inadequate. Compulsory school attendance

was not introduced until 1876, Thus, almost by inadvertence and

mainly through the distribution of grants the Government was drawn

into the consideration of elementary education and the promotion of

the study of science and art.

| Secondary education was provided wholly through private effort,

SSd the State, when it undertook to survey the supply, was legally

authorized to do so only in so far as those schools were in enjoyment
of endowments. The great surveys of secondaxy^education which

took place between 1861 and 1869 revealed the inadequacy of the

provision both in quality and quantity, but the recommendations of

the two commissions of inquiry (1864 and 1868), that some forms of

state and local control be introduced, succeeded only in arousing

strong opposition to governmental interference. The result was
that the Endowed Schools Act (1869) was passed without setting up
local authorities and without introducing inspection and examination

of secondary schools as had been proposed, but establishing another

body, the Endowed School Commissioners, to frame schemes for

the reorganization of endowed schools. In 1874 the powers of the

Commissioners were transferred to the Charity Commissioners.

The growing demand for some form of education more advanced
than elementary was met by the more ambitious schools boards by
the provision of higher grade schools, for which grants were received

from the Education Department and in some cases from the Depart-
ment of Science and Art. In 1889 a new type of education and a new

authority were introduced under the Technical Instruction Act
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which made the County and County Borough Councils (local author-

ities created in 1888) responsible for technical instruction, including
instruction in science and art and "any other forms of instruction

(including modern languages and commercial and agricultural sub-

jects)" with the approval of the Science and Art Department.
Technical instruction was supported by local rates and government
grants (" whiskey money") under the Local Taxation (Customs and

Excise) Act of 1890.

The result of such partial and ad hoc legislation was to set up com-

peting and overlapping authorities and a supply of schools which were

in no way articulated or coordinated. In 1894 the Royal Commis-
sion on Secondary Education (with Mr. Bryce as chairman) was

appointed to "consider the best methods of establishing a well-

organized system of secondary education in England." The rec-

ommendations of this Commission for the first time outlined a

framework for a national system of education. Although concerned

in the main with secondary education, the Commission recommended

among other matters the establishment of a central authority and of

local authorities on which the local school boards were to be repre-

sented, with power to levy rates and to aid secondary schools whether

provided by the local authorities or not.

By the close of the century, it was realized that further progress

with the development of education was barred by the existence of

three central authorities (the Education Department, the Depart-
ment of Science and Art, and the educational division of the Charity

Commissioners), of school boards and technical instruction commit-

tees, and of voluntary schools which were beginning to feel the pres-

sure of the increasing cost of elementary education. Among these

competing and overlapping authorities the cause of an adequate

system of secondary education was lost. In the meantime the pro-

vision of higher education had begun to be extended by the develop-

ment of local universities and university colleges, many of which

were constrained to give secondary education because of the inade-

quate preparation of their students. Before steps could be taken to

reorganize the administrative system generally, it was recognized

that a single central authority for education must be established.

In 1899 the Board of Education was created by Act of Parliament

to take over the duties of the Education Department and the Science

and Art Department; by Orders in Council issued in 1900, 1901, and
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1902, the powers of dealing with educational endowments were

transferred from the Charity Commissioners to the Board, the pro-

vision of the Act that the supervision of agricultural education be

also transferred to the Board has never been carried out.

The immediate reorganization of the system of local administra-

tion was precipitated almost by accident. In 1901 the action of Mr.

Cockerton, district auditor under the Local Government Board, in

disallowing the expenditure of the London School Board for ad-

vanced instruction beyond the implications of the Public Elementary
School Code, was upheld by the Court of Appeal. This decision

meant that school boards were acting illegally in providing higher

grade schools, evening schools, and classes for adults, all of which

were regarded as institutions of higher education, and therefore out-

side of the powers of school boards set up to provide elementary

education. Temporary measures were adopted to meet the situa-

tion, but the Government immediately undertook the reform of the

administrative system, which was passed as the Education Act, 1902,

and except for some clarification under the Education Act, 1918,

established the present authorities for the supply of education.

Throughout the period which has been discussed there is evident

a certain hesitancy on the part of the State to embark on a nation-

wide program of education, a policy which is regarded as one of the

paramount rights of the State in all other countries. This hesitancy
was due in part to the predominance of the doctrine of laissezfaire

which dominated English political philosophy throughout the nine-

teenth century, and in part to its corollary, fear of governmental
control and interference in the conduct of social affairs. This aspect
of English national life has already been discussed in earlier chapters

(Chapters II and III). The best expression of the English attitude

on the subject is to be found in John Stuart Mill's essay On Liberty.

Like his predecessors in the same school of thought, Mill accepted the

principle that the State may compel parents to educate their chil-

dren, but parents should be left free to choose whatever school they
desired for their children. The State may set up a system of schools,

but only as one among a number of competitive experiments con-

ducted for the purpose of demonstrating certain standards of excel-

lence to stimulate the others. In Mill's opinion

A general state education is merely a contrivance for moulding people to be

exactly like one another, and as the mould in which it cases them is that
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which pleases the predominant power in the government ..it establishes a

despotism over the mind, leading by natural tendency to one over the

body.

The control of education by the State would militate against the pre-
servation of individuality of character, diversity of opinions, and
of modes of conduct which might result from the provision of diverse

types of education. Initiative, growth, personality, can only be as-

sured by allowing reasonable freedom, and rich variety of character

can only be assured by free experiment. It is in the interests of the

State to see that every citizen is assured of a minimum of education;

any interference beyond this would result in an enforced uniformity
and bureaucratic control incompatible with variety of enterprise and

experimentation. A national system of education can be assured by
accepting a national ideal, but a national ideal can neither be de-

fined nor enforced by government without becoming formal and

sterile, deprived of all opportunity of adaptation to changing condi-

tions and free expression of individual conscience. An educational

system, if it is to be sound, must leave room for the free and spon-
taneous interplay of ideas.

This attitude has survived to the present, despite the fact that

the importance of the public provision of education has been gen-

erally accepted in the interests of national progress and equality of

opportunity for the individual. Circumstances international com-

petition and the War in the first case, and the emergence of the

working classes to power and a more fundamental concept of democ-

racy in the second, rather than deliberate change of policy, have been

responsible for the movement to develop a national system of educa-

tion. But the fundamental problem still remains for England how to

develop an administrative organization which will at once conserve

the principles of freedom and yet bring educational opportunities

within the reach of all; in other words, is mass education on a na-

tional scale compatible with variety and experimentation? This is

the problem which has confronted state and local administrators and

educators since the passing of the Education Act in 1902. The right

and practical ideal, according to Sir Michael Sadler, is "variety set

in a framework of national organization."
*

1 That the ideal of voluntaryism in education is not altogether dead in England may be

seen in Sir Roland K- Wilson's The Province ef the5^ (London, 1911). A few years ago

Mr. Frank Roscoe, Secretary of the Royal Society o Teachers, suggested that tas and

rates for educational purposes should he prorated among parents, who should he free to
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Fear of concentration of power in the hands of a central authority

and suspicion of bureaucratic control were responsible for the with-

drawal of Mr. Fisher's first bill in 1917 and its introduction in an

amended form in the following year The reasons for the opposition

to the first draft, apart from some antagonism to the provision of

compulsory continuation schools, were prompted by the fear that

the Board of Education would be given compulsory powers without

reference to Parliament or the courts. The bill gave power to the

Board to alter schemes for the organization of education in their

areas prepared and submitted to it by the local authorities. It pro-

vided for the creation of provincial associations by a combination of

local authorities. The Board was given the right to transfer the

powers of smaller to larger authorities and to regulate the amount

of expenditures by local authorities for attendance of members at

educational meetings and conferences. Finally, the bill gave the

Board the right to determine the powers of local authorities under

the Education Acts. All these provisions of the 1917 bill were with-

drawn from the bill submitted in 1918; had they been passed, the

Board of Education would have become at once a legislative, execu-

tive, and judicial body, and would have been placed in the same posi-

tion as ministries of public instruction in the centralized systems in

Europe and elsewhere.

The history of English education in the nineteenth century pointed

to the development of a national system, but a national system which

would refrain from setting up a system of centralized bureaucratic

control and uniformity, which would leave to parents the right to

choose their own schools, but would provide opportunities through

public provision to those who could not afford to bear the burden of

the cost of extended education; which would meet the supply and cost

of education through the cooperation of state and local authorities,

but which would set up a system of partnership between the state

and local authorities rather than one in which the latter would be

dominated and coerced by the former. It is such a system which has

gradually been developed not so much in conformity with any pre-

conceived theory, but in response to situations as they arose. The
administrative system has developed step by step without any plan

choose the school which they wish their children to attend. The attitude survives, of course,

most strongly in the group interested in safeguarding the complete independence of private

schools, which have been the subject of a recent investigation (see p 106).
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and without any fixed goal, it is still in the process of development
and any changes which may take place will be accidental rather than

anticipated. Administrative procedures in England are not stand-

ardized nor the result of theory, unless the vague suspicion of supe-
rior control and desire for freedom and variety can be called a theory;
it is based wholly on the Englishman's reliance on his ability to work
and adapt institutions to meet changing situations as they arise.

1

CENTRAL ADMINISTRATION

The central authority for education in England and Wales is the

Board of Education which was created under the Education Act,

1899, and charged "with the superintendence of matters relating to

education in England and Wales." The Board took over the powers
and duties of the Education Department and of the Department of

Science and Art, and subsequently the functions of the Charity
Commissioners relating to education were transferred to it. Minder
the law the Board consists of the President, the Lord PresidentoTtEe

Council, the principal Secretaries of State, the First Lord of the Treas-

ury, and the Chancellor of the Exchequer; in practice the Board has

never metj The responsibility for the conHuct'of the Bdard rests

upon the President who is a member of the Cabinet and is thus a

political appointee, and is assisted by a Parliamentary Secretary

who is a member of Parliament and represents the President hi Ms
absence or if they are not both members of the same House. Except
at critical stages in the development of education, the position of the

President of the Board of Education has not been and is not yet re-

garded as one of the more important in the Cabinet. The President,

referred to more frequently now as Minister of Education, holds

office as long as his Party is in power or until he is transferred to

another portfolio; the Right Honorable H. A. L. Fisher was in office

for nearly six years and was also one of the few Presidents who had

had experience as an educator.

VTheduties of the President and the Parliamentary Secretary are

toTrepresent the Board of Education in Parliament, to discuss educa-

1 It is agn?firant that, while there are several excellent descriptive accounts of the English
administrative system, there is only one small pamphlet of sixty-two pages (Balfour, Sir

Graham, Educational Administration) which discusses principles. The University of Leeds

is the only institution which offers courses leading to a diploma in Educational Administra-

tion; it is planned to provide training for educational administrators in the Institute of Edu-

cation, recently created in the University of London.
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tional policies, to answer questions on education, and to present and

explain the educational budget before Parliament each year. In

general he is responsible for the conduct of the Board's officials.

Increasingly, as the importance of education has come to be recog-

nized, the President and the Parliamentary Secretary have been

brought into closer touch with the public and have in recent years

contributed significantly to stimulating the interest of the public in

education.

The immediate conduct of administration is entrusted to the per-

manent staff of the Board, whose chief officer is the Permanent Secre-

tary. In the absence of any more detailed statement of the powers
of the Board than the authority to superintend education, the re-

sponsibility for the development of policies and principles has de-

volved upon the permanent staff, subject to consultation with the

President. The definition of policies and principles has been guided

by circumstances and the gradual expansion of the provision of educa-

tion. The permanence of the staff ensures continuity of policy with-

out, however, developing rigidity. In relation to the public educa-

tional services of the country, it is the function of the Board to see

that the local education authorities in the exercise of the powers en-

trusted to them under the Education Acts provide an adequate sup-

ply of schools at different levels, to see that schools are accessible

and regularly attended, and in general to promote the efficiency of

education. It is at this point that the position of the Board differs

from that of national ministries of education in other countries.

The Board cannot exercise compulsory powers over the local au-

thorities, unless they fail to fulfill any of their duties under the Educa-

tion Act, 1921, and then only after a public hearing. It can, how-

ever, influence local authorities indirectly in two ways through
consultation and discussion, and by withholding the government

grants. The Board does not provide or administer educational in-

stitutions except the Royal College of Art, the Victoria and Albert

Museum, and the Science Museum; it has no direct relations with

teachers, after they have been granted their certificates or have
been recognized, until they retire and become eligible for pensions;
it does not prescribe curricula, courses of study or textbooks, or con-

duct examinations; except in so far as they prepare teachers, it has
no authority over universities and university colleges, which have
been placed since 1919 under the University Grants Committee;
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finally, it does not exercise any control over reformatory and in-

dustrial schools for delinquent children, which are supervised by the

Home Office, or over agricultural education, which is administered

by the Board of Agriculture. Its influence and authority are de-

rived from its duty as a grant-distributing agency of the Govern-
ment. By virtue of this power the Board can call upon local educa-

tion authorities to submit schemes or programs "for the progressive

development and comprehensive organization of education" in

their areas within the powers entrusted to them by the Education

(Consolidation) Act, 1921, and conduct inquiries to discover whether

these powers are exercised, it may require local authorities to sub-

mit reports, returns, and information; and it may prescribe the con-

ditions under which grants will be paid. It is the last provision,

which gives the Board the authority to inspect schools, and to inquire
into the local organization of education, the adequacy of the school

buildings, the provision of medical inspection, the qualifications of

teachers, the suitability of time-tables and curricula, and the keep-

ing of records and returns. Failure to satisfy the Board of the effi-

ciency of local administration on these points may involve either

reduction or complete loss of the grant. Opportunities are, however^

provided before such action is taken for consultation, discussion, and

arbitration. 1

On the surface it would appear that the control of education by
means of the grant gives the Board as much authority as is enjoyed
under the compulsory powers exercised by ministries in other coun-

tries. Actually this is not the case in practice. On the material

side, the externa buildings, qualifications and remunerations of

teachers, size of classes, length of school year and of school sessions,

and medical inspection and treatment certain definite and re-

cognizable standards can be set up; on the interna, the actual con-

1 A good illustration of the relations of the Board to a local authority was afforded in

Lowestoft a few years ago, when the teachers went on strike on the salary question. The

parents of the school children, sympathizing with the teachew,en^edth(em to open sdiook

and could, therefore, not be proceeded against because the children were being efficiently

educated by qualified teachers The local authority could not be dissolved because the

Board does not possess such authority The only action that the Board coold and did take

immediately was to reduce the grants because the authority's schools, taught by unqualified

teachers, were inefficient. Had the local authority continued to be recalcitrant and refused

to come to an agreement with the teacherson the salary question, the Board would havebeen

authorized under Section 150 of the Education Act, 1931, to hold a public inquiry and make

an order to compel the authority to fulfil their duty
"and airy such coder niay be enforced by
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tent and conduct of instruction, the Board refrains from prescrip-

tion. In all cases local circumstances are taken into account and, if

"disagreement between the central and local authorities develops,

ample opportunity is provided for discussion. Nor does the Board

have fixed standards of efficiency; the Board is ready to advise, sug-

gest, stimulate, and reward authorities, but the standards of effi-

ciency are flexible and change with the times. The flexibility of ed-

ucation is nowhere better illustrated than m the definitions of the

Education Act, 1921, which the Board has to administer: "The ex-

pression
'

elementary school
' means . . a school or department of a

school at which elementary education is the principal part of the

education there given," and, "The expression 'higher education'

means education other than elementary education." Until 1926 the

Board in its Code for Elementary Schools, issued annually, listed

the subjects of elementary education, since that date even this state-

ment has been eliminated, and the only reference to the subject is

that the curriculum shall be "suitable," a principle followed also in

the Regulations for Secondary Schools.

Accordingly there is a very real distinction between centralization

of control in such countries as France and pre-War Prussia and in

England. In the former both the externa and the internet were care-

fully regulated, while in England the externa, all those conditions

which are necessary to bring pupils to the schools and to enable them
to profit from the instruction, are regulated, but even under the regu-
lations are subject to discussion; while the interna, those aspects of

the educational process which go on in the schools and classrooms

are left undefined and elastic, thus permitting local initiative and
local adaptation. The principle adopted by the Board was enun-

ciated, in the original Prefatory Memorandum to the Suggestions

for the Consideration of Teachers and Others Concerned in the Work of
Public Elementary Schools, as follows:

Neither the present volume nor any subsequent developments or amend-
ments of it are designed to impose any regulations supplementary to those
contained in the Code (which has since been changed) . The only uniformity
of practice that the Board of Education desire to see in the teaching of public
elementary schools is that each teacher shall think for himself, and work out
for himself, such methods of teaching as may use his powers to the best ad-

vantage and he best suited to the particular needs and conditions of the
school. Uniformity in details of practice (except in the mere routine of
school management) is not desirable even if it were attainable. But freedom
implies a corresponding responsibility in its use.
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It is obvious, then, that the relations between the Board and the

local education authorities and the schools is one of partnership,

the Board neither assuming nor exercising authority except in pur-
suance of the legal requirements and the distribution of grants. It

follows from this that, except for certain routine requirements, the

Board must enter into individual relationships with each local educa-

tion authority and, as far as possible, with the schools. This it does

through the office staff and through its inspectors.

Until 1922 the Board of Education was divided for administra-

tive purposes into departments corresponding to the main branches

in education (elementary, secondary, technological, and training of

teachers). In 1922 this organization was abandoned and replaced

by a horizontal departmentalization based on a territorial division

of the country, so that each official was made responsible for the

consideration, from a unified point of view, of all branches of edu-

cation in the territory assigned to him. In 1907 a separate depart-

ment for Wales was created in the Board. The general work of the

Board is supervised by the Secretariat consisting of the permanent

secretary, the deputy secretary, the permanent secretary of the

Welsh Department, three principle assistant secretaries responsible

respectively for elementary, secondary, and technical education,

and five assistant secretaries. The remaining divisions consist of

the following branches: establishment (personnel), finance, legal,

and medical, and the following divisions: training of teachers,

pensions, territorial, and teachers' salaries. There are in addition

the architect's office, the Office of Special Inquiries and Reports,

and the Welsh Department. The officers of the staff are appointed

through the Civil Service Commission, and through promotion from

the lower to the administrative class. Each official of the terri-

torial divisions is thus responsible for conducting the relations

between the Board and the local authorities in his area whether by

correspondence or direct conference. Through him direct personal

relations are established between the local officials and the Board,

and in him the Board finds a source of information on the whole

educational situation in the division assigned to him.

The organization of the inspectorial staff is moving somewhat in

the same direction* There are three chief inspectors for elemen-

tary, secondary, and technical education, of whom one is the senior

chief inspector responsible for the whole staff, which consists of
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divisional inspectors, inspectors and assistant inspectors for elemen-

tary, secondary, technical and continuation, art and special schools,

and a chief woman inspector responsible in general for the women

inspectors. Candidates for the inspectorate are appointed by Order

in Council on the advice of the President of the Board acting on the

recommendation of a selection committee. The specific qualifi-

cations of candidates are not defined. The time has passed when

the chief requirement of recruits for the inspectorate was a "de-

tached mind." The expansion of education and the change in the

relationship of the Board to local authorities and schools demand

men and women of academic distinction, high general ability, wide outlook

and steady sense of balance and perspective, together with those personal

qualities which are indispensable for dealing with the great variety of men
and women engaged in different capacities in the service of education x

With the progress of education the character of inspection has

changed from the inquisitorial and dictatorial type to one which con-

ceives its responsibility to be rather to consult, to advise and en-

courage teachers and local authorities, to discover and to dissemi-

nate ideas that make for progress and improvement, in general to

serve, in the words of a former Permanent Secretary, Sir L. Amherst

Selby-Bigge, as "agents of cross-fertilization." The inspectors, no

longer guided by routine and detailed instructions from head-

quarters, are becoming more and more the intelligence officers for

both the central and the local authorities whose function it is to

discover the best that there is in educational practice and organiza-

tion and to pass it on; they are at once students and teachers, and in

the last decade their experience has been utilized in the organiza-

tion of refresher courses for teachers conducted by the Board. This

does not mean that the emphasis is placed upon the study of edu-

cation or the cult of "pedagese"; if the English inspectorate is suc-

cessful and commands the respect both of teachers and local of-

ficials, it is, first, because of tie authority of opinions and views

derived from the wide range of their experience, and, second, be-

cause their work is based on a knowledge of what can be achieved

rather than on theoretical considerations. Advice, guidance, and en-

couragement for the improvement of educational organization and

instruction, and the collection of information which furnishes the

1
Selby-Bigge, Sir L Amherst, The Board of Education, p 158 (London, G P Putnam's

Sons, Ltd , 1927)
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basis for reports issued by the Board, are assuming a place of greater

importance among the duties of the inspectors than the mere

routine of direct inspection of schools. In practice a "full" in-

spection of secondary schools takes place once in seven years;

elementary schools are visited once in three years; but, although
routine inspections are decreasing in number and frequency, the

inspectors utilize other methods consultations and conferences

with teachers to keep in touch with the state of education in

their areas. The change in the character of inspection is indicated

concretely in the reduction in the number of inspectors (376 in

1924 and 338 in 1932), a reduction due to a change of policy as much
as to financial reasons. From another point of view the change
reflects the progress of local administration and of the professional

standards of teachers.

On several matters affecting education the Board shares control

with other ministries. In 1919 the Ministry of Health, which was

established in that year and which m addition to supervision of

public health took over the powers and duties of the Local Govern-

ment Board, was charged with the control of school medical in-

spection and treatment, but was empowered to make arrangements
with the Board to continue in the exercise of powers and duties in

this matter as it had done since its introduction in 1907. The con-

nection between the two ministries is maintained by the Chief

Medical Officer of the Ministry of Health who is also the Chief

Medical Officer of the Board. In carrying out the duties formerly

exercised by the Local Government Board, the Ministry of Health

controls the raising of loans for the purchase of school sites, for

buildings and equipment, or for other capital expenditures. The

education of unemployed adolescents and vocational placement are

under the joint control of the Board and the Ministry of Labor.

For the collection of information on. education, the Board in ad-

dition to relying on the reports of its inspectors maintains sin Office

of Special Inquiries arid Reports whose duty it is to collect and

supply informatian on education at home and abroad and to mate

reports on special matters referred to it. The Office was established

in 1894 and under its first director, Mr. (now Sir) Michael Sadler,

issued a series of volumes on education throughout the world which

wSl be of permanent value and models of their kind. After pro-

viding in these reports the general foundation of information on
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educational subjects, the activity of the Office in this field was

temporarily suspended, but was again revived as new problems

arose and another series of reports (the Educational Pamphlets) be-

gan to be issued. In addition to its functions as an Office of Special

Inquiries and Reports, this branch of the Board has charge of an

extensive library on all phases of education, is responsible for ar-

ranging the exchange of teachers between England, the Dominions,
and other countnes, assists the Colonial Office in selecting teachers

for the Crown Colonies, serves as the foreign correspondent of the

Board, and advises foreign visitors who desire to study education

in England.
'

The fear expressed at the time when the creation of the Board was

being considered that it might become a bureaucratic organization

was met by the provision of the Board of Education Act, 1899, for

the establishment of_a Consultative Committee to advise the Board

on "any matter referred to the Committee by the Board." The

Consultative Committee was established by Order in Council in

1900 and reconstituted in 1920. The Committee consists of twenty-
one members of whom not less than two thirds must be qualified to

represent the views of universities and other bodies interested in

educationj Members are appointed by the President of the Board,
seven going out of office every second year. The Committee has

contributed during the period of its existence a series of significant

reports on the most pressing problems of the day, of which the two

most recently issued (on the Education of the Adolescent and on the

Primary School) are likely to affect fundamentally the future or-

ganization of education in England. Since the Consultative Com-
mittee was established originally on the understanding that it would
not be permitted to impair the full responsibility of the President of

the Board, its reports are advisory only and the Board may or may
not act upon them.

In addition to the Consultative Committee, the Board is assisted

in framing its policies by the advice of other committees. Among
these is the Juvenile Organizations Committee which originated in

1916 as a Central Committee to assist the Home Office in dealing
with the problem of juvenile delinquency, and was transferred in

1919 to the Board of Education. The Committee, which consists of

forty-four members representing organizations concerned with the

social and physical welfare of children and adolescents, sponsors and
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promotes the formation of similar committees to cooperate with

local education authorities. To provide for the development of

adult education, to coordinate the work in this field, to create an

agency to cooperate with private and public organizations, and to

advise the Board, there was established in 1920 the Adult Education

Committee, which has prepared and published a number of papers
on the subject of adult education. Since the Board does not itself

conduct examinations of secondary schools, but has an interest in

their conduct and standards, there was organized in 1917 the

Secondary Schools Examinations Council to advise the Board, and
to coordinate the standards of the bodies which are recognized by
the Board for the conduct of examinations in secondary schools.

The Council is made up of representatives of universities, of asso-

ciations of local education authorities, and of the Royal Society of

Teachers. In 1929, as a result of the relaxation of the Board's con-

trol over the training of teachers, a Central Advisory Committee
for the Certification of Teachers was constituted to coordinate the

work of the regional joint boards for the training of teachers (see

Chapter Vn). The Committee consists of twenty-five members

representing universities and university colleges, local education

authorities, governing bodies and faculties of training colleges, the

teaching profession as a whole, and domestic subjects. From time

to time the Board appoints Departmental Committees or, with the

cooperation of other ministries, Inter-Departmental Committees to

investigate and report on special problems of education; reports have

been issued by such committees on the Organization of Secondary

Education in England and Wales, on Scholarships and Free Places, on

the Teaching of English in England, and on the Training of Teachers

for Public Elementary Schools. Another series of reports (on the place

of Natural Sciences^ on Modern Languages, and on the Classics in

education) was prepared by special committees appointed toward

the dose of the War by Mr. Lloyd George as Prime Minister.

^Reference was made earlier to the fact that theJBoard does not

appoint or pay the^salaries ofjeachers..
Since 1929 it has with one

reservation surrendered its control over the preparation or ex-

amination of teachers to regional joint boards, although it has re-

tained the power to certificate them (see Chapter VII). Teachers

in public schools are employees of the local education authorities,

who appoint them and pay their salaries. The Board has refrained
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from setting up scales of salaries. To meet the crisis which developed

in this matter after the War and to secure some measure of uni-

formity of remuneration, a Joint Committee was appointed repre-

senting teachers, through the National Union of Teachers, and the

local education authorities as their employers

to secure the orderly and progressive solution of the salary problem in public

elementary schools, by agreement on a national basis, and in correlation

with the solution of the salary problem in secondary schools

Lord Burnham was appointed chairman of this committee and of

two similar committees, consisting of representatives of the teachers'

associations in the branches of education concerned, created to deal

with salaries in secondary and technical schools. The committees

formulated scales of salary, adjusted to different parts of the coun-

try four scales for teachers in elementary schools and two for

teachers in secondary and technical schools. The scale appropriate

in any area was to be adopted by agreement between the teachers

and their local authorities. Once adopted, the Board undertook to

pay grants to meet the expenditure, but adjusted in such a way that

no authority would gain financially by paying salaries lower than

the appropriate scale. The scales were adopted in the first instance

for five years, and at the expiration of the period in 1925 were re-

newed and have continued in effect up to the present.
1 The Board

accordingly does not determine the salary scales, but has an interest

in them partly because the appropriations to be made each year by
Parliament are related to the expenditures of local authorities, and

partly because the progress of education is intimately related to the

material welfare of the teachers.

Although the Board of Education has for many years certificated

teachers for public elementary schools, it does not maintain a register

of teachers duly qualified to teach in all types of schools. The need

of such a register has been recognized for more than sixty years.

Several efforts, beginning with Mr. Forster's Endowed Schools Bill,

1869, were made to establish a system of registration, but without

success until 1899, when the Board of Education Act included a

* Since the present discussion is concerned with the principle underlying the relations of
the Board to teachers' salaries, it is not necessary to enter into any details on the reductions
in the scales due to the voluntary contributions required during the period of financial diffi-

culties, the contributions under the pension system, or the further drfBculties whichhave re-

sulted in the past two years leading to further deductions. The whole question of scales of

salary is to be reopened again in 1933
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provision for the creation of a Teachers' Registration Council.

Dissatisfaction with the methods of registration led to the abandon-

ment of the scheme in 1907. In 1912 the Privy Council, acting on

the authorization of Parliament, established a Teachers' Registra-
tion Council of forty-four members nominated by universities and
teachers' associations. The constitution of the Council was amended
in 1926 and the membership was increased to fifty, consisting of

twelve registered teachers elected by the universities, thirty-six

members elected by registered teachers according to the branch of

education in which they are engaged, and two additional members

appointed by the Council to represent types of teaching not already
included. In 1929 the body of registered teachers was authorized

by the King to be known as the Royal Society of Teachers, for which

the Teachers' Registration Council acts as the executive agent.

The duty of the Council is to draw up and maintain a register of

teachers qualified for registration under conditions of training and

experience set up by the Council. Registration is not compulsory,
but in 1931 the number of registered teachers was over 90,000.

The establishment of the Teachers' Registration Council illustrates

two tendencies first, the refusal of the Board to control the

teachers directly, and, second, a movement for professional self-

determination for teachers analogous to that found in the legal,

medical, and other professions in England. Since the conditions for

registration require professional preparation and experience in an

efficient school, the influence of the Council in recent years has been

strong, not only in encouraging the former, but also in raising

standards in private schools if they desire to secure teachers who
look forward to registration. From another point of view, since

the Council does not distinguish between teachers engaged in dif-

ferent types of work or between public and private (or independent)

schools, it serves as an important agency for the development of a

national body of teachers.

The Board of Education as the central authority for national

education has thus surrounded itself with a number of organiza-

tions which have been and are developed as the need arises and of

which the Consultative Committee is the only statutory body.

Through these organizations the Board, while it has not divested

itself of authority, has surrendered some of those administrative

functions which in a centralized system are regarded as essential
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for purposes of control. Through these agencies the Board of Edu-

cation has access to the best thought on education represented by
both professional and lay groups. The practice of consultation, not

only with these agencies, but with teachers' organizations, local

education authorities, and others not concerned directly with edu-

cation, acts as a brake on precipitate and bureaucratic action.

There is, however, another check on bureaucratic action, common to

education as well as other concerns of public administration: ques-

tions may always be raised in Parliament on any matters that con-

cern the governmental machinery. Although members of Parlia-

ment are not always intelligent on matters of education, there are

some who have been teachers or who are members or officials of

teachers' organizations, and all may be prompted by their con-

stituents. The result is that questions concerning education from

the minutest details to questions of policy are put at almost every

session to the President of the Board of Education and answered

either by him or the Parliamentary Secretary.
1 From time to time

proposals are made that the Board of Education require the teaching

of certain subjects or the use of certain methods of instruction.

Invariably the answer given by the President of the Board may be

illustrated by the reply given in 1927 by Lord Eustace Percy to a

deputation of the Royal Society of St. George which urged that the

direct and systematic teaching of patriotism be made a compulsory

part of the curricula of schools:

When it came to the question of a mandate from the Board, it had always
been one of the principles of educational administration in this country that

as little as possible should be laid down by the Central Department; that the

Department, in matters of teaching, curriculum, pedagogics, and so on,
should act by advice by instruction in the sense of suggestion by the

issue of teachers' handbooks rather than by direct regulation ... If govern-

ments, whether local or central, begin to prescribe to the teacher a certain

method of teaching, or even attempt to influenceMm in such matters, we run
the risk of all those evils that we have seen in various forms, both in the

Prussia of the past and in the Russia of to-day.
2

There has thus been evolved a number of principles governing
the relations between the Board and the education of the country.

1
Thus, during April, 1932, questions on the following subjects were asked the number and

distribution of free places in secondary schools; the number of children leaving elementary
schools at the school-leaving age; the provision of free meals in schools; the provision and use
of moving pictures in schools; the cost of education

3 See Kandel, I L , Essays in Comparative Education, pp 35 ff (New Yoik, 1930).
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There are, of course, criticisms and charges of
"
tyranny," but on

the whole these are less frequent than in the early years of the century
when the task of constructing the framework of a national system
of education had to be performed Increasingly the Board is be-

coming an agency to guide, advise, encourage, and stimulate the

progressive development of education through its inspectorate,

publications of its own and of its advisory and other committees,
and above all through consultation and discussion with representa-
tives of local education authorities and of teachers directly or of

their associations. The importance of the last method of coopers
tion was dealt with at length by Lord Eustace Percy, then President

of the Board, when he met a number of representatives of the

Association of Education Authorities:

Lord Eustace Percy said it was very good of them to ask him to meet

them, and he very much valued the opportunity of meeting the Association

in bulk, as he had already met its representatives on a number of occasions.

He was sure he had nothing novel to speak about, but he would like to em-

phasize his really sincere desire to see doser cooperation and consultation

between the Board and the local education authorities in all matters of ad-

ministration and policy He thought that their representatives who had
met him during the kst six months would admit that he had done his best to

enter into personal relations with them as far as he could. He wished to see

that in the future the local authorities were given their proper place as the

authorities primarily responsible in each area for education and the progress
of education, and it was with this object that he addressed to them the other

day a somewhat voluminous document on the subject of the local programme.
He had always felt that it was vain and futile for a gentleman sitting in a

room in Whitehall to attempt to lay down the particular advances in educa-

tion which should be carried out over a given period. That could only be

judged by the Local Authorities, and he had asked them in that circular for

an expression of their views, a lead from them as to the directions in which

they thought extension of educational facilities or reorganisation was primar-

ily needed.

The consultation which the Board of Education could carry on with the

educational authorities was in three ways Direct consultation was always

by far the most effective method, but there were 318 such authorities in the

country, and the amount of direct personal consultation by any President of

the Board was clearly very limited

Next there was consultation in Parliament, in the House of Commons; that

was immensely important, and its importance was too often ignored. Par-

liament was created historically for the mam purpose of enabling the Gov-

ernment to consult with the Local Authorities, and it was in that way that

Parliament was originally established, and that was it which had given to our
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Parliamentary system its quite peculiar character distinct from the Parlia-

mentary systems of other nations It remained true today that on matters

affecting local authorities, the House of Commons was the most original sphere

of joint consultation between the local authorities and the Government.

It was often said that local authorities had not been consulted hi a matter

which had been very fully debated hi the House of Commons. Local au-

thorities should use their representatives in Parliament even more than at

present as responsible consultants with the Government

The third method was represented by their Association there that day.

The problems of local government had expanded during the last fifty years in

such a way that it was impossible to carry out consultation on anything but

the broadest matters of policy in the House of Commons, and on many big

questions local authorities must consult with the Board or other Government

department through Associations such as their own, which was the most

important link and the link most frequently used between them and the

President of the Board of Education.1

Beyond this, the Board has entered into a partnership with local

authorities through the annual distribution of grants, which serves

as a method for bringing its authority to bear.

Since the relations between the Board and organizations represent-

ing education are informal and not statutory or provided for by
law, proposals have been made for the creation of a "real Board"

to include representatives of Parliament, local education authori-

ties, and the teaching profession. Such a Board, it is argued, would

be more than a mere phantom, would meet at specific times, would

secure continuity of policy which, it is charged, is lacking under the

present system of changing Presidents, would serve as a real ad-

visory board, and would serve as a check on bureaucratic control.

That such a Board would ever be established seems unlikely, not

only because the present system already provides channels for con-

sulting a wider variety of opinion than would be conveniently

represented in a single Board, but because such a Board could not

be directly responsible to Parliament on the financial side, and, if it

were granted the exercise of authority, would impair the authority
and responsibility which are imposed on the President as on other

ministries.

LOCAL ADMINISTRATION

The local administration of education was organized under the

Education Act of 1902 and for London under the Act of 1903. Under
1 School Government Cbrowde, May 23, 1925, pp 356 i
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these Acts the existing authorities for education described earlier

were abolished and the existing areas for local government (counties,

county boroughs, municipal boroughs, and urban districts) were es-

tablished as the units for educational administration. The elected

councils of these areas were constituted the local education authori-

ties, with the powers and duties of providing elementary education,

to supply or aid the supply of education other than elementary, and
to coordinate all forms of education in their areas. The adminis-

trative county is one of the traditional divisions of England; in

some cases the larger counties (Yorkshire and Lincolnshire) have

been subdivided, and London with its contiguous area has been set

up as a county. The county borough is a city with not less than

50,000 population; the municipal borough is a city with a population
of over 10,000 at the census of 1901, and the urban district is an

organized administrative area, corresponding to the American town-

ship, with a population of over 20,000 at the time of the same census.

Not only are the areas unequal in size and population, but no steps

have been taken in subsequent Acts to reallocate powers and duties,

especially of the smaller authorities, to correspond with the increase

or decrease of population. )The counties and county boroughs were

entrusted with the provision of elemenHry*education and, if they so

desired, of higher education; the* municipal boroughs and urban dis-

tricts were made'responsible for elementary education only, but could

levy a small rate for the support of higher education which went to

the couhties providing it. There are^gcounties, 83 county boroughs,

131 mumtipaljtfjion-county boroughs, ancT^S urban districts, which

with the London County Council gives a total of 317 local authorities

for
educationj

The Act of 1918 made the local education authorities

responsihWrTor the progressive development and comprehensive

organization of education in their areas and required them to prepare

and submit schemes to the Board of Education showing how such

development fras to be promoted.
There are thus two types of authorities, one with powers and duties

in respect to all branches of education and social services connected

with it, and the other only in respect to elementary education.

Following the divisions of lie Education Act, 1902, which defined

these powers and duties^ the former are known as "Part II Authori-

ties" and the latter as "Part HI Authorities," a nomenclature which

has been disturbed by the reorganization of the legal provisions under
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the Education (Consolidation) Act, 1921. In each area there is

elected a council for the conduct of local government; for the expedi-

tion of business, every council after it is constituted is divided into

committees (finance, gas, electricity, etc.). All matters dealing with

education, except the raising of rates or borrowing money, must be

referred to an education committee. The method of appointing

education committees varies in different localities, sometimes the

members are appointed by the mayor, sometimes by ballot, some-

times on the principle of proportional representation of the con-

stituent parties. Since the members of the councils are elected on a

general platform, in which education may not appear as an issue,

and may have no familiarity with the problems of education, the

education committees are required in addition to elect councilors,

who must be in a majority, to provide for the inclusion of women and

for the appointment (by the council) of persons of experience in edu-

cation and acquainted with the needs of various kinds of schools in

the area. The last are known as coopted members and may be

teachers,
1

principals of pnvate schools, representatives of universities,

or any other person generally interested in education. Coopted
members have the same powers, duties, and privileges as the elected

members on the committee. The s^e of committees is not deter-

mined by any regulations and varies according to the scheme adopted
from five to as many as fifty (thirty-eight councilors and twelve

coopted members) in London.

Although a council is required to exercise its powers and duties as

the local education authority through an education committee, the

amount of authority which it may delegate to this committee varies.

The education committee by law is prohibited from raising rates or

borrowing money;
2

beyond this, it may have delegated to it all other

powers and duties of the council without any further restriction than

the presentation of periodical reports to the council; in such cases the

decisions of the committee are final. Elsewhere the delegation may
1 Under the Education Act, 1921, First Schedule, Part III, "Any person shall be disquali-

fied for being a member of an education committee who, by reason of holding an office or
place of profit, or having any share or interest in a contract or employment, is disqualified for

being a member of the council appointing the education committee, but no such disqualifica-
tion shall apply to a person by reason only of his holding office in a school or college aided,
provided or maintained by the council" (or maintained but not provided by the council)

3 The Education Committee of the London County Counal may approve proposals in-
volving capital or maintenance expenditure Dot exceeding 500 without reference to the
Finance Committee of the Council.
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be restricted so as to reserve the right of approval or amendment or

rejection of resolutions reached by the committee. The difference

in the character of the delegation, while relatively unimportant in it-

self, affects the work of the administrative office for education. The
increase in the amount and variety of the powers and duties of the

education committees, whose members serve without pay and are

engaged in other occupations, has led to the formation of sub-

committees and even sub-committees of sub-committees. The
number of these will vary with the amount of work to be considered.

The powers and duties of the education committee of the London

County Council are divided among seven sub-committees: accom-

modation and attendance; books and apparatus; elementary educa-

tion; general purposes; higher education; special services; teaching
staff. The chairman, vice-chairman, and deputy chairman of the

Council and the chairman and vice-chairman of the education com-

mittee are ex cfficio members of every standing sub-committee. The
Manchester education committee also has seven sub-committees, as

follows: Municipal College of Technology; higher education, ele-

mentary education; administrative; sites and school buildings;

finance and audit, and general purposes ,
in addition there are twenty-

two special committees of the sub-committees. The Warwickshire

education committee is divided into nine committees: finance; ele-

mentary education; school attendance and medical inspection; higher

education; further education; sites and buildings; joint advisory com-

mittee; dismissals; and agricultural education. Smaller areas may
have only three committees; all education committees have a general

purposes sub-committee, which affords an opportunity for discussing

matters at other than public meetings.

Local education authorities for elementary education, and there-

fore all local authorities, are required by the Act to maintain and keep

efficient all public elementary schools within their areas which are

necessary and have the control of all expenditure required for that

purpose
"
except such expenditure as is left to managers of non-

provided schools." This requirement includes the administration

of school attendance, with power to enforce on parents the duty of

providing efficient education for their children, the provision of

medical inspection and treatment, the organization of practical and

advanced instruction, and suitable provision for the education of

blind and deaf children and of defective and epileptic children; in
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non-provided schools the local education authorities are responsible

for all secular instruction. Adequate provision must be made to

secure that children or young persons shall not be debarred, through

inability to pay fees, from receiving the benefits of any form of educa-

tion by which they are capable of profiting.
- In addition to the duties

imposed upon them, local authorities have power to provide nursery

schools, play centers, vacation schools, holiday camps and other ar-

rangements for social and physical training of children, meals for

necessitous children, and transportation. After 1918 they became

responsible for the administration of the Employment of Children

Act, 1903, the Prevention of Cruelty to Children Act, 1904, and the

Children Act, 1908, which means that they are authorized to make

by-laws to regulate the employment of children and street-trading by
children and young persons under sixteen, and to prosecute for

cruelty to children.

The local education authorities for higher education that is, in

counties and county boroughs are required
"
to consider the educa-

tional needs of their areas and to take such steps as seem to them

desirable after consultation with the Board of Education, to supply
or aid the supply of higher education, and to promote the general

coordination of all forms of education." The limit on the amount of

rate which might be levied for this purpose, imposed in 1902, was

removed in 1918, and authorities were permitted "to spend such

sums as they think fit" for that purpose. Non-county or municipal

boroughs and urban districts have the same power in respect to

higher education, but are restricted in the amount of rate which they

may raise for this purpose to a levy of one penny in the pound.
Under these provisions an authority may supply any type of school

other than elementary, may train teachers, may award scholarships,

may make grants to universities, and may make provision for higher

education outside their area in cases where they consider it expedient
to do so. In practice the power of the non-county boroughs and

urban districts is exercised in cooperation with the authority of the

county in which they are located, or, in some cases, of the neighboring

cojipty borough.

vJe organization described means in effect, as contrasted with

American practices, that the^smaJl rural district has no powers for

educational purposgs.) Schools are pirovidedsby the county in which

they are situated or, if there are non-provided or denominational
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schools available, these are also under the supervision for secular

education of the county authority. In the Part III authorities

(municipal boroughs and urban districts), elementary education is

provided by the local education authority and higher education by
the county authority with their financial cooperation, a system some-

what analogous to the high school districts in Illinois and in Califor-

nia, About twenty-five Part III authorities maintain their own

secondary schools. Although the survival of the smaller Part III

authorities is justified, as is the district system in the United States,

on the ground that it promotes and maintains local interest in educa-

tion, many difficulties of organization have arisen at a time when the

educational program is being expanded. The Education Act, 1921,
does in fact provide for cooperation between two types of authorities

and for federation of any two educational areas for cooperative pur-

poses under joint bodies of managers. The permission implied in this

provision has rarely been used, since Part III authorities are rarely

willing to accept transfer to a larger authority. Various methods of

cooperation between authorities have, however, been devised. That
there is some dissatisfaction with the status of Part III authorities is

indicated in the enactment of the Education (Local Authorities) Act,

1931, which prevents the creation of new authorities of this type in

the future. On the other hand, the realization of the importance of

maintaining direct contacts with the public and of promoting popular
interest in education in the larger county authorities has led to the

establishment of representative district committees (Kent has 24

such committees, Lancashire 34 for elementary and 100 for higher

education, West Riding 112, and Middlesex 13 for higher education).

Voluntary workers. Probably no other educational system in the

world has the advantage of such an extensive system, of voluntary

assistance as does England. The desire to promote popular interest

and the fear of bureaucratic control have led to the development of

a system of managers for schools or groups of schools, a system which

antedated the Education Act, 1902. i Every local authority is re-

quired to appoint a body of managers for each sciool or fora group of

Schools in its area.) In the larger areas the authority must appoint

four managers and the smaller authority two ; in the smaller areas the

authority may appoint any number that it decides- This require-

ment applies to schools provided by the authority (see Chapter VI).

M the case of noix-provided or denominational schools, the body of
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managers consists of the foundation managers or trustees and repre-

sentatives of the education authority in the proportion of four to two.

Jhg_functions of the managers are mainly advisory and include no

ftiancfcl control except of voluntary funds raised for specific pur-

poses. \ They may visit schools and have access to the records. They
areNesipected to advise the authority on matters affecting school

premises, such as alterations and enlargements, ventilation, lighting,

heating, and sanitary conditions, and equipment. They may be

consulted on the appointment of teachers, and in non-provided

schools have the right to make appointments subject to the approval
of the authority so far as qualifications to give secular instruction are

concerned. They may investigate complaints against teachers, but

can only recommend to the authority the action to be taken. In gen-

eral they act as patrons of the school and interest themselves in pro-

moting the welfare of the children. The managers serve in the main

as a link between the school and the public on the one side and

between the school and the committee on the other. Their success

depends not so much on the extent of the powers and duties assigned

to them as on their personal interest and influence. In secondary
schools boards of governors perform functions similar to those of

managers.
In a few areas groups of voluntary assistants have been developed

to aid in social welfare activities in connection with the schools.

These groups are generally known as the care committees, which

have been most extensively developed in London. Originally

established to discover cases of necessity under the Education

(Provision of Meals) Act, 1906, the duties of the care committees

have been expanded. They are expected to familiarize themselves

with the home conditions of pupils in elementary schools, to advise

parents on matters affecting the welfare of their children, to direct

them to charitable organizations, and in other ways to provide such

information and guidance as will enable the children to profit from
their attendance at school. They have established clubs and other

means of recreation, organized play centers and vacation schools, and
advised on the choice of employment. In general they perform the

functions of paid social workers and of visiting teachers in the United

States. The care of adolescents who have left school has been taken

over by other committees variously known as Juvenile Employment
Committees, Juvenile Advisory Committees, and Juvenile Qrganiza-
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tions Committees, which advise on the choice of employment, as-

sist applicants to secure employment, and in general promote the

educational, social, and recreational interests of adolescents

Finally, the cooperation of teachers is secured informally through

consultation, conference, and appointment of special committees,
more formally in some areas by the creation of consultative com-
mittees. The character and constitution of these committees vary;
in some areas the members are appointed by the chief education

officer or the education committee; in others some are appointed in

this way, others are elected by the teachers; some areas have con-

sultative committees only for elementary education, others for each

branch of education. In Manchester the consultative committee

represents all branches of the teaching service and is consulted from

time to time by the director of education or seeks the advice of the

director. In addition to the consultative committee, Manchester

also has an advisory committee of fourteen members, seven teachers

and seven members of the education committee, to this committee

there may be referred, either by teachers or the education committee,

any questions of educational interest. In Warwickshire teachers*

consultative committees have been constituted hi each of the six

districts of the county, consisting of three members appointed by the

County Teachers' Association and not more than three by the educa-

tion committee, each district committee may coopt three additional

members representing secondary, technical, and continuation schools

respectively. One representative from each district committee, to-

gether with the teacher members of the County Education Com-
mittee's Joint Advisory Board, constitute the County Consultative

Committee. In general the duties of the committees are to encourage

the exchange of ideas on education among the teachers of the districts

and county, to confer with government inspectors, to act in a general

advisory capacity to teachers, managers, and the education commit-

tee, and to nominate representatives to serve as examiners for county

minor scholarships in their districts.

Executive officials,
ltjsjdear

that such a vast organization re-

quires guidance and direction. In the days of the school boards,

when the work of the elementary schools was more rigidly controlled

by the central authority, or of the technical instruction committees,

when the number of schools to be administered was small, the work

to be performed could be handledby a derk or secretary. The sitaa-
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tion has changed since 1902, larger areas have been estabhshed, and

the concept of education, both in its organization and in its aims, has

been considerably enlarged. The Education Act, 1921, while it deals

extensively with the powers and duties of local education authorities,

somewhat characteristically leaves the organization and appointment
of an administrative staff to their discretion, as follows:

A local education authority may appoint necessary officers, including

teachers, to hold office during the pleasure of the authority, and may assign

to them such salaries or remuneration (if any) as they think fit, and may
remove any of these officers.

Accordingly the development of an organizing and administrative

staff has grown with the progress of education ; Immediately follow-

ing the reorganization under the Education Act, 1902, many authori-

ties took over either the clerk of the school board or the secretary of

the technical instruction committee, who in the larger areas were men
of considerable experience and insight, but in many other instances

were hardly competent for the broader responsibilities entailed in the

new program. (There is in each area an administrative officer,

variously known as clerk, secretary, or chief education officer, or

more frequently director of education/ Nowhere are the require-

ments for this position defined, nor, except for the slight provision

mentioned on page 227, has a system of training been developed.
As in the case of government inspectors, it is felt that a good educa-

tion and a strong personality are more desirable than technical prep-
aration or expertness. The duties of a director are so varied that all-

round preparation for the position may, indeed, be impossible. Not

only is he responsible for the business side of his office finance,

buildings, equipment, and so on but he must be an educator of

many parts if he is to command the confidence of all teachers. Be-

yond this, he is responsible for preparing the business to be discussed

by the education committee and its various sub-committees. In-

deed, his function as an educator begins with the members of his

committees and particularly with the chairmen.

jTjj-director
of education is always a university graduate who has

had experience in education as teacher, principal, or inspector.J With
the increase in the size of administrative stafis, it is becoming more
usual to appoint to the more important positions men who have ac-

quired experience in an education office. Vacancies are advertised;

applications, are considered by a sub-committee; a short list is pre-
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pared of suitable candidates, from among whom the final selection is

made by the whole committee. Appointments are made by and held

at the pleasure of the local education authority. The salaries vary
with the size of the areas and range from 400 to 2500.

The number of administrative officials differs according to the size

of an area and the powers and duties for which it is responsible. In

a small Part III authority the administrative duties may be dis-

charged by a director or secretary with one or two assistants and
a few clerks. The County of Warwickshire is administered by a

director of education, an assistant director, an assistant director for

higher education, a chief juvenile employment officer, three organ-
izers of further education, an agricultural organizer, a horticultural

adviser, a chief and six assistant school medical officers, three school

dentists, and an attendance officer. Manchester, which is a county

borough with a population of 755,900, has a director, deputy director,

a chief and four principal assistants, a chief inspector with a deputy
chief inspector and six inspectors, a school medical officer with twenty
assistant school medical officers, eleven school dentists, an organizer

of physical education with two assistants, a music adviser with six

assistants, an accountant, a surveyor, a superintendent of the by-
laws department, a supervisor of juvenile employment, and a super-

intendent of stores. The organization of the staff of the education

committee of the London County Council stands in a class by itself

and is, of course, not typical or representative.

Tbe success of an educational system is increasingly determined by
the ability of the director or chief education officer. Here, too, as in

the case of the central authority, much depends, not upon the di-

rector's right to impose his authority, but upon his ability to inspire

ia those under him, whether as administrators, inspectors, or teach-

ers, the feeling that they are partners in a common enterprise, that

the best work can only be done, not through dictation from above,

but in an atmosphere of freedom, and delegated responsibility. Just

as the central authority has gradually assumed the position of guide

and adviser, so the administration of a local authority is carried on

in the same spirit. Just as the central authority refrains from pre-

scribing cuirricula, courses of study, and methods of instruction, so

the local offixials, while issuing suggestions on these matters from

time to time, place the responsibility for them upon the principals and

teachers in tie schools. There have been instances, though very few,
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in which directors have been charged with interference or with exces-

sive "directing/
5 x but such instances are on the whole rare. As was

indicated above, there is a growing tendency to provide channels for

consultation and cooperation with those immediately concerned with

the conduct of education and instruction.

It is possible to differentiate three types of administration. There

is, first, the bureaucratic, which is based on the assumption of the

right of the State to control There is, second, the type of adminis-

tration which attempts to introduce into education all those methods

and principles of organization and direction which have been de-

veloped in business and industry, a practice which is desirable up to

a certain point, the fabric of education, but which seriously militates

against sound education if carried beyond that point, and may result

in a control as unjustifiable as any bureaucracy. There is, third, the

type of administration which is common in England, that of the

amateur, that which regards expertness as limiting and restrictive, as

involving the risk of failure to see the other man's point of view. The

amateur has no definite plans, no formulas, no schemes which he is

not ready to drop if the situation demands their modification or if

better ones are offered, nor is he in danger of developing such habits

of routine as will obscure the ends for which he is working.

Procedure by schemes. The Act of 1918 made local education

authorities responsible for the progressive development and compre-
hensive organization of education in their areas and introduced the

procedure by schemes whereby the authorities were required to

survey the educational needs of their areas and draw up schemes for

development over a period of ten years. The responsibility for draft-

ing such schemes fell upon the administrative staffs and especially

upon the directors of education. The financial stringency which

began in 1920 made it impossible either for the Board of Education or

local authorities to enter into commitments over a long period of

years, and in 1925 the procedure by short-term programs covering

three-year periods was adopted. About one hundred schemes had

already been drafted by that time and laid down the framework for

* See Norwood, C , The English System ofEducation (London, 1928) and TheEngltshTfadi-
tton of Education (London, 1931) It is difficult at tunes to deade whether charges of exces-

sive use of authority are not due to the traditional conflict between voluntaryism and public

control, between the private school tradition and what may sometimes be the exigencies of a

developing public system which seems, however, to be making an effort to retain the best of

the tradition of independence
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further development. Procedure by schemes or programs produces
the same effect as periodical surveys in the United States, with the

difference that they are not prepared by experts called in from

outside the areas concerned. It involves a canvass of the existing

situation and planning for further expansion within the means of the

locality and the probable financial aid from the central authority.
A program must be submitted for consideration to other authorities

which may be affected by them and to parents or other persons or

groups interested in education in order to ascertain their views before

it is presented to the Board, which may approve it, whereupon it must
be put into effect, or, if it does not approve, must arrange for con-

sultation with the authority concerned, and, if requested by the

authority, must hold a public inquiry. If agreement cannot be

reached, the matter must be referred to Parliament. The responsi-

bility thus rests with the authority, not only to prepare a program,
but to be able to justify and defend it It is significant that no case

has yet occurred of such disagreement between the Board and a local

authority that Parliamentary action has had to be resorted to. It is

such a system that makes the adaptation of education to local condi-

tions possible, and provides scope for flexibility and variety within a

national system
Educational finance. The influence of the Board of Education is

exercised through consultation and discussion, the consideration and

approval of schemes, and the distribution of the grant. The cost of

education is borne almost equallyby the central and local authorities.

The national funds are raised mainly by income tax, death duties,

customs, excise, and various forms of indirect taxation. The budget
for education is drawn up annually and presented to Parliament by
the President of the Board. From the appropriations approved by
Parliament grants are assigned for the maintenance of the Board, for

distribution to local and other school authorities, and for pensions to

teachers. Grants to universities are made by the Treasury, for

agricultural education by the Ministry of Agriculture, for the educa-

tion of delinquent or neglected children by the Home Office.

The local education authorities derive their revenues for purposes

of local administration from rates or local taxes levied upon oc-

cupiers of land or buildings, from licenses, fines, penalties, etc., and

from income from property, fees, profits from trading, etc., supple-

mented by grants in aid from the Government. The budgets for
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educational purposes are drawn up in most areas by the education

committee, submitted to the finance committee of the local council,

and passed by the council.

The educational grant from the Government to each local au-

thority is calculated for elementary education in accordance with

the following formula: thirty-six shillings per unit of average at-

tendance, sixty per cent of the salaries of teachers including em-

ployers' contributions for pensions, fifty per cent of the cost of

special services (medical inspection and treatment, schools foe

defective children, feeding of necessitous children, organization of

physical training, nursery schools, etc.), twenty per cent (raised

to fifty per cent in 1929 for a period of three years) of other approved

expenditure. From the sum so derived there is deducted the

product of a rate of seven pence in the pound, a measure which is

intended to provide favorable treatment for the poorer areas. If

the formula does not yield a grant equal to half of the total approved

expenditure, the total is raised to that figure. Approved expendi-

ture does not include payments made to other local authorities or

schools which receive aid directly from the Board or other central

department, teachers' salaries in excess of the agreed national scale,

superannuation of officers other than teachers. Any authority

wishing to spend beyond the standard set for certain branches of

expenditure must justify the proposed excess in advance.

The grants for higher education amount to fifty per cent of the

approved expenditure; part of the national fund out of which this

grant is paid is obtained from the Treasury in the form of residue

grant ("whiskey money"), revenue assigned originally for technical

instruction in 1890. In the case of training colleges for teachers,

which are conducted by a few authorities, but whose product is

employed by others, a sum of 70,000 is withdrawn from all authori-

ties in proportion to their size and paid as an extra allowance to

those authorities which maintain such colleges.

Proposals for capital expenditures exceeding 1,000 must be

submitted in detail to the Board of Education, which, if it approves,

signifies its readiness to support an application for a loan. Such

application must be submitted to the Ministry of Health with a for-

mal resolution of the local council. Loans are approved by the

Ministry of Health for a definite period of years sixty years for

land, thirty years for permanent buildings, and ten to fifteen years
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for lighter buildings and equipment. Money may be obtained by
loan floated in open market for a period of years or from the sale of

short-term mortgage bonds, or may be borrowed by the smaller

authorities from the Public Works Loan Board. Loans may be ex-

tinguished in equalized annual payments or by annual charges on

revenue expenditures covering interest and a portion of the capital.

The financial crisis in August, 1931, had as its immediate conse-

quence a proposal for a senous reduction of the budget of the Board

of Education. The grant for teachers' salaries was reduced from

60 per cent to 50 per cent, involving a cut of 15 per cent in teachers'

salaries; the grant for loan charges for buildings from 50 per cent to

20 per cent; to balance these reductions the capitation grant was

raised from 3 6s. per unit of attendance to 405. 6d, The reduction in

teachers' salaries was finally left at 10 per cent and the capitation

grant was raised to 45$. per unit, and limitations were placed on the

number of free places to be awarded annually in secondary schools.

The situation is to be reviewed again in 1933, but whether the prin-

ciples upon which the grants are based will then be changed is un-

certain, although they have for some time been subject to criticism,

Conclusion. It is mainly at the time of such crises as that through

which England passed in 1931 that the power which the Board of

Education may exercise through the grant distribution becomes

manifest. Normally the Board is content, so far as financial con-

ditions permit, to allow local educational authorities to make such

progress as they can justify and to assume half the cost of the ex-

penditure. The history of the relations between the Board and the

local and other education authorities indicates a constant desire to

encourage freedom and initiative; in so far as the concerns of edu-

cation can be regulated, regulations are issued, but without en-

croaching upon those aspects of its organization that should not be

regulated. The externa and interne seem to be nowhere better

separated administratively than under the English system. The

principles which have been developed in practice in the relations of

the central to the local authorities have guided the relations between

the administrative officials and the schools under their care. Con-

flicts have arisen, particularly when secondary schools, winch were

formerly independent, came under the control of a local authority,

but these have been so rare as to serve rather as the exceptions which

throw light on and confirm the inherent principles of administration
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accepted in England. It is due to these principles that no two

schools not only in England but in any one area are alike, and it is

due to the prevailing sensitiveness to freedom and the acceptance

of responsibility that in the practice of education England is still

free from that mechanization and standardization which char-

acterize those systems which are controlled either bureaucratically

or in the name of efficiency, both of which may equally result in

uniformity. The contrast between the centralized, authoritarian

system and the system which seeks to guide and advise, while leaving

as much freedom as possible to local autonomy, has nowhere been

better drawn than by H. G Wells in Mr. Brithng Sees It Through*

(p. 67):

To organize or discipline or mould characters or press authority is to as-

sume that you have reached finality in your general philosophy. It implies
an assured end. . . We know we haven't finality and so we are open and

apologetic, and receptive, rather than wilful You see all organization
with its implication of finality is death ... What you organize you kill ...

The reality of life is adventure, not performance What isn't adventure

isn't life. What can be ruled about can be machined. But priests and
schoolmasters and bureaucrats get hold of life and try to make it all rules, all

etiquette, all regulations and correctitude.

2. FRANCE

Centralization. France continues to furnish the outstanding ex-

ample of centralized administration in education as well as in all

functions of government. While in other countries centralization

has been justified by political philosophy (Imperialism in Germany,
Communism in Russia, and Fascism in Italy), a large number of

considerations other than political have helped to perpetuate the

control of all governmental functions political, social, economic,
and cultural in the hands of a central authority. Centralization,

first definitely established in the seventeenth century under Louis

XIV as an accepted principle, has survived all changes of govern-
mental forms from the Revolution to the present time. While

under the Bourbons the principle of the State as the source of all

blessings, or ttatisme, was promulgated, under the Revolution the

principle of centralization, involving the abolition of all local and

provincial autonomy, was adopted as the best method of protecting
the rights of the individual. Napoleon built up a machinery of ad-

ministration based on the monopolistic concept of the Bourbons an<d

1 New York, The Macmillan Company
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on the centralizing tendencies of the Revolution and established a

form of government which has persisted down to the present. Three

centuries of tradition have thus contributed to make the acceptance
of administration one of the fixed characteristics of the French

social heritage.
1

If he were asked to justify the practice of centralization, the

Frenchman would probably answer that it has worked in the past,

localizes responsibility, and leaves him free to attend to his own
affairs. But there are other reasons for its survival and persistence.

The Third Republic is founded on the ideal of a France "one and

indivisible"; France must offer a united front against all divisive

forces, national security must come first (s$curite d'abord), and any
encroachments on the authority of the State would be subversive.

Centralization guarantees this united front against internal and ex-

ternal aggression. Fear of external aggression has influenced

French politics since 1870; internally she is still afraid of monarchist

tendencies and of the restoration of clerical influence. While

France has little to fear from a movement to restore monarchy,
there is widespread a strong feeling that only through a lay, secular

system of education, controlled by a central authority, can the

country protect itself against a revival of clerical influence.

Through centralization France hopes to present a united front

against aggression and at the same time to promote national unity.

For, despite the tradition of administrative centralization, the

French are a nation of individualists, a paradox perhaps, but a

paradox which is due to the emphasis on national security and

solidarity, on the one hand, and on the cult of reason as the highest

form of intellectual expression by the individual on the other.

Centralization is thus justified as an instrument for protection

against excessive individualism. The State thus becomes at once

the guarantor of liberty, equality, and fraternity, of the rights of

the individual in general, and the repository and guardian of national

culture. At present it is perhaps in the second position more than

in the first that the explanation of centralization of education is to

be found. The State is not merely the patron of arts, science, and

letters through definitely constituted agencies, such, for example, as

the Academy, but sees to it that all Frenchmen receive a share of

that French culture which the State defines and prescribes. French

* Le Bon, G., The Crowd, pp. 100 f (London, 1903)
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culture thus becomes in turn an instrument of control against in-

dividualism, a point emphasized recently by M. Bougie:

If you now ask me to tell you what we understand by general culture and

why we defend it, I would, in answer to the second question, answer that we
defend it because we are a nation of individualists and because we wish to be
a democratic nation. We are, therefore, compelled to impart a minimum of

general culture, even to the humblest citizens, simply because they are citi-

zens.1

How the Frenchman would define culture genfoale is not clear, but

that he would emphasize above all else the cultivation of the French

language as a common bond and as an instrument of thinking is

obvious from a study of all educational regulations. The emphasis
on a common language explains the official opposition to the intro-

duction of the use of dialects and the study of dialectical literatures

in the elementary schools. This point of view was clearly expressed

in a Ministerial Circular issued by M. Anatole de Monzie on August

14, 1926, rejecting the petition of a group of Provencal leaders to

permit the use of local dialects as vehicles of instruction in elemen-

tary schools. The case against localism was summed up by a

quotation from de Musset, that "He alone is truly French in heart

and soul, from head to foot, who knows, speaks, and reads the

French language."
2 Not only the national language, but geography,

history, and moral instruction, as phases of French culture, must

accordingly be under the control of the State. The concern for the

maintenance of the standards of French culture is not determined

merely by internal policy; France feels that her influence in. the

world, especially in Eastern Enrope, Asia Minor, and Latin America,
for the past three centuries has been due to her preeminence in the

field of letters. To maintain the standards on which her influence

depends, control by a central authority, it is argued, is essential.

Except for the program of the &col& unigue, the discussions on edu-

cation in professional circles, in the press, and in Parliament, have

in the past ten years turned not on political but on cultural issues.

In the crise ffagr&gations a few years ago, when it appeared that the

best educated young Frenchmen were turning to industry and com-

merce rather than to literary and professional pursuits, the effect on
1
Conference on Examinations, held at Eastbourne, England, May, 1931, p 46 (New York,

1931)
a See Hayes, C J H , Prance, A Natwn ofPatriots, where the circular is given in full, p. 313

(New York, 1930)
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the outside world was viewed with as much alarm as the effect at

home.

The survival of centralization is due to still another factor,

Paris has always been the political, administrative, and cultural

center of France in a much more real sense than the capitals of any
other country, with the exception of the capitals in Latin America,
which in general have adopted France as their models. Public

opinion in France is moulded largely by what goes on in Paris, and
Paris is the lodestar of all ambitious Frenchmen. Centralization in

France has been described "as a sword the handle of which is in

the capital and the point in the rest of the State." The fiction of

Paris as the country's center was for a time even carried so far as to

determine the building of railroad communications on a most un-

economical plan. Culturally the dominance of the capital would

discourage local initiative and .variations, were it not for the fact

that there are other forces which, as will be shown later, are begin-

ning to assert the right of localities to self-determination. Ad-

ministratively and economically the reference of all problems and

questions to the center means inevitable delay and a slackening of

progress.

Finally, three centuries of experience with centralization have

given the Frenchman a feeling of confidence in an expert bureau-

cracy nationally controlled in the face of frequently changing
Ministries. He may laugh at and ridicule red tape, but the con-

centration of responsibility in the controlled administration or of-

ficialdom leaves him with a feeling of assurance that all will turn out

well; that his liberty and equality are safer in the hands of a central

administration than if subjected to the conflict of groups, whether

official or not; that much which he regards as more valuable might
have to be surrendered if the tempo of life were increased. He
would in any event prefer the uniformity of centralized action to

the whims and caprices of local government which is at present in.

the hands of 90 departments and 38,000 communes.

Centralization of administration is, then, the accepted form of

government in France. Although it is not without its critics, it is

accepted because it has been the tradition of three centuries, be-

cause it is regarded as the best guarantee and protection of the

rights of the individual, because it makes for national unity and

solidarity, because it preserves tike basic traditions of French culture,
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because to the logical mind it is neat and symmetrical in its organi-

zation, and because it provides expert service. The general frame-

work of centralization introduced by Napoleon remains intact.

It was modified somewhat by the laws of August 10, 1871, and of

April 5, 1884, which entrusted certain powers in local government to

departments and communes. Local autonomy, however, is restricted

in financial matters, decisions of elected councils are subject to central

control, and local officials are directly responsible to the central

authorities. These restrictions are nowhere more obvious than in

the field of education, where the central authority controls the

externa and tolerates no interference in the interna.

THE SYSTEM OF ADMINISTRATION

The Central authority. The control of education in France is

thus wholly a concern of the State, {jts administration is entrusted

tp, the Ministry of Public Instruction and Fine Arts (Ministere de

VInstruction Publique et des Beaux Arts), at the head of which is the

Minister selected by the Premier with the approval of the President. 1
,

The duration of office of a minister is thus dependent upon the life

of the Cabinet of which he is a member. In view of the instability

of French political parlies, cabinets in general have been short-

lived, with the result that in the past century about half of the

Ministers of Public Instruction have held office for less than six

months. Despite the responsibilities involved and the amount of

money devoted to education, the position of the Ministry of Public

Instruction is not regarded as one of the important portfolios.

iThe Minister is responsible to Parliament for the conduct of

national education, executes the laws, drafts and countersigns decrees

which have the power of law when signed by the President, prepares
the budget, and is responsible for the supervision of all educational

institutions, public and private. He nominates for appointment by
the President the important officials in the educational service

directors of divisions in the Ministry, inspectors-general, academy
inspectors, and rectors of academies and has the right to make
certain appointments himself primary inspectors and teachers and

professors in all schools and universities. He hears appeals in cases

1 On the appointment of the Cabinet under M Heniot on June 3, 1932, M A de Mon-
zie was nominated Mmistre de VEducation NaUonale, a title which the advocates of the
common school have urged for some tune and which seems to have been adopted without

any formal discussion or legal procedure other than a decree.
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of conflict and has disciplinary authority over all officials whom he

appoints. He prescribes, with the advice of the officials of the

Ministry and the Higher Council, the curricula, oours_es^of study,
and methods of instruction for all schools, the examination require-

ments and scholarship awards, and all administrative regulations

governing the conduct
gjjjgg-tioii. I

The powers described may on tEesurface appear to be matters of

routine. Actually the Minister of Public Instruction, like all other

ministers in France, is invested with far more authority than is in-

dicated in the preceding paragraph, since he has by virtue of his

position Teflislfrtiw
ng ^ *$ $Tftnit.ive powers. Legislation in

France proceeds by two methods, the first is by legislative enact-

ments (lois) by Parliament, the second by decrees (decrets) agnedJaL.

the .President and coimtersigned by the Minister concerned. Edu-

cational legislation thus consists of laws and decrees. These are

further defined by regulations (arr$tts) issued by the Minister, who
in addition may communicate opinions through memoranda (cfr-

culaires). The medium of communication of all ministries is the

Journal Officiel; the particular organ of the Ministry of Public

Instruction is the monthly Bulletin Admmistrahf du Ministtre de

VInstruction Publique
T It is the power of issuing decrees that confers

so much authority as well as responsibility upon the French Minister.

The BSrard reform of secondary education furnishes an excellent

illustration. At the close of 1920, M. Leon Berard was appointed

Minister of Public Instruction, and at the first meeting of the

Higher Council of Public Instruction in January, 1921, he presented

his proposals for the reform of secondary education, which had been

the subject of criticism for several years. Briefly his proposal was

to make four years of Latin and two years of Greek compulsory for

all boys in secondary schools. The members of the Council were

requested to answer a questionnaire on the subject, but the un-

favorable replies were ignored. A storm of criticism broke out in

educational circles and in the press. M. B6rard, however, pro-

ceeded with his plans which he justified in letters to the President

and to the Parliamentary Committees on Education, and presented

his proposals to the Chamber of Deputies which discussed them at

length in 1922 without reaching a vote. In May, 1923, a decree in-

1 Since the issue of June 15 tins has been published under the title Bulletin Adwnistra-

tiffaMmisare de ?Educatom, Notional*
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troducing the reform was issued, signed by the President, M.

Millerand, and countersigned by M. Berard. 1 The reform was to

go into effect in the following October for the entering class in boys'

secondary schools. In May, 1924, M, Poincare's Cabinet, of which

M. Berard was a member, was defeated, M. Herriot became Premier,

appointed M. Francois Albert as Minister of Public Instruction, and

a new decree was issued repealing the Berard reform and abolishing

compulsory Latin and Greek.

The authority of the Minister is subject to control by Parliament

which frequently discusses general problems of education. The

consideration of the annual budget in particular offers opportunities

for such discussions on the basis of extensive reports prepared by
the special committees on the subject appointed by the Chamber of

Deputies and the Senate. The lengthy discussions of the Berard

reform, which resolved themselves into heated debates on the value

of the classics and their place in modern culture, have been men-

tioned,
3 more recently the preliminary general preparation which

should be required of candidates for admission to the study of law

and medicine and for teachers of the humanistic subjects in secondary
schools and the problem of the ecole unique (the common school) have

been the subjects of debate. There is probably no other country in

which Parliament discusses problems of education as assiduously as

in France, but in general it will be found that where the debates are

most heated the members are concerned not so much with the ques-
tions of educational politics as with the preservation of standards of

French culture,

^TheJMMster is assisted in his official duties bvja cabinet, consist-

ing usually of aspiring young politicians, the Higher Council of Public

Instruction, and the_perinanent staff of the Ministry* The members
ofthe^cabiniet attend to correspondence and matters requiring the

Minister's personal attention, act as intermediaries between the

Minister and Parliament, edit the Bulletin Administrate/, and recom-

mend candidates for academic distinctions. ^Tjie Higher Council

of Public Instruction (Conseil Superieur de VInstruction Publique) is

a miniature
education .l pat-lm^*_wiVh advises the Minister on

all problems of education on which it must be consulted by law or

1 The Chamber of Deputies in a debate, after the decree had already been passed by a
vote of 306 to 216 supported the reform

a See Kandel, I L., The Reform of Secondary Education in France (New York, 1924).
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which are referred to it. The Council, over which the Minister pre-

sides, consists of fifty-six members, of whom thirteen are appointed

(nine by the President to represent public education and four by the

Minister for private education), and the rest elected by their own

respective groups (twenty-seven for universities and other institu-

tions of higher education, ten for secondary, and six for elementary

education). Each member holds office for four years and may be re*

appointed or reelected. The Council meets regularly twice a year

andmaybe summoned for special sessions. The Minister must consult

the Council on all questions concerning courses of study, methods of

instruction, examinations, administrative regulations, discipline, the

supervision of private schools, textbooks, and applications from

foreigners to open or conduct schools. The Council also acts as a

court of appeal on disciplinary matters, as, for example, on appeals

brought by teachers against the action of local officials or councils or

by individuals who are refused permission by a local body to open a

school.

, Between the regular sessions of the Council, current affairs are

conducted by a permanent section (section permanente} which con^
sists of i< members of the Council, including 9 appointed by the

President.and, 6j5elected by the Minister from the"elected members.

The section prepares all business to be considered by the Council,

advises the Minister on the establishment of normal schools, on the

interdiction of textbooks and books for libraries and prizes in schools,

and on any other questions of courses, administration, or discipline

referred to it by the Minister or proposed by a member of the

Council.

Administration of vocational education. Until 1920 the Ministry

of Public Instruction was responsible only for general education and

general vocational schools. The administration of specialized voca-

tional education was in the hands of the Ministry of Commerce and

the Ministry of Agriculture, while a few.other ministries (War, Navy,
and Public Works) had charge of technical training in their own
fields. In 1920 the control of vocational education, hitherto under

the Ministry of Commerce, was transferred to the Ministry of Public

Instruction and placed in chaige of an Under-Secretary of State; after

a period of indecision and changes in status, the position was con-

firmed by a decree issued on August 5, 1929. The Under-Secretary

for the Minister is responsible for the general administration, organi-
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zation, and support of vocational education, his powers in this field

parallel those of the Minister in the general field Like the Minister,

the Under-Secretary of State for Vocational Education is assisted by
a personal cabinet and a Higher Council of Vocational Education

which consists of 150 regular members and 56 alternates, ex officio,

appointed and elected to represent employers and employees, de-

partmental committees for vocational education, and teachers. An
executive committee (commission permanente) keeps in close touch

with the progress of vocational education between the regular ses-

sions of the Council.

Administration of physical education. The widespread interest in

physical education which followed the War led to the consideration of

schemes for promoting it on a national basis. For a few years the

direction of physical education was entrusted to the Ministry of War.

Gradually it was transferred to the Ministry of Public Instruction,

and placed in 1923 in charge of an academy inspector, and two years

later of an inspector-general, in 1929 an Under-Secretary of State for

Physical Education was attached to the Ministry of Public Instruc?

tion and made responsible for the organization and extension of

physical education in all types of schools and universities and for the

preparation of teachers. The general line of progress has already
been defined by several consultative commissions appointed since

1922 to consider the subject. The Under-Secretary of State for

Physical Education is assisted by a personal cabinet, but there is as

yet no Higher Council to advise him.

The permanent staff. The Ministry of Public Instruction and Fine

Arts^is divided into six departments (direction) higher, secondary,

elementary, vocational education, fine arts, and accounts, and a

smaller division for physical education (services de VEducation phy-

sique}. Each department is administered by a director and is sub-

divided into bureaus (three for higher education, five each for the

other educational departments, six for fine arts, and three for ac-

counts). To each bureau is assigned the administration of special

questions within its field inspection, courses of study, discipline,

scholarships,, personnel, buildings, finance and accounts, and so on

The department of fine arts has general charge of public buildings,

historical monuments, museums and expositions, architectural works,

theaters, and moving pictures.

|
The immediate links between the Ministry and the educational
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institutions of the country^are the
fifty-ei^ht inspectors-general, of

whom there are nineteen for secondary education (four for sciences,

nine for letters, three for modern languages, one for drawing, and two

to supervise the financial administration of schools) ; for elementary
education (including normal and higher elementary schools) there

are twenty inspectors-general of whom one is appointed for drawing,
four for primary schools, four (women) for maternal schools, and one

for administrative matters, while the rest are unassigned; nine in-

spectors-general, including one woman, superintend the progress of

vocational education. The inspectors-general are appointed by the

President on the recommendation of the Minister of Public Instruc-

tion. Their offices are in Paris, and they are assigned to inspection

tours each year by the Minister or are appointed to conduct special

investigations from time to time.

yrhe Minister is further assisted in making appointments and

promotions by three consultative committee (comit&s consultatifs) 9

one for higher education divided into commissions representing the

various faculties and consisting of ex qfficio, appointed and elected

members; one for secondary education consisting of inspectors-

general of secondary education, the rectors of academies, the director

and adjunct-director of the Higher Normal School, the bureau chiefs

of the department for secondary education, and the inspectors of the

Academy of Paris; one for elementary education inclufllng the di-

rector of the department for elementary education, the directors of

the departments for secondary and higher education, the inspectors-

general for elementary education, the rectors of academies, the

directors of the Higher Primary Normal Schools, a chief of the first

bureau in the department for elementary education, and academy

inspectors or professors on special assignments; and one for Cottage

Chaptal and the higher elementary schools in Paris*

The Ministry is directly responsible for the administration of a

number of learned societies and academies grouped together as the

Institiri de France, of a number of higher institutions of learning like

the Coltege de France, the Ecole Nationale des Ckartes, the Ecole

Nationale des Langues Orientales Vivantes, the Ecole Pratique des

bawtes Etudes, the ifustum d'Histowe Natwrdle, the Bureau des

Longrfudes, the Observatoire de Paris-Meudon, the JBibliothfyue No-

tionak, and the Musfo Psdagogique. Immediately dependent on the

Ministry are three special offices the Office National des Uni-
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versus et Scales Franqaises, which promotes intellectual relations and

student and teacher exchange between France and foreign countries,

the Office National des PupUles de la Nation, which looks after the

wards of the nation, orphans of soldiers killed in the War; and the

Office National des Recherches Scientifigues et Industries et des

Inventions, a national patent office.

Local administration* There is thus organized at the center a

system concerned with the direction of every phase of educational

policy and administration. Every need is apparently foreseen and

arranged for by law, decree, regulation, circular, or instruction. All

that is required is machinery to set the whole system into motion

throughout the country. The State reaches either directly through
its officials or indirectly by correspondence into every school in every

hamlet. ljfc>al administration is but an extension of the central

authority, certain powers are conferred on local councils, but their

execution is subject to the control of the Ministry and its offi-

cials.

The academies. For administrative purposes France (including

Algiers) is divided into seventeen academies, in each of which there is

a university. The responsible official for the conduct and control of

education in the academy is the rector, who is both the president of

the university and the chief representative of the Ministry of Public

Instruction in the academy. The rector is appointed from the ranks

of university professors by the President on the nomination of the

Minister of Public Instruction. Responsible legally for all branches

of education, the rector devotes his attention more directly to higher
and secondary education and normal and higher elementary schools.

He selects candidates for appointments, advises the Ministry on edu-

cational questions, supervises the conduct of examinations, for which

he may himself set the subjects of compositions, appoints members
of examining commissions, approves the selection of textbooks, and

presides over the committee on the award of national scholarships,
and is in general responsible for the efficient administration and super-
vision of public and private education hi his academy.
The rector is assisted by an Academic Council which consists of

the academy inspectors and of representatives of higher and sec-

ondary education, of departmental and communal councils, of private

secondary schools. The Council serves as an advisory cabinet on

problems of secondary education. The technical advisers of the
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rector are the academy and primary inspectors. The academy in-

spectors, of whom there are ninety-eight for the whole country, and

except in the larger areas one for each department, are appointed by
the President on the recommendation of the Minister with the advice

of the combined consultative committees for elementary and sec-

ondary education. The qualifications for appointment are the pos-
session of a doctorate in letters or sciences, or an agregation or the

certificate of aptitude for a primary inspectorship together with a
licence d'enseignement; in addition several years of experience as a

teacher, principal, or inspector in some branch of education are re-

quired. The first appointment is for a probationary period of two

years. The academy inspector has the right to inspect any school in

his area and is required to visit secondary schools once a term, is

directly responsible for the conduct and progress of elementary and

secondary education, is vice-president of the departmental council

for education and president of the administrative council of secondary
and normal schools in his area and of the departmental textbook

commission. He appoints elementary school teachers as proba-

tioners, recommends their permanent appointment by the prefect

of the department, and exercises disciplinary authority over them; he

nominates the examining committees for the teachers* certificate

(certificat tfaptitude p&dagogique} and for the certificate of primary
studies (certificat $etudes primaires &&mentaires)] he advises on ap-

plications to open private schools and has the authority to initiate

proceedings against teachers in private elementary schools, if neces-

sary. He is, in a word, the superintendent of education in his de-

partment charged with the execution of powers entrusted to him by
the Ministry, but without authority to initiate policy. He prepares

a report each year on the progress of education, which is first pre-

sented to the departmental council for education and transmitted

through the general departmental council to the Minister.

In the field of elementary education, which includes maternal

schools, elementary schools, higher elementary schools, and normal

schools, the academy inspectors are assisted by primary inspectors.

To be appointed as primary inspectors, men and women candidates

must be twenty-five years of age, must have had at least five years

of experience as teachers aad must have obtained by examination

the certificat ffaptitude a ^inspection primaire et ah direction des

tcoles itormatesy or a licence in letters or sciences. Appointments are
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made by the Minister, who decides on the number and size of inspec-

tion areas. The first appointment is for a probationary period of two

years; final appointment is made on the recommendation of the rector

of the academy concerned acting on the advice of the permanent com-

mittee of the consultative committee for elementary education. No

inspector may be appointed to the district in which he was born or

trained. Primary inspectors are placed directly under the authority

of the academy inspectors, but they are also subject to instructions

from the rector, academy inspectors, and the Minister, in other

words, they are not responsible to any local council They inspect

public and private elementary schools, distribute pupils in the classes,

approve the time-schedule, inspect public school buildings before

their opening is sanctioned, advise on the procedure for opening or

closing of schools, the establishment of private schools, the organiza-

tion of adult courses, and of school funds (caisses d'&oles) . They con-

duct teachers' conferences, are members of departmental textbook

commissions, superintend the administration of the school attend-

ance law, conduct the examination for the certificate of elementary
school studies, and are members of the examination committees for

the brevet Sl&mentaire and brevet sup&ieur. Finally, they advise the

academy inspector on the promotion, transfer, and disciplining of

teachers. As a rule there is one primary inspector for each arron-

dissement or the administrative area consisting of several communes
under the charge of a sub-prefect; in the larger arrondissement the

inspection of boys' schools may be entrusted to a man and of girls'

and maternal schools to a woman. In general each primary inspector

is responsible for the supervision of about two hundred teachers.

Departments. What is left after the centralized system of educa-

tion has completed its control over the educational system is en-

trusted to local administration. Since 1871 the departments, and
since 1884 the communes, have been given a certain amount of

autonomy, subject, however, to the control of the central Govern-

ment. C The head of each of the ninety departments into which
France is divided is the prefect, who, although appointed by the

Minister of the Injtfiiior, is responsible according to the variety of his

functions to a number of ministries. Thus, among other things he is

the head of the elementary school system, conferspermanent appoint-
ment on teachers, supervises the accounts and expenditures for edu-

cation by the departments, determines on the location of schools,
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supervises the award of scholarships to higher elementary schools,

and is chairman of the departmental council for education, of which

the academy inspector is the vice-chairman. The departmental
council consists of the prefect, the academy inspector, four members
of the general departmental council, which is elected by the com-

munal councils of the department, four elementary school teachers

elected by their colleagues, the principals of the two normal schools

usually found in each department, representatives of private schools,

and two primary inspectors appointed by the Minister of Public

Instruction. The council meets once every three months, and at the

call of the prefect; it exists to advise the prefect and not to represent
the public, which is not admitted to its sessions. Its functions are

advisory: it may recommend reforms and discusses the annual report
of the academy inspector; it considers requests from teachers to act

as secretaries to the communal mayors or of women to teach in boys'

schools; it advises on the number and location of schools and the

number of teachers required and supervises school medical inspection.

Members may visit schools, but may only concern themselves with

the school building, questions of sanitation, and the deportment of

the pupils; under no circumstances may they interfere with matters

affecting instruction. The council has certain disciplinary powers over

teachers and is consulted on the opening of private schools. Beyond

this, the council is responsible for certain expenditures for education

which will be discussed below.

Communes, The local area next in importance for the administra-

tion of education is the commune. There are in France about 38,000
communes varying in size of population from hamlets with less than

fifty inhabitants to the dozen larger communes with populations

from 100,000 to 400,000 and two with populations of over 1,000,000.

The commune in general is similar to the American township and is

rarely wholly rural or wholly urban. The chief official of a commune
is the mayor, who, although he is nominated by the elected com-

munal council, is responsible to the prefect and to the central Govern-

ment. For educational purposes the mayor is charged with the

supervision of school buildings, proposingnew buildings, recommend-

ing the opening of private schools, promoting school attendance, and

keeping the school census. In relation to the teachers he has no

authority. He is assisted by a communal school board (commission

nwnictpal scolaire), which includes delegates from cantons (mainly
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judiciary areas) appointed by the academy inspector, and members

appointed by the communal council, which is itself elected by the

people; the primary inspector is ex officio a member of all school

boards in his area. The school board meets once every three months

or on call by its president, the mayor, or the primary inspector. Its

meetings are not public. The school board is responsible for the

supervision of attendance, the administration of a voluntary school

fund (caisse d'ecole), and encourages attendance by the award of

prizes and the grant of aid in needy cases.

'The duties of the school boards are relatively so unimportant that

thereTiave been cases where communal councils have refused to ap-

point them or when appointed the boards have refused tomeet
Their decisions may be overridden by the departmentarcouncils Jtor

education and by the prefects, who have the right to require com-

munes to close schools, to open new ones, to set aside a site and to

provide buildings Should a commune refuse to carry out these re-

quirements, the prefect is authorized, with the advice of the depart-

mental building and health officials, to select the site, plan and erect

the building, and charge the cost to the commune concerned. As
will be shown later, the communes have certain financial obligations.

The most important functions of local boards are thus to provide

elementary buildings and promote school attendance, they do not

even have the right of entry into schools and with instruction they
are not permitted to interfere; parents and inspectors may appeal
from the decisions of the local school boards to the departmental
councils. The principle which defines the position of the school

boards was enunciated more than a generation ago in a Ministerial

Circular to their members:

It is not within your province to burden yourselves with the subjects of

instruction, with the criticism of methods, books or equipment, since the

courses of study are today prescribed in full details by the authorities charged
with this duty.

Educational finance. The cost of education is shared by the State,

departments, and communes, and is met by the general taxes levied

by the three partners in government. The sources of revenue of the

State are: (i) income and related taxes; (2) taxes assimilated with

direct taxes that is, levied on luxuries and fees for services; (3) in-

direct taxes including registration taxes on legal documents, stamp

taxes, taxes on business turnover, customs duties, taxes on com-
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modities, and excise taxes, and (4) revenues from state monopolies
and taxes on gambling. The departments levy: (i) centimes addi-

tionnels or centimes added to the direct taxes imposed by the State;

(2) taxes on land, buildings, rentals, and license taxes on trades and

professions the amount of these is fixed by law, and in addition (3)

extraordinary or deficiency tax whose maximum is fixed each year in

the Finance Law. From these sources the departments raise half of

their revenues; the rest is derived from the State. The communes

levy a greater variety of taxes than the departments, for besides the

centimes additwnneh they retain a share of the indirect taxes of the

State (fonds communs), impose local taxes on dogs, entertainments,

animals for sale or slaughter, and other taxes sanctioned by the

Government, and derive revenues from fees, licenses, and tolls and

from communal property; the octroi, or duty on foods, fuel, and other

commodities entering a commune, has virtually disappeared. State

grants are made by the State for a variety of purposes.
1

The expenditures for education vary according as they are ordi-

nary, extraordinary, or adopted by agreement. In the field of

elementary education, which includes maternal, elementary, higher

elementary, and normal schools, the State assumes as ordinary ex-

penditures the cost of all salaries and of supplements for special posi-

tions as principals, the maintenance of students in normal schools,

the maintenance of normal schools less the cost of repairs and equip-

ment, and aid to necessitous communes. The departments are re-

sponsible for the maintenance and repair of normal school buildings,

the provision and maintenance of an office for the academy inspector,

additional salary grants to primary inspectors, the cost of the board

of normal school students who do not live in the dormitories, the

supply of materials for manual work in normal schools, and the pub-
lication of a departmental bulletin of elementary education. The

communes pay the indemnities for rent to teachers, the wages of as-

sistants in maternal schools, the cost of teachers' lodgings and repairs,

light and heat of the schools, and supply school materials and equip-

ment, including materials for rfrTitiPr1 work.

Under the heading of extraordinary expenditures, the State gives

grants-in-aid to departments and communes to pay the interest on

loans for buildings, the departments supply the sites and buildings

1 On the French taxation system In general see Haig, R M , Tkc Pvbkc Finances ofPost-

War Front* (New- York, 1909)
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for normal schools, and the communes the sites and buildings for

elementary schools. In addition to the ordinary and extraordinary

charges, there are expenditures which the State, departments, and

communes may assume voluntarily, but once they are assumed they

must be continued by agreement for a period of years. Thus de-

partments are only required to provide normal schools, one for each

sex, and communes must provide elementary schools, and, if the

population exceeds five hundred, separate schools must be supplied

for boys and girls unless the department council authorizes a mixed

school; communes with more than two thousand population must

maintain maternal schools or infant classes, at their own option com-

munes may provide maternal schools and infant classes, when not so

required by law, and higher elementary schools, but once established

such schools must be maintained for a period of years thirty years,

if state aid is requested, once established such optional schools be-

come obligatory by agreement between the communes and the State

(comentionnellement olhgatoires) and receive aid on the same basis as

schools required by law. In addition the State may by agreement
undertake to give grants-in-aid of manual work in normal schools,

school funds (caisses (PecoUs), instruction in special subjects, ap-

paratus, books for libraries, and educational museums; the depart-

ments may grant additions to the salaries of inspectors and teachers,

funds for prizes, and subsidies for school funds; the communes may
grant additions to teachers' salaries, provide funds for equipment,

books, prizes and scholarships, may maintain optional schools or

classes, and may subsidize the school funds,

In the field of secondary education, the State assumes the whole

cost of salaries of personnel in lycees and the maintenance and repair

of buildings; the revenue from tuition fees will gradually disappear
with their progressive abolition, but the receipts for board or partial

board belong to the State. The cost of colleges or communal second-

ary schools is shared by the State and the communes; the salaries,

increments, and other additions are paid by the State, while the

communes are responsible for the provision of the sites and buildings,

their maintenance and upkeep, and for the supply of materials and

equipment.
Conclusion. There has thus been set up in France a vast machine

for the control of education which leaves nothing to local initiative,

from detailed prescriptions of the furniture and equipment in the
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classroom of a maternal school to the examinations and requirements
for entrance to the highest professions This system has not, how-

ever, escaped criticism and protest. It explains, for instance, the

emergence of powerful teachers' organizations in which are grouped

together members of different religious and political beliefs, militar-

ists and pacifists, conservatives and progressives in education. The
criticisms on the educational side were brought to the fore by the

activities of Les Compagnons de FUniversite NouveUe, the Advocates

of the New Educational System, organized formally in 1919, but

already in existence before the close of the War. The functions of

government, according to Les Compagnons, have become so vast that

they can no longer be conducted from one center. Centralization of

such functions, and particularly of education, tend to subordinate the

individual and to suppress initiative and, therefore, progress. The
central Government insists on unifying and organizing all activities,

on setting up its own values and reducing everything to uniformity,

requiring from the individual only devotion and obedience to the ex-

isting system. Under a false concept of unity the country is con-

demned to the control of a bureaucracy and natural groupings are

destroyed. Each branch of education is dominated by the same

prescribed methods, curricula, and courses of study, the same ex-

aminations and competitions. Neither national union nor national

culture can be promoted in such ways; the abstract notion of unity

should be replaced by a unity of composition.
1

These criticisms parallel the criticisms of centralization emanating
from a group which sponsors the movement known as regionalisme,

a movement to redistribute France into more homogeneous groupings
than the artificial departments created during the Revolution.

Originating as a cultural movement for the preservation and promo-
tion of local dialects, languages, customs, and traditions, the r^gional-

ist movement has found support from other groups which recognize

that France would gain socially, economically, and administratively,

as well as culturally, from a system of decentralization. The central-

ized system had already been subjected to criticism in the middle of

the last century, when Pierre Joseph Proudhon urged the minority

groups which had common traditions of language and literature to

cooperate against the tyranny of state centralization. The term

r&gionatisme began to be used about 1892, and as a movement was

1 See L'Unfarsftt Nowdk, issued by Les Ctmptt&wns, two vols. (Pans, 1919)
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sponsored by the French Regionalist Federation, which, under the

leadership of Charles-Brun and through its monthly, V Action Rt-

giondiste, has gained a large number of adherents. On the political

side the regionalist movement urges the creation of administrative

areas larger than the departments, on the cultural side it seeks to

promote the use of dialects in schools situated in localities where

dialects are used (Basque, Provencal, Corsican, Breton, Flemish, and

German). The first plan was considered by a Parliamentary Com-

mittee, which in October, 1923, reported in favor of regionalism and

presented the draft of a bill to divide the country into some thirty

regions. The second proposal was embodied in a resolution of the

Regionalist Federation at its meeting in February, 1926; the attitude

of the Minister of Public Instruction on the subject has already been

mentioned (p. 264.)*

Although considerable progress is being made by cultural regional-

ism, the present political situation, with its secular emphasis on

solidarity and security, is likely to postpone for many years the

adoption of administrative regionalism or decentralization. And yet
some progress is being made in education: important changes, in-

fluenced by Montessori and kindergarten methods, are being in-

troduced in the maternal schools, the higher elementary schools are

within limits free to adapt the courses and their content to local

needs, a practice which has recently been sanctioned in the normal

schools; similar freedom is tolerated in vocational education, where

the chambers of industry and of commerce are given some right to

participate in the administration; and in elementary education the

latest regulations state that "the time-schedule (as prescribed)

should not assume an absolutely imperative character," and that

the teacher will enjoy greater liberty. We do not guide each one of his steps.

We repose confidence in hi. He may leave out or take up any question,

present or postpone a certain detail, according to the level of his class. On
the other hand, the teacher may and even should vary his teaching according
to the needs of his pupils and adapt iis instruction to the conditions, of local

life.

These statements are obviously concessions to the times; in

practice, however, they are meaningless and must regain meaning-
less so long as most-of the other characteristics of the system remain-

1 See Gooch, R K , Regionalism in France (New York, 1931) ; and Hayes, C J H , France:
A Nation of Patriots, Ch XI (New York, 1930).
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unchanged inspection, courses of study, textbooks, examinations,

preparation and promotion of teachers, and so on. Such professions

may indicate a slight change in attitude, but they do not attack the

root of the evils which are the subject of criticism. Whether a radical

reform of the administrative system is possible in the near future

remains to be seen. It is significant that the Projet de Statut Organ-

igue de VEnseignement Public instituant VEcole Unique presents au

Parlement et a ^Opinion Publique? a plan of reorganization prepared

by a committee representing some thirty-five societies, educational

and social, did not regard the question of decentralization as of suf-

ficient importance to be considered. Fundamentally it would appear
that centralization is a fact accepted by the French people; if decen-

tralization is introduced to any great extent, it will probably take the

form already indicated of granting greater freedom to the teachers.

A system which is so logically and symmetrically organized as to

appear to be the result of deliberate construction is not likely to be

surrendered for a system which may more intimately represent the

many facets of national life, but may arouse fears for the security of

the nation, one and indivisible.

3. GERMANY
THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AND EDUCATION

Education and politics. The development of educational adminis-

tration in the States which constitute the German Republic affords

an excellent illustration of the relation between the forms of admin-

istration and the progressive democratization. For, with the excep-

tion of certain changes in the titles of some of the central authorities,

the administrative systems have remained unchanged since the

Revolution, but they have been imbued with a new spirit, partly

through the allocation of more autonomy to the localities and partly

through increased participation by teachers and parents. "Within

this change, the degree to which administration is imbued with the

new spirit varies with the political complexion of the parties in

powfcr. Since the establishment of the Republic, the political situ-

ation has been so .unstable that a normal development in political

and social affairs has been almost out of the question. Education

has been caught in the maelstrom of parties as much as any other

political concern. There are fluctuations from Left to Right, not

"PotrPEcolc Uw&J* (Paris, 1927)
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only in the different States, but even in each State. The preparation

of elementary school teachers is an excellent illustration of the effect

of political outlook in education. Although the Constitution guar-

anteed the basic principle that such teachers should complete a

regular secondary school course and that their training should be in

institutions on a university level, the Federal Government refrained

from implementing this constitutional provision and left the organ-

ization to the States. The result has been an absence of uniformity

of principle, due as much to politics as to rationalization on educa-

tional grounds. Thus Bavaria and Wurttemberg delayed the re-

organization as long as possible, Prussia was content to meet the

minimum implications of the provision and established two-year

pedagogical academies outside of the universities, Thuringia, after

providing for the preparation of elementary school teachers in the

University of Jena, changed her plan with the advent to power of a

less radical political party and adopted with Saxony a system in

which teachers are prepared partly in the university and partly in a

separate pedagogical institute, Hamburg, with strong leanings to-

ward the Left, trains her teachers in the University. Similarly,

Thuringia immediately after the Revolution reorganized her educa-

tional system along the lines of the common school idea, the Ein-

heitsschule y
but reverted to the more normal system as soon as the

Left party was driven from office. The attitude of Bavaria to in-

novations in secondary education, the creation of the Deutsche

Oberschttle and the Aufbauschtde, may be cited as another example of

the same influences.

The Federal Government (Reich) and education. According to

Article 143 of the Weimar Constitution, 1919, the Federal Govern-

ment (Reich), the States, and the municipalities are required to

cooperate in the organization of education, Article 10 authorized

the Federal Government to define the guiding principles for the ed-

ucational system, including higher education, which were to fur-

nish the basis for specific legislation by the States. It was intended,

when the question was discussed in the Federal Educational Con-

ference (Reichssckulkonferenz), 1920, that such, common gliding

principles should be issued only for those aspects of education in

which national uniformity was desirable, such as the preparation of

elementary school teachers, the foundation school (Grwndsckide))

minimum essentials of each type of school, length of school year,
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nomenclature, reciprocal recognition of certificates, and statistical

reports. In enlarging the participation of the Federal Government
in education beyond the sphere previously exercised by the Imperial

Government, there was the further intention that it should assume

part of the cost of education, particularly for teachers' salaries and

for the financial relief of the local communities. The Federal Gov-
ernment in the exercise of the powers entrusted to it by the Consti-

tution did not proceed beyond the drafting of the Common School

Law (Grundsckulgesetz) in 1920. Interest in federal participation

disappeared after the Federal Chancellor declared in 1924 that "the

conduct of the school and educational systems will, in accordance

with the regulations of a forthcoming federal law, be left to the States

to be organized independently." Since this statement appeared in a
Tax Ordinance, it was understood that financial aid would not be

forthcoming from the Federal Government. This fact, combined

with the failure of the Federal Government despite ten attempts be-

tween 1921 and 1928 to define the relations of the schools to religious

instruction (Reichsvolksschulgesetz), has had the effect of diminish-

ing interest in federal participation.

The Federal Government does, however, maintain an informal

connection with the educational affairs of the country. In 1924 the

Imperial Education Committee was replaced by an Education Com-
mittee (Ausschuss fiur das Unternchtsweseri) which consists of seven

representatives of the State ministries and whose function it is to

arrange agreements on fundamental questions of educational organi-

zation in which uniformity appears to be desirable, to consider the

effect of educational legislation of one State on the others, and to

discuss principles for fundamental laws. The Committee is under

the Federal Ministry of the Interior, which has a section devoted to

culture and schools (Abteilung III. fwr Bttdung and Sckule), re-

sponsible for securing and supplying information on education,

social care and welfare of children, and physical education. For

educational information it maintains a library and issues the Archiv

jwr Volksbildungt on social care and welfare it publishes the Deuteches

Archiv fitr JugendwoUfafot*, and for physical education there is

associated with it a Federal Council representing various organi-

zations interested in the development of this branch On the whole,

neither the committee nor the section is likely to exercise any serious

influence pn the further progress of education in the States, which
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have learned in the last decade that the future of education in Ger-

many rests in their hands.

The States are, however, limited in their freedom by certain con-

stitutional provisions as follows:

Article 10. The Federal Government may by law prescribe fundamental

principles with respect to .. (2) Education, including higher education and

scientific libraries.

Article 142. Art, science, and instruction in them are free. The State

guarantees their protection and participates in their promotion
Article 143, The education of youth shall be provided for through public

institutions The Federal Government, the states, and the municipalities

shall cooperate in their organization.

Training of teachers shall be uniformly regulated for the Federal Govern-

ment according to principles which apply generally to higher education

Teachers in public schools shall have the rights and duties of state officials.

Article 144. The entire school system shall be under the supervision of the

state
,
the lattermay permit the municipalities to participate therein. Super-

vision of schools shall be carried on by technically trained officials who are

mainly occupied with this duty.

Article 145. Compulsory education shall be universal This purpose
shall be served primarily by the elementary school with at least eight school

years, followed by the continuation school up to the completion of the eight-

eenth year. Instruction and school supplies shall, be free in elementary and
continuation schools.

Article 146. The public school system shall be organically constructed.

The middle and secondary school system shall be developed on the basis of a

Grundschule common to all. This development shall be governed by the

varying requirements of vocations; and the admission of a child to a particu-
lar school shall be governed by his ability and aptitude and not by his eco-

nomic and social position or the religious belief of his parents.

Nevertheless, within the municipalities, upon the request of those persons

having the right to education, elementary schools of their own religious belief

or of their Weltanschauung shall be established, provided that an organized
school system in the sense of Paragraph i is not thereby interfered with.

The wishes of those persons having the right to education shall be considered

so far as possible. Detailed regulations shall be prescribed by state legisla-

tion on the basis of a federal law.

To enable those in poor circumstances to attend secondary and higher

schools, the Federal Government, the states, and the municipalities shall

provide public funds, especially educational allowances, for the parents of

children who are considered qualified for further education in middle and

secondary schools until the completion of such education.

Article 147. Private schools as a substitute for public schools shall require
the approval of the state and shall be subject to laws of the states. Such ap-
proval shall be granted if the standard of the private schools in their curricula
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and equipment, as well as in professional training of their teachers, does not

fall below that of public schools, and if no discnmination against pupils on
account of the economic standing of their parents is fostered. Such ap-

proval shall be denied if the economic and legal status of the teachers is not

sufficiently safeguarded.
Private elementary schools shall be established only if, for a minority of

those persons having a right to education whose wishes must be taken into

consideration according to Article 146, Paragraph 2, there is in the municipal-

ity no public elementary school of their religious belief or of their Weltan-

schauung, or if the educational administration recognizes in it a special peda-

gogical interest.

Private preparatory schools are abolished.

The existing laws shall continue in force for private schools which do not

serve as substitutes for public schools

Article 148. In all schools effort shall be made to develop moral education,

public-mindedness, and personal and vocational efficiency in the spirit of the

German national character and of international conciliation.

Instruction in public schools shall take care not to offend the sensibilities of

those of contrary opinions.
Civic education and manual training shall be part of the curricula of the

schools. Every pupil shall at the end of his obligatory schooling receive a

copy of the Constitution.

The Federal Government, the states, and the municipalities sba.II foster

popular education, including people's universities.

Article i^p. Religious instruction shall be part of the regular school cur-

riculum with the exception of non-sectarian (secular) schools. Such in-

struction shall be given in harmony with the fundamental principles of the

religious association concerned without prejudice to the right of supervision

by the state.

Teachers shall give religious instruction and conduct church ceremonies

only upon declaration of their willingness to do so; participation in religious

instruction and in church celebrations and acts shall depend upon a declara-

tion of willingness by those who control the religious education of the child.

Theological faculties hi institutions of higher learning shall be maintained.

Article 174. Until the promulgation of a national law provided for in

Article 146, Paragraph 2, the existing legal status shall continue. The law

shall give special consideration to parts of the Republic in which, schools

legally exist that are not divided according to religious beliefs.1

As already pointed out, the only* federal law which has been passed

to implement these provisions has been the Grundschulgesefas, 1920,

followed by Suggestions (Ricktliiwen), issued in 1921 to put the law

into effect, and further Suggestions on the Curriculum of the Grund-

1 The translation of the constitutional provisions is from Mc^8"", H. I*
,
and Rogers, 1*,

The. New Constitutions ofEurope (New York, Doubleday, Doran & Company, Inc., 923);

the words "Federal Government" teve beea substituted f
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schule, issued in 1925. No further action has been taken to regulate

the preparation of elementary school teachers on a national basis,

and the Federal Government has failed to secure the enactment of a

Reichsvolksschulgeselz to deal with the organization of elementary-

schools in respect of religious instruction.

,>

THE ADMINISTRATION OF EDUCATION IN PRUSSIA

The administration of education is thus left to the States. Some

of the causes of differences between them have been indicated. So

far as the organization of schools is concerned, there is a certain uni-

formity throughout the country, although some of the States (Ham-

burg and Saxony) are beginning to break the traditional mould in

the organization of schools for senior elementary school pupils, a

break which may in time lead to a complete reform. Although the

details of the administrative systems differ in some respects as,

for example, in the units of administration and the allocation of some

branches of education to ministries and authorities other than the

educational the general tendency is everywhere toward a relaxa-

tion of the rigid bureaucratic control which prevailed before the

War. Prussia is here discussed, not because that State is typical

nor because it is the most progressive (it has been outstripped by
several other States), but because it still tends to dominate German
life.

There is as yet no code governing education in Prussia; the system
is regulated by the Constitution, and federal and state laws dealing
with particular questions, ministerial decrees and administrative

regulations. There are still in force laws and regulations which go as

far back as the Allgemeine Landrecht (1794.) and which were accumu-
lated throughout the nineteenth century. The control of education

is distributed among several ministries, (general education is regu-
lated and supervised by the Ministry for Science, Art, and Public

Education (Ministeriumfur Wissenschaft, Kunst, und Volksbildung),

reorganized in 1918; commercial education is administered by the

Ministry of Commerce (Handelsminisiermm); agricultural educa-

tion, with some exceptions under the Ministry for Science, Art, and
Public Education, is under the supervision of the Ministry of Agri-

culture, Forests, and Domains (Ministerium fur Landwirtschaft,

Forsten, und Domaneri); and child welfare and school medical in-

spection has been placed since 1919 under the Ministry of Public
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Welfare (VolkswoMfahrtsministerium), cooperating with the educa-

tional Ministry.
1

The Ministry for Science, Art, and Public Education is directed

by the Minister, who is a member of the Ministry of State, assisted

by an Under-Secretary of State (Staatssekretfir). {The Minister, ex-

cept in certain matters which must be referred tcTthe Ministry of

State, is solely responsible for the administration of his department.
He prepares educational bills and the budget, represents education

in Parliament, issues decrees dealing with__the. internal management
ofscEools, outlines of courses of .study, regulations for examinations

and other matters, approves materials of instruction, equipment, and

textbooks, agjgoints jthe higher^adrninistrative officials, and passes
on the action of subordinate*administrative authorities. Decrees of

the Minister, after publication in the official organ of the Ministry,
the Zentralblatt fur die gesamte Unterrichtsverwaltung in Preuss&i,

acquire the force of laws. The Ministry is divided into a number
of sections personnel, general, higher education and research,

elementary education, secondary education, art, adult education,

physical education, accounts, and religious affairs. The division for

higher education supervises universities, technical high schools,

academies, research, and state libraries; the division for art is re-

sponsible for theaters, public monuments, museums, and advanced

art education; the elementary school division superintends elemen-

tary education and the preparation of teachers for elementaryschools;

the division for physical education has under its charge the High
School for Physical Education. The work of each division is carried

out by a director assisted by councilors (Regierungsrate, Obcrregicr-

ungsrate, Mmistetialrate), who have had either a legal or educational

preparation. The most important change which has taken place

since the Ministry was reorganized has been the introduction of

more councilors with training and experience in education, including

elementary.

x The,administration of education is distributed somewhat snrulaity in Saxony, where the

Mtmsfrriiwfttr Volksbildung is responsible for all education except vocational, which, is en-

trusted to the Wirtsctoflsmintsterium (Ministry of State Economy); a few institutions are

imder the Ministry ciHnance and others iinder theMi^ In Bavaria,the

Staaismwsitnvmfw UnttrrichtundKultus is solely responsible for educational affairs, asare

also tne Kdtusminislaium in \Vnrttemberg and the Ministerium des Kdtus uitd UnterricMs

in Baden. In the Free State of Hamburg the Obencktfbekorde has charge of all educatjoa

except vocational adoumstered by the BerufsscMbcl&rdc, and higher under the Hofhsckul-

betirde.
'
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There are associated with the Ministry a number of important

commissions, bureaus, and institutes. In 1928 a Textbook Com-

mission (Prilfstdkfur Lehrbucher) was established, whose members,
selected according to their subjects, are appointed by the Minister

for three-year terms; publishers are required to submit eight copies

of every textbook published, to be considered and reported upon by

experts to the Commission which recommends to the Minister the

action to be taken.

The Ministry maintains a State Bureau of Information on Educa-

tion (Sfaattiche Ausbunftsstdle fiir Schulweseri), which, established

in 1899 to furnish information on textbooks for use in secondary

schools, broadened its scope and supplies information on education

in Germany and abroad, issues periodical reports on the status of

secondary and other education in Prussia, and maintains a list of

secondary school teachers.

Established in the same year as the State Bureau of Information,

the State Bureau for Instruction in Natural Sciences (Staattwhe

HauptsteUe fitr den naturwissenschafflichen Unterricht) furnishes

information on textbooks, materials of instruction, and equipment
for use in teaching mathematics and sciences, and conducts exten-

sion courses for teachers of these subjects. In 1920 a similar center

was established in Dusseldorf.

The Zentralinsttivt fur Erziehung und Unterricht was established

in 1915 as an inter-ministerial Institute for Education and Instruc-

tion, which combines a variety of functions collection and distri-

bution of information, collections of books and materials of instruc-

tion, courses for teachers, conduct of educational tours at home and

abroad, research, and publications. The Institute, supported by
contributions from the Ministries of Education of the German States,

maintains a number of special divisions: office for the examination

of and adviceon educational films; office on educational information;

advisory office on music and gramophone records; and an advisory
office on vocational guidance. The monthly organ of the Institute

is the PctdagogisckeZenfralHatt; the Institute also publishes an annual

(JahrbucK) which in the last few years has appeared under the title

Das Deutsche Schidwesen*

provincial School Board. The administrative duties of the Minis-

try are delegated for secondary education to the Provincial School

Boards (Provinzialschulkottegieri), which were established in
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and regulated by a Cabinet Order of 1825. There are at present

t.hfrtegnja^h boards which consist of educational experts with some

members who have had legal training, appointed by the Minister.

Each board is under the chairmanship of the Chief President of the

Province, who usually delegates his functions without surrendering

authority or responsibility to a vice-president. The Provincial

School Boards are responsible chiefly for the supervision of secondary

education,and the educational institutions for the blind and the

deaf. (In the ifcld nf ReroqHyy education the boards supervise the

training of teachers, their examination and appointment, advise on

problems of secondary schools, and inspect and conduct examina-

tion of elementary schoolteachers, ]
In Berlin-Lichterfelde, which is

the center ofTEeTProvince of Brandenburg, the Provincial School

Board has general charge of elementary as well as higher education,

and of vocational education delegated to it by the Ministry of Com-
merce. Each province may issue regulations which have the effect

of laws in its own area, if approved by the Minister.

County School Boards, The conduct of elementary education,

except in Berlin, is delegated to thirty-four counties (Regiervngen),

which were created at the same time as the provinces, when special

sections for religious and educational affairs were established in them.

Each section is administered by a school board consisting of ad-

ministrative, architectural, medical, legal, and educational cottncil-

ors appointed by the Regientngspr8sident> who is the chairman of the

board, but delegates his functions increasingly to a director with edu-

cational training and experience. The school board of a Regienmg
administers and supervises elementary and middle schools, higher

schools for girls, kindergartens, private schools and instruction, and

schools for music, dancing, cinemas, and drama; it also supervises

certain extra-school matters, the administration of school properties

and endowments, and religious affairs; and it appoints and super-

vises elementary school teachers. Like the Provincial School Board

the school board of a Regientbg may issue regulations legally binding

only in its area, if published in the official organ, the RegicritngsUatt.

Inspection. Direct contact between the administrative authori-

ties'and the schools are maintained by the Oberschtdrttte, attached to

tlie Provincial School Boards, who inspect secondary schools, and

by the Sckulrffte, attached to the Regientngen, who inspect elemen-

tary schools and have certain duties in resj^t;to,priyate
schoob and
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private education Both grades of officials are appointed by the

Minister of Science, Art, and Public Education, the former from the

ranks of secondary school teachers and principals, the latter from

the elementary school branch on the recommendation of the school

boards of the counties. Since the Revolution a long-standing griev-

ance of the elementary school teachers was abolished by the constitu-

tional provision that their inspection should be placed in the hands of

professional trained experts. Not only has the clerical part-time

inspector been abolished, but teachers' councils (Lehrerrate and

Lekrervertretungeri) are requested to recommend suitable candidates;

even the title of the official has been changed from Kreisschidins<pek-

4or or Ortsschttlinspektor (district or local inspector) to $ckulrat

(school councilor or adviser). The inspectors for elementary educa-

tion are the direct representatives of the Regwrungen and are ex-

pected to act as leaders and advisers of teachers, to jnspect and

report upon schools, to approve courses of study, to conduct Con-

ferences of teachers, and in general to promote the progje^andjie-

velopment of education by improving local, conditions. * The in-

spectors are the educational advisers who cooperate with the teach-

ers, according to the recent regulations they must encourage good
and promising teachers to use their opportunities for the exercise of

freedom and independence, and must deal patieirt^.jith jpoor

teachers; they are particularly charged with the oversight of young
teachers during their period of probation and of the study groups

(Arbeitsgemeinschafteri) in which they prepare for their second ex-

amination. Beyond these duties the Schidrate must be invited to

attend meetings of local school committees, where they may partici-

pate in the discussions, offer"advice, oEJect, if necessary, to any reso-

lutions, which must then be submitted for consideration to thejnext

superior authority. They grant permission to teach to private

teachers and exercise disciplinary authority within certain limits over

both public and private tea<$fiC5<i In general the change in the char-

acter and spirit of inspection is one of the outstanding features of the

system developed since the Revolution, best illustrated by the grad-
ual disappearance of rigid uniforjnity which used to mark the Prus-

sian schools and by the fever of experimentation which at times seems
to the observer to be a good argument for the retention of some form
of control or guidance from without. In some cities the state in-

spector may serve as city school superintendent (Sfadtschulrat)*
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Local authorities. Up to this point the authorities and officials

for the administration of education have been direct representatives

of the Ministry. Certain aspects of educational administration are

allocated to local authorities, but, on the principle that the control of

education is an inherent right of the State, such local authorities

have no status in the process of education or direct authority over

teachers and their work. For administrative purposes local authori-

ties are divided into two groups city and rural districts. ^Ifa.

recognized cities the administration and provision of elementary
education is entrusted to school* deputation (Schuldepuiationen) in

all matters except finance (the levy of taxes, preparation of the bud-

get, and control of school properties). The school deputation con-

sists of the mayor, one to three members of the local civil service

(Magistral), including in some cities the city school superintendent

(Stadtschulrai), the same number of representatives of the city

council (Sladtverordnetenversamml'ung), and of teachers elected by
their colleagues, and the senior pastor of the Evangelical Church,
the senior priest of the Catholic Church, and the rabbi, if twenty

Jewish children are enrolled in the local schools; the school inspector

must be invited to attend meetings of the degiitetioii.) The duties

of the school deputation include general supervision and develop-

ment of elementary education, location of new school buildings, re-

pair of old buildings, supply of equipment and apparatus, enforce-

ment of school attendance laws, selection of teachers for appointment

by the Regierungen, the exercise of some disciplinary powers over

teachers,*pr^SraSon of the educational budget for the city council,

and the successful operation of laws affecting schools; the school

deputation may provide meals for necessitous children, open-air

schools, auxiliary classes, holiday homes, and any other activities

for the social welfare of the children. Members, who otherwise do

not enjoy this right, may be assigned to visit schools, but without any

authority to interfere with the instructional process.J

To facilitate its work, a deputation may appoint special commit-

tees, as for school attendance, general oversight of children, etc.

In larger cities committees (Schulkommissumen) may be appointed

for a single school oar for a number of schools to look after its general

interests, to promote the relations between school and home, to

organize social welfare activities, and to make recommendations to

the school deputation for the improvement of the fabric of the school*
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Greater Berlin, which received its present organization in 1920, in

addition to a central Deputation fur das Schulwesen, which adminis-

ters all branches of education, has a number of district school deputa-

tions Bezirksschuldepvtatwnen) for elementary and middle schools

and district school committees (Bezirksschulausschilsse) for secondary

schools. Elsewhere cities which have provided their own secondary

schools have committees for secondary education independent of the

school deputation.

The administration of elementary education in rural communities,

villages, and landed estates is conducted on the same principle.

The local government is responsible for all school finance and prop-

erty, while the conduct of the schools is in the hands of a local school

board (Schulwrstand) assisted by a district inspector. The board

consists*oTtEiTprS3ent of the community, a teacher, the ranking

Protestant pastor and Catholic priest, if children of both denomina-

tions attend the schools, and from two to six local citizens elected

by the community council and approved by the Regierung. The
duties of the school board are similar to those of the school deputa-

tion; they have general responsibility for the enforcement of school

laws and administration of the schools without any authority over

the teachers in matters of instruction. Districts may be united for

educational purposes, as Gesamtsckulverbilnde, which are adminis-

tered by school boards (Schulvorstande) organized in the same way
as for single districts.

Teachers' councils. The representation of teachers on school

deputations and school boards is not an innovation. Since the Revo-

lution, teachers have, however, acquired a right to greater partidpa*-

tion in administration in an advisory and consultative capacity.
In 1918 there were organized a number of teachers* councils in-

formally and without any legal sanction/ The constitution of such

councils (B&irkslekrerrate *) as agencies to cooperate with the

Regierungen was officially recognized by a number of decrees issued

in 1919, although their powers have not yet been clearly defined.

They are expected to advise the Regierungen on general problems of

education and especially on matters affecting teachers; they may
present petitions, memoranda, and reports and may be represented
on committees for the, final appointment of teachers. They are

consulted on the qualifications of candidates for appointment as in-*

1 Also rsfeired to, but not officially, as lekrerkammer.
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spectors. Notices of meetings together with the agenda must be

sent to the Reg%erungen, which may select representatives to attend.

Teachers' councils have been formed in smaller districts ( Kreisleh-

rerrdte) which exercise functions corresponding to those of the Be-

ztrkskhrerrate, but have no official recognition. Similar councils

have been organized for administrative purposes in individual

schools (see p. 7i6f.).
r

Pflrftntg>j^iitir.i1g- Since the Revolution, efforts have been made
to extend the interest and participation of parents in educational

affairs. During the nineteenth century, individual principals and

groups of teachers had organized parents' meetings and parents'

evenings, but these were informal and enjoyed no official recogni-

tion. In a number of States (Hamburg, Saxony, Bavaria, Tturin-

gia, Hesse) the creation of parents' councils is required by laws

passed since 1918. In Prussia their existence has been recognized

by decrees issued on October i, 1918, for secondary schools, and on

November 5? 1919, for elementary and middle schools. Their pur-

pose is to promote better relations between school and home, and to

develop among parents an interest in education at a time when im-

portant changes in practice are being made. A parents* councfl

(ELterribeiraf) must be elected for every school by parents who have

children in the school, one member for every fifty children; the term

of office is two years; five members constitute the minimum size of a

council. The councils are advisory only and have no power or

authority to give effect to their resolutions or views. Meetings are

held twice a year and may be specially called at the request of the

teachers or two thirds of the members. Principals and teachers are

required to attend such meetings and to offer advice and suggestions.

The councils may arrange meetings for parents. Although restricted

in their powers, the parents' councils constitute important agencies

for the education of parents themselves as well as for the discussion

of problems directly affecting their children.

The regulations make no provision for the organization of a hier-

ardiy of parents' councils culminating in one central cotmcil, but

a number of national parents' associations, organized mainly on

1
Except in Hamburg, which, though recognized as a state, is a large city, there are no

state teachers' councils. The relations between the Ministries and nrisfing teachers' onin-

c3s are frequentfe determinedly the <Jm?aftfr of the poKbcal party m power. The use of

teachers' councils -was part of the movement, recognized in the Constitution, for the organi-

zation of councils of employers and employees, which has not been effectively carried out
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party lines relating particularly to the problem of religious instruc-

tion, have been established. Among these are the ReichseUerwoer-

band (Protestant), Die Eiternvereinigungen des evangehschen Schul-

kartells (Protestant), Katholische Schidorganisation (Catholic),

Bund der freien Schulgesettschaften (secular), Deutscher Eltern- und

Volksbund (interdenominational), Reichsverband der Eiternbeirate imfo

lerer Schulen Deutschlands (non-party), Freie Arbeitsgemeinschaft

von Elternbeirdte an hoheren Schulen DeutsMands (non-party),

and Gesellschaft zur Forderung hauslicher Emehung. Each of these

organizations pubhshes its own journal. The development of par-

ents' councils and their national organizations represents an impor-
tant contrast between the old and the new in Prussian educational

administration and a change from the pre-War attitude that the

school and its affairs are concerns of the State alone. To this change
the constitutional provision (Article 120) made an important con-

tribution in recognizing the existence of a partnership in the educa-

tion of the young between parents and the State:

Ariide 120. The education of their children for physical, intellectual, and
social efficiency is the highest duty and natural right of parents, whose activi-

ties shall be supervised by the political community.

Educational finance. The maintenance of schools is based either

on legal regulations or on the general supervisory powers of the local-

ities. The cost of education is met by income from permanent reve-

nues of the education authority (school property and endowments),
and annual income (school fees, if any, state aid, and a share of the

federal income tax levied locally) . Until the system was reformed in

1920, state aid was granted when localities could not support their

schools themselves, under the present system the main charges are

met first out of state aid, fees and revenues, deficits being made up out

of local general taxes (there axe no special taxes for education). In

1920 a Lcmdesschidkasse was established to serve as a clearing-house
for the administration of funds from the state and local authorities,

which must make up in the Landesschulkasse any deficits not covered

otherwise.

Hie Landesschtdkasse, which is not a state office nor an official

department, but an orgaaiization to pool the financial activities of the

education authorities, is administered by a treasurer appointed by
representatives of the local bodies. It pays : (i) the salaries of teach-
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ers and family allowances; (2) pensions and allowances for depend-

ents; (3) grants for the cost of removal; f4) salaries of substitutes;

(5) grants in aid of necessitous areas; and (6) grants for rent. These

payments are made out of revenues derived by the Landesschidkasse

from state grants, miscellaneous income, contributions for certain

teachers' positions, and deficits made up by contributions from the

school authorities.

The cost of education is thus borne by the State and the com-

munities. The payments of the State to the Landesschidkasse con-

sist of (i) a sum equal to one fourth of the full compensation of

teachers (salaries, rent indemnity, local indemnity, and family al-

lowances); (2) one fourth of the cost of pensions and allowances for

dependents; (3) a contribution provided in the state budget for

emergency contributions and aid to necessitous areas; and (4) a per

capita grant (Beschulungsgeld), calculated on the basis of sixty pu-

pils per teacher, the total amount for which must not amount in any
one year to more than one half of the estimated cost of salaries, pen-

sions, allowances, and additional grants. The communities contrib-

ute amounts calculated on the basis of the number of teachers em-

ployed (Stettenbetiritge).

According to the law it is intended that the State shall bear three

fourths of the cost of salaries one fourth through its grant and one

half through the Beschulungsgeld', the communities contribute the

balance. Localities must in addition themselves provide the cost

for the provision of activities beyond the minimum (advanced classes,

classes with less than sixty pupils, salaries of substitutes, etc.).

A similar system has been established for the support of middle

schools, the Landesmittdschulkasse. The cost of secondary educa-

tion provided by the State is borne wholly by the State; in the schools

provided by the communities the current cost of ma.rnta.inmg the

buildings is borne by the local authorities and the cost of salaries

by the State.

Capital expenditures (purchase of school sites and buildings) are

borne by the localities. Under special circumstances state aid may
be given for the construction of buildings. In small localities with

less than seven teachers, the State is required by law to contribute

one third of the cost of building (Baudrvttd) after certain charges,

amounting to five hundred marks for each teacher and the expendi-

ture for unskilled labor and hauling, have been deducted from the
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gross cost* To communities with more than seven but less than one

hundred teachers the State may give assistance from a fund annually

appropriated to the State and distributed to the Regierungen for the

purpose. In all cases the Regierutogen and the central authority must

be consulted and their approval of the proposal to build and the

plans of construction must be obtained.

Conclusion. Prussia and what is true of Prussia applies in

general to the rest of Germany is thus developing liberal principles

of administration. The form and machinery still continue unchanged
and a study of these alone does not at first glance reveal these princi-

ples. Increased opportunities for consultation with parents and

teachers, the introduction into the system of men and women who
have themselves had professional training and experience, the

change in the character of inspection, and the improved preparation

of elementary school teachers are all indicative of the new spirit.

But far more important than these is the departure from the old

practice of prescribing curricula and courses of study by decrees and

regulations (Erldssc and Bestimmungen) and the substitution for

these of suggestions or outlines (Richtlinien) on the basis of which

each school develops its own course of study in the light of the teach-

ers' professional ability and intelligence and of the environment in

which the school is placed. Although such courses are still sub-

ject to the approval of the inspectors, this only means that freedom

must be tempered by responsibility. The new system at least ac-

complishes what the old system failed to do it encourages initia-

tive and independence among the teachers, who are beginning to

work out their problems through cooperative study groups (Ar*

beitsgemeinschafteri) in each school, if the staff is large enough, or in

districts. The mechanical standardization and uniformity which

used to prevail are no longer to be found, no two schools are alike,

and every form of instruction and curriculum from the conservative

to the radical can be found, even in the same system. Germany is

gradually discovering that the main purpose of administration is not

to secure a standardized uniformity, but to devise a scheme whereby
teachers will be released to devote their best efforts to the task of edu-

cation. The common bond is no longer provided by detailed pre-

scriptions of curricula, courses, and methods prepared by a central-

ized bureaucracy, but by means of suggestions which will enable each

teacher and each school to contribute in their own ways to the de-
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velopment of a progressive national culture (Deutschtum). It is

not an accident that the new spirit in administration was introduced

at the same time that steps were taken to place the preparation of

teachers on a genuinely professional level. The full development of

the new trend remains for the future; the period since the close of the

War and the present has been for Germany too critical and too un-

stable for the realization of republican ideals. At least this much has

been gained a formula has been discovered which may be the

happy mean between rigid centralization of the past and the post-

War demands of a group of the teachers for complete professional

autonomy.

4. ITALY

Aims of the reform. Two tasks confronted those who undertook

to reform the Italian system of education in 1923. The first task

was to define the aims and purposes in accordance with the princi-

ples of the Fascist Revolution ; the second to remove the defects and

weaknesses which had grown up in the administrative system since

its organization under the Casati Law of 1859. The principles of the

Fascist Revolution in so far as they affect education have already

been discussed in Chapter III; Fascism implies the absolutist charac-

ter of the State as a moral entity, as an ethical substance, represent-

ing the collective will of the individuals who must subordinate them-

selves to it through conscious acceptance of the duties imposed upon
them rather than by assertion of their own rights. The State, in

other words, conscious of its moral destiny, has the right to impose

upon its citizens the type of government and the type of education

best adapted to its preservation. These principles define the ends of

education and the character of the administration by which it is to

be achieved. The aims of all educational institutions, whether

formal or informal, are to promote the spiritual unity of the members

of the State, and hence a national consciousness, both directed to a

deepening appreciation and the advancement of ItatianitA, or the

mission or destiny of Italy. In a system governed by such princi-

ples, there is no room for those popular representative institutions

demanded by liberal democracy. The only form of administration

compatible with the ideals of the Fascist State is a hierarchical or-

ganization, in which the constituent parts derive their rights and

powers from the central authority. The watchwords of Fascism in
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the words of Mussolini are discipline, work, and harmony, and these

can only be promoted by a well-organized administrative hierarchy.

The defects and weaknesses of the system which was displaced by
the Fascist Revolution had arisen from a bureaucracy which was not

inspired by strong ethical motives and from an excess of local auton-

omy without adequate direction and control by a central authority

conscious of its powers. Governmental administration suffered from

the multiplication of offices and personnel without a clear definition

of duties or of responsibility; local administration was ineffective be-

cause of the existence of an excessive number of areas too small and

too poor to be entrusted with the provision and maintenance of

schools The Law of June 4, 1911, had attempted to correct these

weaknesses by depriving a large number of communes of the right

to administer their own schools; only the capitals of provinces and of

other large regional areas, and communes which had less than

twenty-five per cent illiterates among their inhabitants could retain

this right, for the rest, and even for those communes which were en-

titled to local administration, but waived the right, control and

supervision were transferred to new provincial authorities In the

sixty-nine provinces (to which five new provinces were added after

the War) the administration of education was in the charge of the

provincial superintendents (prowedttori}, assisted by a number of

councils. The ineffectiveness of the whole system was indicated by
the very slow progress which was made in grappling with the problem
of illiteracy, the poor discipline in the teaching profession as a whole,

and in the loose organization of secondary education.

The Fascist Government as soon as it entered into power at once

attacked the abuses in the central administration. A ruthless on-

slaught was made upon the excessive number of governmental em-

ployees of all grades. By decrees issued on December 21, 1922, and
on January 25, 1923, the personnel was reduced by dismissals for

the good of the service or by retirement. Adequate qualifications

were required of those who remained and of new appointees; the

personnel was classified into groups and sub-groups with opportuni-
ties for advancement in each and for transfer from lower to higher

groups on merit only; functions were defined, and responsibility lo-

cated; and the whole system was reorganized in the interests of effi-

ciency and in accordance with Fascist principles. This reform af-

fected all branches of central administration as well as education.
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Centralization of all functions was adopted as a deliberate principle

on the theory that state action could better be promoted by a hierar-

chical organization of the administrative system than by decentraliza-

tion and devolution of powers to locally elected bodies. The few,

among them Giuseppe Lombardo-Radice, one of Italy's outstand-

ing educators, who favored decentralization in the interests of variety
and growth, received no hearing. Local autonomy would, indeed,

be incompatible with the ideology of Fascism.

The central authority. By Royal Decree of July 16, 1923, No.

1753, tke general control and supervision of educational and cul-

tural affairs were entrusted to a Minister of Public Instruction as-

sisted by an Under-Secretary of State. The title of the Ministry
was changed by Royal Decree-Law of September 12, 1929, from

Ministry of Public Instruction (Ministero della Pubblica Istruzione)

to Ministry of National Education (Ministero delf Educazione Na>-

zionale) and another Under-Secretary, responsible for the develop-

ment of physical and youth education, was added. The new designa-

tion of the Ministry was a logical consequence of a movement which

had already begun in 1928, when by a decree issued hi June the in-

stitutions previously under the control of the Ministry of National

Economy that is, technical and vocational schools had been

transferred to the Ministry of Public Instruction. In announcing
the change of nomenclature, Mussolini stated that its purpose was

"to reaffirm a principle in its most explicit form, that the State not

only has the right but also the duty to educate its people, and not

merely to instruct them, for which after all private venture would be

sufficient." The duties assigned to the Minister of National Educa-

tion are: (i) the direction and promotion of public national educa-

tion; (2) the supervision of private schools, public morality, and

culture; (3) the custody of the artistic treasures of the nation and the

encouragement of fine arts; (4) the decision of questions of discipline

and conflicts in the whole system; and (5) the review or annulment of

actions of administrative officials which do not conform to the laws

and regulations. Both the Minister and the Under-Secretaries are

assisted by personal cabinets whose members act as spokesmen on

educational affairs in Parliament, prepare matters to be submitted to

the Council of Ministers and decrees.

Legislation. Educational legislation may be effected by two

methods, by Parliament or by decree-laws (decreti-leggi) preparedby
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the Minister and signed by the King. The Minister has the power
to codify existing laws and decrees, provided no new matter is added,

in the form of tesn vnici, he may himself issue decrees and regula-

tions (regolamerUi) which define the application of laws and decrees

and acquire the force of law when published in the Gazzetta Ufficiale;

he may further publish regulations (ordinance) affecting such mat-

ters of routine as dates of examinations and competitions, and cir-

culars (drcolari) or interpretative instructions. The general laws,

decrees, and regulations of the State in all branches of government
are published in the Gazzetta Ufficiale', these are in turn reprinted in

the Bottettino Ufficiale of the Ministry of National Education, which

in addition contains ordinances, circulars, lists of appointments and

promotions, courses of study, and all other information which the

Ministry desires to disseminate. Much of this information was re-

printed with local material in the bulletins issued by regional super-

intendents; to avoid this duplication these bulletins were suppressed

and the Scuola Fascista, the organ of the National Association of

Fascist Teachers, was enlarged to serve as a semi-official journal of

educational information.

Organization of the Ministry. The reorganization of the Ministry
was effected by Ministerial Decree of June 28, 1923, and subsequent
additions affecting the division of academies and libraries and physi-

cal education. The Ministry contains seven departments for (i)

elementary education; (2) secondary education; (3) technical educa-

tion; (4) higher education; (5) antiquities and fine arts; (6) academies

and libraries; and (7) physical education. Each of the departments
is under a director-general and is in turn subdivided into divisions

and sections, to each of which specific functions are assigned. To
one department, for example, is assigned general questions of admin-

istration and of personnel; another is concerned with the whole

field of elementary education personnel, legislation, disputes, and

through various sections with the administration of elementary edu-

cation, provision and organization of schools, social services, statis-

tics and publications, finance, hygiene, and buildings; a third de-

partment has charge of secondary education personnel, private
and accredited schools, types of schools, examinations, and so on.

Each department has a small staff of chief, higher, and central in-

spectors (three higher and six central for elementary and one gen-

eral, two higher, and six central for secondary education, five in-
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specters for technical education; and one general and one higher in-

spector for state educational institutions, accredited and private

secondary schools) ; for the regional inspection of secondary schools

the Minister may appoint university professors and principals of

secondary schools for three years; in addition, he may at any time ap-

point inspectors to conduct special investigations. For the adminis-

tration of educational finance there is a general bureau of accounts

which, although attached to the Ministry of National Education, is

responsible, as are similar bureaus in other ministries, to the Minis-

try of Finance.

Higher Council of Public Instruction. With the Ministry are as-

sociated a number of consultative and advisory committees. For

education the most important of these is the Higher Council of Public

Instruction (Consiglio Superiore delta Pubblica Istrttzione) which was

reorganized by Royal Decree, November 29, 1928.* The Council

consists of forty-six members appointed by Royal Decree on the

recommendation of the Minister; it is presided over by the Minister,

or in his absence by a vice-president appointed from the members by
the King. The Council is divided into six sections: higher education,

classical, scientific secondary education and teacher training; second-

ary technical education; elementary education; art education; and

physical education. Eacti*section has an executive committee, and

the members of all these committees constitute the executive com-

mittee of the Council, presided over by the senior chairman of the

sections. The members of the Council hold office for four-year over-

lapping terms. The director-generals of the departments are voting

members of the Council and of its sections. The duties of the Coun-

cil are to advise on all questions referred to it by the Minister, to ex-

ercise the right of inspecting universities and other institutions of

higher education, and to conduct investigations and to report on the

general condition of public education. For the supervision of cur-

rent affairs and the preparation of agenda for the meetings of the

Council a pennajient committee (Giunta del Consiglio Superiors detta

Pubblicq Istrwstone) is appointed consisting of the vice-president and

eight members of the Council selected by the Minister. A Higher
Council of Antiquities and Fine Arts advises the Minister on the

questions in its field. A National Research Council (Consiglio

na&onah dette ricerche) serves the Minister as the center of informa-

, 1929, pfx 39 L
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tion on the development and progress of science and learning at home

and abroad. The coordination of education and public health is en-

trusted to a Consultative Committee for Hygiene and School Welfare

(Commissione consultwa per Vigiene e Tassistenza scolastica e per

Vigiene pedagogical. On problems affecting libraries the Minister

consults the Library Committee (Commissione centrale per le bibho-

teche).

Administration of personnel. The administration of all matters

affecting state officials is entrusted to a Council of Administration

(Consiglio di Amministrazione), which consists of the general direc-

tors and the director of personnel in the Ministry and is presided over

by the Under-Secretary of State for Education, questions of discipline

are brought before the First Commission in the case of elementary
school teachers (La I Commissione per i ricorsi dei maestri elementari

e i procedimenti disciplinary a loro carico), and for secondary school

teachers before the Second Commission (La II Commissione per i

ricorsi degli insegnanti medi e i procedimenti disciplinary a loro carico) .

The members of both commissions are appointed by the Minister

for four-year overlapping terms. The First Commission consists of

three legal and educational experts, one supervisor of instruction

from an autonomous commune, and two elementary school teachers

who have had ten years of service. TBe Second Commission in-

dudes, besides three legal and educational experts, a principal and
a teacher of the upper section of a secondary school, and a director or

recognized teacher of an accredited or private secondary school.

Appeals may be brought to the commissions against the actions of

the regional disciplinary councils.

Local administration. For purposes of local administration, the

provincial system adopted in 1911 was abolished and replaced by
a regional system. The country is divided into nineteen regions

varying in size, population, and the number of provinces included. 1

The larger cities were given the privilege of administering their own
affairs, but less than three per cent of the communes (205 in 1928)
have availed themselves of the opportunity. At the head^of each

regional area is the superintendent of education (provoeditore agli

z The nineteen regions and their capitals are as follows. Lombardy (Milan); Piedmont
(Turm); Veueto (Venice); Sicily (Palermo); Emilia (Bologna); Campania (Naples); Tuscany
(Florence); PugUa (Ban); Calabria (Cosenza), Marche (Zara), Venezia Giulia (Trieste);
Venezia Tndentino (Trento); Lazio (Rome), Umbria (Perugia), Sardinia (Caghari), Liguria
(Genoa), Basilicata (Potenza), Mohse (Campobasso); Abruzzi (Aquria).
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studi), who has charge of elementary and secondary education in

general and concerns himself primarily with questions of organiza-
tion and administration, leaving the immediate supervision of educa-

tion to the inspectors, supervisors, and principals of his region. The

provaeditori agh stwLi are appointed by the Minister, who may select

the most suitable candidates from officials in the central or regional

administration or from principals and teachers in secondary schools,

or from any persons of recognized scholarship, experience, and per-

sonality, who are not already in the educational service.

The duties of the prawedttore are to exercise general supervision

over all public and private education in his region; approve the selec-

tion of textbooks; hear appeals against the decisions of inspectors;

order the closing of schools for health reasons; approve standards for

competitive examinations for teachers; transfer, dismiss, and retire

teachers with the advice of the education committee; exercise

disciplinary authority over teachers and impose penalties when

necessary; and appoint committees to inquire into cases of negligence

of communes in complying with the education law. He has under

his direct supervision the personnel of his department. The office

of the promeditore is maintained by contributions from the provinces

under his jurisdiction with some aid from the State.

Each prameditore is assisted by an education committee for ele-

mentary education (consiglio scolastico per gli ajfari delta isfrusione

elementare), a council on discipline for elementary school teachers

(consiglio di disciplina per i maestri elementari), and a council for

secondary education (giunta per le scuole medie). The education

committee consists of six members appointed by the Minister, and

includes the principal of a secondary school, a public health official,

and four other members conversant with the problems of elementary

education. The members hold office for four years and may be re-

appointed after an interval of two years. The duties of this com-

mittee are to advise the prameditore, who is its chairman, on the

administration of funds, to approve school regttlations, torecommend

the disciplinary measures against teachers, and to discuss any other

matters submitted to it. The council on discipline consists of four

members tinder the promeditore appointed in the same way and for

the same terms as members of the education committee; it includes

two members of the education committee, one secondary school

teacher and one elementary school teacher or principal according to
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whether the case under consideration is that of a teacher or a princi-

pal. The council hears cases of discipline which involve dismissal,

suspension, or interdiction. The council for secondary education

includes the prowedttore, as chairman, and four members a uni-

versity professor or other person of distinction in scholarship, two

principals and one teacher of the upper section of a secondary school.

The council is consulted on questions of accrediting or transforming

secondary schools, or opening of private secondary schools; every two

years it draws up a list of teachers qualified for promotion to princi-

palships.

Each administrative area is divided into inspectional divisions

under a royal inspector (regio ispettore scolastico) and supervisory

districts under an educational supervisor (direttore didattwo). Ap-

pointments as inspectors or supervisors are obtained by com-

petitive examination open to candidates who have the appropriate

qualifications, which are secured by a period of training in a Royal

Higher Normal School. The royal inspectors are required to look

after the public and private schools in their areas, to authorize the

opening of private schools, to provide substitutes in cases of absence

of a supervisor, to issue certificates of service to teachers, to grant

leaves of absence, to assign classes, to report on their inspection

visits, and to decide appeals against the actions of the supervisors.

The supervisors visit schools more frequently than the inspectors,

assign teachers to classes each year, report on their work, receive

requests for leave of absence and substitutes, appoint examination

committees for elementary schools, and make recommendations for

the reorganization of schools.

Within the regional administrative areas there are a few communes,
the capitals of provinces and of certain, districts, which may, if they

choose, enjoy autonomy in educational affairs, especially elementary
education. The control of education in such cases is in the hands of

the mayor (pode$t) and the local communal council. The profes-
sional control is entrusted to communal supervisors (direttori didatPici

comntunali) who must have the same qualifications as the govern-
mental supervisors and must be paid at least the same salaries;

sectional supervisors must be appointed in communes with more than
two hundred teachers one for every thirty classes. The regional

proweditore is expected to exercise a certain general oversight even
over communes which enjoy autonomy and may recommend the with-
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drawal of the privilege of local administration in cases of neglect

of duty.

Educational finance. The cost of education is borne by the State,

the provinces, and the communes, but under conditions that vary
for elementary and secondary education and for autonomous and

dependent communes. All communes are required to provide suit-

able sites and adequate buildings for elementary schools together

with heat, light, service, equipment, and school supplies. Under the

Casati Law all communes were autonomous and were required to

meet all the expenses for education, but received some aid from the

State; as salaries and the length of schooling increased, the State as-

sumed a larger percentage of the cost. The grants varied from year
to year according to the number of schools maintained and the ability

of the communes. In 1911 the various grants were consolidated and

the State undertook to pay a fixed sum to the communes each year,

in 1920 this principle was reaffirmed, but as salaries were increased,

the dependent communes were required to make a fixed contribu-

tion of 800 lire a year toward the salary of each teacher. The amount
of this contribution is subject to revision every five years by the

Ministry of Education in cooperation with the Ministry of Finance.

The cost of services supplementary to elementary education, such as

infant schools, committees of patronage, libraries for schools, the

public, and the teachers, and social services, are supported by state

grants made on the recommendation of the promeditori. The auton-

omous communes until 1931 bore the cost of Tnfl.iTTfo.mfag their

schools with contributions from the State , by Royal decree of Septem-
ber 14, 1931, the State assumed the burdens borne by the local bud-

gets of such communes for salaries and indemnities to teachers in

order to systematize the conditions for all the personnel. This means

that such communes must provide a sum annually to pay the salaries

of the teachers according to the prevailing scale and-for the number

of teachers recognized as adequate by the Ministry of Education,

and in addition a percentage of the remaining charges according to

a prescribed scale. The scale published in 1928 provided lor contri-

butions from the State to the 205 autonomous communes then

recognized, ranging from 40 per cent in Brescia to 82 per cent in

Cefalu, Sicily. The practice is reversed in the case of the dependent

communes,in which th# Stateprovides for the maintenance of schools

with contributions from the communes toward teachers* salaries.
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All communes and recognized associations are required to provide

buildings, the plans for which must be accepted by the proweditore

acting on the advice of the engineering and health departments of

the region and approved by the Ministries of Education and of Pub-

lic Works. A teacher's residence must be attached to a school in

rural communes where no other living accommodations are available.

In order to purchase sites and erect school buildings, communes may
borrow money from the National Loan and Deposit Fund or from

agricultural credit banks or from savings banks. Interest charges on

such loans are met by grants from the Ministry of National Educa-

tion cooperating with the Ministry of Finance; the payments for

amortization must be provided for in the local budgets.

The State, the provinces, and communes cooperate in the pro-

vision and maintenance of secondary schools. The State pays the

salaries of principals and teachers and of the clerical staff in licei-

ginnasi and istitidi magistrate, and in the backward provinces of

Basilicate and Sardinia in istituti tecnici and scuole complementary
it also provides materials for instruction and scientific equipment in

all schools except licei scientific*. The provinces are required to con-

tribute to the maintenance of licei scienttfici and istituti tecnici and

the communes to the maintenance of all other types of secondary
schools not already provided for (e.g., scuole complementari and licei

femminih). This means that in their respective fields the provinces
and communes must provide the buildings, equipment, heat, light,

and all other expenses, and the clerical and mechanical staff, as-

sistants and janitors, where not provided by the State. In the licei

scientifici and istituti tecnici the province supplies the instructional

and scientific materials. Under the regulations of the Royal Decrees

of March n, 1923, and June 7, 1923, all communes are required to

make certain contributions varying with the size of the locality and
the types of schools which they may provide. Institutions which
must be established are the licei-ginnasi in provincial capitals and the

istituti tecnici in provincial capitals or some other communes; all isti-

tuti magisfrali; the scuole complementari in provincial capitals or other

communes with a population exceeding 30,000; optional schools are

all other types, like the licei scientifici and liceifemminili. The rela-

tive distribution of state and local expenditures for education may be

indicated roughly for purposes of comparison, the state expenditure
for 1928-29 was 1,394,000,000 lire, while in 1928 the local expenditure
was 605,842,000 lire.
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Conclusion. The Italian system of educational administration is

thus highly centralized on the principle that the State has the right to

determine the educational destinies of the country in the light of the

political and social principles upon which it rests. In so far as there

is decentralization, it exists in the interests of efficiency; administra-

tive efficiency and local administration are but an extension of the

powers of the central authority through officials whom it appoints

directly either on the basis of competitive examinations open to

candidates who are professionally qualified or by selection for the

highest positions; e.g., the provoeditori agli studi from persons of rec-

ognized qualifications and experience. The promeditori are in turn

assisted by councils whose membership is made up of individuals who
have professional qualifications. In this scheme no place is provided
for popularly elected boards or committees, a situation due only in

part to the inefficiency of such bodies in the past and more directly

the logical consequence of the Fascist ideology. This principle i$

carried still further in the care which is taken in selecting teachers,

who must in the first place prove their competence through com-

petitive examinations, and in the second place must be acceptable to

the Fascist r6gime. Although teachers in elementary and secondary
schools are not required to take the same oath of loyalty to Fascism

as are university professors, it is certainly expected that they will not

be critical of the established social order.

The rigor of centralization is more apparent on the surface than in

practice. For, although everything seems to be carefully regulated

from above by the central authority in the interests of administrative

efficiency, and although care is taken in securing teachers who are

amenable, in practice adequate room is allowed for self-determination

in professional matters. The central authority not only encourages
the selection of schools to conduct experiments in schools below the

secondary level, but the courses of study are issued in the form of

suggestions, and adequate scope is left for variety and adaptation to

local conditions within the constituted form of the social order. As
will be seen, particularly in the chapter on Elementary Education,

the work of the pre-elementary and elementary schools is based on

activity principles, the essential features of which are adaptation and

freedom. There is thus an apparent paradox, which is explicable;

politically the schools are not free, educationally they are a situa-

tion which is also found under the Soviet system. The paradox is
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due to the merging in Fascism of two main ideas the political and

the cultural* From the point of view of political philosophy, Fascism

is based on the Hegelian idea of the absolutist state; from the point

of view of educational philosophy, as represented by Gentile and

Lombardo-Radice, but with different interpretations, individual

development is only possible through activity built up on the environ-

ment, and national culture is not something which can be defined

from a central office, but is itself living and growing. For Gentile

the individual should be active, growing, and self-determining, but

within the limits set by the collective will or the social order; to

Lombardo-Radice the acceptance of any limitations to growth was

incompatible with the true meaning of the new educational philos-

ophy. Hence for Gentile the State is omnipotent and the adminis-

tration of its functions must be centralized and built up on the hier-

archical principle; Lombardo-Radice, and with him the largest

teachers' association, before it had been transformed into a Fascist

Union (Associazione Fascista ddla Scuola), favored decentralization,

not merely to ensure administrative authority, but to encourage self-

determination and growth of national culture through the interplay

of social forces from the bottom up, that is, from the local units in

enjoyment of autonomy. Such an attitude is, however, diametrically

opposed to the principles underlying the Fascist State, which was

definitely established as a criticism of the democratic forms of govern-
ment. For the present Fascism can point to the efficiency of its

system as illustrated by the increased expenditures, the reduction of

illiteracy, the increase of schools and attendance, and the provision

of a greater variety of schools and educational opportunities than

existed before the Revolution.

5. RUSSIA

For purposes of educational administration, each of the Republics
which constitute the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics is autono-

mous. The Union as such does not maintain a department or au-

thority for education, nor does it exercise any control over education

in the constituent Republics. Indirectly, however, since the U.S.S.R.

is dominated by the Communist Party, and, since the character of

the educational system is dictated by Communist principles, there is

throughout the Union a tendency toward uniformity, which is further

promoted by conferences between the people's commissars for educa-
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tion in each of the Republics. The Russian Socialist Federated

Soviet Republic (R.S.F.S.R.) may be taken as an illustration of the

administrative system.

Educational affairs in the R.S.F.S.R. are under the control of

the People's Commissar for Education, who is appointed annually

by the All-Russian Central Executive Committee and is eligible to

reappointment.
1 The People's Commissar is assisted by a board

(Collegium) consisting of members approved by the Council of

People's Commissars and of representatives of the Central Com-
mittee of the Union of Workers in Education and Art. The distinc-

tive characteristic of the central authority is derived from the breadth

of the concept of education which it is called upon to administer.

It controls and supervises, not only education in the technical sense

of the word, but scientific organizations, museums, theaters, moving

pictures, music and art, and state publications.

The work of the People's Commissariat (or Ministry) for Educa-

tion (Narkompros) is distributed among eleven departments, (i)

The Department of Administration and Organization is responsible

for the administration and organization of the work of the Com-
missariat and local authorities, of finances, buildings, etc. (2) The

direction of the education of children of pre-scbool and school age
and the social welfare of minors is in the hands of the Department for

Social and Polytechnic Education. (3) Vocational education (the

training of experts in industry, agriculture, education, art, health,

and other fields) is supervised by the Department for Vocational

Education* (4) Pre-school education and educational work among
adults are controlled by a Department for this purpose. (5) The

Board of Education in non-Russian-speaking nationalities is re-

sponsible for education among non-Russian-speaking minorities.

(6) The State Scientific Council is a research rather than an adminis-

trative agency, responsible for the study of educational methods, the

preparation of curricula and courses of study for all educational

institutions. (7) The Department for Scientific and Art Institutions

supervises academies, scientific societies, research institutes, mete-

orological and biological stations, and other scientific institutions;

it is also charged with the safeguarding of historical monuments,

works of art and museums, and the conduct of state theaters, cir-

1 A, V. Lunachaxsky held the position of People's Commissar for Education from the

October RevoMon to 1930.
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cuses, and musical institutes. (8) The Department for Literature

and Publications exercises control over publications, moving pic-

tures, and theatrical repertoires. Associated with, but not actual

departments of, the Commissariat are: (9) the State Publishing

Agency; (10) the Board of Management for State Moving-Picture

Enterprises, (n) the Supply Board which superintends the provision

of general educational equipment. The last three departments are

commercial concerns in which the Commissariat for Education has

controlling interests.

A mere enumeration of the boards of the Commissariat fails to

indicate the scope of their activities. Through its boards and de-

partments the Commissariat defines, but does not directly prescribe,

the scope of general and social education throughout the country

in accordance with the ideology of the new social order, it performs

the same function for vocational and professional education, and

through an occupational census determines the number of students

to be trained in every field of activity which requires such preparation ;

it has undertaken the responsibility for the liquidation of illiteracy

and for developing a program of political education; it stimulates

and encourages the development of the fine arts, music, and drama;
it plans, controls, and censors publications of every kind, whether

newspapers, periodicals, pamphlets, or books; it promotes the estab-

lishment of scientific institutions to make them readily accessible in

all parts of the country for study, research, and the dissemination of

scientific knowledge; and, finally, it collects information of a financial

and statistical nature in all matters affecting education*

In the provision and control of education, the People's Commis-
sariat for Education is only one of many agencies. The Cultural and
Educational Department of the Central Council of Workers' Unions

supervises political education and the organization and provision of

dubs and libraries in labor unions. Political education in the Red

Army is promoted by the People's Commissar for the Army, while

educational activities among railroad and water transport workers is

superintended by the People's Commissar for Transport. The
coordination of education with industry, particularly scientific and

practical research related to the economic life of the country, is

supervised by the Supreme Council of National Education. Finally,
an extensive educational program is conducted by the Communist

Party through the oiganizations for children and young people
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(Octobrists, Pioneers, and Komsomols), the training ground for its

future members, and the establishment of Party schools ranging
from the education of illiterates to the Communist universities.

The links between the People's Commissar for Education and the

country are the inspectors and the Union of Workers in Education,
which is consulted on new programs in education and to which the

People's Commissar makes an annual report. The inspectors are a

late development in the history of Soviet educational administra-

tion. At first the Commissariat planned to control education

throughout the country by the creation of official representative

departments, a measure due in part to a feeling of uncertainty as to

the attitude of the teachers to the Revolution, and in part to un-

certainty as to the fate of the Revolution. Once firmly established,

the central authority proceeded more definitely in the direction of

decentralization.

Local administration. For administrative purposes Russia is

divided into villages, rural districts, counties, and provinces. In

each area Soviets are elected; the executive committees of the

Soviets appoint the local departments of education responsible in the

first instance to the executive committee which appoints it and

always subject to the scrutiny of the representatives of the Com-
munist Party. The local departments are responsible for the

general organization and administration of all education in their

areas except higher education, the appointment of teachers, and the

preparation of the budget for education. In each school a council

is appointed including the teachers and representatives of the lower

personnel (clerks and janitors), the school physician, the Com-

munist Party, the workers' unions, and the Komsomols. The

school principal, who is a member of the school council, is not bound

by the resolutions of the council and may in certain cases act with-

out submitting the question concerned to the council for preliminary

discussion.

Educational finance* Under the Czarist regime the major part

of the cost of education was borne by the State. Since the Revolu-

tion the major part of the cost of education is borne by the local

communities. Thus in 1913 the State bore 59.6 per cent of the cost

of education and the localities 404 per cent; in 1926-27 the burden

falling on the localities was 70.7 per cent and on the State 29.3 per

cent Li addition to public funds, appropriations for education are
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made by industrial organizations for vocational education, by the

transport system for the training of its workers, by workers 3
unions

and other economic organizations for political education, by the

Party and professional organizations for cultural activities among
their members, and by social welfare agencies for the care of de-

linquent children and the liquidation of illiteracy. A certain revenue

is derived from fees and the sale of the products of vocational schools.

Conclusion. The Russian educational system represents the

harnessing of all social, economic, and political agencies for co-

operation in the development through schools and other educational

agencies of the new social order* As contrasted with a centralized

system like the French or even with the local systems in the United

States the progress of education is determined not so much by
administrative machinery as by the dominance of clearly defined

ends. The new ideals, it is true, have been imposed by force, but,

as in Italy, force is giving way to propaganda through educational

institutions. The Soviet educational reform is the most Commun-
ist of the Communist Revolution, just as education in Italy is

the most Fascist of the Fascist Revolution. In both cases education

as indoctrination is frankly accepted, and the individual is to be

moulded according to the mould into which the Party in power seeks

to form him. And yet in both countries the administrative authori-

ties are content to set the stage, to define clearly the purposes and
aims of education, to develop an administrative and teaching per-
sonnel which, if not actively, at least passively, must accept these

purposes. Beyond this, teachers are free, with the resulting paradox
in both countries that courses of study are not prescribed in detail,

teachers are expected to organize their syllabuses in accordance

with the local environment, and the method of education and in-

struction which is virtually prescribed is the activity method. The
individual is free, but the scope and range of his freedom are cir-

cumscribed. Whether the hope of the leaders of the Revolution,
that education will in time result in the elimination, of the rigorous
control of propaganda and indoctrination, will be realized remains
to be seen. For the present the Soviet system of administration

seeks to define for the individual the truth which is to make him
free.
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6. UMTED STATES

Characteristics of the American system of administration. The
administration of education in the United States represents a con-

flict between two tendencies. The first of these, due to the his-

torical development of government, is the desire of the public in the

various units in which it is organized to control its own affairs; the

second, the development of the last generation, is the result of a

movement to apply the principles of efficient management and of

scientific control to the types of education which the public wishes

to provide. As already noted by the English educator, Sir Joshua

Fitch, in 1901:

There is no uniformity in the methods or machinery of education in the

States. But in its stead there prevails much of the local patriotism, which

makes each of the leading communities proud of its own institutions, and

keenly solicitous to produce such examples of good work asmay prove worthy
of imitation in other states and cities. Hence America may be regarded as a

laboratory in which educational experiments are being tried out on a great

scale, under conditions exceptionally favorable to the encouragement of in-

ventiveness and fresh enthusiasm, and to the discovery of new methods and
new truths.

This experimentation is animated by common and deep-rooted faith

in education and the desire to provide equality of educational op-

portunity for all. As contrasted with most European systems, there

is an absence in the United States of universal, clearly defined goals,

prescribed by a central authority, or even a widespread concept

of national culture which might determine the ends in a system

locally administered. The Federal Government, with some minor

exceptions, exercises no control over education, and, although such

control is by law vested in the individual States, it is still true that

the educational affairs of the country are administered by some 150,-

ooo local school boards. The movement toward centralization,

which is obvious in many States at the present time, and the pro-

posals for greater federal participation through federal aid for edu-

cation, do not represent a tendency on the part either of the States

or of the Federal Government to assert paramount and sovereign

rights in education so much as a desire to give reality to the tra-

ditional faith in education by creating larger units of administration

which win make possible the greater pooling of resources in order to
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distribute more equably the opportunities for education. There is

thus a conflict between the claims of localities, however small, to

administer their own affairs in education, as there is on a larger

scale suspicion that any extended participation in education by the

Federal Government would interfere with state rights. In a word,

the conflict at present is between the tradition of local autonomy
and a movement toward greater efficiency in education which

would result from the creation of larger units of administration. The

National Advisory Committee on Education stated the position

thus in 1931:

The American people must face the problem of conflict between our tradi-

tional policy of State and local autonomy and this growing trend toward

federal centralization. It may well be that apparent immediate educational

efficiencies which are the aim of centralized federal management of educa-

tion, may be completely counterbalanced by other ultimate losses in special

and political functioning. It is the conviction of this Committee that harm
results when intimacy between schools and their patrons and neighbours is

disturbed by remote control of a distant authority. Weakened personal and
local responsibility for so important a social function as public education may
ultimatdy sap the foundations of popular interest and of support which his-

torically have been among the major factors in the development of the

United States of the most democratic system of education in the world.1

The motive underlying the movement for larger administrative

units with increased supervisory authority springs from a desire to

improve the educational facilities accessible to each individual

rather than from a desire on the part of the States to dominate edu-

cation in their own interests. In so far as there is a tendency toward

centralization in some States, a tendency which is likely to spread

throughout the country as the conviction becomes more wide-

spread that the smaller units are unable through their own efforts

to provide the range and variety of education which should be ac-

cessible to every boy and girl, the explanation will not be found in

any attempt to look for a national, all-inclusive, dominant aim,

political or cultural, for something equivalent to the aims of the

French centralized system, or of Communism in Soviet Russia, or

of Fascism in Italy. The movement toward centralization is mo-
tivated by reasons of administrative efficiency rather than by any

1 National Advisory Committee on Education, Federal Rdatoons to Education, Part I, pp.
12 f
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intention of dominating or controlling the conduct of education in

the interests of a sovereign State.

The State, as it gradually steps in and seeks to give reality to the

right which it enjoys constitutionally and legally, does so by setting

up minimum standards of efficiency and improved methods of

financial support without seeking to impose uniformity of educational

procedures and practices. The theory underlying the administra-

tion of education is that progress depends upon free experimentation
and variety. Until recently this theory has been put into practice

empirically; the tendency in the last two decades has been to pro-

mote the progress of education by the application of methods of

efficiency, already developed in industry and commerce, and of

scientific control, so far as such control is possible in social affairs.

Scientific methods, controlled experimentation, principles of ef-

ficiency take the place in the United States of the strongly cen-

tralized authority found in other countries. The leadership ex-

ercised by such an authority elsewhere has been assumed in the

United States by institutions for the study of education and by the

development of trained professional experts. The place of the

former was recognized by Dr. James E. Russell, formerly Dean of

Teachers College, Columbia University, as early as 1900, when he

wrote that

University departments of education have as their special function the in-

vestigation of educational foundations, the interpretation of educational

ideals, the invention of educational methods, and the application of educa-

tional principles. The science of education... needs to be developed and
made over to fit modern conditions.

Leadership in educational progress. The need of such leadership

in the absence of controlling governmental authorities became in-

creasingly pressing as the provision of education began to be ex-

panded and the expenditures advanced with the growing wealth of

the country. There was uncertainty as to aims, processes, and

methods; there were few, if any, external agencies for appraisal

either of the quantity or the quality of education j
there were no

standards of expenditures. All that was available was unbounded

faith in education and desire to extend opportunities for it; popular
wfll and consent on which the progress of education depended had

themselves to be educated. These needs helped to confirm the
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status defined by Dean Russell for the newly created departments

of education in universities in administration of trained superin-

tendents, in educational theory of professors of education, in methods

of appraisal of experts in the newly created methods of tests and

measurements. In administration the superintendent of schools

could no longer proceed by mere empiricism and routine; educa-

tional progress depended upon his ability to educate his public up to

new standards, and in a society in which business efficiency is one

of the cardinal virtues he was expected to be no less efficient in the

conduct of his office than the director of a large industrial concern

spending an equal amount of money. Scientific tests and measure-

ments were utilized increasingly to test the quality of education and

to set up standards, which elsewhere are defined by a central author-

ity and appraised by government inspectors. Aims and methods

were defined by experts in the light of current practices, experi-

mentation, and the contributions of psychology and sociology.

With the advancement and expansion of education, specialization

has become narrower and more detailed, with the result that today
there are to be found experts in school buildings, in educational

finances and school accounting, in curriculum-making, in the

various branches and types of education,
1 in extra-curricular ac-

tivities, and in higher education.

About 1911 the practice began to be adopted of inviting experts

in the various fields to investigate local or state systems of education

and to make recommendations for reorganization and improvement.
For the conduct of such investigations or "surveys," experts were

invited from university departments of education, from successful

practitioners, and from the educational foundations * which began
to be established in the early years of the present century. In
this way the study of education was kept in close touch with prac-
tice in the field, while the reports and recommendations of surveys
furnished for the country as a whole that guidance and leadership
which in other countries are provided by governmental direction.

1 Parental education, pie-school education, kindergarten-primary education, elementary
education, junior high school, senior high school (with experts in its specialized courses),

teacher-preparation, junior college, college and higher education, and adult education
a Among the leading foundations which have contributed to the progress of education,

not only through grants and endowments, but through the conduct of surveys and the study
of special educational problems, are. (i) the General Education Board, established in 1902;
(2) the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, 1906, (3) the Russell Sage
Foundation, 1907; and (4) the Commonwealth Fund, 1918.
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From 1913 on there began to be organized local bureaus of reference

and research as agencies for continued investigations of educational

problems in the place of the occasional survey. The work of such

bureaus varies; in some cases their investigations cover the whole

field of education, in others only the administrative and statistical

aspects, and in others again only tests and measurements of school

practices. The work of both city and state bureaus and of univer-

sity bureaus of research culminated in 1916 in the organization of

the National Association of Directors of Educational Research, now
the Educational Research Association.

The progress of American education, apart from such control as

is exercised by the state authorities and by legislation, is thus de-

termined by experimentation and self-examination, by imitation,

and, if the term may be used, by capillary attraction the more

advanced systems setting the pace for the rest. This is due not

only to the mobility of the population and of the teaching pro-

fession and the nation-wide dissemination of educational literature

and school textbooks, but also to the activities of a large number of

educational associations, such as the National Education Asso-

ciation, which mfl.intfl.iins a Research Division, the Department of

Superintendence, the National Society for the Study of Education,

the National Society of College Teachers of Education, Section L
of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, and a

vast number of associations, national and state, of specialists in the

field of education. Nor can the influence of graduate study of edu-

cation in institutions which draw their students from the whole

country, particularly for the summer sessions, be neglected as a

factor in the development of national aims, ideals, and practices in

education.

It is from this point of view that it is possible to speak of an Amer-

ican system of education in the sense that it is dominated by more or

less common aims and aspirations. The general framework of edu-

cation tends to be the same, and the language of education is the

same; the differences and variety which are characteristic of the

country are due to the absence of central control, whether federal or

state, to the differences in the size of the administrative units with

consequent differenoes in the amount of money that they can devote

for education, in their ability to provide for efficient administration,

and often in the attitude of the population to education. It is per-
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haps a characteristic of American democracy that in studying its

educational system it is necessary to start with all the informal

and extra-legal agencies which have grown up as the progress of

education demanded rather than to follow the procedure employed
in the study of other countries of beginning with the central authori-

ties and tracing the delegation of powers to local units. American

education has been built from the local units up and the tendency to

centralization in the States has been influenced by the introduction

of efficiency methods in the administration of the larger local units

and a desire to extend to the smaller units the advantages of edu-

cational opportunities which they cannot afford unaided-

The Federal Government and education. The Constitution of

the United States makes no reference to education. The Tenth

Amendment, which was adopted in 1791 and provided that
"
powers

not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor pro-

hibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States respectively, or

to the people,** left education, as one of the powers not mentioned

in the Constitution, to the control of the States* In 1867 a Federal

Department of Education was created, but two years later was

reduced to the rank of a Bureau in the Department of the Interior, a

position which it has retained up to the present; in 1930 the Bureau

of Education returned to its original legal designation as the Office

of Education. Administered by the United States Commissioner

of Education, the Office of Education is primarily an agency for the

collection of statistics and for the dissemination of information on

education. Except for the supervision of schools for Eskimos and
Indians in Alaska, the Office of Education exercises no adminis-

trative authority in the field of education. Despite its small annual

appropriation ($510,000 for 1932), the Office has helped to focus

attention on the progress and development of education through its

current publications, its Biennial Surveys of Education, its re-

searches and reports of investigations conducted by it at the request
of state and local authorities. During the last two years several

national investigations into educational finance, the preparation
of teachers, and secondary education have been conducted under

the supervision of the Office. The influence of the Office of Educa-
tion is in general no greater than the personal prestige and com-

petence of its Commissioner and the members of its staff.

Similar in scope is tlie Children's Bureau established in 1912 and
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placed under the Department of Commerce and Labor. The
Bureau is charged with the duty of investigating and reporting on
all matters concerning the welfare of children infant mortality,

orphan and delinquent children, accidents and diseases of children,

employment of, and legislation affecting, children. In 1921 the

Bureau was entrusted with the administration of the Sheppard-
Towner Maternity Aid Act which provided funds for cooperation
with the States in "promoting the welfare and hygiene of maternity
and infancy."

To promote cooperation with the States in the provision and ex-

tension of vocational education, there was created in 1917 the

Federal Board for Vocational Education, which is independent of

the Office of Education and administers the annual appropriation
made under the Smith-Hughes Act (1917), supplemented by the

Geoige-Reed Act (1929) for the promotion of vocational education

in institutions below the college level, including training in agri-

culture, trade, and industry, in 1920 the administration of the

Civilian Vocational Rehabilitation Act (Smith-Banikhead Act) was

added to the duties of the Board.

The Department of Agriculture, in addition to conducting re-

search and disseminating information on all subjects within the field

of administration, supervises the land-grant colleges established

under the Morrill Acts (1862 and 1890), the agricultural experiment
stations under the Hatch Act (1887), supplemented by the Adams
Act (1906) and the Purnell Act (1925), extension work in agri-

culture and home economics under the Smith-Lever Act (1914), sup-

plemented by the Capper-Ketcham Act (1929). The education of

Indians is supervised by the Office of Indian Affairs in the Depart-
ment of the Interior, while the Insular Bureau in the War Depart-
ment exercises general supervision over education in the Philippines

and Porto Rico. Beyond this the Federal Government maintains

institutions for the training of officers for the army and navy, sub-

sidizes the training of reserve officers in colleges and universities

through the Reserve Officers
7

Training Corps, mamtains the Li-

brary of Congress, the Smithsonian Institution, and a number of

similar institutions, and through Congress exercises oversight over

education in the District of Columbia.

Federal aid for education* Although education is by implication

left to the States, it is obvious from the preceding statement that
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the Federal Government has in practice developed a somewhat ex-

tensive participation in education. Xor is such participation con-

fined to guidance and advice, it has been accompanied almost from

the establishment of the Republic by large grants, at first in the

form of land, later by direct money grants appropriated for a variety

of purposes by Congress. The Ordinance of 1785, which ordered a

land survey, provided that lot Xo. 16 of every township be reserved

for the maintenance of schools. The Ordinance of 1787, which

enunciated the principle that
"
schools and the means of education

shall be forever encouraged," made no grants, but began in 1802,

when Ohio was admitted, the practice of giving each State on ad-

mission the sixteenth section of land in each township for the

maintenance of schools; after 1850 two, and later four, sections were

allotted to new states, to these other lands swamp and saline lands

were added; in the case of the States more recently admitted

Oklahoma, Arizona, and New Mexico the grants were even

more liberal*

In 1862, with the passage of the Morrill Act, a new policy was

adopted of making grants for specific purposes in this case for the

promotion of education at the college level in agriculture and the

mechanic arts- The Hatch Act (1887), to create agricultural ex-

periment stations, introduced a practice which has since been

extending of granting annual appropriations to the States for pur-

poses indicated in the various Acts. From 1911 the States were

required as a condition for receiving federal grants to make avail-

able an amount of money equal to the sum received, and to pass
acts of assent to the provisions of the Federal Acts as passed. In

each case where federal grants are distributed, the conditions are

stipulated in the Act, and the Department, Bureau, or Board charged
with their distribution has the authority to approve or reject plans

proposed by the States for carrying out the purposes of such aid;
the strongest control is exercised through a scrutiny of the accounts.

Excluding income fiom land grants, where they have not been dis-

sipated, the federal appropriations for aid for general and special
education in 1930 amounted to $23,778,000, distributed as follows:

Office of Education, $351,624; agricultural and mechanical colleges,

$2,550,000; agricultural experiment stations, $4,335,000; agricul-
tural extension work, $7,662,936; vocational education, $7,800,000;
aad vocational rehabilitation, $1,079,120*
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Despite the amount of money devoted to education by the Fed-

eral Government, it cannot be claimed that there has yet been de-

veloped a satisfactory body of principles to govern the relations

between the federal and the state authorities. On the one hand there

is a marked and widespread fear that too detailed prescriptions by
the former of the purposes on which federal grants should be paid
would in time mean encroachment on States' rights; on the other

hand it is not clear that a scrutiny of accounts is the best method of

supervising the efficiency of the education which it is desired to pro-

mote. Despite the absence of clear principles on which the relations

between the Federal Government and the States might be based,

there has since 1917 been a widespread movement to increase the

participation of the Federal Government in education, first7 by the

creation of a Federal Department of Education, and secondly, by an

increasing federal aid for education. The arguments for a Federal

Department of Education with a Secretary in the Cabinet are that

it would raise education in prestige and dignity as one of the major
concerns of the Government and that it would give greater author-

ity and influence to the central agency. Increased federal aid is justi-

fied on the grounds that education, however it may be administered,

is in the end of importance to the nation as a whole, and that wealth

is not equally distributed throughout the country, with the result

that there are serious inequalities in the provision of every aspect

of education both in quantity and quality. Only by pooling the re-

sources of the country as a whole can such inequalities be removed.

Those who sponsor the proposals for increased federal participation

in education deny, however, that it would be followed by increased

control, the dangers of which are nowhere ignored.

The National Advisory Committee on Education, appointed in

1929 by Secretary Ray Lyman Wilbur, of the Department of the

Interior, in its report on Federal Relations to Education (Washington,

D.C., 1931), recommended the establishment of a Department of

Education with a Secretary of Education at its head, in which all the

functions now exercised in education by various departments and

bureaus should be concentrated and coordinated. All future grants

to States should be in aid of education in general rather than for

specific purposes; such aid should be spent by each State for any or

all educational purposes as the State itself may direct. Local au-

tonomy should be maintained and developed. The expenditures of
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federal aid would be controlled by annual audits or, in the words of

the report <p, 38 j:

The only restriction placed by federal legislation on such educational

grants should be the provision that even- State, when it accepts the grant,

agrees to make each year to the federal headquarters for education a full re-

port on all questions on fthich the federal headquarters for education may
require information concerning the manner in which the State has used the

grant

By this method it is hoped to avoid the danger of interference by the

federal authority in the educational affairs of the States; but there

has also been avoided the real issue how to devise a system of co-

operation between the Federal Government and the States which

would result in federal aid to the States with some guarantee that

such aid is efficiently administered.1

STATE ADMINISTRATION OF EDUCATION

Development of state control. The administration of education,

as has been pointed out, is a state affair, safeguarded by the consti-

tutions of the several States or by school laws and confirmed by a

number of legal decisions,* which have proceeded on the principle

that "the whole State is interested in the education of children of the

State," Since the development of governmental control by the

States developed from the small local communities to the larger

unit, a tradition of local control was strongly established before the

movement for State unification began, at first tentatively before the

middle of the nineteenth century, somewhat more rapidly after

1875, and definitely after 1900. The problem confronting the de-

velopment of state centralization is one of reconciling popular con-

trol with administrative efficiency and the vote of the people with a

continuously progressive policy. The expanding scope of education

and the fuller recognition of the meaning of equality of educational

opportunities have brought with them the realization that the

American ideal of education cannot be achieved by complete delega-
tion of authority to the smaller communities, which for a variety of

reasons are likely to be indifferent to the problems of education and
in all cases financially unable to meet the increasing cost of an en-

* For the present the issue is Twimportaat; the present economic and financial situation
mate it uufikefy that it wffl. become a question of practical politics for some time to cqme.

igC (Boston, 1929)
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larged program. The pace for the country was set by the larger

cities which were the first to provide increased opportunities

to levy more money for education, and to introduce efficient methods

of administration into the field of education. Proposals for the im-

provement of state administration must count with the existence of

more than 150,000 local areas districts, towns, townships, coun-

ties, and cities varying in size of population and wealth, to which

the States have delegated their authority in the matter of education.

By law and by constitutional provision, however, the States have

the right to intervene at any time, to withdraw such delegated

authority, to change the size of areas, and to promote the efficiency

of education as they see fit. The powers with which the state is en-

trusted have been clearly summarized by Professor Ellwood P.

Cubberley in the following statement:

It ought to be essentially the business of the State to formulate a construc-

tive policy for the development of the education of the people of the State,
and to change this policy from time to time as the changing needs of the

Statemay seem to require. This may involve more than the mere regulation
of schools, and may properly include such educational agencies and efforts as

libraries, playgrounds, health supervision, and adult education. Instead of

being a passive tax-gatherer and law-giver, the State should become an ac-

tive, energetic agent, working for the moral, intellectual, and social improve-
ment and advancement of its people. The formulation of minimum stand-

ards for the various forms of public education, the raising of these standards

from time to time, the protection of these standards from being lowered by
private agencies, and the stimulation of communities to additional educa-

tional activity, is a fundamental right and duty of the State. On the other

hand, to find what can safely be left to local initiative and control, and then

to pass this down, ought to be as much a function of proper state school ad-

ministration as is the removal from community control of matters which
communities cannot longer handle with a reasonable degree of effectiveness.

Unity in essentials and liberty in non-essentials, as high rmnfnrmTq standards

for all as is possible, constant stimulation to communities to exceed the

minima, required, and large liberty to communities in the choice of methods
and tools and in the extension of educational advantages and opportunities,

ought to be cardinal principles in a State's educational policy and in its rela-

tions to its subordinate governmental units.1

The state and the curriculum. The character of state administra-

tion of education is thus determined by the American tradition of

local government, on the one hand, and, on the other, by the recogni-

1
Cobberley, B. P., Pvbhc Sctod Administrate^ pp. 28 f (Boston, 1929).
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lion that the interests of efficiency, progress, and equalization of op-

portunities demand greater intervention on the part of the state

authority. The authority of each State in education is derived from

the constitution or from its school laws. Because the tradition of

popular control in education has survived, the people through their

elected representatives may be said to exercise an important influence

on its development. The example of the Tennessee Legislature,

which prohibited the teaching of evolution in the schools and univer-

sities of the State, is not isolated. Not only do school laws prescribe

in many cases what must be taught in the schools, but special laws

are passed from time to time, as the whim of the legislators moves

them or as particular groups bring pressure to bear upon the legis-

latures. There may thus be found legislative provisions concerning

(i\ the teaching of nationalism (flag display and flag exercises, teach-

ing of patriotism and patriotic songs, prohibition of foreign languages
as languages of instruction, teaching of the History and Constitution

of the United States and the State, and the observance of special

days); (2) the teaching of health and prohibition; (3) conservation

of life and property; (4) special practical and cultural subjects

(agriculture, drawing, music, household arts, industrial arts, book-

keeping, exhibitions of school work, cotton grading, and art); (5)

humaneness (humane treatment of animals and birds and their

importance, and prohibition of vivisection and animal experimen-

tation); (6) fundamental subjects (arithmetic, English, geography,

penmanship, reading, and spelling); (7) religious and ethical sub-

jects (sectarian doctrine, Bible reading, and social and ethical

conduct); (8) miscellaneous subjects (elementary science, algebra,

metric system, forestry and plant life, use of dictionaries, Darwinism,
and reading of survey maps).

1
Temporary enthusiasms, popular

demand, pressure by interested groups, and faith in the efficacy of

instruction to secure immediate results explain such interference by
legislatures and the difficulty which still exists of drawing a line of

demarcation between the part which such bodies may well play in

representing their electorates and the part which should be left to

the judgment of professional experts.

State authorities. The diversity of American practices in the ad-

ministration of education and the conflict between traditions and

progressive tendencies are nowhere better illustrated than in, the
* Sc Flaadexi* J. K.,
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description of the state authorities for education and their executive

officials. The state board of education has emerged from an organi-

zation which began to be developed rapidly after its establishment

in Massachusetts in 1837. The functions of educational adminis-

tration, supervision, and definition of policies were for a long time

not given special prominence in the organization of state boards

of education, which were created originally to look after school

funds and lands. By gradual steps the functions of such boards

were enlarged and have become in some States as extensive as

those of a Ministry of Education in other countries, although
there are still many States in which special boards to administer

higher education, normal schools and teachers' colleges continue to

exist.

There is accordingly no uniformity either in the constitution or the

functions of state boards of education. Six of the forty-eight States

have no boards; in nine states (Colorado, Florida, Kentucky, Miss-

issippi, Missouri, Nevada, North Carolina, Oregon, and Texas) the

state board consists of state officials (generally the governor, the

treasurer, the secretary of State, the attorney-general, the auditor,

and the superintendent of public instruction); in twenty-four states

(Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas, Connecticut, Georgia, Idaho, In-

diana, Kansas, Louisiana, Michigan, Montana, New Hampshire,
New Mexico, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Rhode

Island, South Carolina, Tennessee, Utah, Virginia, West Virginia,

Washington, and Wyoming) the boards are composed of state

officials ex officio, school officials, and laymen either appointed or

elected; nine state boards (California, Delaware, Iowa, Maryland,

Massachusetts, Minnesota, New Jersey, New York, and Vermont)
consist of members elected by the legislatures or appointed by the

governors. The title most generally used for this body is State

Board of Education; other designations axe the Board of Regents
of the University of the State of New York, the Advisory Board of

Education (Massachusetts), the State Council of Education (Penn-

sylvania), and the State Board of Administration (North Dakota).
The boards vary in size from three to thirteen members (most fre-

quently seven), and in their terms of office two to twelve years

(most usually six years). Most frequently the lay members of the

boards axe appointed by the governor with or without confirmation

by the Senate of the State concerned. In a few States the members
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of the boards receive an annual compensation (ranging from $100

to $3000) and expenses; in others they are paid a per diem allowance

and expenses with some limitation on the number of meetings for

which payment will be made: in others they are reimbursed for

expenses; and finally, in a few States in which the members are ex

officio on the board no payment is made at all.

The powers and duties of State boards vary; in some States they

are responsible for the control of school finances, in others there is

added general supervision of state institutions, in the progressive

systems the boards exercise general supervision and control over all

educational affairs the enforcement of laws, consideration of

policies, finance, budget, appointment of executive officials and

staff of the department of education and act in a consultative and

advisory capacity to the chief executive. There is in general a

tendency to restrict the powers of the boards of legislative and regu-

lative functions, and to the definition of policies, and to leave the

exercise of administrative duties to the chief executive official and

his staff. The state board, in other words, should represent the best

opinion of the people of the State. It is for this reason that the

election of members is advocated in place of ex officio state officers

or appointment, since in the last two methods there is danger of the

intrusion of politics; for the same reason those who advocate the

election of members also urge special elections, separate from general

political elections, and on a non-partisan basis.

The chief state educational official. One obstacle in the way of

an appropriate demarcation of functions between the state boards

and their chief executive official, generally known as state superin-
tendent of public instruction, but also as superintendent of public
schools and commissioner of education, is the fact that this position
is still in most States political in character. The state superin-
tendent of public instruction is elected in thirty-three States at the

regular political elections; in six States he is appointed by the

governors; and in nine States by the state boards of education.

Except in the last instances the candidate for the position must

usually be a resident of the State in which he seeks election or ap-
pointment. The qualifications vary from the requirement that the

candidate be a person of educational standing or hold a teacher's

life certificate to the requirement that he be a college graduate with

professional preparation and several years of experience. Where
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the executive official is appointed by a state board, the best available

candidates in the country may be appointed; generally it is in these

States that he is known as commissioner of education. Xot only
is there a wide variety in methods of selection and qualifications,

but the salaries range from $2000 to $12,000 a year (the mode being

$5000). The term of office varies from one to six years (most

frequently four years). Limitations of residence, qualifications,

term of office, and salary as well as the necessity of standing at a

political election mean that in general candidates are not well

qualified for the larger scope of administration, which is today de-

manded of the chief executive, but that frequently they would have

working under them men and women who are better paid and better

qualified. The situation is different in those States in which the

best person available is appointed for a term of years with every

probability of renewal and at a salary commensurate with the

dignity of the office. It is in such States that the new trends toward

a proper interpretation of the functions of the State in education

and toward eflicient administration are being developed and that

examples are being set up for the country as a whole. For the more

progressive States are those in which political considerations have in

the main been set aside and the best persons available are selected

to serve as members of the boards of education and as the chief

executives; it is here, too, that a proper distribution of functions has

become possible the state board acting in a deliberative, con-

sultative, and advisory capacity, and the chief executive assuming

responsibility for the execution of the board's policies and for

administration in general.

The powers and duties of the chief executive, the state superin-

tendent of public instruction or the commissioner of education, in

the progressive States include general supervision and control over

all aspects of education, the enforcement of laws and regulations,

the development of public opinion, consultation, with educational

officials in the local areas, the execution of state policies, super-

vision of educational finances and expenditures, the classification of

schools, certification of teachers, the preparation, or supervision of

the preparation of curricula, courses of study and lists of textbooks,

the collection of statistical returns, reports and publications, the ar-

rangement of conferences, the supervision of special and vocational

education, and control of standards of buildings, sanitation, health
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and child welfare. He h responsible for leadership and guidance in

education throughout the State.

State departments of education. The gradual change in the

status of the state authority for education and the rapid growth of

the functions of the chief executive have led in time to the develop-

ment of state departments of education; that is, the executive branch

as distingushed from the state boards. Here again there is no uni-

formity of practice, in some States the number of staff officers is as

low as five, while in Pennsylvania the number rises to over seventy.

In Missouri the staff of the state department of education includes

besides the state superintendent a director and assistant director of

vocational education and rehabilitation, a chief clerk, inspectors of

teacher training institutions, high schools and rural schools, super-

visors of agriculture, home economics, industrial rehabilitation,

trade and industry, and negro schools, a statistician, and rehabilita-

tion field officers. The state department of education in Maryland
consists of the state superintendent, an assistant superintendent,

supervisors of physical education, rural schools, elementary educa-

tion, high schools, music, and colored schools, a director of vocational

education, a bureau of educational measurement, a statistician and

assistant statistician, a chief clerk, an auditor, and a credential

secretary. The New York state department, which is one of the

largest in the country, consists of the commissioner of education, a

deputy and three assistant commissioners, and the following divi-

sions and bureaus: administration (including publication and statis-

tical bureaus), archives and history, attendance, examination and

inspection, professional examinations, special schools, finance, law,

library extension, school buildings and grounds, visual instruction,

vocational and extension education (including Americanization and
rehabilitation divisions), educational measurement, rural education,
medical inspection, teacher training and certification, physical educa-

tion, and state normal schools; the commissioner is also responsible
for the supervision of the state museum and state library, the boaxds
of managers of the state normal schools, and the board of trustees of

New York State College.

The general tendency is thus in the direction of entrusting the ad-

ministration of education to trained experts. Hie examples of this

development which have been cited illustrate this direction. The
problem of reconciling popular control with efficient administration
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is being solved by allowing the people to elect a state board or to elect

an official who appoints such a board, and by developing a serv-

ice of experts responsible to the board which represent the people
either directly or indirectly. Always in the background is the control

of the legislature which has an opportunity to exercise it either

through its right to intervene by law hi the work of the schools and

when discussing the appropriations for education.

LOCAL ADMINISTRATION

Despite the apparent expansion of the authority of the State, the

account presented in the last section represents a comparatively re-

cent tendency. It is still true to say of American education that

its control is largely local through the exercise of powers delegated

by the States. The chief areas of administration are districts, towns

and townships, counties, and cities. The evolution, which is still

proceeding, has been from smaller to larger units of administration.

District system. The smallest unit, which has persisted from the

time when with the gradual movement of the population and inade-

quate means of communication the New England town was grad-

ually split up, is the district Although the praises of the small dis-

trict school have been sung, the district, which spread as an area of

educational administration in the Middle-West, North-Central, and

Northwestern States, proved to be the greatest stumbling-block to

sound educational progress. Administered by elected school trustees,

usually three in number, the school districts have proved to be -in-

adequate in every way buildings, salaries for competent teach-

ers, financial support, equipment, and textbooks. So strong, how-

ever, has been the traditions of local control, that despite the fact

that the powers of school trustees have been considerably curtailed

in the past half-century or more, it is difficult to convince their cli-

entae of the desirability of large areas to secure better schools.

With the development of communication and the provision of

transportation, however, the district system is on the way to ab-

sorption into larger units.

Towns and townships. In New England the school district was

reabsorbed in the town, a natural geographical area including rural

and urban settlements, but constituting for educational purposes one

unit administered by a single school board. The township fotuid in

the North-Central States is analogous to the New England towns,
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but because it is an area which was artificially constructed and for

educational purposes does not include the urban or city centers, it

is not as well adapted for school organization as the town/

Counties. Xetrt in size to the township is the county, an organiza-

tion which varies in size, but is found in the South, the Middle-

West and Western States. Whether the county is to play an im-

portant part for educational administration depends upon the extent

to which the county constitutes an essential part for other govern-

mental purposes. In some States, where the county was the origi-

nal unit of administration, it constitutes the natural unit for educa-

tion; elsewhere, if the smaller areas have been traditional, the au-

thority of the State must be invoked to overcome opposition to

transfer. In Maryland, Utah, and some of the Southern States edu-

cational progress has been determined by the county unit; in others a

county organization coexists with local areas which insist on retain-

ing a measure of autonomy. While the county, although in some

States it seems too large, generally appears to be the most appro-

priate area for tlie administration of education outside of cities, a

definite scheme of organization has not yet been developed. In some

States the county board of education is elected, and in others it is

appointed under certain legal restrictions by the county supervi-

sors; elsewhere a board of education with full authority has not yet

been evolved, but its functions are exercised in part by county high
school boards as in Nevada, by county textbooks commissions as in

Iowa and South Dakota, and by county boards of examiners who
examine and certificate teachers. There is, however, found every-
where a county school superintendent, who in most instances is an
elected official despite the increasing importance of his position as

an administrator and leader in education. The duties of a county

superintendent include the general administration and supervision
of education, enforcement of laws and regulations, and in general
the exercise within his own area of powers delegated to the county
by the State for the development and progress of education. He is

charged with responsibility particularly in two directions the

improvement of rural schools by careful selection of their teachers

and organization of the curriculum or by consolidation and trans-
1 For the English reader the urban district may be compared to the Star England town

except that the town has more powers and duties in education than the Part TTT authority.
The Mid-West township, without the urban centers, would compare with the rural areas in

England, whkfe far educational purposes are subordinated to the counties.
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portation, and the provision of adequate facilities for high school

education. The aim of those who consider the county as the de-

sirable area for educational administration is to secure the introduc-

tion into the rural and semi-rural areas of methods of efficient ad-

ministration similar to those which have been developed in the cities.

Before this can be effected, however, another tradition, that of elect-

ing the county superintendent, must be abandoned in favor of ap-

pointing a trained individual appointed on the basis of adequate

professional qualifications at a salary commensurate with the posi-

tion and on a reasonable tenure. Such a measure would again mean
a blow to the tradition of popular control through direct election.

Cities. It is in the cities, however, that there have been developed
the characteristic features of American educational administration.

This has been due not merely to the size of the cities many of them

are quite small nor to the fact that under their charters they enjoy
almost complete autonomy in education subject always to the per-

manent authority of the State, but has been the result in part of the

greater wealth of the modern city, the clearer recognition of the

problems to be faced, and particularly to the emergence, gradual but

assured, of a trained personnel, appointed on the basis of professional

qualifications instead of being elected for considerations that are

not always educational. It is in the cities that there has been elab-

orated the principle of retaining popular control and of reconciling

it with the interests of educational efficiency and at the same time of

rescuing the schools, generally but not universally, from the bane of

what is in the United States called "politics/* but which elsewhere

would be regarded as the use of the schools for the ulterior, selfish

interests of a group. The process of cleansing the school systems
from the bane of such "politics" has proceeded rapidly in the last

two decades, and not the least of the causes which have produced
these results has been the improvement in the professional prepare
tion of the teachers and of the administrative officials. There are,

of course, instances of backsliding, of attempts to make capital out

of the schools, but these become rarer and arouse popular indignar

tion to a degree unknown a generation ago* The schools have been

placed above politics, just as nearly a century ago the danger of con-

flict over religious issues was removed by secularizing all public educa-

tion.

In a large measure the separation of schools from politics has been
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effected by Invoking the principle that, although a board of educa-

tion may be a part of a local municipal government, it is responsible

ultimately, not to the city council, but to the State from whence its

powers and authority are derived. The board of education to which

in most cities the responsibility for the administration of schools has

been entrusted has evolved out of the school committee which was

appointed at public meetings and, so long as education was a simple

affair, frequently administered the schools directly. As cities grew

in size, either by union of wards or districts or by the extension of

boundaries, and as the provision of education was expanded and be-

came more complex, such direct administration became impossible,

and there was gradually evolved out of the position of derk or secre-

tary of the school committee that of the superintendent of schools.

There survived out of the traditional status of the school committee,

however, the problem of more clearly defining the powers and duties

of what came to be called the board of education and of the newly
evolved executive official. The solution of this problem was particu-

larly acute because in most cases the boards of education tended to

be very large, in some cases exceeding one hundred members, and in

others they were elected by wards, whose representatives often

placed the interests of the schools in their own areas above those of

the whole city. The boards of education, it was recognized, had a

dual function in so far as they represented the people of their area

and exercised powers delegated to them by the State.

The division of functions between boards of education and their

chief executive, which has universally been accepted in theory and in

most dties in practice, is that the boards represent the will of the

people, define educational policies, and exercise general supervision
and control over the proper condudt and development of educational

afiairs, whose direct adnoinistration is left to the superintendent of

schools and his staff. On one side the boards are responsible to the

public in their areas and on the other to the state authority for carry-

ing out the powers and duties assigned to them either by law or by
charter. In general, state laws prescribe the TnTnirynim requirements
for educational development, leaving a large degree of authority to

the localities for their ami sdf-determination and progress within

the financial resources available for the purpose.

Up to this point boards of education have been referred to as

agencies of administration independent of the municipal govern-
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ments in their areas. This in fact is the situation in most cities, but

such independence is not always complete. The administration of

education involves the levy of taxes and the expenditure of funds.

In this matter complete independence, which theorists of educational

administration desire to see achieved, has been attained only in a

few localities. In some cities the boards of education are fiscally

independent and have complete charge over the budget for education,

the raising of funds, and their expenditure subject only to such

limits as may be set by law; elsewhere the boards are fiscally depend-
ent and subject in matters of finance to the control of another muni-

cipal authority. The arguments for fiscal independence are that in

this way boards of education can bring the cause of education directly

to the public, that the funds necessary for carrying out the minimum

requirements and for expanding an educational program can best be

secured by direct taxation, and that by this method educational fi-

nances can be considered without the danger of intruding political

or other alien considerations. In Pennsylvania generally and in New
York, Minnesota, ancf Wisconsin, some cities enjoy fiscal independ-

ence; on the other hand, in some of the larger cities, such as New
York, Rochester, Buffalo, Springfield (Massachusetts), Baltimore,

Minneapolis, and St. Paul, the boards of education must submit

their fiscal affairs to the approval and control of another authority.

As the administration of education and of its problems have

grown in complexity and as the position of expert administrators has

been evolved, the large board of education has come to be regarded
as unwieldy and its discussions rime-consuming. The tendency has

accordingly been to reduce the size of boards to five, seven, or nine

members; larger boards are found, but are unusuaL The majority

of the boards of education are elected, in a few cities at special elec-

tions which are considered advisable, not only because education is

then kept distinct from party politics, but because they provide op-

portunities of bringing educational issues before the public; where

boards are not elected, the members axe appointed by the mayor
or by the city council, and in a few instances by the court. There

are no restrictions as to eligibility for membership of boards of educa-

tion; virtually the only class which is hi practice excluded is titat of

teachers, on the grounds that as members they might be expected to

pass upon questions affecting their own interests and would thus

be placed in a position of employer and employee at the same time,
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and that it is undesirable to have on boards individuals who, because

of their professional familiarity with the problems to be discussed,

could prevent the direct expression of lay public opinion or who would

be tempted to interfere in the activities properly belonging to the

superintendent. To the objection that the small size of the boards

prevents the representation of minority groups, the answer is usually

given that such groups always have access to the public and to the

board by other methods than direct representation. The tenure of

office of board members is usually four years. In order to secure

continuity of policy, the appointments or elections are for overlapping

terms.

The functions of boards of education are to determine policies

presented by the superintendent, to select and appoint trained ex-

pert officials; to issue by-laws, rules and regulations; to select build-

ing sites and to determine in general the need of expansion of educa-

tional facilities; to pass on the budget; to formulate salary schedules;

to approve, on the recommendation of the
superintendent,

courses

of study, textbooks, and appointments, and to exercise general super-

vision over educational affairs. With the reduction in the size of the

boards and the delegation of the administration to the expert super-

intendent and his staff, there has been a tendency to abolish standing

committees, which, it is thought, are time-consuming and handicap
the efficiency of administration. Special committees may, however,
be appointed for the consideration of special questions, to be dis-

solved when their reports have been made. The chief function of a
board is stated to be the selection of a well-trained and qualified ex-

ecutive responsible to and holding the confidence of the board. The
administration of education in the last two decades has been de-

veloped on the analogy of big business; the board of education then

assumes the position of a board of directors, responsible to the share-

holders, in this case the public, and delegating the detailed adminis-

tration to trained officials.

City school superintendent It is on this principle that the posi-
tion of the superintendent of schools and his staff has developed in

city systems, a position which has become one of increasing impor-
tance as the programs of education have been expanded. With the

increased importance of the position and clearer definition of status,

opportunities have been developed during the last two decades for

specialised training of administrative experts. Until such training
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was organized, it was usual for the superintendent to acquire his ex-

perience on the job. The appointment of superintendents is as a

rule not required in all state school laws, nor are his powers and du-

ties defined by them, nor with a few exceptions are the qualifications

which he must have prescribed beyond the mere requirement that

he must hold a teacher's certificate; the State of Minnesota requires

superintendents to be college graduates holding a high school teach-

er's certificate and to have had about a year of professional study in-

cluding courses in school administration. Generally superintendents
are college or normal school graduates who have taught or have

been principals of high schools before their appointment. Although

opportunities for training are provided, it has not yet become an
absolute requirement.

1

The nature of the training provided for superintendents of schools

(in the field of educational administration) is indicated in the follow-

ing announcement of a one-year course offered at Teachers College,

Columbia University:

The solution of administrative problems, laboratory work for the develop-
ment of special techniques, and the visitation of school systems win occupy
the major portion of the students' time in this course.

This course and the second major course for superintendents of schools

present the field of educational administration for superintendents of schools

on the basis of an analysis of the work of this professional executive. Prob-

lems which have actually occurred in the experience of superintendents of

schools will be presented for solution by the students The problems pre-

sented in this course wfll be those most commonly occurring in the experience
of a superintendent of schools, and will vary from those found in a small

school system to those which must be met in the larger communities.

Among the fields from which one or more problems will be selected for solu-

tion are the following: the relation of the National Government to education,

the state's responsibility for education, the organization and functions of

state departments of education, state support of education, local units of ad-

ministration the county, the township, the district ajid the special city

district the constitution of state, city and county boards of education and
their relation to other governmental bodies the organization of the ad-

ministrative and supervisory corps with particular reference to line and staff

organization the organization of school systems; elementary schools, in-

1 Among many other matters which have been the subjects of research, a study his been

made of "Personality Traits of School Administrators," by Lide, S.r in Educational Re-

search Bulletin, Ohio State University, VoL VII, No. 7 (April 3, 1929) Twenty-five judges

expressed their opinion that aw>ng the most important traits are magnetism* punctnality,

promptness, sociability, thoroughness, and industry; resourcefulness, leadership, breadth of

interest, broadmindedness and intelligence received the fewest votes!
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eluding a consideration of the platoon or duplicate school plan, departmental

teaching and special classes, the classification and progress of children, group

adjustments; the junior high school, the senior high school, special and com-

prehensive; continuation schools, vocational schools, adult education the

curricula the development of courses of study textbooks and materials

of instruction measuring the results of teaching supervision pupil

accounting the continuing census and attendance service school health

administration and physical education statistical methods applied to the

problems of administration business administration, including the unit

and dual control types of organization, fiscal dependence and independence,

administrative offices, pay-roll procedure and accounting, supply manage-

ment, cost finding and cost accounting, preservation and protection of school

property and budget making the training, selection, tenure, salaries,

promotions and pensions of teachers, teachers organizations, professional

ethics the selection of school sites, building and equipment including plans
and specifications, scoring the plant, building program, financing capital out-

lays, budgeting equipment, local, state and federal school finance, records

and reports relation of superintendent to the community, parent-teacher
associations.

During the Spring Session students in the course will have opportunity,
under the supervision of members of the staff, to visit elementary schools,

junior high schools, senior high schools, vocational schools, special classes,

administrative offices, and research bureaus, in school systems in and near

New York City.

The course may be continued for a second year, when, the same or

similar topics are considered more intensively, and provision is

made for participation by the students in the conduct of surveys or

other special investigations. The students are expected in addition to

follow courses selected from the fields of economics, government, taxa-

tion, social economy, statistics, comparative education, educational

sociology, history of education, philosophy of education, educational

psychology, or any of the other specialized branches of education.

The chief functions of the superintendent are to carry out the

policies agreed upon by his board, to administer the system of

schools entrusted to him, to supervise their successful operation, and
to consider the needs for progressive development. His duties are

educative in character; in relation to the board, he must keep the

members informed of the progress and needs of the system and for-

mulate policies for their consideration; in relation to the public, he
must develop, not only among the patrons of the schools, but among
all taxpayers, an intelligent interest in the work of the schools; in re-

lation to his staff and teachers, he is required to coordinate their
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work and see that they carry out their assigned duties in an atmos-

phere which allows room for freedom and initiative. He must, in

short, be the responsible leader in the educational development of

his community, and since in the United States there is much less

guidance or direction from the central authority than in any other

country, he must be a student of education able to derive advantage
from all the non-official sources of information, guidance, and help

which have been described earlier.

As contrasted with European school systems, there is an absence

in the United States of a division between different branches of

education; each city may establish any type of education that is

within its financial means from the kindergarten up to higher educa-

tion, without the distinction between competing authorities, in

which elementary education is left in the main to the local authority,

secondary education is controlled more directly by the State, and

vocational education is placed under the supervision of still another

authority. Nor is there that distinction which prevails in England
between local authorities according to the size of their population.

In 1930 there were 2850 cities and towns with more than 2500 in-

habitants; of these 2075 had less than 10,000 inhabitants, 519 be-

tween 10,000 and 30,000, 188 between 30,000 and 100,000, and 68

over 100,000. Any community classed as a city may, however,

provide whatever schools in the educational ladder it can afford,

without that differentiation between Part II and Part III authori-

ties which is maintained in England. Thus the school law of the

State of Pennsylvania (1927) provides in Section 401 that

The board of school directors in every school district in the Commonwealth
ghfl.11 establish, equip, furnish, and Tnamtafp a sufficient number of ft*m&n-

tary public schools, in compliance with the provisions of this act, to educate

every person, reddkkg in such district between the ages of six and twenty-one

years, who may attend; and may establish, equip, furnish, and maintain the

following additional schools and departments for the education and recrea-

tion of persons redding in said district, which said additional schools or de-

partments, when established, shall be an integral part of the pubHc school

system in such school district, and shall be so administered, namely: high

schools, TMftTinal training schools, vocational schools, domestic science

schools, evening schools, agricultural schools, kindergartens, libraries, muse-

ums, reading rooms, gymnasiums, playgrounds, schools for the blind, the

deaf, and mentally deficient, truant schools, parental schools, schools for

addtSy public lectures together with such other schools or educational

departments as they, in their wisdom, may see proper to establish 1

1 School La of ike State of Pcttasyltama, 1927, p. 3&
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The provision of educational facilities and all the necessary equip-

ment depends accordingly upon "the wisdom "
of each locality. It

is on creating and developing this
u wisdom" that the success of the

superintendent of schools depends and, since educational develop-

ment depends not so much upon the prescriptions of a state author-

ity or on what is described in the United States as "overhead direc-

tion/' each authority, depending upon its financial ability, endeavors

to follow the leadership of the more progressive. It is significant in

this connection that the theory of administration has been developed,

not on the basis of abstract principles, but out of a comparison of

what localities of different sizes can accomplish; city is pitted against

city, the competitive spirit is aroused, and the reputation of cities

depends, as may be seen in advertisements or booms which are in-

dulged in from time to time, not on beauty of location or size, but

upon the availability and supply of schools.

Publicity and education. It is accordingly one of the characteris-

tics of American education that one of the important functions of the

superintendent in the exercise of educational leadership is to develop

and organize public demands and adapt the development of schools

to meet them, Since standards and prescriptions are not defined

by a central agency, except in such matters as compulsory attend-

ance, length of school year, qualifications of teachers, buildings, and

subjects which must be taught, the successful superintendent is he

who is able to win his public over to new and progressive methods.

If the American public is willing to devote money to education be-

cause of its faith in it, that faith must be constantly kept alive and
increased by taking the public into partnership in the continuous and

progressive reconstruction and shaping of education. If advertising
has made big business in the United States, then publicity has

made the progressive development and expansion of education pos-
sible. A central authority may by regulation dictate a line of policy,
but in such cases the minimum requirements may often become the

ynaximiTO with which a locality rests content; a local system, how-

ever, can only be changed, modified, and adapted to meet new ends
as the adminbtrator is able to command the confidence of his public
and has Its intelligent cooperation.
To arouse public iateffige&ce the superintendent has at his dis-

posal the periodical elections of members of the board of education,
or the annual presentation of the budget, or occasional campaigns
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for bond issues for capital expenditures; or he may secure the co-

operation of outside experts of national reputation to conduct sur-

veys, comprehensive in scope, or for some special investigation

(finance, buildings, curricula, etc.). More important than these

means are the methods of constant publicity, of keeping education

before the public through the press or by special publications as well

as annual reports; not mere statistical records, but documents ad-

dressed to and intended for the enlightenment of the public. Pub-

licity has been to education what advertising is to business. Some
localities maintain an official specially appointed to take charge of

publicity; elsewhere the superintendent himself assumes responsi-

bility for it, and is always expected to use every opportunity of

keeping the problem of education before the public and fraternal,

business, service, religious, and other associations. In addition, the

public is kept in close touch with the schools by the organization of

school exhibits, special programs, education weeks, health weeks,

music weeks, and "know-your-school" weeks. Finally, one of the

most important methods of reaching the public has been the de-

velopment and organization of parent-teacher associations definitely

established to promote a better and more intelligent understanding
of the work of the schools and to enlist the co5peration of parents
in their development. Such associations are now found in every

locality and have been organized into state organizations and a

national society. Through lectures, conferences, reading, and dis-

cussion groups, parents are informed both on what the schools axe

doing and on what they might be expected to do to keep abreast of

new and progressive movements. Closely associated with the par-

ent-teacher organizations is the recent development of parent educa-

tion which grew out of the recognition of the importance of the child's

early years and of an intelligent start in the home. In the promotion
of parent education there cooperate not only the parent-teacher

associations, but child clinics, nursery schools, university education

departments, special research centers, the Child Study Association

of America, the National Congress of Parents and Teachers, and a

number of magazines and books directed to the subject.

Administrative staff* An obvious result of the expansion of school

systems and the multifarious ramifications of education from in-

fancy to adulthood has been an increase in the responsibilities of the

superintendent of schools nd with it an increase in the size of the
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administrative staff to whom he can delegate the supervision of the

many duties now involved in the administration of education. A

city of the size of Denver, with a population of about a quarter of a

million, has the following administrative staff: superintendent of

schools, an auditor, an attorney, a secretary of the board of educa-

tion, a deputy superintendent, two assistant superintendents, direc-

tors of curriculum, of elementary education, and measurements, and

a staff of supervisors for libraries, industrial arts, home economics,

art, health education, attendance, health service, the grades, doctors,

dentists, nurses, and a business manager with assistants in charge

of buildings, equipment, and supplies. The size of an administra-

tive staff depends, of course, upon the number and types of schools

provided and the enrollment of pupils. The Denver organization

indicates the scope of administration which is being developed. The

amount of authority that a superintendent delegates to the officials

under Mm depends upon his own good sense; in some cities he as-

sumes direct control over all details, while in others his chief func-

tion is to codrdinate their activities and to encourage the exercise of

freedom and responsibility on the part of the staff members whom he

regards as specialists. Ultimatelyhe is responsible for their conduct

of office, as he is originally for their selection and recommendation to

his board of education for appointment. There are a few cities in

which the responsibility for administration is divided between the

superintendent of schools, who is placed in charge of all educational

and instructional matters, and a business manager, who has super-

vision of buildings, equipment, supplies, and financial matters;

occasionally a third executive official, the chief engineer, is placed
in charge of all matters relating to buildings. Divided responsibility

of this kind is in general regarded as unsound and detrimental to the

authority of the superintendent, who, according to the best theory
and practice of administration, should "be directly responsible to

the board of education for the efficient operation of all school func-

tions of the board of education," including the administration of its

business affairs, for the management of which a business manager
or assistant superintendent, under the direction of the superintend-
ent, should be appointed.
The superintendent may have, in addition to the staff of experts

already described, a bureau of research, to assist him in the study of

educational problems* Since the fost establishment of such a bureau
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of research in Baltimore in 1912, about seventy cities have organized
such departments for the conduct of investigations and research.

The activities of such bureaus vary and may include some or all of

the following types of study: classification of pupils, development
and application of intelligence and achievement tests, curriculum

revision, preparation and preservation of records and reports, study
and selection of textbooks, finance and budget, vocational guidance,

organization of special classes and psychiatric clinics, publicity, and

any other of the great multiplicity of problems which present them-

selves in a large system of schools.

The participation of teachers in administration is almost negligible.

The theory of administration is opposed to the inclusion of teachers

on boards of education, while other methods of enlisting their co-

operation have not been extensively developed. Teachers7

councils

have been established to assist the superintendent in an advisory

capacity in less than one hundred cities and their influence on edu-

cational affairs is slight. That teachers should participate directly

in administration is nowhere advocated and would indeed be un-

desirable, but that advantage of their professional experience is not

taken more extensively is significant perhaps of the application of

principles of industrial management to education. To some extent

the status enjoyed by teachers is due to their poor training in the

past, a condition which is being rapidly corrected, and to their uncer-

tainty of tenure; in part it is due to the fact that superintendents
have created other opportunities, through conferences and institutes,

for meetijig teachers. The importance of permanent organizations

which should serve as channels of communication and consultation

between teachers and superintendents has not been fully recognized,
1

with the result that teachers
7

organizations tend in some cities to re-

sort to political methods, lobbying, and pressure on board members to

bring their views to the front. A new tendency is, however, percep-

1 The establishment of teachers' councils was extensively discussed from 1919 to 1924. A
few had been organized before this period (Dallas, Texas, 1909; Boston, 19x0; Chicago, 1913;
and Cleveland, Ohio, 1917). In 1924 the number of teachers' councils had reached 86; since

that date interest in their existence has waned, because of a suspicion that the sponsors of the

movement were **
disgruntled n<l radical teachers, who fed sore th?* tbey, and aH other

teachers, are being ground down by an oppressive system
"

(E. E. Lewis, Pertotmd Prob-

lems of ikt Teaching Sta/> p. 388 i, New York, 1925.) The assumption of the leadership of

tbfr movement by tbft Federation of Teachers' Councils, whidd amalgamated itself with the

American Federation of Labor contributed, considerably in arousing this suspicion. See

Ortman, E J., Teacher Cowic&s, ft* Orgaitfad Means for &CWTMI* tite Cooperation of oil

Workers in tite Scko* (Montpe&r, Vermont, 1923).
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tiblc in the methods which have been adopted in the last decade for

curriculum revision. In the past f'and still quite generally), curricula,

courses of study, lists of textbooks, and even methods of instruction

have been prepared and issued by the administrative staff. With

the improvement m the professional preparation of teachers and the

realization that the cooperation of teachers should be secured in mat-

ters in which they are qualified to pass opinions, they have in a few

centers i Denver, Colorado, and Houston, Texas, are outstanding ex-

amples) been called upon to cooperate in the making of curricula and

courses of study This practice may or may not represent the inaugu-

ration of a new policy to secure increased participation, where such

participation is warranted, by the teachers. It is, however, charac-

teristic of American administration to emphasize guidance, organiza-

tion, dictation, and leadership by the administrator, and the putting

into practice of orders and prescriptions by the teachers, since provi-

sion for consultation and advice is rarely made even in individual

schools, in which the principal is the administrative head and the

teachers
"
his

"
staff. That there are dangers in such an interpretation

of administrative efficiency is obvious. It has meant that school sys-

tems derive their character from the ability and competence of their

superintendents and that the school as a living institution is often

lacking in that personality and uniqueness which are derived from

the enjoyment of initiative and freedom on the part of their princi-

pals and teachers. The emphasis on administration is even carried

so far that there are some who would train prospective superintend-
ents of schools immediately upon graduation from college and with-

out any preliminary experience in the actual work of the classroom.

BdftC4fctinnn1 finance* The cost of education is borne by funds

provided by the Federal Government, the states, and the local sub-

divisions (school districts, towns, townships, counties, and cities).

Less than one per cent of the revenue for educational purposes are

contributed by the Federal Government, and the contributions from
the states amount to less than seventeen per cent. Hence the burden
of educational expenditures falls upon the local areas. Changes in

the distribution of population, economic shifts, the development of

large industrial centers, and the decline of agriculture have all re-

sulted in producing serious inequalities in the ability of localities to

maintain schools out of their own resources. That these inequalities
are striking is revealed by statistical investigations showing the
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length of school year, the salaries of teachers, the per capita cost per

child, the amount of wealth available for the education of each

child, and the provision of educational opportunities beyond a bare

minimum. To these facts may be added the differences in the char-

acter of school buildings ranging from richly equipped palaces to

hovels with barely any equipment at all. As a result of these in-

equalities, whereby the education available for a child is determined

by the residence of his parents, proposals have been made for in-

creased participation of the Federal Government to the extent of in-

creased support of schools, proposals which up to the present have

not yet met with success, and for the provision of increased state

support sufficient to guarantee a minimum educational program for

every child in the country.

State funds are derived from a variety of sources, the most general

form being a tax on property. To these are added other sources,

such as taxes on income, corporations, inheritance, business and occu-

pations, severance on all or some natural products, tobacco, and other

miscellaneous items. Taking the country as a whole there is no

uniformity of practice hi the type of tax which is levied, there is,

however, widespread agreement that a general tax on property is un-

sound, partly because of inequalities in values and partly because of

possible dishonesty in the assessments. From the general funds ob-

tained by any one or several of the methods indicated, funds are

appropriated for educational purposes. In addition to funds from

taxes, thirty-seven States use the interest from perma.rt.ent funds for

educational purposes, but the amount derived from this source

forms a small part, from one to thirteen per cent, of the total funds

available. In some States certain taxes are earmarked for educa-

tional purposes. In practically all of the States the funds for educa-

tion are derived from appropriationsmade by the legislatures. Gen-

erally a direct educational tax is preferred to appropriations, since it

guarantees a stable revenue and increases automatically with the in-

crease in population, while the periodical, usually biennial, request
for appropriations is apt to mean the intrusion of political considera-

tions into education.

The methods of apportioning funds to the local authorities for

education vary from ample grants based upon the school census to

giants based on elaborate formulas, intended to equalize the burden

and to guarantee a minimum program of education for each child
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These methods include apportionment : (i) on. the basis of the number

of children between the ages of six and twenty-one, whether they are

in school or not; r 2) on the basis of the number of pupils enrolled in

the schools; i$) on the basis of average daily attendance; (4) on the

basis of aggregate attendance, (5) on the basis of minimum salaries

for teachers, either the actual number employed or the number

needed for a prescribed number of pupils; and (6) on a combination of

two or more of these methods; in one state (New Jersey) the amount

of taxes paid by a district is returned to it. In an analysis prepared

by Professor F. H. Swift (Federal and State Policies in Public School

Finance in the United States, p. 247)
r the chief methods of apportion-

ment used were distributed as follows in 1925-26:

School census Alabama, Arkansas, Colorado, Connecticut, Georgia,

Idaho, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine, Maryland,

Michigan, Mississippi, Montana, Nebraska, New Mexico, North Dakota,

Oklahoma, Oregon, South Dakota, Texas, Utah, and Virginia.

Enrollment or attendance for a fixed period: Delaware and Minnesota,

Average daily attendance: Arizona, Fbrida, Illinois, Rhode Island, and
Tennessee.

Weighted aggregate attendance: Washington.
Per teacher: Massachusetts, Missouri, New Hampshire, New York, North

Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Vermont, West Virginia,

Wisconsin, and Wyoming.
Per teacher unit: California and Nevada-

In addition, grants apportioned by these methods may be supple-

mented by grants to districts with low taxable valuations or to en-

courage the provision of expanded programs, such as high schools,

consolidated schools, transportation, libraries, special classes, and
instruction in trade, agriculture, and home economics; a few States

provide aid for the cost of buildings.

The combination of various methods is based on a desire to assist

school districts according to their financial ability and the effort

they put forth, a principle which experts on the subject have pro-
nounced unsound. There has in the last decade developed consider-

able unrest on the whole problem of educational finance. From one

point of view the existing methods of state aid have been found in-

effective in reducing inequalities; from another it is argued that,
since education is a state affair and in the interests of the State, the

State should assume a larger share of the burden ranging, according
1
Boston, Ginn & Co, 1932.
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to a number of proposals, from forty to seventy-five per cent. The
one remedy to which all investigations of the subject point is that the

chief duty of the State is to adopt an equalization policy which will

guarantee a minimum program of education for every child, allowing

any locality which has the resources to do so to go as far as it pleases

beyond this minimum- There still remains the problem of defining

such a minimum program, whether it is to be defined by the state

authority on abstract principles, or on the basis of cost per pupil, or

cost per teacher, or some combination of these. One plan, which has

generally commended itself and was adopted first in Xew York
State in 1925, is that devised by Professor Paul R. Mort for measur-

ing the educational need, of a community which should serve as the

basis for state aid. The measure of school burdens is the
"
weighted

pupil" that is, "a pupil taught in the type of community and in a

school of the size (average daily attendance) within a range in which

the cost of providing a uniform program remains practically unaf-

fected by any increase or decrease in average daily attendance."

The minimum program of education which the State should under-

take to make generally accessible includes the types of schools al-

ready available, and the provision of such additional facilities as may
be necessary to carry out the program. The cost of the minimum

program is determined by the current expense per "weighted pupil"
or unit of need (that is, allowance per teacher on the basis of the

number of pupils assigned to him) in communities of the State which

have an average amount of wealth for each pupil. By its policy of

equalizing the amount of money available to provide an education

program, the State undertakes in addition to other forms of aid to

bring all localities at least up to the level of the average communities

already meeting this standard.

The development and extension of such methods of aiding locali-

ties must ultimately mean the assumption by the States of an in-

creased share of the cost of education and consequently increased

control. In the mean time localities continue to bear the major part

of the cost, which is met by local taxation. The authorities for levy-

ing local taxes are generally municipal agencies other than the boards

of education; the taxes may be collected by the district or by the

county auditor and treasurer and returned to the district, or, in cities,

by the local tax collector and placed at the disposal of the board

of education if fiscally independent and preparing its own budget.
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The most common source of local revenue is a tax on property.

Revenues may be derived from other than local taxes and state aid

in the form of gifts and bequests, interest on funds or bank deposits,

and tuition for the education of non-residents, but these are incon-

siderable in amount. Capital expenditures as, for example, for

the construction of buildings are met by bond issues.

Conclusion. The administration and organization of education

in the United States have developed in response to changing needs

based on the traditional faith in education and the principle that

educational opportunities should be provided for all. In this re-

spect the nearest analogy is the recent evolution in England, with

the difference that the significance of education at public expense is

a development of the twentieth century. The two countries again

have in common a strong faith in local autonomy which is only

gradually giving place to increasing participation and supervision by
a central authority in the interests of all. As contrasted with some

centralized systems, there is an absence in the United States of a

conscious political philosophy which would justify control by the

State; if the authority of the State is increasing, it is due to a desire

to remove inequalities in the amount of funds available for education

and to equalise opportunities. As this authority increases, there

must be developed some principles upon which a due allocation of

powers and duties between the State and localities may be based, or

upon which will be defined the scope of state control and prescription
and the degree to which initiative and responsibility can be left to

the localities. In time this may mean an increase in the size of local

areas and the disappearance of the struggling district system. What
may be accomplished in areas which are adequate in size and in com-
mand of adequate resources is already indicated in the development
and progress of city systems, in which a body of administrative prin-

ciples and practices has been evolved, again not on the basis of any
philosophy or theory, but in response to changing conditions. Nor
has this progress been dictated by central authorities; it has in itself

been the result of educating the public, whose codperation has been
made easier because of the aggregation of wealth in the cities. In
the absence of strong central authorities, educational advancement
has been stimulated by the spirit of emulation and competition. In-

deed, it may be affirmed that the whole body of knowledge, known
as educational administration, has been built up by a comparative
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study of what the market will bear; what one system can accom-

plish, it has been argued, another of the same size and resources can

achieve. Standards have been built up not on the basis of theory
but of practical achievement.

With the enlargement and expansion of the scope of education and

its supply, there has developed the position of the superintendent
of schools who has applied to the vast enterprise principles of ad-

ministrative efficiency borrowed from big business. If the adminis-

tration of American education is open to criticism, it is not because

these principles are unsound or inapplicable, but because an ade-

quate distinction has not been made between those aspects of ad-

ministration which can be mechanized and reduced to standards and

routine and those which concern those human relations which are

properly called education. There is a very real weakness in carry-

ing the analogy between the administration of education and the ad-

ministration of big business too far, in the one the whole machinery
must be so organized that waste motion is eliminated and the result

is a standardized, marketable product, in the other the mechanical

organization is important only to the extent that it removes difficul-

ties and leaves the well-trained teacher free but responsible in carry-

ing out the task for which the school is created. To standardize

costs, accounting, buildings, equipment, reports and records is one

thing and necessary for efficiency, to attempt in the interests of

efficiency to standardize curricula, courses of study, textbooks, and

even methods of instruction by administrative procedures and to

measure the results by standardized tests, which should serve as

guides rather than ends, is another, and tends to defeat the purposes
for which education exists the liberation of the individual, the

teacher as much as the pupil. Between bureaucratic control and

methods of efficiency as applied to the educative and instructional

process there is on the whole not much to choose. It is doubtful

whether much is gained by applying industrial terminology to edu-

cational administration, if the school becomes a plant and the teacher

the operator of the machine. And yet the situation can be under-

stood in the light of the history of American education and the in-

adequacy of teacher preparation until recently. In the provision of

the fabric of education and the provision of variety of opportunities,

the administration of education in the American cities has a record

of which it may well be proud. But it is still true that further
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progress must look to increased decentralization based upon the

professional competence of the teachers, for the best type of ad-

ministration is that which is least obtrusive and in which the aim

of efficiency is to release those forces which will make for the best

education, for efficiency cannot be its own end, and, if it exists at

all, it must exist in the interests of the children to be educated and

of the society for which they are to be educated. If American ad-

ministration has accomplished much in analyzing the units to be

educated, as compared with most other countries much still remains

for it to do in defining the aims and objectives from the point of

view of a social and national purpose.



CHAPTER VI

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

The tradition of elementary education. The history of elementary

education, more than any other branch of education, is an epitome
of the social and political history of each nation. In it are reflected

the place of the Church and of religion, the gradual supersession of

the influence of the Church by the State, the changes in social organi-

zation and the status of social classes, the gradual emergence of

nationalism and of nationalist indoctrination, the rise of the working
classes and an appreciation of the importance of economic life and

organization, and the gradual development of an appreciation of the

worth of the individual as a human being, and therefore of the mean-

ing of democracy. From another point of view, the development of

the elementary school represents all the changes which have taken

place, not only in social values, but in the attitude to knowledge and

literacy, in the kind of knowledge that is of most worth, in the mean-

ing of intelligence and the methods of its development, in the relation

of mental and physical activities, in the learning process, and, in

general, in the concept of what makes a whole individual

Elementary education in the nineteenth century was everywhere,

except in the United States, regarded as an instrument for training

the children of the masses, the lower classes, to be content with the

position in which it had pleased the Lord to place them. Through
instruction in the elements of literacy, the three R's combined with

religious instruction, it was expected that society would find a pro-

tection against immorality, superstition, and crime. As the spirit of

nationalism developed, another aim, training in loyalty and patriot-

ism, was added. The purposes of the elementary school were deter-

mined by a deep-rooted faith in knowledge as power and knowledge
as virtue; literacy was regarded as the best panacea for all social ills.

Hence the wide acceptance of Guizot's slogan, "Open a school and
dose a jail" Through the acquisition of knowledge, the individual

was to acquire, not merely the skills and techniques which would

adjust him to his environment, but a trailing in character. As
formulated by Herbart, the theory of education was that knowledge
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provides the basis of ideas and ideas make the man. The type and

amount of knowledge considered desirable to secure these ends were

selected by the adult generation without any attempt to take into

account the stages of immaturity or maturity of the educand, the

pupil to be educated, a principle which has survived to the present in

the French statement that the pupil in the elementary school should

learn those things of which no individual should be ignorant. To

the objection that a program or curriculum based on this principle

was too difficult, the answer was that the very difficulties themselves

were valuable, since they called for effort, hard work, and persever-

ance, which are moral virtues and so provide a training for character,

and, in addition, they train the mind. Whether from the moral or

the psychological point of view, the fundamental basis upon which

education rested was discipline.

Gradually the curriculum of the elementary school was expanded
under the influence of Auguste Comte and the positivists, of Herbart,

and of Herbert Spencer; to this expansion the emergence of the work-

ing classes, the rapid growth of industry in factories, the development
of adult education, the rise of the press and the supply of cheaper

books, and the increase in the means and methods of communication

also contributed. But the emphasis continued to be upon knowledge,
and the expansion of the elementary school curriculum meant addi-

tions and accretions to the information which was to be imparted.
The increasing difficulties of this situation were met by the develop-
ment of methods which would simplify and facilitate the acquisition

or the learning process. The good pupil was the one whose mind was
well filled with the knowledge, facts, and information supplied by the

teacher or obtained from books, as tested by annual examinations.

The result of such an education, which was to provide a store of

knowledge as a preparation for life, was an emphasis on intellectual-

ism, bookishness, memorization, repetition, and discipline. In the

development of a perfect technique for successfully carrying out the

principles of such an education, the German system attracted wide-

spread attention.

The defects of this education were that it ignored the nature and
needs of the individual, accepted a static concept of the culture to be
transmitted to the new generation, and was unrelated to the Changing
demands of society. Under such a system the successful teacher was
he who faithfully carried out the prescriptions of a detailed course
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of study and produced good results which could be measured by
examinations. In such a system there was no room for the teacher

who sought to develop the individual as an all-round personality.
The distinction between the two methods was to be found in every

country in the distinction between elementary and secondary educa-

tion: the function of the former was to impart a certain amount of

information; the function of the latter to train students and scholars

in methods of acquiring information. The work of the former was

completed, except where it was continued in part-time education

more directly related to vocational purposes, when the pupils were

released from compulsory school attendance; the work of the latter

was looked upon as a foundation for further study and the cultivation

of new interests* The distinction between the two was not merely
one of class, but of quality, a distinction expressed in Germany by
the different connotation of the words Akademiker and Nicht-

Akademiker; or in the connotation of the French esprit primaire, the

elementary school mind, as distinguished from the mind trained by
secondary or higher education.

Social status of the elementary school. The opening of the

twentieth century witnessed the beginning of a changing attitude to

elementary education. The United States had already given an ex-

ample of an educational system in which the elementary school con-

stituted the lower part of a continuous system, although in general

character it did not differ from the elementary school elsewhere.

The changes in Europe are moving in the direction of the American

system the recognition of the elementary school as the school

which provides a common educational foundation for all, to be fol-

lowed at the next stage by differentiated types of secondary educa-

tion. This movement, which is in its infancy, is accompanied by
a movement to change the terminology and to avoid the connotations

which have grown up around the term "elementary" education.

The first stage is to be called "primary," to be followed by "second-

ary" education. Russia and Italy have adopted the ladder system,

an organization in which the primary school is the common founda-

tion for all; Germany requires all pupils during the first four years of

compulsory education to attend the common foundation schools

(Grundscfatle); France, since 1925, requires the same curriculum and

course of study to be followed in all primary schools, whether public

or private j
in England the movement to reorganize the whole system
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an the foundation of a primary school is well on its way in the princi-

ple stated by Mr. Stanley Baldwin that

One of the strongest bonds of union between men is a common education.

England has been the poorer that in her national system of schooling she has

not in the past fostered this fellowship of the mind. The classification of our

schools has been on the lines of social rather than educational distinctions . . .

The great new fabric is already taking shape; the outworn "elementary"

structure is at last being superseded.
1

The elementary school and the progress of educational theory.

As democratic institutions develop, the elementary school as an

institution for the education of the masses is changing to an institu-

tion for the common education of all. But the development of a

richer and more comprehensive appreciation of the significance of

democracy implies more than a change in the social status of the

elementary school as an organization; because it connotes a change

in the attitude to the individual as an independent, responsible

personality and recognizes his worth as a human being, it implies

also a change in the character of the internal organization and work

of the elementary school. This change, which has accompanied the

broader conception of democracy, has been supported by changes in

educational theory and in the sciences upon which it is based. The

metaphysical, structural psychology, on which the faculty psychology
of the nineteenth century was based, has yielded to physiological and

genetic psychology, directed to the scientific study of the individual

as a whole. A new educational philosophy has undermined the im-

portance attached to knowledge gud knowledge and stressed the

principle that its worth and value can only be measured by its

reality, meaningfulness, and use to the learner. On the side of the

learning process, the result of a combination of the new psychology
and the new philosophy has been to direct attention to the importance
of active participation by the learner in place of the passive memori-
zation and learning which had characterized the traditional school.

The individual, in other words, learns through his own experience

through sensory, perceptual, motor, and emotional activities; he must
be a free and active participant in his own education, and the func-

tion of the school is to provide an environment which will introduce
the learner to a variety of many-sided experiences, growing out of and

* In fe "Menage on aKew Step in Education'*; see Ednca&mel Yearbook, ipa8t of the
^ Te^
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related to his interests, needs, and capacities. Not knowledge for

its own sake, but knowledge related to life, methods of thinking and

criticism, the acquisition of the took and technique of acquiring ex-

perience, interpreting it, and using it as an instrument of control

should be the aim of education. The definition of the content of

school work in terms of experience means the inclusion of activities

which in the traditional scheme, if they were given any consideration

at all, were regarded as subordinate to intellectual training music,
fine arts, drama, physical and manual activities.

The individual and society. As an immediate reaction against

traditional practices and methods, the new psychology and philoso-

phy were seized upon by extremists as a justification for abolishing

all controls in the school external discipline, curriculum fixed in

advance, extrinsic standards and tests. The advocates of freedom,

guided by respect for the child's individuality, were willing to follow

the child whithersoever he might lead. Experiments, conducted

on the principle that the only true freedom is that which originates

in the true self of the individual, free from the control of material or

quasi-material forces and laws, have been valuable because they
illustrated the pitfalls of the extremist position and drew attention

to the fact that the individual represents only one datum in the

educative process.

The individual is bora with certain tendencies, abilities, and po-

tentialities; the function of education is to provide the environment

and the experiences by which the individual wfll grow into a re-

sponsible member of society, responsible not merely for his own self-

realization, but also for the realization of the best in the society to

which he belongs. The school is not merely a vacuum for the

spontaneous self-expression of the individual; it is itself a social

organization which mediates between the individual and society and

provides opportunities for sharing in activities which society regards

as valuable. It may be objected that the traditional school per-

formed this function, but the objection is not valid, because the

activities of the traditional school were selected without any con*

sideration for the individual's interests or capacities and he was

adjusted to them through discipline and authority. The only

activities which can be of value in developing the individual as a

socially responsible personality are those which represent the major

aspects of culture of the society ia which he lives, but they must be
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meaningful and of significance to the learner according to the stage

of his development; only in this sense can he become an active agent

in acquiring mastery of his environment. This means further that

the teacher must be, not a dictator of lessons to be learned, but a

guide and organizer of the activities in which the pupil is to engage

and through which he realizes himself.

Even when the claims of activities which are meaningful to the

individual and of value to society as representing a part of its culture

are accepted, there are those who fear that a definite program in the

mind of the teacher or a curriculum fixed in advance would

militate against the self-expression and creative originality of the

pupil. The advocates of self-expression and creative originality

are content with anything which they regard as the direct result of

the pupil's own experience, forgetting that such immature experience

needs guidance, that expression requires training in rules and tech-

niques, and that for the immature their reaction to any experience is

creative. The emphasis of this group is always on the process rather

than on the acquisition or the result. For this position, as in the

radical interpretations of freedom, the reason is to be found in a

swing of the pendulum away from the traditional practices of

formalism, mechanical learning without comprehension, dictation,

and indoctrination. The compromise will be found in a proper ad-

justment between activities or curriculum closely related to the

developing interests of the pupils and expanding in range and rich-

ness with their own development and active methods of instruction

and learning to merge into the accepted values of society, or, to put
It in another way, in a reconciliation between freedom and respon-

sibility* The so-called child-centered school is meaningless unless it

implies that the child is but the starting-point of a process which is

guided by the teacher.

Early education. The forces which have led to a change in the

function and organization of the elementary school, because they
have directed attention to a consideration of the child, have equally
stressed the importance of the early years. The development of the

individual is determined, not only by his nature, but also by his

aurtiw or environment. Compulsory education generally begins at

about the age of six; some countries have provided schools for

children before this age, but the infant schools of the nineteenth

century, whether in England, France, or Italy, were regarded as
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preparatory to the elementary schools and introduced formal sub-

jects in a rudimentary form; the kindergarten, which pointed in an-

other direction and laid stress on games and activities, whether

Froebelian or neo-Froebelian, were mainly private institutions for

children of the well-to-do, and the Montessori method of auto-educa-

tion came still later. Influenced by the kindergarten and Montes-

sori methods, by the new psychology, and by the recognition of the

importance of health and good physical habits, the infant schools

were gradually transformed and more attention was given to play,

games, and activities of children in a healthy environment. Still

more recently, as a result partly of the contribution of psycho-

analysis and its insistence on the dangers of early miseducation, and

partly of a movement from considerations of social welfare to provide

for the children of the working classes an environment comparable

with that enjoyed by children of the well-to-do, the nursery schools

have been established and are exerting an influence on the character

of the educative care given to very young children. Similar atten-

tion is being given to the stage which precedes nursery and infant

schools; care is being given in institutions (crbches, Krippen, chil-

dren's homes, day nurseries) to children as soon as they can be left

by their parents. All these movements represent a realization that

education is a lifelong process, and all the influences, physical and

spiritual, that affect the individual determine the character of his

development.
Curriculum and courses of study. As long as the function of the

elementary school was restricted to imparting a fixed amount of

knowledge, the three R's to which enrichment subjects were later

added, and as long as it was believed that the same content would

serve all educative purposes training of character, development
of skills and techniques, and mental training the problem of who
should prepare the curriculum and courses of study was relatively

unimportant. Because teachers were inadequately trained, or be-

cause they were trained merely to carry into practice what was pre-

scribed, or because the State definitely intended to use the schools for

purposes of nationalistic indoctrination, curriculum and courses of

study have in the main been prepared and prescribed by a central

authority. Even in the United States, where central control was

negligible, they were prepared in each area by the administrative

officers, and in England, where the central authority was in the main
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an agency for the inspection of schools and for distributing grants,

the work of the elementary schools was dominated by the annual

examinations conducted by the inspector.

The movement for greater freedom for the child has been ac-

companied by its correlative, greater freedom for the teacher. If

the child and his interests are to be the starting-point, and if educa-

tion is the process of understanding and mastering one's environ-

ment, then the work of the school must be related to both, and a cur-

riculum or course of study uniform for a large area becomes an

anomaly. Hence the tendency is at present to abandon the pre-

scribed curriculum and course of study, and to issue suggestions

which serve as a basis for adapting the work of the school to the

locality in which it is situated. Hence, also, a movement for the

better preparation of teachers on a higher standard. France and the

United States alone have retained prescribed courses of study, but in

the former country permission is given to the teachers to make

adaptations to local needs, and in the latter there is a tendency to

enlist the participation of teachers in the preparation of courses of

study to be adopted, however, in all the schools of a system. In

England, the German states, the Soviet Republics, and Italy, the

practice of issuing suggestions instead of prescribed regulations has

been adopted.

Freedom to adapt the curriculum and course of study to the needs

and interests of pupils and to the local environment furnishes only
the starting-point from which the work of the school is to reach out

until the pupils are introduced to the larger environment of the

society, the nation, and the world in which they live. Such culture is

obviously colored by the history and traditions of the country in

which it has been developed. With the development of the national-

istic spirit in the nineteenth century, it was further colored by an at-

tempt to utilize it for nationalistic indoctrination out of narrow

loyalties. The development of patriotism is important and cannot
be denied a place in education, but unless it involves at the same time
a series of loyalties to the home and the social institutions of which
the pupil is a member, and with them a sense of service and a realiza-

tion that culture and civilization have been a collective achievement
in which one's own nation has borne a share along with others, such

training will result in a nationalistic spirit which looks upon other

nations with suspicion and hatred. The narrow type of patriotic
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education has not disappeared, but much has been achieved already
in so far as it is possible today to talk in the schools of international

understanding and of a common humanity based on common

knowledge and devoted to common ends.

Methods of instruction. Education, accordingly, must have a

definite end or purpose: to base it solely on the growth of the individ-

ual and his interests is to court anarchy; to impose on the"individual

content whose significance he does not understand but which he

learns, in the superficial sense of memorizing, is to court failure. The

tendency today is to bring the two together the individual with

his interests and capacities, and the culture which he is to make his

own. The method which mediates between the two is the activity

of the learner motivated by recognition of meanings. The school is

accordingly being changed from a passive, learning school (Lern-

schule), which cultivated verbalism and the use of books, into an

active school (Arbeitsschule, tcole active) in which the pupil is an

active participant in the learning process, no longer limited to the

acquisition of knowledge and information from books or from the

teacher, but engaging in a variety of activities which train him in the

use of hand and eye, give him opportunities for the exercise of his

mind and body, and do not neglect the development of his emotions

through aesthetic experiences.

Such are the general tendencies in the progress of elementary edu-

cation. The conflict between the old school and the new school has

not yet been settled; but as the following sections will show, the new
tendencies are dominant in every country, with the exception of

France, with her strong convictions that the function of the school

is to transmit those things of which no individual should be ignorant

and with a proud faith in her own cultural traditions, all the other

countries which are discussed in the following sections illustrate

the new tendencies. There are differences, to be sure, which result

from national traditions, national characteristics, and national

values, and from the conceptions of the State and society in relation

to the individual * Russia uses her school system as an instrument

of indoctrination in socialistic principles; in Italy education is domi-

nated by Fascist ideals; Germany and England, but England less

consciously than Germany, stress the importance of the cultural

heritage; the United States, because there has not yet been developed
* See Chapter HI.
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any deep or profound conviction or faith in a national culture,

emphasizes the individual more and is restlessly searching for the

best means and methods appropriate for the promotion of his growth

and development.

The present a stage of transition. Elementary education is thus

in a stage of transition full of uncertainties and groping for new ex-

pression,

*

The preparation for teachers in this process of reconstruc-

tion has not yet been adequately adapted to the new situation, ex-

cept perhaps in Germany and in a few English training colleges.

This much has been achieved, that the nineteenth-century tradition

is no longer accepted as adequate to present conditions. Science has

accumulated a vast store of knowledge about the nature of the

individual, even though complete agreement has not yet been (and

perhaps never will be) reached on the subject. Much thought is

being given to the nature of the content of the elementary school

curriculum and to the process of instruction. The standardized

methods and formulas of the nineteenth century have given way to

countless experiments which will bear fruit in the future. How much
of these results, and whether the genuinely valuable aspects of an

education can be submitted to objective measurement, is another

question which only the future will answer. Upon this, however, the

tendencies which will be described in the following sections are agreed,

that the purpose of elementary education is to lay the foundations for,

or to initiate the development of, an independent individual, as a

member of society, trained to think and fed, and conscious of Ms
responsibilities, with a mastery through appreciative understanding
over himself and his environment. The individual with his original

nature is the starting-point, society and all that it means with its

culture and civilization, and the world of nature and of man, furnish

the environment from which the educative experiences, or curriculum

content, are derived. That the school can go beyond this and be

used as an instrument for the reorganization and reconstruction of

society not even a Russian educator, like Pinkevitch, accepts, ready

though he is to believe in the theory that education can change
human nature.

We are not supporters of the thesis that an existing society can be changed
through the school To make the school the embryo of a future socialistic

onier is impossible !OT the snnp^
ent of its environment Moreover, the school should be most intimately
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related to the contemporary life, it should study, observe, and participate in

an organized way in that life. The school will of course reflect the existing

situation, and the children because of their imitativeness and suggestibility,

are naturally influenced by their surroundings.
1

To adopt the French phrase,
"
the school is the school," an institu-

tion created by society to perpetuate itself, but the school must be

responsive to contemporary life if It is to save itself from the danger
of becoming artificial and meaningless, formal and mechanical. The
weakness of elementary education in the nineteenth century lay in

the fact that it was directed solely to transmission of the acquired

heritage and the perpetuation of existing social and political orders.

Today the world finds itself in a stage of change and transition, still

uncertain of the future, confronted with economic, national and

international problems which it has never before in its history been

called upon to solve, and standing at the beginning of an era in which

every aspect of life is being affected by the advances of science whose

progress is apparently unlimited. In the light of these conditions,

education assumes a new function; the school becomes an instrument

of reconstruction, not in the sense that it creates a new social order,

but that it so equips the individual that he understands the world

around him, has some appreciation of the civilization and culture

which have made it what it is today, and with an interest, because of

a sense of social responsibility, in contributing to its progress. This

is the function of education in general, in which the elementary
school is only one stage, but an important stage because its task is

today to lay the foundations of a process which should continue

through life. The elementary school can only interpret the life of

the society which it serves, express the highest aspirations and

ideals which society sets before itself; as an institution for cre-

ating a new social order, it would be meaningless, even if it were

tolerated.

I. ENGLAND

History. Elementary education in England does not lend itself to

easy classification by any convenient pedagogical formula. It can-

not be described as conservative or progressive, but has in it the ele-

ments of both. It has none and yet has all of the characteristic

features of other systems. It is not, like the French system, in-

) 153 f. (NewYork, 1929)
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spired by a deep-rooted passion for national culture, although its

curriculum is founded on a belief in the value of the best that has been

said and thought. Unlike the German system, it does not bear the

stamp of any dominant philosophy or theory of education, but is

ready to tolerate any experiment in curriculum or method which a

teacher can justify. It is not dominated, like Russian or Italian

education, by any particular political or economic or social ideology,

and yet is able to cultivate loyalty to ideals of government and

democracy- Finally, while it is not governed, like the American, by
efficiency as an aim and encourages variety and freedom, with all its

vagueness it is administratively efficient. While England, like

France, can point to a distinguished list of educational statesmen

Bentham, John Stuart Mill, Lord Brougham, Sir James Kay-
Shuttleworth, Lord Shaftesbury, W. E. Forster, Sir Michael Sadler,

and H. A, L. Fisher with a few outstanding exceptions (J. J.

Findlay and Sir Percy Nunn) she has on the whole not made any
important contribution to the philosophy of education; the progress

of education has not been influenced by great theories, although some

influence has been exercised, but as a rule indirectly, by Pestalozzi,

Froebel, Herbart, Kerschensteiner, and John Dewey. Since the

abolition of the "payment-by-results" system in the nineties, ele-

mentary, like secondary education, has relied upon the personality
of the teacher more than on nationally accepted theories or govern-
mental rules and regulations.

The English system of elementary education had its origin in the

philanthropic and religious movements at the beginning of the

nineteenth century and was provided until 1870 by voluntary

organizations. To some of these the State began in 1833 to g*ve
financial assistance, which soon led to the establishment of a na-

tional Education Department (1839) and the introduction of a system
of inspection on the principle of "no grants without inspection.'

7

It was not until 1870 that public authorities, school boards, were

permitted by the Education Act of that year to establish elementary
schools out of local rates, where the supply was inadequate. There
was thus created a dual system of elementary schools, some estab-

lished and maintained by voluntary organizations, mainly denomina-

tional, others provided by publicly elected school boards, which were
not permitted to give denominational religious instruction. Al-

though the schools under the dual system were intended for children
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of the lower orders, the well-to-do providing for the education of

their children at home or in private schools, fees were charged in all

schools, with exemption for the poor, until they were abolished in

1891. Compulsory attendance at school was not introduced until

1876, the Act of 1870 having empowered local authorities to pass by-
laws requiring children to attend school between the ages of five and

twelve; the Act of 1876 made education compulsory up to the age of

ten and based the employment of children from ten to fourteen on

the attainment of certain scholastic standards; in 1900 local authori-

ties were permitted to pass by-laws requiring full-time attendance up
to the age of fourteen; in 1914 there were still 70,000 children of

school age who were engaged in half-time employment,
The aim of the elementary schools was to impart the essentials

of an education, the three R's mainly and religious instruction. The
work of the schools was regulated first by inspection, and, after the

publication by Mr. Robert Lowe, vice-president of the Committee of

Council on Education, of the Revised Code in 1862, by annual ex-

aminations of all the pupils conducted by the government in-

spectors. The government grants were based on the results of the

examinations. For thirty years, until the practice was abolished in

1895, and for some years following the abolition, the chief features of

elementary education were moulded by the payment-by-results

system with its emphasis on drill and discipline, repetition and

memorization. While the effects were in the main liarmful to the

progress of education, the system did not fail at the same time to

stress the importance of the ideals of accuracy and thoroughness.

Nor was the curriculum of the schools restricted altogether within

the limits of a few subjects; some subjects were obligatory in all

schools, others were optional for pupils above the first class (Standard

I), and others, known as "specifics/* were optional for pupils in the

last three years of the course (Standards IV to VI);
1 a Seventh

Standard and even a so-called ex-Seventh standard were added after

1882.

The larger industrial centers, in which elementary education was
administered by enlightened school boards, were unwilling, in the

absence of an adequate supply of secondary education, to restrict

1 The obligatory subjects were the three R*s and aeedlewoik (for girls); the optional sub-

jects were English, geography, history, and elementary science; the specifics included alge-

bra, geometry, languages (English literature, elements of T,atin, French, or German), domes-
tic economy and cooking.

'
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the opportunities of abler boys and girls, and not only added the

extra standards, but also organized higher grade or higher elementary

schools which gave a form of lower secondary education. The re-

fusal of a government auditor to sanction expenditure by the London

school board on subjects which were not strictly elementary (the

Cockerton Case), combined with the universal recognition, following

the Report of the Bryce Commission, of the need of a system of

public secondary education, precipitated a situation which made

a revision of the education law inevitable. The elementary school

of the nineteenth century had outlived its usefulness. The volun-

tary organizations were no longer able to secure adequate funds to

maintain their schools, and more and better education in a genuinely

national system was demanded. The Board of Education was

created in 1899 by a combination of a number of national depart-

ments concerned with various aspects of education, and in 1902 the

administrative organization was changed and the provision of

secondary education out of public funds, local and state, was made

possible.
1 A new spirit had already been injected into elementary

education before this by the abolition of the payment-by-results

system and the substitution of inspection for examinations.

PRESENT SYSTEM

Provision of schools. By the Act of 1902 the dual system of

elementary schools was continued, but placed under one authority
the county, county borough, municipal borough, or urban district

councils. In areas which are unorganized for educational purposes
that is, rural areas elementary education is under the control

of the county authority. Each of the authorities mentioned is

responsible for the maintenance of both the denominational and the

strictly public schools. The difference between the denominational,

voluntary, or, more usually, "non-provided" schools and the "pro-
vided" schools is that the buildings of the former are the property of

a body of trustees and rented to the education authority at a charge
sufficient to cover the cost of reasonable "wear and tear"; the trus-

tees retain certain rights in the appointment of the teachers with re-

spect to their ability to give religious instruction of their denomina-
tion* The "provided" schools are built and maintained wholly by
Ujie education authority. Both types of schools now constitute parts
of tie public system of elementary education.

1 On adxninistratioEt of education in England see Chapter V.
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Religious Instruction. Religious instruction is given in all schools,

but in the provided schools it is controlled by the Cowper-Temple
Clause (Clause 28 of the Education Act, 1870), which requires that

"no religious catechism or formulary which is distinctive of any

particular denomination shall be taught in the school." This has

meant in practice the inclusion of the reading of the Bible without

comment, and the teaching of the Apostles' Creed, the Lord's Prayer,
and the Ten Commandments. A number of local education authori-

ties the West Riding of Yorkshire, Cambridgeshire, Lancashire,

Leicestershire, Oxfordshire, Hampshire, Middlesex, and others

have issued syllabuses for religious instruction which have been

prepared by the cooperation of teachers, the clergy of the Anglican

Church, and ministers of the Free Churches, and adopted not only
in their own but in other areas. All children are expected to receive

religious instruction, usually given by the class teacher, unless their

parents claim exemption under the conscience clause of the Educa-

tion Act. The first period of the day, usually half an hour, from

9 A.M. to 9.30 A.M., is set aside for religious instruction, a period

which is often curtailed by taking of attendance and marking of

registers.

In non-provided schools the religious instruction is definitely

denominational and is given by the teachers, who may be selected for

appointment because of their religious affiliation. New non-provided

schools may be established, but if a local education authority refuses

it recognition, which means the assumption of a certain share in the

cost of maintenance, tlie final decision rests with the Board of Educa-

tion. Religious instruction is not supervised by the Board's in-

spectors; in non-provided schools it may be inspected by the man-

agers or trustees of the school or as they may arrange, usually by a

minister of the denomination concerned.

The increasing cost of education, the inability of most of the de-

nominations to replaced their school buildings, which in many cases

are old and outworn, the development of interdenominational syl-

labuses, and the recent movement to reorganize the system of schools,

have focussed attention on the defects of the dual system and the need

of some reform. The Church Assembly Report of the Commission on

Religious Education,
1 known as the Archbishops' Commission, recom-

mends that local education authorities be empowered by Parliament

1 London, 1929.
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to make such arrangements as they may think fit for religious instruction for

all children of their area, in accordance with the religion of their parents,

notwithstanding the prohibition of the Cowper-Temple clause.

The Commission also recommended state building grants for the

purpose of adapting the buildings of Hon-provided schools to the

needs of the proposed senior schools. 1

The first recommendation would mean the organization of elementary

schools as interdenominational schools (the German Simtdtanschiden) ;

the second would relieve the denominational organizations of one of the

chief causes of their present difficulties inability to find money for

new buildings. No action has yet been taken to give effect to these

recommendations, but two authorities, Bradford and West Riding,

have entered into a Covenant "for twenty-one years or more" to

take over non-provided schools on condition that the religious in-

struction follow the regular syllabuses 'of the authorities and that

the denominations concerned provide for denominational religious

instruction at their own expense on two days a week at such times

and places as they may elect

The time has passed when the reform of elementary education and

the religious question were synonymous, as they were in 1902 and

1906* All the denominations, except the Roman Catholic, because

of financial pressure and the education authorities in the interests

of economy and a common public system, are ready to compromise
on the subject of religious instruction and the dual system. On
March 31, 1931, the various types of public elementary schools in

England and Wales were distributed as follows:

AVERAGE AVERAGE
SCHOOLS ENKOIXMENT ATTENDANCE

C<*mcS 9,698 3,696,360 3,289,736
Church of England 9,598* 1,403,765* 1,253,321*
Westeyan 113 20,866 18,592
Itanaa Catholic 1,188 376,782 331,753

JSJ^
1 -

;
I3 s '2pl 4'597

Other voluntary schools. . . 257 3$,7o8 32,077
Tottl 20,867 5,538,772 4,930,076
* It wffl

[beJjrttend[froa a ctraparaon of the nomber of acho^ tnth th enrolhneiit that the m^
Jority <rf ti* Church of Engkad ctod are smaD dio(^ in niral dBtrar^

*-

* TheSchool Atmvfrmce Bitt, which proposed to extend full-time compulsory education to
fifteen, was paased in the House of Common^, 1931,

wrrii an wrn^dmCTt which provided that
the bin, if enacted, was not to become effective unta provinoii was made to assist voluntary
orgixuzatioas with pants for buddings ; the bill was rejected in the House of Lords.
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Private schools. Beside the public elementary schools, there is

a large number of private schools, which are required to be efficient,

but which at present are not subject to inspection except under the

indirect requirement of the law that children of compulsory school

age must be efficiently educated. Statistics of the number of private

schools and the children attending them are not available, but it is

estimated that about 350,000 boys and girls between six and fourteen

receive private education either at home or in schools.1

Compulsory atteadance. The Education Act, 1921, places upon

parents the obligation of causing their children of not less than five

nor more than fourteen years of age to attend school, unless under

efficient instruction in some other manner, for reasons of health, or

because a public elementary school is not available within two miles

of the residence of a child under eleven, or three miles if over that age,

and suitable means of conveyance are not provided by the local edu-

cation authority beyond these limits. The law thus requires com-

pulsory education, and may be met by attendance at any school,

public or private, or by instruction at home, provided that the educa-

tion is efficient. Since 1918 no child may leave school except at the

end of the term in which the fourteenth year is reached. Local

authorities were also empowered by the Act passed in that year to

pass by-laws extending compulsory attendance to fifteen or even six-

teen with the approval of the Board of Education; the number of

authorities which have availed themselves of this power is negli-

gible.

Compulsory attendance regulations are administered by the local

education authorities through their school attendance committees

and school attendance officers. The latter are responsible for the

preparation of the school census and investigations of absences.

With the improvement of education and the introduction since 1907
of a system of school medical inspection, the large majority of ab-

sences are no longer due to truancy and neglect, but to illness. It

has even been suggested that the functions of school attendance

officers should be taken over by school nurses. In any case, the posi-
tion of the school attendance officers has become more like thatof the

welfare workers. Cases of repeated absence without cause are

brought first before the school attendance committees or their sub-

1
Percy, Lord , The Tear Book of Education^ 1932, p. 127 (London, 1931). See also

pp. 104 ff. above.
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committees, and only in the last resort to the magistrates' usually

juvenile courts. Habitual truants may be committed to special

schools reformatory and day industrial schools.

The percentage of average attendance for the whole of England

and Wales in 1930-31 was 89 per cent. This high percentage is at-

tained not only through the efficiency of the administration of at-

tendance and the growing popularity of the schools, but by the fact

that a part of the government grant is calculated on the basis of at-

tendance, the interest of the teachers who have emphasized the im-

portance of regularity and punctuality, and competitions between

schools, classes, and pupils. It is not improbable that a higher per-

centage of attendance might be attained were it not for the rigorous

regulations of the school medical service.

The organization of schools. The elementary school is rapidly

becoming the common school of the whole population, a position

which it had secured, not through pressure of official regulations, but

because of its progressive improvement in buildings, teachers, and

curriculum. There is, however, a complete absence of uniformity in

the organization of the schools. Because of its separate origin in

the nineteenth century, the infant school, intended for children be-

tween the ages of five and seven, has everywhere continued to be

organized as a separate department with its own principal and staff,

and even in small schools it is usual to have a separate teacher for

the infants. Under the pressure of economic conditions, many work-

ing mothers are compelled to send children to school before the age of

five, bat no child is admitted under the age of three. For these

children there have been organized, although for reasons of accom-

modation the upper limit is sometimes exceeded, babies' classes,

which are gradually being transformed, under the influence of the

nursery school movement, into nursery classes.

Beyond the infant school all uniformity of organization ceases

even in the organization of schools under the same authority. In
some schools boys and girls from seven to fourteenmay be in separate

departments; in others they may be in junior mixed departments
from seven, to eleven and continue the last three years in senior mixed

departments; elsewhere they may be in junior mixed departments
aad then separated for the last three years into departments for

senior boys or senior girls. The Handbook of Suggestions for the

Consideration of Teachers and Others Concerned in the Work of Public
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Elementary Schools, issued by the Board of Education,
1
is based upon

four stages of school life: (i) the "nursery" stage for children under

the age of compulsory attendance (three to five); (2) the
"
infants'"

stage from the age of five to about eight, (3) the "junior" stage up to

the age of eleven plus; and (4) the "senior" stage including the last

three years of schooling. At the close of the "junior" stage, the

better pupils are usually selected by examination for transfer to

a central or a secondary school.

The movement for the provision of some form of post-primary or

secondary education for all pupils is based in general on the organiza-

tion adopted by the Board. The Report on the Education of the

Adolescent (1926), followed by the Board's pamphlet, The New

Prospect in Education (1928), recommended a definite break at or

about the age of eleven; education up to that age was to be given in

the primary school, including the infants' and junior departments;

beyond that age and up to the age of fifteen, which was proposed as

the upper limit of compulsory attendance, pupils were to attend

a variety of schools according to their ability and bent the modern

school, selective and non-selective, or the secondary school. The
failure to enact the School Attendance Bill, which would have given
effect to these recommendations, left the local authorities with the

reorganization of the school system in their own way. Many have

already begun to organize senior schools as separate units for pupils

between eleven and fourteen: the difficulties are not so great in the

larger areas, but in the rural areas they are intensified by the ex-

istence of the dual system and the refusal of trustees to send their

older pupils to the senior schools without some guarantee as to their
t

religious instruction and to face a reduction in the size of their own
schools.

The Consultative Committee, in its Report on ike Primary School*

repeats the recommendation made in its Report on the Education of
the Adolescent, that pupils should be transferred to some form of

secondary school at the age of eleven plus. It proceeded to recom-

mend that the education of children up to eleven be given in two

stages, one extending to the age of seven plus and the other from

seven plus to eleven plus. The recommendations of the Consultative

Committee will undoubtedly constitute the basis on which the ele-

mentary school system of the future will be organized throughout the
1 The latest edition was issued in 1937.

*
London, 1931.
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country, as it has already begun to be reorganized in a few areas.

The present organization is indicated in the following figures which

give the number of departments for 1931:

there were 426 departments for senior boys, 421 for senior girls, 505 senior

mixed, 2797 for boys, 2928 for girls, 12,815 mixed 348 for junior boys, 416

for junior girls, 3285 junior mixed, and 6422 for infants a total of 30,363.

Articulation. One of the difficulties involved in the present organ-

ization of schools by departments is to secure an unbroken articula-

tion between them. In the absence of specific requirements pre-

scribed by a central authority, each department is autonomous and

articulation depends upon voluntary consultation and cooperation

between the head teachers concerned. The problem of articulation is

particularly difficult at a time when theories and practices, especially

in the education of young children, are changing; the work of infants'

departments are tending to become freer and the transition between

this and the next stage is at times too abrupt. The Report on the

Primary School, while recommending the retention of the infants'

department as a separate unit, emphasizes the importance of articu-

lation with the junior school, which constitutes the next stage.

Size of class. There are no rigorous or standardized regulations

on the size of classes. For some time the Board of Education has

encouraged the adoption of forty-five children in a class as the

maximum. Owing to the economic situation and the fluctuations in

enrollments since the War, this maximum has frequently been ex-

ceeded. The Primary School Report recommends that "A class in

a primary school should not contain more than forty pupils, and,
where there are a considerable proportion of retarded children, it

should be much smaller." x

Of a total of 152,062 classes in 1931, 14,219 had less than 20 pupils, 30,527
classes had between 20 and 30 pupils, 47,590 between 30 and 40 pupils,

51,155 between 40 and 50 pupils, 8504 between 50 and 60 pupils, and 67 over
60 pupils.

Nursery schools. The necessity, which became urgent during the

War, of providing for the care of infants and young children whose
mothers were absent from home and at work during the day, helped
to focus attention oa their needs. The actual situation, combined
with the emphaais oi the school medical service on the importance of

* TJte Primtry &&oW, pp. xxvni and 107 (London, 1931).
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a sound foundation of good health and with the rapidly developing

study of the growth of children, helped to arouse public interest in

a type of school, the nursery school, which had been first established

by Rachel and Margaret McMillan in one of the slum districts of

London in 1908. The Education Act, 1918, permitted local educa-

tion authorities to establish and maintain crichcs or day nurseries ia

which infants might be received from one month old and kept until

they are three years old or more, and nursery schools for children be-

tween the age of two and five years, out of local rates, half the cost

being borne by grants from the Board of Education. The value of

the nursery school, which aims to provide for young children living

under social conditions detrimental to their health and good training

an environment similar to that enjoyed by children in good homes,
has been universally recognized. The financial conditions of the

last decade have, however, prevented any extensive establishment of

such schools. There were in 1931 about 150 day nurseries, and 44

public and n private nursery schools;
* a number of local education

authorities have already presented plans for new nursery schools.

The general principles of the nursery school have been adopted in the

reorganization, in infants* schools, of babies* classes for children be-

tween the ages of three to five, into nursery classes. From the point

of view of the health of the pre-school child, nursery classes and

nursery schools continue the work begun in maternity and child

welfare centers which have been established under the Maternity and

Child Welfare Act of 1919; beyond this stage the care of the child's

health is supervised under the system of school medical inspection,

established in 1907.

Administration of elementary schools. The responsibility for the

administration of elementary schools or departments of such schools

rests upon the head teacher, head master, or head mistress. There

are no uniform regulations governing the appointments to this posi-

tion; each authority has its own system. Generally the position is

filled by promotion from the ranks of teachers within a system, some-

times by inviting applications through advertisements; some authori-

ties have an eligible list of candidates prepared on the recommenda-

tions of the local inspectors. The tendency at present is to appoint

only certificated teachers who have had a number of years of success-

ful experience; in very smalt schools, owing to unsatisfactory condi-

1 See also note on page 98.
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* ThePrimary Sckottt pp. xxvai and 107 (London, 1931).
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which infants might be received from one month old and kept until
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the nursery school, which aims to provide for young children living

under social conditions detrimental to their health and good training

an environment similar to that enjoyed by children in good homes,
has been universally recognized. The financial conditions of the

last decade have, however, prevented any extensive establishment of

such schools* There were in 1931 about 150 day nurseries, and 44

public and n private nursery schools;
x a number of local education

authorities have already presented plans for new nursery schools.

The general principles of the nursery school have been adopted in the

reorganization, in infants' schools, of babies' classes for children be-

tween the ages of three to five, into nursery classes. From the point
of view of the health of the pre-school child, nursery classes and

nursery schools continue the -work begun in maternity and child

welfare centers which have been established under the Maternity and

Child Welfare Act of 1919; beyond this stage the care of the child's

health is supervised under the system of school medical inspection,

established in 1907.

Administration of elementary schools. The responsibility for the

administration of elementary schools or departments of such schools

rests upon the head teacher, head master, or head mistress. There

are no uniform regulations governing the appointments to this posi-

tion; each authority has its own system. Generally the position is

filled by promotion from the ranks of teachers within a system, some-

times by inviting applications through advertisements; some authori-

ties have an eligible list of candidates prepared on the recommenda-

tions of the local inspectors. The tendency at present is to appoint

only certificated teachers who have had a number of years of success-

ful experience; in very small schools, owing to unsatisfactory condi-

1 See also note on page 98.
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tions of salary and living, uncertificated teachers are still appointed

to headships.

Head teachers are expected to devote a number of periods a week

to class instruction, but their chief functions are to guide and super-

vise their staff; to promote the unity of school work by frequent con-

sultations, discussions, and conferences; to prepare the curriculum,

time-schedule, and course of study with the advice and assistance of

their teachers, to conduct periodical examinations, and to assume

a large share of the responsibility for the classification and promotion

of pupils. They are expected to supervise the work of their teachers

and in particular to give as much assistance as possible to young

teachers; and, finally, they are responsible for the general routine

work of administration, the keeping of records, and the preparation

of reports.

Aim of elementary education. The aim of elementary education

varies somewhat in the different stages. The purpose of the nursery

schools and dasses is to provide an environment which will promote
the health and happiness of the children and at the same time culti-

vate their early interests through play and games, movement and

exercise, form and color, song and story. This aim is continued into

the infants' classes, where the activities expand in range and become

the basis of what are later organized as subjects.

The aim of elementary education has been defined as follows in the

Annual Code issued by the Board of Education from 1904 to 1926:

The pmpose of the public elementary school is to form and strengthen the
character and to develop the intelligence of the children entrusted to it, and
to make the best use of the school years available in assisting both girls and

boys, according to their different needs, to fit themselves, practically as well

as intellectually, for the work of life.
1

To this statement may be added the more recent definitions of the

aim of the primary school:

Its primary aim must be to aid children, whfle they are children, to be
healthy, and, so far as is possible, happy children, vigorous in body and
lively in mind, in order that later, as with widening experience they grow
towards maturity, the knowledge which life demaiids may more easfly be
mastered and the necessary accomplishments more readily acquired.

2

*See#a^*/SW *^/^to
Wer* *fPtMKEk*K*taryS<foot$> p (London, 1927).

a Tkc Primary ScMt, p xvi.
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Referring to the curriculum of the primary school, the Consultative

Committee in its Report declared:

Its aim should be to develop in a child the fundamental human powers and
to awaken him to the fundamental interests of civilized life so far as those

powers and interests lie within the compass of childhood, to encourage him to

attain gradually to that control and orderly management of his energies,

impulses and emotions t which is the essence of moral and intellectual dis-

cipline, to help him to discover the idea of duty and to ensue it, and to open
out his imagination and his sympathies in such a way that he may be pre-

pared to understand and to follow in later years the highest examples of ex-

cellence in life and conduct *

As in all English definitions of education, character-formation

comes first; it implies the development of certain habits of conduct

and behavior, intellectual, emotional, and moral, and the cultivation

of certain ideals. Beyond and contributory to this common aim, the

elementary school has the task of development of health and vigor of

body, of cultivating intellectual habits, of arousing alertness and a

taste for further study and work, and of laying the foundations and

giving the tools for self-education. As compared with the aim of the

elementary school in the nineteenth century, with its emphasis on

thorough mastery of a few subjects, the aim today is to impart the

elements of liberal education, or, in the words of Sir Michael Sadler,

to give "new things to love and admire." a
Through individual as

through cooperative activities the pupils are to be trained to disci-

pline themselves and to become sensitive to the meaning of duty for

themselves and to society. All those qualities which are implied by
freedom and independence must be developed, but they must be

tempered by an appreciation of the similar rights of others.

In the elaboration of these aims a distinct change is noted. The

English school has always emphasized character-formation, but the

methods in the past have been in the mam extra-curricular; increas-

ingly the* contribution which may be made by a suitable organization

of the curriculum and content of instruction has begun to be recog-

nized. This represents a movement toward the recognition of the

education of the whole man; whatever contributes to the education

of the individual cannot be divided into separate and distinct de-

partments which are unrelated to each other. A similar change has

taken place in the concept of discipline; discipline, it is recognized,
1 Tfa Primary School, p. 93
* Our Public Elementary Schools, p. 8 (London, 1926).
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cannot be discarded, but the external discipline of tradition, suppres-

sion of the individual by authority, must be replaced by free self-

discipline accepted because it is necessary to the existence of any so-

cial organization. Corporal punishment has not been abolished, but

it is administered with less frequency and reserved for serious offenses.

Curriculum and courses of study. The work of the nursery school

is determined by its aim provision for the healthy and active

growth of young children, and to some extent by the nature of its

buildings and equipment. Some nursery schools, following a prin-

ciple insisted upon by Margaret McMillan, consist of gardens and

buildings attached, and most of the work is carried on in the open air;

others, including also nursery classes, have buildings with gardens or

playgrounds attached, and the major part of the activities are carried

on indoors. The nursery schools take care of children for the whole

day, from 8 A*BL to 5 P*M.; the nursery classes for the shorter school

day. In both provision is made for feeding the children
,
the parents,

PROGRAM OP NURSERY CLASSES

JUL

9:00- 9:50 Arrival and registration. Hymn. Prayer.
Visit offices. Put on handky bags. HandkydrflL Breathing
exercises.

9:$o-xox Rhythmic exercises or games.

10:00-10:15 Chats and picture talks.

10:15-10:50 Preparation for lunch.

Wash hands. Set table. Have lunch Tidy up.

10:50-11x55 Free play.

11:05-11 135 Short rest Sense Training on Monday, Wednesday, and Fri-

day; singing on Tuesday and Thursday.

11:35-11*50 Nursery rhymes and drawing on Monday and Friday; aloplast
on Tuesday ; paper tearing or folding or cutting on Wednesday;
finger plays or beads on Thursday.

11:50-12300 Learning to put on coats, etc. Grace and dismissal.

P.M.

i^o- 3:30 Arrival and registration. Inspection of class. Handky drflL

Visit offices and prepare for rest Quiet occupations for those
who do not sleep.

2:30- 2:40 Wake up and put on shoes or dogs.

2:40- 2:55 Free play,
2:55- 3 :3 Story, followed by dramatization on Monday; fret drawing on

Tuesday; Brick building on Wednesday; toys on Thursday;
rocking horse and singing rhymes on Friday.

3:30- 3-45 Dressing. Prayer. Dismissal
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as far as possible, contribute what they can. So far as one can speak
of a curriculum at the nursery stage, it is directed to the cultivation of

good habits through bathing and washing, dressing and undressing,

cooperative activities in the preparation for meals and other activi-

ties. Much of the time is devoted to play and games, training of the

senses through color, size, and number; formal subjects, as such, have

no place, but a foundation is laid for them through the care and ob-

servation of animals and plants, singing, group games, story-telling,

art work, and the development of good habits of speech. In some

cases the work of nursery schools and classes has been influenced by
the spirit, but not by the details, of the Montessori method. Al-

though attention is given to the individual child, the nursery schools

have not been established as centers for psychological research, as

have many similar institutions in the United States. Because of the

age of the children, the nursery schools and classes have attracted the

interest of parents and in that way have become centers that influ-

ence the home environment to which the children return from

school.

In infant and elementary schools neither the Board of Education

nor the local education authorities prescribe either the list of subjects

to be taught the courses of study, or the time-schedules. The legal

definition of elementary education is that it is
"
that education which

constitutes the whole or the principal part of the work of an ele-

mentary school." The Board of Education until 1926 issued an

Annual Code in which the subjects of an elementary school curricu-

lum were indicated without any requirement that all subjects should

be taught in all schools, but the practice has been discontinued. The

only guidance furnished by the Board is the Handbook ofSuggestions

for the Consideration of Teachers and Others Concerned in the Work of

Public Elementary Schools, first issued in 1905 and revised periodically

until 1927. The Handbook is prepared by the inspectors of the

Board on the basis of their observations in the field and with the co-

operation of teachers. The Handbook is thus a compilation which is

eminently practical and a guide which represents what can actually

be achieved. The Suggestions are not governed by any particular

theory or philosophy, but illustrate the variety of practices which re-

sult from the freedom enjoyed by the teachers. The only subject in

which the Board, influenced by the medical inspection branch, re-

quires its syllabus to be followed is physical training, but even in this
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case a local authority may use its own syllabus provided that it can

secure the approval of the inspectors.

The Board definitely refrains from prescribing the curriculum or its

details because, according to the Suggestions:

It is not possible to lay down any rule as to the exact number of the sub-

jects which should be taken in an individual school. The choice, indeed,

cannot be in practice absolutely free. It is in part determined by public

opinion as expressing the needs of the community in which the scholars live.

[Language, reading and writing, arithmetic and measurement, hygiene,

physical and moral training cannot be omitted ] But in selecting other sub-

jects the decision is not always so easy,. . . The curriculum must vary to

some extent with the qualifications of the teaching staff,. . . Variations in

the curriculum will often correspond to the special needs and drcumstances

of the scholars.1

This does not mean that the English elementary school is curriculum-

centered or that the interests of the children are ignored.

He [the teacher] certainly must become, if he is not one already, a dose and

sympathetic student of the nature of his pupils. He must be able to range
himself mentally alongside them and ready to modify his teaching to meet
their needs. Briefly, his task is to make the most of the mental qualities

which already exist in them and are seeking opportunities for exercise, their

motives, interests, and instincts, their sense of wonder and romance; their

natural curiosity, constructiveness, combativeness, and so forth His

starting point must be no rigid syllabus or subject, but the children as they

jeally are, he must work always with the grain of their minds, try never to

cut across it1

But if the children are the starting-point, the ends are determined

by the purposes for which the school exists and the civilization and
culture which they are to share. Freedom must be combined with

its correlative, responsibility.

An almost unlimited degree of freedom for children is sometimes advocated

nowadays It has been proposed that they should choose their own sub-

jects, make their own rules and time-tables, work or not as they feel inclined.

Nothing of this kind is suggested here, except perhaps in the case of individ-

"ual pupils who are Bearing the end of their school life. There is a due mean
between a system which counteracts the natural aspirations of the children

and one which in the name of freedom refuses them the aid and guidance they
reqtiire. Children cannot be treated from the outset as if they were pos-
sessed of mature judgment, experience, and self-knowledge. But they can be
treated as natural beings, and the teacher should see to it that the purpose of
the woack they are inquired to do does not remain a mystery, either to them

s, pp. 3& t * Handbook of S*t&s&o*s, p. 13.
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or to himself Its ultimate purpose may not be fully within their compre-
hension, or may be too remote to appeal to them directly The teacher

should then endeavor to invest it with an immediate purpose which should,
if possible, take the intrinsic form of putting it to some practical use, rather

than.aruextrinsic form, such as the gaining of marks.1

The success of education at any stage depends upon the personality
of the teachers, free and responsible, understanding children, but also

appreciating the purpose of education, guided not by plans and

methods prescribed by others and exacted by rigorous supervision,

but by their own insight and experience. In view of the tendency in

the United States toward ciirriculiim-making by experts, the periodic

vogue of methods, the control through administrative devices, super-

vision, standardized tests, and so on, students of education cannot

too often be reminded of the importance of the teacher in the educa-

tional process. On this point it is pertinent to quote two statements

from the Report on the Primary School:

Hie National Association of Inspectors of Schools and Educational Organ-
izers argue that the greatest single factor in education was, or should be, the

personality of the teacher, since schools were neither made nor marred by
curricula (p. 76).

Different methods will be used not only in different subjects, but also in

teaching the same subject in different circumstances of school organization,

numbers, situation, and equipment, and different teachers will face similar

problems in different ways. In a vital sense, method is the teacher's style,

the outward expression of his educational faith and experience. If his in-

struction is to be a living influence upon his pupils, his methods must in the

end be an individual expression of his modes of thought, feeling, and outlook,

and not merely the application,.of general rules, however sound (p. 151).

Freedom for the teacher who understands his pupils is the first es-

sentiaL The curriculum will represent an "introduction to the

major interests of society as derived from man's civilization and cul-

ture, or certain elements of experience, because they are part of the

common life of mankind,"

Here is the touchstone, Sir Percy Nunn has declared, by which the claims

of a subject for a place in the time-table can be infalHWy tested. Does it

represent one of the great movements of the human spirit, one of the major
forms into which the creative impulses of man have been shaped and dis-

ciplined? If it does, then its admission cannot be contested If it does not,

it must be set aside; it may usefully be included in some special courses of

1 Handbook of Suggestions, p. 16.
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technical education, but it is not qualified to be an element in the education

of the people.
1

In no part of English education has a greater transformation taken

place than in the infants' schools. From classrooms equipped with

galleries in which large classes were huddled together under a disci-

plinary regime as strict as in the upper schools and a curriculum

which in the main was formal and preparatory, the infants' schools

TlME-SCHEDUUS 0* AN INFANTS* SCHOOL

Class i Class 2 Class 3
(mm ) (min ) (min )

Registration and religious instruction AM.. 150 150 150

Registration, grace and personal hygiene P.M. . 75 75 75

Prayer, songs and dismissal... 25 25 25
Free play AM and P K 150 150 150
Free movement between periods (3) ... 75 75 75

Number. . . .... 125 125 125

{Reading

and doing. . 100 200 200

Compoadon, grammar, and dictation .. 150 100 75

Script writing, poetry, and words of songs 65 75 95
Nature. Conversation. Stories Picture Chats His-

tory and geography.. , , 140 tt$ 165

Musk and band.. .60 50 50
"Knitting and needlework

Drawing
23S

Toymakiog
Individual occupations _

Total number of minutes ---- . 1,575 1,575 I>575

have become centers of free movement and activities proper to the

interests of the children in attendance. No longer is the emphasis

placed upon the acquisition of the three R's and adjustment to the

demands of the next Standard, but upon a variety of activities and

experiences out of which the need for the rudiments of the so-called

subjects emerge. Play and games, speech-training with clear articu-

lation and freedom in expression, story-telling and conversation,

painting^ drawing, music, dancing, nature study, and manual activi-

ties provide a range of experiences on which are based the introduc-

tion to reading, writing, and arithmetic with an emphasis on concrete-

ness and reality and within the scope of the pupils' comprehension.
The common-sense principle is followed that a normal child, as a re-

1
Report eftke ^rittsh Asseciati**, 1923, p. 367. See also a similar statement by Sir Percy

in R*p*rt &% Eaunm*&ems, pp. 54 f (New Y<ak, 1931).
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suit of the environment in which he has been brought up, even before

he enters school has an interest in the so-called formal subjects, de-

spite modern theories to the contrary. The change in the character

of the infants' school has been effected in part by the greater freedom

introduced into the school atmosphere in general in the last genera-

tion, in part by the progressive methods of the kindergarten and by
Montessori methods, and to some extent by the nursery schooL In

turn, the methods of the infants' schools are affecting the work of the

early years of the elementary school and the transition from the one

to the other is not as abrupt as it once was.

The normal subjects of an elementary school are religious instruc-

tion, English language and literature, writing, arithmetic, drawing
and modeling, nature study, geography, history, singing and music,

hygiene and physical training, manual work, and domestic subjects

(needlework, cooking, laundry work, and household management).
Moral instruction is rarely taught as a separate subject. The Edu-

cation Act, 1918, contained a provision, now incorporated in the

Education Act, 1921, Section 20, requiring local authorities to include

practical instruction suitable to the ages, abilities, and requirements
of the children, and to provide courses in advanced instruction for the

TIME-SCHEDULE OF A JUNIOR MIXED ELEMENTA&Y SCHOOL

* Boys attend baths for swimming on Ftiday afternoons.
t EngEflh induces grammar, compoertiori, and exercises anxIEary to composition
I Handwork is correlated with arithmetic, drawing, nature study, geography, history.
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older pupils. The curriculum, courses of study, and time-schedules

are prepared in each school, sometimes by the head teacher, most

usually by the head teacher and his staff. Wherever possible a

teacher who has specialized in some subject of the curriculum prepares

the syllabus in that subject for the whole school. The responsibility,

however, rests upon the head teacher, the courses of study or sylla-

buses and the time-schedules must be approved by the government

inspectors, who do not withhold approval if the head teacher can

justify his position. In the preparation of courses of study, head

teachers and teachers are guided by tradition, by their professional

knowledge, by the Suggestions and Memoranda of the Board of Edu-

cation, by special reports, such as that on The Teaching of English,

and in same areas by suggestions issued by the local education au-

thority. Another source of influence is to be found in the increasing

number of short summer courses on the subjects of the curriculum,

organized either by the Board of Education and given by its in-

spectors or other specialists, or by education authorities, such as those

of Kent and West Riding of Yorkshire, and courses and conferences

for teachers provided during the school year by some education au-

thorities. Such a system permits adaptation to the local environ-

ment, encourages freedom, and elicits responsibility. It is charac-

teristic of the system that the courses of study are rarely printed,

sometimes typewritten, usually written by hand, evidence at least

that they are not intended to be permanent and are subject to modi-

fication as the occasion requires.

The Consultative Committee in its Report on the Primary School

recommends that in the early years the curriculum be integrated on
the basis of the common experience underlying all subjects (the Ger-

man GesamtHnterricht} and correlated with the natural movement of

children's minds. Such integrated instruction, whether in the form
of projects or through dose correlation of subjects, must, as the child

grows older, give place to subjects "which have their own self-suffi-

cient motives," and in which regular and systematic work is desirable.

Similarly, while room should be provided for individual study, this

must be alternated with group instruction. On the question of

methods, the English attitude is pragmatic those methods are best

which produce the best results. The statement on the subject in the

Report on the Primary School is as follows:
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Since the immediate aim of teaching is that the pupil shall become an
active learner, any method which is claimed, on reasonable grounds, to con-

duce to that end is worthy of unbiased study.
The well-tried methods of corporate teaching have an indispensable place

in the school economy, and should not be discarded wholesale in obedience to

insufficiently tested theories.

Nevertheless, there are occasions and purposes for which they are dearly
not so suitable as methods which, while not depriving pupils of the stimulus,

inspiration, and guidance of the teacher, yet leave him reasonable scope to

ensue his own special interests, to learn in his own way, and to acquire the

priceless habit of independent purposeful work.

While these considerations are of general validity, they apply specially to

small rural schools, where, from the nature of the use, class-organization and

class-teaching must have a particularly limited value*

Finally, while we deprecate experiments ill-considered or carried out under

conditions dearly unfavourable to success, we hope that, as teachers come to

grips with the special problems of the primary school, ways and means will be

found of giving effect to what is sound in the suggestions of those who criti-

cise the present predominance of the class-methodL In particular, we hope
that where individual methods are employed with unmistakable success in an

infant school, the teachers in the lower classes of the primary school wifl

consider carefully the propriety of so adjusting their own methods that there

is no serious break in continuity as the child passes from the one to the other.1

Curriculum organization and standards. The general character

of the infants' school curriculum has already been indicated. The
fact that compulsory education begins one year earlier in England
than in any other country, and the acceptance of the principle that

young children do manifest an interest in what are usually called

formal subjects, render it possible to set up a standard whereby

pupils at the age of eight or nine may, in addition to the variety of

other activities in which they engage, be expected to be able to read

an easy book, tell or write a simple narrative,, and have a command
of the first notions of arithmetic and measurement* From this stage

on, the work becomes more systematic with less emphasis on mere

freedom and pleasure than on exactness. The standard to be at-

tained by pupils at about the age of eleven is that

The scholars should be able to express themselves with fair ease and correct-

ness on matters which fall within their experience or which they have read

about in books. They should have learned accurately all the simple proc-
esses in arithmetic and made at least the first steps in mensuration. In
handwork and drawing, they should now be showing more technical skill and
be aiming at more difficult subjects and a doser finish. The outlines of his-

1 The Pnmary School, p 152!
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tory and geography will be forming in their minds, though no attempt should

have been made to teach them details, or generalizations, which they cannot

properly assimilate l

The weakest part of the work of the English elementary school has

in the past been that of the senior stage (pupils from eleven to four-

teen). This has been due to a number of causes; under the selective

system the best pupils were generally transferred to an intermediate

or secondary school at about the age of eleven; much time was

wasted on repetition of work already done, the smaller number of

pupils made an adequate system of classification difficult; in the last

year, until the Education Act, 1918, required pupils to remain in

school until the end of the term in which they reached their four-

teenth birthday, the classes were constantly reduced as pupils

dropped out. The Education Act, 1918, attempted to attack the

difficulties by imposing upon local authorities the duty of providing

advanced instruction and a variety of practical work for pupils in the

senior stage. The Suggestions recommended in the advanced in-

struction laid more emphasis on self-education through extensive

reading, local, social, and European history, practical work in science

and geography, and in mathematics the introduction of algebraical

symbols and graphical methods. For practical work, the opportuni-
ties for a variety of manual activities for boys and for housecraft or

domestic science were increased, in the larger schools by the provision

of workshops and model apartments, for pupils in the smaller schools

by the organization of central workshops or domestic science centers

used in common by pupils from a number of schools.

It is possible here to give only the main features of the English
course of study as defined in the Board's Handbook of Suggestions.

The subject which is regarded as the most important, because it is a
means of expression and understanding and underlies the work in all

other subjects, is English. Every teacher should, in fact, be a teacher

of English. The aim of the school should be to encourage good and
correct English and its simple, direct, and unaffected written and oral

expression. While aiming to correct bad English, the use of dialects

should not be altogether discouraged, because they "have a history
and associations which entitle them to re$pect" English should be

regarded as a unified subject which offers opportunities for a variety
of exercises through speech, reading, and writing, Beginning with

1 Batttttooi o/Stfcwr, pp. 55 f.
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conversation which should develop naturally out of concrete situa-

tions (the home, play, pictures, stories, and dramatization), the pupil
is introduced to reading and oral and written expression. The sub-

jects for composition and spelling lists should be within the range of

the pupils' ability and experience. The purpose of reading, prose and

poetry, should be to cultivate pleasure and appreciation; after the

preliminary foundations through the use of readers, pupils should as

early as possible be introduced to the masterpieces of literature ap-

propriate to their stage of development. The range of reading sug-

gested for the senior stage includes Scott, Dickens, Shakespeare,

Kingsley, Robinson Crusoe, Masterman Ready, Tom Brown's School-

days, and books of travel, adventure, and biography. Attention is

given both to reading aloud and to silent reading, and special empha-
sis is placed upon good speech, accurate voice-production, and careful

articulation.1 Freedom and breadth have taken the place of the nar-

row, formal drill in fundamentals; practice is regarded as necessary in

spelling, some grammar is essential, and rules and techniques are de-

sirable in writing compositions, but the practical needs have replaced

the formal and deductive methods.

Although the teaching of arithmetic has undergone considerable

change, the subject is still regarded as one of the most important in

the elementary curriculum and absorbs about one fifth of the weekly
time allotment. Meaningless drill has been replaced by ability to

apply number to everyday life, and the practical and useful are kept

constantly in mind. Simple geometry and mensuration, through
handwork and drawing are associated with arithmetic. Graphic
methods and algebraical symbols are taught to older pupils where

circumstances are favorable.

In the teaching of history and geography, there is an absence ofany

attempt to use these subjects for purposes of nationalistic indoctrina-

tion. The purpose of history instruction is to develop a sense of con-

tinuity and of cause and effect. The teaching of history varies with

the capacity and interests of the teacher.

It is of more value to give the pupil some idea of the right spirit in which he

may approach the study of history in later life than to burden his memory
with details which tcan have little or no significance few him. If the subject is

made so attractive that the pupil 3s constantly asking himself "What comes

next?" and if when his schooldays are over he continues to read and study

history, the teacher has achieved his purpose.
2

* SeeMeader, Emma Grant, Teacting Sfreck in toe Elementary Sdwl (New York, 1928).

9 Handbook of Suggestions, jx 120.
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In the lower classes an appeal should be made to the imagination

through simple and attractive narratives, legend, and the story of the

British and foreign heroes, and, if taught at all, as a subject, history at

this stage should be limited to the older period of British history

which is the least complex and the most picturesque. The older

pupils should acquire a connected view of the main outlines of British

history and of the changes which have led to the social and industrial

life of the present. Controversial aspects of economic and political

development should be omitted, since "There is scope enough for all

children's powers in those aspects of history which are not of this

character, and the discussion of topics on which they are unable to

exercise their judgment is useless." x In addition to its value as a

cultural subject, history may also be made an instrument of moral

training in lessons of heroism, unselfishness, loyalty to an ideal, and
uhow the patriot has helped his country." Finally, the history of

Great Britain and of the British Commonwealth of Nations should

be taught as a part of world history leading to a discussion of inter-

national co5peration, the League of Nations, and the ideals for which

it stands.*

Geography, which may be closely associated but not necessarily

integrated with history, is a subject which provides opportunities for

observation, of and reasoning upon scientific facts within the child's

experience. Through it the teacher should awaken an interest in the

environment, lives and habits of people, illustrate the interdepend-
ence of the world, and develop a knowledge of the principles of ge-

ography and power to apply them. As a subject, geography is a link

between the humanistic and scientific subjects and is accordingly a

study of man and Ms world.

Elementary science developed out of the nineteenth-century object
lessons. Starting with tihe observation of common things, the sub-

ject aims to deepen the pupils' interest in the world around them and
in the simple phenomena of nature, to train them in habits of scientific

observation and thinking with an avoidance at this stage of technical

terms. The selection of the topics to be treated depends upon the

interest of the teacher and his ability to use the opportunities pro-
vided by the environment of the school. Like geography, elementary
science can be correlated with other subjects.

1 Handbook o$ Sttggesboms, jx 132
* H*n&+ok qf Sugga&HU contains aa Appsidix on fa League of Nations.
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The school journey has long been advocated as a valuable aid to

instruction. First promoted by the School Journeys Association, the

school journey has been adopted widely and In many areas special

facilities are provided for reducing the cost of travel In history,

geography, science, and art, the school journey provides endless op*

portunities, not only for making the work of the classroom concrete

and real, but in developing an appreciation and knowledge of the

local resources and in their historical and geographical significance as

well as through museums and art collections. More than this, it can

cultivate an appreciation of the pleasures of open-air life and the op-

portunities available for educational and recreational activities. The
recent establishment of Youth Hostels is a valuable contribution to

this aspect of school life.

Finally, an important part of the work of any English school is the

attention given to physical training for the promotion of health and

for the development of character. All schools are required to have a

playground, which is in most cases unsatisfactory; in addition, the

regulations of the Board of Education permit teachers to take their

pupils to open spaces and playing-fields, often set aside in municipal

parks, or made available by the National Playing-Fields Association.

Physical training, which includes also formal dasswork in hygiene, is

on the formal side dominated by the Swedish system and on the in-

formal side provides for a great variety of games, dances, and sports;

for swimming, pupils are taken to public swimming baths. The

emphasis in physical training is on honest, cheerful, and strenuous

play and tie cultivation, not of perfection of skill, but of an apprecia-

tion of the rules and spirit of the games.
1 In many areas special

organizers, half the cost of whose salaries is borne by the Board's

grants, have been appointed to coordinate physical training, to offer

courses for teachers, to supervise and in general to promote the pro-

gressive development of this branch of the work of the elementary

schooL

Textbooks. The Board of Education does not publish a list of

textbooks for the use of schools, nor are they in the elementary

schools used as extensively as in the United States, partly because of

the cost, partly because the "recitation" method has never been

1 See Tke Syllabus cfPhysical Trainingfor Scke*b (ioi9>r Sjttaku ofPhysical Trairittsfor

Schools: Supplement for Older Girls (1927), Reference Book of Gymnastic Trafafog for Boys

(1927), and Handbook of S*gg&ti* * SeaUk Education (1928), all issued by the Board of

Education.
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widespread, and partly because there is gradually developing a

tendency to use a wider range of books and sources than are provided

by the textbook. Suggestive lists are drawn up by a number of local

education authorities fe.g., London, Kent, West Riding of York-

shire), and central stores are available where teachers may examine

books; the selection is made, however, by the head teachers and their

staffs for each school. Free textbooks are provided to the pupils, but

remain the property of the schools and in most cases are kept in the

schools. For a long time schools have cooperated with public li-

braries in securing books for general reading; more recently many
schools have begun to create their own libraries; here and there

teachers organize class libraries consisting of books lent for a period

by the pupils themselves. The limitation on expenditures imposed

by economic conditions rather than by administrative regulations re-

stricts any extended purchase of textbooks and libraries. In any

case, however, as is true in the making of courses of study, head

teachers and their staffs enjoy freedom of choice, with such guidance
as may be afforded, in the selection of the books used in their

schools*1

Control of elementary education. Throughout the discussion of

English elementary education, the outstanding characteristic has

been freedom. The work of the elementary school is not controlled

by prescribed time-schedules, curriculum, or courses of study. Each

school is a unit and the responsibility for its progress rests upon the

head teacher and his staff. There is thus an absence of standardiza-

tion and of uniformity; reliance is placed upon the insight and per-

sonality of the teachers and opportunities for reasoned experimenta-
tion are provided. Public elementary education is marked by variety
of practice ranging from the traditional and formal to a radical free

school.*

There arc, however, certain controls which, though indirect, are

none the less effective. There is as everywhere an undefined public

demand, which, whether sound or not, expects the schools to achieve

certain results. From professional preparation, even though all

teachers have not had it, certain norms are derived which guide the

work of the school. The Suggestions and other publications of the

Board, lectures, courses, aad conferences organized by the Board,

* At Kearady, near Bury, Lancashire,
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local authorities, or professional associations set up a definite stand-

ard of aims and ideals. The system of inspection by inspectors of the

Board and of some local authorities, although not as rigorous as

supervision in the United States, tend to spread common standards,

which are suggestive, if not prescriptive. External examinations for

pupils in elementary schools are discouraged. There has, however,

developed out of the necessity of a system which does not provide
free secondary education for all the practice of holding an examina-

tion for pupils at about the age of eleven on the basis of which the

selection of the abler boys and girls to be transferred to secondary or

central schools is made. In some areas all pupils at this age are re-

quired to take the examination; in others, only those who are recom-

mended by their teachers are presented; in all cases, the examination

tends to be indicative of the standard of attainment expected by

pupils at the age of eleven; leaving out of account the danger of

cramming, the examination becomes normative. On the whole,

however, the pressure of this examination is not felt, and, as will be

seen later, the examination is administered and organized in such a

way that direct cramming or preparation is discouraged.

Movement for reorganization of the education system. The ar-

rangements suggested for the improvement of the work in the senior

stage of elementary education neglected the pupils over eleven who
were retarded and remained in the lower Standards, likely to leave

without any preparation for the life before them. This situation,

combined with the movement to provide for all pupils above the age

of eleven the advantage of some form of secondary education, has led

to proposals for a reorganization of the whole system of education into

four well-defined stages: the pre-school or nursery school for children

up to the age of five; the infants' stage, up to seven; the primary

stage, up to eleven; and the secondary stage, divided into two stages

one up to fourteen or fifteen, the other up to eighteen. The first

three stages will offer a common foundation for all; the last stages will

provide a variety of schools and courses.

The transition would have been facilitated if the School Attendance

Bill, which passed the House of Commons, but was rejected by the

House of Lords in 1931, had been enacted. The bill sought to give
effect to the recommendations of the Consultative Committee on

the Education of the Adolescent, which urged a break at eleven plus,

the extension of compulsory education to fifteen, and the provision in
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the last four years of some form of secondary education. The pam-

phlet of the Board of Education on the New Prospect in Education,
1

issued in 1928, encouraged local education authorities to proceed

with the reorganization, to establish senior schools, and to transfer to

these all pupils at age of eleven, irrespective of scholastic attain-

ments* Since the senior school constitutes a new stage above the

primary, and since it is not classified as a part of the provision of

secondary education, it is more convenient to consider it, together

with other types of schools already in existence, as a part of the

system of intermediate education. This classification is perhaps not

altogether happy, but it distinguishes the schools within it from pri-

mary and from secondary schools and places them in a category side

by side with the French Icoles primaires supfrieures and the German
Mittelsckulen. The movement for reorganization, it will be noted, is

similar to that which has been taking place in the United States in the

development of what is known as the six-three-three plan (six years

of primary education, followed by three years of junior high school

and three years o senior high school), with the important distinc-

tion, however, that the junior high school is definitely intermediate

between the primary school and the senior high school, while inter-

mediate education, except for the minority, is not articulated with a

continuing higher stage in the European system.

INTERMEDIATE EDUCATION
The gradual expansion of elementary education after 1870 and the

absence of an adequate supply of secondary schools led to the creation

of higher grade and higher elementary schools which gave a lower

form of secondary education to pupils who remain in school until

fourteen or fifteen. The need of such types of schools did not dis-

appear with the provision of secondary education at public expense
after the enactment of the Education Act, 1902. The regulations

governing the higher elementary schools were in general considered

unsatisfactory for the needs of boys and girls who could remain in

school up to the age of fifteen, since the curriculum had "to be "of a

specially and predominantly scientific type." In 1910 the London
County Council after a period of investigation decided to establish a
series of schools to be called "central schools," giving a four-year
course to boys and girls selected from the elementary schools at about
the age of eleven plus. The same plan was adopted by a number of

* Education. Pamphlet, No, 60 (London, 1928).
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other authorities (Manchester, Bradford). The Education Act,

1918, through its requirement of advanced instruction and practical

work in the senior stage of the elementary schools, encQiiraged the

development of a number of other experiments. The Consultative

Committee, while conducting its investigations into the education of

the adolescent, found that the following types of organizations were

in existence: the selective central school, the slightly selective central

school, non-selective central schools, higher tops and senior standard

departments, and a combination of some of these. The Consultative

Committee recommended a reorganization, to which reference has

already been made, the transfer of all pupils to some form of

junior secondary school (modem school), either selective or non-

selective, at the age of eleven plus, although not included in its terms

of reference, the arrangements for the transfer of able pupils to the

existing secondary schools (grammar school) were included in the

scheme. The further recommendation of the Committee that the

compulsory age for school attendance be extended to fifteen has not

yet been given legal effect.

Pending legislation, the present situation is as follows: Local educa-

tion authorities are proceeding with the reorganization of the school

system on a voluntary basis. The break or the age of differentiation

is eleven, at this age pupils are examined, and the best are selected

for free places in secondary schools, the next on the list are selected

for admission to central schools; the rest continue in the senior de-

partments of elementary schools or are assigned to senior schools.

The central school normally offers a four-year course, the senior

school a three-year course.

The senior school. The senior school may be a separate institu-

tion or the senior division of an elementary school with its own or-

ganization. Since the pupils are older, they may be expected to

walk a longer distance to school or provision may be made for their

transportation, particularly in rural areas. Pupils are in general

transferred to the senior school on an age basis, irrespective of scho-

lastic attainments, on the principle that a retarded child

will develop most rapidly if be is placed with other children of his own age in

conditions which allow suitable provision to be made for him. He needs the

stimulus of a new environment, possibly even more than does the child of

normal attainments, and his presence in a cfo06 of younger children is as

harmful to thcro as to himself.1

1 Th New Prospect fa Education, jx. u.
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Separate schools are recommended for boys and girls, whenever the

numbers are adequate.

The cunjculum of the senior schools has not been prescribed nor

have suggestions been issued beyond those already contained in the

Board's Handbook of Suggestions and the Consultative Committee's

Report an the Education of the Adolescent. In general the senior

schools continue the work of the primary school to a more advanced

stage and add a variety of practical work adapted to the circum-

stances of each locality; thus, in the rural senior schools, while the

basic subjects remain the same as in urban areas, opportunities are

provided, without an undue emphasis on the rural bias, to relate

the work to the rural environment in all subjects and particularly

in handwork for boys and domestic science for girls. From another

point of view, the curriculum of the senior schools overlaps with that

of the lower stages of the secondary schools. The curriculum, recom-

mended for the senior schools in the West Riding of Yorkshire by the

TlME-SCHEDTOB OF A SENIOR SCHOOL
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Consultative Committee on the Curriculum of the Senior School, in-

cludes, in the four-year course which is planned, English language
and literature, a foreign language, geography and history, mathe-

matics, elementary science (including gardening), art (drawing and

craft), music, physical training, housecraft, and hygiene. In the

larger schools parallel sections are organized in which pupils are classi-

fied according to ability, and in which the courses of study are adapted
to their capacities* The foreign language selected for the senior

schools is French. Mathematics may include arithmetic and practi-

cal measurements, history of mathematics, metric system, geometry,

algebra, graphs, and trigonometry. Under elementary science are

included general elementary science, followed by physics, biology,

rural science, and hygiene. One important advantage which the

senior schools may possess over the traditional organization will be

better equipment, more apparatus, libraries, and special rooms.1

The curriculum of the senior schools is being planned on the recom-

mendation of the Report on the Education of the Adolescent (p. 84) that

A humane or liberal education is not one given through books alone, but one

which brings children into contact with the larger interests of mankind, and
the aim of the schools. .. should be to provide an education by means of a

curriculum containing large opportunities for practical work and related to

living interests. In the earlier years the curriculum in these schools should

have much in common with that provided in the schools at present known as

"secondary"; it should include a foreign language, subject to permission to

omit it in special cases, and it should be given a practical bias only in the last

two years.

The senior schools are non-selective; they are intended for pupils

who fail, in the examination for pupils at the age of eleven, to secure

free admission to a selective senior or central school or to a secondary
school. Such an examination is now conducted by most authorities,

in some it is compulsory for all pupils, in others it is voluntary and

taken with the advice of the teachers. The examination is admin-

istered by a committee which may include members of the education

committee, administrative officers, and representatives of teachers in

elementary and secondary schools. The examination may be in one

or two stages; where the latter practice is followed, the first stage is

efiminatory, and the papers are marked usually by the head teachers

of each school, following detailed instructions; the second stage is

1
Report of the Co*s*fatne Committee on Ote Curriculum of the Scmor Sctocl (Wakefidd
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conducted and marked by external examiners. The subjects of the

examination always include arithmetic and English (dictation and

spelling), sometimes history? geography, and nature study. In some

areas the written examination is followed by an oral test for all candi-

dates, or for those who reached a certain level in the written test, or

for border-line cases, occasionally the oral test is administered by the

secondary school to which the successful candidates will be admitted.

School records are generally taken into account, and in a minority of

the areas intelligence tests are used, but always supplementary to

other examinations.1 On the results of the examination, candidates

are offered free admission to secondary or to central schools in order

of merit to the number of free places available.
2

Central schools. The origin of the central schools has already

been given. They are schools intended for boys and girls who can

remain in school for four years beyond the age of eleven, and have

proved their ability in a selective examination, but are not considered

sufficiently able to profit from a secondary education. The distinc-

tion between those who do and those who do not proceed to a second-

ary school is somewhat arbitrary; the general assumption is that the

secondary school is intended for the academically minded and the

central school for the practical minded. The difference in the cur-

ricula of the two types of school is also based on this distinction.

The central school offers a course of four years (occasionally five).

It differs from the elementary school in that classes are smaller, the

equipment somewhat superior, and the teachers selected and paid a

bonus in addition to the elementary teachers' scale of salaries; as

compared with the secondary schools, the classes are somewhat

larger, the teachers are not always university graduates, although

they are trained, the salaries are lower, and the work becomes more

practical in the last two years. One very important consideration in

the establishment of the central schools is that they axe cheaper, A
few years ago it was estimated that the cost per place in an dement-

ary school was 26, in a central school 38, and in a secondary
school 66, while the average cost per pupil was mos. in an ele-

1 In its Report on the Prim&ry School, p, 127, the Consultative Committee expressed the

opinion that "carefully devised group intelligence tests may be a useful factor in selection,
bat it would be inadvisable to rely oa such tests alone," See also the Consultative Commit-
tee's Repert on Ptyckel^gtcal T&te tfEdficook Capacity CLoadon, 1929).

* See Board of Education, Bfetotim Pompklet, No 63, Memomndim on Exomfaatams
for Scholars!*}* and Prte Places in Sfcondtory Schools (London, 1928).
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mentary school, 18 in a central school, and 34 in a secondary

school.

The aims of the central schools, as announced at the opening of

such a school at Morley in 1928, are as follows:

1. To widen the outlook of the pupils so that they may become intelligent

citizens.

2. To give them the baas of a sound literary and scientific training so that

they may learn to reason correctly and draw legitimate conclusions.

3. To train them to use their hands so that, if need be, they can after-

wards follow skilled occupations, and make intelligent and profitable use of

their leisure time.

4. To develop the aesthetic taste through the medium of art (drawing,

painting, and music).

5. To teach them the elements of a foreign language (French) to open
their minds to the difficulty of nations speaking different languages under-

standing one another, and to assist somewhat in the "rapprochement" of

the nations of the world, which is so much to be desired.

6. To give them physical training and games to develop their bodies, to

train them in swift judgment, accurate movement and cooperation, and to

inculcate the ideals of fairness and good-will together with self-reliance,

restraint and courage.
1

The London central schools, which have served as a model for

others, have provided for all pupils in the first two years, including

English, mathematics (algebra and geometry), science, history,

geography, art, music, handwork, and domestic science and needle-

work; French is included especially for pupils who plan to continue

in the commercial course of the last two years. The work of the

second half of the course becomes more definitely practical; without

being definitely vocational, the courses are given a bias commer-

cial, industrial, or domestic. In the course with a commercial bias,

bookkeeping, economics, commercial correspondence, shorthand, and

typewriting, axe added; in the industrial course more time is given to

manual work of various kinds; in the domestic course for girls do-

mestic science, household management, and tHe needlecrafts are

given special attention. In some central schools the general course is

continued in the last two years.

A comparison of the time allotted to the different subjects of the

curriculum in secondary and central schools shows how very slight is

the distinction between the two types. (See page 393.)

1 Scfoffi Government Chrottidc, Jan. ?&, 1928, p. 60.
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TIME-SCHEDULE OF A MIXED SELECTIVE CENTRA! SCHOOL IN A RURAL
AREA

* These are boys who will not be completing a fall Form HI course and who may be faHng up Farm
Service- Instead of French and part of the commercial course they take gardening rod extra periods
in mathematics, devoted to rural problems; they study bookkeeping and have extra science

t These are boys who are judged unable to profit by a study of French; they, therefore, take up
tchool gfflHiftfflMJt |i extra ^Mllvp^iitiflL

Because the first four years of the secondary course culminates In

an examination whose certificate carries some weight in securing em-

ployment, a number of central schools in London and elsewhere have

tended to prepare their pupils for this examination and have not only
sacrificed the interests of many pupils for the sake of the few, but

have departed from the original purpose of the central schools to pro-
vide a differentiated type of education. It is now proposed, since cer-

tificates play an important part in the vocational career of the

adolescent, to establish a distinct system of examination for central

schools. An experiment along these lines has been tried in Man-
chester.

The chief source of the difficulty has, of course, not been attacked,
nor can the problem be solved until it is recognized in England (as
well as in France and Germany where the problem is similar) that all

education beyond the break at about eleven should be classified as

secondary, but that within this category there is room, for differen-
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SUBJECT TIME-ANALYSIS IN MINUTES *OR ONE WEEK OF A FOUR-YEA*
COURSE IN A SECONDARY SCHOOL FOR BOYS, A SECONDARY SCHOOL FOR

GIRLS, A CENTRAL SCHOOL FOR BOYS, AND A CENTRAL SCHOOL FOR GIRLS x

BOYS

GIRLS

' From a Report o* Etocttio*m OOur Lands, by James McRae. M.A., Chief Inspector of Primtiy
Schools, p. 37. Published by the Education DcpartEaeott Victona-
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tiated types of schools for pupils of different abilities and capacities.

Such a system would demand alertness on the part of the authorities

and of teachers to see that pupils are adequately classified and that

opportunities for transfer from one type of school to another are al-

ways open. England has already reached the realization that edu-

cational organisation cannot be based, without encountering con-

siderable difficulties, on social considerations. The opportunity for

a reorganization on educational grounds and the abilities of pupils

will be provided when all children will be assured of an education for

four years beyond the age of eleven. The problem was well stated

by the Director of Education for Kent, Mr. E. Salter Davies, before

the Consultative Committee on the Education of the Adolescent:

It can be laid down as a postulate that tlie organization of the education

of children in the bulk up to fifteen or sixteen years of age cannot be carried

out effectively so long as the practice prevails of thinking in terms of more or

less parallel educational systems instead of concentrating on the problem of

the education of adolescents as a whole *

The United States, in solving the problem, has adopted the com-

mon school for all, providing differentiated courses within each

school," England and other European countries, have an oppor-

tunity of creating a democratic system of education in which schools

will be organized on a functional basis, and in which the right pupil
will find his way into the right school with the right curriculum

adapted to his needs and capacities.

ConclusioiL Elementary education in England has made remark-

able progress since the beginning of the century, a progress in which
the guiding hand of the Board of Education may be seen, but which
has in no small manner been due to intelligent and sympathetic direc-

tion of administrators who have been called forth by the opportunity
and by principals and teachers who have wisely used the freedom
which is granted to them. That there are backward districts, no one
would deny. Those, however, who would judge the progress of edu-
cation by the amount of money spent or by the material fabric of the

schools (buildings, equipment, and supplies) will fail to catch the

9 Oneof the serious criticisms of theAmerioui Astern ^
opportunity!or all, the interests of the ablestudents have been saoinced. See Thomdikc,
E. L , "Tbe Distribution of Education/' ScJtool Rtvfat, May, 1932, pp 335 ff. See also
Chapter VIE in the present volume.
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spirit underlying the educative process/ The absence of standardi-

zation of uniformity in methods and courses of study, and of a domi-

nating philosophy of education is apt to mislead the superficial ob-

server. Particularly is this likely to be true in the case of the ob-

server armed with a list of detailed objectives, based on a mechanistic

psychology and on the principles derived from the canons of in-

dustrial efficiency, and convinced that certain results can only be

obtained by specific methods adapted to their attainment. Nowhere
is thisbetter illustrated than in the teaching of reading and the funda-

mentals of language; an examination of the Suggestions on this point
would reveal methods which have long been discarded by the scien-

tific students of education, and yet the results of the two systems
would be discouraging to the advocates of a ''science" of education.

There would here be found some arguments for the theory that those

methods are best which work best3

Not only has progress been made in methods of instruction, but

the courses of study have undergone a process of revision and recon-

struction; the formal and disciplinary elements have been discarded

and greater emphasis is being placed upon those elements which have

meaning and significance to the pupil. Here again the reform has

not been carried out under the aegis of any philosophy or theory, but

largely by trial and error 3 guided by a more sympathetic understand-

ing of the child. The change which has taken place in the internal

organization of the elementary school reflects also the change in the

public attitude toward it. The elementary school has gradually be-

come the common school for aJL With this concept as the starting-

point, the whole system is beginning to be reorganized on the prin-

ciple that national welfare and progress depend upon sound educa-

tion and the provision of equality of educational opportunity to each

according to his ability. This is the stage which has been reached;

the reorganization is not complete, and, as usual in all matters of

social progress in England, the problem of reorganization is being
solved by trial and error. When the desirable form has been

1 Considerable progress has,, of course, been made in replacing antiquated with modern

buildings.
* TTiere is undoubtedly need of objective comparisons of different methods of instruction in

English atod American schools. Such, a rn***ppwp>>n of results in fnn<lami>ait.i subjects has

been made recently by the Scottish Research Council, which tends to corroborate the state-

ment made above.

a Dr. P. BaEard has wittily called this the Bessemer Process in Education. See The

Changing School, Chapter XV (London, 1926).
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achieved, legislative action will follow to consolidate the gains which

have been made and to provide for the advance to the next stage. If

convincing proof is desired of the achievements of the English ele-

mentary school, it will not be found in results of examinations or by

objective tests and measurements, but in a concrete visual compari-

son such as is afforded by the photographs of children in elementary

schools in the same districts of London thirty years ago and today.
1

More remarkable perhaps than the progress itself is the fact that the

major portion of it has taken place in the period of economic strain

following the War. Whatever the results may be on the intellectual

side, there has been an improvement in manners and in physique;

there may be, although it has not been proved, less accuracy and

thoroughness, but they are balanced by greater alertness and adapt-

ability. In other respects England, like all other countries, is con-

fronted by problems which always accrue in a period of social transi-

tion, unrest, and uncertainty, when society is released from its old

moorings and values and has not yet found new objects of alle-

giance.

2. FRANCE

General character of French education. In an era of educational

reform, when virtually all her neighbors are reorganizing their educa-

tional systems and practices, France stands out for her staunch loy-

alty to theories elaborated in a period of intellectual revolt and put
into practice when the Third Republic was established. France has

produced a long list of distinguished educational statesmen Jules

Ferry, Paul Bert, Octave Grard, F61ix P&aut, Ferdinand Buisson,

and Louis Liard who laid the foundations of her educational

system; through Gabriel Compayr6 she contributed to the study of

the history of education, and through Alfred Binet and Dr. T. Simon
she gave to the world an instrument of educational research which has

been more fully elaborated and applied in other educational systems
than her own; the French concept of culture has exercised a dominat-

ing influence over a large part of Europe, Asia Minor, and South

America. In the field of educational theory, however, 'it would be

difficult to discover any French educator whose work is known outside

1 Set the A*x*d Report */ the London Cwnty Council on the Elementary Schools of Lon-
don, 1935* AppeadSx I (London, 1925), and Tke London Education Savicc^. 52 5. (Lon-
don, 1927),
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of his country.
1 The French system of education is peculiarly na-

tional and rooted in the soil of French ideals, French philosophy, and

French culture.

The explanation of this situation is not to be found in the rigid

centralization of educational administration; centralization is to be

explained rather by the French emphasis on logical organization, by

profound faith in and reverence for French culture, which must be-

come the heritage of all her citizens, and by the desire to preserve

French national solidarity through imparting the common heritage in

the schools. There is another important factor which can be cited

as an explanation of the character of French education in general

and elementary education in particular; France has not devdopej^
child psychologywhichjn_otfierj:ountnes"has been so effective in

changing the character of the elementary school. /The dbfld is still

rsgaHedlis a miniature adult, and instruction still emphasizes the

cult of reason and logic rather tnan activity and behavior at the

child's level, j By development and growth of the child, French

pedagogy still understands increased mastery of subject-matter

through the development of reason, and subject-matter is built up,

not on the interests of the child, but as an introduction to French

culture. The place of reason in French life has been excellently il-

lustrated by Cloudesley Brereton in his discussion of
" Moral Instruc-

tion in France." Referring to the varied uses of the word raison in

the French language he writes:

They intrude, in fact, into the moral domain and even into the sphere of

action. . .. Note for instance the moral nuances in the uses of avoir raison (to

be in the right), donner raison a qudqitwi (own that some one is in the

right), dire aoec raison (rightly, justly, equitably), entendre ration (to comply

jwith something just), comme de raison (as is just), pour valoir ce que de raison

*(in equity), entrer en raison owe quekfun (to remonstrate, reason together,

as to rights and wrongs), lui demomder raison de qvdque chose (ask him to

justify himself)) rendre raison de qwtque chose (to justify), point de raison

Gratification),

Note again the nuance of action implied in the phrases avoir raison de ses

vices (to get the better of his vices), demander raison au tyran (challenge, at-

tack) ,fajre raison (render justice), confer ses raisons (business). But the full

strength of the word raison is best seen or felt in such phrases as r00**#i-
sanle (sovereign reason), raison d'&rt or raison d'etat.*

1 Aaguste Comte's philosophy of positivism and its educational interpretation would, of

course, have to be oaxptod. KnifeDmkbeim isknown outsaie erf Franceas a socinlogtst by
aany students who do not know that he -was professor of education at the Sorbooae.

*
Brereton, Qoodcsley, Studies *i Foreign Education p. 219 (London, Harrap, 1913).
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Where the English language emphasizes conduct or behavior, the

French stress reason.

The character of elementary education is thus derived from the

emphasis on French culture and on the development of reason. The

work of the school must provide for the progress of the pupil in both

directions. Through a curriculum based on French culture, he will

be introduced to the great spirit of humanism and a body of know-

ledge and information common to all French citizens; through the

cult of reason he will develop the highest and most important human

quality. To culture he will be introduced gradually as he passes

through the various stages of his psychological development; at first

the emphasis will be on the concrete and training of the senses; the

next stage will give him the foundation of knowledge and informa-

tion; at the third stage the emphasis will be more on the abstract and

on training in deductive reasoning. The course of the child's educa-

tion is mapped out in advance and the map is gradually filled in as he

grows more mature; hence the curriculum is organized on the con-

centric method, and expands by reviews and repetition through the

three stages of the pupil's development. Facts first, then ideas, but

facts and ideas derived from the body of knowledge which society has

come to regard as the proper heritage of its members. The principles

of method are based, not on the activity of the child based on his

interests as they react to his environment, but on the theory that the

child must learn first before he can express himself or create. Activ-

ities, problems, projects, which are in the foreground of the new
educational philosophy, have not replaced the French emphasis on

receptivity, assimilation, and then creation. The pupil must under-

stand, in the best sense of the word, all that is taught him, but what
is taught him is determined by the kind of individual that society de-

sires to reproduce as man and as citizen, for "the civilization which

education must transmit is something different from the nature of

the individual and cannot be attained by following nature," that is,

the interests and urges of the child. The intellectual sympathy with

the child which "is carried to extremes, even to the point of wishing
to derive the methods of education solely from a consideration of

children's characteristics," makes little appeal to the majority of

French educators. He agrees with the new philosophy of education

that the aim of education is the development of the personality of the

child, but he starts, not with the premise of the autonomy of the chfld,
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but with the conviction that the family, society, and the State are

the trustees of the child's right to an education, and differs from the

progressives in his interpretation of personality.

French philosophers, as is well known, distinguish between individuality
and personality. The individual is such by virtue of the fact that he is

different from others He is a person to the extent that he represents the

conscience of truths valid for all and the will to undertake duties common to

all. The individual ought to become a person, that is, in a sense he should

de-individuahze himself, and this is the work of education and of personal
effort. 1

From the point of view of the new education this attitude to the

curriculum to be imparted in the school would be described as
"
ex-

trinsic," as ''fixed in advance," as "impositions/' The same atti-

tude governs the views on discipline* Beginning in the family, the

French notion of discipline is based on authority, at first of persons,

then of moral law. The school as a miniature society must be gov-
erned by a body of rules, a code which is gradually converted into a

moral law, whose atmosphere dominates the spirit of the school.

On the theory of self-discipline, the French educator is skeptical.

Experiments along these lines {says M. PScaut] have been made here and

there, but too infrequently to justify any generalized conclusions, in fact,

where they succeed, it is difficult to discern what is the result of pupil effort

and what is due to the authority, concealed but ever present, of the teacher.2

Elementary education, then, represents the will of the State, of the

adult members of society, their culture and their traditions, and their

aspirations. Because the French State has determined, since the

establishment of the Third Republic, for reasons which have their

origin in history and not because of antagonism to religion, to sepa-

rate Church and State, the French school is a lay, secular school.

The State, desiring to maintain impartiality in matters of religion,

decided to establish its school on principles acceptable to alL But in

remaining lay and neutral in religion, the State has not surrendered

its right and responsibility to impart instruction in moral ideas ac-

ceptable to all and a common spiritual bond to all. The State has

not, however, refused to recognize the right of parents to provide for

c Educational Yearbook, 1929, p, 141. This and the other quotations in the above paxa-

gcapbs are taken fromMix Pfeorat's artklfi ia this volmne on "The Phfloeophy Undci^ing
the National System oC Education in France-"

'Educational Ycarfotk, 2929, P- 171.
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the religious instruction of their children in their own way. For this

purpose all schools are closed on Thursday, and parents may follow

the dictates of their own consciences in arranging or refusing to ar-

range for the religious instruction of their children through the spirit-

ual teachers of the denominations to which they belong. Such reli-

gious instruction may not be given in a building used as a public or

private school, nor by a public school teacher, nor during regular

school hours; the only exception which is permitted is that pupils may
be excused during school hours to attend religious exercises during

the week preceding their first communion.

The ideal of the lay schools, it must be remembered, is not an inno-

vation of the Third Republic. It was inherent in the educational

thought of the Revolution; and the ideal of the lay teacher as the

priest of intelligence and the leader of progress was expressed by
Victor Hugo, A propos d' Horace (Les Contemplations, 1831):

Chaque village aura, dans un temple rustique
Bans la lumiere, au lieu du magister antique,

Trop noir pour que jamais le jour y pn6trt,
L'instituteur lucide et grave, magistral
Du progrfcs, m6dedn de Pignorance et prltre
De Kde: et dans Fombre on verra disparaltre

L*6ternel colier et P6teniel p&lant.

THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SYSTEM

The elementary school system in France includes all those schools

and institutions which belong to the branch of elementary as distin-

guished from higher education. There are accordingly included not

only the elementary school proper (F&cole primaire), but the maternal

or infant school which precedes it (I*took maternette et la dasse en-

fantine), and the higher elementary school (Ffaote primaire suptri-

tiure\ and the institutions for the preparation of teachers for these

schools (ptcdU normale primaire et Vtcole normak primaire supfri-

eure).*

Uecole maternette. The maternal or infant school is an institu-

tion for children below the age of compulsory attendance, which

grew out of the salle d'asile, a charitable institution, based on the

ideas of Oberlin and Pfere Girard, and established by regulations
issued in 1837 "to provide maternal care and the eaxly stage of edu-

1 These are discussed in Chapter VH
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cation suitable to the ages of the pupils." The law of June 16, 1881,

recognized the salle d'asile as a part of the system of free public edu-

cation. Under the present title of tcole maternttte et la classs enfan-

tine, this institution was incorporated into the system in the Law of

October 30, 1886, the charter of elementary education; the organi-

zation and work of the school were defined by a decree and arr&

(regulation) issued on January 18, 1887, which have continued to

constitute the basis of the maternal school up to the present. The

provision of a maternal school is not, like that of an elementary

school, compulsory, but it may be established at the option of the

municipalities, but, once established, It must be maintained for a

period of ten years by agreement between the commune and the

State and state aid is given for its support. This regulation applies

only to municipalities with a population of 2000, of whom 1200 are

concentrated in a town or village; municipalities of smaller size may
also establish such schools, but wholly at their own expense.

The maternal school is "an institution for the stage in education

in which children of both sexes, between the ages of two and six, re-

ceive in common the care required for their physical, moral, and in-

tellectual development." In municipalities with less than 2000

population, a dasse enfantine may be annexed to the elementary

school, under the charge of the principal, and performs the same func-

tion as the maternal school, which is an independent institution

under its own principal (directrice). The construction and equip-
ment of the maternal school are defined in detail by the regulations

issued in 1927: waiting-rooms must be provided for parents, rooms

must be set aside for classroom activities, rest and recreation; a court

and playground must be available; the school must be equipped with

a kitchen, a medicine cupboard, cloakrooms, washbowls, sanitary ar-

rangements, and cots; the school furniture must consist of movable

chairs and tables, for instructional and recreational activities each

school must have a supply of toys, sand-trays, wagons, and carts,

jumping-ropes, hoops, pails, balls, beads, paper for catting, weaving,
and folding, raffia, wool and cotton, scissors, and day, cubes, bricks,

rings, sticks, pictures, slates and crayons, and a tuning-fork. The

regulations express a pious wish, on the whole, since the movementto

reform the faole makntette, which began nearly thirty years ago, has

not yet met with success, due in part to the scholastic tradition of the

past and the demand of parents that their children be taugiht as early
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as possible to read, write, and cipher, in part to the inadequate dif-

ferentiation in the preparation of the teachers, and in part to the fact

that many of the schools are inspected by elementary school in-

spectors rather than by experts, a weakness which has been greatly

reduced in recent years.

Children are admitted to the faole maternelle at the age of two and

remain until the age of six. No child may be admitted without a

medical certificate; absences are carefully checked to prevent the

spread of disease; and a medical officer is expected to visit once a

month. The teachers must hold a brevet superieur (see Chapter VII),

with special qualifications in the theory of education in the maternal

school, puericulture, hygiene, and the sciences applied to these sub-

jects. Principals must have the same qualifications and five years of

experience in a maternal school. In addition, there is appointed an

unqualified assistant (femme de service) to look after the cleanliness

and physical needs of the children. Increasingly the inspection of

maternal schools is being entrusted to inspectresses with special qual-

ifications; candidates for appointment must be twenty-five years of

age and hold the brevet supenew and the certificat d'aptitude pgd-

agogique or some recognized equivalents, must have had five years

of teaching experience in an elementary or secondary school, and

must pass a special examination. The examination consists in the

written part of two essays, one on some subject in the theory of

education in the maternal school, and the other on the hygiene of

the maternal school. The oral examination includes the discussion

of some problems on the education and hygiene of the maternal

school and questions on the law and administration of such school.

In addition, a report of an inspection of a maternal school must be

presented.

The size of a maternal school is limited to 150 pupils; where the

number exceeds 50, an assistant principal is appointed. The size

of each class is limited to 25, pupils being divided into two groups

according to age and intelligence usually those below and those

above the age of five being grouped together. The curriculum con-

sists of (i) physical exercises: breathing exercises, games, and
movements accompanied by songs; (a) sensory exercises, manual

work, and drawing; (3) exercises in observing things and familiar

objects; (4) exercises for the devebpment of moral habits; (5)

exercises in language and recitation; and (6) intoxxjuctory exercises
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in reading, writing, and arithmetic for the older pupils. In a cir-

cular issued by the Ministry of Public Instruction on November 10,

1931, the following distribution of time is suggested:

Recreation and personal care 5 periods

Rhythmic exercises .2
Sense-training and observation . . . . 2

Modeling and drawing... . .2
Manual work ,2
Singing and music . . . . . 2

Recitation and story-telling . 2

Arithmetic. . * . , 2

Language, speech, and oral exercises , 10

Total 29

During the last few years a tendency in a new direction has

been noticeable, with less concern for formal school work and

instruction and more emphasis on play and free activities. This

may be the result of the spread of the Montessori theory; It may
be a return to the original method suggested by earlier regulations

which stated that the best method is that which gives the name to

the school "the closest imitation of the educational procedure of

an intelligent and devoted mother a method essentially natural,

personal, and always open to new suggestions, always ready to

expand and to reform/* Freedom, health and happiness, the pix>-

motion of spontaneous and joyful activity, training in observation

and thinking, and physical and moral development are the char-

acteristics of the new tendency. Despite this, much still remains

to be done to bring the French maternal school up to the level of the

pre-schools elsewhere, and not the least important of the innovations,

assuming that brighter buildings could be secured, would be the

abandonment of the depressing, if useful and economical, black

smock.

Elementary education. Public elementary education has its

origin in the Loi Guisot of 1833, which required every commune to

establish an elementary school, but failed to impose compulsory at-

tendance* The reactionary Loi Fallows (1850) practically placed the

control of education in the hands of the ecclesiastical authorities

and lowered the qualifications which the Loi Guizot had required

of teachers; tlie slow progress of elementary education was indicated

in 1865 by the fact that 26 per cent of the men and 44 per cent of
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the women were unable to sign the marriage certificates. Victor

Duruy, recognizing the importance of education at a time when

universal suffrage had been granted, proposed to make elemen-

tary education free and compulsory; the Loi Duruy, which was

passed in 1867, failed to secure those two essentials of public edu-

cation, but did succeed in requiring communes to tax themselves

for the maintenance of schools, curtailed the influence of the Church,

regulated the qualifications of teachers, introduced the school funds

(caisses tf&coles) to aid poor pupils, and added geography and his-

tory to the curriculum.

The defeat of France by the German schoolmaster in 1870 at

once drove home to the leading statesmen the recognition that the

problem of elementary education must be one of the first tasks to

be considered in the reconstruction which followed the establish-

ment of the Third Republic. Jules Simon announced that he would

introduce a bill to make school attendance compulsory, but the

National Assembly showed no interest in it. Ten years later the

program of the reformers began to be realized: elementary educa-

tion was made free by the law of June 16, 1881
; by the law of March

28, 1883, school attendance was made compulsory for all children

between the ages of six and thirteen and the lay secular course of

study was introduced; finally, the whole system was codified by the

Organic Law of October 30, 1886, defined by the decree and arrtte

of January 18, 1887.

Compulsory attendance. Elementary education is compulsory
for all children between the ages of six and thirteen; they may attend

public or private schools or be educated at home; in the last case

pupils must be submitted, after the third school year, to an annual

examination conducted by a committee consisting of an elementary
school inspector or his deputy, a cantonal delegate, and another

person holding a recognized certificate. In localities where a
maternal school or infant class is not available children may be

admitted at the age of five.

A school census is drawn up each year by the mayor, assisted by
the school committee, and a notice is sent to parents who have
children of school age. All children must be registered in a school

fifteen days before the beginning of the scholastic year, or a statement
must be submitted by their parents of the provision made for their

education otherwise. Parents and guardians are responsible for the
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school attendance of their children or wards; in cases of inexcusable

absence, the school committee (commission scolaire) may post the

names of parents or guardians on the public notice-board of the town

hall for a period of fifteen days or a month. For further repetitions,

a penalty of a fine from eleven to fifteen francs, or imprisonment for

five days or more, may be imposed.

The administration of compulsory attendance is perhaps the

weakest feature of French education. School committees may
exempt pupils above the age of eleven, if living and working for their

parents or guardians, from attendance for three months in a year,

provided the approval of the elementary school inspector is obtained

for exemptions of more than fifteen days; with the approval of the

departmental council, a school committee may exempt pupils for

one or two periods a day to engage in farm work for employers other

than their parents. Pupils who pass the examination, which they

may take at the age of twelve, and obtain the certified ff&udes

primaires, are exempted from further attendance at school. Re-

peated efforts have been made to require attendance for the full

period during which schools are in session, but the poor success of

such efforts prevent further attempts to extend compulsory edu-

cation up to fourteen. France did not sign the Geneva Convention

of 1921. Teachers and inspectors are urged to use their influence to

improve regularity of attendance. One result of the poor adminis-

tration of compulsory attendance, which is explained by the lack of

an adequate supply of labor in the agricultural areas, the unwilling-

ness of school committees to use the authority with which they are

endowed, and to some extent the failure, until recently, to adapt
the school curriculum to rural conditions, has been a perceptible in-

crease of illiteracy. France had succeeded before the War in re-

ducing the percentage of illiteracy to 3 per cent; in 1924, of 235*325

conscripts called to the colors, 13,838, or 6-2 per cent, were unable

to read or write.1 The figure continued to increase and in 1928 had

reached nearly 9 per cent.2

* Quoted by Albert Thomas in an address on La Prolongation Ac U ScctanteetMS Reper-

cussions socials. See L'Hyf&te par FExempt*, Jammiy-Febraaxy, 192$, pp. iz ft.

*
According to a report quoted in the Umng Age (January 12, 1924, PL 50), from L'l*-

tfafuigeaatfOatai Toorecnntsatoneani^statk^twooittof everytencDaldbedassedas
educated In the ordinary sense of theterm; of the remaining eighty five on the average codd
rt^aiid wntealittkv two<oMspdl w
crate. In jvgtiBtgtiao, it may be stated that these recnuts had passed throti^ the period

o compulsory school age during the War.
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The elementary school. The elementary education of all French

children is today the same, whether given in public elementary

school, or in private schools, at home, or in the preparatory classes of

secondary schools. The majority of children, however, attend

public elementary schools, which must be provided in every com-

mune. Separate schools are maintained for boys and girls in

communes with more than five hundred inhabitants, unless special

permission is obtained to establish a mixed school. The teachers

(instituteurs and inshtutrices) must have recognized qualifications

(the br&et tUmenianc) granted on an examination in the work of a

higher elementary school, the breoet supfrieur, obtained by ex-

amination at the end of the normal school course, and the certificat

(Taptitude ptdagogique, conferred as the result of an examination

after at least two years of service x
Boys must be taught by men,

girls and mixed classes of boys and girls by women, in exceptional

cases women, provided that they are related to the principal, may
teach in boys' schools.

All elementary education is under the supervision of inspectors

general, specially assigned to this field, academy inspectors, and

elementary school inspectors.
3 A large number of the public elemen-

tary schools are single-teacher schools. In schools with two or

more classes, a principal (dtrectew or directrice} is appointed, for this

position no special examinations or qualifications are required except
that candidates must be at least twenty-one years of age. Prin-

cipals who do not have charge of a definite class, as they do in small

schools, are required to give four hours of instruction each week in

one of the essential subjects of the curriculum; from this duty they
can oaly be exempted in schools with an enrollment of three hundred

pupils. On the principal devolves the responsibility for the sound

organization of instruction, of helping and supervising the teachers,

especially the young teachers in his school, of providing for satis-

factory articulation between the different classes, and of main-

taining with his teachers constant relations between the school and
the home, the locality, civic life, and educational institutions.

Although not required by law or regulations, the practice of or-

ganizing a teachers' council (conseil de$ ma&res) has grown up since

1908, which through conferences and meetings maintains the unity
of work in the school, promotes the interest of the teachers and their

1 See further, Chapter VIL * See further, Chapter V.
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professional growth. Meeting at the beginning and end of each

school year, and at least once a term, the council drafts regulations

for the internal organization of the school, assigns pupils and teachers

to their classes, and determines on promotions from the maternal

school or infant class outside of the regular period. Disciplinary

measures and rewards to pupils are meted out by the council. It

is, however, the opportunity for discussing educational problems
the time-schedule, adaptation of the course of study, consideration

of methods of instruction, provision and maintenance of the school

library which gives such councils their importance. Adminis-

trative action recommended by the teachers' councils are subject to

the approval of the local elementary school inspector.

The aim of elementary education. The aim of elementary edu-

cation which determines the character of the curriculum was sum*

marized in a statement by Octave Gr6ard, who organized the system
of elementary education in Paris and later, as vice-rector of the Uni-

versity of Paris and chairman of many commissions, exercised a

strong influence on the development of education in France, This

statement, which was formulated by Greard in 1887, and is still

accepted as valid in the Instruction issued in 1923, is as follows;

The object of elementary education is not to burden the different subjects

that are treated with everything that can be learned, but to learn well in each

of the branches that of which we cannot be permitted to be ignorant.

The aim of elementary education is accordingly to preserve and

transmit the treasures of acquired truth, to enlighten the con-

sciences, to strengthen the judgments, and in general to develop
the pupils physically, morally, and intellectually. Elementary edu-

cation should be both utilitarian and educational, for

We have no intention of abandoning either one of the two aims which have
been assigned to elementary education. We do not overlook the fact that

most of our pupils, from the time they leave us, win have to work for a living;

and we desire to supply them with a fund of practical knowledge which to-

morrow will serve them in their vocation. But we do not forget, further-

more, that we should be forming in them the man and the citizen that they
are to become tomorrow. Concern with urgent realities will not cause us to

neglect the cult of the ideal1

1 From the Instruction, 20 /*, 1923, retctax av Nowcax Plan fEtttte fa Beaks U-
mentotres. See Kandd, L L, French Elementary Schools, Official Courses of Study, p. 54

(New York, 1936).
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The elementary school pupil is expected to leave school with a fund

of practical knowledge and some appreciation of the meaning of

civilization. French philosophy of education, as interpreted by the

Ministry of Public Instruction, thus emphasizes social control and

adult needs rather than the direct and immediate needs and in-

terests of the pupils.

Curriculum and course of study. It follows from this aim and

from the character of the French administrative system that the

curriculum and course of study of the elementary schools are pre-

scribed and defined by law, and by decrees and regulations issued

by the Ministry of Public Instruction. In the preparation of the

courses of study the inspectors and the Higher Council of Public

Instruction cooperate, but responsibility and authority for its en-

forcement are vested in the Ministry. The basic foundation of the

curriculum and the course of study was laid by the Decree of Janu-

ary 18, 1887, and the regulation of the same date. It is significant

of the French conviction on the subject that no extensive revision

was made until a new course of study was issued on February 23,

1923, followed by Instruction published on June 20 of that year.

The revision was undertaken, as is explained in the Instruction, not

because the historical curriculum and course of study were unsound,
but because they had not been put into practice in the spirit which

had been intended.

"What demand does the reform meet? Has the system drafted

by the authors of our school laws revealed itself as defective?" axe

questions asked in the new Instruction. The answer is:

By no means. Each time that one reads over the statement in the In-

structions of 1887, one is filled with admiration. It is thus not without ap-

prehension that we have decided to apply to this structure the modifica-

tions that tune has rendered necessary. We have taken care, of course,
not to affect the outstanding features, and however important certain in-

novations may appear, thje general tone remains the same. In reform-

ing the .institution, we intend to remain faithful to the principles of the

founders.

But experience has proved that, in order to obtain a better application of

these principles, there was need of a definite statement on the proper use of

the time allowed, of simplifying and graduating the programs, of vitalizing
the methods, and codrdinating the subjects. To define, to simplify, to gradu-
ate, to vitalize, and to coSrdiaate, such has been our aim*1

.<**, P. 45
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Teachers had failed to understand the regulations, had not fol-

lowed the organization of the course of studies strictly, had tended

to crowd it into a shorter period than was intended through fear

lest pupils might leave school without completing it, and had over-

burdened the pupils. The new Instruction aimed to clarify the

organization, to simplify the program, and, as a result of the sim-

plification, to leave greater freedom to the teacher in retaining or

adding or even omitting certain topics, and in adapting the work
to the needs of his pupil and the conditions of local life.

jtf.
rnilrap of study is organized, not by years or classes, but by

courses: for cfi2den from the age of six to seven (cours frtparafairi),

one* year; "for ch33r^T>etween the ages of seven and nine (cows

BtmeiMbi}, two years; for children between the ages of nine arkd

eleven (coitrsmoyeri}, tiwo years; for children between the ages of eleven

to thirteen (fours suftrieitr), two years. In each course beyond the

preparatory the second yeaFiSSs m*tie old course of study largely

a repetition and review -of the first; while something of the con-

centric method of organization is retained, it has lost its rigidity

in the new Instruction, for

With pupils ranging from six to thirteen years of age, it would be danger-
ous to give up all repetition and review. There are lessons to which it is

necessary to return in the various courses, so that the pupil may complete,

according as he is more capable of understanding and reasoning, the notions

previously taught But if it is desired that the child should study with

pleasure and profit, the monotony of repetition and distaste for what
as already been studied should be avoided.... Give, then, to your

pupil the impression that he is progressing; that he is discovering a new
realm. Instead of the concentric, take in preference the progressive

method1

The pr^cribed_subjects of instruction in the elementary

curriculum are as fojlow;$: ^ojftl $$4 civic instruction, r^adfipg

writing, Trench, arithmetk^'Sffli^ 'ftie&Ic system, history and

geography (especially of France), object lessons and elementary

science, drawing, singing, manna] work for boys (applied chiefly to

agriculture), and needlework for girls, physical and military train-

ing. The language of instruction must be French except in Alsace*

Lorraine where Kftmgifalfa has been sanctioned since 1926. The
time-distribution of the subjects are as follows:
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-SCHEDULE

PICE?
SEC

Hrs,

Er.r.u

COUISE
MIDDLE
COLISE

B
| G

Hrs
'

Hrs
B

Hrs
G
Hrs

HtGHEJt
COURSE

B G
Hrs Hrs

TOTAL

Boys
Hrs

Girls
Hrs.

,/jMoral and civic in-

struction

Reading
Writing .

French

History and geogra-

phy. .

Arithmetic and ge-

ometry
Physical and natural

science

10

5

xtf

7 ,

.>
Manual work

Physical training
Recreation

i

z

i

2

x#

3

4K

i

2

xX

22

i

2

I

2

iX
Total hours ..

[30 30 30 3o 30 3<> 30

Within this distribution each school may make up its own time-

schedule subject to the approval of the elementary school inspector.

It is clear from the discussion on the preceding pages that the

work of the French elementary school continues to be based on the

dualism between subject-matter and pupil, which the new education

seeks to eliminate. The French theory is that there is a body of facts,

information, knowledge, of which no person can be permitted to be

ignorant:

We do not ask that each child be left to do just as he likes, according to his

fancy; the school is no more a playroom than it is a prison; the school is the
school a gathering of children who work whole-heartedly for their com-
mon education, under the guidance of the teacher.

The function of the teacher is to act as an intermediary between
the subject-matter to be learned and the pupil by appealing to

his interest and inspiring him with enthusiasm for his work. The
pupil should be guided to take pleasure in his work, "conscious of

working towards the realization of a beautiful ideal."

only method that is suitable to teaching demeotary grades is that
which provides for an interchange between the teacher and the pupils;
which mamtains between them, so to speak, a continuous exchange of ideas,
varied, fleadble, and deveily graded.
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The methods of instruction follow in the main three steps

exposition by the teacher, discussion through questions and answers,
and summaries in the form of an idea, a formula, a clicht, a short

statement to be entered into the pupils' exercise books and memo-
rized. These steps are illustrated with particular clarity in the text-

books on moral instruction; the teacher makes a general statement,

develops it by questions and answers, and leads up to a summary sen-

tence which synthesizes the point reached and which is then entered

into the exercise books as the resolutions to be adopted by the pupils,

this is followed by reading of selections to illustrate the discussion,

and then by an exercise to be dorue by the pupils. The resolutions

reached in a lesson on good health intended for pupils between the

ages of nine and thirteen were as follows:

(1) Good health is incomparable wealth for alL

(2) Good health is not real and complete unless it applies both to the body
to all those faculties that are called the soul.

(3) He who only takes care of his body is like the workman who stops with

care of the body.

(4) Good health of the soul regulates that of the body.

Only those axe well who have a sound body and a sound soul1

Nothing could better illustrate the French emphasis on the abstract

idea than a lesson of this kind.

The regulations set up a standard curriculum, but do not ex-

dude freedom or variety which comes from the teacher's cultural

background and skill in instruction.
FJiSJS appears to be an in-

creasing tendency to permit adaptation to loeauconSSSbns^a tend

ency which j^^e^^th
w

e
u

mfiuence of foreign practice, the advocacy
of new methods by Les Compactions, and the realization that the

failure of the rural schools is the result of failure to adapt the pro-

grams to the rural environment. Recent circulars have encouraged

the normal schools to devote some attention to the preparation of

teachers for single-teacher schools, and elementary schools to stress

the local environment and to give attention to the occupations of

young children. VWliat is demanded of all schools is that what is

done should be^o^^Jj^rougK^j Itnowledge and information

SnS^KTKH^gi^ha^ejdK but o are attention* activity, observa-

tion, and judgment, as the desirable ends of education. The In-

F. r LI^4^*arofo^^
1924).
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siruction urges "more air, more ease, more freedom, more joy, and

finally, more work." None the less, it would be a mistake to confuse

these recommendations with those of the new education. France

offers in her educational system an example of a country which has

definite convictions as to what shall be taught; starting with a pre-

scribed, standard curriculum, she recognizes the value of good ex-

pository teaching which, while it seeks to impart a definite round

of subjects to be learned, does not fail to pay due regard to the

child.

Of the subjects of the curriculum those which are considered as the

most important besides the fundamentals are moral instruction and

French. The training of character should take precedence over that

of intelligence and overlaps both physical and intellectual training.

The three forms of training really constitute one whole, for through

intellectual training judgment is developed and the cultivation of

the judgment is the best way of training the will, to which physical

education also contributes* The process of moral instruction follows

the three stages of the child's development from the concrete

through a mixture of concrete and abstract to ideas; hence it empha-
sizes habit-formation and opportunities for moral judgment in school

conduct and culminates in a body of moral ideas. With moral in-

struction is combined civic training in the duties of the individual as

man and as citizen, and the study of government despite the empha-
sis in the Instruction on the practical aspects of moral training. The
course of study (the upper course with pupils from eleven to thirteen

discusses conscience and character, self-education, and the various

aspects of solidarity) and the textbooks on moral instruction bring
out dearly the influence of Descartes in French education and the

emphasis on reason and the reasoned life.

The teaching of the French language derives its importance, not

only because it is looked upon as an instrument for maintaining and

disseminating a beautiful language and a beautiful literature, but
because it is a valuable means for strengthening national unity. To
overcome the patois of the village and the dialect of the province,

particular attention is paid to recitation and elocution, to grammar
and vocabulary exercises, until in the last stage the command of

language and ideas is tested by exercises in composition and the

pupil is introduced to simple canons of taste and appreciation through
reading of French literature.
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Through history and geography, the pupil is introduced to a

knowledge of France and her relations in the past and in the present

with the rest of the world. Both subjects have another function to

perform than that of conveying information; both can be employed
to develop and cultivate patriotic feeling; the rights of science and
the rights of truth are not opposed. Hence " French patriotism has

nothing to fear from truth. . . . The place of France in the world is

sufficiently great and her r61e sufficiently noble to justify a sincere

kind of instruction, scrupulously truthful." And yet the French ele-

mentary school teachers through their largest professional organi-

zations threatened in 1926 to refuse to use the current history text-

books unless all expressions of hatred were removed, and in addition,

undertook the preparation of a textbook, which, in the opinion of

the organisation, would be more accurately representative of the

truth-1

Some idea of the organization of the curriculum on the concentric

method and of the emphasis on repetition and review maybe obtained
from the following analysis of the monthly and weekly course of

study in geography and history contained in a handbook which

was prepared for teachers by two normal school principals and

which elaborates in detail the course of study prescribed by the

Ministry :
a

GEOGKAPHY

Elementary Course

First Year Second Year

Local Review (2 months)
Plans Asia, Africa, Europe (i month)

Terminology France (6 months)
Asia Review (x month)
Australia

Africa

America

Europe
Great countries

Review (i month)

1 Pnidhommeaux, JM Pour U Paix far VEcoU (Nlmes, 1928), German translation, Der

Kamtfvm das Gtschtcktshtek in Prankteick (Leipzig, 1929).
*
Gay, P. H. and Mortreui, O , Programmes Qffidds dcs Ecolts Primoins EUmentoires,

1923, Trite qffiddU, Rcpari&un Mensw&e et Hebdvmadasre, Emjtoi du Temps Documents

Annexes (Paris, 1924). A translation of this work wiB be found in Kandd, I. L,*. cd,
pp. Z2X 5.
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Middle Course

France Review (3 months)

Physical France (7 months)
Industrial France Colonial Possessions

Review (i month)

Upper Course

France (8 months) Europe
Industrial Relief, physical

Colonial Possessions British Isles

Europe All countries

Asia Asia

Africa France and her Colonies (5

America months)
Review (i month) Germany

France

HISTORY

Elementary Course

First Year Second Year

France to 1453 Review (3 months)
Review (i month) France to 1610

Inventions and discoveries

Art, Renaissance, Religion
Review (i month)

Middle Course

Review (i month) Review (2 months)
France to 1815 France 1815-1918

Review

Upper Course

Review to 1919 Ancient History
Review of the Review (i month) Egypt, Greece, Jews, Romans,

Christianity, Germans
Review of France (7 months)
Relations to England and Prussia

Review (i month)

It is unnecessary to discuss the otter subjects of the curriculum in

detail. They may be characterized, like the rest of the course of

study, as somewhat formal, factual, and informational, but leaning

somewhat to the practical implications. Increased attention is

being given to local and regional studies, and excursions are being
introduced to secure and supplement the materials of instruction.
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Such excursions (excursions or promenades) ,
if made during regular

class hours, must receive the authorization of the local inspector; if

mad$ on Thursdays or Sundays, such approval is not required, the

State assuming responsibility for accidents which are not the result

of serious negligence on the part of the teachers.

There is thus a tendency toward the new or progressive in educa-

tion, but only within the limits of the prescribed curriculum. Edu-

cational experimentation of a radical character is not encouraged,

except in extra-curricular activities, such as self-government and

organization of pupils' cooperatives. In the literature of progressive

education there is to be noted only one instance of a free experiment
in the field of elementary education, that conducted by M. R. Cousi-

net, a government inspector, who was given an opportunity in his

district to try out courses of study and methods of instruction,

following .the models of the new education developed outside of

France.1

Administrative controls. Although the regulations speak of

freedom for the teachers, the administrative controls have not been

changed. The method of teacher preparation is still of the appren-

ticeship type and teachers grow up in the elementary branch of the

educational system. Injheir^ school work they are supervised by
inspectors whose approval is needed for every act not already pre-

scribed ancl whose duty it is to see that prescribed regulations are

^med^out./ In their instruction they are limited by the regulations

which define the curriculum, course of study, and methods of in-

struction, and in addition, have available a number of manuals

which work out the government regulations in detail and weekly

professional journals which devote a part of each number to lesson

plans and answers to examination questions** ygvery ,jmpffl ^re-
quired to have an exercise book in which the first task in each sub-* ia.irf.Tw j. A* u+ <t , ,

ject is written at the bcgJnnw^of ,each month (cottier de devoirs

meiSuSsJi at the teacher's option another exercise book may be

provided in which a pupil enters the work of each day (cakier de

routement)] both serve as records for inspectors and parents of the

work done by the teacher, the progress of the pupils, and the cage

with which corrections and revisions are made; the cahiers de

1 In the field of secondary education there are more, e , VEcok des Roches, C&Ufec de

Norman^ and tEcdk deffleto France.

See. for example, VScoU A I* Vie, L'Ec& LMntfce* MatmclGinlralde
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devoirs mensucls are retained by the school and not given to the

pupils until they leave. Another important link with tradition in

education is the close interest of parents in the work of their children,

which, based on a strong faith in the tradition, manifests itself in a

demand for the same kind of work as they did in their own school

days. Two other methods of control are textbooks and examina-

tions.

Textbooks. The selection of textbooks to be used in elementary

schools passes through the hands of a number of committees. Each

year fully appointed teachers in each canton meet under the chair-

manship of a primary inspector and prepare a report recommending
the addition and elimination of textbooks. This report is submitted

to the academy inspector, who in turn transmits it to a departmental

committee, over which he presides, consisting of the normal school

faculties, of the teacher members of the departmental council, and

cantonal delegates selected by this council. The list drawn up by
the committee is submitted for approval to the rector of the academy
and adopted, if he approves. In case of disapproval it is referred

to the Minister of Public Instruction, who has the final decision with

the advice of the permanent section of the Higher Council of Public

Instruction. No book, pamphlet, or manuscript may be introduced

into a school except with the sanction of the academy inspector.

Books for prize distribution may be selected by the teachers them-

selves or by the municipal authorities with the sanction of the

primary inspector. The Higher Council may, however, prohibit

certain books even here.

Under Artide 7 of the Decree of January 29, 1890, the books that

pupils are required to have are definitely prescribed. Thus, in the

lower course a. pupil must have a reader; in the middle course a

reader, an elementary grammar with exercises, an elementary arith-

metic, a small atlas, and a history of France; and in the tipper
course a reader, a grammar with exercises, an arithmetic, a history of

France or a history covering the prescribed course, an atlas, and a
textbook on morals and civics. A pupil refusing to use one of the

books included in the list of the department may be excluded from
school.

Examinations. Pupils are promoted each year on the basis of

their records and the recommendations of their teachers to the prin-

cipal or the canseSL des matores. At the end of the oncree the State
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conducts an examination for the certificate of primary studies

(certificai deludes primaires), which serves to test both pupils and
schools. Pupils may present themselves if they are twelve years of

age in the year of the examination. The examination is conducted

by a commission consisting of a primary inspector, a representative

of a normal school, higher elementary school or of an elementary
school with a cours complemenfaire, and two teachers not engaged in

a school of the canton in which the examination is held. Each
examination is held in the capital of a canton. Provision is made to

include women on the commission for examining girls.

The examination is oral and written. The former, the topics for

which are selected by an academy inspector, includes an essay in a

simple subject (50 minutes) ;
dictation and questions on the sense and

language (40 minutes) ; two reasoning problems in practical arithmetic

and the metric system (50 minutes) ; an essay or questions on history

and geography or everyday science applied to agriculture, industry,

commerce, fishery (according to the locality), infant care, hygiene

(40 minutes), and a simple drawing exercise and handwork (50

minutes). The oral examination, lasting from twenty to twenty-
five minutes and open to the public, includes a test in reading and

questions on the sense and language of the text, recitation of a poem
selected from a list presented by the candidate, a song, a test in

mental arithmetic, and a very simple physical exercise. The

questions for the written examination are prepared by the academy

inspector from the syllabus issued by the Ministry; the oral ques-

tions are based on the same syllabus, which covers in the main, the

work of the middle course with some selections from that of the

upper course.

A definite system of marking is prescribed on a scale of 10, as

follows; 1-2, bad; 3-4, middling; 5, passable; 6, sufficiently good;

7-8, good; 9-10, very good. The eyainiTiiT^g commission reports the

results to the academy inspector who grants the certificate to suc-

cessful candidates and transmits his report to the rector of the

academy through whom it reaches the Ministry. Thus, in the last

analysis, it is the Ministry that is the controlling authority in all

matters affecting the school. The authorities have endeavoi?ed in

the last year to discourage preparation and cramming for the

examination and to develop types of tests which would call for

observation and reflection, but without much success in either direc-
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tion. The authorities do not appear as yet to have achieved their

ideal.

The examination which crowns the work of the schools should not, be-

cause of poor selection of tests, result in setting a premium on bookish and

abstract methods In banishing them from the certificat d'&tudes pnmaires,

the Higher Council has tned again to affirm its confidence in those intuitive

and active methods which should more and more be given a place of honor

in the elementary school.1

The examination has been subjected to criticism and has been

fraught with certain dangers which the new Instruction and regu-

lations seek to avoid. On the whole, however, its retention is

strongly desired by parents, since it serves to establish standards and

helps to Ifak the public to the schools in a country in which cer-

tificates and diplomas play perhaps too great a part. The statis-

tics do not indicate the number of pupils eligible to take the examina-

tion, but in 1931, of 98,583 boys who presented themselves, 82,490

passed the written examination and 82,372 the oral; of 90,116

girls, 75,878 passed the written examination and 75,805 the oral;

about 84 per cent of those who took the examination obtained the

certificate.

INTERMEDIATE EDUCATION

Higher elementary schools. The laige majority of pupils leave

school either on obtaining the certificate of elementary school

studies or on reaching the age of thirteen, the upper limit of the

period of compulsory school attendance* For those who do not

proceed to a secondary school or to a vocational school, there is

available the higher elementary school (Scale frimaire sup&rieure),

established in 1833 by the Loi Gwizot. The higher elementary schools

offer a three-year course open to boys and girls who have reached

the age of twelve and may be established only at the request of

the communes. Their establishment cannot, like that of elementary

schools, be made compulsory; once they are established, however,

they must be maintained for a period of years, usually thirty, if state

aid is granted. The aim of the higher elementary schools is to train

the intermediate grade of officials in the administrative and economic

occupations of the country. Since their establishment is usually
determined upon by the local authorities, these schools enjoy a

*Jo*r**iO$tid, January 13, 1908.
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certain latitude in providing the type of course best adapted to the

locality. ^The faculty consists of a principal, professors, assistant

professors, teachers, and foremen^ A distinction is made between

the teachers who have the special qualifications for teaching in

higher elementary schools (professeurs de lettres, de sciences, ou de

tongues vivantes), and those who have elementary school or other

certificates. Principals and professors must hold the certijicat

d'aptUude au professorat des tcoles normales et teolcs primaires supl-

rieuresy obtained by examination usually following special prepara-

tion, or a licence (university degree). Assistant professors are

teachers who do not hold these qualifications, but have had three

years of teaching experience in a post-elementary, secondary, or

vocational school. Principals are required to teach for ten periods a

week except in schools with more than 150 pupils; professors teach

twenty periods a week and are responsible for five periods of super-

vision of pupils.

To be admitted to a higher elementary school, candidates must

be twelve years of age, hold the certified d*ftudes primaires, and have

spent at least one year in the upper course of an elementary school,

or they may be admitted by examination or if they have obtained a

national scholarship. Pupils over eleven years of age may be ad-

mitted to the preparatory class, if there is one, in which the work

of the upper course is covered.

/fevery higher elementary school must have a room for drawing,

a library, a laboratory, museum, gymnasium, playground, and

workshops equipped to give fehe instruction appropriate to each

curriculum offered (for example, machinery for the industrial sec-

tion, a demonstration field for the agricultural, and equipment for

practical household work for the household arts section),) A com-

mittee of patronage is appointed for each school, consisting of the

rector, academy inspector, elementary school inspector, principal of

the school, the mayor, the presidents of the Chamber of Commerce

and the Chamber of Agriculture, and others elected by their col-

leagues or appointed to represent the teachers, local interests, and

medicine. The chief function of the committee is to look after the

general welfare of the school, maintain dose relations with the local

public, promote foreign travel and study and the exchange of pupils,

appoint members to visit the school at least twice a year, and advise

through a standing sub-committee on the organization of curricula.
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Each school may determine the number of curricula which it will

offer, making the selection from the general, industrial, agricultural,

or household arts sections* A section preparing for the entrance ex-

amination to normal schools may also be established. The cur-

riculum of the first year is common to all sections, and the general

subjects are common to all the courses. The subjects of the cur-

ricula and the courses of study are prescribed by the Ministry of

Public Instruction (arr$t&, August 18, 1920), but principals, with the

advice of their teachers' councils, are free to adapt them to local

needs and to select the necessary textbooks subject to the approval

of the rectors; in matters of administration, the action of the prin-

cipals and the teachers' councils must be approved by the academy

inspectors.

The subjects of the curricula, prescribed in the official regulations,

are: moral instruction; civics, elementary political economy, and

everyday law; French language and literature, modern foreign

languages (English, German, Italian, or Spanish); national history

and introduction to general history; geography; practical arith-

metic, rapid calculation; algebra and geometry; elementary physical

and natural sciences; practical principles of hygiene; writing, stenog-

raphy and typewriting; artistic and geometrical design and modeling;

singing; physical education, and for boys, military training; and the

special courses theory and practice of industry, commerce, and

agriculture, including mechanics, technology, industrial chemistry,
industrial electricity, theory of agricultural chemistry, merchandise,

transportation and customs, bookkeeping, accounting, etc* To these

are added practical work for boys in the workshop, laboratory, agri-

culture and horticulture, and for girls in household economy, care of

infants, household management, care of linen, dressmaking, cookery,
and care of the home, garden, farm, etc.

The time-schedules suggested in the regulations are as shown in

tables on pages 421 and 422.

The organization of the courses of study follows in general the

lines laid down for the elementary schools rather than the methods
of the secondary schools. The distinction between the higher

elementary school and the secondary school is that the work of the

former must be more practical and that of the latter more academic;
the one emphasises acquisition of knowledge and information, the

other more formal intellectual training. It is this distinction which
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HIGHER EIEMENTARY SCHOOLS

COURSES FOR BOYS

* Optional

created difficulties when higher elementary and secondary schools

were brought together into one institution, and which represents

the chief line of demarcation between fcnseignement primaire and

Penseigttemeia sectntdafce, an artificial distinction, but one which

has been perpetuated by social and historical causes. Lfke the cen-

tral school in England and the Mittelschtdc in Prussia, the teoU

primaire svpfricvreis secondary ia character and more nearly equiva-

lent to the American high school than the secondary school proper in
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COURSES FOR GIRLS

* Optimal -*

those countries. The advocates of the $cole unique hope to secure

the recognition of the higher elementary school as one of several

differentiated institutions in education at the secondary level. Op-
portunities are now provided whereby pupils may transfer from the

higher elementary to the secondary school and national scholarships

nray be held interchangeably in one or the other.

/The three-year course of the higher elementary school culminates

in an examination for the brevet d'enseignement primairc sup&rieur.
Candidates must be at least^fiteen years of age, must present their

liwei de scolartit, or record book of their scholastic progress (attend-

ance, marks, and conduct). The general eacamination committee,

appointed by the rector, consists of an academy inspector or a dep-
uty, and five members selected from elementary school inspectors
and teachers in secondary, normal, and higher elementary schools.

The questions for the written exajnination are prepared by a com-
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mittee of academy inspectors under the chairmanship of the rector*

The examination is conducted in each school by a special committee.

The written examination is based on the general subjects for all and
on the special subjects of each section; the oral examination covers

the subjects not included in the written examination; the practical

test is based on the characteristic vocational work of each section-

The candidates are marked on a scale from zero to 20, and must ob-

tain an average mark in each of the three tests to pass; a mark of less

than 5 in French composition is eliminatory. The brevet tfenseigne-

went supSrieur as a certificate is valuable for securing certain ap-

pointments; it is required for admission to certain schools such as the

schools of arts and crafts (teaks des arts et m&itrs) and for the com-

petition for scholarships for foreign travel. Although the higher

elementary schools were intended to train pupils for intermediate

positions in administrative and economic occupations, a large propor-
tion of the graduates enter the civil service or continue their studies

and become teachers.

Coins complementmres. fa localities which cannot afford to

establish a higher elementary school there may be organized in an

ftTOtfog elementary school a cours eomplfynentaire (full-time contin-

uation course), giving a curriculum of one or two years to pupils who

are admitted under the same conditions as to the higher elementary

schoolsj Under the direction of the principal of the elementary

school, the work of the cours compl&menfoirc must be divided be-

tween two special teachers, one for letters and one for sciences.

The curriculum, so far as differences of time permit, is similar to

that of the higher elementary schools. The time distribution and

subjects of instruction, which may be varied, are as follows:

isr YEAE 20 YEA*
Moral Instruction (first year), Civics (second year). . . i i

French 6 6

History iK *X
Geography . . i# iX
Mathematics. ., , 6 3

Physical and natural sciences 3 6

Drawing -..., 3 3
Manual work 3K 3#
Writing tf X
Singing . 2 2

Physical education a 2

Total .. .. 30 30
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Conclusion. French elementary and higher elementary education

bear the stamp of the national respect for intelligence, judgment,

ideas, and their relationship. Both start with the conviction that

there is a certain body of knowledge which must become the pos-

session of every citizen and that the task of the school is to see that

the pupils acquire it. The emphasis is in the main on instruction

rather than on education. "The school is the school," created by

society to produce citizens with a common background of informa-

tion and ideas, loyal to the ideals and traditions of the nation, and

accepting hard work and effort as a duty. In so far as new educa-

tional ideas and those mainly from abroad exercise any in-

fluence, an attempt is being made to adapt them to the existing

system rather than to reconstruct it radically. The pattern re-

mains the same; the methods by which this pattern is achieved are

beginning to be modified; the traditional attitude to the child, the

traditional psychology, continues unchanged.
The system is not without its critics, but it is significant that the

most serious discussion in the last few years has centered round the

problem of overburdening (surmenage) the pupils in all types of

schools without any other proposals than for the reduction in the

number of hours of work in school and at home, and this despite the

fact that the regulations for the elementary schools, issued in 1923,
aimed definitely at reducing the overloaded programs. Nor has

the other problem which has been so widely discussed since 1918,
that of the Scole unique, attacked the fundamental basis so much as

the organization of the system. The advocacy of new methods, of

activityand vitality of the curriculum, by Les Compagnons has on the

whole been relegated to the background.
And yet there is a certain unrest. If the authorities are not in-

terested in radical reforms, a number of other organizations repre-

senting parents and reform groups (such as Le Redressement Fran-

qais) are directing their attention to the problems of educational

reconstruction. Excessive bureaucratic control and uniformity are

being criticized; opportunities for experimental schools and increased

autonomy in existing schools axe advocated; a reduction in the

number and importance of examinations is proposed; the text-

books with their burden of fiacts are criticized. In general, the de-

mand is made that the claims of the present Instruction for "more

air, more ease, more freedom, more joy," be clothed with greater
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reality in the schools, with less emphasis on intellectual and more on
moral and social teaming through active participation of the pupils

in the conduct of their affairs as well as in the process of instruction.

Finally, there is the long-standing criticism of those who are con-

cerned with secondary and higher education that the elementary
schools do not teach their pupils how to think or how to study

(apprendre d apprendre), but fill them with a mass of inert facts

and ideas which results in what they call the ''primary school

mentality" (Fesprit primaire).

3. GERMANY
Education and the Revolution. The Revolution in Germany did

more than substitute one form of government for another; it de-

prived the country of those objects of allegiance, to the cult of which

the schools had been devoted. For elementary education a new aim

had to be formulated to replace the traditional training of
" God-

fearing, loyal, and self-supporting subjects." Hie Federal Con-

stitution redefined the aim in broad, general terms; Article 148

provided that

In all schools effort shg-TI be nut/fe to develop moral education, public-

mindedness, and personal and vocational efficiency in the spirit of the Ger-

man national character and of international conciliation... Civic training

and activity instruction shall be part of the curricula of the schools.

Religious instruction was retained as part of the regular school

curriculum, but the rights of conscience, both of teachers and of

pupils, were protected, and the establishment of secular schools or

schools representing the spiritual outlook (Weltanschauung) of

parents was permitted. A federal law to regulate the status of

religious instruction was provided in the Constitution, but, as was

pointed out in an earlier chapter,
1 the Federal Government, despite

several attempts, has not succeeded in securing the enactment of a

law (Reickschalgcsetz) to regulate the organization of schools from

this point of view. Finally, the Constitution provided for tibe

abolition of the old methods of preparing teachers for elementary

schools and by requiring the completion of a full secondary school

course before surib preparatioa, substituted for an apprenticeship

type of training a system organized on the university level.*

1 See Chapter IV. * See Ouster VIE.
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In a country as intellectually restless as Germany, it would have

been surprising if any delay in reforming education should have had

to wait for the formulation of new theories and philosophies of educa-

tion. Although the principles upon which the schools were founded

and the practices within the schools were rigidly regulated by central

authorities, there was no similar check on freedom of thought and of

expression, providing that the existing political regime was not at-

tacked. There was, accordingly, no lack of educational theories,

psychologies of education, and new methods of instruction and cur-

riculum-making, once the opportunity for considering them as practi-

cal issues was afforded. Teachers* organizations through their study

circles, psychologists in their experimental laboratories, philosophers,

and a small band of practitioners who had undertaken educational

experiments in private schools had built up a body of literature

which was at once critical of existing practices and pointed the way
in new directions, to which the Youth Movement (Jugendbewegung)

had sought to give expression.

The teachers' organizations maintained active study circles which

jiot only provided opportunities for teachers in practice to extend the

limited education which they had received in the normal schools, but

which served as centers for the elaboration of materials of instruction

in their own localities (Heimatkunde, especially history, geography,
and nature study). In the latter connection, teachers had already

begun to take their classes on excursions of discovery and exploration

which tempered the bookishness of classroom instruction by contacts

with the concrete (Schitlwanderungeri). Shortly before the War, the

Prussian authorities had sanctioned a few experiments in environ-

mental studies ( Heimatkunde) in the elementary schools.1 In Leipzig
the teachers' association had organized an important laboratory for

experimental psychology, inspired by the new tendencies in this field

inaugurated by Wilhehn Wundt, Ernst Meumann, and Wilhtdm

Stern, who broke away from the traditional metaphysical and ab-

stract discussions of psychology. Criticism of experimental, me-

chanistic, and voluntaristic psychology led in time to the develop-
ment of new schools of psychology, with which the names of Gestali

and Stniktur are associated, based on the objection that experimental

psychology cajinot explain all mental functions and emphasizing

larger units or wholes rather than discrete nervous processes.

> Chapter XVH (New Yk, 1918).
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On the practical side, a number of private schools had been estab-

lished as centers for educational experimentation. Free from all re-

strictions except the official requirement that their teachers must

be as well qualified as teachers in public schools, and the pressure of

parents that their children be enabled to pass the official examina-

tions, these schools were in fact protests against many of the charac-

teristic features of the public schools. To free education from the

pressure of modern industrialization, they were established in the

country and found there opportunities for healthy living, abundant

physical activities, and a return to nature. ;ln place of the competi-
tive spirit, they sought to develop a sense of social responsibility

and broad human sympathy. / To offset the rigid intellectualism de-

veloped in the public schools, they emphasized the free play of emo-

tional life through the cultivation of the fine arts, music, and manual

skills and the provision of opportunities for self-expression and for

self-government. In contrast to the public schools, some of these

experimental schools were coeducational. Influenced largely by Cecil

Reddie's experiment at Abbotsholme, England, Hermann Lietz de-

veloped in his Landmiehungsheime (country home schools) at Ilscn-

bwfg (1898), Haubinda (1901), and Bieberstein (1904) which soon be-

came models formanyother schools organized on the same principles.

Other centers of reform influence were the Hauskhrersckuk estab-

lished at BerlinrLichterfelde (1906) by Berthold Otto, the Preit

Schvlgemeinde Wickersdorf (1906) of Gustave Wyneken, and the

Odenwaldschule of Paul Geheeb.

Those progressive schools represented a general spirit of unrest

which pervaded the country from the dose of the nineteenth century
and which was most widely represented by the Youth Movement,
described by Friedrich Wilhdm Foerster, himself a radical critic of

the official educational philosophy, as "a moral rejuvenescence of the

German people, the return of the German soul to its best traditions*'
1

The Youth Movement was more than a rebellion of youth against

the restrictions and conventions imposed on them by the adult gen-

eration and by the school authorities. It was inspired by dear and

definite constructive ideas; it emphasized a return to nature and

simplicity, free from the incubus of the conventions and artificialities

of industrialized urban life; it laid stress upon freedom for youth to

determine its own life in accordance with its own ideals rather than

the standards imposed by others; it preached the gospel of social re-
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sponsibility and brotherhood; and it sought to spread an appreciation

of the real foundation of German culture its music, art, drama,

folkways, and folk customs instead of the conventional culture of

the schoolroom.

From various angles educational theory concentrated its attack

upon the same weaknesses and defects as did the leaders of the pro-

gressive schools and of the Youth Movement. The schools were too

mechanical and formal; they placed a premium on the mastery of

knowledge and information without giving any training in its acquisi-

tion; the work was bookish, artificial, and unrelated to the life and

interests of the pupils; false standards had been set up which resulted

in pressure from the home or the pupils and from the authorities on

the teacher, freedom and self-expression were unknown and the proc-

ess of instruction had developed into a sterile method of questions

by the teacher and answers by the pupils, who were themselves never

allowed to question; aesthetic and creative activities were ignored,

although formal training in drawing and singing were included in the

curriculum. In a word, the elementary schools were dominated by
the spirit of inteUectualism derived from secondary and higher edu-

cation, but limited, prescribed, and defined by the official regulations.

Such a system afforded no opportunities for the development of free

personalities, but moulded all according to a standard pattern,

which, when supplemented by vocational and military training, per-

petuated the existing caste system.

Educational theorists were agreed in their criticisms of the existing

system; and in their emphasis on the cult of personality they differed

only in the solutions which they were prepared to offer. While all

-were ready to take the individual, his interests and needs, as the

starting-point, some wished to leave the process of education wholly
to the development of these interests and needs, others set up specific

ends which they derived either from the claims of the State and of so-

ciety or from a theory of cultural values. Common to all, but (Jiffer-

ing somewhat in the interpretation of its meaning, was the advocacy
of activity (A rbcit) on the part of the learner in the educative process
rather than of the mere passive absorption of knowledge- Once the

pressure of official control was removed, as it has been in the new
Geraaa education, the school became the battleground of the edu-

cational theories which were associated with the names of Friedrich

Paulsen, long an opponent of bureaucratic control in education, Wil-
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helm Dilthey, Eduard Spranger, Theodor Litt, Georg Kerschen-

steiner, Hugo Gaudig, and Paul Oestreich, each of whom stressed the

importance of the educand as an Individual personality to be devel-

oped, but differed in the ends to be attained. The radicals, under

the leadership of Paul Oestreich, emphasized freedom above all else,

vom Kindt aus\ Gaudig and Kerschensteiner were the leading advo-

cates of the activity principle (Arbeitsprinzip), but differed in their

interpretations of it; Spranger and Litt stress the importance of a

theory of cultural values and of cultural unity which educands are to

make their own.

The influence of Spranger and Litt has dominated in the main the

development of a theory of secondary education, but has not been

without its effect on elementary education. Because of their more

immediate applicability in school practice, the influence of Gaudig
and Kerschensteiner, who had already put their theories into prac-

tice the first in girls' secondary school in Leipzig, the second as

superintendent of schools in Munich has been greater than that

of the philosophers. Gaudig, starting with the potentialities of the

child, advocated an emphasis on free spiritual development, or self-

activity under the guidance of the teachers and of the schools as co-

operative communities (Arbeitsg&ncinschaften), but he limited the

activities in the main to the methods of acquiring information rather

than to the organization of new materials of instruction; the school is

to be an Arbeitsschide rather than a Lernsckide, but the techniques of

learning rather than the content are to be changed. Kerschen-

steiner, perhaps because his work brought him more directly into

contact with elementary and post-elementary school pupils, showed

greater breadth in his interpretation of the activity principle, through
which each individual was to be trained to become a responsible, co-

operating citizen for ennobling society and the State. Recognizing

the importance of vocations in developing the worth of the individual

as a person and a citizen, he emphasized the place of manual work, of

drawing, of civic instruction, and gradually extended the application

of the activity methods in these subjects to others. But in contrast

to the encyclopedic character of the official courses of study, Ker-

schensteiner advocated less content, but more thoroughness, less

booMshness and greater reality, less knowledge and more experienc-

ing. Starting with manual activities, lie gradually extended the

principle of activity to intellectual (geistig* Arbeit) and physical
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tkorperliche Arbeit) sides of the school curriculum. From the con-

centration on civic training as the end of education, Kerschensteiner

gradually accepted Spranger's philosophy, that a fully developed

personality implies mastery and appreciation of cultural possessions

language, literature, fine arts and music, techniques and skills,

science and religion, social customs and law which serve two ends

in providing the content for the development of personality, but only

if the individual is an active agent in making them his own. Many-
sided character, developed emotionally as well as intellectually, can

be cultivated only by a process through which the individual enters

into the possession of values which are social. His early emphasis on

civic instruction Kerschensteiner reconciled with his later point of

view by defining the State, not as a preexisting entity, but as a cul-

tural institution which exists for the free development of human

personality.

The task which confronted the reformers of German education

was defined, firstAy the change in the form of government from a

mona$phy, which demanded the training of loyal subjects, to a re-

public which, by implication at least, rests upon the independent

judgment of citizens,
j Secondly, the traditional division of the people

into classes, each widi its own form of education, had to be replaced

by a system which for a period of years would train the future citizens

in the same schools and which throughout their educational careers

would seek to cultivate the same objects of loyalty as a basis of na-

tional solidarity. . Third, there had to be substituted forTSuireau-

cratic control a certain measure of freedom to the localities and to the

teachers. Finally, education in all its branches had to be imbued
with the spirit of the new orjggtation, the emphasis on the individual

as a growing personality as contrasted with the traditional ajm of in-

doctrination and moulding of standardized patterns. Except for an
extreme group which saw in the Revolution an opportunity for aji-

archy or an absolute concept of freedom, there was general agreement
that the aim of elementary education must be to develop responsible,

independent citizens, but citizens loyal to republican ideals and

striving to appreciate and enrich the cultural foundations upon
which the new Republic rests. For the State is more than a political

instrument; it is a form of social organization which exists for the

promotion of moral and cultural ends. Education must accordingly
be conducted, in the words of the Constitution, "ia the spirit of na-

tional character and of international reconciliation."
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The data of the educational process are thus the individual and his

environment. The process of education is the gradual acquisition by
the pupil of mastery over and understanding of this environment in

accordance with his developing potentialities. The content of the

curriculum is not derived solely from books, but from experience in an

enlarging environment. Education must be rooted in the soil of the

people (BodenstftndigkeK); and as the pupils grow, the process is one

of expansion from their immediate environment (Hcimat) to an

understanding and appreciation of the meaning of life (Leben). The
materials of instruction or curriculum must be derived from those

aspects of life with which the pupils at each stage of development are

familiar (Heimatkunde, knowledge of the environment), and which

furnish the real and concrete relations between school and life outside.

The function of the teacher is to create opportunities for the gradual

expansion of the pupil's horizon, in part through vicarious experi-

ences that is, through books, in part through excursions. Through

language and literature there is developed an appreciation of the best

expressions of the ideals of the nation; through history a knowledge
of the processes by which civilization and its institutions have de-

veloped; through geography an understanding of the relations of man
to nature and of the interrelations of different parts of the world;

through a study of nature an idea of elementary science and of the

service of science to man. For the pupils the process must not be

merely the acquisition of factual information, but]a creative discov-

ery. Beyond this, the school must develop the emotional] side of the

pupils' lives through the arts, music, manual, and physical activities.

As the pupils grow older, they begin to realize that their own national

culture has been and is influenced by the culture of other peoples and

nations; Heimatkunde, knowledge and understanding of the national

environment, is the common point of reference for elementary as

for secondary schools, with the difference that the latter can take its

pupils further afield in discussing foreign influences which have helped
to mould German culture and civilization.

The process of education must be the active participation of the

pupils, which will result in their intellectual, moral, and emotional

development and growth. As contrasted with the traditional em*

phasis on precept and example, the method of activity (Arbetispritir-

sip) implies on the part of the pupils ability to recognize and formn-

late problems to select the means and methods of their solution
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through independent planning, and to verify and criticize the results.

Recognition of a problem, observation, and collection of data furnish

the opportunities for a variety of forms of expression oral, written,

graphic, dramatic, musical, and manual. The necessity for observa-

tion, comparison, application, and verification in order to carry a task

through to Its desired end is in itself the basis of moral training, since

it crffe for perseverance, selfrcontrol, and truth. But the school is

not a collection of isolated individuals bound to each other by com-

mon subjection to the authority of the teachers; it is a social organi-

zation, a section of life, a cooperative working community (Arbetts-

getncinsckaff), which seeks through the promotion of group planning
and group activities to develop the ideals of self-sacrifice, cooperation,

and a sense of social duty and responsibility. The individual is free,

but he learns that his freedom is restricted by the values created by
his environment and by the right of his fellows to equal freedom

The reform movement aims to cultivate the totality, the whole

being of the individual, ^yperience is one and undivided, its logical

separation into discrete compartments called subjects has no place in

the minds of young children and even for older children; it is only
tradition that has determined that the time of the school shall be

distributed into a variety of periods assigned to disconnected activi-

ties to be studied^/ From this approach there was derived the demand
for integrated programs of instruction (Gesamtunterricht), which im-

plies the abolition of time-tables and the splitting of the total activity

of the pupils into separate subjects. It emphasizes the unity of ex-

perience in young children, the enrichment of that experience through
the environment,and the gradual emergence of theneed for techniques
and the three R's. The traditional school, because it was artificially

organized round subjects, set up a distinction between school and

home, and school and the background which the child of the age of

six has already accumulated. Through integrated instruction the

home and background of the child are incorporated into the school as

experience to be further developed. The principle of Gesamtunter-

rickt has in general been adopted as the basis of instruction for the

first two years of school life; drill in the fundamentals still continues

to be regarded as an important educational foundation by all but the

most radical theorists, but the fundamentals must be drawn out of

the matrix of the child's experience rather than beimposed upon him*

In other directions integrated instruction, an expansion and reinter-
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pretation of the earlier concept of correlation, is followed; the excur-

sions in particular lend themselves to such treatment, or it may be

found in combinations of various forms of expression round one

subject.

These in general are the trends of the new German theories of edu-

cation respect for personality (com Kinde aus), the derivation of

materials of instruction from the expanding environment ( Heimat-

kunde), training of a common loyalty to German ideals and culture

(BiUung zum Deutschium), excursions as a method of enrichment

(Wandern), integrated instruction (Gesamtunterrickf), and activity

methods (Arbeitsunterrickt). It would be a fallacy, however, to con-

clude that aH these features will be found in all German schools, but

what is true is that all forms of education from the absolutely free to

the conservative can be discovered, even in the schools of one city.

Human nature being what it is, this is to be expected. The majority

of teachers in the German schools were trained under the old methods;
some with long years of experience were satisfied with the old system;

others, who were applying the prescribed methods and courses of

study under protest and against their convictions, readily broke

away in new directions as soon as opportunities for liberalism were

created. For some the Revolution meant the abolition of all super-

visory authorities and self-determination, which manifested itself in

the movement for the abolition of the position of principals or their

election by the teachers; in some cases the same principle inspired

pupils to demand participation in the administration of schools and

even a voice in the selection of their teachers. InHamburg a number

of schools (Gemeinschaftsscfaden) were organized on Tolstoyan prin-

ciples, and teachers, pupils, parents, and any other persons who felt

that they had anything to contribute were allowed a voice not only in

the administration, but in the determination of what shouldbe taught
as well as when and how. Pupils participated as their disposition

moved them. Anarchy, however, soon gave place to organization

and cooperation.

More important than such radical ventures into the new was the

change irt the spirit of the authorities, who recognized the importance
of freedom in the mew political regime. Not only did they sanction

the establishment of experimental schools (Versvcksschvlen) in the

public school system, but they realized that the day of uniformity

and standardization had passed. The system of inspection was re-
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formed, and in place of uniform, prescribed curricula and courses of

study, the authorities issued Suggestions (Rtcktlimen), leaving to the

teachers the responsibility for making their own courses of study with

the help of the Suggestions and in the light of local needs; the duty of

inspectors became one, not of control, but of sympathetic discussion

and guidance. This change in administrative practices gave the

teachers their opportunity; some could reconcile the Suggestions with

established practices; others could now, alone, or in cooperation with

other teachers in their district, or through their associations, adapt

them to the canons of the new theories. For standardized uniformity

there were now substituted freedom and variety; for bureaucratic

control, general standards and outlines and the professional responsi-

bility of the teachers. The first four or five years of the new regime

were years of feverish experimentation; gradually better understand-

ing of the practical situation, and to some extent the effect of the

economic crises which have meant increased size of classes and reduc-

tion in the funds available for school supplies and equipment, have

produced more normal conditions. Variety of educational efforts

stfll remains the characteristic of the new systems and the theories

and principles which have been described continue to inspire teachers

and schools, but there is less of the exaggerated interpretations of

freedom which marked the earlier experiments.

THE SYSTEM OF ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Provision of Schools. Pre-school education has not been fully de-

veloped. For children below the age of three there are available

criches (Krippen) and children's homes (Kinderheime). Children

above the age of three may be sent to Kleinkinderschiden or Kinder-

g&rttfi, the majority of which are private and may only be opened
with the approval of the authorities. In addition, young children as

weU as children of school age out of school hours may be looked after

in Kinderhorte, which provide a variety of play and manual activities.

The supervision of these institutions is, in Prussia, in the hands of the

Ministry of Social Welfare (VotkswoMfakrtsministerium) in so far as

the welfare side and organization of their work is concerned; instruc-

tional work is supervised by the Ministry of Education. All teachers

and leaders in these institutions must be trained and hold state

certificates.

Elementary education in Germany is provided in Volkssckulen,
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which since the Revolution are divided into two sections, the founda-

tion school (Grundschule) of four years and the upper section, also of

four years. The Grundsckule is the common four-year school which

all children, irrespective of class distinction, are required to attend,
unless they are enrolled in private schools or are educated at home
under exceptional conditions. The Grundschule represents a com-

promise; a common six-year school was advocated by the sponsors of

the Einheitsschule. The private schools are those which were in

existence before the Revolution or are recognized as experimental
schools. The preparatory school (Vorschule) for secondary educa-

tion has been abolished, and private schools which are substitutes for

public schools are tolerated, despite a constitutional provision

(Article 147) for their abolition, only because neither the Federal nor

the State Governments are in a position to compensate their owners,

if they are closed, /jtupils may be educated at home only if their

physical condition, certified by a doctor, is such that they ought not

to attend a public school. J
The Grundschule is thus the foundation school in which the ma-

jority of German children receive the first four years of their educa-

tion. By amendments to the constitutional provision, which were

passed as a result of protests from parents/ gifted children may com-

plete the course of the Grundsckule in three years.

From the Grundschule the majority of the pupils pass on to the

upper section of the Volkssckule for four additional years,
3 the rest

continuing their education in middle or secondary schools. In prac-

tice the Grundschule and the upper section constitute an unbroken

unit under one administration. Only thirteen, per cent of the ele-

mentary schools in Germany are fully organized with a separate dass

for each year; one third of the schools are single-teacher schools* The

desire to provide better educational opportunities for children who

remain in the elementary schools has led to the establishment in most

States of advanced classes (gekobene Klassen), which enables pupils

to remain in school for one or two additional years beyond the eighth;

fees may be charged in these classes,wMch in some schools are organ-

ized into distinct units, and foreign language and mathematics may
be added to the curriculum. For pupils who are retarded, there is a

1 The requirement of foor years* attendance in. the GVwf&cJtofc, foB0w<ed by nine years in,

a seomdaiy schooi, wonkl have erteaded the poiod of education by one year beyW tie

tnudtfjoual twdvpi
3 In Bavaria three years.
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grouping of special classes (Forderklasseri) \ pupils who are retarded

in the last year before they leave school may be given special instruc-

tion in the fundamentals in concluding classes (Abschlussklassen)}

pupils who appear likely to fail to secure their promotions may be

given additional instruction (Nachhilfe-witerrkht). For backward

but educable pupils there have been organized special schools (Hilfs-

schuleri), which were first organized in Mannheim; to such schools

pupils may be assigned, after spending one or two years in a regular

school, on the recommendation of their teachers and after a medical

examination; the curriculum of the HUfsschulen is devoted mainly

to training of hand and eye through a variety of manual activities.

Education and religion. Religious instruction is given in all

schools; the Constitution, however, provides that pupils may be

exempted from it at the request of their parents and teachers may
only give it, if they choose to do so. The relation of the religious

question to schools and the organization of the schools on denomina-

tional or undenominational lines were discussed in Chapter IV. In

Prussia the majority of the schools are denominational (konfession-

dleSckulen) that is, Protestant, Catholic, or Jewish ; a few are inter-

denominational (Simidtanschulen or paritdiische Schtderi) in which the

pupils receive religious instruction from teachers or ministers of their

own denomination. Since the industrial areas are in the main op-

posed to religious instruction, difficulties arose in some schools be-

cause of the large number of requests for exemptions, and the practice

developed of organizing such pupils in collective classes (Sammel-

klassm) and of establishing special secular schools (Sammdschulen),
to which were assigned, but at their own request, only teachers who
refused to give religious instruction,1

Compulsory attendance. The Constitution (Article 145) required

compulsory education to be universal with full-time attendance at

school for at feast eight years, followed by part-time attendance up
to eighteen. This is not an innovation in Germany, but the proposed

* In 1909 there were in Prussia 23,147 Protestant schools, 8741 Catholic, 9 of variousProt-
estant sects, 96 Jewish, 1173 interdenominational, and 349 secular. In the Protestant
schools 96.6 per cent of thepopUs were Protestant in the Catholic schools99 1 per cent were
Catholic, and In the inter&xKKninational schools 584 per cent were Protestant and 59.2
pet cent were Catholic; in the secular schools 25,5 per cent were Protestant, 0,3 per cent
Cathode, and 69 per cent belonged to wkras denominations. Of the teachers, 396 Protes-
tants and n8 Catholics refused to give religions instractKxn, wbSe 458 had no affiliations

wfcfc any denortmticHi a very smaH percentage of the total of over m,ooo teachers, of

ttepnpifc 30,5*0 Prctotats and 544$C^^
and 773i5 fcd no nsJigbus affiliations, about 3 per cent of th* total enrollment
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abolition of private schools has introduced school compulsion

(SchtUpflichf) in place of compulsory education ( Untenichi$pftich)\
the old laws compelled parents and guardians to have their children

and wards educated, but left the choice of school to their discretion;

under the constitutional provision and state laws, which require at-

tendance at a Grundschule, the choice of school has been withdrawn.

Compulsory education in Prussia has been regulated anew by a

decree of December 15, 1927, which became effective on January 4,

1928. All children who are physically and mentally mature must
enter school at the beginning of the school year nearest to the sixth

birthday and remain in attendance until the end of the year in which

they reach their fourteenth birthday. Exceptions are allowed at

both ends; children who are weak or mentally immature may post-

pone entrance by a year, and pupils who have already been assured

of employment may, if they are fourteen years of age, leave before the

end of the school year. Pupils who receive private instruction must

be examined periodically to discover whether they cannot attend a

public school. The census of pupils eligible for school attendance is

prepared in each locality by the police and sent to the school authori-

ties at the beginning of each school year; the pupils are then assigned

to the school which they must attend. The responsibility for regular

attendance falls upon parents or guardians, who are liable, in cases of

unjustifiable absences of pupils, to a fine ranging from i to 25 Mark;

employers who knowingly employ pupils of school age during school

hours are liable to a fine up to 150 Mark. Absences are reported by
the teachers through the regular channels to the police. Pupils who
move from one school district to another or from one town to another

must provide themselves with a certificate of dismissal and must en-

roll in another school within six weeks. Blind children must attend

an institution from the age of six to fourteen; deaf-mutes from seven

to fifteen.

Text and schoolbooks. All pupils must be provided with text-

books and school supplies required for instruction at the cost of their

parents; aid may be given to poor pupils unable to purchase them, or

a loan Ebrary may be provided for their use. No textbook may be

introduced into any school without permission of the county and

central authorities. Pupils mtist have primers, readers, song-books,

books for religious instruction (approved by the Ministry and the de-

nominational authorities), slates and pencils (in lower classes), and
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exercise books for the different subjects. The single textbooks never

played a very important part in class instruction in Germany; they
were used as reference books after the lesson had been given by the

teacher. With the introduction of activity methods the textbook as

such is assuming a position of even lesser importance, while libraries

and source materials become more appropriate than outlines and

summaries.

Organization and administration of schools. Separate elementary

schools are provided in Prussia for boys and girls in all schools with

more than three classes, and women teachers are not allowed to have

classes in which there are boys. The large majority of schools in

Prussia in 1927 had less than three classes; of 33,405 elementary

schools in 1927, 14,076 were single-teacher schools, 6492 schools had

two teachers, 4529 three teachers, 1808 four teachers, 959 five teach-

ers, 851 six teachers, and 4790 had seven or eight teachers.

The size of classes is determined indirectly by the method of state

appropriation of funds, which employs the bads of one teacher for

sixty pupils; localities which desire to have smaller classes must bear

the additional cost out of their own funds. Directly, a decree of May
24, 1922, set the maximum number of pupils in a class at eighty; a

later decree of October 4, 1926, provided for an average class size of

forty-five pupils; when the number exceeds fifty, an additional teacher

must be employed* The economic conditions in Germany have pre-

vented the effective realization of the movement for lower classes.

The schools are administered by principals (SchiMetier) ; in schools

with at least three teachers and less than six, the principal is known
as the head teacher (Haupftehrer)\ in schools with six or more teach-

ers he has the title of Rtktor. The special examination for this posi-

tion was abolished in 1920 and the selection is made on the basis of

general qualifications, experience, and ability* The Haupttehrer re-

ceive a remuneration in addition to their regular salaries as teachers

of 500 Mark a year; the Rektoren, an addition of 1200 Mark. In

schools with six teachers or more, one of the teachers may be desig-

nated as associate principal (Konrektor)\ a second associate is ap-

pointed in schools with fourteen teachers or more; the additional re-

muneration of a Konrektor is 500 Mark. The principals and assistant

principals are not the superiors of the teachers, but are officials

charged with certain administrative duties in addition to teaching

(the Rektoren must teach at least twelve periods a week; the Kon-
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rektoren have full charge of a class). The principal is responsible for

the administration of his school to the authorities, keeps the records

of the school, conducts its official correspondence, and is the inter-

mediary between the school and the parents or the public; beyond
this, he has other duties which may be assigned to him by his council

of teachers. The Konrektor is the deputy of the Rektor and is as-

signed special duties such as the care of the school library, social wel-

fare work among the pupils, the administration of the school bank,

special instruction, the organization of parents* councils and meet-

ings, and any other tasks designated by the teachers* council.

The principal is not the superior of the teachers, but a peer among
peers. The demands of the teachers for participation in the ad-

ministration of schools were finally met by a decree issued on Sep-
tember 20, 1919, which provided for the creation of teachers* coun-

cils in each school (Lehrerkonferenz)* All teachers holding per-

manent appointments and other teachers with at least sk months of

service are eligible to membership in the councils. The functions of

the councils axe to look after the general welfare of their schools, to

confer on and discuss methods of instruction, assignment of classes,

promotions of pupils, use of school funds, the provision of school

materials and supplies, and cooperation to secure unity of work.

The principal is the chairman of the council; on its advice, he may
visit older teachers in their classrooms, criticize, and discuss their

work with them; under the regulations, he is expected to supervise

young teachers, those who have not yet received their permanent

appointments. The administration of schools has thus been placed

on a collegiate basis with the principal serving as the executive officer

of his council, a practice which is feasible in a system in which there

are few schools with more than twenty classes.

Curriculum. The curriculm and course of study in elementary

schools are governed by state regulations, with the exception that

general suggestions for the organization and work of the GrvndscJwle

were issued by the Federal Government With legislation and sug-

gestions for the Gruitdsckule in 1920 and 1921, federal influence on

elementary education came to a dose; even these were supplemented

by state suggestions. Federal legislation defined the scope of the

Grundschtde and required the dosing of preparatory schools (Gesete

fare/end die GrundscJmle und Aufhebung der Vorscfaltn, April 28,

1920, amended by a law of April 18, 1925, making three years atten-
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dance at the Grundschule permissive); on July 18, 1921, a decree was

issued giving suggestions on the aims and organization of the Grund-

schule (Ricktiinien filr die Zielbeseteung und die innere Gestaltung der

Grttndschule), which served as a basis for the curriculum suggestions

prepared by each State.

The significant changes which have taken place since the Revolu-

tion in the preparation of curricula and courses of study have been,

first, that they are no longer issued by the central authorities as

decrees or laws which are immutable, but as suggestions (Richtlinien)

on the basis of which each school or locality prepares its own course

of study; secondly, that to an increased extent teachers participate

in their preparation through cooperative activity in each school, or

through district committees, or through teachers' associations; from

time to time experienced teachers may be invited to cooperate with

inspectors or the central authorities. Thus, the Prussian decree of

March 16, 1928 (Richtlinien zur Aufstettung von Lehrpldnen ftir die

Grvadsckvle), specifically requires that

In the construction of the courses of study for individual schools oppor-

tunity for codperation in the widest sense must be granted to the teaching

Aim of the Grundschule. The aim of the Grundschule as defined

in the federal decree of July 18, 1921, is as follows:

The first four years of school have their own goal and unified sphere of

activity. Their goal is the gradual unfolding of the child's abilities out of

the instinct for play and movement toward a normal desire for work which
manifests itself inside the school community.3

This statement is further elaborated as follows in the Prussian de-

cree of March 3, 1921:

The Grundscksde^ as the common school for afl children in the first four

years of school, has the task of giving to the children who attend it a basic

training on which not only the Volksschule in its last four years can be buflt,
but also the mxfdle and secondary schools with their more extended instruc-

tion. Therefore, it must awaken and train afl the spiritual and physical
forces of tie children and equip them with those knowledges and skills

which, as groundwork for every type of further instruction, are absolutely
essential. 3

**>, and Atoandtt, ?-> Tke Z#vg<mitaOm tf Educa&m ** Prvssto, p. 193
York, 1937)*
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In detail the suggestions recommend the development of the abili-

ties of the children through play and movement, leading gradually
over to instructional activities which will introduce them to an un-

derstanding of their physical and cultural environment. Through
practical activities they should receive a training of hand and eye
and the foundation for the cultivation of various modes of expres-

sion; training in the mother-tongue should be cultivated through

practical activity accompanied by drawing, modeling, cutting out,

and observation; physical training should be developed through

games, excursions, gymnastics, and sports. The materials of in-

struction should be related to and derived from the home and local

environment of the children, and the choice of subjects and activities

should be determined by the pupils' background, according to dis-

tricts and localities, sex, ability, and interests. In other words, the

basis of curriculum-making in the Grundschule should be Heimaf-

kunde (the home, yard, garden, schoolhouse, street and market, the

countryside, life and work at home and in school, and in the shop,

factory, ajud on the farm). Such a background provides the ma-

terials for story-telling, dramatization of fairy and other tales, sing-

ing and recitation of folk and children's rhymes and poems, modeling,

drawing, and other manual activities. The study of the environ-

ment extended by excursions supplies the content for geography, his-

tory, nature study, local myths and traditions. The environment

must be treated as a whole and out of the integrated instruction

(Gesamtunterricht) in the first year there should be derived the sub-

jects which constitute the work of the last three years. The Grund~

schule must not be a Lernschule, in which the pupils acquire informa-

tion from the teachers, but an activity school (Arbeiteschule) which

stimulates them to learn through self-experienced activity and

through cooperation with their teachers and their fellow-pupils.

Throughout the course the emphasis is to be placed on various

forms of expression and activities. Unity and integration axe

to be observed by the provision, suggested in a decree of March

23, 1923, that pupils be taught by the same teachers for two year

periods.

The time-schedule wMch follows is intended for a fully graded

school j schools which do not have four separate classes for each of the

four years are expected to conform to the time-distribution suggested*

The work of the first year should be organized as an integrated whole
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(Gewmtunierricht); permission may be obtained to continue the in-

tegrated program for one or more years beyond the first.

TnCE-SCHEDULE OP THE G&UNDSCHULE

Subject.......... i* 2 3

Religion ...... , 4 4
* Environmental study ( f

(Hcimatkuttde)..... -J9
\ 10

{
n (io)t

German........... ( [

Writing. . .... 2 2

Arithmetic ... 4 4

Drawing ........ 2 (i)

Singing ............. i 2(1)

Physical training....... 2 2

Sewing .........._(2)

Total........... 18 22 26
* The work of the first year a organized as an integrated whole (GcsanttttntomeU).

f The figures in parentheses are for girls only.

Aim of the last four years of the Volksschule. The aim of the up-

per section of the Volkssclwle is determined not only by the general

principles governing education the interests of the pupils, dose

articulation with the environment (Heimat), and activity methods

but also by the special consideration that for most pupils this

course will be the end of full-time education, and that they will enter

immediately on practical careers and continue their education chiefly

in vocational schools; a few will be found eligible for transfer to a

secondary school (Aufbauscktde) at the age of thirteen* In general,

however, at this stage, too, the educational needs of the pupils and

the objective of the constant and symmetrical development oftheir

whole being, especially with reference to their emotions and will,

must be the deciding factor.
1

Self-activity, intellectual as well as

physical, must continue to be the basis of instruction.

The cooperation of the pup3 must not consist chiefly in the absorption of

knowledge, but the objectives of instruction are to be worked out under the

guidance of the teacher through observation, experiment, investigation,

independent reading, and verification.*

A wide range of concrete activities provides opportunities for a

variety of forms of instruction and study the preparation of

sketches, drawings, and instructional materials especially for

*:Ka2H I- 1^ and Alexander, Tn^ cit , p. 303.
*
Ibid^ p 204.
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geometry, geography, and nature study the organization of col-

lections, experiments in natural science, the care of animals, school

gardening, and, for girls, sewing and home economics. School ex-

cursions (Wandertage), which serve primarily for physical education

and must be arranged for one day each month and for shorter periods
as occasion demands, bring the pupils into contact with a wide vari-

ety of experiences and materials of instruction observation of

plant and animal life, of earth and weather conditions, problems of

business and labor, agricultural and industrial activities, and monu-
ments and records of historical significance. In the promotion of

reality in education and understanding of community and social

life, every possible agency provided by the locality must be utilized,

whether in city or in country. Direct experience must be supple-
mented by the use of books, schools and public libraries, and mu-
seums. The real contrast between the old and the new school lies

in the fact that the walls of the schoolroom have been removed and

the materials of instruction, instead of being provided through the

cold, factual form of books or the teacher's exposition, are derived

from living contact with the environment. The school excursions

as such are not an innovation in German education; it is their

application in the new education which has acquired a new signifi-

cance. With the establishment of a nation-wide network of youth
hostels (Jugendherbergen) pupils can be accommodated at a very

low cost in any part of Germany, an opportunity which is extensively

used by whole classes accompanied by their teachers during the va-

cations.

The curriculum includes religion (or moral instruction for pupils

exempted from religious instruction), German, history, and civics,

geography, natural science, arithmetic, geometry, drawing, music,

physical training, and sewing for girls, with manual training for

boys and home economics for girls where these can be provided.

The Suggestions (RickUimen wr Aufstottung urn Leharft&ncn f&r
die oberen Jakrg&ige der Vdt&ssckiile, Decree of October 15, 1922),

issued by the Ministry are intended to suggest standards to be at-

tained in each class rather than to prescribe details to be carried out

The responsibility for working out courses of study in accordance

with the local environment devolves upon the teachers*

The guiding principles (of the Suggestions) determine and fimit in general

the materials that are to be treated. Tbe choice and distribution in partial-
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lax are matters for the courses of study to be drafted for the individual

school, in the organization of which the principle of basing the instruction

upon life 5n the community must be respected. The amount of materials

to be chosen varies with the school. In all schools, however, care must be

taken that the materials prescribed in the curriculum are not superficially

treated, but may be thoroughly worked through from an intellectual point of

view. Schools of few classes, in order to be able to secure a richer selection

of materials, may organize their work on the basis of alternating year

courses.1

The time-schedule suggested is as follows:

TiME-SCKEDlTLE OF UPPER SECTION OF 1HE VOLKSSCHULE

The Suggestions no longer define the course of study in detail

or by years; they axe, as they are intended to be, guides or principles

for the teachers. Religious instruction varies with each denomina-

tion; since the schools are in the mam denominational, beyond the

common aim of religious and moral training stress is laid upon in-

struction in dogmatic tenets of each denomination. The aim in

teaching of German is to cultivate mastery in the oral and written

use of tike mother-tongue, to develop an appreciation of the native

language and literature, and to stimulate further reading with pleas-

are; as compared with the traditional practice, although it is not neg-

lected, less emphasis is placed on the formal side of language study

(grammar and spelling), while in the study of literature more atten-

tion is paid to variety and breadth in the selection of readers and
books than on repetition and memorization which tend to kill

pleasure in reading. Instruction in history has been completely re-

*
Kandei, JL 1^ and Alenzxkr, T., op. <**> pp. 205 L
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vised, and, in place of the former emphasis on inculcation of loyalty

to the Hohenzollerns (whose portraits have been removed from all

schools and classrooms) and on the study of war x there has been sub-

stituted the study of the development of the German people and the

German State as illustrated in their political, social, economic, and

cultural progress. 'The highest law of history instruction must be to

come as near as possible to historical truth/ Love of the people and

of the fatherland and a sense of civic and social responsibility must be

aroused. Civic instruction is to be given through history first and

must culminate in a study of the Federaland Prussian Constitutions.3

Party politics must be avoided in the schools, and pupils in all schools

must receive instruction in the nature, duties, and aims of the League
of Nations (Decree, May 28, 1927)*

For geography the local environment is the starting-point; its

aim is to develop familiarity with the home district and Germany and
to give a general knowledge of foreign countries. With the assistance

of the Meteorological Institute in Berlin, schools are encouraged to

study meteorological charts and to establish observation stations.

Germany's need of colonies is to be stressed; illustrative material

for this purpose is provided by the Colonial Institute in Berlin, in

the same way, through the Vereinftir das Deuischtum im Ausland,

also in Berlin, the cultural bonds between Germans at home and

abroad are cultivated. (Through natural science the pupils are in-

troduced in an dementery fashion to botany, zoology, physiology,

physics, chemistry, geology, and agriculture; an important part of

the instruction in this subject is assigned to physiology, hygiene,

health, temperance, and care of infajatO The number sense, the

place of mathematics in life, the meaning of quantitative form and

measurement are taught through arithmetic and geometry. Draw-

ing aims to cultivate the use of form and color as a means of expres-

sion, and through music joy in song, feeling for tone qualities, and

training in singing as a leisure and cultural activity through member-

ship in choral societies are cultivated* Manual training for boys is

closely correlated with other subjects of the curriculum, as is also

the study of home economics by girls.

* The use of testbools wMdi glorify war and false inteprdatiDncrf theWoafdWaraadits
causes are forbidden,

* A, commoa decreewas issued by the Ministers of Education OR Jufcr 19, 1922, containing

suggestions for the cc>6pend:m
See Kjmdd, L L, aad Alexander, T., op. of_ pp. 213 ff.
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Physical education has been given special attention since the War,

partly to provide a substitute for compulsory military training, which

has been abolished, and partly to repair the ravages of the War and

post-War period on the health of the nation. Care is paid in the

selection of principals and inspectors to discover their interest in and

understanding of the importance of physical education, to which the

attention of teachers and parents is directed. Pupils may be ex-

empted from physical instruction only on a doctor's certificate which

must be periodically renewed. The time assigned to the instruction

may be supplemented by folk and other games, marches, skating, and

sledding in winter, and swimming in summer wherever possible; for

these activities one afternoon a week (Spielnachmittog) must be set

aside. Information on the literature of the various aspects of phy-
sical education is supplied by the Museum ftir Leibesubungen and

through the Deuisches Archiv fur Leibesubungen in Berlin.

There are no examinations in the Prussian elementary schools at

the end of each year or of the whole course. Promotions are made on

the recommendations of the class teachers with the approval of the

teachers' council.

INTERMEDIATE EDUCATION
In Germany, as in most European countries, the need arose of some

type of schools which, while not strictly vocational, would provide
an education somewhat more advanced and longer than the ele-

mentary school course. Generally the demand for such schools was
made by parents who were unable to pay the high fees or to under-

take the cost of a full secondary education for their children, but who
desired on payment of smaller fees school conditions somewhat bet-

ter than prevailed in the elementary schools. The intermediate

school is in fact a hybrid higher in standard than the elementary,
but lower than the secondary and catering to the demands of the

less wdl-to-do middle classes.

In Prussia intermediate education, which is not strictly inter-

mediate between any two distinct types of schools, either elementary
or higher, but overlaps both, is provided in the Mitttere Schulen or

Mittekchulen, which sprang up in the nineteenth century as hdhere

Btfrgersckulen, advanced elementary schools charging fees, or as

Rekioratecfadcn or Lateinsckukn, lower secondary schools, charging
fees and established in smaller localities which were unable to main*
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tain a recognized secondary school. The first of these two types

was not officially recognized and organized until 1894, and was as-

signed a more definite position in 1910. Both types were incorpo-

rated in the system of intermediate education (Mitthckvtwc$en)

and given new regulations by a decree issued on June i, 1925. The
middle school is intended, first, to give a general and prevocational

preparation to those pupils who intend to enter the intermediate

ranks of employment hi trade and commerce, agriculture and for-

estry, and the administrative services, and, in the case of girls, a

preparation for the home; and, secondly, to provide in smaller locali-

ties a course parallel to that of the first six years of a secondary

school and qualifying pupils for entrance to the last three years of

a full secondary school.

Middle schools, although recognized and regulated by the state

authorities, are provided and maintained either by local authorities

or by private societies; under certain conditions poor localities may
receive state aid in addition to grants for the salaries of the teachers.

Public middle schools may be administered by the same authority

which has charge of elementary education, or may have special

boards of governors; they are supervised by elementary school inspec-

tors. The chief characteristics of the middle schools are as follows*

they are better equipped than the elementary schools; the classes

in general are smaller; tuition fees (from 60 Mark to 240 Mark a

year in public schools and 72 Mark to 600 Mark a year in private

schools) are charged; the pupils come from better homes; the course

is six years in length above the GrundsckuLe; the teachers must have

special certificates as middle school teachers * or as specialists in

such subjects as music, drawing, physical training, sewing, gardening,

manual training, and home economics; women are allowed to teach

boys and mixed classes may be taught by men or women, although,

wherever possible, separate schools or departments must be estab-

lished for boys and girls. The TnaTriirnrcn size of classes is fifty in the

lower and forty-five in the upper sections-

Pupils who have completed the GrvndsckuU, normally in four

years, under special conditions in three, may be admitted to a middle

school on passing an entrance examination or, if the middle school is

in dose relations with the elementary school, on the recommenda-

tions of the teachers* The entrance examination, which covers the

* See ChapterVH
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work of the Grundschtde, is conducted by a committee of teachers

representing the school which the candidates have attended and the

school which they wish to enter, where a number of schools are

concerned, a central representative committee may be established.

The general records of the candidates must be taken into account and

the examination may be supplemented by psychological tests, pro-

vided the examiners are competent to use them. If the number of

successful candidates exceeds the number that can be accommodated,

the selection is made by the teachers of the school which they wish to

enter* Scholarships may be provided for needy but able pupils.

Aim of the middle school. The aim of the middle school is defined

indirectly in the regulations of June i, 1925:

The development in the fields of manual activity, industrial art, commerce

and industry, agricultural and forestry demands increased preparation of

boys and girls for these vocational branches In connection therewith there

is need also of a suitable type of preparation for many sorts of intermediate

positions in the administrative service of the State or municipalities, as well as

in the larger industrial and commercial enterprises.
1

Since the elementary school is limited in its scope and the secondary
school is definitely directed to academic training, the middle school

can provide both for general education and for the vocational needs

described.

Curricula* The regulations suggest a variety of curricula for mid-

dle schools, but beyond requiring the teaching of one foreign lan-

guage and indicating the minimum and maximum number of hours

in the language, mathematics, and natural science subjects and in

drawing,
each school is permitted to adapt its program to the special

needs in order to give special attention to those subjects which are

especially important for later vocations. (Bookkeeping must be in-

duded under arithmetic for all pupils and as a separate subject in

special courses; shorthand and typewriting are elective subjects;

home economics for girls and marm*,! training for boys are elective

subjects, but may, at the option of local authorities, be made com-

pulsory*^iThe curriculum of the first three years must as far as pos-
sible be^oommon for all courses; differentiation begins in the fourth

year. Localities which cannot provide a variety of curricula axe ex-

pected to provide the general course only, although exceptions may
be permitted for urgent reasons* In middle schools which axe defi-

r, T., ^. <r^,p 332.
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mtely designed to prepare for continuation in the secondary schools,

the program includes a second foreign language and follows that of

the non-classical schools the Oberrealschule, Deutsclze Oberschule,

Aufbauschule, Reformrealgymnasium, and, for girls, the Studienan-

stalt 1

The following curricula are suggested: general for boys and girls,

commerce and trade and industry for boys, and commerce and trade

and domestic economy and social welfare for girls, and secondary
school preparatory. Courses in agriculture, navigation, and mining

may be organized where local conditions are appropriate. For girls a

seventh year may be added to the domestic economy and social wel-

fare course (Hausfrauenklasse). The subjects and time-schedules of

the courses for boys and girls are shown in the tables on pages 450
and 451.*

To the course in domestic economy and social welfare for girls there

may be added an additional year (Hausfrauenklasse) which includes

the following subjects: religion and knowledge of life, 2 hours; German
and sociology, 3; theory of 'education and kindergarten principles,

3 ; hygiene, including care of children and sick, i
;
civics and econom-

ics, 2; domestic economy (household accounts, nutrition, and domes-

tic science), 3; music, i; kindergarten work and care of infants, 5;

physical training, i, sewing, 4; drawing and handwork, 2; cooking,

housework, and gardening, 7; total 34 hours.

The subjects and time-schedule for middle schools which also pre-

pare for secondary schools, Plan V in the regulations, are shown in

the table on page 452.

The methods of Instruction and the organization of the courses of

study are governed by the principles which have been described

earlier. Emphasis is placed on activity instruction and on close

articulation of all subjects with the local environment, with present

problems, and with concrete situations. Subjects which are dosdy
related culturally should, as far as possible, be united, as, for ex-

ample, German, history, geography, and foreign languages; mathe-

matics and science; manual work and drawing with other subjects.

Since the subjects are taught by specialist teachers, the importance

of codperationand frequent conferencesbecomes even more necessary

than in the elementary schools. As compared with the work of the

* See Chapter VHL
a In the following tables the corricola described in the regulations as Plans I and H for

boys and Plans HI and IV for girfs have been combined,.
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TlME-SCHEDBIE KXR MlDDIE SCHOOLS

PREPARATORY TO SECONDARY SCHOOLS

* Sec Erlass vom 10, Janitor ioi?-U III D 2089 i

t To the three hours for physical training are added in all classes the play afternoons and the monthly
excursion day which are required

secondary schools, that of the middle schools is less academic, less

directed to preparation for further study in higher institutions. The
teachers with the exception of a small minority are men and women

who, after a few years of experience in elementary schools, have taken

the special examination for middle school teachers; of the rest, some
are specialists in drawing, music, manual and physical training; a

minority have had university training and are qualified to teach in

secondary schools. The difference in standards between intermediate

and secondary education is further illustrated by the fact that only
those who have followed the special preparatory course in the middle

school are permitted to continue in a secondary school.

Pupils are promoted at the end of each year on their records and
the recommendations of their teachers. In response to repeated
demands from teachers, who wished to have the status of middle

schools defined in relation to other institutions attended by pupils of

the same age, the Ministry issued a decree on March 22, 1927, es-

tablishing a leaving certificate (Zeugnis der mittleren Reife), to which

pupilswho have successfully completed the course of a middle school,

recognized advanced classes (gehobene Klasseri) attached to an ele-

mentary school, and six years -of a secondary school course, are

eligible. The possession of this intermediate certificate is not equiva-
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lent to the Obersekunda-Reife, obtained after six years in a secondary
school and entitling its holder to continue the work of the last three

years, nor does it confer any special privileges (BerecUigungen) ex-

cept the right of admission to certain higher vocational schools (e.g.,

for commerce and agriculture).

In 1928 there were in Prussia 1143 middle schools (591 public, 379

private, and 173 Rektoratschulen) attended by 175,783 pupils and

taught by 9938 teachers.

The Mittelschule is an obvious illustration of the need of differen-

tiated types of schools and of education as pupils develop beyond the

elementary stage. It equally illustrates the survival in Germany of

class distinctions in education. More serious than these features is

the fact that it represents the continuance of refusal to face the facts

and reorganize the whole system of education in such a way that the

various stages will be clearly marked and distinguished, but that in

each stage above the primary there will be such variety and dif-

ferentiation as will adequately meet the differences in capacity and

the interests of the pupils. The Mittelschule is in many respects,

excluding the continued organization of the curricula, very similar in

standards and aims to the American high school, despite the dif-

ference in the ages of the pupils in the two types of schools. In

many ways its work overlaps that of the secondary schools, but in

order to maintain a strict distinction between them, a somewhat far-

fetched distinction is made between the practical emphasis in the one

and the academic in the other, a distinction which will hardly hold if

activity methods are employed in all schools. The existence of the

Mittelsckute, of the Aufbausckule, and the various types of reform

secondary schools, illustrates the needless over-organization which

exists in Germany and the wisdom of those who have advocated a

common foundation followed by differentiation or the idea of the

Einheitsschule.

Conclusion. The reform of education in Germany since the

Revolution closely parallels the reform which followed the defeat

at Jena in 1806: Then, as now, the nation had been defeated and

realized that national reorganization could only be achieved through

educational reconstruction. In the early nineteenth-century reform,

however, attention was devoted maMy to secondary education; in

the reconstruction since 1918 the whole of the educational system has

been affected, but the most thoroughgoing reform has been in the
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field of elementary education and the preparation of teachers for ele-

mentary schools. The principle of educational reform, accepted then

as now, is that national unity and national solidarity can be attained

only through loyalty to a common culture shared in by independent,

responsible individuals; the difference between the past and the

present is that the former stressed the content of instruction, the

latter, aided by the progress of educational theory, the method. In

both periods the reforms were animated by a spirit of liberalism, but

while in the first this spirit was gradually destroyed by the pusil-

lanimity of the reigning monarchs, in the second the reaction is being

caused more by the economic conditions which affect the rest of the

world as well as Germany and by the failure of these powers whose

destiny is bound up with the fate of Germany to strengthen the

forces which are genuinely loyal to the development of democratic

institutions in the spirit of the Weimar Constitution. The trend

to narrow nationalism and the movement toward the Right wing in

politics are the results, not of the will of the German people, but of

world politics whose development the international mind has failed

to inspire.

As a result of the new philosophy of education and as a protest

against the pre-War system, German educators have begun to realize

the meaning of freedom in administration, in teaching, and in

learning. Freedom, however, implies in education guidance by
teachers who have themselves been trained to be free; the first

radical reform which was undertaken was accordingly that in the

preparation of teachers. The number of teachers who have had the

advantage of the new preparation has been small up to the present,

but liberalization of administrative practices, the organization of

teachers' councils, the change in the spirit of methods of inspection
as well as the system of preparation have given the teachers a feel-

ing for the dignity of their work which can only be appreciated by
members of a profession rather than servants of a machines-like or-

ganization. Added to this have been the contributions of theorists,

the results of experimentation, and the guiding suggestions of the

authorities, all of which have created a ferment disturbing to the calm
indifference of a system whose operation is prescribed in every detail.

Freedom and variety are today the characteristics of German ele-

mentary education; the exuberant license which prompted the more
radical experiments, more striking as protests than as contributions
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to education, have given place to a reasoned reconciliation of freedom

and responsibility. The claims of the child, the educand, as a de-

veloping human being are recognized, but they are not cultivated

to the neglect of a common national end, the appreciation and under-

standing and advancement of German culture. Political, militaristic,

and nationalistic indoctrination have been replaced by the develop-

ment of the free, independent citizen, responsible for and inspired

by the rich cultural forces of the nation of which he is a member.

These are the ideals which German education is striving to achieve

and would achieve in a period of normal development. It must

again be pointed out, however, that, unlike the Soviet Revolution,

the German Revolution was not a complete break with Germany's
cultural past and that the old and the new continue side by side; ex-

cept by compulsion all teachers cannot be made over to one pattern.

But, although schools can be found in Germany today which still

bear upon them the marks of the old tradition, a new day has dawned
in German education, and the responsible leaders will in the new era

be the teachers; and, if the forces of reaction do not secure control,

the German schoolmaster, trained to understand the child on the one

hand and to interpret his environment on the other, will again win

the victory, but this time for German democracy*

4. ITALY

History. The reform of elementary education in Italy, which took

place in 1923, was inspired by discontent with its past development,

by a new philosophy, and by Fascism. From its foundation by the

Casati Law of 1859, Italian education had not suffered from neglect

by the legislators, but educational laws, not motivated by any defi-

nite principles, were piecemeal and in general remained good inten-

tions. The Casati Law required the establishment of elementary

schools, one for boys and one for girls, in every commune so far as

local resources permitted the carrying out of the law. The Coppino
Law of July 15, 1877, following the unification of Italy, sought

through education to train Italians, and made attendance compul-

sory from the age of six at least for the lower course that is, up
to the age of nine or ten. Compulsory attendance was extended to

twelve and state aid was introduced by the Orlando Law of July 8,

1904, which also required adult illiterates to attend school in the

evenings on pain of forfeiting certain rights and privileges the
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franchise, public employment, and permits to hunt and carry arms

The Somrino Law, July 15, 1906, provided for the establishment of

state schools in districts with scattered population. Finally, the

Daneo-Credaro Law, June 4, 1911, recognizing the ineffectiveness of

local autonomy in education, set up provincial organizations to

establish schools at the cost of the State in poor or indifferent com-

munities; the effect of state aid was to lead to the surrender of local

autonomy, with the result that an investigation conducted in 1923

revealed that only 264 localities out of 8354 had retained the right to

provide elementary education; the majority of the autonomous com-

munes were in the North. The percentage of illiteracy ranged from

ii per cent in Piedmont to 70 per cent in Calabria. The proportion

of pupils enrolled in the elementary schools varied from 90 per cent in

the Northern provinces, mainly industrial, to 59 per cent in Sicily

and 41 per cent in Calabria, while of those enrolled, 94 per cent at-

tended schools regularly in the most progressive province, Venetia,

and only 47 per cent in Sicily and 32 per cent in Calabria. The
number of pupils who succeeded in passing the annual examinations

and securing their promotion, and the uneven distribution in the size

of classes, ranging in some places from one pupil to more than sixty in

others, revealed the failure of the laws to secure any real progress.
1

Inefficient administration, inadequate preparation, and poor profes-

sional discipline were other causes which, besides an inert public

opinion, militated against an adequate execution of even the low

TnjjnmniTin. prescribed by the laws.

On the educational side elementary education was dominated by
the philosophy of positivism, which emphasized knowledge for its

own sake, placed science on a pedestal, was rationalistic and tended

to set up standards and ideals which did not correspond in any way
with the customs, prejudices, and ideals of the people. Combined
with an emphasis on secularism, positivism had the effect of making
the schools unreal, divorced from life, and external. Influenced in

part by German educational theory and methods and in part by
French rationalism and the analytical trend, the curriculum of the

Italian elementary schools had become encyclopedic in content and
atomistic in methods. The teacher, under the direction of detailed

1 See Ministero della Pubblica Istruzione Direzione generate per I'lstrnzione Elemjen-
tare. Rdazione svl Nwmero, la Zkstribu&ionc ed it Fwisionafficnto delle ScudU EUmentare

(Rome, 1923)-
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prescriptions and relying on a professional preparation which empha-
sized methods, rules, techniques, and devices, was set apart as a lay

priest ministering knowledge and the sciences to the neglect of life

around him and the real spirit and interests of the child.

Against the positivistic trend in nineteenth century philosophy a

new philosophy of idealism was opposed by Benedetto Croce and

Giovanni Gentile, who with the establishment in 1903 of La Critica,

a philosophical journal, gradually built a school to which the younger
Italians flocked. The interpreter of this philosophy for educational

purposes was Gentile, who began with an attack on the unreality of

the work of all schools, elementary and secondary, and on the pre-

vailing dualism between mind and reality. Between these Gentile

would recognize no distinction; reality does not exist by nature, but

is the creation of the mind, of the spirit by the pure act of thought.

The only true reality is the human spirit; education is philosophy in

action and cannot be built up on the basis of biological analysis or of

a psychology which separates the mind from reality and the world.

Such a separation means the development of rules, techniques,

devices, and methods, which are posited on theories of how the mind

works, and instruction becomes the process of filling the mind, with

knowledge, facts, and information. This process is all the more un-

sound in a system which prides itself on being secular, neutral,

agnostic, skeptical, and materialistic. Education under these condi-

tions becomes a pseudo-science, abstract and divorced from reality,

and in turn emphasizes, not the growth of man as man, the develop-

ment of personality, experience as a formative factor, but informa-

tional and instrumental teaching, the tools rather than the spirit and

culture. The traditional school set up three entities the teacher,

the content, and the pupil and the intermediaries between the first

and third consist of methods, which mechanize the process of educa-

tion, makes it pedantic and schematic.

What is then needed to bring about an educational reform? Not
a revision of the curriculum or new courses of study with the addition

of new subjects, but a fundamental change of outlook and acceptance

of the philosophy of active idealism. True education is possible

only through personal experience, not by imbibing doses of knowledge
and information ladled out by the teacher. Hence the center of the

educative process is the child, not the teacher nor the content nor

methods of instruction. Hence, also, the emphasis on the personality
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of the child as a human being with a spirit whose free growth must be

encouraged and must be respected. What the child brings with him

to school and his environment his family, his religion, the folklore

in which he has grown up, the dialect which he speaks, his nationality,

and history of which he is a part cannot be ignored. Education

means, accordingly, the free development of the spirit and is a

spiritual activity, which is one and cannot be divided and atomized

into a multiplicity of aims, purposes, and objectives; it is one, as that

reality which is the creation of the mind is one. Breadth of mind does

not come from rationalization or intellectual liberalism as ends in

themselves, but from enlightenment which grows from breadth of

experience and self-cultivation. The function of the teacher is not

to transmit his wisdom to the child, a process which would still leave

it as an external, unrelated thing, but to provide opportunities for

enriched experiences flowing from and based upon the curiosity, in-

terests, and emotional life of the child, his inner world, his recrea-

tional life, and his joy in the beautiful.

The mind is one, and its method is the act of creating reality; but

three categories can be recognized in this creative activity of the mind

which brings about unity between the Ego and the non-Ego, between

the subjective and the objective. These categories are art, religion,

and philosophy, which must be the points at which education becomes

philosophy in action. By art Gentile does not mean instruction in

art, but the way in which the mind of the artist operates in expressing
his concept of the world; art is pure subjectivity, the expression of

the self, and the formation of personality. Artistic or aesthetic

teaching, accordingly, is not limited to one field, but it is the forma-

tion of personality through expression and activity in any field

penmanship, composition, and play as much as drawing and music.

Religion is consciousness of the object and the idea of God, or the

omnipotence and omnipresence of spirit as manifested in the world

of man with which the individual spirit must enter into harmony.
Man is a man to the extent that he becomes a man that is to the

extent that his spirit becomes a part of the human spirit and his will

becomes will at the same time as it is the will of all. But by religion

Gentile does not mean the teaching of a religious creed, but religion

as the essence of the growth of the mind itself, applicable to the con-

quest of the sciences as of religion in the narrower sense. The recon-

ciliation between art, the subjective, and religion, the objective, is
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brought about by philosophy which creates the unity between the

two. Hence a theory of education for all teachers is this "clear,

precise, and sincere concept of reality, which opens our eyes in phi-

losophy and making us fully conscious of our nature, realizes it in

full by establishing in us that mind which is the only legitimate and
effective teacher."

The essential principles of the reform from the point of view of this

philosophy are freedom and activity freedom for the schools, the

teachers, and the pupils to follow the principles of their own devel-

opment, and activity of teachers and pupils. The authority of the

teacher depends upon his ability to promote the progressive human
and spiritual development of the pupils and upon his own ability to

grow and cultivate himself. Freedom, however, implies a responsi-

bility to cooperate in the development of culture, "which is the pro-

gressive conquest of freedom," in the interests of the nation as a

whole, for

National cultures have never been more conscious than now of the higher
needs of the mind, needs that are not only aesthetic and abstractly intel-

lectual, but also ethical and religious. For a school without an ethical and

religious content is an absurdity. The school is not the form and means of

the elevation of the mind; but it is precisely that elevation itself, it is the

formation of men and consciences. There is no conscience that has a form

indifferent to its own content and to its own faith. Every faith is sacred; but

it must be a faith. The Italian school which the State, the supreme con-

science of the Italian people, must maintain with serious determination and
a firm understanding of its own duty, must be a human school for its univer-

sal faith; but also it must always be an Italian school for its national faith.1

la this process of building a national culture, the school must remain

free as a developing, growing institution changing the content of its

work as the spirit changes. Such work cannot be definedby officially

prescribed courses of study and regulations, which Gentile had al-

ready insisted in 1920, three years before his reform, must be aban-

doned.

Away with pre-established programmes, then, of every description!

Spiritual activity works only in the plenitude of freedom, . . . What we need to

do is to wait, observe, and have faith. For God will reveal himself to us, and

1 Quoted in Educakonal Yearbook, 1929* of the International Institute, Teachers College,

Columbia University, pp 388 f. Gentile's most important discussion of educational theory

& his Common* di Pedagogic come Stitnza Jilosofica, in two volumes (Ban, 1924). His La

Reforma deff E&tca&onc (Ban, 1920) was Ixandated byB^
cation (New York, 1922)
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God is the very Spirit of ours which at every moment prescribes its law to it-

self and thus determines its own content.1

In the development of his reform, Gentile as Minister of Education

was assisted by Giuseppe Lombardo-Radice, who was Director of

Elementary Education in his Ministry. Lombardo-Radice brought

to the task the inspired enthusiasm of long years of experience with

children and the training of teachers. A modern Pestalozzi, he had

built up his philosophy of education by observation and practice.

With Gentile he was opposed to the materialistic, positivist tradition

in Italian education. The process of education should develop by
intuition, not through presenting a mass of objects to be studied by
the pupil, but as a manifestation of his life and the evolution of ideas

which he derives from his own experience. This process can be pro-

moted by encouraging free and frank expression whether in the use of

dialect and the mother-tongue, or in composition, singing, and art, or

in play and recreational activities. The child must be respected as

an investigator, an explorer, a student of nature and the great docu-

ments of the human spirit in religion, science, history, and literature

rather than as a learner of formal manuals and textbooks. Only in

this way can the child develop his personality as an independent,

self-respecting individual and not a tool of others; only in this way
can his spirit grow into a realization of itself as at one with the spirit

of humanity.
3 Education is growth through self-conscious activity,

for the free man is the creator of his own personality through play
and work.

In Ernesto Codignola, Director of the Royal Higher Normal
School in Florence, Gentile found another active collaborator, whose

influence has been exercised not only through his opportunities for

training the higher officials in the educational service, but in his

interpretations of the history of education and philosophy, addresses

to teachers, and the publications of educational and cultural journals.

His influence has been especially strong in the emphasis which he has

always placed on the reform of the preparation of teachers and in his

attack on the exaggerated value attached to so-called professional

subjects theory and method, which in his opinion, as in that of

'Gentile, G, The Rtforntof Education, translated by D Bigongiari, Chapter X (New
York, Eartcourt, Brace & Co , 1922)

3 Lombardo-Radice's most important works are his Nuom S&ggi di Propaganda pedagogic*,
(Turin, 1922), EdwasMtte e Diseducaaione (Turin, 1923); and Vita nuow d&a Scuola del

Popolo (Rome, 1925).
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Gentile, should be replaced by broad cultural training and philoso-

phy.
1

Because Gentile's philosophy of idealism emphasized the absolute,
the omnipotence of the spirit, and the significance of historical truth,

it was accepted as the philosophy of Fascism, and Gentile was selected

to undertake "the most Fascist of all reforms/' the reform of educa-

tion. There was nothing contradictory between his emphasis on the

supremacy of the spirit and the Fascist emphasis on the supremacy of

the State and of the nation, nor between his plea for individual growth
and the organization of a hierarchical administration, for an in-

dividual's will and spirit realizes itself in the will and spirit of others.

But while Gentile and his associates realized the essential importance
of nationalism and of national culture as the environment for the

growth of personality, their aims were remote from attempting to

cultivate political nationalism. And yet the place which they as-

signed to the study of popular heroes as manifestations of the human
and national spirit furnished a ready opportunity for those who
wished to use the schools for political ends; hero-worship could con-

veniently be turned to advantage in favor of a dictator, and the

affirmation of the ideal values of Italy could easily be made to start

with Vittorio Veneto. Hence it is significant that after Gentile, on

completing his reform, retired from the Ministry (Lombardo-Radice
had already retired because of his opposition to the tendency to

mix education and politics), the schools have become increasingly

Fascist. The direction of physical education was placed under the

control of the Opera JBalilla, a Fascist organization, incorporated

under the National Ministry of Education in 1929, In 1928, in

a discussion with the Minister of Public Instruction, Mussolini

declared that his policy called for a new code of elementary education

to educate the younger generation in the new atmosphere created by
Fascism and to arouse in it a dear consciousness of (a) what the

Italian people has been and hopes to become in history; (6) her con-

tribution through discoveries and inventions to the knowledge, art,

and civilization of the world; (c) the beauty and wealth of the Italian

soil; and (d) the contributions made by Italians scattered over the

world to the productive activity of diverse nations. The aim must be

*
Codignola/s writings include La Rtforma d&a Cdtora, ma&strde (Catania, 1917); La

Peda$ogM rwdtuaottaria (ad ed., Florence, 1935); and II Problems deH' Efotautone wuionaU
in Italia (Florence, 1925).
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the "Fascistization of all schools not only in their courses of study
but in their personnel." In an earlier address Mussolini had made
the following statement:

The Government demands that the school shall derive its inspiration from

Fascism; it demands that school shall not be, I do not say, hostile but not

even aloof from Fascism, or agnostic in the face of Fascism; it demands that

every school in every grade and in all its instruction train Italian youth to

understand Fascism, to ennoble itself through Fascism, and in the historical

atmosphere created by the Fascist Revolution. (Discorso alVAugusteo.)

Although teachers are not required to take an oath of allegiance to

Fascism as are university professors, they do take an oath of al-

legiance to the Government. Early weeding out of anti-Fascist

teachers and the presence in all schools of teachers who are members

of the Fascist Party have had the same effect as direct compulsion.

In the classrooms the portraits of the King and the Duce and the

Crucifix on the walls, the presence of black-shirt teachers, who are

members of the Party, and pupils in the uniform of the Bahlla, and

the Fascist salute r are ever-present reminders of the Fascist ideal of

"work, discipline, and harmony." The control of textbooks and the

publication of a series by the Government contribute to the same

ends the political direction of the schools. One of the strongest

factors, however, has been the incorporation of the Opera Balilla

in the Ministry of National Education, its control of physical educa-

tion, and the influence which it exercises through its members, boys
and girls, who are in the schools.

THE ORGANIZATION OF ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

The system of schools. The system of elementary education,

which is free, includes the preparatory stage (grade preparatories)

given in pre-schools (as&i d'infanzia, astti infantfli, giardini d'infan-

zia, scvole materne)
*
for pupils from the age of three to six, the lower

stage (grado inferiore) of three grades, and the higher stage (grade

1 The Fascist salute, a revival of the ancient Roman salute with outstretched arm (Saluio

Romano Fascista, is justified as a sane Fascist and hygienic practice,
"
destined to exercise the

most beneficent influence on the formation of the character of the young
" The Fascist

salute was required in the schools in an official circular of January 2, 1926 (Bolkttino Officiate,

January 5, 1926)
3 The last name, scuole mattrne, is the title used for the pre-school in the Code for Element-

ary Education (Testo umco ddie Leggi e Norme giurtdiche sulk. Isiruzumc demcntarc, e sulle

sue Opere <?I*tegrasione, 1928). The official name has not succeeded in ousting the tradi-

tional use of Astlt d'tnfansia or asili infanttli
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superiore). Until 1930 these stages were supplemented by a pre-

vocational course of two or three years, known as the carso integrativo

di awiamento professionale The Royal Decree-Law of October 6,

No. 1379, transferred this course to the lower secondary level as a

Studio, secundana d% amiamento al lavoro,
1 thus abolishing the dis-

tinction, which is still found in France (ecole frimaire sup&rieure),

in Germany (Mtttelschule), and in England (senior schools, central

schools), between intermediate or higher elementary and secondary
education.

Compulsory attendance. Compulsory attendance begins at the

age of six and continues up to the age of fourteen. The length of the

school year is ten months; pupils who for economic reasons cannot

attend school for the school year must have the same number of les-

son periods as are required for the whole year. Schools are open

every day in the week except on Thursday and Sunday. Pupils

must attend the type of elementary school provided in their locality

that is, graded, ungraded, or aided school 2 and must remain in

such school until the completion of their fourteenth year unless there

are available in the neighborhood other courses and institutions of an

educational and cultural nature. Responsibility for the school at-

tendance of children of school age is placed upon parents, guardians,

and employers, and, in the case of orphan children, on the directors of

institutions or private individuals to whose care they are assigned.

Parents and guardians who undertake to provide for the education of

their children or wards in their own way must prove their technical

and financial ability to do so. Private schools may be opened and

maintained by persons who have the same qualifications as teachers

in public schools Pupils who are educated privately at home or in

schools must be submitted to the regular examinations conducted for

public school pupils. Blind and deaf-mute children, who are not

abnormal in other ways, are also compelled to attend school, deaf-

mutes up to the age of sixteen; for such pupils special schools, public

or private, having, if they wish, infant sections, are recognized as

schools to which state aid may be given and in which the princi-

pals and staff must have special preparation; the same require-

ments of examinations are set up for these defective as for normal

children*

1 See Chapter VUL
3 The variety of types of elementary schools is given in Chapter IV*
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A list of children who reach the age of compulsory attendance is

prepared each year by the mayor (podestti) of each locality and sub-

mitted to the government inspector. The names of such pupils

who are not in attendance at the annual opening of the schools is

posted on official notice-boards and, if a satisfactory explanation of

their absence is not given by those responsible for their attendance,

proceedings may be begun against them. The penalty which may be

imposed rises from a fine of two lire, increasing for repeated non-

observance of the law to fifty lire; these amounts are doubled in case

of employers who knowingly employ children of school age. A
similar procedure is followed against parents and others for unjustifi-

able absences of the children for whose education they are respon-

sible.

There has been a notable increase in the number of children en-

rolled in the schools since 1926-27, as is shown in the following table :
x

The figures for private elementary schools are as follows: a

Pre-school education. All pre-schools for children between the

ages of three and six are recognized legally as the preparatory stage
of elementary education. Attendance is not compulsory nor is the

establishment of such institutions compulsory. The asilo d'infanzia
is an old established institution in Italy; the first asilo was opened in

Cremona in 1827 by Ferrante Aporti (1781-1858), a priest, philan-

thropist, and educator, whose activities, inspired by Pestalozzi and
Pere Girard, on behalf of young children and whose educational

writings set a stamp on the pre-school which survived even after the
1 Based on the Compendia Statist, p 55, of the IsiUuto Cetttrale fo Statistiea (Rome, 1931).
*Ikd,p 56
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introduction into Italy of the Froebelian methods. Another in-

fluence on the development of the asilo was that of the sisters Rosa
and Carolina Agazzi, who, in 1894, reorganized an old asilo at Mom-
piano in Brescia and were supported in their work and theories by
Professor Pietro Pasquali. Their contribution lay in the utilization

of a rural environment for the enrichment of the lives of young chil-

dren. Here they developed then- own equipment, devised special

methods for teaching singing, emphasized instruction in the mother-

tongue and training of the senses, and through play and natural

activities promoted the mental, moral, and physical advancement of

the pupils; a sense of responsibility was cultivated in the older pupils,

who were required to take care of the younger. The Agazzi system,
which attracted attention at the Educational Congress held at Turin

in 1898, was adopted by the city of Trieste in 1910. In 1915 it was

pronounced as a model for pre-schools by the Minister of Public

Instruction, and after the War was adopted for the astti established

by the Opera Naztonale di Assistenza per I'Italia redenta (National

Association to Assist Liberated Italy). A third direction from an
Italian educator has been given to pre-school education by Ma-
dame Maria Montessori, who in 1907 established the first Casa dei

bambini and there developed her theory of auto-education and the

use of didactic materials. It is difficult to gauge the influence of

Montessori in her own country; by those educators who have been

influenced by the new philosophy of education her system is criti-

cized as narrow, rigid, formal, and mechanical on the one hand, and

as lacking in social purposes and vitality on the other.1

The provision of pre-schools for children between three and six has

increased rapidly. This increase has been due both to the interest of

the Government and the activity of the Opera Nasionate per VAs-

sistenza e la Protezione della Materntib e delFInfanzia (National As-

sociation for the Assistance and Protection of Maternity and Infancy)

which has sponsored child care, nursery schools and creches, as well

as the pre-schools of the type of the asdo* From 4587 as^li in 1915

the number rose to 5902 with over 400,000 children in 1922, to 7076

in 1926-27 with an enrollment of 607,891 children, and to 9546,with

1 It is significant that in two encyclopedias of education, the Di&onafio detie Science

Pedogofrche (a vols., Milan, 1929) and the Encidopedto tele Enddopedk, voL
Ped^ogia

(Rope, n,cU but containing references to legislation as recent as 1930), there is no article on

Montessori, although, the latter discusses her work under the heading of Le Case dei bambini

in the article oaEducasione Prebcotastico),
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749,876 children in 1929-30. In the last year, 1043 provided free

meals to all children in attendance, 2431 free only to the poor, and

912 made a charge for them. Distributed according to methods

employed, 422 used those of Montessori, 1283 those of Aporti, 1458

those of Froebel, and in 6383 the methods were mixed. The schools

in 1929-30 were in charge of 5903 directresses, 10,851 teachers and

4061 assistants.

Teachers in the preparatory stage must have special qualifications

and hold a certificate of capacity to teach in this stage. They may
be trained in six government schools of methods (scuole di metodo

per Veducazione materna) which offer three-year courses, or in sum-

mer and other special courses, or in other institutions which provide

the necessary preparation. Since 1926 the Ministry has been author-

ized to sanction and aid recognized associations in conducting experi-

ments to differentiate the methods of instruction in the preparatory

and elementary stages and to train teachers.

As defined by the regulations, "the preparatory stage is recrea-

tional in character and aims to train the first manifestations of intel-

lect and character to the pupils/' Besides simple prayers the cur-

riculum includes singing of simple nursery and patriotic songs and

music, free gymnastic and rhythmic games and exercises, simple

exercises in manipulation, plastic and manual work, gardening and

care of domestic animals, elementary general information and cor-

rection of popular prejudices and superstitions, and reading, recita-

tion, and dramatization. The time-schedule, divided into thirty-

five brief periods per week is as follows:

Subjects:

Religion * i

Singing, free drawing, calligraphy, recitation 4
Elementary information and recreative intellectual occupations 6

Gardening, manual activities, domestic activities, physical
activities; and games, meals and hygienic care 24

35

The absence of formalism, the opportunities for experimentation,
and the interest of the committees of patronage (patronati scolasticf)

have placed the scuole materne among the most attractive institutions

in Italian education. It is in these schools that Lombardo-Radice's

insistence on the cultivation of the spirit of childhood, joy in life, and

joy in play is best illustrated. At present, however, only about one
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fourth of the children between the ages are provided for in pre-

schools.

Elementary schools. Elementary education until 1930 included

the lower stage of three years (carso inferiore), the upper stage of two

years (corso supenore), and the prevocational stage (corso integraMvo)

of two or three years. In 1930 the last stage, as already stated, was
transformed with the scuola complementare into the scuola di avvia-

mento al lawro and transferred to the secondary level The first two

stages are given in the graded schools (scuole classificate) ; the scuole

non classificate, or ungraded schools, are found mainly in rural areas

and offer, as a rule, only the lower stage. The maximum size of a class

according to the regulations is sixty; if this number is exceeded for

a period of two years, an additional teacher must be appointed or the

class divided and taught in alternate sessions.

The work of elementary schools is governed by the Royal Decree of

October i, 1923, No. 2185, incorporated in the Testo Unico (1928),

the regulations on the time-schedule, courses of study, methods

of instruction for elementary schools (Ordinamento^ November n f

1923), and the regulations on the courses of study in the mixed ele-

mentary rural schools (Ordinamento, January 21, 1924). The cur-

ricula are defined in general terms in the Code; that of the lower stage
includes the following subjects:

1. Prayers and fundamental ideas of Christianity, short and clear

sentences and stories of immediate bearing taken from the Scriptures and

especially from the Gospels, stories from sacred history, illustrations of the

Pater Noster^

2. Reading and writing

3., Elementary arithmetic and tie metric system-

4. Oral exercises in translation from dialect; easy exercises in written

composition; recitation of national hymns and poetry.

5. General information -with special provision for direct experiences in

agricultural and industrial work, knowledge of works of art, records, and
monuments.

6. Elementary geography.

7. In schools which do not have a higher stage, the history of the Risorgi-

mento up to the present.

The curriculum o*the upper stage continues to develop the work

begun in the lower and includes:-

' i. Readings on CathoJic mods and dogma based on the Ten Command-
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ments and the parables in the Gospel; principles of religious life and worship,
Sacraments and rites according to the Catholic creed and practices.

2. Reading of books useful as guides in the problems of home and society

3 History and geography, particularly of Italy, elementary notions and

reading about the structure geographical, administrative, agricultural,

industrial, commercial, banking, and employment conditions of those

countries to which the immigration of the locality is directed.

4. Elementary study and reading of the political organization, administra-

tion of justice, the duties and rights as man and citizen; elements of eco-

nomics.

5. Elementary arithmetic and geometry.
6. Elementary science; formation of collections of specimens obtained on

school journeys; hygiene.

7. Applied design.

8* Physical education.

The prevocational course (corso integrativd), which is retained

pending the reorganization introduced in 1930, continues the general

studies, and adds applied design, plastic work, elements of mechan-

ical work, elementary knowledge of electrical appliances for the

home, theory and practice of agriculture, fundaments of some manual

trade, elements and practice of seafaring, cooking, and domestic arts,

repairs, bookkeeping, and any other course approved by the prowedi-

tore (superintendent).

The courses of study and time-schedules issued on November n,
1923, were published, not as prescribed requirements, but as sugges-

tions (indicative), leaving to the teachers the task of drawing up the

courses for their own schools and classes.

The courses of study are intended to be suggestive only. They suggest to

the teacher the result which the State expects from his work in each school

year, leaving him free to use appropriate methods to attain it. For a number
of reasons these are always diverse and variable according to the real situa-

tion in which the teacher finds himself in a given school environment, and

according to the personal culture of the teacher and the special stamp which
he will have succeeded in the course of a watchful experience in giving to his

own spirit as an educator.

This freedom imposed upon the teachers the responsibility "of

constantly renewing their own culture, not with the aid of petty
manuals in which are collected the crumbs of knowledge, but at the

living fountains of the true culture of the people." And so too with

reference to the methods of instruction:

Each teacher must discover the methods of instruction, as a living norm,
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in himself aided by the study of those authors who have meditated on educa-

tion, or have given accounts of their spiritual experiences, or have developed

suggestive activities through the children, in whom the norms, though not

expressed, are at all times implicit. Above all, the teacher will perfect his

own instructional activity, living with warm enthusiasm the life of his

people, listening insatiably to the voices of the Great, already studied in the

years of professional preparation, and looking for new guides for his thfalpiTig

in good books not previously read. In this way jie will succeed in realizing

his progress and will bring into the school the vibrant echo of his study.

\ The three important features which the reform has sought to

emphasize are religious instruction, aesthetic training, and self-

expression andsetf-activity of the
pupils. \ According to the Code,

"instruction in the Christian doctrine according to the form hande^l
down in Catholic tradition is the foundation and crown of elementary
education in all its stages." Gentile's emphasis on religious instruc-

tion as the search of the spirit for the eternal, the beginnings in the

elementary stage of philosophy, has been explained earlier- Neither

he nor his associates intended to emphasize dogmatic teaching: this

was brought about later as a result of the Concordat with the Vatican

in 1929 (see Chapter IV) . Teachers are not required to give religious

instruction unless they can do so with a clear conscience. In any
case, those who do give it must be approved by the ecclesiastical

authorities, whose approval is also required for the textbooks which

are used.

^Esthetic education is not limited to art instruction, but must

inspire every lesson. From the point of view of the philosophy of

Gentile and of Lombardo-Radice, it means the slow groping for per-

fection through self-expression. It dominates in particular the work

in language and literature, in singing and music, in play, and, of

course, in art-
\ Perhaps the most characteristic feature in all Italian

elementary schools today is the illustrated diary_which pupils above

the first class are required to keep, and the illustrated monthly and

annual composition. The suggestions for diaries of pupils in the

third year (ages 8-9) include the following topics: Descriptions of all

events in the life of the school with free comments, such as notes of

lessons, excuses for absence, praise and reproval received, difficulties

overcome, records of stories told by the teacher, descriptions of

games, interesting facts about the school, notable events and celebra-

tions. In the higher classes this content is supplemented with ac-

counts of books read. The diaries must be illustrated. One form of
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diary which is widespread is the Calendario alia Montesca, or daily

illustrated records of observations of nature (weather, plants, flowers,

farming, etc.) which was first elaborated in the schools of La Montesca

and RovigHano in Citta di Castello (Umbria), established for the chil-

dren of farmers on the estates of Alice and Leopold Franchetti in

1901. The Calendario, because it is more systematic, provides for a

closer relation to life than the diary which is left to the spontaneity

of the pupils and which too frequently becomes formal and inept

through repetition and uncritical in selection. The Calendario, with-

out encroaching on the free expression of the pupils, has the advan-

tage of defining the scopa of their observation and activity.

1 Instruction in singing progresses from simple nursery and folk and

patriotic songs to the study of music, intonation, proper use of the

voice and expression, and choral singing. Art work is closely as-

sociated with all other subjects with a strong emphasis on free ex-

pression in line and color; in the last three classes the study of artistic

masterpieces is introduced. The same principle is followed in the

teaching of language and literature; while grammar and the study of

words are not neglected, the free expression of the pupils is encour-

aged in oral and written practice; in the selection of reading, teachers

are urged to introduce the pupils to the "voices of the Great," to the

masterpieces of literature, "for the greatest authors are always the

most simple" and bring the reader into harmony with the spirit of

humanity; but this does not mean that the literary expression of the

people, their folklore and dialect, should be ignored. As was pointed
out in Chapter IV, every school is required to have a library main-

tained by the contributions of the pupils, the communes, and other

associations. History and geography are limited in the main to the

study of Italy and the region in which^the school is located; in the

fifth year the course in history includes the study of the great heroes

of Italian history painters, sculptors, architects, scientific dis-

coverers, the Italian army and navy, the World War, the develop-
ment of public services in Italy, the condition of labor, and the na-

tional resources as compared with other countries.

jJTwo other courses leave room for a variety of activities and the

introduction of the elementary sciences there are nozioni varie

(general information) and occupazioni intdlettuali recreativi (recrea-

tional intellectual activities). The former give a large place to

hygiene and relations to parents, to the school, to fellow-pupils, and
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much of the information included under the term "social studies" in

American schools. In the fifth dass the nozioni varie are divided into

scienze fisiche e naturali e nozioni organichi di igiene (physical and
natural sciences and organic notions of hygiene) and nozioni di

dintto e di economica (elements of government and economics). The
first of these courses is intensely concrete and practical, including in

hygiene simple descriptions of the anatomy and physiology of the

human body and lessons on health, with visits to laundries, bakeries,

factories, hospitals, hygiene laboratory, and athletic clubs. The
course in physical and natural sciences is more concerned with giving
the pupils some notion of their place in modern society the mineral

resources of the country, hydro-electric power, climate and thermal

stations, application of chemistry to industry, and botany and

agricultural development.

^ Recreative intellectual activities aim to train the pupils in the art

of play and healthy leisure occupations indoor games, charades,

riddles, story-telling, folklore and traditions in dialect. Every sub-

ject of the curriculum geography, history, arithmetic, manual

activities is drawn upon and their recreational uses are indicated.

The development of school journeys and of regional studies contrib-

ute to the same end and help to keep the work of the schools in dose

touch with realities.

Educational experiments. Not only are freedom of adaptation

and activity of the pupils emphasized in all the regulations, but

schools may obtain special permission to undertake experiments.

By the Royal Decree-Law of February, 1926, No. 206, the Minister

of Education may authorize associations, which are in his judgment

competent for the task, to organize semi-annual or annual courses to

experiment with different methods in elementary education. Such

courses may be granted state subsidies. Teachers who wish to take

such courses must already hold the official certificates of capacity to

teach and must also have had a number of years of experience.

Those who receive the diplomas granted at the end of such courses

may receive appointments in experimental schools. Many such

schools have been officially recognized and conduct their experiments

under the supervision of inspectors. Educational experimentation is

not new in Italy; that of the Sisters Agazzi has already been men-

tioned, while Montessori's work is known all over the world. The

schools of La Montesca and Rovigliano in Citta di Castello, estab-
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lished in 1901 by Alice and Leopold Franchetti for the children of

agricultural laborers, developed an interesting program especially

adapted to children living in a rural environment. La Scuola Rin-

novata or La Rinnova (known also as Ghisolfa, from the district in

Milan where the school is located) was established by Madame

Giuseppina Pizzigoni in 1911, as a public experimental school built

upon the activities and experiences of the pupils, emphasizing work

in the open, manual occupations, play and games; the school car-

ries the pupils from the preparatory stage up to the close of the

compulsory attendance period and in the last years provides pre-

vocational training in well-equipped shops. Madame Pizzigoni suc-

ceeded in developing a real school colony with spacious buildings,

extensive playgrounds, and a swimming-pool; besides providing a

hygienic environment and supplying meals to the pupils, Madame

Pizzigoni added an adequate system of medical inspection. The

various cultural associations (see Chapter IV) and other private

organizations have been responsible for experimentation in rural

schools. Open-air schools, the earliest of which was the Trotter

School in Milan, have been increased in numbers not only for phys-

ically defective children but for all.
1

The spirit of experimentation and innovation is undoubtedly in the

air in the Italian elementary schools, inspired not only by the new
tendencies in educational theory, which in a sense Italy shares with

other countries, but also by a realization of the new task imposed

upon the school by the Fascist Revolution. Educational experi-

mentation requires, however, teachers who are better prepared than

those whose task is prescribed by government regulations. Despite
the emphasis on the new spirit in education, on freedom for the pupils,

the discipline still remains formal and mechanical; except in the

preparatory stage, there is not that freedom of movement which is

expected in the new schools. There is in fact a real conflict between
the new theory and the Fascist emphasis on discipline. The teacher

brought up under one tradition changes to the new with some diffi-

culty, with the result that even the "free" diary and composition
become stilted, formal, and mechanical.

Textbooks. /The Italian teacher's freedom is still restricted in two
directions. Efehas no voice in selecting textbooks and state examina-

1 For other experimental schools see Ferriere, A , VAube de VEcdU seretne en ltdte (Paris,

1927)-
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tions have been retained. No textbook may be used which has not

been approved by the Ministry of Education and included in its

official list. All publishers and authors are required to submit five

copies of each book for examination by special commissioners; the

fee for such examination is 120 lire. The critical reports on books

which are approved are published; unfavorable reports are trans-

mitted on request to the publishers and authors concerned. The
influence of this system was particularly noticeable in the new and

revised editions of the history textbooks which were published about

1928; all contained additional chapters written in almost identical

form on the part played by Italy in the World War, her victories, the

Fascist Revolution, and tie work of II Duce. In other words, text-

book-writing is governed by the suggested course of study issued by
the Ministry. In 1927 the Government undertook to publish its

own series of elementary school textbooks, on the plea that in this

way the cost of books could be kept down at a time of economic

stringency. At the opening of the twenty-eighth session of Parlia-

ment* the King pronounced the hbro del Stato as the "indispensable

instrument for the revival of culture and national education." The

pupils purchase their own textbooks, poor pupils receiving assistance

from the cassa scolastica and the patronato scolastico (see Chapter

IV). The fact that uniformity of textbooks militates against the

development of freedom of instruction does not seem to have been

raised. Copies of approved textbooks must be deposited in the

office of the fromeditore.

Examinations. During the five years of the elementary course

(corso inferiors and corso superiore) pupils are promoted to the sec-

ond, third, and fifth class on the basis of their records (scrwtinid),

and tests conducted by the teachers in the last week of the school

year; promotion to the fourth that is, from the lower to the

upper stage is based on an examination conducted by a com-

mittee consisting of the supervisor (direttore didattico) or a delegate

appointed by him, the class teacher, and another teacher specially

selected for the purpose, j Pupils who on their records or in the

examinations are deficient in more than two subjects may take

another examination at the beginning of the following school year

and be promoted if they pass. Pupils who are educated at

home or in private schools are required to submit to examinations,

also conducted by special committees, for the certificates of ele-
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mentary education, which consist of (i) certificate of promotion or

admission to the different classes, (2) certificate of the lower grade
on completing the third year; and (3) certificate of elementary studies

(certificate di compimento) at the end of the fifth year. Where the

corsi integrafovi (sixth to eighth year) are provided, pupils are pro-

moted to the sixth year by examination, and on the successful comple-
tion of the course, receive a certificate indicating that they have

completed the period of compulsory attendance required by the law;

this certificate (certificate di adempimento delVobbhgo scolastico) serves

as a labor permit (di specwle ideomtd al lawro). Pupils who reach

the age of fourteen without having completed the whole course may
receive on request a certificate indicating the stage that they have

reached. Every pupil, whether in public or private schools, is re-

quired to provide himself annually with a record book (pagella

scolastica) in which are recorded his attendance, promotions, and

success in examinations. In 1929-30 a total of 3,633,115 pupils

(1,915,329 boys and 1,717,786 girls) were examined, of whom 2,678,

740 pupils (1,382,140 boys and 1,296,600 girls), or 74 per centr were

promoted. In the scrutinio and in the examinations, pupils are

given one of four marks: unsatisfactory, satisfactory, good, praise-

worthy (insufficiente, sufficiente, buono, lodevole), and are passed on

the last three marks only.

Time-schedule. The time-distribution of subjects in the elemen-

tary school suggested in the regulations is as follows:

I n HE IV V PREVOCATIONAL

Religion... . .. iX i# 2 22 2

Singing, free drawing, calligra-

phy, recitation . 2# 2# 4 5 5 3
Reading, writing, and language 76554 3
Spelling ... 2 2

Arithmetic, geometrical de-

sign, bookkeeping 44433 2
General information, and rec-

reational activities .44411 i

Gardening, manual work, ^

household arts, physical
training and play, meals, and
hygiene care . . 654 44

Physical and natural sciences,

hygiene . . .... 2 2 3
History and geography 33 2

Elementary government and
economics . ... i i

Vocational work . . .... 8

Total ^F 25" "25 "27*25" aj
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Physical education. It will be noticed that physical training and

play are not given a separate place in the time-schedule. The promo-
tion of physical education, which is strongly stressed by the Fascist

authorities, was at first placed under the supervision of a special as-

sociation (Ente Nazionak di Educazione Fisica), by a decree issued

in 1927 its organization and administration were placed under the

care of the Opera Nazionde Balitta, which in turn became an official

branch of the Ministry of National Education in 1929. Under the

regulations issued by the Opera Balitta four periods of half an hour

each were assigned to physical exercises in the third, fourth, and

fifth years, and two periods a week of an hour each in the sixth,

seventh, and eighth years and in secondary schools. The organiza-

tion and supervision of physical training were placed in the hands

of the provincial and communal committees acting through a

director and office of physical education and sports, which draw up
courses and train elementary school teachers for this branch of the

school work. In addition, special teachers of physical education

and sports are trained in a three-year course in the Scuola Superiore

Fascista in Rome. In addition to direct physical training, the di-

rectors are required to see that facilities for sports and athletics

are made accessible in every locality, that school excursions and

exercises in the open are arranged, and that pupils are entered for

athletic and gymnastic competitions and exhibitions.

Opera Balilla. It is through the far-reaching work of the Opera
Nazionale Balilla perhaps more than through direct instruction in

the dassroom that the synthesis between education and nationalism

as defined by the Fascist authorities is accomplished. For besides

being the recruiting and training organisation for the Fascist Party,

the Opera BaKUa through its members and through the great variety

of its activities,
1 in and out of school, exercises a determining in-

fluence on the patriotic and national development of youth. Open
to boys from the age of right to the age of eighteen, the Opera

BdhUa recruits the majority of its members from pupils in the elemen-

tary schools. Thus in 1930 there were 981,947 boys between the

ages of eight and fourteen in the junior branch technically known as

BaMla and 371,529 youths between fourteen and eighteen in the

senior branch, Avanguardisti. The section for girls had in the jun-

ior branch, Piccole Italiane, girls from six to twelve, had 670,183
1 These were described in Chapter IV
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members and 98,000 girls in the senior branch (Giovani Italiane).

From the point of view of national education, the Opera Baklla, with

its symbolism, its uniform, its military organization and discipline,

its provision of the many-sided opportunities
for outdoor life, and its

emphasis on religious devotion, morarcharaqter,3Lnd duty, is a power-

ful instrument for national unity, which,
vin

%rnany respects, trans-

cends the influence of the schools. On the surface* the organized and

disciplined activities of the Opera Balilla seem to be diametrically

opposed to the philosophy with which Gentile sought to inspire

Italian education. Actually, the contradiction is only superficial

and the difference is one of methods. What Gentile and his col-

laborators hoped to secure by free activity and expression the

reconciliation of the spirit of the individual with the spirit of the

absolute, for practical purposes the State, and of his will with the will

of others, defined in Italy by the Fascist Party the Opera Balitla

as the active agent of the Party secures by direct action, training,

indoctrination, and discipline. Gentile directed his attention to the

process, Opera Balilla to the result, and with both man becomes free

in so far as he recognizes the authority of the State.

Conclusion. The significance of the Italian reform in education

lies in the congruence of the two directions upon which it is based

the philosophical and the political or national which give educa-

tion a unity which it never enjoyed before 1923. Despite the control

of a strong political ideal, the Italian system illustrates how much

scope can still be left for free experimentation and differentiation.

One may disagree with the critical attitude of contemporary Italian

leaders on what are regarded as the essentials of professional prepara-
tion time will indicate the modifications which must be introduced

but the reform has already shown what a body of teachers, in-

spired by a potent ideal, can accomplish. As contrasted with those

countries in which scientific experimentation in education is re-

garded as holding the key to progress, Italian education stands out

because of its emphasis on the educand as a whole personality
or a spirit in process of development and growth rather than as a
bundle of nervous connections to be trained; against the analytical
method which claims to experiment without a dear concept of a goal
defined by the environment in which it serves, Italian education* is a
constant protest. By a curious paradox, the process of education

is defined in terms which axe almost similar by the idealists in Italy
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and the pragmatists in the United States; they part company, how-

ever, when the pragmatist refuses to define the ends of individual

growth and the idealist finds them in the Fascist State.

5. RUSSIA

Theory of Soviet education. The educational reform of the -

Soviet Revolution represents a blend of revolutionary educational

theories which had already been current in Russia for at least half

a century earlier, of the new educational philosophy of freedom and

activity, and of the control of education in the interests of the new
social order. Many of the ideas which have been put into practice

or incorporated into theory since the Revolution had been enunciated

by the leading Russian educational theorists of the nineteenth

century: V. V. Belinsky and N. I. Pirogov, with their emphasis on

educating the individual as a man; K, D. Ushinsky, who insisted on

the importance of national culture as the basis of instruction, sug-

gested the outlines of the "complex" method, and laid the founda-

tions of a science of education; Leo N. Tolstoy, who preached the

doctrine of absolute freedom in education, and S. N. l^uvenko and

P. A. KropotMn, who placed labor in the center of the educative

process." In ^905, S. T. Shatsky inaugurated an experimental

school in Moscow based on his observations in the United States,

and six years later, having moved the school to the country, he re-

organized it on the basis of domestic and agricultural activities, dose

relationship to economic life, and self-activity and responsibility.

The control of education by the State and by the Orthodox Church

prevented any extensive application of the new education in the

schools. Something else, however, was lacking a social order in

which the new education would have real meaning.

This meaning was provided by the Revolution and the principles

upon which it was based. Its permanent success depended upon a

close articulation between the schools, the new order, and the

Communist ideology. In the first place, all education must be -

politicized; in the words of Lenin, "Our task in the School world is

to overthrow the bourgeoisie, and we declare openly that the school,

apart from life, a^artlrom politics, is a lie and hypocrisy." For

educational purposes this principle was elaborated by the educational

leaders of the Revolution, Lunacharsky, Pokrovski, Pinkevitch,

Shatsky, and Krupskaya, and in a measure by others, such as
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Blonsky and Kalashnikov, who were not so clearly identified with

Communism. Education can only have meaning, is the central

contention of this group, in so far as it is identified with the social

environment in which it functions and to which it contributes. The

dominant interests of the Revolution are those of the workers,

soldiers, and peasants. The function of the school is to prepare the

future builders of socialist society and champions of the ideals of

the proletariat, and this function can only be carried out successfully

to tie extent that the educative process is directly oriented toward

labor, nature, and society, which provide the content of instruction.

Only through looking at these three elements as a complex can the

unity of education be preserved, a principle which is synthesized in

Marx's definition of education:

By education we mean three things: first, mental education; second, physi-
cal training as given in schools by means of gymnastics and military training;

and third, technical education which introduces the prospective worker to

the general principles of all the processes of production and at the same time

gives to children practical information regarding the use of various working
tools.1

Only through labor, nature, and society can the school give

reality to education and direct it to the ultimate aim, the acceptance
of the ideology of the new order, which rests upon productive ac-

tivity and collectivism of the proletariat. Hence the 'school is

definitely an instrument of indoctrination, a vehicle for inculcating

the principles_ofCommuTiism. To the extent that this principle is

accepted can freedom in"working out the aim of education be toler-

ated and the development of the individual through his own ac-

tivities and participation be permitted. The aim of education is

thus defined, not in terms of an abstract philosophy, but in ac-

cordance with the paramount claims of the social order.

The major aim of general instruction [says Pinkevitch] is the development
of an outlook upon the world. This involves the introduction of the individ-

ual to an understanding and evaluation of the entire cultural heritage of the

present time Our socialistic understanding and Marxian evaluation will of
course differ fundamentally from those of the bourgeoisie We must educate
warriors for socialism who dearly understand the problems of their class and
are able to evaluate independently all of the most important expressions of
the contemporary culture. This does not mean that we make no allowances

1
Quoted in Kokevitch, A P, The New Education tn the Sonet Republic, p 193 (New

York, John Day Co , 1929)
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for the needs of individual development. We dream of a man fully equipped
with all the knowledge of the present day and to whom all that is truly beau-

tiful is near, we dream of an active, strong man, struggling through the revo-

lutionary classes of contemporary society for a realization of ideals which

throughout the world will bring peace and happiness to all mankind. Such a

conception of the aim of general instruction in no way contradicts the aim of

professional instruction. . . A man must have an allround education and at

the same time know well some particular specialty.
1

The ideal Communist citizen, which it is the task of education to

mould, is thus described by Professor Thomas Woody:

The new citizen believes in, and can justify by Marxian dialectic, the dic-

tatorship of the Communist Party, or as is generally said, the dictatorship of

the Proletariat He is militant in his defense and advocacy of it. He must
be an activist. Though it seems a paradox at first glance, he is to be class-

conscious; yet he is to become, at the same time, a classless mind. He be-

lieves in universal labor, holds the laborer in high regard, and the exploiter in

greatest contempt. His mind must be secular (dominated by science) and

atheistic, political, collectivistic, and non-nationalistic, and positively interna-

tional. He must be healthy in the physical sense, a sound mind in a sound

body It is to be a sexless mind, i.e., recognizing no preferences based on
sex. He who possesses these is the new man.2

Hete are enunciated clear, definite, and unmistakable aims and

ideals to be attained, by comparison with which the aims of edu-

cation as usually stated, "development of character," "training of

personality," "training of citizens," "imparting of culture," and

even the innumerable objectives which are set up by American

education without relation to a dominant aim, pale into insignifi-

cance as vague and intangible. Soviet education sets up a definite

pattern according to which the individual is to be moulded, and

because the school is constantly kept in close touch with its en-

vironment and is constantly under the supervision of the official

and unofficial control of the constituted authorities and of members

of the Party. From this pattern are derived all the ends cultural,

spiritual, intellectual, moral, and physical of education, and in

turn unity of purpose is derived from it. Religious training has, of

course, been banned with religion and the schools are dominated by
another form of orthodoxy the politico-economic. Moral and

ethical training based on religious and absolutist concepts has been

2
Pinkevitch, op c# , p. 28.

3 Woody, Thomas, Nem Minds: New Men? p 42 (New York, MarmlllaTi Co*, 1932).
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discarded as bourgeois practice, and its place has been taken by
"proletarian class norms in the way in which we see them in the

concrete historic environment of today" (Pinkevitch). The whole

of education is dominated by dialectic materialism, the concept that

the history of mankind can only be explained in terms of its economic

development and changes in the methods of production and ex-

change* An existing society cannot be changed through the school,

but the school must reflect society as it is and be intimately related

to contemporary life, which in the new social order derives its sig-

nificance only in the light of the collective activity and production of

the proletariat.

From the point of view of a science of education, to which Russian

educators have made extensive contributions through the centers

for scientific research in Moscow and Leningrad, corroboration is

furnished in the emphasis which is placed upon nurture or environ-

ment as a potent educative force. Education thus becomes the

process of
"
conditioning" the pupil. And this the Soviet school has

undertaken to achieve by surrounding him with an environment,
material and intellectual, to which he can respond only in one way.
The strength of Soviet education lies in the absence of a break in

gauge, in a consistency of methods and ends, which was only par-

tially achieved in the Jesuit and in the pre-War Prussian systems.

ORGANIZATION OF ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

Pre-schools. Since education is regarded as one of the strongest

influences in the development and perpetuation of the new social

order, it should begin at as early a stage as possible. Infancy and
childhood are the most important periods in the life of the individual.

Unable to carry out one of the fundamental ideas of Communism, the

training and education of children from their earliest infancy in state

institutions, the new order has sought to achieve the same end as

nearly as possible by establishing institutions cr&ches, children's

homes, nurseries in which infants can be left during the day. Such
institutions serve two ends the early physical and social training of

children and the emancipation of women of the working classes to

take their place side by side with men. Here the infants are provided
with a healthy environment, are fed, are surrounded with didactic

materials, acquire their first social training through their playmates,
and begin to engage in socially useful labor in so far as they can help
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to keep the school clean, to look after themselves, and develop certain

habits of responsibility.

In the kindergartens, which follow the infant stage, the children

begin to participate actively in building up their own lives through

socially useful labor and the establishment of close associations be-

tween the school and contemporary life. At this stage, the formal

educational influences begin through labor, nature, and society. The

pupils engage in activities which are imitative of the work of adults,

are trained in collectivistic habits, and develop their powers through
creative pursuits. Fairy tales have been banned as relics of bour-

geois class conflict and folk stories as survivals of superstitions, and

their place has been taken by an extensive children's literature closer

to the realities and the materialism of the day Even toys have been

transformed into miniature reproductions of tools and instruments

used by adults. The curriculum includes nature study, talks, and

stories which give the pupils concrete understanding of the Me about

them, reading, writing, arithmetic, play, music, and art.

Before the close of the pre-school period, at about the age of eight,

children become eligible for membership in Oktiabrata (Octobrists),

the organization which represents the first stage in the training of fu-

ture members of the Communist Party and which Hnlrs the young
child with the organizations for his older brothers and sisters, the

Pioneers and the Komsomols (League of Communist Youth). But

membership in the Octobrists means more than this; it means, so far

as the intelligence of the children permits, the recognition of conse-

cration to a cause and active work in the school and out of it in its

interests. The, task set before the Octobrists by Lenin was as follows :

"First, and most important, constantly help the workers and

peasants in their struggle; second, study; third, and last, make strong

your own organization."
x

Elementary education. Compulsory education, where schools are

available, begins at the age of eight and continues up to the age of

twelve. Elementary education is given the first four years of the uni-

fied labor school of seven or nine years, which, it is hoped, will in tune

be attended by all children between the ages of eight and seventeen.3

The unified labor school is free, secular, and coeducational, and it is

requiredbylaw to be open 190 days in the country areas and 205 days

r Woody, Thomas, op. cit , p. 114.

* The statistics of pie-schools and elementary schools have been given in Chapter IV
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in the cities for from four- to six-hour periods a day; in 1928 the

average number of days on which schools were open in twelve coun-

tries was 155.5 days *& the rural districts and 180 days in the cities.

From what has preceded, the aim of the elementary school is clear;

it is to give instruction in knowledge and habits and education in the

broadest meaning of the term sense training, development of

native abilities, intelligence and will, the cultivation of an outlook on

the world definitely based on class consciousness. Knowledge and

information are, however, not the main ends but incidental outcomes

from the study of labor, nature, and society directed to the social

revolution. At the center of all activities stands socially useful

labor, both in send oufof school, which gives the Soviet school its

polytechnical nature, thus defined by Krupskaya:

This does not mean a school in which one studies several trades, but rather

a school where children learn to understand the essence of the laboring proc-

esses, the substance of labor activity of the people, and the conditions of

success in work. It is a school where children learn to know the extent of

their powers.
1

The program of the kbor school was indicated in 1918, worked out

by the State Scientific Council in the Commissariat of Education, and

issued in 1923. The method of organization of the course of study is

that known as the complex (Gesamtunterricht in Germany, integrated

instruction in the United States), but differing from the German and

American practices in being directly related to those major phases of

human life nature, labor, and society. In other words, instead of

"organizing the curriculum in the traditional fashion, by subjects, the

course of study is developed round central themes related to the

phases indicated. The general outline of the curriculum is indicated

in the following scheme: a

GRADE NATURE

i Seasons.

2 Air, water, soil. Na-
ture and care of cul-

tivated plants and
jL-mmfl.1jg which sur-

round man.

1
Quoted in Pinkevitch, op.eit,p 200.

LABOR

Immediately sur-

rounding labor life of

both village and city

family.

Labor life of village or

city block in which
child lives.

SOCIETY

Family and
school.

Social institu-

tions of village

and city.

* As given in Pinkevitch, op tit , p 305
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GRADE NATURE

3 Elementary observa-

tions (information)
in physics and chem-

istry, nature of local

region, life of human
body.

4 Geography of Russia

and other countries.

Life of human body.

LABOR

Economics of local re-

gion.

State economy of

Russian Republic and
other countries.

483

SOCIETY

Provincial social

institutions.

Picture of past
of one's own

country.

Organization of

State in Russia

and other coun-

tries. Pictures

of past of hu-

manity.

The curriculum is centered around the three major themes, which,
when divided into a large number of themes and topics, become the

course of study, as illustrated in the following analysis:
x

COUNTRY SCHOOL TOWN SCHOOL

First Year

1. The first steps in school.

2. The protection of health.

3. Life and labor of a family hi the

autumn.

4* Preparation for the winter, and
life and labor in the winter.

5. The coming of spring, and spring
work.

1. The first steps in school.

2. Family work in autumn.

3. The protection of health. Par-

ticipation in the celebration of

the Anniversary of the October

Revolution

4. Preparation for the winter and
winter work. Participation in

the celebration of Lenin's Day.

5. Life and labor in the winter.

6. The approach of spring and

preparation for spring work. Par-

ticipation in the May Day cele-

bration.

7. Spring work. Participation of

the children in spring work.

8. Participation in the examination.

Exhibition of the school

Second Year

i. Children's life and labor in the i. Children's life and labor in the

summer, and the beginning of summer*

autumn work in the school

1 Educational Yearbook, 1927, of the International Institute, Teachers College, Columbia

University, PP* 3^4& (New York, 1928).
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COUNTRY SCHOOL

2. Autumn work in the village Par-

ticipation in the celebration of the

October Revolution

3. The protection of health in the

family and in the village.

4. Village life and labor in the win-

ter.

5. The beginning of spring work and

preparation for spring work Par-

ticipation in the May Day fes-

tivity.

6. Spring work in villages Account

of work done during the school

years and plans for the summer.

TOWN SCHOOL

2. The town in the autumn.

3. The protection of health in the

family and in the town.

4. Life and labor in towns.

5 Spring, and spring work.

Third Year

The town' The town and its en-

virons The labor of the town,
commerce and cultural life of the

town.

The village: Cultivation of fields,

manure, seasons of fruit, sowing

The work of the group

spnng and summer: Work on the

piece of land belonging to the

school. Rivers and lakes, the

woods in the spring; the meadows

1. The village' Harvest and agricul-

tural produce, the village and en-

virons, local trades, village life,

and village organizations
2. Town and village: Factories and

works, city life. The cultural life

hi town and village.

3. Spring in the village and the work

of the peasant: Tilling land; rivers

and lakes in the spnng; the mea-

dows, beehives. Participation of

the school in the May Day festiv-

ity. Account of the work done

during the year.

Fourth Year

i. The Union of Soviet Republics. The earth as a sphere. Climate. The
place of nature and labor in rural economy in our country. Rural econ-

omy in different localities of U S.S R. Accounts of agriculture in other

countries. The northern borders of U.S.S.R. The southern borders of

U.S.S.R The industries of U.S.S R. The origin of U.S.S.R. The gov-
ernment of U S.S.R. The Communist Party. The relation between im-

portant foreign states (Germany, England, France, and the United

States).

a. The care of the Soviet Government for improvement in the standard of

life of the workers of U S S R.

3. Topics from other work done during the four years.

In the earlier suggestions for carrying out the work of the unified

school on the basis of the complex, it was intended that the so-called
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fundamental subjects reading, writing, and arithmetic be

taught incidentally. As it was proved in practice that this could not

be done or that these subjects were taught surreptitiously, the time-

schedules were modified and special lessons in them were introduced.

The "complex" scheme does, however, provide for social education

through labor and the study of contemporary life, for music and

rhythmic activities, for art, and for physical training. The study
of nature leads over gradually to the study of science as furnishing
the materialistic explanation of life and the instrument of social

and industrial progress.

The most effective influences of the school are exercised, not so

much through actual instruction, which is important in itself and

follows the methods of the new education, but through the provision
of opportunities for self-organization and self-government, school

excursions to factories, museums, public institutions, and the inti-

mate relationship with the junior organizations of the Communist

Party the Pioneers and the Komsomols. Commissions of the

pupils are organized for sanitary, economic, cultural, and record pur-

poses in each class and for each school and culminate in student

councils responsible for the general interests of the school as a whole.

Clubs and circles may be established for a variety of purposes. The
most active spirits in the schools from the point of view of the Com-
munist order are the Pioneers, members of the Children's Organiza-

tion of Young Pioneers, who are admitted into the organization at

the age of ten and continue until they are sixteen. Before admission

to membership they must serve a period of probation and prove their

sincerity and understanding of Pioneer ideals. In relation to the

school of which he is a member, the Pioneer is a recognized leader.

Distinguished by his badge, tie, and salute, the law of his group calls

upon him to assume such leadership and be an example to his com-

rades:

He will not avoid those who stand apart but go to them, try to draw them
into his work and acquaint them with the organization. In school the Pio-

neer must actively share in school life, support discipline, and drawothers into

dub activities, circles and games; arrange meetings and explain the tasks and

purposes of Pioneers and especially the commands of our leader and

teacher, Comrade Lenin.1

As leader, he must stand out as an example in his studies, in his

1 Quoted m Woody, Thomas, op. oti^ p. no.
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physical life, and in helpfulness to others; as a future Party member
he must be an activist. Constantly under the eyes of his comrades

and under the direction and leadership of a member of the next

higher organization in the hierarchy, the Komsomols, the Pioneer is

an active instrument of socio-political education in his school and a

constant reminder that the school must be a part of contemporary

life, an institution which is an extension of the new social order of

government in the interests of the proletariat.

It is this social status of the school in the Soviet Republic which

gives it life and meaning. In theory, at any rate, it seeks to carry

out the principle that education is life and not a preparation for

life in a more real sense than in other countries where this principle

has been adopted. In practice the school may lag behind the theory,

but only because the teachers until recently have either been luke-

warm in their allegiance to the new education or inadequately pre-

pared for the new task assigned to them. This much may, however,
be said, that the Soviet ideology and Soviet educational theory con-

stitute an unbroken circle, that it does not shrink from the acceptance

of education as indoctrination,
1 even while it accepts the principle

of freedom and respect for individual development, that it recognizes

and utilizes every formative influence which will mould the future

citizen into a loyal member of the social order. That school prac-

tices may be open to criticism may be true, but the magnificence of

the whole concept upon which education is based and which takes

one back to Plato's Republic can only be criticized when democracies

have set before themselves the concept of social education which

will be the moral equivalent of the Soviet Republic.
2

6. UNITED STATES

History. The elementary school in the United States is today
what it has always been intended to be the common school of all

1 If M Bin's New Russia's Pnmer, translated by Counts, G S., and Lodge, N (New
York, 1031), is a good sample of the modern Russian textbook, Russian educators have dis-

covered a more effective and more powerful technique for indoctrination than the Prussian

pre-War elementary school teachers employed See Alexander, T , Prussian Elementary
Schools (New York, 1918)

a
According to a leading article in Pravda, August 29, 1932 (translated by Mrs N. P.

Lodge), the Central Committee of the Communist Party is critical of the work of the

schools, both elementary and secondary, which have failed to give a thorough training in

sutyect-matter and to train the pupils intellectually and morally. The Committee recom-
mends more attention to subjects as such, to systematic teaching, to the use of textbooks,
and to greater flexibility of methods, and places upon principals and teachers greater re-

sponsibility for the maintenance of discipline among pupils
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the people, with the exception of the very small number whose chil-

dren attend private schools The idea of a public elementary school

had been incorporated in American traditions as early as 1642 when
in Massachusetts parents and masters were required to teach chil-

dren to read, a provision which was changed in 1647, by the "Old

Beluder Satan" Law, into a requirement that every town of fifty

householders must appoint a teacher to give instruction in reading

and writing. After many vicissitudes and amendments increasing

the penalty for failure to establish schools, the law was virtually a

dead letter when the Republic was established. From this time on

the political motive for providing schools was substituted for the

religious; the schools were to promote solidarity, freedom, and good

citizenship.

Although seven States provided in their constitutions for the crea-

tion of systems of public education, nearly a generation elapsed be-

fore public elementary schools began to be established in considerable

numbers. Public consciousness was aroused as in England by the

development of Sunday schools, the organization of philanthropic

associations for the establishment of schools, the rise of Lancasterian

schools, and the creation of societies to conduct propaganda in favor

of public education. No small part was played in arousing public

opinion by workingmen's associations and by public-spirited citizens

DeWitt Clinton, Lyman Beecher, Calvin E. Stowe, James G.

Carter, Horace Mann, Henry Barnard, and many others. The char-

acteristics of the public school were that it must be free, common to

all without class distinctions, non-sectarian, supported by public

taxation, and supervised by the public authorities.

The task which confronted the leaders was not always simple.

Opposition had to be overcome to the idea of the non-sectarian

schools, to the abolition of tuition, to the levy of taxes for education,

and to the introduction of state control over education. The rise of

the common people during and following the Jacksonian era, the

development of urban centers consequent on the expansion of indus-

trial enterprises, and the gradual increase in the number of immi-

grants were factors, which, besides the active propaganda of educa-

tional and civic leaders, gradually broke down the opposition. By
the middle of the century in some States, and after the Civfl War in

others, the principle of the public elementary school was generally

accepted.
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During the first stage in the evolution of the public elementary

school there were no definite principles governing either the length

of the course or its content. Starting with the three R's, the curricu-

lum was gradually expanded, as the pupils increased in number and

age, the elementary school was divided into primary, intermediate

and grammar schools or into primary and grammar schools. To the

earlier subjects there were added geography, grammar, composition,

history, and music. Following the division of schools into stages, the

grades themselves were slowly divided into classes until by the middle

of the century there emerged the public elementary school with

seven (generally in the South), eight (the normal type), and nine

(in New England) classes or grades. This development was, how-

ever, possible only in the larger centers of population; the survival

of the district system and the large rural population have militated

against the universal adoption of graded schools until the present

day, although efforts were made to grade the work of the ungraded

schools into eight divisions.

The progress of elementary education was determined in the second

half of the nineteenth century by the expansion of industry, the

gradual conquest of the frontier, the rapidly increasing number of

immigrants, and improvement in the means of communication. On
the educational side changes in the curriculum were influenced by
the development of normal schools, the introduction of Pestalozzian

methods, and the spread of Herbartian and Froebelian philosophy.

The curriculum continued to expand by the accretion of new sub-

jects drawing, manual work for boys and domestic arts for girls.

In general, however, there had not yet been formulated a distinc-

tively American philosophy of education adapted to the distinctively

American idea of the public elementary school.

It was not until the last decade of the nineteenth century that a

characteristically American attack on education began to be made.

To this there contributed the establishment of chairs of education in

universities and the development of departments or schools of educa-

tion, the organization of educational associations like the National

Education Association and the National Herbart Society, the begin-

nings of the child-study movement, and the work of such leaders as

Francis Parker and John Dewey. The rise of national consciousness

following the Spanish-American War and the rapid increase in na-

tional wealth combined with criticisms, which were leveled against
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every aspect of education from within the professional groups, led

to a period of unrest and transition which has not yet closed. From
the point of view of organization, it was felt that the break at the close

of eight years of elementary education was unsatisfactory in so far

as it postponed the beginning of secondary education to the age of

fourteen; this led to a movement for a six-year elementary school,

to be followed by three years in the junior and three years in the

senior high school. At the other end, the kindergarten, which was

rapidly being established as a part of the public school system, was
not integrally articulated with the early grades of the primary school.

The curriculum and methods of the elementary school were also sub-

jected to the criticism that they were formal and perpetuated anti-

quated processes, utterly unadapted to the life and needs of the child.

It was out of this setting that there emerged the problems which

still surround the development of the elementary school.

THE PRESENT SYSTEM

Provision of schools. It was pointed out above in Chapter V
that the control of education is vested in each State and that the

Federal Government, with certain reservations, does not exercise

any regulative authority over education. Each State delegates to

the local areas districts, towns, townships, and cities the power
to provide educational facilities under its supervision and with its

financial aid, the extent of which varies considerably in different

parts of the country. The provision of elementary schools is man-

datory in every State by legislative enactment, but the extent and

duration of elementary education varies from State to State and in

different parts of the same State; the elementary school may give

a six years' course articulated with the junior high school; more

generally the course is eight years in length; in the South the length

of the course is still seven years; in parts of Nciw England nine years.

It may or not be preceded by the kindergarten. There are still

about 160,000 schools, in which the pupils are ungraded and are

taught by a single teacher; this situation, which means a denial of

equality of opportunity, has been remedied by the establishment

of consolidated schools to which the pupils are transported daily.

Between the ungraded and the graded schools six classes or

more with their own teachers there are schools with two or more

teachers. There thus exists a great variety in the opportunities
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even within the field of elementary education: magnificent buildings

in one area may be matched by hovels in others; in one area the pub-

lic school system may provide opportunities from the kindergarten

up to entrance to college or even beyond, while another has only an

ungraded, one-room school taught by a teacher with slight qualifica-

tions, the average number of days of school attendance in 1928

ranged from 98.1 days to 171 days in the year, and the percentage of

average attendance from 67.1 per cent to 92.3 per cent; the average

cost for current expenditures per pupil in average daily attendance

varied from $34.35 to $144.56, while the amount per pupil for capital

outlays ranged from $2.77 to more than $30 for the country as a

whole, and in city systems from $25.57 per pupil for all current ex-

penses to $216.77. There is thus an absence of uniformity in stand-

ards, quantity, and quality in the American elementary schools and

in the further absence of a central controlling agency All that can

be attempted in a study of elementary education is to present a

general picture of the present status and of the tendencies in the

future.

Compulsory attendance. Compulsory attendance laws are now
found in all States, but there is no uniformity of practice either in the

ages of the pupils or the duration of the period of attendance. The
first compulsory attendance law, requiring attendance at school for

twelve weeks a year between the ages of eight and fourteen, was

passed in Massachusetts in 1852. The example of Massachusetts

had been followed by twenty-five States by 1889, but according to a

report of the United States Commissioner of Education, the laws

were inoperative except in Connecticut and Massachusetts. Some

provision for compulsory attendance had been made by all but six

Southern States by 1914; in 1920 the enactment of a compulsory at-

tendance lawby Mississippi made attendance compulsory throughout
the country. The adoption of the principle of compulsory attend-

ance does not signify uniformity of standards, as may be seen from
the following summary showing the age requirements:

6-18 Ohio; 6-16 New Mexico, 7-14 Louisiana, North Carolina, 7-15
Arkansas and Virginia, 7-16 Connecticut, District of Columbia, Florida,

Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Massachusetts, Michigan, Mis-

sissippi, Missouri, Nebraska, New Jersey, Rhode Island, Tennessee, West
Virginia, Wisconsin, Wyoming; 7-17 Delaware, Maine, Maryland, North
Dakota; 7-18 Nevada, 8-14 Georgia, South Carolina, Texas; 8-16 Alabama,
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Arizona, California, Colorado, Minnesota, Montana, New Hampshire,

Pennsylvania, Vermont, Washington, 8-17 South Dakota; 8-18 Idaho,

Oklahoma, Utah; 9-15 Oregon.

The variations in length of attendance required is as follows:

No minimum laid down, Alabama; 3 months, Oklahoma; 4 months, Flor-

ida, Mississippi; 5 months, Utah; 6 months, Arkansas, Colorado, Georgia,

Indiana, North Carolina, Texas, 7 months, Idaho, Illinois, Kentucky, Lou-

isiana, Michigan, Minnesota, New Mexico, North Dakota, South Carolina,

Virginia; 7% months, Maine; 8 months, Arizona, California, Delaware,

Iowa, Kansas, Massachusetts, Missouri, Nevada, Ohio, Oregon, Pennsyl-

vania, South Dakota, Tennessee, Washington, West Virginia, Wisconsin,

Wyoming; 8> months, Vermont; 9 months, District of Columbia, Mary-
land, Montana, Nebraska, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Rhode

Island; <)> months, Connecticut.

These variations are still further aggravated by the inadequate
methods of enforcing compulsory attendance laws. Except in

cities and in the larger units of administration, such as counties, en-

forcement is unsatisfactory. In the larger areas special departments
of school attendance have been established charged with the duties

of drawing up and keeping the school census up to date and of en-

couraging and enforcing attendance. The work of the attendance

departments in some larger cities is supplemented by visiting teach-

ers, whose function it is to investigate, not only cases of irregular at-

tendance, but their causes, and on the basis of such investigation to

make appropriate recommendations to the classroom teachers or to

the parents to ensure the proper scholastic or physical adjustment of

the pupils concerned. Beyond this, difficult cases of irregular attend-

ance are met by the establishment of special classes and special

schools; habitual truants may be committed to parental schools,

which are either day or residential and in which the work and dis-

cipline are adapted to meet the peculiar needs of the pupils so com-

mitted.

Poor attendance is particularly characteristic of the rural schools

and may be the result of climatic conditions, distance, inadequate

means of transportation, illness, or, in many cases, an unsuitable cur-

riculum or poor teaching. Much depends in such schools upon the

influence of the teacher, perhaps more upon the adaptationof the cur-

riculum to the rural environment.

Religious education. The American public elementary school
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was established as a non-sectarian, secular institution in which sec-

tarian instruction is not permitted. The establishment of denomina-

tional or "parochial" schools is nowhere prohibited, the attempt
made in Oregon to require all children up to the age of sixteen to attend

public schools was declared unconstitutional in 19 24. Denominational

elementary schools are not given aid from public funds anywhere in

the country, nor are they supervised or inspected, although inspec-

tion by state authorities is provided for in twenty States In Nebras-

ka, South Carolina, and South Dakota denominational schools must

be approved by the public school authorities; in a number of other

States standards are set up in the curriculum and quality of instruc-

tion, but are rarely enforced. Perhaps the only general requirement

is that denominational schools must report the attendance and en-

rollment of pupils. The large majority of such schools are Roman

Catholic; in 1928 there were 7764 Roman Catholic parochial schools

with an enrollment of 2,201,942 pupils.

Although sectarian schools, sectarian instruction, and sectarian

control of public schools are prohibited, religious instruction is not

forbidden directly and in Virginia is actually permitted by law.

Where found, however, religious instruction in elementary schools

consists merely in the reading of the Bible without comment. Be-

yond this, religious instruction does not form a part of the regular

curriculum and does not appear on the time-schedules. There has,

however, recently begun a movement to permit pupils to attend re-

ligious instruction provided by denominational or interdenomina-

tional groups during school time.

Pre-schools and kindergartens. The- large majority of American

children are found in the public elementary schools. A smaller

number, between the ages of four and six, attend kindergartens where

they are available, and a still smaller number are sent to pre-schools

which have recently been introduced into the United States and are

still mainly private in character. Although the pre-school or nursery

school was established under the influence of similar schools in

Europe, the motives are somewhat different. They have! been pro-

moted in the interests of psychological and educational research

rather than for the philanthropic desire to provide for the children

of the poor opportunities similar to those enjoyed by the children of

the well-to-do. A number of organizations interested in the study
and physical welfare of children and in the promotion of better care
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of children in the home have contributed to their development;

among these are the Child Study Association, the National Commit-
tee for Mental Hygiene, the American Child Health Association, and

the National Congress of Parents and Teachers. Their promotion
has been based on the principle that the first six years of the child's

life are the most important for physical development, mental growth,
the acquisition of language and other habits, and emotional adjust-

ments, and that many of the ills of later life may be attributed to

faulty training in childhood. Hence the nursery schools must be

centers not only for research, but also for the training of parents.

The nursery school is accordingly to be distinguished from day

nurseries, of which there are about 600 provided by philanthropic,

religious, and welfare associations, run for profit, or attached to so-

cial settlements, industries, and public schools (Los Angeles is the

only city maintaining the last type). The interests of the day nurs-

eries are promoted by the National Federation of Day Nurseries.

The nursery schools have been established by cooperative groups of

parents (Chicago, Boston, Smith College), or in connection with

clinics (Yale Psycho-Clinic Guidance Nursery), or attached to de-

partments of education (Teachers College, Columbia University;

Iowa State College of Agriculture; University of Iowa; University
of California in Los Angeles; and a number of teachers colleges), or

by private endeavor for research purposes (Bureau of Educational

Experiments, New York, and Merrill-Palmer School of Home-Mak-

ing, Detroit). Two nursery schools are provided in the public

school system in Los Angeles (Norroandie Nursery School) and Chi-

cago (Franklin Public School Nursery). In 1928 there were 121

nursery schools in the country.

The aim of the nursery school is to discover the best conditions for

meeting the needs of growth. The work of the nursery schools is

by no means standardized, but in general they admit children from

the age of about sixteen months and keep them up to the age of four

years. The character of the buildings varies and there is an ab-

sence of that standardization which in England is due to the influ-

ence of Margaret and Rachel McMillan. The common aim of the

nursery schools is to promote simple healthful living, cleanliness,

planned diet, and a variety of activities, through play, music, story,

and rhythm. Many schools keep careful records, not only of the

health but the conduct and experiences of the children. The schools
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receive the children at about 8.30 in the morning and keep them for

half or a full day, up to 5.30 in the afternoon. There is still great

variation in the work of the nursery schools in the types of buildings,

length of session, size of groups under one teacher, fees, and work.

Some schools have a flexible program; in others there is a fixed time-

table. The present status of nursery schools was clearly summarized

in the following statement:

There has been no crystallization of the programs of education for young
children in nursery schools. Questions which are still controversial include

the size, kind, and quality of play materials and of physical apparatus, the

amount of independent personal care and care for property to be expected of

children at two, three, and four year age levels, the size of group which a

nursery school can handle, and the desirability of conducting organized

group work, the amount of indoor and outdoor play; adequate provision of

food for mid-morning, noon and afternoon lunch; the values of conducting

nursery schools a full day or a half day, types of records to be kept each day,
each week, and at other times during the school year, the details of physical
examination considered essential and methods of preventing contagion,

adequate methods of giving mental and social tests Even this list of con-

troversial questions does not complete the problems continually arising in

nursery schools.1

The kindergarten was introduced into the United States by Ger-

man immigrants; the first school of this type was established in 1855
in Watertown, Wisconsin, by Mrs. Carl Schurz, who had studied with

Froebel. In 1860 Miss Elizabeth Peabody established a kindergar-
ten in Boston and encouraged the opening of a private training

school for kindergartners by Madame Matilde Kriege and her

daughter in 1868. Four years later Miss Marie Boelte opened a

training school in New York; a student of this school, Miss Susan

Blow, was invited by William T. Harris to establish the first public

kindergarten in St. Louis. From that time public and private

kindergartens continued to be established, but are still found most

generally only in the larger cities. In 1928 the enrollment of chil-

dren between the ages of four and six was 700,000.

Originally conducted wholly on the principles laid down by Froe-

bel, the modern kindergarten has today discarded almost all of them.

The chief emphasis is placed upon the development of good habits,

training in social behavior, formation of character, and sound physi-

1 U S. Office of Education, Bulletin, 1930, No 16 Busnmd Survey of Education^ 1926-*

1028, pp 286 f
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cal progress. The program of the kindergarten consists in the main
of a variety of activities which may serve partly as a means for

socializing the child and aiding the child to adapt himself to Ms

environment, and partly to provide an accumulation of experiences
which will furnish an enriched environment and may later serve as a

foundation for beginning formal subjects language, reading, writ-

ing, and numbering. The aim of the kindergarten has been de-

fined as the provision of "a happy, colorful, and joyous environment,
where children may really live together." The activities developed
to attain this aim are play, dramatization, constructive and creative

work (music, art, handwork), and games.
The kindergarten in its origin was an addition to the elementary

school, attached to but not a part of it. Different in origin and

governed by different aims and principles, the two departments were

generally not articulated satisfactorily, with the result that the tran-

sition from the kindergarten to the first grade was too abrupt. There

has accordingly developed a movement to correct this defect by ex-

tending to the first, and in some cases, even to the second grade,

the organization of the school work on the basis of activities and

by introducing formal subjects very gradually. The whole period

so organized from a unitary point of view has come to be known as

the kindergarten-primary stage and in many school systems has

administratively been placed under one supervisor.

THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Organization. The elementary school is the school attended by
the majority of children of school age. Normally children are ad-

mitted at the age of six, even in those States where the compulsory
attendance laws specify a later age of entrance. The duration of the

elementary school period is in most systems eight years, except in the

Southern States, where it is seven years, in some New England States,

where it is nine, and in those areas where the junior high school, ad-

mitting pupils after six years of elementary education, have been

established. Schools which have several teachers are administered

by a principal, appointed by the local board of education on the re-

commendation of its superintendent from candidates who generally

must hold a special certificate for the position or have qualifications

higher than those required of classroom teachers.

The responsibility of the principal extends to the general adminis-
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tration of his school and the supervision of the teachers under him.

One of the most general criticisms of the work of elementary school

principals is that so much of their time is devoted to routine details,

keeping of records, and other clerical duties that little is left for

educational leadership and supervision of classroom instruction.

Since the administration of education tends to be centralized in local

systems, leadership and direction come too frequently from the su-

perintendent and his staff, and schools bear the impress of these

leaders rather than of the principals and teachers. Principals are

rarely expected to construct a curriculum or course of study for their

schools, since these are made out by the central offices and passed on.

A certain amount of initiative is, however, left to each school for the

preparation of the time-schedule, the assignment of classes to teach-

ers, and adaptation of the course of study to the peculiar needs of a

school. In schools with more than two hundred pupils, the principal

is generally relieved from teaching. As the administrative and super-

visory official, he has the right to supervise his teachers and to use

whatever methods he may consider desirable.

Promotion and classification of pupils. Schools vary in size from

the small rural school with less than ten pupils to the large city

school with more than one thousand pupils. The question of the op-

timum size of school has not been considered. The size of classes

varies from thirty to forty; on this question a number of investiga-

tions have been conducted, but have not yielded conclusive results

some studies point to a class of thirty or less, others seem to indicate

that the size of class is immaterial so far as results are concerned.

The promotion and classification of pupils constitute one of the im-

portant functions of the principal in a graded school, but even here

he may be limited by a plan determined by the administrative staff

of the system in which the school is located.

With few exceptions the usual practice is to divide the work of

each year into two sections (A and B), and to promote pupils every
six months; hence the nomenclature of classes generally found goes
from the lowest class, iB, xA, 2B, 2A up to 8A. In larger schools

parallel classes are provided which render classification and promo-
tion more flexible, an end which is attained in other systems (e.g.,

St. Louis) by quarterly promotions. Pupils are classified on- the
basis of ability, which is tested either by examinations or by tests.

Recently this method of homogeneous grouping has been challenged
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on the ground that it is artificial and does not provide for the inter-

mingling of different types of ability found outside the school, and

that labeling of classes as fast or slow, or advanced or backward, is

unjust to the pupils.
1

Various plans have been adopted to create systems of classifica-

tion and promotion which will be most appropriate to individual

ability. Detroit divides each grade into X, Y, and Z classes for the

bright, normal, and slow pupils respectively; for the slow group, the

curriculum is limited to the minimum essentials, the curriculum of

the normal group is modestly enriched; and for the bright group, it is

greatly enriched. Where parallel classes have been adopted, as in

Cambridge, Massachusetts, Portland, Oregon, and Norfolk, Vir-

ginia, the pupils are divided into fast and slow groups, the latter

taking eight years and the former six years to complete the course,

the work of each group is so synchronized that pupils may be trans-

ferred from one to the other as occasion arises. In. Batavia slow

pupils are given special assistance by an extra teacher to enable them
to keep up with the others of their dass, a plan similar to that of

Pueblo, where slow pupils are sent to a special teacher. Other varia-

tions which seek to adapt the work to the ability of each pupil are

special or extra promotions, which are not regarded with favor, vaca-

tion schools in which retarded pupils may catch up with their classes

or accelerated pupils may gain time, and special or ungraded rooms

in which the special difficulties of backward pupils are investigated

and corrected. The recognition of individual differences has led to

the construction of diagnostic tests and of practice materials where-

by defects may be discovered and corrected-

The most radical departure from normal practices has been in-

troduced in Winnetka, Illinois, where Superintendent Carleton

Washburne has adopted a modified form of the Dalton Plan of in-

dividual instruction. Recognizing individual differences and varia-

tion in abilities, Washburne has divided the curriculum into the com-

mon essentials and group and creative activities. The former con-

sist of the fundamental processes which require practice, speed, and

accuracy. For these subjects there have been developed carefully

graded tasks at which each pupil works at his own pace; definite

goals are set and the pupil tests himself from time to time before

proceeding to the next stage; he may, when necessary, seek the help
r See Burr, M Y , A Study of Bomogmeeus Grouping* etc (New York, 1931).
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of his teacher. The group and creative activities include literature,

history, geography, music, art, play and assemblies, and manual

work, which are studied by the class as a whole. Another form of

the experiment which enables pupils to progress at their own rate is

the Dalton Plan, which differs from the Winnetka Plan in that it is

not limited to certain subjects, in the monthly assignment system,

and in other details. Although developed by an American educator,

Miss Helen Parkhurst, the Dalton Plan, except in modified form and

with limitations, has not had a wide following in the United States.

While It does not bear directly on the question of classification and

promotion, the "platoon" school is an experiment in the reorganiza-

tion of school activities. Originating primarily as a device to pro-

vide adequate accommodation for a rapidly increasing population

(in Gary, Indiana), the idea of the
"
platoon

"
school has been ele-

vated to the status of an educational principle. Since the home

provides decreasing opportunities for worthy educational activities,

it is the duty of the school to add to its existing program those activi-

ties which were formerly provided in the home. Further, in view of

the large cost of modern school buildings, there is economic waste in

leaving any part of them unused not only after the school day, but

also during the regular sessions. Accordingly, the platoon plan
aims to make the maximum use of the school. Each school under

this system, which has been adopted with more or less modifications

by nearly 120 cities, divides the pupils into two or three, but gen-

erally two groups or platoons; while one group is receiving dass in-

struction or study, the other is engaged in work (music, drawing,
nature study in the laboratory, or library), or play (physical training

or assemblies in the auditorium). The characteristic of the platoon
school on the curricular side is accordingly its division into "work-

study-play." The platoon school, it is claimed, can provide better

equipment, specialized teachers, special rooms, and an enriched cur-

riculum, and the pupils can be kept busy at a variety of activities

during the whole school day. Since they are taught by specialist

teachers, the community of each group is retained by providing
"home rooms" under a teacher charged with its supervision.

The aim of elementary education. The aim of the American ele-

mentary school has been determined by a number of factors. The
first of these is the heterogeneous character of the population, occupy-

ing a vast area and made up of individuals and groups drawn fjron\
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all parts of Europe and differing in language, customs, and standard

of values. The second is the democratic form of government which

implies an absence of distinction and demands an education which

will prepare for the responsibilities of a common citizenship. The
third factor is the contribution of psychology to better knowledge
of the child and of the methods of his growth through the learning

process. The fourth is derived from the philosophical consideration

of the relation of the individual to society and the State with a strong

emphasis on his right to free growth and development. The fifth

is the characteristically American emphasis on adaptation to chang-

ing needs, a tendency to look to the immediate present and future,

and a refusal to be bound by traditions. All of these factors have

led to the development of a pragmatic point of view which sets up
values in terms of direct utility either to the individual or to society.

The traditional aim of imparting a certain amount or kinds of knowl-

edge, knowledge as power, or knowledge for its own sake, is no longer

accepted as a defensible aim of education. The strongest influence

in the development of a new aim of education in the United States

has been the philosophy of John Dewey, with its insistence that
"
the

school should be life and not a preparation for life" and that "the

school cannot be a preparation for social life except as it reproduces
conditions of social life."

The integrating and socializing aim of elementary education has

been defined by Professor T. H. Briggs as follows.

In such an organization of education as exists or will exist, in the United

States, the most important purposes of the elementary school are conceived

to be, first, to furnish the common training necessary for all children
**
re-

gardless of sex, social status, or future vocation"; and, second, by means of

this common training, to integrate the future citizens of our democracy.*

In discussing the aims of education in other countries, it was pos-

sible to cite the statements found in the official publications of the

respective ministries. The absence of such a central authority in the

United States renders it impossible to cite aims which are generally

accepted; of theoretical statements there is no end; the nearest

analogy to an official definition of aims is to be found in the state-

ments issued from time to time by committees appointed by the

Department of Superintendence to investigate the reorganization of

the curriculum. In general, American education is seeking to dis-

1
Briggs, T H

, The Jumor Sigk School, p. 20 f (Boston, Houghtoa Mifflin Co., 1920).
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tinguish between (i) the aims which determine the whole process of

education or of instruction in a single subject, (2) objectives which

should determine the organization of the curriculum for the attain-

ment of various ends, and (3) outcomes, or the expected results of

instruction. Thus there may be one large comprehensive aim

governing elementary education and within elementary education

there may be included arithmetic; in the organization of this sub-

ject there are innumerable objectives within the four fundamental

processes; the outcomes of instruction are skills and techniques in and

knowledge of numbers and their relations. This method of attack,

it is claimed, has the advantage of specificity and of clear adaptation

of ends to means. It is derived from the method of job analysis in

industry where every process has its own operation and all the pro-

cesses yield a clearly defined result. It is based scientifically upon
the stimulus-response theory (the S-R bonds) of mechanistic psy-

chology, which emphasizes specificity of learning. In this process it

is sometimes forgotten that in education the whole is greater than a

combination of its parts.

In the studies of curriculum organization, which have been con-

ducted since 1924 by the Department of Supenntendence and which

are summaries of current practices, this is the method which has

been pursued. The Fifth Yearbook of the Department begins with

an analysis of the common aim of American education:

What are America's educational ideals? Education for life and service in a

democracy cannot rest upon capricious or indefinite theories. It must have
for its basis a sound and reliable philosophy. Fortunately, the founders of

the Republic planned a nation in accordance with definite purposes, to

achieve which they framed the Constitution.

Officially they promulgated these six purposes in the preamble' (i) a more

perfect union, (2) justice, (3) domestic tranquillity, (4) the common defence,

(5) general welfare, (6) preservation of the blessings of liberty. They held

the conviction that these should be secured by education Since that time
the States have provided for schools at public expense, taxing all for the gen-
eral welfare. In tax-supported schools these American ideals are permanent
Upon their realization depends the perpetuity of our government which is

composed of citizens. The progress of the Republic is conditioned by the

development of its citizenry. To keep the citizenry at a rising level, schools

have been established at public expense.
1

On the basis of this statement the following common aim was
formulated*

1
Department of Supenntendence, Fifth Yearbook, p 9 (Washington, IXC , 1927).
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The common or ultimate purpose of American education is the develop-
ment of the kind of citizenship that will guarantee both the preservation and
the promotion of public welfare. To carry out this common aim, the four

following general objectives have been set up.
i. To promote the development of an understanding and an adequate

evaluation of the self.

2 To promote the development of an understanding and an appreciation
of the world of nature.

3. To promote the development of an understanding and an appreciation
of organized society.

4. To promote the development of an appreciation of the force of law and
of love that is operating universally.

Another statement of "the main objectives which should guide
education in a democracy" was published in 1918 in a Report of the

Commission on the Reorganization of Secondary Education, ap-

pointed by the National Education Association. Although issued

under the title of Cardinal Principles of Secondary Education, the

following objectives have been accepted as applying equally to ele-

mentary education: (i) health; (2) command of fundamental proc-

esses; (3) worthy home membership; (4) vocation; (5) citizenship;

(6)worthy use of leisure; and (7) ethical character.

These statements of aims apply to all education; the specific ob-

jectives of elementary education were defined in these terms:

(1) Advance the child, although by no means perfect him in his ability to

read, write, and speak correctly the English language, and to know and to

use intelligently the elementary processes of arithmetic.

(2) Advance the child in his ability to know and to observe the laws of

physical and mental health and well-being and to appreciate the meaning of

hfe and of nature.

(3) Advance the child in his ability to know and to appreciate the geogra-

phy and history of his own community, state, and nation, and of the world at

large; to sense his share in the social, civic, and industrial order of such a

democracy as ours, and to meet the full obligations which such knowledge
and appreciation should engender, to the end that justice, sympathy and

loyalty may characterize his personal and community life.

(4) Advance the child in his ability to share intelligently and apprecia-

tively in the fine and musical arts as they are related to the three great uni-

versal needs of food, dothing, and shelter.1

Social efficiency and good citizenship are, then, the chief ends of

1 This and the other quotations will be found in the Department of Superintendence,

Seventh Yearbook, Chapter IV, pp. 79 ff. (Washington, D.C., 1929)
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education. Starting from this point, the objectives may be derived.

These may be analyzed simply as by Superintendent H. B. Wilson on

the occasion of the revision of the course of study of the Berkeley

Public Schools into vital or physical efficiency, vocational efficiency

(right use of leisure), civic efficiency, and moral and religious effi-

ciency, with outcomes in knowledge, habits, and skills, and attitudes

m each. The job-analysis method has, however, gone much farther,

Professor Franklin K. Bobbitt, in his Curriculum-Making in Los

Angeles,

listed over one thousand definite, particularized objectives in human abili-

ties, habits, attitudes, appreciations, skills, powers, and judgment, personal

characteristics, etc. These were all classified under the following ten divi-

sions:

(1) Social intercommunication, mainly language.

(2) Physical efficiency, the development and maintenance of one's physi-
cal powers.

(3) Unspecialized practical labors, such as repairing simple mechanical

devices used in the home, driving a motor car, etc

(4) Occupational objectives, the labor of one's calling.

(5) Efficient citizenship, the activities of the efficient citizen.

(6) Social efficiency, activities involved in one's general social relation-

ships and behavior.

(7) Leisure occupations recreations and amusements

(8) General mental efficiency its development and maintenance

(9) Religious attitudes and activities

(10) Parental responsibilities activities, the upbringing of children and
the maintenance of home life

x

Into the more theoretical discussions of the aims of education, it is

impossible to enter here, not only because of their variety, but also

because for the present they do not represent the actual situation in

America except in some experimental, public and private, schools.

In general they concentrate more on the free development of the in-

dividual, his needs, interests, and capacities, and on creative activity

rather than on the social aim, which is expected somehow to be the

ultimate outcome. The contrast between the old and the new theo-

ries of education is well pointed out in the following exposition of the

Opposite Poles in Educational Theory:

1
Department of Superintendence, Second Yearbook, p 87 f (Washington, D.C.,

1929)
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OPPOSITE POLES IN EDUCATIONAL THEORY *

Theory of Repression

i Education is preparation for

adult life, it ends when maturity is

reached. It is primarily a reshap-

ing, reformatory process for the

child, who is looked upon as a bun-
dle of original sin

2. The aim of the curriculum is to

prepare for future opportunities and

responsibilities. The curriculum

necessarily involves much that is

distasteful and foreign to the child's

immediate interests.

3 The method of teaching is

formal drill on set assignments logi-

cally arranged. Rigid discipline

moulds the child into adult conform-

ity.

4 Training results from acquir-

ing, through memorization, the facts

that make up the social heritage of

the race.

5. Learning is a cold storage proc-
ess by which the child stores up
facts and skills for future use.

6 Through education the child is

inculcated with accepted doctrines

and imbued with the sanctity of es-

tablished institutions and vested

rights

7. School equipment is simple a

room, a teacher of toe drill mas-

ter type, a rod, and a book.

8. Child activity in itself has no

justification. Childhood is merely a

period of intensive preparation for

successful participation in adult life.

9. Too much education is feared.

Education beyond one's station is to

Theory of Expression

1. Education is life, it continues

throughout life. It is an unfolding

process. Spontaneous self-expres-

sion is the means employed, and un-

repressed child nature is its own best

guide.
2. The aim of the curriculuni is to

stimulate and encourage children to

grow by providing for them, through
a rich and suggestive environment,
activities in which they joyously

engage.

3. The method of teaching is fol-

lowing the inner urge of the child

which results in spontaneous activ-

ity. Freedom and self-expression

best develop latent talent.

4. Training results from meaning-
ful activity growing out of the child's

needs and interests.

5. Learning is the acquisition of

facts and skills essential to the ful-

fillment of the childls immediate

interests.

6. Through education the child is

imbued with a spirit of irreverence

for blind tradition and a critical atti-

tude toward things as they are.

7. School equipment is varied and

attempts to duplicate life situations.

The teacher is a sympathetic ob-

server of childhood.

8. Childhood is its own justifica-

tion. It should be a period of care-

free self-expression uatrammeled by
the demands of adulthood with its

unfulfilled anticipations.

9 The more education the better.

Through education every child can

1 National Education Association, Research Bulletin, Vol HI, Nos. 4 and 5, Sept -Nov.,

1925, p. 118
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be deplored. Early entrance into be brought to a higher level or sta-

industry and the early assumption of tion in life. The period of youth
adult responsibilities should be en- and school attendance should be

couraged. extended.

Curriculum and courses of study. The outstanding preoccupa-

tion in American education during the past ten years has been the

study of curriculum problems, which, arose out of a feeling of dis-

content with the traditional program of the elementary (and second-

ary schools). This program is criticized as a purposeless and unor-

ganized accretion of subjects which emphasize the acquisition of more

or less useless facts, information, and knowledge, stress discipline and

intellectual training, and neglect the development of the total per-

sonality of the individual in relation to his present environment.

In the task of curriculum revision have participated not only the

official agencies for the administration of education, state and local,

but national organizations like the Department of Superintendence

of the National Education Association, the National Society for the

Study of Education, individual leaders in the field of education (both

general and "
curriculum experts")? and research divisions of uni-

versity departments of education.

The movement for the revision of the curriculum and courses of

study has resulted from a number of different factors. So far as the

content and aims of the curriculum are concerned, each State in the

country and in most States each local district has been a law unto

itself, and this variety has manifested itself also in great diversity in

the amount of time devoted to the different subjects. These differ-

ences are shown in the accompanying table in which the amount of

time given to the elementary subjects in the schools of Seattle is

compared with the average amount of time given in forty-nine cities

of over 100,000 population.

In spite of this diversity, which from one point of view is desir-

able, it is felt that there are certain national ideals that need to be

cultivated. So much time has been devoted to methods that the

realization of purposes and the improvement of subjects have been

disregarded. On the other hand, the making of curricula and

courses of study has been too much dominated by convention and

traditions to the neglect of the demands of everyday life. The
curricula have grown by the accretion of subjects and subject-
matter without any careful synthesis or interpretation. Courses
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COMPARISON or THE TIME ALLOTMENTS IN NUMBER OB MINUTES PER
WEEK BY GRADES IN THE SEATTLE SCHOOLS WITH THE AVERAGE
ALLOTMENTS IN FORTY-NINE LARGE CITIES *

* Department of Superintendence, Second Tearktok, p. 140 (Washington, D C, 1929),
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of study have been imitated and copied, while the influence of

textbooks has been detrimental to freedom and local adaptation.

There is today "a great need for a scientific determination and

general acceptance by both educators and laymen of the aims and

objectives of modern elementary education. If education is to be

placed on a thoroughly scientific basis, outcomes must be considered

in the determination of processes Selection of objectives is the

first step toward putting education on a firm foundation." J Ac-

cordingly, the questions that are being asked in the present survey

of the curriculum are as follows:

Is the present course of study in harmony with present social and indi-

vidual needs? Is it in harmony with advancing educational practice based

upon the rapidly developing science of education?.. . How shall a program
of revision be organized which will result in the best possible course of study?
How should provision be made for continuous modification and improvement
of this course? How may the teaching corps be stimulated actively to par-

ticipate in the revision and intelligently to cooperate in its interpretation

in the classroom? How may the community be brought into sympathetic

understanding of the whole program?
3

Underlying the movement is a new attitude which has developed
in the twentieth century, opposed to the narrow conception that the

function of the school is to provide training in a few simple tools.

Modern life has become so complex, the number and diversity of

pupils in schools so great, that the curriculum calls for a new orienta-

tion; not merely priming of dead material and the addition of new

topics, but a complete, thoroughgoing revision is necessary if the

school is to contribute to successful life in society.

Determination of content The general trend of aim in curriculum-

making having been discovered, the next problem is to devise

methods for determining the content. Professor Bobbitt thus

summarized the steps in curriculum construction:

(i) Determination of objectives; (2) Formulation of guiding principles;

(3) Selection of pupil experiences; (4) Selection of needed materials; (5)

Placing experiences in proper sequence as determined by maturity; (6) Ex-
perimentation to test placing of experiences; (7) Welding the experiences
found suitable for any particular year or term in a thoroughly correlated in-

struction; (8) Constant revision in the light of experiences and experimenta-
tion 3

1
Department of Superintendence, Second Yearbook, p 94 (Washington, D CM 1929)

' * Ibid , Fourth Yearbook, p 28 * rbtd , Second Yearbook, p 102
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Somewhat similar were the suggestions of Professor W. W.
Charters:

(i) Determine the ideals and activities which constitute the major objec-
tives. (2) Analyze these and continue the analysis until working units are

obtained. (3) Arrange them m order of importance, (4) Raise to positions
of high rank in these lists those ideals and activities which are of great value
for children even though low in value for adults. (5) Determine the number
of most important ideals and activities which can be mastered in the time al-

lotted to school, after eliminating those which can be learned outside of

school. (6) Arrange the material in proper constructional order, according
to the psychological nature of children and the texture of the materials.1

Professor Otis W. Caldwell, formerly Director of the Lincoln

School of Teachers College, Columbia University, emphasized
the importance of considering the needs of the pupils for whom
a curriculum is being made.

I wish to state certain principles which it seems should be clearly defined

for use in any reorganization of the school subjects of a study.
i Pupils* attitude toward school subjects. Children learn best, retain long-

est, and find learning most stimulating and most usefully available, when the

subject matter and methods of school work are engaging and genuine, not

repulsive and artificial . . . Subject-matter should be so selected and used that

more should be gained than has been in the past from its inherent significance

to pupils.

2. Pupils must succeed in school subjects if they are to be educated Subjects

should be so selected and used, and pupils and subjects should be so graded
that more pupils will succeed, in order that later achievement may also be

had.

3. The rate and quality of learning ore improved by an increase in the number

of senses used. There is too large an omission of fundamental experiences

which involve touch, taste, sight. . . the experiences of the daily life for which

we say we are preparing our pupils We have fallen into a conventional

education of words.

4. The subjects should be organised and used so that pupils may teach one

another. Education has never made adequate use of the fact that children

learn much from one another, and our present subject organization does not

favor such mutual teaching The topics and content of studies should be

such that pupils can come into mutual and cooperative mastery of then.

5. The school's organization is a legitimate and necessary part of the subjects

of instruction. School is training for social effectiveness, the school institu-

tion must itself be socially effective. To be so the educational processes

must be cooperative, and the activities and procedures which enter into the

school's organization must be used as true subject-matter material . . . This

means that school curricula and methods and building organizations must be

1 Department of Superintendence, Second Yearbook, p. 102.
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participated in by pupils, and that the school's own organization is a part of

the school's curricular possession, not a personal possession of the administra-

tive officers . . Ideas will never be carried out unless they are embodied in

the machinery.
1

The TPfVfog of courses of study. The universal practice in the

United States has been until recently that the curriculum and

courses of study have been prepared in great detail by the super-

intendent of education himself, or with the aid of his administrative

staff, and handed on to the teachers. The methods of preparation

have varied in some cases the curriculum and courses of study

have been mere imitations of others recognized as standard; in

others they have been based on and followed the textbooks which

were prescribed. To some extent, the subjects and the curriculum

have been prescribed in legislative enactments; among these are

flag exercises, fire prevention, temperance, health, physiology,

history from certain national points of view, and so on.2 The past

ten years have witnessed the beginnings of a movement to enlist

the participation of teachers in the preparation of the curriculum

and courses of study. Starting in Denver, the movement has ex-

tended to other large cities, among these Detroit, Cincinnati,

Dayton, St. Louis, and Houston. In Denver the curriculum re-

vision was the result of the cooperative activity of teachers, princi-

pals, supervisors, and university and other agencies which were

engaged in curriculum investigations; experts were invited for con-

sultation, criticism, and advice. Teachers and principals were

organized into separate committees for each subject and special

arrangements were macle to enable members of such committees to

attend meetings during school time. Following the publication
of the courses of study, a department of curriculum revision was
established to maintain a continuous revision.

The Denver experiment and the continued unrest in curricular

matters not only stimulated other cities to undertake similar re-

visions, but led to the creation of departments of curriculum re-

search as a part of the administrative organization in a number
of cities or attached to schools of education in universities; it led

at the same time to the emergence of the "curriculum specialists
"

available for consultation and advice. Among the studies under-

1
Department of Superintendence, Second Yearbook, pp. 103 .

* See Flanders, J , Legislative Control of the Elementary Cvmcuhm (New York, 1925)
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taken in this connection are the following, given in an account of

the work of the Bureau of Curriculum Research of Teachers College,

Columbia University:

(1) Analyzing the outstanding courses so as to determine: (a) general
trends and tendencies, (&) the overlapping of content and experience ma-

terials, (c) the best projects in various subjects as well as those which disre-

gard subject-matter lines entirely, (d) the best drill devices in the various

phases of different subjects.

(2) Studying, by various methods, dassroom teaching in outstanding
school systems and experimental schools, in order: (a) to compare the work
as outlined in the courses of study with actual practice, and (b) to note where-

in the work in the classroom differs from ideal and theoretical schemes.

, (3) Analyzing textbooks.

(4) Making curriculum materials more usable by setting up tentative sug-

gestions for adaptation to various communities. Some of the factors which
should be considered in this study are size of the community, preparation of

teachers, individual differences of pupils, types of administrative organiza-
tion and the like.1

Not only is this a period of transition, but there is inevitably

a gap between theory and practice. Hence, while theory stresses

that education is life and not a preparation for life, that the cur-

riculum should consist of experiences and activities which represent

real "life situations" or actual problems as they arise in the social

environment of the school, in actual practice published courses of

study range from detailed prescriptions of facts, information, and

skills to be imparted to suggestive outlines of activities meaningful
and significant to the pupils at their particular stage of development.
Not only are courses of study, in the preparation of which teachers

have had no part, prescribed, but supervisors are employed to guide

the teachers in carrying out these prescriptions, and, while external

examinations have generally been abandoned, standardized tests

or achievement tests tend to lead to the same result, which is further

promoted by the use of prescribed textbooks. Knowledge, facts,

and information at one end of the scale contrast with the revision

of courses of study based on analyses of contemporary American

life and its needs on the one hand, and the study of pupil capacities,

interests, needs, rates of learning, and other individual character-

istics on the other; the methods of arriving at this revision are meas-

1
Stratemeyer, F., and Brnner, H. E., Rating Elementary Sc&ool Courses of Study, pp.

170 f. (New York, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1926).
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urements, statistical records, analyses, and controlled experimenta-

tion.'

The great variety of education practices throughout the country

has already been illustrated above (see Table, page 505). It may
be further amplified by the accompanying tables (pages 510, 511)

which give at the same time the lists of subjects found in the ele-

mentary schools of the country; although the tables present the

figures for 1926, there has probably not been any substantial change
in the general situation.

There are thus no established norms either as to the subjects

taught or the time allotted to them. There is still less uniformity in

the courses of study despite the nation-wide discussion of the problem

by a large number of agencies. Some courses prescribe the details

which are to be taught in each subject; others are textbooks and

guides on educational theory and methods. The Wisconsin Course

of Study, for example, in the section on geography discusses the aims,

gives general suggestions in methods and organization, a general

statement of content by grades, a summary of the standards of ac-

complishment to be reached, and a list of books on content and

method to be used by the teachers. This procedure is followed in all

subjects. The Denver Course of Study in arithmetic may be cited as

another example of a course which is at once a textbook in sub-

ject-matter, general and special methods, standards, and reference

material. Opening with a General Introduction, it discusses general

aims, how the course of study meets general aims, relation between

content and method in achieving the end, value of knowing the

course as a whole, development of character traits, and a concluding

summary. This is followed by Suggestions Relative to Instruction

(development, methods of presentation, drill, motivation through

interest, application the thought side of arithmetic), the Elimina-

tion of Difficulties in Reasoning, Individualization Suggestions for

Diagnosis of Difficulties and Remedial Instruction, General Sugges-

tions, Tests and Results of Scientific Investigation: Relative Value

of Subject-Matter. Each of these sections is illustrated by practical

examples. The remainder of the volume (376 pages) is devoted to

the distribution of the course in the grades, with further statements

of aims, suggestions, standards of attainment, and examples for each
of the six grades. The same procedure is followed in volumes on the

other subjects of the curriculum. More usually the courses of study,
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after a few general suggestions, give itemized lists of the topics to

be treated in each class. Another form of course of study, which is

gradually disappearing, is that which directly follows a selected

textbook both in organization and content.

Textbooks. Despite progressive movements in curriculum, it is

still true that the textbook method of instruction (the "recitation"

method) and of subject-matter organization is the dominant practice

throughout the country. In its origin the textbook was introduced

into American schools to compensate for the poor preparation of

teachers and in time it has become difficult to dislodge. Free text-

books were introduced in Philadelphia in 1818 and in Massachusetts

in 1844. In 1927 twenty States required by law the free distribution

of textbooks to pupils, twenty-three States had permissive laws, and

five had no regulations on the subject. The practice of providing
free textbooks is almost universal and particularly to pupils in ele-

mentary schools. In twenty-five States uniform textbooks are

adopted in all parts except the independent cities, six States permit

county adoption, and seventeen allow local adoption. Textbooks are

selected in eleven of the States which have uniform adoption by the

state board of education; in other States special textbook commissions

are appointed; in the localities the selection is made by the boards of

education; rarely do teachers participate in the selection. Not only
is there uniformity of textbooks in many States, but the period of

adoption is over a long term of years, three for four years, twenty-one
for five years, nine for six years, two for eight years, and one for ten

years.
1

The extensive market and the competition for adoption have re-

sulted in the production of textbooks which are superior in many
respects to the European in form, make-up, binding, print, and il-

lustrations. Textbooks are prepared by teachers at all levels of the

system and leading experts in subject-matter and in theory have

participated either individually or in cooperation. Selection com-

mittees, advised by their officials, axe guided generally by certain

standards for measuring both the material and scientific character

of books submitted to them. The aim in the preparation of text-

books is to base them upon the latest contributions from the side of

theory, methods and curriculum principles and in certain funda-

mental subjects of tests and measurements. So far as textbooks ate

1 See Tidwdl, C. J., State Control of Textbooks (New Yotfc, 1928).
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concerned, they are in general beyond criticism, difficulties arise,

however, when the single textbook rather than the teacher's mastery

ofi the subject of instruction becomes the sole reliance both of teacher

and pupils. This is what is meant by the "recitation" method,

which, despite all theoretical discussions of progressive methods, pre-

vails very widely the teacher .assigns a certain number of pages

in a textbook to be "studied," and on the following day the pupils

must be ready to answer questions on them, hence much depends on

the quality of the textbook and the extent of instruction and guidance

that the pupil may derive from it. Changes in methods of instruction

are proceeding rapidly; the single textbook is gradually being re-

placed, not only by the use of several or by supplementary books, but

also by the development of library methods. The extensive use of

the textbook has been a corollary of poor preparation of teachers,

and, as professional preparation improves and a proper balance be-

tween the attainment of mastery of content and methods is secured,

the textbook method, but probably not the textbook, will be rele-

gated into the background for purposes of consultation and reference

as in most European countries.

Methods of instruction. The textbook or recitation method still

continues to be the characteristic method of instruction in American

elementary schools. It has been subjected to severe criticism as

emphasizing only the acquisition of knowledge, of dead cold facts,

and of information unrelated to the life and needs of the learner.

After the five formal steps of Herbart had been discarded, efforts

were made to supersede or to supplement the recitation method by
training pupils in how to think and how to study, a training which was

accompanied by library work. But this method still seemed to

imply the study or reorganization of what was regarded as the cut-

and-dried material of one or several textbooks. Training in how to

study was a step in the direction of a wider range of activities than

were possible under the recitation methods, but the activities were
still scholastic and did not arise out of life situations which should

determine the purposes of the pupils'* activities. Accordingly, there

developed out of the ever-widening influence of pragmatic philosophy
in education, combined with the laws of learning, based on the mech-
anistic psychology, a new general method, the "project method."
"A project is any unit of .purposeful experience, any instance of

purposeful activity, where dominating purpose, as an inner urge,
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(i) fixes the aim (or end) of the action, (2) guides the process, (3)

furnishes its drive, its inner motivation for its vigorous prosecution."

Psychologically this means that learning is based on three laws: (i)

law of readiness; (2) law of exercise (use and disuse); and (3) law of

effect or the satisfactory attainment of the purpose. The project

method has on the whole been more discussed than practiced except
in a few experimental schools and with younger children.1

The project method, if not carried out according to its definition,

combined with the criticism of subject-matter prescribed merely as

content to be learned, has led to a new approach to both curriculum

and methods. The curriculum, according to the advocates of the

new philosophy, should consist of activities and experiences arising

out of the lives of the pupils and methods should vary according to

the ends to be attained. This means, in turn, a complete change from

the traditional subject organization of the curriculum to integrated

subject-matter. The child does not distinguish between subjects

gitd subjects; his experience at any one time is whole and integrated;

so, too, his school activities and subjects, as they have been known,
should be introduced as the need for them emerges. This is, of

course, the American analogy for the German Gesamtwnterricht, but

appears to have been arrived at independently. At present, it is

found in public schools more frequently in such integrations as

"social studies/' a blend of history, civics, geography, and hygiene,

or "general science/' a course based on study of the science of every-

day life and drawing upon hygiene, biology, botany, chemistry, and

physics. In its more general form the integrated curriculum is

found in the kindergarten and early primary grades and more often

in experimental schools.

Into a discussion of the development of special methods of teaching

the different subjects of the elementary school curriculum, it is im-

possible to enter here. On the whole, much of the time in the courses

of professional preparation has been devoted to the study of special

methods with inadequate attention to the mastery of the subjects

themselves. This emphasis has tended to restrict professional growth
and to militate against freedom and flexibility in the classroom.

The movements for the revision of the curriculum and for the de-

1 The laws of Tgarnfng Jiave been subjected to criticisDi as an. inadequate explanation of

learning except at the lower levels by Professor B H Bode in his Conflicting Psychologies of

Lcarmttg (New Yofk, 1929).
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velopment of training of teachers through professional subject-

matter are helping to reduce the emphasis hitherto placed on special

methods.

Control of the teaching process. Only in a limited sense, however,

can it be said that education in the United States is characterized by
freedom and flexibility. There is variety in so far as each State is

responsible for its own system of education and each local unit

whether town, township, county, or city enjoys a certain independ-

ence. But within each local unit every school tends to be dominated

by the same principles and functions. The character of a school is

determined not by its principal and staff, but by the policy of the

superintendent in charge of the whole system of which it is a part.

Through the prescribed courses of study and sometimes prescribed

methods, through teacher-rating schemes (in some areas), through
teachers' institutes, held at the beginning of each school year to dis-

cuss the work of the year, through supervision, and through tests and

other forms of standardization, the freedom of the teacher tends to

be limited. On the other hand, there are distinct evidences of a

change. The participation of teachers in the preparation of courses

of study, which has already been mentioned, is an advance in the

right direction. Scientific tests and measurements are no longer ac-

cepted as having the infallibility of the yardstick and are regarded
as valuable mainly for diagnostic purposes. Teachers' institutes are

changing in character and are becoming more practical with oppor-
tunities for discussion by the teachers. The mobility of teachers

and the pursuit of further study in summer sessions or during a

longer term are helping to create professional attitudes which will in

the end result in greater professional freedom and flexibility. Fi-

nally, the nature of supervision, which at one time was directed to

securing uniformity of practices, has changed, the function of the

supervisor is to help the teacher and through the teacher to improve

instruction; the supervisor no longer exercises the authority of a

policeman, but rather that of a special expert, ready to guide, assist,

and advise. Despite these advances, American elementary educa-

tion suffers from the impermanence of the profession, which means a

constant change of personnel. From this point of view, it is not

feminization of the teaching profession which is the weakness of

American schools, but the fact that neither men nor women enter

the profession as a permanent career, women leaving for marriage
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and men for more remunerative careers either within the profession

of education itself or elsewhere.

Private schools. The establishment of private schools is virtually

unrestricted; public authorities may in some States have the right of

entry, but in general the only limitations are that enrollment and
attendance must be reported. According to the figures for 1927-28
there were enrolled in private schools of all kinds 2,134,999 pupils

(1,002,336 boys and 1,132,663 girls), the majority attending parochial

schools of the Roman Catholic Church. The only influential private

schools are those which are definitely established for experimental

purposes. Of these some are entirely private, others are attached to

university schools of education. It would be difficult to gauge the

influence of private experimental schools; in the development of new

curricula, courses of study, and methods, they have played a part
which public schools, with their emphasis until recently on mass

education and uniformity, were not able to undertake. The con-

tributions of such private schools range all the way from the absolute

concept of freedom to more moderate experimentation with such

materials as are used in the public schools. In general, they have

adopted the following principles enunciated by the Progressive

Education Association:

The following is a statement of the goals toward which the new education

is tending. It is safe to say that no school has attained them all, nor axe

they put forth as the specific aims of any one group or organization Rather

they are a general summing up of such characteristics as find expression in

some part throughout all forward-looking education

The child's physical well-being. One of the most important considerations

of the school is the health of the pupils. Space in which to move about, light

and air, dean, wen-ventilated buildings, attention to proper nutrition, access

to the out-of-doors and greater use of it, are all necessary. There should be

frequent use of adequate playgrounds. The school should observe closely the

physkal condition of each pupil, and, in cooperation with the home, make
abundant health available to every child.

Opportunity for full development. Opportunity for initiative and self-ex-

pression should be provided in an environment rich in interesting material,
the free use of -which will release the creative energies of the child

Social Development and Discipline. Group consciousness is developed in

children through participation in the school as a community. Discipline
should be a matter of self-mastery rather than external compulsion, and
character development the result of social experience, and of the recognition
of spiritual forces and resources underlying all nature, life, and conduct. A
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coeducational student body, and a faculty of both men and women, consti-

tute a normal Me situation for character and development

Beauty of environment. The school should furnish an environment that is

simple, natural, and beautiful

Interest the motive of all work. Interest should be satisfied and developed

primarily through (i) direct and indirect contact with the world and its

activities, (2) use and application of knowledge thus gamed, (3) correlation

between different subjects, (4) the consciousness of achievement.
,

The curriculum. The curriculum should be based on the nature and needs

of childhood and youth, with the idea of acquiring knowledge as far as pos-

sible through the scientific method of first-hand observation, investigation,

experiment, and independent search for material. Through these activities

the world of books and abstract ideas is entered. The school should increas-

ingly widen the circle of the child's world, leading him not only to apprecia-

tion of national ideals, but also to a realization of the interdependence of

peoples and international good-will
The teacher as a guide. The teacher should guide the pupil in observing,

experimenting and forming judgments that he may learn how to use various

sources of information including life activities as well as books, and how to

reason about the information thus acquired, and how to express logically and

effectively the conclusion reached. The teacher should be given latitude to

express his own initiative and originality.

Scientific study of pupil development. The school should study and en-

deavor to meet the individual needs and capacities of each child. School

records should not be confined to the marks given by teachers to show the

advancement of pupils in their study of subjects, but should also include both

objective and subjective reports on those physical, mental, emotional, and
social characteristics which concern both school and adult life, and which can

be affected by the school and the home. Such records should be used as a

guide for the treatment of each pupil and should also serve to focus the atten-

tion of the teacher on the all important work of child development.

Cooperation between school and home. Since the child's life at achool and at

home is an integral whole, the school cannot accomplish its purpose without

the active support and intelligent cooperation of the parents. Reciprocally
the school should aid the home in problems concerned with the child.

The School a contributor to educational progress. The school should be an
educational laboratory, where new methods are encouraged, and where the

best of the past is leavened by the discoveries of the present, and the result

freely added to the sum of educational knowledge.
1

Conclusion. In view of the wide extent and variety of the country,
it may berash to present any general conclusion on elementary educa-

tion in the United States. Variety marks the compulsory attendance

1 It is not yet dear how the progressives plan to reconcile these principles with the more
recent movement sponsored by the Progressive Education Association for "social recon-

struction through education
" ' -
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laws and their enforcement, the length of the school year, the char-

acter of the buildings, the quality of the teachers and of teaching, the

nature and scope of the curriculum and the courses of study, and the

expenditure. If approached from this point of view, the country is

far from providing equality of opportunity. Certain general tend-

encies do, however, stand out. The elementary school is the common
school of all the children, and not only the common foundation, but

the lower stage of a system which reaches from the kindergarten to

the university. In the absence of a central educational authority
for the whole country and of strong central authorities in all States,

the burden of educational progress is borne by local systems, which

are free to experiment, by institutions for the study of education, and

by the societies for the scientific study of education. To some extent,

the mobility of teachers and educators tends to the spread of certain

norms for the whole country, and in the same way the use of the same

textbooks over a large area has the same effect. But more character-

istic than these facts are the vigor and imagination which are applied
to the advance of educational progress. From this point of view the

American school systems constitute a veritable laboratory. The

very qualities, however, which are the strength of American educa-

tion, as contrasted with education in other countries, are at once its

weakness. There is on the whole too strong a tendency to develop
education as an autonomous science, or, in other words, to found edu-

cation on scientific theory to the neglect of the social environment in

which it functions. The reason for this is to be found, not in a lack

of vision (there is perhaps too much of this), but in the absence of

any strong, dominating, cultural tradition. Hence the cult of the

individual and of individual success; hence the reference in all cur-

riculum discussions to the needs and abilities of the child and in more

radical circles to the activities and experience of the child as the only

guides worth considering. American education and what is said

of elementary applies equally to other branches of education un-

like education in other countries, does not grow out of, and does not

merge into, a consciously recognized culture. Because it lacks this

solid foundation, there is a tendency to experiment in every direction

with a naive faith that the canons of science can be applied to human
affairs.



CHAPTER VII

PREPARATION OF ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEACHERS

History. Hie preparation of elementary school teachers began

simultaneously with the rise of public systems of elementary educa-

tion. Its history thus begins in the nineteenth century, although the

necessity of providing some preparation had been frequently recog-

nized earlier. Richard Mulcaster, John Lily, John Brinsley, and

Charles Hoole in England and Ratke and Comenins were among the

first leaders of educational thought who advocated the training of

teachers. To Duke Ernst the Pious belongs the honor of recognizing

its importance as the basis of a sound system of education, and al-

though he was himself unable, owing to a depleted treasury, to

organize institutions for the preparation of teachers, he left an injunc-

tion for their development in his will, drawn up in 1654. It was not

until 1694 that his grandson, Frederick II of Gotba, established

a number of seminana scolastica. The experiment was short-lived

and was soon overshadowed by the efforts of leaders in the pietist

movement for the extension of education, with which the names of

August Hermann Francke, J. C. Schienmeyer, and J. J. Hecker were

associated. It was, however, the Pestalozzian movement which ex-

ercised a permanent influence on the development of institutions for

the preparation of elementary school teachers in Germany at a time

when, foUowiag the disaster at Jena in 1806, the importance of educa-

tion as an essential instrument of national reconstruction was

recognized. Through the efforts of disciples who were inspired by
Pestalozzi, among whom were Plamann, Zeller, Henning, Denzel,

Dinter, Harnisch, and Diesterweg, the idea of preparing teachers in

special institutions (Lehrerseminare) became firmly established in

Germany by 1825.

In France the first institution for the training of elementary school

teachers was established by the Convention in 1794 and opened in

the following year in Paris as the ecole normale which became the

prototype of similar institutions in other parts of the world and gave
its name to the characteristic institution later established in the

United States. The first beginnings of a system of teacher training
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in England were associated with the monitorial system developed by
Andrew Bell and the National Society for the Education of the Poor

in the Principles of the Established Church (1811) and by Joseph
Lancaster and the British and Foreign School Society (1814). It

was not until some twenty years later that an active movement

began for the establishment of normal schopls or training colleges.

In 1835 John Arthur Roebuck unsuccessfully introduced a bill in

Parliament for the creation of normal schools on the model of the

French. One of the first proposals of the Committee of Council on

Education, set up in 1839, was to establish a national normal school

with a model school attached; owing to the opposition of the two

societies mentioned, the funds already voted by Parliament and

later increased were used to assist these and other denominational

societies to erect training colleges. Side by side with this develop-

ment there was introduced in 1846 the pupil-teacher system of train-

ing; the two systems have continued up to the present time. In the

United States the preparation of teachers for elementary schools was

first undertaken by the academies, the earliest of which was estab-

lished in Philadelphia as a result of proposals made by Benjamin
Franklin in 1 749. The contribution of the academies, although wide-

spread and adopted by the Legislature in New York State, was

not regarded as satisfactory. A campaign for the establishment of

special institutions began to be promoted actively about 1825 by
W. E. Russell, Thomas Gallaudet, Samuel R. Hall, who opened the

first private normal school at Concord, Vermont, in 1823, and James
G. Carter who later came to be known as the "Father of Normal
Schools." Carter's efforts were crowned by the first legislative

enactment in favor of normal schools in Massachusetts in 1838*and

by the opening of the first public normal school in the United States

at Lexington, Massachusetts, in the following year. The legislation

and the normal school set the pattern for the country and displaced

the preparation of teachers in academies. By^the middle of the nine-;

teenth century both the principle and the practice of preparing

teachers were definitely established in. the four -countries considered

here and began to exercise a profound influence in other parts of the

wtirid.
"

Changing status, jjhe subsequent development of systems for

preparing teachers has 'been determined largely by the changing

character of public elementary education in each country and by the
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progress of educational theory. So long as the emphasis in elemen-

tary education was mainly upon literacy and the teaching of the

three R's, an adequate training in these subjects and in simple
methods of instruction were regarded as sufficient and the test of an

education consisted in evidence of mastery of these
subjects?] The

social status of elementary education as the education of the masses

helped to confirm this point of view, so well illustrated in the reac-

tionary legislation passed in 1854 in Prussia through fear that too

much education had inclined the elementary school teachers toward

liberalism in
politics.^The development

of compulsory and universal

elementary education and the gradual social changes toward the end

of the nineteenth century led to demands, not only for more educa-

tion, but on the part of teachers for a type of preparation which was

not limited merely to training in ability to give instruction in the

rudiments. The movements for enriching the curriculum of the

elementary schools and the rise of strong professional organizations

combined to lead to an agitation for the preparation of teachers on

a higher level than was provided. Secondary education as a mini-

mum preliminary education and the organization of teacher-training

institutions on a university level began to be demanded. Progress

was slow; in some cases political, in others economic reasons were

obstacles to reconstruction. /The gradual recognition at the begin-

ning of the twentieth century of the enlarged scope of the elementary
school as an institution to give not merely instruction but an educa-

tion in the broadest sense, the development of educational theory and

psychology, which carried the conviction that the teacher's task con-

sists of more than merely imparting information, the gradual move-

ment toward the acceptance of the elementary school as the common
school for all and not for the masses alone, and the realization of the

meaning of education as an instrument of social and national welfare

all these factors have helped to support the movement for better

systems of preparing teachers for elementary schoolsT)

This movement, however, represents inherently something more

than a mere increase in the number of years of preparation or the

organization of teacher-training institutions on a university level.

It involves a change from an apprenticeship to a professional basis of

preparation. So long as the function of elementary education was

looked upon as the imparting of a knowledge of the thre$ R's and

perhaps history and geography, the acquisition of subject-matter
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and rules for imparting it tricks of the trade was regarded as an

adequate preparation.7The increasing complexity of the task of edu-

cation, the recognition of each pupil as an individual, and the increas-

ing recognition that an educational institution cannot be run as an

institution in which the teacher's sole function is to carry out orders

from above, whether in the form of prescribed curricula, courses of

study, and methods of instruction, or of standardized examinations,

all pointed in the same direction, that the teacher's preparation must

be on a professional basis and that the teacher must be trained to

teach through mastery not of rules but ofpmdplesT In other words,

if the task of education, as Sir John Adams hasdescribed it, is to

teach John x, then the teacher must know, not only #, but John, and

his probable reaction to x. But he must know more than a, the

subject; he must understand its significance in the environment in

which he tfeaches, its educative value, and its relation to all other

subjects, its pertinence for John's development, as well as the meth-

ods by which John's interest can be aroused to master it. The same

holds true if, as in the "new" or "progressive" education, the teacher

seeks to start with John's interests and to organize his environment

for their growth.

{^here is, too, a further change which is taking place. So long as

the school was conceived in its original sense as a place of leisure, an

institution, sheltered and divorced from the main currents of life, in

which certain subjects were to be imparted, an emphasis on subject-

matter and methods still constituted an adequate preparation. The
school cannot, however, be divorced from "politics/' and literacy or

mental training alone do not give an adequate preparation for the

complex demands of modern life^JWithout necessarily accepting the

theory of Soviet educators, that the school must be an institution for

indoctrination in the ideology on which the State is founded, educa-

tional theory in general accepts the principle that the school must

inevitably be colored by the environment in which the school func-

tions Crhe teadrejr
mult accordingly be not only a master of the

subjects which he jfrofesseVlmt he must understand the relation of

.the school to social and national welfare as expressed not only on its

cultural side tmt in its everyday manifestations social, political,

and economic.^
The expansion of the scope and significance of the teacher's posi-

tion implies as a natural corollary an extension of the period of prepa-
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ration. Throughout the nineteenth century the vision of the intend-

ing elementary school teacher was restricted to his future occupation,

selected at an early age from an elementary school, he was prepared
either in an elementary school or in an institution administered by the

authorities responsible for elementary education. As a consequence

he was never able to shake off what the French call I'esprit primaire,

a tendency to worship primary facts and information rather than

ideas, narrow intellectual contacts inevitably resulted in narrow

points of view. ^The tendency today is to postpone the early choice

of teaching as a Vocation by providing a complete general education

in a secondary school followed by preparation in an institution on the

university level.

The problems of teacher preparation. The prolongation of the pe-

riod of preparation does not, however, simplify the problems involved,.

While it is true that the introduction of a preliminary geheral educa-

tion gives the teacher-candidate a broader background than is

possible when the training institution is a direct continuation of the

elementary school, the professional preparation of the teacher must

include the methods of teaching the subjects which make up, as it were,

the tools of his trade. Further, the time is passed when the claim

that he who knows can teach can be justified; this means that prepa-
ration must include not only what to teach but how to teach. In

the United States the emphasis tended for a long time to be on meth-

ods, on how to teach, as the most important part of professional

preparation; in England both aspects were included, but subject-

matter was taught by one group and methods by another group of

instructors, the student often being expected to integrate and synthe-
size the two sides himself. The practice of the German Lehrersemi-

nare was to synthesize the two, the teacher of arithmetic, for ex-

ample, being responsible for the content of the subject, the study of

its place in education, and the methods of teaching it as well as

demonstration and supervision of practice in it. In other words, the

teaching of each subject was professionalized; the German practice,

however, was open to the criticism of devoting too much time to an

extended review of the subjects of the elementary school without

providing adequate opportunities of introducing the students to the

standards of a higher education.

The problem of organizing adequate Systems for preparinjg teachers

is still further complicated by the recognition of the necessity of
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providing differentiated training for different stages of elementary
education and for different environmental conditions. Provision

must now be made for the preparation of teachers for nursery schools,
for infant schools and kindergartens, for primary grades, and for

intermediate schools, which for the time being still hover between

elementary and secondary schools, A larger problem is the adapta-
tion of teacher-preparation to the needs of urban and rural areas,

a problem which has been directly attacked only in the United States

and indirectly in England by the retention of a lower level of training

for prospective rural school teachers.

I In the reforms which are taking place in the preparation of teachers

an attempt is being made to prolong the general, all-round education

of the students, to give them a deeper and broader insight into the

content and significance of the subjects which they are to teach, and

at the same time to associate special methods simultaneously with

the study of each subject. The tendency is thus to professionalize

subject-matter. Beyond this, the preparation of the teacher involves

the study of the so-called professional subjects the history and

theory of education, educational psychology, and general theory of

method; these traditional subjects are gradually being increased by
the addition of tests and measurements, sociology, and special aspects

of psychology. Finally, the practical aspect, induction into teach-

ing, constitutes the third important phase of the problem. This

problem is beset by difficulties more of an administrative than of a

theoretical character due to the inadequacy of practice institutions

directly under the control of the training institutions. These dif-

ficulties, combined with the increased responsibilities which have

fallen on the teacher, have led to the recognition that the few years

devoted to professional preparation could not be relied upon to

produce a finished teacher and that a period of probation is ne-

cessarybefore a young teacher can be given a permanent appoint-

ment^/
The rapidity with which educational reforms axe taking place and

the growing recognition that the school must be adapted to social

progress have in turn directed attention to the fact that the .train-

ing of the teacher cannot be restricted to the years of preparation, but

must be continued throughout his career. For this purpose some

countries have relied upon staffs of inspectors or supervisors to keep

teachers up to the mark; elsewhere active professional organizations
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have helped to keep teachers in touch with educational progress;

generally the tendency is to organize more formal methods for train-

ing teachers in service by means of conferences, study groups, and

summer courses. A teacher who does not grow tends to stagnate and

to become mechanical. Again the change in the character of educa-

tion is demonstrated: when education was largely instruction in a

somewhat fixed round of subjects, the initial training with occasional

further study was adequate for the situation; the new place of the

school in society, the necessity of overhauling subjects and curric-

ula periodically, the participation of the teachers in the making of

courses of study, the constant expansion and progress of educational

theory which in turn are the results of experimentation, have so

broadened the professional equipment of the teacher that two or three

years of initial preparation are no longer sufficient to keep the teacher

abreast of the times.

The changing character of the school, involving as it does an exten-

sion of the period of preparation, has begun to exercise another

influence which is economic and social in character. Although the

idea was gradually discarded in the nineteenth century that anybody
was competent enough to teach in an elementary school, the low

esteem in which the education of the masses was held attached to the

teachers in the schools intended for them. Salaries were also com-

mensurate with the esteem of the schools and with the length of

preparation required for teaching in them. The development of a

professional consciousness which led to the creation of teachers' as-

sociations, the changes which have taken place more recently in the

status of elementary education, and the gradual prolongation of the

period of preparation have resulted in a slow but definite improve-
ment in the status of elementary school teachers and in increased

remuneration. In other words, the profession of teaching is not

exempt from the general principles which govern supply and demand
in other occupations. In addition to improvements in the remunera-

tion of teachers which open up a genuine career, there have been pro-
vided protection against disability and retiring allowances. There
are still difficulties to be overcome on the economic side, in some
countries there is the problem of equal pay for men and women, or

of the 'adjustment of salary scales to family responsibilities or to

variations in the cost of living. The extension of the period of

preparation which may in time, and in some places has, become al-
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most as long for elementary as for secondary school teachers, may
bring in its train a demand for single salary scales with which some
American authorities are now experimenting. Tenure, on the whole,
has not been a serious problem in European countries or in England,

except occasionally in voluntary or nori-provided schools, but in the

United States there is still room for improvement. For the present,

however, the important point is that there has been an appreciable

improvement in the status of elementary school teachers such as

could hardly have been anticipated at the beginning of the century.

Progress will depend to some extent on the general acceptance of the

elementary school as the common school for all and on the increased

recognition of the significance of the school for social and national

welfare. Improvement of status will have the further salutary effect

of directing the attention and interest of teachers away from pre-

occupation with their economic condition toward closer study of the

more fundamental and important problems of education.

The tendencies described above will be found exemplified more or

less in the accounts of the systems for the preparation of teachers

presented in the following pages. ,
At one end is the Italian reform

of *92& which, providing for the preparation of teachers in schools at

the secondary level, is based on the assumption that the successful

teacher is he who is thoroughly imbued with the cultural and spirit-

ual aspirations of his country and for whom preoccupation with

methods and educational theory, rather than a broad philosophical <

understanding of life, is a hindrance rather than a help. France has

still retained the nineteenth-century attitude to teachers as servants

of the State trained to carry out prescribed regulations. England is

in a stage of transition and reform which represent a tendency to

place the preparation of teachers on a university level with an empha-
sis on genuine professionalization; at the same time the traditional

pupil-teacher system is retained for the training of rural school teach-

ers. The United States represents ervery type of teacher-training

from training in high schools to preparation in teachers* colleges and

schools of education in universities. Germany agaia setsAe- stead-

aid, asskedid -at*another te^4a^bemictecntb eeatttrjn, byorganize
&> the -preparation of teachers on a univeraty level either in in-

dependent institutions, in institutions affiliated with universities, or

in universities. Soviet Russia stands outside of the general stream in

training teachers for elementary schools in institutions at the sec-
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ondary level and in the intimate association of this training with the

polytechnization of all schools.^

I. ENGLAND

History. The preparation of elementary school teachers was

strongly influenced until recently by its dual origin in the pupil-

teacher system and in training colleges. The former was introduced

in 1846 by a Minute of the Committee of Council on Education for

which Sir James Kay-Shuttleworth, who had seen the system at work

in Holland, was responsible. It was definitely an apprenticeship

system in which boys and girls were indentured at the age of thirteen

to the headmaster of an elementary school for five years; the pupil-

teachers taught during the day and after school hours continued their

general education under the direction of their headmasters. At the

close of the period they were submitted to the examination for the

Queen's Scholarships, a competitive test by which the best candidates

were selected to continue their preparation in training colleges.

The apprenticeship practice began to decline gradually after the

Act of 1870 established a system of public elementary schools and

the need of a broader academic preparation began to be recognized.

The age of pupil-teachers was raised to sixteen in urban centers and

to fifteen in rural areas; center classes were established in 1874 and

were gradually organized toward the close of the century into pupil-

teacher centers; academic preparation was emphasized and for one

year the pupil-teachers were required to obtain practical teaching

experience. Those who passed the Queen's Scholarship Examina-

tions proceeded to training colleges; those who failed became un-

certificated teachers, but might later obtain certificates by examina-

tion without training, a practice introduced in 1847.

Training colleges began to be established first by the two leading

educational societies, the British and Foreign School Society and
the National Society, with the help of grants for buildings allotted

to them in 1839 by the Committee of Council on.Education; other

denominational societies Wesleyan, Congregational, and Roman
Catholic began to open their own colleges. The Borough Road

School, in which monitors had been trained since 1805, was reorgan-
ized in 1842 and became a training college, but had already been

preceded by one institution opened in 1836 by the Home and Colonial

School Society to train female teachers and another established in
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1840 by James Kay (later Sir James Kay-Shuttleworth) to train

teachers for pauper schools. With the help of building and per capita

grants from the Government, the number of training colleges in-

creased rapidly in the next twenty years. They were assured by the

pupil-teacher system of a supply of adequately prepared teachers.

The dual system pupil teacherships and training colleges

continued to provide the large majority of elementary school teachers.

From 1846 to 1861 salaries were paid directly by the Government

and teachers virtually enjoyed the status of civil servants. In the

absence of publicly maintained secondary schools, the system was

the only one practicable under the circumstances; its chief weakness

was that it was wholly unrelated to any other branch of education

the students came from elementary schools, were pupil-teachers in

elementary schools, were trained by teachers whose sole experience

had been in elementary schools, and returned to elementary schools.

The only opportunity open to the more ambitious teachers was

to prepare for the external degrees of the University of London.

Despite the limitations of the practice, which became still more

restricted when the vicious system of payment by results was in-

troduced in 186 1, the elementary school teachers performed a notable

service in the- progress of education. The desirability of introducing
another spirit in elementary education began to be recognized and in

1888 the Cross Commission recommended the establishment of day

training departments 9
in universities and university colleges which

had by that time begun to flourish in increased numbers. Two

years later the recommendation was embodied in the Code, and a

thirdmethod of preparing teachers was thus adopted at the university

level.

The Education Act of 1902 created new possibilities and oppor-

tunities. In the first place, the Act permitted the larger local educa-

tion authorities (counties and county boroughs) to provide secondary
schools out of local rates with the help of government grants. Sec-

ondly, the same authorities were allowed to establish their own train-

ing coEeges, for the building of which the Government began to give

grants in 1906. The establishment of secondary schools created

a new route by which intending teachers could obtain their prelimi-

nary training. Pupil-teacher centers were retained, especially in the

rural areas, but gradually the majority of intending teachers, who
were given free tuition and maintenance allowances, began to pass
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through the secondary schools. The difference between the two

methods was that a candidate who entered a pupil-teacher center re-

mained up to the age of sixteen and then became a pupil-teacher up
to the age of eighteen, when on passing an examination he might
become an uncertificated teacher or enter a training college. The
candidate who entered a secondary school pursued a general course

also up to the age of sixteen, and then, if recommended by his head-

master and on signing a declaration to become a teacher, received

a bursary or grant to continue his education for another year; at the

end of this period he might, if he had passed an examination qualify-

ing him for entrance to a training college, continue his studies there

or become a student-teacher. The student-teacher year was divided

between observation and practice in an elementary school and fur-

ther study in a secondary school; at the end of the year the stu-

dent teacher, if he had passed the necessary examination, might enter

a training college or training department of a university or become

an uncertificated teacher. The training colleges gave a two-year

course, the university training departments originally a three-year

course and after 1911 a four-year course, the first three in preparation

for an academic degree, the fourth devoted to professional training.

This system continued until it began to be subjected to criticism

which led to the appointment of a Departmental Committee in 1923

to review the arrangements for the training of teachers for public elementary

schools, and to consider what changes, if any, in the organization or finance

of the existing system are desirable in order that a supply of well qualified

teachers adjustable to the demands of the shoolsmay be secured, regard being
had to (a) the economy of public funds, (&) the attractions offered to young
persons by the teaching profession as compared with other professions and

occupations, (c) the facilities afforded by secondary schools and universities

for acquiring academic qualifications

The Committee in its Report, published in 1925, in considering the

problem of recruiting teachers, expressed itself as opposed to the

practice of aiding intending teachers before the age of sixteen, and
was of the opinion that the most effective method of securing a quali-

fied supply of teachers is through satisfactory salaries, tenure, and

pensions, improved conditions of school life, and freedom from undue
administrative control. It recommended the ultimate elimination of

supplementary and uncertificated teachers and the discontinuance of

the acting teachers' certificate, whereby an untrained teacher could
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obtain a certificate by examination. It deprecated the system of

student and pupil teacherships, but admitted that the latter might
have to be retained in rural areas, where secondary schools were not

accessible. The Committee rejected as not practicable the sugges-
tion that all teachers should be trained in universities, but recom-

mended a closer connection between training colleges and universi-

ties.

The Committee thus attacked some of the defects of the system
of preparing teachers which had been accumulated in the course of

its development. Among these were the premature recruiting of

candidates for the teaching profession, the retention of the student-

teacher year, the segregation of candidates in separate centers, and
the isolation of the training colleges. The improvement of salary

scales and the provision of a sound superannuation scheme had

already made the teaching profession sufficiently attractive to dis-

pense with artificial aids to secure a supply of candidates. The
student-teacher year had been taken over from the pupil-teacher

system on the assumption that a period of practical experience in

elementary schools was desirable as a basis for testing the suitability

of candidates and for the subsequent professional study. In practice

some school principals devoted attention to the student-teachers as-

signed to them: in general the student-teachers without guidance

picked up habits which they had later to unlearn. The training col-

leges had developed in isolation in the nineteenth century and in the

twentieth had been left suspended without constituting an integral

part of the system of higher education; academically and profes-

sionally they enjoyed little independence, since they were controlled

by the prescription of courses and examinations in the Regulations

of the Board of Education.

The Board of Education at once proceeded to take steps to put
the recommendations of the Committee into effect. In 1925 a

Circular (1372) was issued by the Board announcing the intention of

discontinuing its practice of conducting the final examinations in

training colleges; this was followed in 1926 by an invitation to uni-

versities and training colleges to consider plans for cooperation, be-

tween them. The Regulationsfor the Training of Teachers, issued in

1926, omitted any reference to the student-teacher year and Circular

1383 (1926), while confirming the Departmental Committee's recom-

mendation against its retention, permitted such local authorities as
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wished to do so, to continue the practice. The detailed syllabus and

examination requirements were replaced by a general statement that

The course of education and professional training in a training college must

be in accordance with a suitable curriculum and must include systematic

study of the principles and practice of teaching. Satisfactory arrangements
must be made for the examination of students at the end of their course In

the case of training colleges other than those for domestic subjects, adequate

provision must be made in approved schools for practice in teaching under

proper supervision, and students who have not had practical experience as

teachers in an approved capacity must spend at least twelve weeks of their

course in such practice.

In thus releasing the institutions for the preparation of teachers

from its control, the Board of Education looked to the adoption of

the practice which prevails in the preparation for other professions in

England. The preparation of lawyers and doctors, for example, is

controlled entirely by the organizations which represent these profes-

sions the Incorporated Law Society and the Inns of Court and the

General Medical Council,-only those who have obtained certificates

granted by such bodies are permitted to engage in the practice of the

professions concerned. Accordingly, the control of the preparation

of teachers would, under the continued supervision of the Board,
because of its general interest and the grant of financial aid, be trans*

ferred to those organizations directly concerned with the preparation

and employment of teachers the universities, training colleges,

local education authorities, and teachers' associations.

To carry out the recommendations made on this point by the De-

partmental Committee and the Board of Education, a Committee on
Universities and Training Colleges was appointed and issued its

recommendations in 1928. The Committee suggested the division

of the country into twelve regional groups to promote contacts be-

tween the universities and training colleges. In each of these groups
a joint board was to be set up, consisting of representatives of the

universities, training colleges, and local education authorities, and

charged with the duty of defining standards, curricula, courses of

study, and examination requirements. To coordinate the work of

the regional boards it was recommended that a Central Advisory
Committee for the Certification of Teachers be created, consisting in

turn of representatives of the institutions concerned, to consider

standards, curricula, and the scope and range of examinations.
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THE PRESENT SYSTEM

Preliminary education. The main lines of the present system
can now be described. The recommendations of the Departmental
Committee and of the Board of Education have already begun to bear

fruit and a full-time secondary education up to the age of eligibility

for entrance to a training college or university training department
has been adopted as the requirement for preliminary training. In

1930 the number of pupil-teachers in centers had fallen to about one

quarter of the number in 1927; of the total number (1160) 761 were

rural pupil-teachers. The number of student-teachers was about

one third of the number in 1927. The class of teachers known as

"supplementary" still survives; the only qualification required for

appointment as supplementary teachers is that candidates shall be

suitable women over eighteen years of age and m good health; there

are no requirements of academic attainments or of training. They
may be employed, if the Board's inspectors certify them as having

teaching ability, but always upon a temporary basis, in the infants*

or lower classes in rural schools. They are never, as is sometimes the

case in the United States with teachers with scarcely better qualifica-

tions, in sole charge of a school. The normal practice will henceforth

be that boys and girls will enter a secondary school between the ages
of eleven and twelve and will there pursue a general academic course

without being ear-marked for teaching or any other occupation. At
the age of sixteen theymay become candidates for bursarships offered

by a number of local education authorities to suitable students who
intend to become teachers in public schools. The bursarships carry

free tuition and maintenance allowances for one or two years.

Whether candidates for the teaching profession obtain scholar-

ships or bursarships, they are expected to pass the First Secondary
School Examination x and to have reached the age of eighteen, if they
wish to be admitted to a training college, or, if they intend to apply
for admission to a university training department, they must be

seventeen years of age and must have passed either a matriculation

examination or the First Examination with sufficient credits to be

exempted from the matriculation requirement. Owing to the limited

accommodation, admission to training colleges and university train-

ing departments is selective; the age and examination requirements

'SeeChkpterVnL
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are the minima; beyond these candidates must submit a certificate of

good health and testimonials as to character and promise, and in

most cases are interviewed. Admission to a course of preparation

is thus in a sense competitive; the best students find their way into

the university training departments, the next best into training col-

leges; those who fail to secure admission still have the opportunity
of becoming uncertificated teachers, or they may enter some training

institution as non-recognized students, in which case they assume the

total cost of preparation themselves. The new system guarantees an

adequate academic and general education such as is required in

general for admission to preparation for other professions. The able

student may even continue this general education and pass the

Second School or Advanced Examination, which overlaps to some

extent with the first year of work required for an academic degree.

A candidate who enters a training institution as a recognized student

must sign a declaration of intention to complete the course and

to follow thereafter the profession of teacher in a public school, with

the understanding that preparation for the teaching career is the

sole purpose of his taking advantage of the public funds provided for

the preparation of teachers.

Training colleges. Unlike institutions devoted to the same

purpose in other countries, the training college is not a state institu-

tion; it is supported by the State, but since 1928, when the new sys-

tem was introduced, it is no longer state-controlled. It may be

provided that is, established and maintained by a public education

authority or non-provided or established and maintained by a

voluntary, usually a denominational, society. In 1930-31 there were

74 two-year training colleges provided as follows: (a) by a university,

i; (b) by a local education authority, 22; (c) by other bodies, 51

(Church of England, 29, Roman Catholic, 8; Wesleyan, 2; and

undenominational, 12). The colleges are residential or day or both

day and residential institutions.

The Board of Education bears a share of the cost of building train-

ing colleges, in the case of local education authorities up to half of

the cost. The contributions for maintenance, salaries, and scholar-

ships are paid to local authorities up to half of the cost of the ap-

proved expenditures; to non-provided institutions the annual grants
are paid on a per capita basis as follows: for tuition, 28 for men
and 26 for women students; for maintenance, 43 for men and
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34 for women, for non-resident students, 26 for men and 20

for women (these sums may be paid through the colleges direct to

students in cases of need).
1 In the provided colleges there are as a

rule no tuition fees, in the non-provided colleges students pay the

difference between the actual cost and the income derived from

grants and other sources. Needy students in provided institutions

may receive monetary assistance. Since only a small number of the

local education authorities maintain training colleges, whose grad-
uates may accept employment anywhere in the country, the Board of

Education raises a fund of 70,000 annually by deducting from the

grants made to those authorities which do not maintain colleges and

distributing it to those which do.

The staffs or faculties of the training colleges include in increasing

numbers men and women who have had a university preparation
and hold an honors degree (that is, they have specialized intensively

in some one or two subjects) and some experience in teaching, al-

though not necessarily or always in elementary schools, a defect

frequently criticized by those who detect a certain divorce between

the work of the training colleges and the needs of elementary schools.

The old distinction between subject-matter and methods, which

used to be marked by the presence on the staffs of masters or mis-

tresses of method, has disappeared. Each lecturer is responsible

both for courses in the subjects in which he is a specialist, and in

methods of teaching them, as well as for the organization of periods

for observation and demonstration in the schools. Professional

subjects principles and theory, history and psychology of educa-

tion are taught by lecturers in education who axe in general re-

sponsible for the arrangements for the practical teaching of the

students. The salaries of lecturers in training colleges are slightly

higher than those provided by the Burnham Committee for secondary

school teachers.

Courses in training colleges. Until 1929 the Board of Education

prescribed the curricula aad courses of study in training colleges.

Since that time the system recommended by the Departmental

Committee, the Board of Education, and the Committee on Uni-

versities and Training Colleges has been adopted, and twelve regional

groups, including universities and training colleges, have been

created to set up standards of courses and examinations. Each group
1 Hiese grants were reduced by Amendments to the J&guIaU&ns issued in 1931 and 1932.
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is administered by a representative body variously known as a dele-

gacy, joint board, or board of administration. Thus the Board of

Administration for Yorkshire Training Colleges includes representa-

tives of the governing bodies and principals of training colleges, of

the two universities (Leeds and Sheffield), and the University college

(Hull), and of local education authorities in Yorkshire. The Board

is assisted by three agencies: (i) an advisory council representing all

types of schools, universities, training colleges, and local education

authorities to discuss and make recommendations on suggestions for

the development of the training of teachers; (2) boards of studies to

consider courses of study and the selection of examiners; and (3)

boards of examiners to approve questions drafted for examinations,

and to consider the reports of the examiners, both internal and ex-

ternal. Each regional group is permitted to charge fees for examina-

tions, part of which is paid by the candidates and part (1.10.0 per

candidate) is contributed by the Board. In order to secure a certain

uniformity of standard and to provide a medium for the discussion

of common problems, a Central Advisory Committee has been created

of twenty-five members, as follows: eight representing universities,

four local education authorities, four training colleges, four training

college staffs, four the teaching profession, and one domestic subjects.

Since the whole system of joint boards is recent and is regarded as

experimental, there has been a tendency in the framing of courses of

study and requirements for examinations to cling to the traditions

established by the Board of Education during its period of control in

these matters. In general the aim of the training colleges is to ap-

proach their problem from a single point of view, that of giving

professional preparation, and, while the teaching of subjects is on
a standard in advance of that of the secondary school, it is expected
that they will be taught with a view to their use in schools; beyond
this opportunity is to be provided to students to select one subject

and to pursue it to an advanced standard. The courses are divided

into three groups professional, general or academic, and practical.

The Board of Administration for the Yorkshire Training Colleges

prescribed the following Regulations for the final examination in 193 1 :

Professional subjects
1. Principles and practice of teaching
2. Hygiene

3. Physical training (theory and practice)
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General subjects
x

Group A
i. English
2 History

3. Geography
4. Mathematics

5. General elementary science (ordinary standard only)
6. French (advanced standard only)

7 Physics (advanced standard only)
8 Chemistry (advanced standard only)

9 Biology (advanced standard only)

Group B
1. Music (theory and practice)
2. Drawing
3. Needlework and handwork (for women)
4. Handwork (for men; advanced standard only)

5 Gardening (advanced standard only)

All students are examined in the professional subjects;
3 in the

general courses they may offer four subjects at ordinary standard, or

two subjects at ordinary and one at advanced standard, or one sub-

ject at ordinary and two at advanced standard. English must in

all cases be one of the subjects taken, and whatever selection is made,

subjects must be chosen from both Groups A and B. The examina-

tion does not as a rule include papers in general elementary science,

drawing (ordinary standard), needlework, handwork for women, the

practice of teaching, or the practice of physical training, which are

tested chiefly by inspection, supplemented by written papers, if

desirable; in practical music, gardening, and advanced science, the

written papers are in all cases supplemented by inspection. The

grouping of subjects and the standard taken are in general deter-

mined by the type, of work in which the student intends to engage

ordinary work in the elementary school, work with children over

eleven, and work with infants. There is accordingly an opportunity
for differentiation which until recently has been somewhat empirical.

The proposed reorganization of the system into infants, junior and

senior schools will provide a better opportunity for specialized prepa-

ration than in the past. Specialization for work in rural schools is

not provided except tnat where possible observation and practice in

such schools are arranged*
1 Both ordinary and advanced standards unless otherwise indicated.

* Some boards indude voice training, reading and recitation* drawing and handwork

among these subjects.
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Under the Regulations of the Board, all students who have not

already had some experience are expected to devote twelve weeks to

teaching practice during their period of preparation. The provisions

for practice teaching vary, few training colleges have their own

schools, but all arrange for the use of public schools, some of which

may be specially designated as demonstration schools, others for

observation and practice only. But even where schools are selected

as demonstration schools, the staffs of the training colleges do not

have complete control of their management and courses. In general,

observation and demonstration are looked after by the subject-

matter lecturers, and the continued practice by the lectures in educa-

tion It cannot be said that the situation is satisfactory; with the

elimination of the student-teacher year, the situation may, indeed,

become worse, for unreliable as the results of the student-teacher

year were, it did bring the intending teacher into close contact with

elementary schools. A remedy for the situation was found several

years ago by the introduction of a year of probation; originally in-

troduced as a measure of economy to save a year's salary increment,
a few authorities have realized the opportunity provided by this

year if the probationers were placed under careful and sympathetic

guidance; as a general rule, however, the success of the probationary

year as an induction to the practical problems of teaching depends

upon the ability and interest of the head teacher under whom the

probationer secures her first appointment.
Candidates who pass the final examination conducted by one of

the regional boards are granted a certificate, provided that they

satisfy the inspectors of the Board of Education as to their ability
in practical teaching. The Board has retained this connection with
the certification of teachers because of its interest in the quality of

teachers throughout the country; where desired by an examining
body, the Board's inspectors will also test candidates in practical

subjects. Candidates who obtain the certificates of the regional
boards and satisfy the inspectors in practical teaching are recog-
nized as certificated teachers after a year of probation. There has
thus been developed a system of teacher preparation governed by
standards which the profession will determine for itself with the ad-
vice of the Board of Education. The result which has been attained
is best expressed in the words of former Prime Minister Stanley
Baldwin:
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The new entrant to the profession is no longer regarded as a government
trainee for a government job, segregated in a special institution, meeting
none but his own type. The crown of his work no longer takes the form of a
government licence to teach. By converting the certificate into a diploma
granted by a joint body representing both the university and the training
colleges, the Board are enabling students to train alongside men and women
destined for other careers. The teacher is thus being drawn out of a back-
water into the main stream of the liberal professions, and sees life from more
than one angle.

1

University training departments. Since the requirements for ad-

mission to university training departments connected with universi-

ties and university colleges are higher than for entrance to a training

college, the more able students obtain their preparation by this

route which was introduced in 1890. In 1930-31 there were twenty-
two training departments in universities and university colleges.

It became obvious, soon after the introduction of this system and the

rapid increase in the supply of secondary schools after the Education

Act of 1902 was passed, that students who obtained degrees pre-
ferred to look for appointment in secondary schools. For some time

the period of preparation was three years, during which the student

devoted his time to the courses required for the academic degree and
to professional courses required for the teacher's certificate, a heavy
burden which was lifted in 1911 by the introduction of a fourth

year. The time was now divided, three years being devoted to the

attainment of a degree (pass or honors) and the last year to profes-

sional training. Since this practice virtually removed any distinc-

tion between preparation for teaching at the secondary and ele-

mentary level, the Board of Education, in its Regulations of 1926, ac-

cepted the situation and dispensed with administrative distinctions

between elementary and secondary training colleges and between

university training departments and other training colleges.

University training departments receive grants from the Board of

Education as follows: 35 for each recognized student in the fourth

year of the course, a grant to cover the cost of fees for the degree

course and an additional 5 per student for general supervision, and

a grant paid to each recognized, student (26 for men and 20 for

1 From Mr. Baldwin's Message, A New Step m Education. Educational Yearbook* 1928,

pp.39ff. Thereatafereminded that the Message was issued diirmgthe polltu^ campaign
of May, 1929, as an account of the achievements of the Conservative Party. There was,

however, no change of policy in respect to the preparation of teachers in the Labor regime

which followed
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women living at home; 43 for men and 34 for women residing in

hostels).
1

The students in university training departments devote the

first three years to academic courses leading to a degree either on the

pass or ordinary level, which is characterized by extensive study of a

number of subjects, or on the honors level, which implies specializa-

tion in one or more subjects closely allied (e g., classics, Latin and a

modern language, modern languages, history, mathematics and

physics, physics, chemistry, etc.). On the professional side little

difference is made in the work of the students, except that those who
have a clear intention of teaching in the elementary schools must

take courses in practical subjects. Teaching practice provided for

according to the Regulations of the Board is arranged in both ele-

mentary and secondary schools. The course terminates with an ex-

amination conducted by the university, or in the case of university

colleges by a degree-granting university which provides for the

examination of external students; while there are variations in the

character of this examination, it generally includes the professional

subjects and methods of teaching special subjects. Successful candi-

dates are awarded a diploma in education which entitles the holder

to the elementary teachers' certificate, if the holder has had practical

experience in an elementary school; candidates who fail to reach the

requirements for the diploma may be recommended for a certificate.

As the reorganization of the system of education proceeds, it seems

probable that candidates who complete a four-year course will be

employed in secondary, central, or senior schools, and graduates of

training colleges in infants or junior schools. Such an arrangement

may result in a more general recognition of the need of more carefully

organized differentiation of courses along functional lines. The four-

year system, besides providing a supply of teachers with a thorough
academic training and professional preparation, has also furnished

the group from which head teachers of elementary schools have been

drawn, since a degree has become a general requirement for this

position,

Other institutions for the preparation of teachers. In addition to

the two-year training colleges, which may offer a third-year course

for specialized training, and the university training departments,

there are a number of institutions for the preparation of special
1 These sums were reduced in 1931.
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teachers. Six colleges prepare teachers of infants and young children

to take the examinations of the National Froebel Union, whose

certificates are recognized by the Board. Teachers of handicrafts

may be trained in the third-year course of a training college or in

two technical institutions, Loughborough College and Shoreditch

Technical Institute, which have organized two-year courses for the

purpose. Teachers of domestic subjects may receive their training in

special colleges which offer two- or three-year courses* Art teach-

ers are prepared either in schools of art or in the third-year course

of training colleges. Preparation of teachers of physical training is

provided in the training colleges either in the regular two-year

course or in the third-year course. 1

Rural school teachers receive their preparation either in secondary
schools or in pupil-teacher centers The former may become un-

certificated teachers in rural schools after passing a First School

Examination. Following a Report of the Departmental Committee on

the Training of Rural Teachers, issued in 1929, it was decided to re-

tain the pupil-teacher centers and to provide for them a course of

study terminating in a special examination the conduct of which was

placed in the hands of the Oxford Examination Delegacy and the

Cambridge Examinations Syndicate. This examination differs from

the First School Examination only in the fact that a foreign language
is optional. The papers in English, history, geography, a foreign

language, drawing, and needlework are identical with those set in

the First School Examinations; those in elementary mathematics,

natural science, musk, gardening, hygiene with housecraft, and

handicraft are based on special courses of study. Except for English,

including an oral examination, and natural science, candidates are

given permission to select from these subjects which are arranged in

groups. Practical subjects are tested by inspection. The minimum

age at which candidates take the examination is seventeen. Those

who pass the examination may continue their further preparation in

a training college.

The Departmental Committee reported that
"
the special needs of

1 In 1930-31 the total number of students m training was 19,484 (6,757 men and 12,7*7

women), distributed as follows: university training departments, 6462 (3,393 men and 3,069
women); post-graduate training-colleges, 70 (7 men and 63 women); two-year training col-

leges 11,941 (3,354 men and 8^87 women); training colleges for domestic subjects, p88
women; 23 graduate students (3 men and 20 women) were in training in secondary schools

under a scheme somewhat like the Prussian.
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rural schools receive insufficient direct attention/' and recommended

that, in view of the reorganization of the school system into junior

and senior schools, more important places be assigned to biological

science, rural economics, professional subjects, and practical ac-

quaintance with rural school work, and that the content of courses

in general should refer more directly to rural school teaching.

Certification of teachers. The Board of Education recognizes

for purposes of the grant three types of elementary school teachers:

(i) The supplementary teachers whose only qualifications are age,

physical fitness, and approval by the inspectors. The number of

teachers of this type decreases every year; thus in 1931 there were

7270 supplementary teachers in regular employment as contrasted

with 7497 in the previous year. It must again be made clear that

such teachers are usually assigned to teach infants and younger
children and never have charge of a school, as may happen with

teachers with no better qualifications in the United States. (2) The

uncertificated teachers whose qualifications at least guarantee a

preparation equivalent to the requirements for admission to a

training college. With the gradual disappearance of the pupil-

teacher system and the student-teacher year, the new generation of

uncertificated teachers will enter upon their work without any pro-

fessional preparation The abolition in 1929 of the acting teacher's

certificate, granted on examination by the Board of Education to

experienced but untrained teachers, the lower scales of salary paid to

them, the refusal of the more progressive authorities to appoint them,
and the absence of opportunities of promotion to principalships are

already having their effect upon the number of uncertificated

teachers. In 1931 there were regularly employed 30,632 uncertifi-

cated teachers, over seven hundred less than in 1930 (31,385).' The

larger authorities (London County and county boroughs) employed
only about 18 per cent of the total number of uncertificated teachers.

Their status will be further affected by the reorganization of the

school system and the probability is that they will be limited to work
in infants and junior schools. The opportunity is always open to

those who wish, and can afford to do so, to enter a training college.

(3) The third group consists of certificated teachers, who for the

present include those who obtained their certificates by training and
examination or by examination without training. The avenue to

the second type of certificate (acting teachers' certificate) has now
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been closed. The improved scales of salaries and the adoption of a

sound superannuation system, combined with the refusal of many
authorities to employ any but certificated teachers, have increased

their number; in 1931 there were in regular employment 126,245
certificated teachers as contrasted with 124,597 in 1930. Slightly
more than fifty per cent of these teachers were in the service of the

larger authorities.

The total number of teachers employed in public elementary
schools in 1931 was 168,934, a number which included, in addition to

the three types mentioned, teachers of special subjects and handi-

crafts who were not certificated. Of the total 43,775 teachers were

men and 125,159 were women. The general principle which is

followed is that senior boys that is, boys above the age of eleven

shall be taught by men.

Status of teachers. The progressive improvement of the prepa-
ration of teachers has been accompanied by a marked improve-
ment in their status. As contrasted with the practice which is

common in other European countries, English teachers are not civil

servants that is, employees of the central Government, but of

the local education authorities, or, in the case of non-provided

schools, of the managers. Like all public employees, teachers hold

their positions during the pleasure of the employing authority.

Wherever positions are abolished owing to legally recognized re-

organizations, teachers are entitled to compensation for loss of

office. Local education authorities and managers of non-provided

schools with the consent of such authorities may dismiss teachers on

educational grounds or for misconduct; managers of non-provided

schools have the further power to dismiss teachers on grounds con-

nected with the giving of religious instruction. Teachers who are

dismissed may of course resort to the courts. Their interests are

protected by the powerful professional organization, the National

Union of Teachers (N.U.T.), which places at their disposal, whenever

necessary, the resources of its legal department. Dismissals of

teachers are on the whole rare; this does not mean that all teachers

are perfectly competent, but that it is extremely difficult to define

in a court of law the meaning of teaching competence. Generally,

measures are taken in cases of incompetence to give a teacher an op-

portunity in a different environment in another class or another

school under a different headmaster. Nowhere, however, is the
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teacher so much at the mercy of the administrative officials or the

local education authority as he is in the United States. The English

system furnishes one of the best illustrations of indefinite tenure or

"tenure during pleasure," which, on the one hand, because of tra-

dition is free from the uncertainties which are found where there is

no system of tenure, and, on the other hand, free from the abuses

which are often found where teachers have secured the right to

permanent tenure.

Salaries. Since teachers are not employees of the central author-

ity, the Board of Education does not prescribe the scales of salary to

be paid. The general principle is that salaries should be determined

by those concerned in them, the teachers and their employers, the

local education authorities, the interest of the Board of Education is

involved because the central Government makes annual grants for

educational purposes, including salaries. An improvement in the

remuneration of teachers had long been overdue and, although in-

creases were paid here and there to meet the higher cost of living

following the War, they were uncertain and wholly dependent upon
the good-will of the local authorities. To correct this situation and

to give reality to the new status of education which it had been the

purpose of the Education Act of 1918 to promote, a number of

Standing Joint Committees was set up in 1919 under the chairman-

ship of Lord Burnham to consider the drafting of scales of salary for

elementary, secondary, and technical school teachers. The Com-
mittee on Salaries for elementary school teachers consisted of

representatives of teachers through the National Union of Teachers

and representatives of local education authorities through the

County Councils Association, Municipal Corporations, and the

Association of Education Committees. A provisional minimum
scale was issued in 1920; a year later four scales of salary were

drawn up, adjusted somewhat roughly to the cost of living in differ-

ent parts of the country ajid subject to revision in 1925. The
allocation of scales to the various areas was made by the Com-
mittee and accepted by all but 19 of the 318 local authorities; in

these areas agreement was reached through the intervention of the

Board. It must be noted that under the Education Act, 1918, the

Board contributed grants on account of salaries equivalent to sixty

per cent of the expenditure. Before the scales had been generally

introduced, they were subjected in 1922 to a deduction of five per
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cent as a contribution toward pensions; in 1923 the teachers volun-

tarily submitted to another abatement of five per cent in view of

the economic crisis at that time.

When the date for revision approached in 1925, there was evi-

dence that the local authorities and the central Government were

anxious to effect economies. Disagreement between the teachers

and employing authorities on the amount of deduction to be adopted
led to the reappointment of the Salary Committee, again with Lord

Burnham as arbitrator. The result of the arbitration was the

publication of new scales of salary which represented a compromise
between the standards proposed by the teachers and those of the

authorities. Under the new scheme a probationary year of service

was introduced so that the first increment of salaries was not added

until after two years of service. The amount of increment was re-

duced and the period between the minimum and maximum salaries

was increased. The salaries of women were adjusted to approxi-

mately four fifths of those of men with similar qualifications. The
Board of Education undertook to intervene by means of its grants

in cases where the efficiency of the educational service was prejudiced

or endangered by the unreasonable action of a local authority, an

undertaking which was later incorporated in the Elementary School

Code in the statement that
"
there shall be no saving to local rates

by not paying the allotted scale if, in the opinion of the Board, the

efficiency of the provision of elementary education is endangered."
To permit flexibility in the award of special financial recognition for

special work, the Board also expressed itself as ready to recognize

such special arrangements for grant purposes.

The Burnham award was adopted for six years from March 31,

1925. When that period expired the existing arrangements were

continued for another year, but a few months later the financial

crisis developed, there was a change of government, and the demand
for retrenchment, especially in public services, became urgent. An

Economy Committee under the chairmanship of Sir GeotgeMay had

prior to this crisis recommended a cut of fifteen per cent in teachers'

salaries, which was subsequently reduced to ten per cent. This re-

duction will continue until the end of the financial year when the

whole question of salaries will again be reconsidered by the Burn-

ham Committees. The local authorities and the Government

desire to see a reduction in the scales corresponding to the reduction
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in the cost of living; the leading teachers' organization, the National

Union of Teachers, claims that the salary scales were originally

adopted in order to make teaching a profession which would attract

ability, irrespective of any consideration of the cost of living; the

women teachers have been opposed to the existing scales because of

sex differentiation, while a section of the men teachers feel that the

difference in the salaries of the two sexes is not great enough; a

compromise between the two groups was a proposal to make ad-

ditions to the normal scales in accordance with family obligations;

head teachers or principals are discontented with the present method

of calculating their salaries on the basis of the size of schools, and,

finally, the reorganization of the school system into junior and senior

schools and other schools on the secondary level may require more

differentiation in the scales of salary than existed under the old

system. The advance made since 1913 is indicated by a comparison
of the average salary in that year (119 for men and 74 for women,
and 104 for all teachers) with the average salary in 1930 (334 for

men, 254 for women if certificated; 324 for all men, 217 for all

women, and 245 for all teachers).

Pensions. The status of teachers was further improved by a

radical revision of the pension system in 1922 and again in 1925.

Elementary school teachers had, since 1898, enjoyed the benefits

of a deferred annuity system which was inadequate in amount and

which proved to be actuarially unsound. A Departmental Com-
mittee appointed in 1922 recommended the adoption of a contribu-

tory system to which teachers, employers, and the State would con-

tribute. A superannuation scheme on this basis was established in

1922 and revised in 1925 (Teachers' Superannuation Act). The

present system includes all elementary school teachers, administra-

tive officers and inspectors, and teachers in grant-aided schools and

institutions below those of university rank. The teachers and others

eligible under the Act contribute five per cent of their salaries an-

nually and the local education authorities an equal amount, which is

reduced by grants from the Board of Education for this purpose to

less than two and a half per cent of the cost of salaries. Teachers

who have had thirty years of service may retire at the age of sixty,

or, if the period of qualifying service *
is less than thirty years, at

x Various types of service may be calculated for this purpose recognized service before

April i, 1926, contributory service subsequent to that date, and approved external service

in other than grant-earning schools, Universities, Scotland, the civil service, or such as may
be approved by the Treasury
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the age of sixty-five, which is the age of compulsory retirement

for all teachers. The superannuation allowance is one-eightieth

of the average salary for the last five years of pensionable service

for each year of service with a maximum of half of the average salary

plus a lump sum gratuity, paid at the time of retirement, of one

thirtieth of average salary for each year of service with the same

maximum Disability allowances are paid after ten years of service,

or, if disability occurs earlier, a short service gratuity of one twelfth

of annual salary for each year of pensionable service is granted.

To teachers who leave the profession or who fail to qualify for the

benefits of the scheme or if the benefits are less than the accumulated

contributions, the contributions, compounded at three per cent

interest, are returned.

This scheme, while a considerable improvement on the deferred

annuity system, has been subjected to a number of criticisms. The

allowances are not calculated on the basis of accumulated contribu-

tions, but on length of service and average salary in the last five

years of service at a time when salaries are subject to fluctuations*

The cost of the system has only been vaguely estimated and the

contributions are not funded but used to pay current annual obli-

gations, most of which are on account of accrued liabilities, or allow-

ances due to teachers who performed the major part of their service

before the system was adopted* In other words, the future solvency

of the plan depends on the pledge of the Government, which may at

any time be overridden by national interests of greater importance.

The progress of the system is to be watched and an actuarial survey

is due in 1933; the probability is that it will then be too early to dis-

cover any trends of importance.

Conclusion. Despite the uncertainties of the pension scheme and

the probable adjustment of salaries in the present year, there can be

no doubt that there has been a considerable advance in the ec&-

nomic, professional, and social status of elementary school teachers

since 1918. Increased or improved preparation, better remuner-

ation and protection against disability and old age, greater freedbm

from administrative control and more sympathetic administration

have completely changed the character of the elementary school

teacher's career. To these may be added a rich and vigorous assO-

dational activity, which, as it becomes relieved of the burden <5f

fighting for economic welfare, is directing increased attention to
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professional problems important to the schools and the "public.

This situation is reflected in the gradual but marked increase in

"refresher" and other courses for general and professional ipaprove-

ment, conducted by universities, local authorities, professional

groups, and the Board of Education. While training in sefvice of

this and other types is not as extensive as in the United States, it

may also be said that it is not as much loaded in favor of professional

courses as it is in this country. Finally, the absence of reginlenta-

tion from above, whether by a bureaucracy or in the interests of
"
efficiency," leaves more to the teacher's freedom and initiative, but

increases his sense of responsibility^/ The change in the status of

English elementary school teachers can be illustrated in no better

way than by referring to the high standard heM before them, a

standard which would have been inconceivable /thirty years ago,

by one who was during his whole career associated with them as

teacher and inspector: "Every teacher should hafve his own theory

of teaching and his own philosophy of education; but they can be

built only upon long experience and mature reflection." x

2. FRANCE

History. The preparation of elementary school teachers in France

is still based on the general lines on which the system was organized

soon after the establishment of the Third Republic by Jules Ferry
and Ferdinand Buisson, The idea of establishing normal schools for

the preparation of teachers had already been adopted by the Con-

vention acting on a report prepared by Lakanal in 1794 and was

continued under Napoleon, but with little result until a normal

school opened in Strasbourg in 1811 provided a model which was soon

copied elsewhere. The regulations issued on December 14, 1832,

under Guizot's influence required each department to establish a

normal school offering a two-year course under state.control. In

1842 the first normal school for girls was created, and three years

later a regulation was issued requiring teachers in normal schools to

have experience in elementary schools. The programs of the normal

schools were somewhat liberal in scope and for that reason aroused

the suspicion that they tended to train teachers with a broader

* Wand, H. (formeriy Chief Inspector for the Training of Teachers in, the Board of Educar
tion), "The Training of Teachers," in Wilson, J. Dover, The Schools of England, p 224
(London, 1938) *
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preparation than was regarded as necessary for teaching in elemen-

tary schools and thus to make them discontented with their work.
This suspicion, which was also current in Germany at the same time,
led in France to the reactionary Loi Falloux, which reduced the

programs of the normal schools to the range of the elementary
schools, but extended the period of preparation to three years. A
more liberal spirit was introduced by Duruy in 1866; a year later,

Duruy placed the preparation of girls on the same footing as that of

boys.

The reorganization of the normal school system was effected by
legislation introduced by Ferry and Buisson. In 1879 each depart-
ment was required to maintain two normal schools, one for men and
one for women; in 1880 a special examination was introduced for

normal school professors of letters and science and was further de-

fined in 1887 , in the same year an institution (ecale normde superieure

primaire) to prepare candidates for these examinations was estab-

lished at Fontenay-aux-Roses for women, followed two years later

by the creation of a similar institution for men at Saint-Cloud; in

1882 an examination for candidates for directorships of normal

schools was introduced. In 1881 the normal school curriculum was

liberalized by the inclusion of algebra, modern languages, and manual

work. Except for a modification of the regulations in 1905, the

character of the normal schools remained unchanged until 1920,

when a new curriculum and courses of study were published.

THE PRESENT SYSTEM

Provision of normal schools. The preparation of elementary

school teachers is entirely under the control of the State, which pre-

pares the curriculum and courses of study, supervises the normal

schools, selects the candidates, appoints the teachers, provides for

the maintenance of the students, and bears the cost of teachers'

salaries. Under the regulations each department is required to pro-

vide two normal schools, one for men and one for women, and to

supply and maintain the buildings. Actually there are only eighty-

eight normal schools for each sex in France, and three for men and

four for girls in Algeria and Tunis; in ot^exjEgrds,
two of the depart-

ments do not provide normal schools. LSome of the institutions are

very small, in some cases with less than thirty students, but local

pride prevents the smaller departments from availing themselves of
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the legal provision to combine with their neighbors for the purpose

of maintaining larger schools.) All the normal schools are boarding

institutions (internals), buTprovision is made for partial boarders

and for day students.

Administration of normal schools. The normal schools are gov-

erned in general by state regulations, and are under the immediate

supervision of the rector and inspectors of the academy in which

they are situated. Each school has an administrative board con-

sisting of an academy inspector, four members appointed by the

rector, and two members delegated by the conseil gtnirale of the

department. The function of the board is to discuss problems of

management, to prepare the budget, to visit the school with which

it is associated once a month, and to submit an annual report through
the prefect of the department to the rector on the material con-

dition of the institution. Responsibility for the internal adminis-

tration of a normal school is vested in the director, who is assisted by
a bursar (faonome), and the faculty which meets in conference once a

month*

The normal school faculty. The faculty of a normal school con-

sists of the director, the bursar, professors of letters and science,

teachers of special subjects such as foreign languages, drawing, sing-

ing, music, gymnastics, and manual work, and the principal of the

practice school. Each member of the faculty must possess the

special qualifications prescribed for his position. For appointment
as a professor of letters or science, candidates must hold the cer-

tificat d'aptitude au professorat dans Us icoles normales et ecoles

primaires supfrieures. This certificate is awarded by the State

under the following conditions: Candidates must pass two exam-
inations separated by an interval of at least one year. For the first

examination they must be at least nineteen years of age, be in good
health, and hold the brevet superieur? the baccalaMrtat,

2 or the

dipWme de fin d'fades secondaires? For the second examination

they must be at least twenty-one years of age, be in good health,
and must have had at least two years of practical experience. The
first examination is a qualifying examination, but is also required
for admission to the higher primary normal school up to the number
of vacancies at Fontenay-aux-Roses and Saint-Cloud, which are

represented on the examining juries by their directors and professors.
1 See Chapter VL a See Chapter VHL
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The second examination is competitive, only that number of candi-

dates being selected which is necessary to fill available vacancies.

Both examinations are based on syllabi issued each year by the

Ministry of Public Instruction.1 The written test of the first part
of the examination, from which holders of a licence in letters or

sciences may under certain conditions be exempted, includes for the

professorship in letters an essay on a question or text in French

literature (five hours) ; an essay on a question or text in philosophy

(four hours) ;
an essay on a question in modern and contemporary

history (four hours) ; and an essay on a question in geography (four

hours). The oral examination includes an explication of a text in a

foreign language (Latin or modern) after three quarters of an hour's

preparation; questions in modern and contemporary history, and

geography. For professors in science the written examination in-

cludes tests in arithmetic and algebra (three hours), geometry

(three and a half hours), physics (four hours), chemistry (two hours),

and natural science (five hours); the oral test covers the same

subjects with practical work, setting up experiments and reports on
them in the sciences.

The second examination is organized in a similar way, but op-

portunity is provided for specialization; the professorship in letters

may be in French language and literature, or history and geography,
or in a modern foreign language (English, German, Italian, Spanish,

and Arabic) ; that in science in the mathematical and physical, in

the physical, chemical and natural, or in the applied sciences. In

addition to the written and oral test there is a supplementary test in

illustrative design and in handwork (wood or metal for men, dress-

making, knitting or embroidery for women).
The certificate of aptitude for a professorship (or a licence in letters

or science) is the mini'mii-m requirement of candidates for the

certificat d
f

aptitude a ^inspection primage et a la direction des ecoles

normales. They must be twenty-five years of age and must have had

five years of practical teaching experience. Teachers who have had

at least ten years of experience are exempt from the requirement of

the certificate of aptitude for a professorship. The examination for

the certificate of aptitude for a directorship (which is also valid for

an elementary school inspectorship) is both written and oral. The

1 Under the following tide: Programmes desExomens du Cerhficat <TAptitude au Professor**

des Ecoles Normales et des Ecoles Primoires Supfncures.
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written part, taken in the capital of an academy, consists of two

essays (five hours being allowed for the preparation of each), one on

education or educational psychology, and one on ethics or sociology

based on the normal school course of study. Candidates who are

successful in this part are summoned to Paris for the oral examina-

tion, which includes (i) the explication of a passage selected by lot

from a list of authors issued every three years by the Ministry after

one hour of preparation; (2) the discussion of an educational prob-

lem, after two hours of preparation, (3) the discussion of a problem
of educational administration, after one hour of preparation; (4)

report of a visit of inspection to a maternal, elementary, higher ele-

mentary, or normal school.

The principalship of a practice school connected with a normal

school may be held by a professor who has had at least three years of

experience in an elementary school or teachers who have their per-

manent certificate and have had at least ten years of experience in

some institution of public education, an assistant in such a practice

school must have had at least five years of experience.

Other members of the normal school staffs, including the bursar,

must hold the certificates prescribed for their special fields of in-

struction or administration. In normal schools with more than

seventy pupils, the number of professors is fixed at five; if the en-

rollment is between thirty-six and seventy, at four, if the number is

less than thirty-six, at three. Each professor is expected to give

twenty hours of instruction a week and to devote five hours a week
to the supervision of study; directors are required to give six hours

a week of instruction (always in ethics and education) in schools with

more than thirty-six pupils and in addition ten hours of instruction

in science or twelve in letters in smaller schools.

The scale of salaries of professors, men and women, is as follows:

SEINE AND OTHEB.
CLASS SEINE-ET-OISE DEPARTMENTS

First . . 37,000 francs 30,000 francs

Second . 34,000 27,000
Third , . 31,000 24,000
Fourth . 28,000 21,000
Fifth. . 25,000 i&,ooo
Sixth. . 22,000 15,000

Directors receive salaries on the same scale with residence and the

addition of the following supplements:
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SEINE AND OTHER
GRADE SEINE-ET-OISE DEPARTMENTS

1 7,000 francs 6,000 francs

2 6,000 5,000

3 5, 4,000

4 4,000 3,000

Professors who also hold the position of bursar are entitled to resi-

dence and salary additions of 1000, 1500, or 2000 francs, according
to grade. Those who are also principals of the practice school at-

tached to the normal school receive the same additions to salary.

Admission of students. ^Admission to normal schools is com-

petitive. Each year the council of each department reports through
the prefect and the rector to the Minister of Public Instruction the.

number of teachers which it is likely to need:^oix the basis of this

report the number of students to be admitted to the normal schools

is Hfttfyrrn^n.fiH- , Candidates for admission must be French, between

the ages of fifteen and nineteen, in good health and of good char-

acter; they are required to sign an undertaking that they will serve

for ten years in a public school or reftrnd to .tfrq Stfl^e the cost ^of

their maintenance in the normal schools, including the cost of board,

laundry, boois, and the value of scholarships for clothing, if they

have held these. The selection of a normal school is a delicate^

matter, since every graduate must teach for a period of years in the

department
in whirli fr** has h***p joined unless he obtains pennis-

sionJLo
seek an appointment elsewhere.

The preliminary requirements for candidacy are followed by an

examination, that for the brevet ftementaire being used. This ex-

amination is based on the course of the general section of the higher

elementary schools,
1 in which most intending teachers receive their

preparation. The examination is written and oral. The written

tests, which are taken at local centers, include an essay in morals or

literature (two alnd a half hours), a paper on history and geography

(one and a half hours), a test in mathematics (arithmetic, algebra,

and geometry, one and a half hours), and a paper on physical or

natural sciences (one and a half hours); the first two papers are also

marked for writing and spelling. The best candidates are permitted

to proceed to a normal school for the oral test, which includes ques-

tions in mathematics, morals and civics, history and geography,

'SeeCbaptecVL
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physical and natural sciences, drawing, singing, gymnastics, and, for

girls, needlework. The candidates who rank highest on the list are

awarded scholarships of admission to the normal schools up to the

limit prescribed by the Minister; those who obtain marks above the

average but are not eligible for admission are awarded the brevet

el$mentaire. The scholarships cover the cost of full or partial board

and in some instances maintenance grants. The severity of the

competition is indicated by the following table which gives the

number of applicants and the number admitted:

MEN WOMEN
Applicants Admitted Applicants Admitted

1927 4,7oo 1,787 6,659 i,9"
1928 . . 5,375 1,864 6,590 1,986

1929 , 6,101 1,967 7,198 2,104

1930. . . . 7,048 2,125 8,011 2,182

1931 6,327
1

2,163 7,321* 2,176

Curriculum and courses of study. The latest regulations on the

curriculum and courses of study in normal schools were issued on

August 18, 1920. The new regulations aimed to give a more definite

character to the normal schools as institutions for professional

preparation. It was felt that preceding the revision the normal

schools suffered from a confusion of aims; on the one hand, they
were too much like continuations of the higher elementary schools,

and on the other they attempted to give the elements of a higher

education. Under the regulations of 1905 the first two years tad
been devoted to general academic studies culminating in the ex-

amination for the brevet suptrieur and the last year solely to pro-

fessional studies. The regulations of 1920 seek to permeate all the

work of the three years with the professional aim, while placing the

general studies on a higher level; graduation from the higher ele-

mentary school is to furnish the starting-point leading up to the

standard of the dasse de phflosophie in a secondary school or the

work of the first year of a liberal arts faculty. The examination for

the brevet superieur has been postponed to the end of the course. The
normal school is thus primarily a professional institution and not

a university or a center for educational research. Its work is dif-

ferentiated from that of the higher elementary school, in the first

1 The reduction in the number of applicants for admission in 1931 is explained partly by
the abolition of fees in secondary schools and partly by the fact that the fall in the birth-rate

during the War is beginning to show itself at this stage.
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place, by an avoidance of emphasis on the mere acquisition of in-

formation, and, secondly, by introducing the students to methods
of research and the use of source materials. To this end the schools

are encouraged to utilize activity methods and in the sciences to

study the materials offered by the environment.

The curriculum includes the following subjects:

General and professional ethics

Elements of educational psychology and sociology; principles of science

Theory of education

French language and literature

One modern foreign language

History

Geography
Arithmetic and algebra

Surveying and levelling (for men)
Physical and natural sciences and their chief applications, hygiene, and,

for women, domestic economy and care of infants

Agriculture (for men), and horticulture

Drawing
Singing and music

Gymnastics
Manual work

The number of periods devoted to these subjects per week is given
in the accompanying table.

An examination of the course of study (Plan d'Efudes et Pro-
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grammes des Ecoles Normales), which for the first time leaves a

certain latitude to the professors in the selection of topics and

books for discussion and encourages adaptation to local differences,

does not warrant the conclusion that the desire to permeate the work

of the normal schools with the professional point of view has been

carried out. General and professional studies are still kept distinct,

and, although the professors are required to participate in the

induction of the cadet-teachers (&&)es-<matires or tl&ves-maitresses)

into the practice of teaching, there is no indication in the courses of

study that the subjects of general instruction are treated from the

point of view of their use in elementary schools. Indeed, there

appears to be a distinct separation between the two, since in the

second year one hour a week is devoted, under the caption of P&da-

gogie, to the study of special methods in the elementary school

subjects. The standards attained in general academic subjects have

been raised, not only on the principle that every teacher must be an

educated person, but to make possible the access of normal school

graduates to the universities, which has been effected under certain

conditions since the regulations appeared in 1920. Educational

psychology still follows in the main the metaphysical approach, al-

though opportunity is provided for general observation and measure-

ment of school children and for the study of Binet-Simon tests.

Educational theory includes the study of principles, general methods,
and classroom management in the first year, special methods in the

second, and the administration and organization of education in the

third. The course in educational sociology includes the discussion

of the economic organization of society, the place of the family in

society and its relation to the school and the child, civics, religion,

art, and science studied from the sociological point of view. The

study of general principles of science is a study in logic, methods of

the various sciences, science of life, and science and reason. As in

all French educational institutions the course in ethics (morale) is in-

tended to take the place of religious instruction and deals in general
with moral ideas and ideals, supplemented in another course by a

study of professional ethics and the relations of the teacher to the

pupils, their parents, the profession, and the authorities.

The preparation of the teachers on the professional side is extended

by observation and practice. Each normal school has available

for this purpose either a school directly associated with it (tcole an-
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nexe) or some other school in the locality designated for the purpose
(ecole d'application). Normal schools for women must have access

to a maternal and infant school either as a part of their own practice
schools or assigned to them in the locality. The qualifications of the

director of the ecole annexe have already been described; teachers

in these schools must themselves be normal school graduates with

at least five years of teaching experience. Directors and teachers

in the ecoles d?application are only required to be graduates of normal
schools. The contact of students with the practice schools is con-

tinued throughout the three years of the course. All are required
to spend at least fifty half-days a year in the schools; the first year
is devoted to observation and reports; the second to observation and
occasional teaching in the presence of the director, professors, or

classroom teachers; in the last year opportunities are provided for

more continued independent teaching in a number of subjects.

The professors of general subjects as well as the normal school di-

rector participate in supervising the students' practice. In the last

year of the course a weekly educational conference is held at which a

demonstration lesson followed by discussion may be given, or a prob-
lem of method or discipline is discussed, or pupils' written work or

school textbooks are criticized, or, finally, an extract from educa-

tional literature is critically analyzed (expliguee}.* The members of

the normal school faculty and the directors of the practice schools

are present at these conferences.

The practical training of the cadet-teachers is not restricted to the

schools associated with the normal schools. In order to extend the

variety of their experiences they may be assigned for several weeks

to selected teachers at a distance from the normal schools, or they

may be required to participate in extra-school activities (ceuvres

complementaires) or to organize lectures or courses for adults. In

general the tendency is to give the students as many opportunities

as possible to become familiar with the possibilities of the profession

of which they hope to become members.

Students are examined at the end of each year
1 The terms expUguer and explication de tectcs havea definite connotation in French educa-

tional literature. Originally developed by the Jesuits and camed over very generally in

classical instruction for nearly three centuries, it has in France been applied to a variety of

subjects. The method involves the detailed, critical analysis of any written text -with a

thoroughand minute discussion and impKcation of ahnost every word. In theUnited States

the method has been introduced by M. de Sauze* in the teaching of modem languages in

Cleveland, and by Professor A. Cru in Teachers College, Columbia University.
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and may be required to repeat the work of the year or be dismissed.

Each examination counts as a part of the examination for the brevet

sup&rieur, which is also open to candidates not prepared in a normal

school but who hold the brevet ftimentavre, or the brevet of a higher

elementary school, or have passed the first part of the baccalaurfot

or hold the dipldme defin d'etudes secondatresj and who are at least

seventeen years of age. The examinations, which are both written

and oral, are based each year, in the case of normal school students,

on the work of the year; other candidates may take all the tests at

one time or in two separate sessions. The majority of those who
take the examination are, of course, normal school students, as is

indicated in the following figures for 1926:

NUMBER TAKING NUMBER PASSING PER CENT
EXAMINATION PASSING

Normal school candidates:

Men 1,953 I 69^ 86 3
Women 2,016 1,861 92 3

Other candidates:

Men 183 87 47.5
Women 1,111 689 62 o

School life. The normal schools, like other French schools, have

not as yet developed an active corporate life. Not only is the pro-

gram of studies heavy, but the life and work of each day are care-

fully regulated. Slowly the schools are being affected by the general

interest in athletics, but they do not yet constitute a recognized

part of the school activities. The day of the normal school student

is regulated as follows:

5.45 A ar. Rise (dress and put room in order)

6.15 to 7.15 Study
7 15 to 7.30 Breakfast

7.30 to 7.55 Clean room
8.00 to 12.00 Classes (except on Thursdays)
12.00 to 12.30 P M. Lunch
12 30 to 1.30 Recreation

1.30 to 430 Classes; i hour of study (except on Thursdays and

Saturday afternoons)

4.30 to 5 oo Recreation and lunch

5.00 to 730 Study

7.30 to 8.00 Dinner
8.00 to 8 30 Recreation

8 30 to 9.30 Study
9.30 Retire
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On Thursdays there are no classes, but two hours are devoted in

normal schools for men to military instruction and three hours are

left entirely free, on Sundays students are entirely free after 10 A.M.

Ten hours a day are thus normally devoted to classwork and study.
Men students may leave the normal school premises only on Sun-

days and holidays; women are only permitted to go out at the re-

quest of their parents. Students are permitted to receive corre-

spondence from persons listed by their parents. Such details may
on the whole be unimportant and may have a different significance

under different social regimes; they do, however, serve to indicate

that, while the new regulations seek to raise the intellectual level in

the normal schools, the control and discipline of the pupils still fol-

low the traditions of the nineteenth century. What the effect is on

the professional initiative of the teachers it is impossible to esti-

mate, since the same type of administrative discipline dominates the

practices of the schools to which the normal school graduate pro-

ceeds. M. Lapie, who was in large measure responsible for the re-

vision of the regulations for normal schools, advocated the introduc-

tion of self-government in these institutions in order to cultivate

initiative and responsibility on the part of the students; his recom-

mendations have not, however, been put into practice.
1

Certification. The lowest qualification which is accepted for ap-

pointment as teachers is the brevet tt&mentoire already described

(Chapter VI), which at least guarantees three years of academic

preparation beyond the regular elementary school; the minimum

age for appointment is eighteen. It confers no claim to permanent

appointment or assignment on the salary scale. The brevet sup&rieur,

granted on the completion of the normal school course and the exam-

ination based on it, entitled the holder to appointment as an insti-

tvteur or mstitutrice stagiaire that is, an elementary school teacher

on temporary appointment made by an academy inspector. The

temporary certificate may be converted, after at least two years of

experience and passing the examination, for the certified* d'aptitude

ptdagogigue, provided the candidates are twenty years of age. The
examination is professional in character, and consists in teaching

a class for three hours (the instruction must include singing and gym-

nastics) and questions on educational administration, school man-

agement, and practical problems in education; the exercise books of

* See Lapie, P., Pffa&&jr*#iaise (Paris, 1926).
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the candidate's class are examined. The certificate is not awarded

to men until they have completed their period of military service.

On obtaining the certificate the teachers become titulaires and are

eligible to permanent appointment and advancement on the salary

scale. The appointment as titulaire is made by the prefect of a de-

partment acting for the Minister of Public Instruction and on the

advice of an academy inspector.

From this point on advancement depends upon the ability and

ambition of the teacher. He may become the principal of a school;

if he passes the necessary examinations he may advance to a position

in a higher elementary or normal school on obtaining the certificat

&aptitude etc professorat des ecoles normales et des ecoles primawes

superieures, which constitutes a stage to appointment as director

of a normal school, or inspector of elementary schools on obtaining

the cerfaficat d'aptotude a ^inspection primaire et d la direction des

ecoles normales. The last two positions are the highest in the ele-

mentary branch of the educational system. A small number on

passing the required examinations may transfer to the secondary

branch; in general this procedure is unusual and promotion is sought
within the elementary branch proper.

Training in service. The continued training of teachers after

their preliminary preparation is entrusted to academy and primary

inspectors who organize conferences periodically for the teachers

of one or more cantons. The conferences, which teachers must at-

tend, are devoted wholly to the discussion of the theory and practice

of education. Beyond this, the dependence of promotions on ex-

aminations serves as a stimulus to continued study. Courses are

available in universities and in normal schools, where they may be

given by university professors. Scholarships are available for at-

tendance at universities or for foreign travel in the case of teachers

who plan to qualify as teachers of foreign languages. Each year
the ablest teachers may compete for admission to the two higher

primary normal schools at Saint-Cloud (for men) and Fontenay-
aux-Roses (for women) ^ These institutions prepare professors for

higher elementary and normal schools as specialists in the two main
branches of letters (French, foreign languages, history and geog-

raphy) or sciences (physical and mathematical, chemical and nat-

ural, or applied) in a two-year course; a third year may be spent in

preparation for the examination for normal school directorships or
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primary inspectorships. A few students from these institutions may
take the examination for the certified d'aptilude a renseignement
secondaire and thence proceed through the licence d>enseignement to

the agrtgation and so enter service in the secondary schools. The
members of the faculties of Saint-Cloud and Fontenay-aux-Roses are

recruited from local secondary schools or from the Sorbonne. The
students who succeed in obtaining admission receive free tuition and
board.

Status of teachers. Since they are members of the civil service^

the French teachers already enjoy a satisfactory status, in the smaller

communes they may often be the best educated persons next to the

priest; in the larger centers social gradations based on educational

qualifications are still marked. Once appointed to office as tUi^.

laires, the teachers enjoy permanent tenure which can only be dis-

turbed on account of serious misconduct or professional incompe-
tence. They may be reprimanded, censured, suspended, or dis-

missed, but in all cases their interests are protected and no teacher

may be dismissed without a hearing nor by any one superior official.

The recommendation of dismissal may come from an academy in-

spector, but it is not carried out until the departmental council and

the prefect have considered the case. All documents in the case are

available to the teacher, who has the right to be represented by the

professional organization of which he is a member and to appeal to

the Minister and the Higher Council of Public Instruction.

On the material side the teachers enjoy salary scales fixed by the

State for the country as a whole and allowances for disability and

superannuation. Owing to the fluctuations in the cost of living and

in the stability of the franc, salary scales have been revised several

times since 1918. The present scale of salaries is as follows:

Stagiaires > 10,500 francs

Sixth class w
. . 11,500

Fifth class

'

.. -

;
.- i3>ooo

Fourth class !" - 14,500

Third class , * - 16,000

Second dass ..... I7>5oo

First dass , 19,000

Tte salary scales aye basic for the whole country and are the same

for men and women: in order to equalize them, tie teachers are

granted a number ot supplements (indemniUs) varying with the size
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of the locality in which they serve, in other words, they are ad-

justed to the cost of living in different parts of the country and to

personal needs. ( Teachers are entitled to a residence or an allowance

for rent which is paid by the communes according to their size and

on a scale fixed by the prefect of the department; they range from 100

to 900 francs a year on the following scale:

Cities with less than 1,000 population 100 to 200 francs

Cities between 1,000 and 3,000 . 150 to 250

Cities between 3,001 and 9,000 ... . 180 to 400

Cities between 9,001 and 12,000. . 230 to 450
Cities between 12,001 and 18,000 . * 260 to 500

Cities between 18,001 and 36,000 . . . 300 to 600

Cities between 36,001 and 60,000. . . 340 to 650

Cities between 60,001 and 100,000 380 to 700

Cities over 100,000 . 450 to 900

A slight addition may be made to these sums in those cases, which

are not infrequent, where both husband and wife are engaged in

educational or other state service. Another allowance is paid vary-

ing with the locality in which the school is situated; this allowance

ranges from 291.20 francs to 1747.20 francs, and is graded on the

following scale:

Paris . i747 20 francs

Suburbs of Paris . . 1,528 80

Cities of over 150,000 population 1,31040
Cities between 100,001 and 150,000 1,092.00
Cities between 70,001 and 100,000 873.60
Cities between 40,001 and 70,000 . 728 oo

Cities between 20,001 and 40,000 582 40
Cities between 10,001 and 20,000. . . . 436 80

Cities between 5,001 and 10,000. . . 291 20

A further addition consists of family allowances depending upon the

number of children in a teacher's family; the allowances are paid
for each dependent chilli

UP to the age of sixteen, or, if the child is

being educated, up to the age of twenty-one; the allowances in-

crease progressively from 660 francs for the first child, 960 francs for

the second, 1560 irancs for the third, and 1920 trancs^or each child

beyond the third. /

Teachers who are transferred from one school to another are given
a grant to defray the expenses of^ moving. In cases of ill-health,

leave of absence on full pay is given up to three months; in the case
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of married women, leave of absence on full pay is granted for child-

birth, one month before and one month after the^confinement. Be-

yond this, teachers are given reductions on the railways for five

trips a year, receive free tuition for their children who are day pu-

pils in secondary schools, and for themselves if they study in a uni-

versity for the licence, and may be given financial aid in serious

cases of need. Additional allowances are paid to principals of

schools, as follows:

Schools with 2 classes 800 francs

Schools with 3 to 4 classes ... . 1,600
Schools with 5 to 9 classes . . . ... 2,800
Schools with 10 or more classes 3?5oo

Protection against disability and old age is provided by a contrib-

utory system to which the teachers contribute six per cent of their

salaries a year. They may retire at the age of
fifty-five

after twenty-
five years of service on an allowance equal to one fiftieth of the

average salary during the last three years of service multiplied by
the number of years of completed service; these amounts may be

increased if retirement is postponed; additions are also paid on the

basis of the number of children raised up to the age of sixteen. Mar-

ried women may retire after fifteen years of service, but do not be-

come eligible to an allowance until they reach the age prescribed for

it. A disability allowance is granted after fifteen years of service

on the basis of one fiftieth of average salary for each year of service;

if disability occurs after less than fifteen years of service, a life an-

nuity based on the capitalized contributions is paid. The system

makes provision for widows and orphans of deceased teachers.

Conclusion. Despite the apparently satisfactory conditions of

service, there is considerable unrest among the elementary school

teachers of France. The unrest on the whole is not primarily con-

cerned with the material conditions of the teachers, but is due to

discontent with their professional status and the class organization

of the educational system as a whole. Professional organizations are

recognized by law, but professional syndicalism, although prohib-

itedf&ctually flourishes, and at present the Syndicai des Institu*

tews is perhaps one of the strongest associations of the elementary

school teachers, who may also be members of the Federation Gen-

erde de VEnseignement. The common bond of discontent brings to-

gether in the same groups teachers from different brandies of educa-
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tion. and of different political, religious, and economic views. In
-, M< . * T&A^LWfirK

5
$., t .

generaltpie Meociatiobywoliia like to see a complete reorganization

of the educational system on the basis of the common school, equal

educational opportunities, and differentiation of post-pnmary edu-

cation^ So far as the normal school is concerned, their criticism is

that it is still isolated, often located in small centers without ade-

quate opportunities for intellectual growth and development fjThe
preparation of teachers begins too early, and, although the latest

regulations have attempted to raise the standard of general cultural

education, the graduate of the normal school does not enjoy th

same privileges as the bacheher of a secondary schooO The situation

is being remedied to some extent by the acceptance of the brevet

sup&neur for admission to some science faculties; the faculties of

letters do not, however, recognize anything below the, certificate

for professors in normal and higher elementary schools.LjPostpone-

ment of the beginning of professional training, a sound general edu-

cation in a secondary school, and preparation on a university level

are among the proposals which are madeTJ The universities, as at

present constituted, are not equipped to prepare teachers, although
here and there courses are offered in education and in educational

and experimental psychology. Further, it is objected, although tBe

admission of normal school graduates to the universities reduces the

force of this objection, that they are not prepared for study at a

university level, that they have too much of the esprit ^raw<wre,*the

primary mind which accepts all information and facts as of equal
value without interest or ability to inquire into sources.

T Qj*"*! ^YO flttfinTnt**_

fjjhe
whole problem of teacher-preparation is closely associated

with the character of the administrative system. Preparation on a

higher level implies professional freedom and responsibility.* The
intense centralization of the French system assumes all responsi-

bility by prescribing curricula and courses of study, methods to a

large extent, and examinations, and restricts the freedom to a

uirj3eft^B4r^^ of

local afl?f*tHT'
tn It is not, therefore, an accident that the s#,me

groups which are interested in the reorganization of the educational

system and improvement in the preparation of teachers also ad-

vocate decentralization of the administrative system. Perhaps
the best criticism of the professional preparation of teachers can be
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found in the educational journals
x for elementary school teachers.

Each of these contains in its weekly issue a section devoted to lesson

plans based upon questions set*in the examinations for the c&rtificat

d' &tudes primaires or upon the prescribed courses of study ; this, asnoth-

ing else could be, is evidence at least of the control exercised by
the government regulations, if not entirely of the failure of the prep-
aration given in the normal schools to provide the basis for profes-

sional freedom and growth.

3. GERMANY

History. In the preparation of teachers for elementary schools,

Germany again bids fair to assume the leadership in the twentieth

century as she did in the nineteenth. The political situation has

changed and with it the status of the elementary schools, for although
the organization of the school system as a whole has not been radi-

cally modified in the post-War period, the ideals governing the ele-

mentary schools have undergone a complete revision. In the nine-

teenth century, particularly in the second half of the century, the

aim of elementary education had been the training of loyal, law-

abiding subjects; the aim today is the development of free, intelli-

gent, and active citizens. The change of aims has led to a profound

change in the character of teacher-preparation. Under the old r-

gime Germany had succeeded in developing a system for the prepara-

tion of teachers which was probably the most efficient that the world

has seen with the exception of that of the Jesuits, if efficiency is

defined as the best adaptation of means to secure clearly formu-

lated ends. There was no break in gauge between the character of

teacher-preparation and the work of the elementary schools. The

responsibility of the elementary schools was to train submissive and

unquestioning obedience to authority, and the duty of the teachers

was to carry out the regulations prescribed by their official superiors

in the same spirit. Curriculum, courses of study, and methods of in-

struction were prescribed by the Ministry of Education in each

State, and the purpose of preparation was to train and discipline the

teachers to carry these out without question. The teachers, in

other words, Ttfesre expected to be mouthpieces of the state govern-

ments, skilled: craftsmen ratlier than independent practitioners of a

profession guided by the demands of different environments for

*For ffltampler U&oUctl* Vie, Mannd fRnsd&itmtnt, VRcole Libtratricc.
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variety and adaptation. The regulations prescribed a certain amount

of knowledge and information to be imparted to the pupils; the

teachers were trained to impart this with the skill best adapted to

secure the ends desired.

These were not, however, the principles upon which the system
of teacher-preparation was established in the early part of the nine-

teenth century, when its great founders, Harnisch and Diesterweg,

were influenced by the Pestalozzian movement. The aim at this

time was to give teachers a general, intellectual training not limited

9 the subjects which they were to teach in the elementary schools.

Ihe future teachers must receive a liberal preparation and must be

trained to think rather than be mere followers of routine and mechan-

ical practicesJ Since the Prussian educational authorities did not

define and prescribe the work of the normal schools, Harnisch at

Weissenfels and Diesterweg at Mors and later in Berlin were able,

under the impulse of the liberal movement, to develop a system of

preparation which went far to arouse a strong professional feeling

among teachers not only in Prussia but throughout Germany. It

was under the impulse of this professional consciousness that the

teachers' associations were formed which were strong enough to

formulate in 1848 the ideal bases for the further development of

their profession. These demands were as follows: (i) Abolition of

clerical control of schools. (2) The abolition of the isolated prepara-

tory institutions and the preparation of candidates for entrance to

normal schools in higher elementary school^ (3) A higher and more
liberal curriculum in the normal schools. (4) The removal of the

normal schools to university towns and their organization into pro-
fessional institutions. (5) The recognition of teachers as civil ser-

vants and exemption from lower church duties. (6) Inspection of

schools by professionally trained experts. (7) The representation
of teachers on local school committees.

Only two of these demands, the fifth and seventh, 'were secured,
it is interesting to note, before the Revolution of 1918. Indeed, the

year 1848 marks the beginning of a reaction in the preparation and
status of teachers. Placing the responsibility for the disorders of

that year on the normal schools and the teachers that they had pre-

pared, the Prussian Government in 1854 issued regulations which re-

stricted the work of the normal schools to imparting those subjects
which were taught in the elementary schools, controlled the reading
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of the students, limited the scope of the professional studies, and

tightened more securely the political and clerical control over the

teachers. The regulations of 1854 were modified in a more liberal

direction in 1872, partly through the influence of Saxony, which in

1865 made access to the University of Leipzig possible for the best

graduates of the normal schools, and partly through the active

propaganda conducted in and out of Parliament by Diesterweg al-

most up to his death in 1866. Teachers were given the status of

civil servants and the curriculum of the normal schools was expanded,

particularly on the scientific side and by the introduction of French
as an optional subject. Except for a slight modification in the cur-

riculum in 1901, the general spirit of teacher-preparation remained

unchanged until the recent reform.

The chief characteristics of teacher-preparation until this reform

was introduced were as follows. Candidates were selected at the

age of fourteen on completing the elementary school and began their

preliminary training, in Prussia, in Praparandenanstalten, where

the elementary school course was continued for three years under

teachers who were themselves elementary school teachers. At the

end of the preparatory course candidates were admitted to the nor-

mal schools (LeJtrerseminare\ maintained by the State and organ-

ized on a denominational basis. Here the three-year course was de-

voted, except for the study of physics and chemistry and French, to

an intensive review of the subjects of the elementary schools, pro-

fessional subjects, and observation and participation in the work of

the practice schools. The strength of the system lay in no sense in

breadth of preparation, but in undeviating disciplining in the work

which lay before the students. Every lesson had to be given in such

a way that it could be reproduced in the elementary schools; every

lesson was intensely practical, and, since the same instructor, him-

self trained in a normal school and with several years of teaching in

elementary schools, was responsible for subject-matter, demonstra-

tion lessons, and supervision of the cadets in practice teaching, the

whole of the work was closely integrated or professionalized, but at

the level of the elementary schools. Discipline was strict; rffW'fl.te

activities were discouraged; the whole regime was almost military

in character. Successful completion, of the normal school course en-

titled the young teacher to probationary appointment which, became

permaneait on passing a second examination and the completion, iij.
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the case of men, of the required military service. The only conces-

sion which was made to the recognition that normal schools were

not merely exalted elementary schools was the grant to the gradu-

ates at about the age of twenty of the one-year military service

privilege, obtained by secondary school pupils at about the age of

fifteen.

Despite this somewhat limited but efficient preparation, which

turned out skilled craftsmen, there was an intense professional

activity among the teachers directed wholly by their own organiza-

tions. Discontent with a system, which isolated the normal schools

from all other institutions at a higher level and refused to admit

into the lives and minds of the future teachers the breath of any-

thing but the elementary spirit, had its political effects; teachers,

although they could not be members, because since 1872 they had

been given the status of civil servants, sympathized in large numbers

with the programs of the Social Democratic Party. On the educa-

tional side there were widespread discussions of plans for reorganiza-

tion of the system, demands for the preparation of teachers on a

higher level, and proposals for the improvement of curricula and

methods. It was no accident that after the War the first Prussian

Minister of Education, Karl Haenisch, was a former elementary

school teacher, and that a large number of elementary school teach-

ers won places in the state and federal Parliaments.

The Revolution of 1918 made possible the realization of the de-

mands of the elementary school teaching profession for preparation
on a higher level, a preparation which would substitute for the tra-

ditional apprenticeship type of training a new system based on prin-

ciples governing the preparation for other professions. The recog-

nition that a new responsibility and a new status were to be assigned
to the elementary schools, that a change in the political character of

the State inevitably implied a change in the character of education,
was widespread. But the demands of the teachers had social and
economic implications as well; improved training on a professional
rather than a craftsmanship basis would, it was expected, mean an

improvement in their status which had been depressed, it was felt,

because of the character of their preparation.
The fundamental principle upon which the reform was to be

based was defined in the Federal Constitution of 1919. According
to Article 143, 2, "The preparation of all teachers shall be uniformly
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regulated for the Reich according to principles which apply generally

to higher education." This provision spelt the abolition of the tra-

ditional preparatory and normal schools, the preliminary education

of future teachers in schools leading up to the universities, and their

professional preparation at the university level. A discussion of

the problem at the Reichsschulkonferenz (the Federal Educational

Conference), which was held in 1920 and offered to representatives

of all branches of education and others concerned in its provision

and maintenance an opportunity of considering the basic princi-

ples of reform, resulted in the acceptance of a number of theses

bearing on the preparation of teachers. Since all teachers are mem-
bers of the same profession, they should have a common preliminary

preparation followed by a period of study, varied according to the

needs of the various types of schools, in a university. Elementary
school teachers should be required to follow a three-year course in

pedagogical institutes as constituent parts of universities in which

the members of the different faculties would give instruction. Sepa-
rate teachers colleges, whether in the universities or not, were

rejected. The courses for teachers should include both profes-

sional and academic studies with opportunities for intensive study
of one subject elected by the student according to his own inter-

ests.

For some time it was expected that the Federal Government

would issue regulations and suggestions to serve as a common basis

for the organization of institutions for preparing teachers. This ex-

pectation was bound up with the hope that the Federal Government

would also participate in the new system with financial aid. After

it was announced in the Third Federal Tax Ordinance, issued in

1924, that the 'Government had neither the resources nor the inten-

tion of aiding any part of the educational systems, it was understood

that the States were'free to proceed alone with the organization of

education without waiting for a lead from the*Federal Government.1

Steps were immediately taken, if not already begun, to abolish pre-

paratory and normal schools; in Prussia the last of these were closed

in 1926; in most of the other States, except Bavaria, in 1928. Owing
to tie great excess in the supply of teachers, quick action was not

needed to reorganize the system of preparation.

1 On the rdatibn of the Federal' Government to education see Chapter V
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THE PRESENT SYSTEM

The Constitution had set up only the common basis of providing
for the preliminary education of all intending teachers in institu-

tions leading to the universities that is, in secondary schools;

beyond this, each State by the inaction of tie Federal Government

was left free to devise its own system of preparing teachers. The

problem of selecting the type of secondary school course best adapted
to the future needs of elementary school teachers was not difficult;

it was decided that such a course should be modern in character

that is to say, the Gymnasium and Realgymnasium were practically

ruled out; for the modern courses a choice remained between the

Oberrealschule and the Deutsche Oberschule.* Since the latter em-

phasized German cultural subjects, it was generally regarded as

preferable to the Oberrealschule. There was, however, another

problem to be solved; in the past a large number of teachers had

been recruited from the rural districts and small towns which in

general were not provided with secondary schools or else only with

those of the classical type. The abolition of the normal school

which was generally located in these areas left a number of buildings

available for other purposes. These were converted into a new type
of secondary school, the AufbauscMle, open to boys and girls enter-

ing from elementary schools at the age of thirteen. The Aufbau-
schule offers a six-year course, following the curriculum of either the

Oberrealschule or the Deutsche Oberschule, and leading up to the

Abiturientenprufung, which carries with it the privilege of university

entrance. The regulations do not discourage preliminary education

in any of the secondary schools, but ordinarily the Deutsche Ober-

schule type, whether in the nine-year school or in the Auflauschule,

is preferred.

More serious and difficult was the question of the type of institu-

tion to be created for professional preparation. The Constitution pro-
vided that it must be at the university level, but did not specify that

it must be a part of, or affiliated with, the universities. The teachers

in general desired the preparation to be given in the existing univer-

sities. Against this course it was argued that the universities are

primarily institutions for academic study and research; that they
are not equipped to provide professional preparation, only one part

1 On the secondary schools, see Chapter VHI.
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of which philosophy and education could be offered; that new

arrangements would have to be introduced to provide training in

practice and in the skill subjects required in the elementary schools;

and that, in Prussia at any rate, secondary school teachers are not

prepared professionally in the universities. In these arguments
there was, of course, a great deal of truth, but political considerations

entered. The universities would have been overwhelmed with a

great increase of students for whom special provision would have to

be made, the temptation would always be present to devote a little

more time to university studies and transfer to the secondary school

branch; and, finally, preparation in the universities might make the

teachers dissatisfied with the prospect of entering upon the humble

but important work of the rural school. The solutions reached in the

different States followed somewhat the political lines. Thus Prussia

and Bavaria with leanings toward the Right favored the two-year

independent Padagogische Akademie (teachers college); Saxony,

taking a middle position, compromised by splitting the preparation
between the universities and pedagogical institutes; Socialist Ham-

burg incorporated the preparation in the local university. The

story of the development of the system in Thuringia to some extent

illustrates the shift from one point of view to another as influenced

by the political changes in that State. Thuringia from 1918 until

1924 had been overwhelmingly Socialist; during that period it was

proposed to prepare teachers at the University of Jena. In 1924 po-

litical control was transferred from the Left toward the Right and the

immediate consequence was a modification of the plan in favor of

that adopted by Saxony academic preparation in the University

and professional in a pedagogical institute. The smaller States

follow one or other of the three systems indicated, or delegate the

preparation of their teachers to other States.

Prussia decided to adopt the two-year teachers colleges, the gen-
eral principles on which they were to be established were defined

in a Memorandum on the Preparation of Elementary School Teachers

(Neugestalfomg der VolksschuUehrerMdung) issued on July 20, 1925.

The aim of these colleges was not to be merely the training of class-

room teachers, but educators and teachers of the people, living in

contact with them and with the realities of life, able to develop their

cultural needs and to cultivate the intellectual, moral, and aesthetic

values ever present in their environment. The teacher must be
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equipped with knowledge of his subjects, but he must during his

period of preparation acquire ability, not necessarily in academic re-

search, but insight into the cultural possibilities of the environment

in which he may be placed. Through professional studies he must

acquire a professional ideal which will inspire every aspect of his

work and give him a realization of the significance of education for

the development of local and national culture and for the promotion
of social welfare. In the work of the teachers colleges the emphasis
must be on the development of personality rather than of skilled

craftsmanship.

It was planned to establish ultimately thirty-five teachers col-

leges (Pddagogische Akademieri). Three were opened at Easter,

1926, two Protestant institutions at Kiel and Elbing, and one Catho-

lic at Bonn, the first two for men and women, the last at first for men
alone. In 1927 an interdenominational college was opened at Frank-

furt-am-Main; in 1929 four more were added at Breslau, Erfurt,

Hannover, and Dortmund (all Protestant and coeducational), and

in the following year further additions were made at Frankfurt-a-d-

Oder, Stettin, Halle, Altona, Cassel (Protestant) and Beuthen (Cath-

olic). By 1931 fifteen colleges had been established. It is to be ob-

served that the colleges were organized, with the exception of that at

Frankfurt-am-Main, as sectarian institutions and that they were

practically all coeducational.1 The original intention of admitting
three hundred students to each college was not carried out owing to

the oversupply of teachers already available.

Students who seek admission to the colleges must present a bio-

graphy, a certificate of graduation from a secondary school, and a

certificate of health. Successful applicants must pass a further test

in music (singing and the playing of the violin, piano, or organ);

women candidates must demonstrate their ability in sewing. The
students do not pay tuition fees, but provide for their own main-

tenance, state assistance being granted in necessitous cases. Dormi-

tories are not provided in the colleges, but day homes or unions and

reading-rooms are made available for the students who live in lodg-

ings. It is estimated that the annual cost of living for each student

is 1000 Mark. An important innovation is the encouragement of

1 The oversupply of teachers and the serious financial crisis which imposed severe measures
of economy on tie Government compelled it in November, 1931, to decide on the dosing of

five teachers colleges at Easter, 1932, and to distribute their students among the remaining
colleges, which were not to admit any new students at that time.
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student self-government, particularly in the care and organization
of the homes or unions which are placed at their disposal. The
social relations between students and faculty are more intimate and

genial than they used to be in the traditional normal schools.

The faculty. The teachers colleges are under the general super-
vision of the Ministry of Education, one member of which is dele-

gated to cooperate with the faculties. All appointments are made

by the Minister of Education The faculties consist of a director,

professors, docents, and instructors. Responsibility for administra-

tion is vested in the director with the cooperation of his colleagues.

Some difficulty was experienced in the initial stages of the new ven-

ture in securing the type of personnel best adapted to the work.

Fundamentally the character of teacher preparation is determined by
the needs of the elementary school and of public education. On the

one hand, the future teacher must be given a thorough mastery of

subject-matter directed to use hi the elementary school; on the other,

he must receive the necessary preparation in professional studies,

methods, practice, and the skill subjects (music, art, handwork);
the teachers colleges, however, are on the university level. The

problem was how to find professors and instructors who had had a

university training and experience in elementary schools During
the period of transition a solution could not be found immediately
and a compromise had inevitably to be accepted, the faculties were

made up of members, some of whom had had elementary school ex-

perience without academic training, while others were university

trained, but had had no experience in elementary schools. It is

hoped that in time it will be possible to establish requirements for

appointment which will combine both types of preparation. To

emphasize the recognition of teachers colleges as institutions of

university rank, the members of the faculties, with the exception

of the teachers of the skill subjects, have been given the title of

"Professor." The salary scales in the teachers colleges were as

follows according to the regulations of 1927: Director and about one

fourth of the professors, 9000 Mark, rising to 14,000 Mark (in ex-

ceptional cases to 15,000 Mark); one half of the professors, 7500

Mark, rising to 11,600 Mark (13,600 Mark in exceptional cases), a,nd

the remaining fourth of the professors, 5700 Mark, rising to 9000

Mark (11,600 Mark in exceptional cases), to the salaries are added

indemnities for rent.
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Curriculum and courses of study. The Ministry of Education,

recognizing the experimental character of the teachers colleges, re-

frained from issuing uniform curricula and courses of study, but in

1927 issued suggestions on the basis of which the faculty of each col-

lege was expected to formulate its own course of study. The curri-

culum is distributed into four main divisions: (i) professional sub-

jects, (2) materials and methods of instruction in elementary school

subjects; (3) training in skill subjects, combined with observation

and practice teaching, and (4) elective studies The distribution of

subjects by hours is indicated in the following table: x

HOURS
Education

Theory.. 4

History ... . ... .8
School hygiene . . 2

School management economy . 2

Materials methods of elementary school sub-

jects . .17 (18)

Sociology . . . 3
Practice teaching .... 19 55 (56)

Allied Sciences:

Philosophy . 4
Psychology ... . . . . 9

Religion . .2
Geography (local) . i

Ethnology (local) ... i

Animal and plant biology (local) , i

Physiology and Anatomy . . i

Political and social economy ... . . 2 21

Fine and Practical Art Trailing:
Music .20 (16)

Speech i

Manual training or sewing 3 (6)

Physical training 12

Drawing 2 38 (37)

114 Sem. hrs.

The organization of the curriculum may be illustrated by the or-

ganization of the curriculum at the Bonn Teachers College.
1
Alexander, T. The Training ofElementary Teachersm Germany, p 73 (New York, 1929).
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In addition, students are required to attend a number of lectures and

practica offered in a variety of fields: education; religion; German,

history and civics, geography, local and folk study; mathematics,

natural science, music, drawing; manual training, and physical train-

ing.

The program of each student requires about thirty hours of re-

quired studies each week; beyond this, he is expected to attend the

special lectures which he may elect. The two years of the course

hardly suffice to carry out the aims set before the teachers colleges

The chief difficulty is that of reconciling the claims of study of

academic subjects at the higher level and the needs of the teachers

in their future work. Although the students enter the colleges with

a rich background of liberal education obtained in the secondary

schools, it must be reorganized for purposes of the elementary schools.

Great stress is placed, however, not so much upon lecturing about the

various subjects of the elementary school curriculum, but upon train-

ing the cadet-teachers in independent development of the materials

of instruction by studying and analyzing the opportunities provided
in different environments, in other words, just as Bodenstandigkeit

and Heimatkunde, leading to Lebenskwnde, constitute the basis of

the elementary school work, so it becomes the aim of the colleges to

impart a profound understanding of the meaning of these terms for

the development of a curriculum. Class instruction and lectures are

supplemented by special study rooms, laboratories, and excursions for

shorter or longer periods, which create opportunities for the develop-

ment of free activity groups (freie Arbeitsgemeinschaften) of students

who have a common interest. While these methods aim at cultivat-

ing initiative and independence on the part of the student and to

open his intellectual vision to a world that is not bound up in books,

it is not the intention of the teachers colleges to train research work-

ers; the aim is rather to enable the students to see how knowledge
and information have been developed rather than to extend their

limit by new discoveries. Essentially the difference between the

methods of the old and new type of teacher-preparation lies in

the attempt to develop activity and curiosity rather than to fill the

minds of the students.

The function of a teachers college is not, however, wholly aca-

demic and intellectual, but ultimately practical. Here the colleges

jare confronted by another difficulty created by the decision of the
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Ministry to abandon the practice school attached to the training

institutions. Administrative and financial difficulties were too great

to provide a separate school directly under the control of each col-

lege Accordingly, it is expected that public elementary schools in

the locality of a college will be employed for purposes of observation,

participation, and practice by the students. Such schools, while

provided and administered by the local authorities, are placed under

the supervision of the director or some professor of the local teachers

college, thus giving them a certain latitude in determining the char-

acter of the schools and in the selection of some of the teachers.

Students are inducted into the practical aspects of teaching through
observation which begins in the first semester and is continued

throughout the course in such a way that opportunity is provided for

them to become familiar with the content, method, and practice in

nearly all the subjects of the elementary school curriculum. Practice

teaching begins in the third semester, generally, students in small

groups of four or five are assigned to a class for several subjects, each

one being expected to be ready to give the lesson, if called upon,
while the others observe, at the end of four weeks the groups are

rotated and sent to other classes. Lesson plans are prepared and

supervised by the subject-matter specialists of the college and the

conduct of the lesson is discussed with the group by them and the

teacher in charge of the practice class. Generally, each student is

expected to have some practice in teaching religion, German, and

arithmetic. The chief criticism of the arrangements made for prac-

tice teaching is that the teaching is not consecutive, but broken up
into a number of isolated lessons. To obviate this criticism, students

are encouraged to become assistants in rural and other schools during
the college vacations, when they might obtain complete charge of

a class under the supervision of the regular teachers.

In order to extend the range of their observation and a knowledge of

the scope of the school organization, students are expected to visit,

not only a number of elementary schools, but schools for defectives,

schools in eleemosynary institutions, garden schools, open-air schools,

experimental schools, kindergartens, nursery schools, recreation

centers, and other educational agencies. The same purpose underlies

the more extended tours, not only to educational institutions, but to

museums, social welfare institutions, conferences, and so on.

first teachers' examination (Erste Lehrerpriifimg}^ The two-
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year course in tlie teachers colleges culminates in a final examination

which is also the first teachers' examination, regulated by a decree

issued on April 10, 1928. Candidates must submit a biography,

a maturity certificate from a secondary school, and a certificate of

regular attendance at a teachers college and participation in elective

courses and practice. Attached to the application for examination

are the reports of the professors and instructors on the candidate's

record. Candidates may be refused admission to the examination if

for any reason the records of the application are unsatisfactory.

The examination committee, which consists of the teachers college

faculty and an educational official of the county (Regierung) in

which the college is situated, is presided over by a chairman appointed

by the Ministry; a representative of the Protestant or Catholic

denomination, as the case may be, is also invited to attend the

examination.

The written part of the examination consists of an essay on a

problem in education or in an allied field selected by the candidates

from lists drawn up by the instructors of the field chosen; eight weeks

are allowed for the preparation of the essay, which is marked by
a member of the examining committee appointed by the chairman.

All the essays must be available to all the examiners at least three

days before the oral examination. The subjects of the oral examina-

tion fall into two main groups: (i) Professional theory of educa-

tion, history of education, psychology, philosophy, school manage-

ment, school hygiene, and educational sociology. All candidates

are examined in theory of education and psychology, and any two

of the other subjects. (2) Subject-matter and methods (a)

religion, German, and arithmetic or geometry; (5) history, civics,

geography, and nature study; (c) music, drawing, manual work

(or sewing); (d) physical training. All candidates are examined

in the subjects under (a) and one subject in the other groups at

their choice. The examination in religion may be dispensed with

by candidates who refuse to take it on conscientious grounds. In

the subject-matter and methods examination, candidates must show

familiarity with the Suggestions for the Curricula, of Elementary
Schools and a knowledge of the most important methods of instruc-

tion in five subjects as well as ability to determine the educative value

of curriculum materials and to discuss them in relation to the ages
and maturity of pupils at various levels and to the needs of a locality
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or the nation as a whole. The test, in other words, Is not so much
verbal mastery of content, but professional judgment and standards

of application.

The results of an examination are determined by a candidate's

performance not only in the subjects in which he is examined and
in the essay, but also on his record in other subjects as reported by
his instructors. Success or failure is decided by vote of the whole

committee; the grades are "excellent," "good/' "satisfactory,"
"failed." Those who pass the examination receive a certificate

which entitles them to appointment as probationary teachers.

Second teachers' examination. Permanent appointment is

dependent upon tfie successful passing of the second teachers' ex-

amination (Zwe^te Lehrerprufung), the regulations for which were

issued on June 25, 1928, to become effective on April i, 1929. The

requirements for permanent appointment in existence before the

new regulations were issued were continued until March 21, 1930;

under these requirements teachers could obtain permanent appoint-
ment by successful participation in a study course (Arbeitsgemein-

schaff) for two years. The new regulations require teachers to

present themselves for the second eira.iiniTia.tinn after from two to

four years of active employment. Each applicant must submit the

certificate of the first teachers' examination and a full account of his

professional career and further study; to the application is added

a report from the inspector (Schvlraf) of his district. The county
school board decides on the admission of a candidate to the examina-

tion, which is conducted by a committee consisting of a county
educational official (Regierungsrat) or inspector as chairman, the

inspector of the candidate's school, a member of the teachers college

faculty appointed by the Minister of Education, and an elementary

school teacher or principal selected from a list prepared with the

advice of the district teachers' council (Bezirkslehrerraf) ; the principal

of the candidate's school may be present at the examination. If

the examination includes religious instruction, the examiner must be

of the same denomination as the candidate; if the candidate is a

woman, the examining committee must include a woman.

The examination, which takes placejfa.the candidate's school,

is wholly professional and practical.. The committee observes the

instruction of the teacher in his own class in at least two subjects

which must be selected from religion, German, arithmetic or geom-
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etry, liistory, civics, geography, and natural science. The instruc-

tion observed is followed by a discussion in which the teacher is ex-

pected to show a scientific grasp of principles of teaching and educa-

tion and the administrative regulations for schools The results of

the examination are marked "excellent," "good," "satisfactory,"

or "failed." Teachers who fail twice in the examination or who do

not present themselves for the examination within five years after

passing the first teachers' examination are dismissed from the service.

Training in service. The period of probation required before ap-

pointment is made permanent serves as a stimulus to further study.

But beyond this, German elementary school teachers have always

been active in continuing their education, both academic and pro-

fessional, largely through their own organizations. Study groups

(ArbeUsgememschaften) have increased in number as a result of the

greater professional freedom which has been given to teachers,

particularly in the development of curricula and courses of study and

in the advancement and encouragement of experimental schools.

The teachers colleges have also assumed a certain responsibility for

the further training of teachers who return to their own institutions

for conferences and lecture courses. Similar provision is made by
local authorities and by the Zentralinstitut fur Erziehung und Unter-

richt * in Berlin which has become an active agency in this work, it

arranges exhibits, demonstrations, conferences and courses, and con-

ducts study tours in Germany and abroad. Finally, the increased

participation of teachers in the administration of their own schools

and of education in general through their school, district, and regional

councils has been an effective measure in developing both their

status and their professional consciousness.

Status of teachers. Teachers are civil servants even though they

may 'not be appointed directly by the State. Their position as civil

servants does not, however, diminish in any way their rights and
duties' as citizens. They may belong to any organizations, political

or otherwise, that they please, may participate actively in party

politics, and may hold political office. A large number of them are

today found as members of local councils and as representatives in

the state and federal Parliaments. Their status from this point
view is likely to continue to improve as more teachers enter the
service after a period of preparation in the teachers colleges.

1 See Chapter V
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Salaries. As public employees teachers receive salaries which

are determined by a federal salary law for the whole country, even

though the salaries are not paid by the Federal Government. The
amount of basal salary paid depends upon the salary group or cate-

gory to which they are assigned, there are altogether twelve groups
for all public employees. The remuneration of elementary school

teachers includes the basal salary, rent indemnity, and allowance for

children, and provisions for disability and retirement. The basal

salary rises in Prussia from 2800 Mark to 5000 Mark in twenty years
from the date of permanent appointment, with four increments of

250 Mark each and six of 200 Mark each. Head teachers and princi-

pals receive an additional annual grant ranging from 200 Mark to

1400 Mark, varying with the size of school and number of teachers

employed. The rent indemnity, where a house is not provided,
varies with the teacher's position and salary and the location of the

school, and ranges from 258 Mark to 1152 Mark. The allowance for

children is 20 Mark a month for the first two, 25 Mark a month for

the next two, and 30 Mark a month for each child beyond the fourth;

the allowances are paid for children up to the age of sixteen and

may be continued up to twenty-one if the child is engaged in study.

The retiring and disability allowances have been included as part
of the remuneration, for, since the system is not contributory, the

allowances are technically provided for by deferred payments; that

is to say, salaries are reduced by the amount which must be reserved

to meet the obligations created by these allowances ultimately.

Teachers become eligible to disability allowancesfl^ter ten years of

service and may retire voluntarily at sixty-five. ^The allowance after

ten years of service consists of thirty-five per cent oFsalary, rising

by two per cent annually for each year of service up to twenty-five

and thereafter by one per cent of salary up to forty years of service,

with a maximum of eighty per cent of final salary. For pension

purposes only basal salary and rent indemnity are taken into account

Widows of teachers receive allowances of sixty per cent of the pension

which the teacher received if retired or to which he would have been

entitled. Children of deceased teachers receive one fifth of the

widow's allowance, if she is alive, or one third, if not.

Preparation of teachers in other States* A number of German

States have adopted systems of preparing teachers similar to that of

Prussia that is, in teachers colleges or training institutions; am,ong
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these are Baden, Mecklenburg-Schwerin, Oldenburg, Waldeck, and

Bavaria, Other States have not reorganized their systems or have

teachers trained in a neighboring State or have adopted a three-year

course in affiliation with or as part of the universities. Those which

have adopted the affiliated plan are Saxony, Thuringia, Hesse (two-

year course), and Brunswick; Anhalt and Lippe use the facilities

provided by Thuringia in Jena. Hamburg prepares teachers wholly

in the university of that city.

In Saxony the preparation of teachers, following a regulation

passed on April 3, 1923, was organized on a three-year basis in part

at the University of Leipzig and the Technical University ( Technische

Hochschule) in Dresden and pedagogical institutes (Padagogische

Institute) in the two cities. In general, the responsibility of the

universities is to provide the courses in general and academic subjects,

and of the pedagogical institutes to give the training in the theory

and practice of education. Thus, every student in Dresden is ex-

pected to take the following courses at the Technische Hochschule:

history and principles of education, psychology of childhood and

adolescence, anthropology and hygiene, German language and

literature, government, and one elective subject; eighty of the total

of one hundred and eighty semester hours of the three-year course

are devoted to these subjects. The arrangement of subjects is some-

what similar at the University of Leipzig, but the amount of time

devoted to them is less. The pedagogical institutes in both cases as-

sume the responsibility for the professional preparation in special

and general methods, introduction to practical instruction, and train-

ing in the skill subjects (art, music, and physical training). As com-

pared with the two-year course in Prussian teachers colleges, the

system adopted in Saxony has the obvious advantage of an addi-

tional year which furnishes opportunities for the more intensive

study of the materials and methods of instruction in the elementary

schools, especially in the practica. Observation, demonstration,

experiments, research, and some practice teaching take place in the

schools belonging to the institutes. Each of the members of the

faculty of the institutes is responsible for instruction in the practice

schools. In Dresden observation is continued during the first three

semesters; actual participation in teaching is provided for usually in

local public schools, when the institutes are closed for the summer
vacation.
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The examination at the close of the course in Saxony includes the

preparation of two essays, one on a problem of practical education,

two months are allowed for their preparation. The oral examination

includes questions on the following major subjects: education, school

management, school organization and law, and special methods on

two elementary school subjects, philosophy, history of education,

and psychology; the minor subjects are anthropology and hygiene
and one elective subject. Saxony does not require a second examina-

tion for final appointment.

Elementary school teachers in Hamburg receive their preparation

wholly in the School of Education of the University under a law

issued on December 20, 1926. The length of the course is three

years and it includes the following main divisions of study: education,

philosophy, and psychology; elective academic or skill subject, art,

remedial education, and observation and practice Observation,

participation, and practice are provided for in the demonstration

school of the School of Education. Upon the observation and

demonstrations in this school are based the study of methods of in-

struction in the subjects of the elementary school curriculum. More
intensive practice teaching is arranged for in the public schools of

the city under the supervision of its teachers; it is continued for six

weeks between the thi^ and fourth semesters and is followed by a

second period between the fifth and sixth semesters of four weeks'

participation in social welfare work and educational activities for

children and adolescents. The first examination at the end of the

course for eligibility to appointment as a probationary teacher in-

cludes: (i) the preparation of two essays, one in education and one in

an elective subject; (2) written examinations on education, philoso-

phy, and psychology, and one other subject selected from the ele-

mentary school curriculum or any other academic subject; (3) an oral

examination on the same subjects as in the written test; and (4) a

practical examination at the choice of the examiners in teaching,

physical training, fine arts, or natural science. Permanent appoint-

ment is based on a second examination taken after at least three

years of school experience; this examination is practical in character

and is similar to the second examination in Prussia, with the addi-

tional requirement that candidates must demonstrate their ability

in the teaching of physical training, drawing, music, manual training

(for men), and sewing and household arts (for women). Opportuni-
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the establishment of institutions with a seven-year course, five to be

devoted to general education and two to professional preparation.

Beyond this, the Union advocated the creation of facilities for further

training of teachers in service. In the following year the Ministry of

Public Instruction appointed a committee to consider a number of

problems in the preparation of teachers: how to meet the demands

of general and professional training, the length of the course as a

whole and the distribution of time between"the two parts; and cur-

ricula and courses of study. The recommendations of the committee

were identical with those of the Union. A reform along these lines

was proposed in a bill introduced by Minister Credaro in 1914: the

whole course was to be seven years in length following elementary

education; the first five years were to be devoted to general culture

and the last two to a review of general education with special refer-

ence to the elementary schools, and to the study of education and

social ethics with practice teaching, in the last year the study of

agriculture, hygiene, and physical training were to be included.

Nothing came of this plan, which was again modified in 1918 in

a proposal to organize a seven-year course, separate for men and

women, the first six years to be devoted to general education and the

last year to professional preparation.

During the same period there had been established two higher

normal schools, in Rome and Florence, to provide opportunities for

women teachers who wished to prepare for positions as principals of

schools; similar opportunities had also been created in schools of

education for men in the universities and in special courses else-

where for advanced study (corsi di perfezionamento) . The character-

istics of both stages of training were the same; the institutions were

virtually isolated from the main currents of education and devoted

closely to preparation for the elementary schools; in both the greatest

difficulty was the problem of adjusting the claims of general culture

studies and of professional preparation.
The problem, on the whole, was not difficult when considered from

this point of view or in the light of the character of elementary educa-

tion. Italy had long been under the influence of positivist philosophy
and in education this meant an emphasis on the acquisition of an

organized body of knowledge. In practice this emphasis resulted in

memorization, formalism, and booMshness. On the professional
side the task was to prepare teachers with a thorough command of
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methods and techniques. The same consequence followed also from

the introduction of the Herbartian principles.

THE PRESENT SYSTEM
The new orientation. The Gentile reform, which emphasized

humanism and the awakening of the spirit, the cult of personality

through activity and sympathetic insight on the part of the teacher

into the meaning of the Italian tradition and of humanism, on the

one hand, and into the inner urge of the pupils for spiritual expres-

sion and activity, on the other, was not compatible with a method-

ology which stressed mechanisms and artificial devices as something
extrinsic both to subject-matter and to the personality of the pupils.

In other words, the Gentile reform was in essence opposed to the

traditional practices in preparing teachers. The leading exponent
of the new approach was Professor Ernesto Codignola, Director of

the R. Istituto Superiore di Magistero in Florence, who had for many
years been a critic of the normal schools and the principles upon
which their work was based. Education, according to Codignola, is

a spiritual process and anything which stands between the teacher

and the pupil disturbs this process. Methods tend to dominate and

to mechanize the spirit and to reduce instruction to mere routine.

Hence the best preparation of the teacher lies, not in the study of

principles of education and of methods of teaching, but in the

thorough penetration of the humanistic spirit. On the professional

side the best preparation of the teacher is provided by the study of

philosophy, of which education is a part, and whose function it is

to illustrate the nature of the spirit and the process of its develop-

ment. Methods are only meaningful, not as external devices, but as

the expression of a spiritual form, constantly active and constantly

changing as conditions, pupils, or environment change. Not mastery

of methods nor even an encyclopedic command of knowledge alone

makes the good teacher, but an active mind, a firm will, an exquisite

feeling for art, and consciousness of the harmonious and universal

in man. Applied to the problem of preparing teachers, this means

a different approach; the problem is not wliat knowledge or methods

are necessary for the teacher, but what is best adapted to giving him

that consciousness of his own and the pupils' humanity. Not

didactic formulas, but how to reach the inner souls of the pupils and

how to respect the human spirit in them, is the lesson that the future
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teacher must learn. This lesson can, in Codignola's opinion, be

acquired only by thorough study of the humanities and of philoso-

phy which seeks to interpret them in the light of universals. 1

The reorganization of the preparation of elementary school teach-

ers followed the principles advocated by Codignola. All existing

institutions the normal schools and courses in ginnasi, the corsi di

perfezionamento, and the schools of education in universities were

abolished, and were replaced by new institutions fystituti magistrah)

as a part of the secondary school systems. Institutions of this type

may only be established by government decree. Pupils, boys and

girls, are admitted on completing five years of the elementary school

at the minimum age of ten and on passing an entrance examina-

tion. The length of the course in the istititti magistrah is seven years,

divided into two periods of four and three years each Transfer

from the lower to the upper section of the course is based on an

entrance ftTfl.TnTna.timi-

The curriculum of the istituti magistrate is wholly academic. The

subjects and the weekly time-distribution are given in the accompa-

nying tables.

TiME-SCHEDULE

Istitotio Magistrate

Optional

The istituto magistrate does not differ in content or methods of

instruction or in organization and administration from other schools

at the secondary level.
2 The only connection between this institution

and the obvious purpose for which it is created is to be found in the

discussion of educational theory in the philosophy course. Every
1 See La l&fonna ddla cutyurd vMpstrale (1917); II Problema dell' Educ&sionc nazionak iy

Jtalw (1925)
a See Chapter VUI,
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TIME-SCHEDULE

Istituto Magistrate

* Optional

institute is required to have associated with it a kindergarten, or

casa dei bambini, primarily for purposes of observation and not for

practice teaching.

At the end of the whole course candidates must pass an examina-

tion in all the subjects of the upper section. The oral examination in

philosophy and education which are characteristic of the normal

institute covers the following program:

Knowledge and evaluation of children's literature.

Selections from the history of schools and of educational theory.

The aesthetic problem and teaching of art The candidate must show a

knowledge of at least one of the following works: Plato, Republic , X, Aristotle,

Poetics (extracts) ; Vico, Scienza nuova (extracts referring to the problem of

art) ; Kant, Critique of Judgment and JEsthetic Judgment, Croce, Bremario di

Estetica.

The problem of religion and the teaching of religion. The candidate must
show a knowledge of at least one of the following works: Plato, Euthypkro;

Aristotle, Metaphysics, XII; Cicero, De Natura Deorum (Part I or II); Saint

Paul's 'Epistles, Vico, Scienza nuova (Providence) \ Mazzini, Idee religiose

(extracts), Gioberti, Rtforma Cattolica (extracts); Royce, The Problem of

Christianity.

The problem of consciousness and the teaching of science, based on a

knowledge of at least one of the following Works: Aristotle, Organon, Des-

cartes, Meditations (extracts), Locke, On the Understanding (extracts), Leib-

niz, Nouveaux Essais; Kant, Critique of Pure Reason (extracts) and Prolego-

mena; Gafluppi, Saggio (extracts); Rosmini, Esposiawne del suo Sistema*,

Spaventa, Logica e Metaphysica (Part I).

The moral problejn and moral instruction, based on a knowledge of at least

one of the following works; Aristotle, Nithomachean, Ethics (extracts) j
New
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Testament; Spinoza, Ethics (Part III) ; Kant, Critique of Practical Reason and

Metaphysics of Morals, Rosmini, Pnncipi di Scienza morale and Stona dei

SutemL
Discussion of an educational classic selected from the following: Comenius,

Great Didactic; Ratio Studiorum; Locke, Thoughts on Education; Basedow,

Appeal to the Friends of Humanity] Vico, De Nostri Temporis Studiorum

Ratione (extracts); Rousseau, Emile, Kant, On Pedagogy ; Cuoco, Pagine

scelte; Pestalozzi (selected writings); Froebel, Education ofMan and selected

writings; Fichte, The Vocation of Man and Addresses to the German Nation;

Schelling, Lectures on the Method of Academic Studies; Necker de Saussure,

VEducation Progressive, Richter, Levana; Rosmini, Del Principio supremo.

Discussion of a modern or contemporary educational work: Capponi,

Lambruschini, Gioberti, Mazzini, De Sanctis, Gabelli, Ardigo, James, E.

Caird, Arnold, Laberthonniere, Boutroux, etc

According to the regulations the aim of the oral examination is not

so much to test the knowledge acquired by the candidates as their

ability to discuss questions and problems from the philosophical

point of view. When it is recalled that pupils begin the study of

philosophy and education at the age of fourteen or fifteen, that they
are examined at the age of seventeen or eighteen, and that the dura-

tion of the oral examination is but thirty minutes, some doubt may
be expressed of the virtue of such a course. The pupils acquire a

certain glibness in discussing theories and principles, wide in range,

but, although the use of textbooks and compendia is forbidden, the

feeling cannot be resisted that the glibness is the result of instruction

by the teacher rather than "inner penetration of the spirit" of the

sources read.

Appointment. Candidates who pass the final examination in the

isfotuti magistrate are given the abilitazione all
3

insegnamento elemen-

tare or aWitazione magistrate, a certificate of aptitude as elementary

teachers, which is the minimnm qualification required, not for ap-

pointment, but for the competition for appointment, in an elementary
school. Vacancies are advertised each year by the froweditore agli

studi or regional superintendent of public education or by the councils

of autonomous communities. Candidates must submit with their

applications the certificate, a statement of physical fitness, proof of

citizenship, and testimonials of character, if men, they must be over

eighteen years of age, and, if women, over seventeen years of age.

They are then submitted to a public competitive examination (con-

corso publlico) conducted by commissions appointed either by the

superintendent or the autonomous community which may delegate
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the conduct of the examination to the superintendent. The exami-

nation consists of a written essay on an educational problem and an
oral test based largely on the programs of the istituto magistrate.
On the basis of the results the candidates are arranged in order of

merit and the best are assigned to the available vacancies in boys',

girls', or mixed schools; the highest on the list have, of course, a cer-

tain preference in the choice of a position.

After obtaining their first appointments, teachers must serve a

probationary period of three years as maestri straordinari, correspond-

ing to the French instiPuieurs stagiaires] at the end of this period they
are appointed on the favorable report of the inspectors as maestri

ordinari, the French instituteurs titulaires. No teacher may transfer

from one school to another unless he has spent two years in the same

post; exceptions are made only for reasons of health or for family
considerations.

The line of advancement of elementary school teachers is -within

the field of elementary education itself. The maestro elementare

may become a direttore didattico or supervisor and then an ispettore

scolastico. Promotion is secured by further study in the Istituti

Supenori di Magistero, three maintained by the State in Rome,
Florence, and Messina, and three private in Milan, Turin, and

Naples. The Royal Higher Teachers Colleges offer two-year courses

preparing for positions as direttori didattici, and four-year courses

preparing teachers of literature in secondary schools, of philosophy

and education in normal institutes, and inspectors. Admission is

secured by competitive examination which is the same for all courses.

The examination is written and oral; the written test includes an

essay in philosophy and education, or history or Italian literature

and a translation from Latin; the oral test is on philosophy and

education, Italian and Latin language and literature, and history and

geography. The annual fees are 350 lire for tuition and 140 lire for

the examinations in the four-year course; additional fees are charged

for the entrance examination, matriculation, contribution to the

school fund, the examination for the diploma, and the diploma (445

lire for the four-year course and 210 lire for the two-year course),

The Government each year selects by competition forty teachers who

are assigned to the two-year course and retain their salaries and posi-

tions during their period of study; one fourth of these teachers axe

selected from the new provinces. In addition, fees are remitted
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wholly or partially to candidates who rank highest in the competitive

examination and can prove the need of financial assistance. Finally,

the Minister of Public Instruction awards a number of scholarships

annually to students recommended by the administrative council of

each institute.

The curriculum for the two-year course leading to the diploma di

direzione dtdatttca includes the following subjects: Italian and Latin

language and literature, education, German language and literature

(two-year courses in each), and history, geography, philosophy, ele-

ments of public law and educational legislation, school hygiene, and

foreign literature (one-year course in each). The diploma awarded

by examination at the end of the course is a certificate of eligibility

for the competitive examination by which 'the direttori didattici are

selected each year up to the number of available vacancies. The

minimum age for appointment is thirty, candidates must have had at

least three years of teaching experience. The function of the diret-

tori didattici is in the main supervisory; they assign teachers to their

classes, issue time-schedules and programs of work, arrange for ex-

aminations, and in general supervise instruction and progress in the

schools, reporting each year to the inspectors of their districts; in the

larger areas they may be assisted by sub-directors.'

The four-year course for teachers of philosophy and education and

for inspectors includes in the first two years the foliowing subjects:

Italian and Latin language and literature, philosophy, education, and

German language and literature (two-year courses in each) and

English language and literature, history, geography, elements of

public law and educational legislation, and school hygiene (one-year

course in each) The subjects of the last two years ate Latin lan-

guage and literature (two-year course) and philosophy and education

(one-year course in each) and at least two other courses selected

from the subjects of the first two years and pursued for one year.

The final examination leads to the award of the diploma di 'pedagogue

e JUosofia or the abilitozione aJ^ispettorato scolastico, both of which
are only certificates of eligibility for the competitive examinations

for appointment. Candidates for inspectorships must be dvrelr

tori didattic^ with two years of Experience or teachers with fifteen

years of experience; appointments are divided equally betweea
the two groups, one fifth of the inspectorships are . reserved for

women, '

,

-

'
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Status Of teachers. Before appointment teachers, like all public

officials, must take the following oath:

I swear loyalty to the King and his successors, to observe the Constitution

and other laws of the State faithfully, to fulfil all the duties of my office dili-

gently and with zeal for the public good and the interests of the Administra-

tion, scrupulously guarding the secret of office and conducting myself, in

public and private, in accordance with the dignity of my position. I swear

that I do not nor will belong to associations or parties whose activity cannot

be reconciled with the duties of my office. I swear to carry out all my duties

to the sole end of the inseparable good of the King and my country.

As recently as 1928 teachers were not required to be declared

Fascists, but a strong hint had already been given by Mussolini in

one of his addresses (Discorso all'Augosted) to the effect that teachers

were expected to support the Fascist regime (see p. 462). After a

number of dismissals for political reasons, the question whether

teachers were or were not Fascists ceased to be of importance.

Many of the teachers are members of the Party and many are

officers of the BaMla organization.

After appointment as ordinari, teachers enjoy permanent tenure,

but are subject to dismissal for incompetence or misconduct, with the

right of appeal to the disciplinary council of the regional superintend-

ent (proweditore agU studi) and beyond it to the Higher Council of

Public Instruction. . The organization is thus hierarchical with

responsibility fixed by law at each stage. The -importance of this

organization, which is the result of the Gentile reform, can only be

understood in the light of 'the conditions which prevailed in the pro-

fession in the period preceding it. Insubordination, lack of disci-

pline, frequent and readily condoned absences, and professional in-

competence, as indicated by the elimination of pupils and in the

competitions for advancement, had produced a state of chaos;

efforts at improvement led to strikes among the teachers The situa*-

tion was immediately improved by the removal of the incompetent
and superannuated, by a reform in the system of preparation, by the

introduction o a hierarchical system, and above all by an ameliora-

tion of the salary conditions, which were probably more responsible

for the 'unrest and discontent than any other cause.

Unxfer thfe Geatile reform the salaries of elementary school teachers

were almost immediately' doubled; .from a minimum of 3000 lire

a year and a inaxiinum.of 5600 lire they were jaised to a minimum of
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5600 lire and a maximum of 9500 lire. Since 1923 salaries have

been further increased to a minimum of 5900 lire, rising in twenty-

eight years to a maximum of 10,000 lire, with a supplement for

active service ranging from 1300 to 1800 lire a year and an addition

of 800 lire a year for service in schools with double sessions* No
provision is made for teachers

3 homes or for rent or other indem-

nities as in France. Local communes, particularly in rural areas,

may provide homes, but teachers are not entitled to such a benefit

as of right.

A pension fund (monte-pensioni) for elementary school teachers

was established in 1878; after periodical revisions the regulations

governing the system were codified by Royal Decree of March 23,

1931 (Regto Decreto, 23 Marzo, 1931, No. 707). The system has been

placed under the supervision of the Administrative Council of the

Loan and Trust Fund and the State Insurance Associations. The
cost of administration of the pension fund is provided for annually

by appropriations granted on the recommendation of the Minister

of Finance. The fund is made up of contributions paid by the teach-

ers in elementary schools and their emplovers (the State, communes,
or other recognized educational corporations) and gifts and bequests.

The decree regulates the nature of the investments and provides for

quinquennial valuations. Teachers are required to pay into the

fund eight per cent of their salaries annually, which is duplicated by
their employers. Disability and retirement allowances are paid out

of the fund accumulated at compound interest. Teachers may be

retired on account of ill-health with an allowance after ten years of

service or on reaching the age of sixty after the same period of service,

a retiring allowance may be obtained on reaching the age of sixty

after twenty years of service or after forty years of service without

any age requirement. Disability allowances consist of three fourths

of the allowance to which a teacher would be entitled if eligible for

retirement; the retiring allowances consist of the annuities purchas-
able with the accumulated contributions standing to a teacher's ac-

count, but limited to a maximum equal to the average of the salary

received in the last three years of service and raised to certain pre-

scribed minima based on the length of service. Provision is made
under the same scheme for the protection of widows and orphans of

teachers who die in service or after retirement. A somewhat differ-

ent system exists for the retirement of administrative officials
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(inspectors and supervisors), who may be retired at the age of sixty

after twenty years of service or after forty years of service without

any conditions as to age. The retiring allowance in such cases con-

sists of one fortieth of the first 4000 lire of the average salary re-

ceived in the last three years of service and an addition of one

sixtieth of the balance of the average salary over 4000 lire for each

year of service, with* a maximum allowance of four fifths of the

average salary.

Conclusion. The new Italian system of preparing teachers for the

elementary school, determined as it is by the idealistic philosophy

underlying the whole reform of education, is frankly a challenge to

the traditional and current practice. Sound In insisting on a broad

cultural and general background for every teacher, the complete

negation of the value of professional training raises many doubts of

the ultimate success of the system. That there is much truth in the

view that overemphasis on methodology tends to lead to sterility and

mechanization cannot be denied, but it is questionable whether the

difficulty can be solved by talking about education and avoiding the

practical induction of the young teacher into its conduct. '3?he result

in practice will be that Italian teachers will secure their initiation

into practice at the expense of the pupils entrusted to* them during
their three years of probation with such guidance as they may re-

ceive from direttori didatfaci and ispettori scolastici a reactionary

step which has in it the inherent danger that the teacher may become
more mechanical and formal than without any professional prepara-

tion. This is particularly serious at a time when the essence of* the

elementary school reform is to impose greater responsibility upon thte

teacher in framing courses of study adapted to the local environment

and in conducting instruction on activity principles. In other*words,

in seeking to make the teacher free, as the nefo system of prepara-

tion does, it fails on the practical side to give him that professional

training which alone can make him free.J
|jThe

reform has, however, achieved one notable accomplishment
a change in the status of elementary school teachers and of elemen-

tary education by incorporating both as essential parts of the great

national Revolution. Incorporation of the normal institutes into

the secondary school system, improved salaries, opportunities for

advancement, better discipline, and more freedom have already ex-

ercised their influence. Beyond this, a new sphere of activity has
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been opened for elementary school teachers in the service of educating

adolescents and adults outside of regular school hours* and-in -par-

movement as oflacers-in the Batitta organi-

zation. The new spirit is perhaps more marked in smaller *and re-

mote corners of Italy where the rural school teachers*seem to be in-

spired with missionary zeal; in the cities the opportunity provided

for experimentation produces the' same result^ In both cases, how-

ever, it is doubtful whether the new spirit can yet be attributed to

the new system of teacher-preparation, the new spirit was in fact

already present under the influence of the Cultural awakening which

had begun in Italy many years before the Revolution.

5. RUSSIA

The preparation of teachers in the Soviet Union is dominated by
two main objectives. The first is to secure teachers who are loyal

to the existing political ideology, the second is to reorganize the

character of the preparation in such a way as to promote the close

relationship between education and the economic goals which are to

be attained. In the pre-Revolutionary system elementary school

teachers had been trained in normal schools of the traditional type
and in girls' gymnasia Through the organizationm 1905 of the Ail-

Russian Teachers' Union, in which membership was open to teachers

in all grades of schools and universities, a strong professional spirit

had begun to be developed, even though there was no great improve-
ment in the material conditions of teachers in 'elementary schools.

The part which education fras to play in the social reconstruction of

the Revolution was immediately recognized, and it was with this in

mind that Lenin declared that "We must raise our teacher 1

to a

height such as he had not attained and never will be able to attain in

a bourgeois society
"

Despite this declaration the conditions of the

teaching profession, socially and materially, continued to be un-

improved until the past year.

The preparation of teachers was not reorganized until 15^24,

when, instead of being assigned to separate institutions, it was pro-
vided in the technicums or in the last two years of* the nine-yea^

secondary schools In these institutions are prepared teachers fot

pre-schools, first grade schools, and for lower schools lor political

enlightenment. The character of the preparatfeiris hus deterini&ed
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by the predominantly vocational bias of the institutions in which it is

given. Admission to the pedagogical technicum is based on the

completion of the seven-year school, which usually takes place at

about the age of fifteen The length of the course is four years.

Each pedagogical technicum has an industrial or agricultural bias,

determined by the predominant local conditions. As contrasted

with the academic and professional emphases found elsewhere and
with the movement for autonomy in education, the preparation of

teachers in the Soviet Union is subordinated to the aims of the uni-

fied labor school and of participation in socially useful labor. There

is, in other words, no break in gauge between the preparatipn of the

teacher and the aims of education, which are determined by the needs

of the workers. This synthesis is emphasized all the more because

the teacher is expected to be a leader in the cultural work of his

locality. Labor thus becomes the center in the scheme of teacher-

training as it is in education. Accordingly, the future teacher is

expected to acquire a certain amount of skill whether in a trade or

in agriculture, for it is from variety of practical experience that his

influence will be determined. Beyond this, the studies must include

the scientific studies .which are fundamental to an understanding of

the nature x)f the child and of the educative process (anatomy,

physiology, biology, pedplogy, and psychology), and the social

sciences, with an emphasis on Marxian philosophy and dialectic

materialism.
,

*

The first two years of the fpur-year course in the pedagogical

technicum aore devoted to general and professional studies, visits to

all types of ecjjipational institutions,, and a study of the educational

systems in the Soviet Republics ,
The last, two years are more in-

tensively profesSpnal' in character and are devoted to the study of

social science, methods, and practice, with participation in the work

of the locality '(industrial or agricultural), and to training in con-

ducting campaigns against illiteracy, work with homeless children,

children's clubs and Hbraries,<aHd participation in youth movements.

At a recent meeting of ,the Central Committee of the Communist

Party (reported in Izvestfa, September, 1931) it was resolved that

all teachers be required, to Ijearn the, fundamentals of production

in factories, spviejt farjQos>- mtehkte tractor stations, t
aud collective

|snn$, a,n4 #* methods of, the work of poiytechnization. Increas-

ingly the statement is,repeated that the teacher is not only the chief
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agent in the educative process, but the organizer and leader of his

community.
The curriculum and time-distribution for the various subjects of

the four-year course in a pedagogical technicum with an agricul-

tural bias in the Russian Republic are shown in the accompanying

table. (See opposite page.)

The courses in the pedagogical sections of the nine-year secondary

schools, which are given in the eighth and ninth years, are similar in

general to those in the first two years of the pedagogical technicum,

the major part of the time being devoted to professional studies and

practice.

Status of teachers. The All-Russian Teachers' Union was dis-

solved early in the history of the Revolution and reorganized, but

without restoring the confidence of the authorities in the teachers.

That many of the older teachers (and the majority had inevitably

been trained under the old regime) did not sympathize actively with

the Revolution is certain. About 1924 the Union was reorganized as

the Educational Workers' Union, including all workers in public

education, students, school medical officers, clerks and janitors, and

was made a constituent part of the General Workers' Union. In

1925 the Educational Workers' Union declared its loyalty to the

Communist Party and decided to throw in its lot with the workers

in the construction of the new life and the new order. That suspi-

cion is not altogether allayed was indicated at the conference of

the Central Committee of the Communist Party (referred to above)
which urged all members to take an interest in the schools and to

supervise the teachers, especially those of the social aitfl political dis-

ciplines; the Central Committee of Komsomols was at the same time

encouraged to select candidates for the teaching. 'profession from

trustworthy Pioneers.

Materially the conditions of teachers continued without improve-
ment until 1931, when it was decided by the Council of People's
Commissars in Russia to raise the existing salaries by twenty-five to

thirty per cent and to extend to teachers the privilege of purchasing

provisions and merchandise at the same rates as workers. Salaries,

the same for men and women, are established in five zones and vary
with the cost of living, and the grade of school. In 1927-28 elemen-

tary teachers in rural areas received about 46 roubles and in cities 54
roubles a month; in 1932 salaries were raised to 90 roubles a month, a
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rouble being worth about 50 cents. Teachers in the first grade schools

are required to teach twenty-four hours a week; in the second grade
schools eighteen hours a week, with additional compensation for

additional work. Lodgings are provided for teachers in villages,

unemployment benefits and medical care are provided for all, mar-
ried women may retain their positions and two months' leave of

absence are granted for childbirth. Teachers, like workers, enjoy

special concessions for the education of their children, may retire

on a non-contributory pension after twenty-five years of service,

and are entitled, like workers, to the privilege of purchasing sup-

plies and of using dubs and rest-houses.

The Educational Workers' Union, to which all engaged in public

education must belong, is supported by contributions from the

members of two per cent of salary, and has a membership of 800,000.

All education bills and plans for curricula and courses of study, which

are drawn up by the Education Department (Narkompros), are

presented to the Union for suggestions and final approval; its advice

is sought in the appointment of principals, and the People's Com-
missar for Education makes an annual report at the Conference of

the Union. The extent of this participation implies, as does the

character of the preparation given, that the teacher is expected above

all to be a partisan, and not a member of a free profession, which in

Soviet ideology would for education be a contradiction in terms.

Up to the present the teacher in the Soviet Republics is still far from

having attained, from the point of view of professional preparation

or of status, the exalted position which Lenin assigned to him.

6. UNITED STATES

History. The great variety of practices and standards which pre-

vail in the educational systems of the United States is nowhere so

well illustrated as in the preparation of teachers. Here are reflected

the wide divergences which prevail in the economic conditions, the

popular attitude to education, the weakness of local control, and the

status of teachers All levels of teacher-preparation are found from

high school training classes, county normal schools, and state normal

schools to teachers colleges and education departments in colleges

and universities. While the educational system was gradually

developed during the nineteenth and rapidly expanded during the
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twentieth century on the principle of equality of opportunity and

adaptation to changing social demands, the institutions for the train-

ing of teachers, which began to be providedm the third decade of the

nineteenth century, continued to maintain an existence almost iso-

lated from the influences which governed the growth of the rest of

the system. This was due in the main to two causes : first, the control

and administration of education were to a large degree decentralized,

and, second, the normal schools, until an adequate supply of second-

ary education was available, had to perform a dual function in provid-

ing both the preliminary academic education and the professional

training. To these a third cause, closely associated with the first,

might be adduced m the reluctance of the state authorities to enforce

basic standards for the certification of teachers, with the result that

in some localities teachers were appointed on the basis of simple ex-

aminations conducted by the local school committee or on the basis

of a variety of certificates granted by several overlapping authorities

and valid for terms of different duration from one year to life. Only
within the last two decades has there been a concentrated effort to

secure some order out of the confused and complicated situation,

and to define certain minimum requirements for the preparation of

teachers; but, although progress has been made in this direction, the

reorganization of the systems of certification has barely been in-

itiated.

The desirability of giving teachers some preparation for the work

which they were to undertake began to be advocated in the second

decade of the last century, when the establishment of teacher-

training institutions began to be urgedby James L. Kingsley, William

Russell, Samuel R. Hall, Thomas Gallaudet, and James G. Carter.

The movement gained momentum in the thirties as a consequence of

reports on the Prussian system of teacher-training which were dis-

seminated widely by Charles Brooks, Calvin E. Stowe, and Alexander

D. Bache, and particularly by the translation of Cousin's Report on

Public Instruction in Prussia. To James G. Carter, who was as-

sisted in his efforts by Horace Mann, is due the credit for the estab-

lishment of the first state normal school in the country at Lexington,

Massachusetts, in 1839. t This institution served as a model for other

States and in time superseded the practice adopted in New York

State in 1827 of training teachers in academies or secondary schools

which received special grants for this purpose. Connecticut through
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the efforts of Henry Barnard established the first state normal school

at New Britain in 1850, Michigan followed in 1853 with the opening
of the state normal school at Ypsilanti; and even New York State was

influenced by the practice of creating independent institutions for

the training of teachers in the establishment of the New York State

Normal School at Albany in 1843, while retaining for some time the

academy system. From these early beginnings the normal school

system spread throughout the country. Unfortunately, certifi-

cation requirements were not made dependent on training, so that

the majority of teachers, until within the last twenty years, although

certificated, were untrained professionally.

While the normal schools helped to keep alive and to foster the

idea of professional preparation for teachers, they were confronted

with serious difficulties. The length of the course was unstandard-

ized and even where it was defined many students failed to complete

it; the entrance requirements were low, often not more than an

elementary education, with the result that the course of training had

to include both academic and professional preparation, frequently

the academic work consisted of little more than a review of the

subjects of the "common school" branches, while the so-called pro-

fessional courses principles of education, methods, and practice

consumed a major part of the time. Two traditions were built up

during this formative period, which continued almost up to 1910;
one was the restriction of academic studies to the subjects of the

elementary school, the second was an overemphasis on the profes-

sional subjects or techniques.

With the gradual expansion in the supply of high schools after

1905, it became increasingly possible to raise the entrance require-

ments to normal schools and to demand graduation from high school

for admission, a practice which had already been introduced in

the New York State Normal College at Albany in 1890 and in Mas-
sachusetts in 1894. Beginning in 1908, a definite movement was
launched to set up as the minimum period of preparation a two-year
course in a normal school following graduation from high school.

This standard was urged again in 1920 as the result of an. extensive

inquiry into the Professional Preparation of Teachers for American
Public Schools conducted by the Carnegie Foundation for the Ad-
vancement of Teachers. Scarcely had this standard begun to be

adopted, when, as a result of the improved economic status of teach-
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ers, the prosperity of the country, and the expanding program of

the elementary school, a new movement was initiated to extend the

period of preparation to four years and to convert the normal schools

into teachers colleges.

This, the latest movement in the organization and advancement
of teacher-preparation, was not new. As long ago as 1879 a paper
had been read before the Normal Department of the National Edu-
cation Association on Professional Degrees for Teachers, which were

already being granted in several States. The nomenclature of these

degrees it is not necessary to discuss here; it was not until after 1900
that some institutions began to expand their courses to four years
and to award not only the degree of Bachelor, but that of Master,
of Arts. A number of institutions had already adopted the title of

college, the Michigan State Normal School at Ypsilanti became the

Michigan State Normal College in 1897; Illinois had gone even

further when it established its training institution in 1857 as the

Illinois State Normal University. The introduction of degrees did

not, however, mean the discontinuance of shorter courses in the

same institutions. The real significance of the movement was that

the teacher-training institutions were entering into competition with

the liberal arts colleges and were undertaking the preparation of

teachers for high schools as well as for elementary schools. By 1930
a number of States had raised the period of preparation for elemen-

tary school certificates awarded on the basis of training from two

to three years; a smaller number, including California and New
York, required four years of preparation. The direction of the

movement for raising normal schools to the status of teachers

colleges was defined by the American Association of Teachers

Colleges, which was organized in 1917.

The result of all these tendencies is a bewildering variety of

practices ranging from high school training to preparation requiring

four years of study at the collegiate level. Cutting across the array

of practices between these extremes are the certification require-

ments which have in many States not been adjusted to the systems

of training. The situation can, of course, be explained in part by
the existence of a large number of small single-teacher schools in

which teachers receive low salaries and are under annual contracts

of employment only, and in part by the fact that the centralization

of educational control in the hands of the state authorities is in its
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initial stages in many States. There is thus a range of schools from

the small single-teacher rural school, with a term of about one hun-

dred and twenty days, to the urban school, elaborately equipped,

providing a varied curriculum, employing specialized teachers, and

having a term of about two hundred days. The various types and

degrees of preparation of teachers are thus determined by economic

and social status, by the grade of work, and by the public interest in

education.

THE PRESENT SYSTEM

Since there is such a variation in the practices of preparing

teachers in the United States, ranging from the high school to the

universities, it is impossible to do more than present a general

picture.

The outstanding tendency at present, due to the increase in

teachers' salaries dunng the past decade, is the gradual elimination

of the lowest types of preparation. The preparation in high schools

consists of a few simple courses in education in addition to academic

subjects; in the county training classes the major part of the work

of the year following, as a rule, graduation from high school is de-

voted to the study of professional subjects. Teachers prepared in

this way secure employment in rural schools of which they are in

sole charge, responsible for the work of all the grades.

Since 1920 there has been a marked tendency to set up as the

minimum desirable requirement two years of preparation following

graduation from the high school. This preparation is given in state,

county, and city normal schools, in private normal schools, and in

teachers colleges. In 1930 the number of these institutions was as

follows: state normal schools, 66, city normal schools, 26; county
normal schools, 47, privates normal schools, 58; teachers colleges,

134, and private teachers colleges, 6. The current trend is in the

direction of a decrease of normal schools of different types and their

conversion into teachers colleges,, which offer a variety of course^

ranging from one to four years. The majority of the teacher-

training institutions, except where indicated in their description, are

maintained by the state authorities, which meet the greater part of

the annual cost of operation by appropriations. Until recently most
of the normal schools aud teachers colleges were administered by
their own governing bodies, a practice still found in twelve States

j
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the objection to this practice is that it encourages excessive rivalry

and competition for appropriations. The defects of this situation

have been overcome in many States by placing the institutions con-

cerned directly under the state department of education, as in

Alabama, California, Connecticut, Louisiana, Maryland, Massachu-

setts, New Hampshire, Oklahoma, Tennessee, Vermont, and Vir-

ginia; in other States special boards have been created to supervise

the preparation of teachers, as in Colorado, Indiana, Maine, Michi-

gan, Minnesota, Nebraska, Texas, and Wisconsin; in thirteen States

one board has been established for all state institutions of higher

education, including universities, liberal arts colleges, teachers

colleges, and normal schools. While these systems of coordinating

the preparation of teachers in each State represent a great advance,

there is still left the difficulty of adjusting the relations between the

teachers colleges. and normal schools and the state institutions for

higher education, particularly as these are also concerned with the

preparation of teachers.

Standardization. Although there have for a long time existed

organizations for the consideration of problems affecting institutions

for the preparation of teachers, it has only been within the last few

years that a concerted effort has been made to define mfnimnm
standards for their organization. This task was undertaken and has

been promoted by the American Association of Teachers Colleges,

which performs the same function as the associations for standardiz-

ing secondary schools and colleges. The Association defines as a

teachers college a state, municipal, or incorporated private insti-

tution which admits students who have completed a high school

course, offers at least one four-year unified curriculum devoted to

the preparation of teachers, and has the legal right to confer degrees;

a normal school is a similar institution offering curricula of two or

more years in length, but not leading to a degree. The members of

the faculty of such institutions must hold the master's degree or its

equivalent. The standards further define the desirable maximum
of the number of teaching periods per week, and require the main-

tenance of a practice school, the provision of adequate library

facilities, the appropriate organization of curricula, and the pre-

scription of organized requirements for the award of degrees,

The standards prescribed by the Association represent the direc-

tion ia which it is desired to move. During the present period of
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transition many teachers colleges still offer one-, two-, and three-

year courses in addition to the four-year course, while many normal

schools offer three- as well as two-year courses. This confusion is

attributable, however, not merely to the transition stage, but

to the fact that certification laws have not yet adjusted their re-

quirements to the new trends, and many institutions undertake to

prepare teachers for high schools as well as for elementary. While

there is a tendency to define the function of teachers colleges and

normal schools, the criticism is still current that they are un-

dertaking more than lies within their province and are thereby in

danger of missing the primary objective for which they exist. A few

teachers colleges, besides providing courses which lead to the bache-

lor's degree, are beginning to offer graduate work and to award higher

degrees.

The creation of teachers colleges offering four year courses, the

increase in salaries, and an oversupply of teachers have rendered it

possible to raise the minimum requirement for the certification of

elementary school teachers to two years of preparation, as is done in

Colorado, Connecticut, Idaho, Indiana, Louisiana, New Jersey, Ore-

gon, Pennsylvania, Utah, and Vermont, three States have raised the

requirement to three years Arizona, Massachusetts, New York,
and Washington (to become effective in 1933); California and the

District of Columbia (to become effective in 1934) and a few cities,

such as New York, require four years of preparation.

Admission requirements. The minimum requirement for admis-

sion to normal schools and teachers colleges is graduation from high
school. The oversupply of teachers has had the effect of introducing
selective methods of admission. These include the requirement that

candidates for admission must have had a high record of scholarship

in their high schools, or the use of intelligence or standard achieve-

ment tests. One State admits candidates by examinations. Others

require a personal interview. A health and physical examination,

and recommendations and statements of character from high school

principals, are required generally. Only nine States demand a decla-

ration of intention to teach. Experiments have been undertaken to

devise personality and diagnostic tests of fitness for the teaching pro-

fession, but up to the present without any great degree of success.

In general, from the scholastic point of view it is claimed that the

students entering normal schools and teachers colleges are slightly
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inferior to those who proceed to liberal arts colleges. From the social

point of view the few investigations which have been made indicate

that intending teachers are drawn from the homes of skilled and un-

skilled labor in industrial areas and from farm homes in agricultural

areas. Tuition fees are not charged in public institutions for the

preparation of teachers; generally matriculation and incidental fees

must be paid. The students are themselves responsible for the pay-
ment of the cost of board and lodging; they may receive aid for this

purpose from loan funds or defray their expenses by "working their

way through" the period of preparation.

Curricula. Serious consideration has been given to the problem
of curricula in the institutions for the preparation of teachers. While

it has always been a subject of discussion, attention was directed

to the problem as a result of the publication by the Carnegie Founda-

tion for the Advancement of Teaching of its Curricula Designed for
the Professional Preparation of Teachers, in 1927, and of its report on

the Professional Preparation of Teachersfor American Public schools,

in 1920. The problem is more complicated than in most other coun-

tries, not only because most institutions have until recently enjoyed
a great deal of independence from any state control, but also because

of the practice, which is common, of providing preparation in the

same institution for different branches of the educational service.

Hence, while the European institutions tend on the whole to provide

one type of preparation for elementary school teachers, leaving to

special institutions the preparation of teachers of young children,

the American normal seHools and teachers colleges attempt to prepare
teachers for the kindergarten, the kindergarten-primary grades, the

primary, intermediate, and upper grades, rural school, junior high

school, and senior high school.

The problem became somewhat more complicated with the intro-

duction of three- and four-year courses, for which no precedents

existed except in the liberal arts college. The tendency in the four-

year courses was to prolong general, liberal education for the first two

years and to concentrate on professional preparation in the last

two years, a practice which brought the teachers colleges into direct

competition with the junior colleges, which have spread rapidly in the

last decade. The normal school courses of two years had themselves

not developed a sound policy. The development of high schools had

by 1920 made it unnecessary for them to stress general or academic
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preparation; the practice of concentrating on reviews of elementary
school subjects had already begun to disappear. Fundamentally
the crucial problem, it began to be recognized, particularly after the

publication of the reports of the Carnegie Foundation, was not

one of choosing between a liberal or general education and profes-

sional preparation for the future teacher, or of superimposing pro-

fessional or liberal courses, but of devising curricula in which the

professional needs of the teacher would serve as the integrating nu-

cleus. The preparation of teachers in the United States has suffered,

and perhaps still suffers, from an overemphasis on professional sub-

jects divorced from content. Since, however, the teacher's tools

are subjects to be used for the attainment of particular ends, it was

realized that appropriate professional preparation consists in the

professionalization of subject-matter, a principle of which Profes-

sor W. C. Bagley has been the outstanding advocate. On the one

hand, it is not enough for the teacher to be a master of the subjects

which he professes, and on the other to study methods divorced from

content is inadequate. The teacher must see the subjects in the

light of their place hi the development of culture and civilization and

from the point of view of the growing child. Professionalization

serves to integrate mastery of subject-matter with methods and with

practice and gives a functional unity to the preparation of the

teacher. It does not, as is sometimes objected, mean a restriction

of the academic subjects to the standards needed in the elementary

schools, but demands, indeed, a breadth of knowledge and perspec-
tive which are not present when academic subjects are taught in sep-

arate compartments devoid of any application. The principle of

professionalization of subject-matter does more than orient the or-

ganization of subjects, it incorporates more directly than ever the

utilization of the practice or training school as an essential adjunct in

the preparation of teachers for purposes of observation, participa-

tion, demonstration, and practice teaching. The simplicity of this

principle, which, mutatis mutandis
, applies equally to preparation for

other professions, does not reduce the administrative difficulties

involved in the provision of practice schools adequate in size to meet
the new place assigned to it Properly organized, the practice
school serves as a point of concentration for the work of normal
schools and teachers colleges and provides the best opportunity of

eliminating the traditional dualism between academic and profes-
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sional subjects by directing attention to the main objective of these

institutions the education of the child. This objective may be
sometimes forgotten in faculties composed of specialists in academic

subjects with little preparation in education and specialists in pro-
fessional subjects who are apt to overestimate the importance of the

technical studies

This dualism, which has been traditional not only in the United

States but also in other countries, is being gradually attacked, al-

though some recent studies, such as that of W. W. Charters and D.

Waplesin the Commonwealth Teacher-TrainingStudy (Chicago, 1929),
influenced by the job analysis technique employed in industry,

indicate that the solution has not yet been reached. Such studies

seek to analyze the duties and traits of teachers, to draft an itemized

and detailed list of the activities of teachers, and to rate these in or-

der of importance as a basis for making curricula for teacher-training

institutions. Such studies would result in perpetuating the appren-

ticeship principle of preparing teachers rather than in promoting the

professional character of the work.

As at present organized, the curricula of teacher-training institu-

tions include three main divisions, the extent to which they are co-

ordinated depending upon whether the whole task is looked upon
from a unitary point of view. These divisions are: (i) academic and

cultural subjects (generally English, history, and social sciences,

economics, science, and physical training) , (2) professional subjects

(generally principles of education or teaching, special methods, edu-

cational psychology, history of education, and educational methods) ;

and (3) observation, participation, and independent practice. As a

rule room is left in most curricula for the election of some subjects

by the students. Within this general framework provision is made

for functional specialization for various branches of educational

service kindergarten, kindergarten-primary, primary, intermedi-

ate or upper grades, and junior or senior high school.

Curricula and courses of study are either prescribed by state

authorities or prepared in each institution. In both cases their

preparation is entrusted to numerous committees assisted by experts

in the preparation of teachers. , The principles which serve to guide

such committees vary. In some cases they are based on the method

of job-analysis the needs of the area to be supplied, the duties

of the teacher, aawi the traits of teaching success; in others they are
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more directly adapted to the prevailing curricula and courses of

study in schools for which teachers are being prepared; in others

again, but less frequently, the whole framework of the curncular

organization is inspired by a definite philosophy of education which

starts with the needs of the growing child. In the first type there is

inherent the danger of emphasizing the "tricks of the trade "; in

the second, it is objected that curricula may be adapted too much to

the status quo\ m the third, the aim is to permeate the whole of the

curriculum with a philosophy which is to guide the future work of

the teacher and give him a certain degree of flexibility and indepen-

dence. While it is obvious that the third type is the ideal and em-

phasizes the professional rather than the craftsmanship ideal of

teaching, it encounters the difficulty that under the prevailing prac-

tices of administration and organization the teacher in the United

States is still too much controlled from above by prescribed cur-

ricula and courses of study, supervision, tests of various kinds, and

textbooks, all of which involve the danger of creating a gap between

the system of preparing teachers and school conditions as they

exist.

Whatever the principle upon which the curricula are based, they

include academic and professional subjects. The selection of the

academic subjects is determined partly by the type of teaching in

which the intending teacher plans to specialize and partly by the

need of extending his general cultural education. The professional

subjects tend to be more closely adapted to the work of the teacher.

History of education, which at one time held a commanding position,

is gradually being subordinated to other subjects and the emphasis

placed more upon recent developments with greater stress on the

growth of practice than on theory or philosophy. Philosophy of

education is generally postponed to the last year of a four-year
course or to the period of post-graduate study. Educational so-

ciology, whose scope is as yet not clearly defined, is as a rule not a

required subject. The emphasis is placed upon educational psychol-

ogy (the growth of the child, individual differences, laws of learning,

psychology of various subjects), principles of teaching or general

methods, special methods, and classroom management. Generally,
a foundation for these studies is laid in a course which is usually
called "introduction to teaching" or "introduction to education."

In all the subjects more stress is placed upon the practical than
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the theoretical aspects of education, but on the whole the nature

of the content as well as the selection of subjects is determined by
the availability of textbooks. Closely linked up with both academic

and professional studies are observation and practice in the training
or practice schools.

The majority of teacher-training institutions have their own prac-
tice schools; others use the local public schools. The practice

schools are organized under a director of training and have their own
staffs of critic teachers, who serve as demonstrators and advisers of

the young teachers in practice. Critic teachers are teachers who
have been selected or in many cases have had special training for

their positions, which are somewhat better paid than those in the or-

dinary public schools. The practice schools serve as centers for ob-

servation, participation or occasional teaching practice and assistance

to the critic teacher, and independent practice. To an increasing

extent members of the normal school and teachers college faculties

are closely associated both with the work of the practice school and

the supervision of the students in their own subjects. The chief

difficulty which is always encountered is the problem of securing

schools of adequate size for the large number of students usually en-

rolled As a consequence a large number of students leave the teach-

er-training institutions without any practice at all. The amount of

practice teaching also varies considerably in different institutions.

In 1929-30 the median number of hours of practice was 190 in state

normal schools, 270 in city normal schools, 26 in county normal

schools, 225 in private normal schools, and 150 in teachers colleges.

One result of these variations is the practice of placing young and

inexperienced teachers under special supervision during a proba-

tionary period, in some cases the supervision is conducted by super-

visors in the school system to which the teacher is appointed, in

others by members of the faculty in which he was appointed. A
few institutions have adopted the practice of conducting special

conferences for recent graduates who return for a week to discuss

the problems and difficulties which they have encountered during

their first year of teaching; their places during the conference are

taken by senior students in the institutions where the conference is

held.

In the following pages are presented a few samples of curricula

in two-, three-, and four-year teacher-training institutions.
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TWO-YEAR CURRICULUM FOR PRIMARY TEACHERS, STATE TEACHERS

COLLEGE, FREDERICKSBURG, VIRGINIA T

FALL QUARTER
General art

Educational psychology

Engbsh fundamentals

Music

Gymnasium
Geography of the United

States

One of the following:

History of education

Children's literature

Arithmetic

First Year

WINTER QUARTER
Art in the elementary

grades
Educational psychology

English fundamentals

Music

Gymnasium
History of the United

States

History of education

Children's literature

Arithmetic

SPRING QUARTER
*

Reading and language

English fundamentals

Gymnasium
History of the United

States

History of education

Children's literature

Arithmetic

Art appreciation
Educational sociology
Tests and measurements

Supervised teaching

Principles of teaching

Second, Year

Children's literature

Oral reading
Music appreciation

Gymnasium

Nature Study
Citizenship

Geography of Eurasia or

Geography of Southern

Lands

* In addition to the subjects listed students may elect courses in Art appreciation, Public school

music, or Music appreciation

In the second year students may elect courses in music or other

subjects by permission The students are divided into three groups,

each of which is assigned to teaching practice for one of the three

quarters. The only course taken during the period of supervised

teaching is that in principles of teaching.

THREE-YEAR CURRICULA FOR KINDERGARTEN-PRIMARY, INTERMEDIATE
AND GRAMMAR GRADE TEACHERS STATE NORMAL SCHOOL,

CORTLAND, NEW YORK *

SEMESTER I

Introduction to teaching
and observation

Library methods
Science

History of civilization

Geography

SEMESTER II

Educational psychology
Literature

Health education

Oral expression

Arithmetic

Music

SEMESTER ITT

Kindergarten theory
Methods of teaching his-

tory
Literature

Methods of teaching geog-

raphy
1 This institution offers in addition to the curriculum here given, curricula for the grades

(two years), elementary teachers, principals, and supervisors, high school teachers, principals
and supervisors, commercial education, physical education, music, and home economic? '(all

four-year courses).
2 The institution also offers three-year courses in physical education^ nutrition, and open

air classes.
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SEMESTER I

Written expression
Art

Penmanship

SEMESTER IV

Principles of education

Educational methods
Methods of teaching arith-

metic

Children's literature

Practice teaching
Music
Elective

SEMESTER II

Educational biology

SEMESTER V
Specialized psychology

Sociology
Music

Technique of teaching
Art

Practice teaching
Modern European his-

tory

SEMESTER ni
Methods of teaching read-

ing
Health education

Art

Special kindergarten-pri-

mary methods

SEMESTER VI

History of education

Economics
Electives

Practice teaching
Methods of teaching pen-

manship

The institution has a practice or training school with seven hun-

dred pupils, students are required to spend more than one hundred

hours in observation and ten weeks in actual teaching with charge
of a class for stated periods each day. The curricula for each of the

three groups kindergarten-primary, intermediate, and grammar
grade teachers are selected from the above list of subjects accord-

ing to its needs

FOUR-YEAR COURSE, STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE, GREELEY, COLORADO

The curricula are built upon four principles: (i) the inclusion of a

common group of general, cultural, and background courses; (2) the

inclusion of a common group of professional courses, (3) the inclu-

sion of a group of courses in each curnculum to give adequate in-

struction and preparation for a specific teaching job; (4) leaving

ample room for individual choices by students so that their educa-

tion may be suited to their own likes and preferences while preparing
them for a definite place in the teaching profession.

The Core Required Subjects

SECOND YEAR THIRD YEAR FOXTROT YEARFIRST YEAR

Fatt

Introduction to the Student teaching

social world Psychology of leam-

Introduction to edn-t ing
cation Physical education

Student teaching

Introduction to sci-

ence

Physical education
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FIRST YEAR

Winter

Art appreciation
Outline of literature

Outime of music

Introduction to sci-

ence

Physical education

SECOND YEAR

Contributions of the

ancient and medie-
val world to mod-
ern civilization

Physical education

THIRD YEAR FOURTH YEAR

General sociology

Spring

Outline of litera-

ture

Pre-teaching ob-

servation

Introduction to edu-

cational psychology

Physical education

Expansion of Euro-

pean civilization

in modern times

Physical education

Philosophy of edu-

cation

Requirements for Majors

KiNDERGARTEN-PRBIARY MAJOR RURAL MAJOR

FIRST YEAR FIRST YtAR

Winter Winter

Language arts in primary grades Agriculture for teachers

Spring

Pre-teaching observation

Social arts in primary grades

Teaching of history and civics

SECOND YEAR

Fatt

Student teaching

Spring

Pre-teaching observation

Language arts in intermediate grades

Teaching of history and civics

SECOND YEAR

Fatt

Student teaching

Winter

Music, rudiments and method
Fine art methods

Kindergarten-primary methods
Child development

Spring

Fiological elementary science

Principles of education

Rural school problems
Home geography

Winter

Rural school management
Principles of education

Electives

Spring

Biological elementary science

Methods and materials in geographj
for intermediate grades

Methods and materials in arithmetic

Fine art methods in intermediate

grades
Electives
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THIRD YEAR
Fall

Instruction in spelling and reading

Making the school curriculum

Electives

Winter

Instruction in content subjects

History of education in the United
States

Industrial arts methods
Elective

Spring
Instruction in handwriting, composi-

tion, and arithmetic

Teachers' classroom tests

Elective

FOURTH YEAR

Fall

Creative education

Electives

Winter

Genetics and eugenics
Electives

Spring

Personality and social behavior

Electives

THIRD YEAR

Fati

Instruction in spelling and reading
Recent developments in ruraftfife
Social and industrial history ffi the

United States

Winter

Methods and materials in geography
for intermediate grades

Electives

Spring
Instruction in handwriting, composi-

tion, and arithmetic

Teachers' classroom tests

Expansion of European civilization

in modern times

FOURTH YEAR

FaU

Making the school curriculum

Electives

Winter

Instruction in content subjects

Electives

Spring

Personality and social behavior

Electives

Courses are similarly organized for teachers who plan to teach in

intermediate, upper grades, and junior high schools, and as specialist

teachers in high schools; the last group is expected to take courses

organized into majors and minors. The State Teachers College

grants both undergraduate and graduate degrees.

Student life* Very few normal schools or teachers colleges have

their own dormitories, students live in boarding-houses, clubs,

fraternity or sorority houses, which are under the general supervision

of the authorities. Student life is organized very much like that in

liberal arts colleges. While sports and physical activities are every-

where encouraged, the preponderance of women prevents that em-

phasis on athleticism so common in the colleges. The social life of
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the students is promoted by the clubs, sororities, and fraternities,

and a variety of societies organized for cultural or recreational pur-

poses. The responsibility for government and the control of student

affairs is entrusted to student representative councils or to the whole

student body.
Certification of teachers. The chief obstacle in the way of the

progressive development of teacher-preparation lies in the vagueness

and diversity of the practices of granting teachers' certificates.

Traditionally certificates were awarded by local authorities on the

basis of examinations often with little or no specific requirement as

to preparation, whether academic or professional The present

tendency is in the direction of more rigid control by the state authori-

ties, the simplification of practices, the elimination of examinations,

and the award of certificates on the basis of diplomas earned in

recognized institutions. Although the movement is in this direction,

the goal is still far from being reached, there still exist low-grade,

emergency, temporary, provisional, and life certificates awarded

on the basis of examinations and renewable, except in the last

type, periodically. The following examples of certificates may be

cited:

In California the state board of education issues a life diploma
in all schools of the State upon recommendation of a county board

of education, which in turn is authorized upon presentation of

credentials issued by the state board to grant a great variety of

certificates, valid for two or five years and renewable for the same

terms, for school administration, general, special, or departmental

supervision, kindergarten-primary or general elementary schools,

junior high school or general secondary, special subjects, educational

research and guidance, vocational arts and trade and industrial oc-

cupations, and health and development certificates.

In Kansas .the State Teachers College issues life diplomas valid

in any school, life certificates valid in elementary, junior, and two-

year high schools, and special subject life certificates, as well as

three-year certificates. The state board of education grants in

addition life certificates on college graduation, three-year certifi-

cates renewable for life, permanent certificates, three-year certificates

renewable for three-year periods on the basis of further study or

examination, and special certificates for special subjects or depart-
ments. Still another type of certificates, the first grade certificate
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valid for three years and the second grade certificate valid for two

years, are granted by county boards of examiners.

In Massachusetts certificates may be issued by the state or by
local committees. There are, however, two marked tendencies:

the first is to centralize the power of certification in the hands of the

state authority, and, second, to abolish certification by examination

in favor of the acceptance of credentials based on a specified period
of study in recognized institutions. Both tendencies will make the

improved organization of teacher-preparation possible.

Appointment of teachers. The minimum requirements for ap-

pointment have been indicated in the discussion of the methods of

preparation and certification; as may be expected, they show a wide

range of variation from less than high school graduation for teachers

in rural schools to four years of preparation in the more progressive

cities. In 1930-31 in cities with populations of 2500 and over, 74.7

per cent of the teachers were required to have two years of prepara-

tion, 16.1 per cent three years, and 6.1 four years beyond the high
school. In addition to preparation, many cities require candidates

for appointment to have some experience; iSper cent require one

year, 22.4 per cent two years, and i.i per cent more than two years.

The majority of the cities will not appoint married women teachers,

but the practice varies when a single woman teacher already in

service marries in three fifths of the cities they are required to

resign at once or at the end of the school year, and in the remainder

they may continue to teach. Leave of absence without pay is pro-

vided for maternity in a number of cities. Despite serious objec-

tions to the practice, more than half of the cities prefer to appoint

local residents, a practice which is still more common in rural areas.

The selection of candidates for appointment is a function of the

superintendents of education, who in most cases interview candi-

dates personally and in addition use other methods, such as ap-

plication blanks, recommendations, written and physical examina-

tions, and observation of instruction. The sources from which

suitable candidates are available are: (i) commercial agencies,

(2) appointment bureaus in normal schools, colleges, and univer-

sities; and (3) appointment bureaus maintained by state depart-

ments of education or statfe teachers associations. Appointments
are held from the boards of education.

Tenure. The most common practice throughout the country is
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the appointment of teachers on annual contracts which may be re-

newed or discontinued, often without notice. While this practice

of "hire and fire" is most usual in rural areas, the annual contract is

still the most commonly found even in cities, of which 60. i per cent

elect teachers annually or enter into contracts for one year only,

27.5 per cent grant permanent appointments after a probationary

period, usually of three years; 12 i per cent appoint teachers to in-

definite tenure subject to termination at the end of any year.

Teachers are protected by state-wide tenure laws in Indiana, Mary-

land, Montana, New Jersey, and New York, and in California in

districts with eight teachers or more, the larger cities have their own
tenure laws. The argument for annual appointments is that in-

competent teachers can be more easily dismissed; the argument for

permanent tenure is that it is the only method by which teachers can

be protected against wrongful dismissal for political or other reasons

not always connected with teaching ability, the obstacle to the

introduction of indefinite tenure, which is generally recognized as

the soundest practice, is the difficulty of defining teaching ability

and competence in such a way that the courts would accept reasons

for dismissal on such grounds. Efforts to establish merit or ef-

ficiency scales have up to the present proved to be unsatisfactory.

Salaries. Teachers' salaries have followed a decidedly upward
trend in the past ten years. The median salaries paid to teachers in

city kindergartens and elementary schools in 1930-31 are shown in

the accompanying table on page 619.*

The median salaries paid to elementary school principals in the

United States were as follows in 1931:

TEACHING SUPERVISING
CITIES PRINCIPALS PRINCIPALS

Over 100,000 $2,436 $3,5*9
Between 30,000 and 100,000 2,011 2,646
Between 10,000 and 30,000 . 1,572 1*925
Between 5,000 and 10,000 . . . 1,583 2,239
Between 2,500 and 5,000. . 1,409 2,175

Salary scales have been adopted in more than three fourths of the

cities with populations over 2500, but are more frequently found in

the larger than in the smaller cities. The scales are based on the

1 Based on the Research Bulletin of the National Education Association, Vol DC, No 3,

May, 1931, Salanes tn City School Systems, 1930-31 (Washington, D C , 1931).
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number of years of service, amount of professional training, ratings

on efficiency scales, position held, and sex. The periods within

which the maxima on the scales adopted range from five to fifteen

years, although longer scales are found. About three fourths of the

school systems require continued professional or other study in

MEDIAN SALARIES PAID TEACHERS IN CITIES OF THE UNITED STATES
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summer schools or extension courses as requirements for salary

increases. Although efficiency ratings are regarded as desirable

bases for the award of salary increases, rating scales have not yet

been devised which give complete satisfaction or command the con-

fidence of teachers, the mistrust of such devices is indicated by the

fact that less than eleven per cent of the cities employ them In

theory an adequate array of arguments may be produced in favor of

a single salary scale for all teachers, irrespective of the type of school

in which they teach; in practice its adoption is beset by many ad-

ministrative difficulties and particularly by the problem of supply

and demand for certain positions. At present the single salary scale

has been adopted by an insignificant number of school systems. The

question of sex differentiation in salary scales is relatively unimport-

ant in elementary schools, since the percentage of men teachers is

so very small; in the junior high schools 42 per cent and in the senior

high schools 54.8 per cent of the cities pay higher salaries to men than

to women. Supermaxmium salaries are paid in 44.1 per cent of the

cities to teachers who have exceptional qualifications as indicated

by successful classroom instruction and continued professional

study.
1 The two tables on page 621 indicate the methods of or-

ganizing salary schedules.

Pensions. The improvement of salaries for teachers has been ac-

companied by the development during the past few years of sound

retirement systems. Teachers' retirement systems have been in

existence since the close of the last century, but it was not until the

Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching began to

study the problem of the principles underlying sound systems that a

revision of them began to be made. The older systems either were

based on inadequate contributions or else were of the free or non-

contributory type. The sound systems which have been established

recently are based on contributions of teachers and employers ac-

cumulated at compound interest and provide protection against old

age and disability To protect the funds measures are taken to

meet the accrued liabilities that is, the payment of allowances to

teachers already in service when the systems are launched. The
return of contributions, optional forms of allowances, periojdical

1 On teachers
1

salaries see Elsbree,W S., Teachers' Salaries (New York, 1931), and Research
Bulletin of the National Education Association, Sdanes vn Ctty School Systems, 1930-31,
Vol IX, No 3, May, 1931.
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actuarial evaluations, the keeping of individual accounts and es-

tablishment of a reserve basis, and optional and compulsory limits

for retirement are some of the features of the sounder systems.

There are at the present time state retirement systems in the

District of Columbia and twenty-two States (Arizona, California,

Connecticut, Illinois, Indiana, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts,

Michigan, Minnesota, Montana, Nevada, New Jersey, New York,
North Dakota, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Vermont, Vir-

ginia, Washington, Wisconsin). In addition, a large number of

cities, both within these States and in others, have their own sys-

tems. Normally, membership in retirement funds is optional with

teachers already in service, but compulsory for new entrants into

the service. Of the state systems, nineteen require both the em-

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEACHERS' SALARY SCHEDULES

i SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS

SCHEDULES YEARS OF TRAINING MINIMUM

I Successful completion of a two-year

YEARLY
INCREMENTS MAXIMUM

n

course in normal school or equiva-
lent ...
Successful completion of a three-year
course in normal school or equivalent

Successful completion of four years of

college work with a standard bache-
lor's degree or equivalent

$1200 8X$IOO $2000

1300 9X $100 2200

. ... 1400

2. BRONXVILLE, NEW YORK

9 X $100 2300
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ployer and the teacher to pay contributions. Practice varies as to

the contributions of teachers; some systems require a flat annual

payment, others a percentage of salary. Provision is made in most

systems for the return of contributions in whole or in part in cases of

death or on leaving the service prior to retirement. The conditions

of retirement are governed by length of service, which varies in range

from ten to forty years thirty years being the most usual and

age, usually sixty as the minimum requirement and seventy as the

compulsory limit. The amount of the retiring allowance is either a

flat rate or in the sounder systems an annuity purchased by the con-

tributions accumulated at compound interest; disability allowances

are determined in the same way.
1

Improvement of teachers in service. The in-service training of

teachers is probably more widespread in the United States than in

other countries. Arising at a time when the initial preparation was

inadequate, the practice has been retained and extended, not only to

meet the rapid advance of the science of education, but as a method

for the continuous improvement of teachers. The methods of in-

service training are many and varied. Reference has already been

made to the follow-up systems used by normal schools and teachers

colleges to keep in touch and assist their graduates in the first year or

two of their experience. This is supplemented in all systems by
supervisors, general and special, who not only visit teachers in their

classrooms, but conduct conferences on special problems. Teachers'

institutes and conferences are organized very generally, in some
localities by the educational authorities, in others by the teachers'

associations. Rating scales of efficiency, of which the use of achieve-

ment tests constitutes a part, are employed by nearly half of the

city school systems as a method of improving teachers; it will be

noticed that rating scales are more frequently used for this purpose
than for promotion on salary schedules. Generally such scales are

the results of the cooperative action of the administrators, super-

visors, and teachers. Although used fairly extensively, there is

still no widespread confidence in such scales. By far the most gen-
eral system employed for the improvement of teachers in service is

attendance at summer sessions, which are now conducted by col-

1 On the subject of pensions see the reports and bulletins of the Carnegie Foundation, and
the Research Bulletins of the National Education Association, especially Current Issuesm
Teacher Retirement, VoL VHI, No 5, November, 1930, which contains a bibliography.
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leges and universities, normal schools and teachers colleges; it is

estimated that about one teacher in four spends the slimmer vaca-

tion in attendance on courses in summer schools. About five per cent

of the cities either grant bonuses for such attendance or take it into

consideration for salary increases. Another practice which is also

distinctively American is the granting of extended leave of absence

for professional improvement either by formal study or by travel.

In 1930-31, 616 cities reported that they granted leave of absence

for professional improvement, 290 for travel, and 352 for rest. In

practically all but 10 per cent of the cities such leave of absence is

granted without salary; 31 cities, mostly the largest, grant leave of

absence with half salary, and a few with full salary less the pay of a

substitute.

Status of teachers. Considerable contribution to the improve-
ment of the professional status of teachers has been made by their

professional organizations, especially the National Education

Association and the state associations, which conduct conferences,

publish journals, and maintain bureaus of research and information.

The full growth and development of these organizations have been

recent, so that it is difficult to estimate their contribution to edu-

cational politics. The local organizations in the larger cities have in

the main been concerned with the promotion of the interests of their

own members, sometimes in opposition to the policies of the authori-

ties. The larger associations have limited themselves too narrowly

to education and instruction, and, as contrasted with the activities

of similar associations in England, France, and Germany, their

work has been mainly that of assembling, disseminating, and inter-

preting information on current tendencies rather than of leadership.

Whether due to the fact that the overwhelming majority of teachers

are women, or whatever the cause, the teachers of the country,

despite their numbers, have not taken concerted steps to promote
and protect their professional, as contrasted with their material,

interests. The result is that the principle upon which education in

the United States is based, that it is a public concern, is still inter-

preted to mean that the public has the right to interfere hi matters

which are properly not its concern teacher tenure, curriculum

prescription, acceptance or rejection of textbooks for reasons which

are not educational. Undoubtedly much of this situation can be

attributed to the fact that teaching in general has only recently
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begun to evolve out of what has been descnbed as a procession into

a real profession. The rising standards of preliminary preparation,

improved salaries and retirement systems, and better conditions of

tenure are tending to produce more stable conditions and longer

professional service. One defect still remains: the fact that the

rewards of the profession do not lie in its separate branches, with the

result that teachers not only tend to move from one place to another,

but also from one branch to another from elementary schools to

junior or senior high schools or to the administrative branches or to

higher institutions. While from one point of view mobility of

teachers from place to place or from one branch of education to

another is salutary, it tends to develop a restlessness from which in

the long run the smooth progress of education, particularly in the

smaller areas, is likely to suffer.



CHAPTER VIII

SECONDARY EDUCATION

THE problem of secondary education has become perhaps the most

important and the most difficult of all the problems which today con-

front the educator and the statesman. Whatever the conflicts which

are involved in any discussion of elementary education may be, there

is at least more likelihood of agreement about its content and its

methods than in the case of secondary education, partly because its

universal distribution has in the main been accepted and partly be-

cause the interests of the clientele concerned have not become as

diversified as is the case with pupils of secondary school age. Ele-

mentary education has on the whole been more progressive, more

responsive to changing demands, than has secondary, and edu-

cational theorists have devoted more thought to this branch than to

secondary

Secondary education, it may be said, is today the victim of its own

traditions, which, however fine and noble they may have been, have

set up certain barriers to clear thinking on the subject and have in-

creased the difficulties created by a new age and by new demands.

In the Greek and Roman periods secondary education was defi-

nitely regarded as a preparation for active participation in the duties

of the citizen, and it was only in the Imperial period that education

gradually began to be divorced from the realities of life. The
medieval period, inheriting the grammar school established in the

Roman era, adapted it to its own needs and employed secondary
education as a preparation for the scholar-derk to serve the State and

the Church, and, when the universities appeared, as a preparation for

more advanced studies. The same purposes survived into the Re-

naissance and Reformation periods, but with an enriched content

which before long also became formal. Despite the gradual secu-

larization of public offices and of the professions, the same type of

secondary education which had served as a preparation for service in

the Church was retained. This retention was justified on two

grounds, first, that the content of the curriculum taught in the Latin

grammar school constituted the best training for the mind, and,
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second, that it furnished the only sound foundation for a liberal edu-

cation. Efforts were made from the sixteenth century on to intro-

duce modern subjects foreign languages, the vernacular, history

and geography, and sciences into the secondary curriculum, but

for a long time with little success so far as the official schools and

even the universities were concerned. Through all these periods,

however, secondary education was still open and accessible to the

poor boy of ability, either through free education and scholarships or

the sacrifices of his family.

A change gradually began to make itself felt in the eighteenth

century as the social and economic situation began to change. The

curriculum of the secondary school had become narrow and formal,

new subjects, more closely pertinent to the actual needs of life, were

demanded, new types of schools slowlybegan to emerge, giving a more

direct preparation for vocational careers. As a result the secondary

school became an institution for those who could afford to devote the

time needed for the lengthy course or for poor pupils whose ability

secured assistance for them to proceed as far as the university. In

either case secondary education gradually began to become the edu-

cation of a class This situation was strengthened by the universities,

which insisted on preparation in a certain limited round of subjects as

a condition of admission, and by government regulations at the be-

ginning of the nineteenth century, which, as in France and Germany,
coiiferred certain privileges on students who completed a secondary
school course which also happened to be the particular course sanc-

tioned and approved by the universities. This was the classical

course of the Gymnasium in Germany, of the lycfo in France, of the

"public" school in England. Justified by tradition in all countries

and prescribed by government regulation in France and Germany,
the classical secondary school established a monopoly of secondary
education which it became the task of the nineteenth century to

break down.

The gradual emergence of the middle classes, the rapid develop-
ment of commerce and industry, and the still more remarkable de-

velopment and expansion of the sciences led to demands for types of

secondary schools to meet the new social and economic needs. New
schools were established and even received official recognition, but it

was not until the opening of the twentieth century that they suc-

ceeded in securing the same privileges as the classical secondary
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school. In attaining these privileges the new types of schools offering
modern curricula were gradually moulded into the same shape and
form as the classical school. In other words, while the addition of

new schools or new courses in existing schools made possible a better

adaptation to an increasing clientele, the association of privileges
with secondary education exercised a pressure to conformity with

reference to standards, methods of instruction, examinations, and
the concept of liberal education. The reforms in secondary education

which took place at the beginning of the present century thus repre-

sent accretions of new subjects the vernacular, modern foreign

languages, modern history, more mathematics, and sciences rather

than a fundamental reconsideration of the purposes of secondary
education. Liberal education was still defined too narrowly in terms

of the best that had been said and thought in the past, and secondary
education in general as a preparation for university education which

imparted at the same time, but in degrees varying with the subjects

studied, a sound mental training. The privileges conferred on pupils

completing secondary education in whole or in part made it desirable

both for social and for economic reasons and attracted a clientele

which with some limited exceptions could pay for it. The expansion
and enrichment of elementary education led to a demand for some

form of further education, which was met by the provision of inter-

mediate or higher primary schools. But,, although these schools

might overlap with a part of secondary education, they did not entitle

their pupils to any privileges. The secondary school was essentially

the school which, because of its class limitations and curriculum, was

regarded as the institution for the selection and training of the elite,

of those who were to become the leaders in public affairs and in the

professions.

The United States early began to break away from the European

type of secondary education and to provide equality of opportunity

on the principle that every boy and girl must be given a chance.

Although a certain specified course continued for a long time to be

required for admission to the colleges, the principle of equality of

opportunity played an important part in bringing about greater

elasticity and flexibility than was found in Europe in the provision

of subjects in the secondary schools. But while secondary education

in Eurppp remained narrow because of adherence to a restricted and

traditional concept of liberal education, in the United States it de^
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veloped on no other principle than that the individual was to be given

a chance, which meant in practice the provision of a round of subjects

adapted to his needs and capacities. While this principle, combined

with growing flexibility in the requirements for admission to col-

lege, made possible the remarkable expansion and provision of free

secondary education at public expense, this development has not

been guided by any recognized philosophy of purpose A haphazard

aggregation of subjects, which are put together on the mechanical

principle that all subjects taught for the same length of time have the

same value, and which are adapted to the interests and abilities of the

individual pupils, seems to furnish the basic foundation of a secondary

education. While the defects underlying secondary education in the

United States center round the adequacy for educational purposes of

many of the more than three hundred courses now found hi the high

schools, the difficulty of organization which is now confronting the

rest of the world has been solved by the establishment of the high

school as the natural continuation for all pupils of the elementary

school. Secondary education has ceased to be the school for the direct

selection of an ehte and has become an institution open to all accord-

ing to their needs and abilities.

One fact is clear, that there is in the field of secondary education

universal unrest to which a number of factors have contributed. The
first of these is the full realization of the meaning of democracy, which

is itself the result of the development of democratic institutions and
of education, and which is today called upon to meet the challenge
from Communism on the one side and Fascism on the other. The
liberalism of the nineteenth century, based on the conviction that

political and social salvation would come from the grant of universal

suffrage, has been found wanting The demand today is for some-

thing more than political democracy and for more equality of op-

portunity social, economic, and educational. This implies an

obligation on society to provide equality of opportunity for the fullest

development of the individual, and on the individual an obligation to

contribute of his best to the welfare of society. This demand for the

permeation of all social institutions with the spirit of democracy is

accompanied by a recognition of the worth of the individual, a reali-

zation of the tremendous wastage of human resources and of indi-

vidual ability caused by a social and educational system which failed

to provide equality of opportunity and set up such barriers that only
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the ablest and strongest could surmount either if they came from

homes which could support them or had such native ability that they
could win aid through scholarships. To a great extent a demand for

more education is the result in the leading countries of nearly a

century of universal elementary education, although the tradition of

secondary education as the education of a class has made the so-

called lower classes suspicious of it even when opportunities to it are

opened by means of free tuition and scholarships, as in England and
France.

To these forces must be added the realization of the importance
of education for the promotion of national well-being in all its aspects.

This realization is everywhere becoming stronger because of the in-

creased complexities of modern life which demand on every hand

better trained and enriched intelligence on the part of the individual

in all his social, political, and economic relations. The increased

mechanization of industry is in turn creating problems which edu-

cation will be called upon to solve. Hitherto the adolescent who did

not proceed to a secondary school either entered upon an occupation
in and through which he received his training or some school which

prepared him for an occupation. The present economic crisis, which

has brought unemployment in its train, as well as the mechanization

of industry, has revealed that in- general the opportunities for the

employment of adolescents will be increasingly reduced. Confronted

with this problem and the demand for equality of educational oppor-

tunity, society will probably be required before long to extend its

tutelage over the adolescent and extend compulsory education

throughout the period of adolescence. Secondary education for all

is a movement which has already begun; in the United States it

is represented by the remarkable increase in the enrollment of ado-

lescents in high schools; in Germany it took the form of a proposal for

the Einheitsschule, in France for the icole unique, and in England for

the extension of compulsory education for all up to the age of fifteen,

the last four years of the period to be devoted -to a type of junior

secondary education.

The problem, however, is not merely one of the organization of

facilities for secondary education, but involves a reconsideration of

the nqteaning and purpose of secondary education. The assumption

upon which secondary education was based in the past, an assump-

tion which still survives in many places, was tKat a limited number of
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subjects, preferably literary, could serve the various functions of giv-

ing a mental training, preparing for higher education, and imparting
a liberal education or general culture. The increasing enrollment in

the secondary schools of most countries, due in some to the privileges

which they conferred, in others to their more generous provision and

accessibility combined with higher standards of living which enable

parents to dispense with the earnings of their children, have revealed

that the traditional curriculum and purposes of secondary education

must be more varied and differentiated to meet the differences in

ability and interests of the pupils. Criticisms are already being

heard in Europe, as they were a generation ago in the United States,

that it is unjust to submit all pupils to examinations which are based

on requirements regarded as appropriate for admission to a university

and to courses leading to professional careers. So long as secondary

education was selective, society was able to absorb both the product
of secondary schools and of the universities. The rise of the middle

classes and the progressive improvement in the standards of living

have led to an increase, not only in the enrollments in the secondary

schools, but also in the numbers seeking to enter the professions, with

the result that there has developed everywhere the danger of produc-

ing an intellectual proletariat, the inevitable danger which accom-

panies an education for status. Approached from this point of view

the problem of secondary education becomes one not merely of selec-

tion but of distribution that is, such an expansion of its aims that

an adequate adjustment can be made to individual differences with-

out affecting the main purpose of imparting a liberal education to all.

The reform of secondary education in Italy in 1923 was undertaken

in part with the end m view of diverting students from the type of

secondary education which leads to the universities and the pro-

fessions;
x in France the proposal has been made that a National

Bureau of Selection and Distribution be created as part of the general
reform looking to the ecole unique, in England the Report of the Con-

sultative Committee vn the Education of the Adolescent accepted the

principle of a variety of post-primary schools performing various

functions adapted to the needs and abilities of the pupils; in the

United States training for leadership as an aim of the high school is no
* A similar purpose but with different methods underlies the recent reform adopted in Chile

with a view to adjusting the supply of students to the demands in the various professions
See Educational Yearbook, IQ3Q, of the International Institute of Teachers College, Columbia

University, pp 125 ff (New York, 1931)
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longer discussed. In Germany the situation has been aggravated by
the economic situation, with the result that the secondary schools are

crowded with pupils, many of whom are sent at a sacrifice on the part
of their parents in order to secure the privileged diplomas which will

give them a better start in the competition for appointments, since

even the trades have begun to demand the certificate granted at the

end of six years of secondary education. This overcrowding and the

failure to introduce adequately differentiated courses have given rise

to the criticism that scholastic standards are being lowered a criti-

cism which reflects rather on the organization of the courses than on

the quality of the pupils. One of the principles upon which the future

reform of secondary education must be based is the statement of the

English headmaster, Edward Thring, that "There is no stupid boy."

While the influences discussed up to this point have begun to affect

discussions in secondary education, in practice a definite issue has not

yet been reached. In the first place, the economic crisis which has

affected the whole world has inevitably delayed educational recon-

struction which would involve larger expenditures for salaries, equip-

ment, and buildings, as well as tie prospect of abolishing fees and

providing maintenance grants in many cases. Secondly, those who
have been brought up in the traditional concept of a liberal education

as well as university authorities, who feel that the traditional prepara-
tion is the best foundation for advanced academic and professional

studies, object to a reconstruction which may involve a complete re-

vision of the traditional features of the secondary school and with it a

lowering of standards of scholarship. There is as much hesitation

today before 'the proposal to extend the opportunities of secondary
education as there was in many countries a century ago when it was

proposed to establish universal, compulsory elementary education.

That there are serious difficulties involved cannot be denied, but it

would be folly to believe that they cannot be surmounted. Of these

the financial difficulty is not insoluble, for, as the mechanization of

industry develops further, the choice before nations will be the provi-

sion of educational opportunities or the payment of unemployment
doles to adolescents. The real difficulty lies in the adoption of ade-

quately differentiated courses adapted to the great variety of indi-

vidual differences, when all adolescents continue their education

beyond the primary school, while at the same time retaining the ele-

ments of a liberal education. At present the admission and retention
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of pupils in secondary schools is based on examinations; how reliable

such examinations are as tests of capacity and achievement is still

uncertain, all that can be said at the present is that the examinations

are conducted in subjects which are required for admission to the

universities and are imposed on all irrespective of their future careers.

Virtually the same examinations are employed for purposes of selec-

tion regardless both of the capacities and future needs of the pupils.

Should secondary education for all be adopted and with it the prin-

ciple of broad differentiation of schools or courses, methods of selec-

tion and guidance wiU have to be adopted other than the traditional

type of examination devised for academic purposes. Involved in this

problem is the whole question of the meaning of general intelligence

and how it may be trained; whether, indeed, the imparting of a cul-

ture based on a few subjects is of universal efficacy for intellectual

training; and, finally, whether there is not rather a general factor of

intelligence which may be trained through any subject.

A radical reform involving secondary education for all and an ade-

quate system of guidance, selection, and distribution into a variety

of differentiated courses would mean the deathblow to secondary

education for status, which is so characteristic of the European

systems, which results in overpressure on pupils to meet the stand-

ards, which diverts a portion of the population into the overcrowded

professions, and which results in the creation of an intellectual pro-

letariat. It would mean an organization in which each pupil would

follow the course best suited to his abilities and aptitudes; it would

also involve such constant oversight of the pupil as would make it

possible at all stages to transfer him to the appropriate course de-

manded by his development.
The problems of administration and organization are not insur-

mountable When these have been settled, the problem of the pur-

pose and content of secondary education still remains to be solved.

Shall these be general or special, cultural or vocational? The ques-

tion can only be answered by positing others, What is the place of the

individual in society? Is he first a worker or a citizen in its broadest

sense? So far as work is concerned, two facts must be taken into ac-

count, both based on the increased mechanization of industry and the

economic changes which are pending. Increased mechanization will

probably mean a reduction in the need for protracted vocational

preparation; whether that preparation is to be given in schools -
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which can never be adequately equipped for the purpose or

whether it is to be given in the factories and offices under such condi-

tions as will avoid exploitation, need not be discussed here. Another
result of this trend will be a reduction in the hours of labor and an in-

crease in available leisure. The question whether secondary educa-

tion should be general or special may be discussed from another point
of view. The traditional justification of a secondary education

limited to a narrow round of subjects has m general been that they af-

forded a training of the mind, even if they were in themselves of little

direct and immediate value for life. This broad statement of the

value of general training has been challenged by some psychologists
who professed to prove experimentally that formal discipline or the

amount of transfer of training is negligible and the value of any sub-

ject is specific and direct. This point of view, which is essentially

that adopted in the United States and which means that one subject

is as good as another, implies the negation of any theory of educa-

tional values; on such a theory "pushpin is as good as poetry," as

Bentham remarked. Between the two extremes, the acceptance of

the theory of formal discipline and its virtual negation, there may be

accepted a modified theory of general intelligence, a theory that in-

telligence or the mind does not consist merely of a collection of in-

numerable specific bonds, but that over and above these there is a

general factor of intelligence. Wherever the scientific truth may lie,

there is a consensus of opinion among employers that they would

prefer an employee who is well educated to one who is specially

trained for his work.

If, then, the main function of secondary education is to train the

citizen first, leaving his vocational preparation to other schools and

agencies, the problem is, What shall be the content of this general

training? In other words, what is the meaning of a liberal educa-

tion, the education of the free man, free as a citizen and free to use his

leisure? Definitions of liberal education crowd the pages of histories

of education and of literature, in the hands of the schoolman, how-

ever, they have been reduced to a limited number of subjects, some

of which are even today regarded as of preeminent value. No

particular virtue, however, lies in subjects as such; whatever value

they possess depends upon the skill of the teacher to make them liv-

ing and pertinent to the vibrating life about the pupil, even though

certain propedeutic elements are inevitable. Liberal education can,
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indeed, not be defined in terms of subjects, its real test is the change

produced in the pupil, and such change cannot be measured in terms

of individual values, but of values essential to the maintenance -and

progress of society. The function of a liberal education is to pro-

vide the means for the unfolding and development of personality in

its fourfold aspects physical, social and moral, aesthetic, and intel-

lectual. Never since the days of the Greeks have these four aspects

been given equal attention. Attention has in general been devoted

primarily to intellectual training in the hope that somehow or other

moral and emotional aspects would be cultivated indirectly. The

real measure of a successful liberal education is the extent to which it

cultivates judgment and discrimination, good taste and sensitiveness

to beauty, moderation and tolerance, ideals and convictions, open-

mindedness and curiosity, reverence and awe, the power of intel-

lectual and aesthetic enjoyment, abiding interests, and a sense of

social obligation. The end is not command of subject-matter or the

amassing of knowledge for its own sake, but the cultivation of a

balanced personality; the subjects that may contribute to this end

can only be selected in so far as they have at one and the same time

some significance for the sympathetic understanding -of the world in

which we live and are suitable for the development of the particular

abilities of each individual concerned Such an approach to the

secondary school curricula would involve a reexamination of the

subjects which are now found and a redirection of, the content; it

would also mean the inclusion of new subjects, such as music and the

art, in positions of greater importance than they have hitherto en-

joyed. The same criterion would also serve as a basis of greater dif-

ferentiation in the secondary education of girls than is provided at

present in most countries. Ultimately the success of an education

depends upon a body of skilled teachers united by a common aim to

which they seek to contribute through their town special subjects.

An examination of the practice of secondary education in the

countries which will be considered in the following pages will reveal

different methods and aims; each system in its own way has some-

thing to contribute to the theory of secondary education. Radical

reforms in the traditional concept of secondary education have not

yet been embodied into practice except in the United States and
Soviet Russia. None the less, no country can be said to be free from
the unrest which has been described and which will furnish the basis
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of a reorganization which seems inevitable in the not distant future.

Whatever the outcome of the unrest in each country, the ultimate

solution will be colored by those ideals toward which each system is .

already directed.

English secondary education is characterized by an emphasis on

those qualities which are regarded as the most important in the rela-

tions of the individual to his fellow-citizens. If intellectual training

is not regarded as the paramount end of education, although for the

best minds it is as rich and broad as will be found in any other coun-

try, every boy and girl is expected to learn the meaning of
"
fair play"

and "playing the game" in life, and yet even the intellectual training

offered has improved considerably in the last quarter of a century.

Where the emphasis lies is well illustrated in the following tnbute

paid to the secondary schools by a former director of education:

The Secondary Schools are doing a great work Every year they turn out

nearly 100,000 boys and girls with minds comparatively trained, with a fairly

solid mass of necessary knowledge, with self-respect and a sense of responsi-

bility, with a love of fairplay and an incipient civic sense which they have
learned on the playing field.

1

The French secondary schools are devoted to the development of

culture g&n&rde and the training of reason. The system is deliberately

designed to select an Site by means of a rigorous training in Mudes

dfotntfresses, general culture divorced from any utilitarian motives

and introducing the pupils to a full heritage of the humanities as they
have developed through and out of the literature of the classics. Al-

though the classical tradition was modified by the reforms of 1901
and 1925, the essence of the reforms has been an attempt to find the

modern equivalent of classical humanism. Whether through the

classical humanities or through the modern humanities, French

secondary education seeks to develop the spiritual and intellectual

sides of the individual, not by amassing knowledge but through a

critical approach to it. The justification for this practice is to be

found in a faith that a mind well trained furnishes that alertness and

adaptability which will enable the individual to turn later to any
career.

'

But no Frenchman wffl deny that the system is for the few,

that it is intellectually aristocratic

Secondary education in Germany has not yet found itself. It is

gehefally recognized that the emphasis on dlgemeine Bttditng, general

1
King, Bolton, Schools of Today, p 91 (New York, E P. Button and Co., 1929)
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all-round cultural training, which was the aim of secondary education

before the War, is unsound, because it was defined primarily in terms

of subjects and an encyclopedism which exercised a great pressure on

the pupils. The new aim seeks to place the emphasis on the cult of

personality, but a personality effective in the tasks that confront the

new Germany. Humanism (Btldung zur Humanitaf) is still the aim

and still furnishes the means, but the emphasis is shifted from the

amassing of knowledge and information to an understanding and ap-

preciation of Deutschtum. The intellectualistic emphasis is retained,

but it is recognized that intellectual training does not cultivate the

total personality. The change in content is to be accompanied by a

change in methods of instruction which provide greater and richer

opportunities for individual activity. The reform in theory has,

however, not been as difficult as the problem of retraining the teachers

who are confronted, not only with new aims but with a clientele

drawn in increasing numbers from a new stratum of society

The reform of secondary education in Italy was directed toward

the attainment of two purposes. The first was to extend the oppor-

tunities for some form of post-elementary education to all, but through
the establishment of a variety of schools general, prevocational,

and vocational. The second purpose was to organize the system of

secondary education in such a way that there would be progressive

selection of the ablest students by means of examinations, and by
means of this selection to deflect the excessive numbers seeking ad-

mission through the universities to the overcrowded professions and

public services. Running through the whole reform is the aim to

transform the bookish character of the curriculum and instruction and

to vitalize them through the inspiration of Italian culture. In

Russia secondary education is a constituent part of the unified labor

school. In the reform no room could be found for the traditional

culture, which is regarded as a bourgeois inheritance The secondary,

like the lower section of the unified labor school is devoted to training

students for the everyday life activities of Communist society.

In the United States secondary education is still, as ,it has been for

the past quarter of a century, in a process of reconstruction. As
contrasted with the European system, there is an absence of clearly

defined aims, due in no small measure to the fact that the high .school

has ceased to be the school for the few and seeks to meet the jxeeds of

all pupils who in other countries are distributed among a great variety
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of schools. So far as there is any recognizable principle, it does not

lie either in a rooted faith in a cultural tradition or in a profound
esteem of scholarship so much as in a desire to adapt curricula and

courses to the needs and capacities of the individual. At best Amer-
ican secondary education is frankly experimental; it seeks to adapt
itself to the needs of American life and to discover those elements of

culture which are justifiable in a highly industrialized society. It re-

fuses to accept anything merely because it is traditional and attempts

by experiments and tested results to discover what is most appro-

priate both for the individual and for society. If at best it may be

said that it is seeking to reinterpret culture in terms of life to be

lived under the peculiar social and economic conditions of American

life, in practice it represents a blend of the old and the new, and, from

the point of view of the curriculum, an accretion of subjects added

more or less haphazard in response to individual needs rather than

an attempt at its reconstruction in the light of a reformulated concept
of culture. The difficulties of American secondary education as

contrasted with European are due to the discarding of the traditional

faith in general training or formal discipline and a desire to meet the

differentiated needs and capacities of the individual without any
clear guidance of social or cultural purposes. These difficulties are

only intensified by the rapid increase of the enrollment and the ab-

sence of an adequate supply of suitably trained teachers.

I. ENGLAND *

RECENT HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT
State intervention. The Clarendon Commission. Secondary

education in England is provided through a variety of schools, some

wholly provided and maintained at public expense, some private but

receiving aid from the local and state authorities under certain condi-

tions, some entirely private and unsupervised unless they choose to

invite inspection by a recognized authority. Although secondary

education has had a long history, its provision at public expense is of

comparatively recent origin. It was, indeed, not until the second

half of the nineteenth century that the State began to manifest any
real interest in the supply of secondary education. The first move-

1 For a detailed account of the history of English education see Kandel, I L , History of

Seamfrry Educator* (Bpstoai Houghtop. Mifflin Companyj 3930).
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ment in the direction of state intervention was the appointment in

1861 of the Clarendon Commission to inquire "into the nature of the

endowments, funds, and revenues belonging to or received by" the

nine great "public" schools (Eton, Winchester, Westminster, Chart-

erhouse, Harrow, Rugby, Shrewsbury, St. Paul's, and Merchant

Taylors'), and "into the administration and management of the said

colleges, schools, and foundations, and into the system of studies re-

spectively pursued therein, as well as into the methods, subjects, and

extent of the instruction given to the students." The Report of this

Commission, which was issued in 1864 and resulted in the enactment

in 1868 of the Public SchoolsAct for the administrative reorganization

of the first seven of the schools mentioned, only served to direct at-

tention to the need of a wider investigation into the state of secondary

education in the country.

The Schools Inquiry Commission. In 1864 the Taunton or

Schools Inquiry Commission was appointed to inquire into the condi-

tion and needs of secondary schools not included under the terms of

reference of the Clarendon Commission The Report of the Schools

Inquiry Commission, issued in 1868, revealed that the supply of

secondary education was inadequate, particularly in areas where it

was most needed; that there was an absence of a clear conception

both of the purposes of secondary education and of the needs of the

pupils; that no recognizable standards were apparent; that owing to

poor methods of instruction and untrained teachers the results were

unsatisfactory even in the classical subjects, which constituted the

backbone of the curriculum. Matthew Arnold, impressed with the

secondary school systems which, as one of the assistant commission-

ers, he had studied in France, Germany, Switzerland, and Italy, urged

upon the country the importance of organizing its secondary schools.

The Commission in its Report recommended the establishment of a

central authority for the following purposes: (i) to consider schemes

for the reorganization of educational endowments to be submitted to

Parliament for final approval; (2) to appoint inspectors of endowed

schools; (3) to audit accounts of such schools; and (4) to decide

whether certain charities reported as useless, mischievous, or for

obsolete purposes should be converted to educational uses.
' The

Commission further recommended the division of the country into a
number of administrative areas under authorities charged with the

coordination of secondary education and the preparation of schemes
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for submission to the central authority. To improve the standards

of education, the creation of an examination council was recom-

mended to examine pupils, to certificate after examination candi-

dates for the teaching profession, and to promote the improvement of

schools by the publication of annual reports. Various grades of

schools were to be established adapted to the needs of pupils coming
from different social classes. When the Endowed Schools Acts of

1869 and 1874 were passed, it was recognized that the more important
recommendations of the Commission had been ignored and that Eng-
land had missed the opportunity of creating a system of secondary
education on a national basis.

Professional organization. Although the reports of the two Com-
missions did not lead to effective action by the State, the revelation

of the defects of secondary education and the suggestion of state

control exercised a powerful influence on the headmasters of the

leading "public" and endowed schools. Mainly through the in-

fluence of Edward Thnng of Uppingham, the Headmasters' Con-

ference was organized in 1869. Urged by the Conference, Oxford

and Cambridge in 1873 established a Joint Board to inspect and

examine schools and to grant certificates to successful pupils. The

improvement of schools which resulted from the cooperation of

members in the Conference, and other professional organizations

whose formation was stimulated in large measure by the creation of

the Conference, from the establishment of the Joint Board, and par-

ticularly from the efforts of a distinguished line of headmasters, did

not affect the fundamental problem of providing an adequate supply
of secondary schools adapted to the growing needs of the country
and differentiated according to the abilities and needs of the pupils.

Changing social conditions. While the Government failed to

follow the recommendations of its Commissions, the social and

economic conditions of the country were developing so rapidly that

some form of education beyond the elementary became increasingly

urgent. The well-being of the country was promoted by mildly

socialistic legislation affecting health, housing, and labor conditions;

the working-classes began to develop a political self-consciousness;

free public libraries and art galleries, maintained out of local rates,

were established; the rapid expansion of Germany began to chal-

lenge England's preeminence in the industrial and commercial

fields; the development of elementary education, the creation of new
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universities and university colleges, and the organization of uni-

versity extension and of other forms of adult education all these

forces helped to focus attention on the inadequate provision of

secondary education. If the Government refrained from meeting

the demand, other methods were adopted. Under the stimulus of

grants from the Science and Art Department, the elementary schools

began to provide advanced classes for pupils who could remain in

school beyond the compulsory age limit, organized science schools,

giving day and evening instruction, were established, and technical

instruction, very broadly interpreted, began to be provided, under

the Technical Instruction Act of 1889 and the Local Taxation (Cus-

toms and Excise) Act of 1890, by the local authorities created by the

Local Government Act of 1888. But the provision of these facilities

only served to increase the confusion and chaos of the unorganized

and unarticulated system
The Bryce Commission. In 1894 the Bryce Commission, which

for the first time included three women among its sixteen members,
was appointed to consider

"
the best methods of establishing a well-

organized system of education in England
"
taking into account the

facilities already available. The Commission recommended in its

Report the creation of (i) a central authority for education as a

government department under a Minister responsible to Parliament;

(2) a representative Educational Council to act in an advisory capac-

ity; and (3) local educational authorities to make adequate provi-

sion for secondary education. The recommendations of the Com-
mission also included the inspection of schools, the professional

preparation and registration of teachers, and some general principles

governing the curricula of secondary schools.

PROGRESS TOWARD A NATIONAL SYSTEM
The Education Act of 1902. The recommendations of the Bryce

Commission met with a better fate than those of its predecessors.
In 1899 the Board of Education was established and in 1902 the

Education Act was passed, placing upon the counties and county
boroughs the responsibility of providing an adequate supply of

secondary education having regard to facilities already available in

their areas* The Act at once corrected a situation which had been

precipitated in 1899 by the refusal of Mr. Cockerton, a government
auditor, to sanction expenditures of the London School Board on ed-
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ucation other than elementary, and on the instruction of persons who
were not children except as provided under the Technical Instruction

Act. The responsibility was now placed by the Act upon the local

authorities "to supply or aid the supply of education, other than

elementary, and to promote the general coordination of all forms

of education," a responsibility which was defined in more detail

in the Education Act of 1921:

With a view to the establishment of a national system of public education

available for all persons capable of profiting thereby, it shall be the duty of

the council of every county and county borough so far as their powers extend

to contribute thereto by providing for the progressive development and

comprehensive organization of education in respect of their area.

The problems confronting both the Board of Education and the

local authorities were many. A central authority was inevitably

looked upon with suspicion and fear of control and domination. As
a result of the developments of the last quarter of the nineteenth

century, the meaning and purpose of secondary education had be-

come somewhat confused. There were no standards as to ages and

retention of pupils and none as to the content of a secondary educa-

tion; in one group of secondary schools the emphasis was on the

study of the classics, in the other, governed by the regulations of the

Science and Art Department, it was on the sciences. The confusion

was only increased by the existence of a variety of standards pre-

scribed by a vast number of examination boards. The persistence

of social class distinctions presented a serious obstacle to sound or7

ganization. Finally, there was the fear that an extension of second-

ary education to classes of society which had never enjoyed it before

would involve a lowering of standards. Guidance was found through
numerous surveys which were instituted by local education authori-

ties, in the investigations conducted by the inspectors of the Board,

and in the Regulationsfor Secondary Schools which the Board began
to issue in 1903.

Organization and types of secondary schools. The problem which

confronted the country after the passing of the Education Act of

1902 was how to draw together th$ existing types of secondary schools

to which the new public type was now to be added into the semblance

of a national system. The existing supply was characterized by

variety in origin, in financial support, in standards, and in the ages

of their pupils. It must, however, be remembered that the term
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"secondary education" has in England, as it has in practically all

countries except the United States, a definite connotation. Ac-

cordingly there are not included in this discussion types of schools

such as central schools, trade schools, junior technical schools, and

others which, although intended for pupils of the lower age range in

the secondary schools, do not fall within the definition of secondary
education as generally accepted. While the American high school

is the school for aE adolescents, the English secondary school offers

only that general type of curriculum known in the United States as

academic. From the point of view of supply, the following types of

secondary schools may be distinguished:

i. "Public" schools. The first group consists of the "public"

schools, a term which is now used to include those schools which

meet the conditions for eligibility of their headmasters to member-

ship in the Headmasters' Conference. These conditions are that the

scheme of the school is satisfactory, that the governing body and the

headmaster are independent, that the enrollment is adequate, that a

certain number of the pupils passed each year to the Universities of

Oxford and Cambridge, and that a good proportion pass the school

certificate examination. The group includes, besides the great
"
public

"
schools, about one hundred and fifty others which, whether

of old or of recent foundation, have assimilated the traditions of the

older "public" schools.1 The majority are boarding schools, the

pupils living in "houses" or dormitories, the fees range from 150
to 300 a year, but scholarships are available; and most of the pupils

are admitted at about the age of thirteen, on the basis of a common
entrance examination for which they are prepared in preparatory
schools. While there are many boarding schools for girls, some of

which, like St. Leonard's and Roedean, are modeled on the "public
"

schools for boys, they have not on the whole assumed the place in

English life and education enjoyed by the corresponding schools for

boys.

The preparatory schools in turn constitute a part of the system
of "public" schools, are fee-paying private day or boarding schools,

admit pupils at about the age of nine, and, as far as possible, repro-

duce the characteristics of the schools to which they serve as the

gateway. The exact number of these schools is unknown, but about

1 A list of these schools will be found in the Schoolmasters' Yearbook and a description of

each in the Piibltc Schools Yearbook
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550 of them are represented in the Association of Preparatory Schools,

founded in 1892. Considered from the point of view of the ages of

.the pupils attending them, the preparatory schools parallel the ele-

mentary schools, considered from the point of view of their purpose,
the preparatory schools lay the foundations in subjects properly

regarded as of secondary level. Accordingly, the curriculum in-

cludes the elementary subjects, Latin, French, mathematics, and

Greek, which has recently become optional The establishment of a

common entrance examination has helped to standardize the prepar-

atory schools, which, besides equipping for this examination, also

have the task of preparing their better pupils for entrance scholar-

ships to the "public" schools, which are awarded on a competitive

basis.

In the curriculum of the "public" schools the study of the class-

ics long constituted the backbone of the instruction for most pupils.

Since the beginning of the present century, however, partly as a re-

sult of the general revision of the content of secondary education

throughout the country, partly through the influence of the school

certificate examinations and changing social conditions under which

the upper classes have gradually turned toward trade and com-

merce, adequate provision is made today for differentiation of

courses in modern languages, science and mathematics, English and

history, and other subjects. The masters are drawn in the main

from the two older universities, to which the majority of the pupils

who continue their education later proceed. Since the War, and to

a large degree because of the qualities displayed by the product of

the "public" schools, the number of applicants for admission has

increased tremendously, and new institutions have been established

on the same lines. It is not, however, social exclusiveness nor the

intellectual training which have given these schools the hold that

they have, on the public imagination, despite the attacks made on

them during and since the War, so much as the qualities cultivated

by the corporate life, the games and athletics that are associated

with what is called the "public school spirit." That the "public"
schools deliberately set themselves the task of maintaining the status

quo or that they af-m at direct indoctrination in politics, economics,

and social affairs is apt to be an exaggeration of those critics who

profess to look upon such schools as nurseries of class-consciousness.

The probability is that these schools are as innocent of deliberate
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and direct indoctrination as the American high schools or colleges.

That the "public" schools do set a definite stamp on their product

cannot be denied, but the impress of that stamp is made rather

through the nature of the environment in which the pupils spend

their adolescent years, and the too great detachment and remoteness

of the curriculum from the realities of life The "
public

"
school, be-

cause it is a boarding school, is a miniature community, membership
in which depends upon acceptance of the standards of what is called

"good form." The weakness of these standards is that they place

a premium on certain modes of behavior and correctness of manners

("the method of wearing a waistcoat," as Sir James Barrie said

once in discussing the "public" school spirit), attitudes which are not

entirely absent from certain institutions in the United States. On
the intellectual side a change has been taking place for some time.

The practice of dismissing pupils who fail to secure promotion after

spending two years in the same class is an effective instrument at

one end of the scale. More important than this is the leavening in-

fluence of external examinations, of inspection which many "public"
schools after considerable hesitation have invited from the Board,

and of the competition from the new secondary schools which have a

more numerous clientele to draw upon and are beginning from the

scholastic standpoint to compete on equal terms with the "public"
schools at least in the modern subjects. Nor can the social and eco-

nomic crisis through which England is passing fail to exercise a power-
ful pressure to secure an adequate educational preparation for life.

That those actively concerned in the work of the "public" schools

are not ignorant of their problems may be seen from the participa-

tion of headmasters and assistant masters in the discussion of educa-

tional problems; they may not be radical in their points of view* (Eng-
lish educational theory is rarely inclined to be radical), but they have

contributed their share to the reform of instruction and content in

special subjects. Fundamentally, however, it is the pattern of the

English gentleman which the "public" schools endeavor to cultivate

which gives them their character and in turn affects the ideals of

education throughout the country. Thoughtful leaders in the

"public" school system have always been aware of the dangers in-

volved in the separation of classes, and have attempted through

participation of their pupils in settlement work, in the Boy Scout

movement, and in mixed camps of
"
public" school and elementary
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school pupils to cultivate sympathetic understanding Such activi-

ties, it may be charged, may produce a certain condescending atti-

tude on the part of the upper to the lower classes instead of a genuine

understanding of the social problems involved However that may
be, if the "public" schools fail to give a direct training in social af-

fairs, the explanation is to be found in two causes: The first is the

deliberate exclusion of controversial subjects from the school pro-

gram, and the second is a traditional faith in general education,
which affect both "public" and other types of schools.

2. Day grammar and h^gh schools. The second group of schools

consists of a large number of day schools grammar schools or high
schools for boys or girls many of which are as old as the older

"public" schools. Because of their character as local schools, this

group has been more responsive to public demands and social changes,
with the result that the modernization of the curriculum began some-

what earlier than in the "public" schools. From the scholastic

point of view these schools are organized in much the same way as the

"public" schools and compete with them on equal terms, and while

their affiliations have traditionally been with the older universities,

many have established close relations with the newer or provincial

universities. Pupils may be admitted before the age of twelve from

pnvate or from elementary schools and may remain up to the age of

eighteen, although the majority leave after taking the first school

certificate examination at about the age of sixteen. This group of

schools is supported by income from endowments, from fees which

range from about 10 to 30 a year, and from grants from the local

and central authorities paid under certain conditions, the chief of

which is that they admit a proportion of the pupils coming from ele-

mentary schools free of tuition. So far as conditions permit, tke

ideals and practices of the corporate life of "public" schools are

here also reproduced

3. Council secondary schools. The third group consists of council

schools, public schools in the real sense of the term, provided and

maintained by the local authorities empowered to do so under the

provisions of the Education Act of 1902, These schools may be for

boys or for girls or may be mixed. Of the four types of authorities

for education, only the counties and county boroughs are permitted

to establish secondary schools, although the municipal boroughs

may levy a small rate which they contribute toward the cpst of
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secondary education in the counties in which they are located. This

organisation means that pupils living in rural or urban districts or

in municipal boroughs attend secondary schools provided by the

counties.

Many of the council schools are new foundations; some have been

private schools which, because they were in danger of losing their

clientele to the new schools, found it more advantageous to be trans-

ferred to a public authonty, others were previously higher elemen-

tary or organized science or technical schools Each school is ad-

ministered under a scheme approved by the Board of Education

which requires the organization of a governing body, including repre-

sentatives of the local education authority. The headmaster, se-

lected by the governing body, and appointed by the local education

authority is responsible for the internal administration of his school

to his governing body and for the external or business matters to

the local education authority. Under the Regulat^ons of the Board

of Education, the headmaster must have a right to a voice in the ap-

pointment and dismissal of teachers, to submit proposals to and to

be consulted by his board of governors. One of the difficulties which

has arisen in the development of the council secondary schools is that

of the due distribution of the rights and duties of the headmasters

and governing bodies on the one hand, and the local education au-

thorities and their directors of education on the other. The Head-

masters' Conference, indeed, refuses to admit to its membership a

school which is otherwise eligible, if the independence of the head-

master is not safeguarded. The administrative principle which is

universally recognized may be stated in two forms, either that

"Schools are living things; they are not machine-made, mass-pro-
duced shops for the sale of instruction,"

r or that "No school can

flourish where the head is not ruler in his land and a school controlled

by outsiders is bound to lose status
" 2

The council schools charge fees generally lower than in the other

types of schools, are more closely articulated with the elementary
schools from which a large proportion of the pupils are drawn be-

tween the ages of eleven and twelve, and retain the majority of the

pupils enrolled for a four-year course Because of their origin as

higher elementary, organized science, or technical schools, in many
1
Quoted in Lcgge, J , The Rising Tide, p 88 (London, 1929)

King, Bolton, Schools of Today, p. 3 (New York, E P Button and Co, 1929)
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cases there was a tendency at first to emphasize the scientific

branches; a more balanced curriculum has, however, been developed
under the influence of the Board of Education and the requirements
of the school certificate examination, although instruction in the

ancient classics does not enjoy the same position as in the other two

groups of schools. The majority of the pupils who continue their

education beyond the secondary stage to some extent, because the

preliminary preparation of future elementary school teachers is

given in these schools, proceed to the newer universities, from which,

too, a larger percentage of the teachers are drawn. The development
of the council schools, considering the comparatively short period of

their existence and the fact that they have had to build up their own

traditions, has been remarkable. At present their best pupils have

begun to compete favorably for the open scholarships at the uni-

versities with the pupils from the older schools, a healthy situation

for the maintenance and advancement of standards in all types of

schools. In the same way a gradual advance has been made in the

development of corporate life, and athletic activities.

4. Private schools. The last group consists of private schools of all

degrees of quality. Their number is at present unknown, for the

provision of the Education Act of 1918, which provided for their

registration with the Board of Education for statistical purposes

mainly, was not put into effect. In December, 1930, a committee

was appointed to look into the number, status, and general character

of all private schools. Their interests are represented by the In-

dependent Schools Association, which claims on their behalf that

parents have the right to choose the school to which they will send

their children and that such schools are in general desirable as cen-

ters for variation and experimentation. Private schools are not sub-

ject to any public control except technically in respect of pupils with-

in the range of the compulsory attendance laws. They may, however,

on application be inspected by the Board of Education or by a local

education authority, or by any other inspecting agency, such as a

university; many of them submit their pupils to recognized external

examinations; and finally, their standards may be indirectly affected

under the conditions which have been set up for the registration of

teachers, and for eligibility to the national superannuation system for1

teachers, service for a mimber of years in an efficient school being

required in both cases. No school which is run for private profit
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is eligible for a grant under the Regulations of the Board of Edu-

cation.

REGULATIONS OF THE BOARD OF EDUCATION

Development of a national system of secondary education. De-

spite the variety of the types of schools, a recognized national system

of secondary education has been developed in the main by three

forces the requirements of the universities for entrance and for

competitive scholarships, the requirements of the examining bodies

concerned in the examination of secondary schools, and the Regula-

tions of the Board of Education. The definition of the scope and

meaning of secondary education, the duration of an adequate period

of education, the prolongation of this period, and a definition of

the content of a secondary education have all been given national

recognition through the Regulations. The Board from the start

undertook to discourage the practice, which was not uncommon, of

sending boys and girls to secondary schools for one or two years "to

be finished" or
"
to acquire a polish." The Regulations require that

an adequate number of the pupils be retained for a period of four

years, with the result that many schools and local education author-

ities generally demand an undertaking from parents to keep their

children in school for this period. Because of their influence on the

character of its corporate life and on scholastic standards, the Board

also takes into consideration the number of pupils who remain in a

school beyond the age of sixteen.

Since the Education Act of 1902 was directed to the development
of a coordinated system of schools, the Board devoted its attention

from the first to securing a proper articulation between elementary
and secondary education, which was all the more necessary as there

was no unanimity in practice as to the age for beginning secondary
education. Accordingly, the Regulations require that for purposes
of recognition "the school,must be a school for pupils who intend to

remain for at least four years and up to at least the age of sixteen.

It must provide a course of general education of a kind and amount
suited to an age range at least from twelve to seventeen." The

grants of the Board are based on the number of pupils in a school

beyond the age of twelve, although reduced grants are paid in re-

spect of pupils between the ages of ten,and twelve.

Beyond this effort on the part of the Board of Education to define
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secondary education in terms of its duration, one of the chief tasks

for which it was made responsible was to stimulate the provision

of secondary education. This it was able to do through the usual

English practice of entering into a partnership with the local educa-

tion authorities and with individual schools which satisfactorily

met the conditions prescribed for securing a grant* The first diffi-

culty to be overcome was to allay the suspicion that participation by
a state authority in the provision of education would in the end mean
bureaucratic control and imposition from above* This was done by

drawing a line of demarcation between administration and educa-

tion, or control and advice. So far as the material side of education

is concerned, the Board undertook to define the standards which

schools applying for a grant must meet in the matter of externa,

on the side of the interna the Board has refrained from controlling

curricula, courses of study, time-schedules, and internal administra-

tion, with the reservation that these must be subject to the approval
of its inspectors, which means in the last analysis that responsibility

is imposed on the headmaster and his staff to think through and de-

fend their policies.

The Board of Education inspects not only schools which apply
for a grant, but also those schools which for one reason or another

do not desire a grant, but wish to have the opinion of external asses-

sors whose experience with the whole field of secondary education

gives them satisfactory standards of comparison. The Board ac-

cordingly issues a list of efficient schools recognized for grant and of

schools recognized as efficient but not as eligible for the grant. The
fear of bureaucratic control, which was manifested when the Board
was established with powers to inspect schools, has gradually disap-

peared and many of the great "public" and independent schools

have invited and welcomed its inspection and are found today in the

list of efficient but not grant-earning schools.

A school applying for a grant and any school is eligible for it

provided that it is not run for private profit is subjected to a full

inspection by the Board's inspectors, which is repeated at stated

periods, and must present a scheme for approval by the Board.

The conditions upon which the grant is awarded is that the buildings

and equipment must be satisfactory; that the school is open for thirty-

six weeks in the year; that the staff is suitable and sufficient in num-

ber and with adequate qualifications, that salaries must not be
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based on the amount of annual grant received; that the size of classes

must be limited to thirty pupils; that a satisfactory percentage of the

pupils are retained for four years; and that free places are provided

for pupils coming from elementary schools up to twenty-five per

cent of the enrollment, on the principle that state-supported schools

must be accessible to all and not be "class" institutions.

The last provision, introduced in 1907, aroused serious misgivings

and threw a considerable amount of light on the prevalence of social

class distinctions in England. The private schools depending upon
the support of fee-paying pupils feared that the introduction of a new

social element would seriously affect their clientele. Some of these

schools were transferred to local education authorities and became

council schools, others were permitted to admit a lower percentage,

but not less than ten per cent, of the pupils from elementary schools.

Generally it was felt, particularly by teachers in the schools, that

the elementary school product, because of the character of elemen-

tary education and the lack of cultural advantages in their homes,

would be unfitted for secondary education. Time has proved that

this fear was groundless; not only do free-placers remain in school

longer than fee-payers, but a larger proportion of them succeed in the

certificate examinations, and proceed to the universities. That

the policy of the Board has been more than justified is indicated in

the increase of the percentage for free places almost up to fifty per
cent and in some fifteen systems in the abolition of fees.

The progress made under this system will in all probability be

checked by new regulations issued by the Board in September, 1932,

to become effective on April i, 1933. According to Circular 1421,

which accompanied the draft Regulations for Secondary Schools for

ip33}
the Board undertook

to take account of two criticisms which have recently been made with in-

creasing force, viz., that (a) the system of admitting pupils free to secondary
schools without regard to the capacity of parents to pay is needlessly waste-
ful of public funds, and runs counter to the principle now generally accepted,
that where educational awards are made by public or quasi-public bodies the
amount of any assistance given should vary according to the circumstances
of the successful candidates, (b) the fees charged often bear but a small pro-
portion to the cost of the education provided, and are frequently not ade-

quate having regard to what parents can afford to pay.

Accordingly, under the new Regulations all schools must charge fees
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but must maintain facilities for poor parents to obtain for their chil-

dren the benefits of secondary education. The average per capita
cost for secondary education is about 35, the Regulations now pro-

pose that fees shall constitute a larger proportion of this sum than

they have done hitherto, and, while not desiring to lay down any
uniform standard, the Board recommends a mrm'truim fee of 9.9.0;

fee payers will continue to be admitted on a qualifying examination.

All schools in receipt of grants will be required to offer each year

special places (a term which is now substituted for "free places")

subject to the prescribed minumum and maximum Hi-nits, that is to

say* 2S Per cent an(i 5 pet cent of the total number of admissions in

the previous school year. The special places will be awarded on the

basis of competitive examinations under the same arrangements as

for free places, but exemption from fees will be granted only to the

children of parents whose income is 3 or 4 a week, but, in consider-

ing proposals put forward for approval, the Board will have regard to

the particular circumstances of an educational area and the rate of

fee to be charged.

The terms of Circular 1421 and the Regulations have been ap-

proved by Parliament and will become effective on April i, 1933,

despite the opposition of leaders in education, professional associa-

tions, and many local authorities. That the change is reactionary is

obvious; that it has been inspired by a desire to reduce the burden on

taxation is specious in the light of official statements that the total

savings expected will amount only to 400,000 a year; that it is con-

trary to public welfare and progress can be proved by the subsequent
achievements of students who gained their first opportunity for

higher education under the free place system. The argument that

"where educational awards are made by public or quasi-public

bodies the amount of any assistance given should vary according to

the circumstances of the successful candidates" would, of course,

apply equally to elementary education and the special services con-

nected therewith. Finally, the adoption of a "means" test for spe-

cial places will seriously affect those classes whose income is just

above the proposed limits and from which the larger proportion of

free-placers have been drawn. Whatever the reasons which have

prompted this reactionary step, it is interesting to note that almost

at the same time that the Circular and the Regulations were issued

the French Minister of Education announced that he would speed up
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the policy adopted in 1929 and abolish all tuition fees for secondary

education in 1933.

PROGRESS OF SECONDARY EDUCATION

The progress of secondary education since 1902 has been rapid.

In 1903-04, the first year for which figures for grant-earning schools

are available, there were 407 schools, in 1931 (March 31), this num-

ber had increased to 1367 in England and Wales (1218 in England

alone). These schools were distributed, from the point of view of

their provision, as follows: 720 were council schools, 87 Roman

Catholic schools, 458 foundation and other schools, and 102 Welsh

Intermediate Schools. Of the total 500 were schools for boys, 485

for girls, and 382 were mixed. The enrollment has increased from

31,716 in 1902 to 411,309 (217,110 boys and 194,199 &*&) in 1931.

The number of schools recognized as efficient but not on the grant

list was 362 in England and Wales (343 in England), with 64^622

pupils (32,193 boys and 32,429 girls). There were in addition 228

preparatory schools with 16,647 pupils, which were recognized as

efficient. It must be remembered that these figures do not include a

large number of secondary schools which are not grant-earning and do

not apply for inspection by the Board, nor, as contrasted with the

high school enrollment in the United States, do they include schools

giving technical or other forms of vocational education. On the

other hand, the enrollment in the grant-aided schools include pupils
below high school age in the United States, the number of pupils be-

low the age of twelve was -45,883 (16,939 boys and 28,944 girls).

More significant than the increase in the total enrollment has

been the success of the movement to make secondary education ac-

cessible to pupils coming from the elementary schools. The propor-
tion of such pupils in grant-aided schools was 76.1 per cent in 1931.
The total number of free-place pupils in the same year was 194,095
or 44.3 per cent of the pupils. The percentage of free places ranges
from under 25 per cent up to 75 per cent and over, but any reduction

below the standard requirement of 25 per cent can only be permitted
by the Board after considering the special circumstances of the school
concerned. Free secondary education has been adopted in some
fifteen areas (74 schools in all), but the extension of this practice,

although proposed from time to time in Parliament, and, considered

as a logical deyelopment in the Report of the Departmental Committee
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on Scholarships and Free Places (London, 1920), has not yet come
within the range of practical politics. At present the income from

fees in grant-earning schools represents about forty per cent of the

total cost, the remainder being met out of local and state funds and

to a slight extent out of income from endowments.

The number of pupils between the ages of eleven and sixteen in

grant-earning schools was 302,987 or nearly 74 per cent of the total

enrollment. The average length of school life after the age of eleven

was 4 years 8 months for boys and 4 years 9 months for girls, while

the average leaving age for boys was 16 years 7 months and 16 years

7 months for girls. As a measure of the success of secondary educa-

tion, it is to be noted that the average length of school life has in-

creased by over two years since 1908-09 and the average leaving age
has increased by a little over one year. To this may be added the in-

crease in the number of advanced courses, which rose from 483 in

1929-30 to 494 in 1930-31. In 1908-09 the number of pupils pro-

ceeding to a university was 1056 (695 boys and 361 girls) as compared
with 4132 (2701 boys and 1431 girls) in 1930-31, Perhaps more

striking than these figures as indicating the increased opportunities

for pupils coming from elementary schools is the fact that a larger

percentage continue in the secondary schools than do the fee-paying

pupils and that of the number proceeding to a university 64.4 per

cent were ex-elementary school pupils.

ORGANIZATION

Organization of secondary schools. As contrasted with the

secondary schools of other countries, there is an almost complete ab-

sence of uniformity in the organization of the English schools. Ex-

cept that each school, if of sufficient size, has adopted a uniform divi-

sion into six forms; additional forms ("Shell," "Remove/
3 "Transi-

tus ") have been intercalated in the interests of flexibility. The same

reason has led to the adoption of several classes within each form, to

which pupils are assigned according to ability. The result is that

the system of promotion Is elastic. < In schools which provide ad-

vanced work or advanced courses (see p. 664), the common practice

is that pupils spend two years in the Sixth, or highest, Form. The

Board of Education prescribes a normal limit of 30 as the size of

classes in grant-earning schools; this limit was, however, exceeded in

1930 in 4494 classes, in 155 of which there ^rere more than 35 pupils,
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If generalizations about the administrative organization are im-

possible, still less possible is it to generalize about the organization

of studies. In the older and larger schools modern and classical

sides are found from the start, in others there may be a common
foundation branching out later into these two sides; in others again

provision is made for pupils who have had several years on the lan-

guage sides to enter other sides which place an emphasis on science

or mathematics or both, and on history. The organization is still

further increased in complexity by the regrouping of pupils into sets

for some special subjects such as mathematics or a second foreign

language. In all cases, however, pupils are assigned to a form master

who is responsible in the lower forms usually for the teaching of a

foreign language and English subjects (English, history, and ge-

ography) and who exercises a general supervision over the pupils in

his forms. For pupils in day schools the form-room is their home.

In boarding schools the pupils are divided into houses and are re-

sponsible to their housemaster, a practice which has been adopted in

a few day schools partly to provide for such personal supervision and

guidance, and partly to promote the corporate life of the school

through the organization of the pupils into groups. However vague
and indistinct the methods of organization may be, they are of con-

siderable importance in conserving the individual characteristics

and independence of each school.
|
The only fixed points which are

common to all schools are the standard and requirements of the First

School or School Certificate Examination, to which pupils are ex-

pected to be submitted after a four-year course, and the Second or

Higher Certificate Examination taken two years later (see p 666).^

Admission of pupils. Pupils are normally admitted on tiwTbasis

of an examination. The "public" schools rely on the results of the

common entrance examination. The subjects in which papers are

set in this examination are Latin translation, grammar and composi-

tion; history; geography; arithmetic, algebra, geometry, French;

Scripture and English; Greek translation and grammar (optional),

Eton requires Latin verse. In other schools, particularly council

schools, the entrance examination is based on the fundamental sub-

jects and English, supplemented usually by an oral examination.

The free-place pupils are selected in each area on the basis of a com-

mon examination taken usually between the ages of eleven and

twelve (see p. 101). This practice of a dual system of examinations
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(Age o-n)

The above Diagram shows the various stages of a boy's pro-
gressfrom the Lower Forms to the Upper in the several

depart-
ments into which the Manchester Grammar School is divided.
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is criticized on the ground that the fee-paying pupils, whose fees pay

only a part of the cost of their education, are admitted on a qualifying

examination, while the free-place pupils are selected on a competi-

tive basis. This discrimination, combined with the movement for

the extension of compulsory post-elementary education for all, may
in time lead to the abolition of fees. Parents of all pupils, whether

fee-paying or free-place, are required to sign an undertaking to keep
them in school for a term of four years, approximately to the age of

sixteen.

AIM AND CURRICULUM

Aim of secondary education* The aim of the English secondary

school is to give a general liberal education, which was defined in the

Board's Regulations for 1905-06
J as follows:

The instruction must be general, i.e
,
must be such as gives a reasonable

degree of exercise and development of the whole of the faculties, and does not

confine this development to a particular channel, whether that of pure and

applied science, of literary and linguistic study, or of that kind of acquire-

ment which is directed simply at fitting a boy or girl to enter business in a sub-

ordinate capacity with some previous knowledge of what he or she will be set

to do. A secondary school should keep in view the development and exercise

of all the faculties involved in these different kinds of training, and will fail to

give a sound general education to its scholars in so far as it sends them out,

whether to further study or to business of life, with one or other of these

faculties neglected, or with one developed at the expense of the rest. Spe-
cialization, in any particular direction should only begin after the general
education has been carried to a point at which the habit of exercising all these

faculties has been formed and a certain solid basis for life has been laid in ac-

quaintance with the structure and laws of the physical world, in the accurate

use of thought and language, and in practical ability to begin dealing with

affairs.

The emphasis on general or liberal education, to the exclusion of

any consideration of vocational preparation, is accepted universally

by all classes in English society. If there is any disagreement, it

centers rather round the subjects which may properly be included in

a general education. There is, indeed, a widespread feeling that

early specialization along vocational or technical lines tends to re-

strict the opportunities for a broad general education which is the

foundation of the well-being of man as an individual and as a citi-

1 Board of Education, Regulations for Secondary Schools, ipoj-otf, p vii (London,
1905)
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zen x A general education, indeed, is regarded as the best basis upon
which later specialization can be built, so that vocational training

should be supplementary to, rather than a part of, secondary educa-

tion. Whatever any future reorganization of post-primary educa-

tion may bring, it is widely agreed that a common feature of all

schools should be the harmonious development of all the powers

mental, moral, and physical; an increasing number of educators are

beginning to urge the importance of aesthetic development. Lit-

erature, science, mathematics, art, and practical work should all

enable the pupils to understand and interpret the life about him and

serve at once as a universal bond of sympathy and as a preparation

for the enjoyment of the increased amount of leisure which is follow-

ing the reduction in the number of working hours. In quite a differ-

ent sense from that in which it was employed when the provision of

elementary education was discussed, secondary education is to give

to the new classes in society to which it is being extended that educa-

tion which had been enjoyed by their masters. Two other reasons

may^be added for this insistence on general education as the basis of

secondary. The first is that there still survives in England, despite

the brilliant contribution of some of her psychologists, a strong faith

in the virtue of general training, with the consequent suspicion of

the narrow training of the specialist. The second is a rooted convic-

tion that a liberal education can best be acquired through a sympa-
thetic study and appreciation of all that has been involved in the

evolution of the human spirit. The present, it is fdt, is too much with

us and too near to afford an adequate perspective. For this reason

and because of a desire to keep politics out of the school, the discus-

sion of controversial subjects is eschewed in the dassroom.

The scholastic standards in the secondary schools are being raised

appreciably as a result of the Board's inspections and publications,

the examination system, which, however subject to criticism, does set

up definite standards of achievement, the improvement of teaching

methods, and the intense economic competition. The average Eng-
lish parent, however, is by no means as interested in this aspect of

1 The Committee on Education and Industry (England and Wales) endorsed this point of

view in its Report (Second Part, pp 32 f ), and, while advocating the introduction of special

courses at about theage of fourteen, stated that "it appears essential for educational reasons

that it (the special course) should be of quite a general character. . rather than through the

detailed study of subjects specially related to a particular industry. The proper place for

specialized instruction of that kind is, under any system of education, the Technical and not

the. Secondary School." (London, 1928 )
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TIME-SCHEDULE, FIRST FOUR YEARS, MANCHESTER GRAMMAR SCHOOL *

a Natural science

& Physics

C=F Chemistry

d = Physics cum chemistry

t Physics and chemistry as two subjects for matriculation

SIXTH FORM CURRICULUM, MANCHESTER GRAMMAR SCHOOL

PWNOPAL SUBJECTS SUBSIDIARY SUBJECTS
OTHEX SUBJECTS
NOT FOE H S C

Classical VI

Mathematical VI

History VI

Science VI

Greek, Latin, ancient English, Greek

history Testament

Pure mathematics, ap- Latin

plied mathematics,
physics, higher math-
ematics

Eistory.FrenchorLatin, Economics

English

Modern VI

Chemistry, physics, pure
and applied mathe-

matics, biology, bot-

any, zoology Of

these, boys take chem-

istry and any two
other subjects

French, German, history .

Latin or Ger-
man or French

GermanorFrench

English, German,
or Latin

German, Latin, or

Greek, French

English

*"Fic>mThe Journal of Education (lAnAoa), March, 1931, pp 157 f.
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TIME-SCHEDULE, YABDLEY SECONDARY SCHOOL *

* sX hours

education as is tlie French or German. His chief interest is that the

school shall develop the character of his children, turn them out im-

bued with the qualities of an English gentleman or gentlewoman.

Hence, while every secondary school realizes the importance to it-

self and to the country of providing the best facilities for the intel-

lectual training of the best minds, its aim is to do the best possible

for the moral or character development of all the pupils. There may
be no unanimity on what constitutes a sound modern education, but

all are agreed that of equal importance are the development of char-

acter, the awakening of a feeling of duty, the cultivation of a sense

of responsibility, and training in self-reliance. If the two aims

1 From The Journal of Educaiwn (London), May i, 1931, p 206
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the instructional and educative are rarely synthesized into a con-

sistent philosophy, as is being attempted in German theory at any

rate, and if the spirit of the classroom may be quite distinct from the

spirit which pervades the playing fields or the corporate activities of

the school, this is merely another illustration of the English educator's

abhorrence of theory or philosophy of education

The curriculiffli. In spite of the insistence on general education,

however, its implications for the curriculum had not begun to be

formulated until 1917. Before that date the curriculum had tended

to grow up piecemeal, some schools throwing the emphasis on the

languages, mainly the classical, then on the sciences. As the result

of a letter on "The Neglect of Science" which appeared in The

Times of February 2, 1916, a number of organizations interested in

secondary school subjects (the Classical, English, Geographical,

Historical, and Modern Languages Associations) appointed repre-

sentatives to meet with a committee representing the sciences. The

conference between the representatives passed the following resolu-

tions in January, 1917.

1. The first object in education is the training of human beings in mind and

character, as citizens of a free country, and any technical preparation of boys
and girls for a particular profession, occupation, or work must be consistent

with this principle.

2. In all schools in which education is normally continued up to or beyond
the age of sixteen, and in other schools so far as circumstances permit, the

curriculum up to about the age of sixteen should be general and not special-

ized, and in this curriculum there should be integrally represented English

(language and literature), languages and literatures other than English,

history, geography, mathematics, natural sciences, art, and manual training

3. In the opinion of this conference, both natural science and literary sub-

jects should he taught to all students below the age of sixteen.

4 In the case of students who stay at school beyond the age of sixteen,

specialization should be gradual and not complete.

5 In many schools of the older type more time is needed for instruction in

natural science; and this time can often be obtained by economy in the time
allotted to classics, without detriment to the interests of classical education

6 In many other schools more time is needed for instruction in languages,

history, and geography, and it is essential, in the interests of sound education,
that time be provided

7. While it is probably impossible to provide instruction in both Latin and
Greek in all secondary schools, provision should be made in every area for

teaching in these subjects, so that every boy antj girl who is qualified to profit
from them, shall have the opportunity of receiving adequate instruction in

them.
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TIME-SCHEDULE, HYMERS COLLEGE, HULL T

Modern Classical

6 German 6 Greek
or 4 Latin and 2 Mechanics or 6 German
or 4 Art and 2 Mechanics
or 4 Workshops and 2 Mechanics
or 2 Art, 2 Workshops, and 2 Mechanics

The time allocations with alternatives marked *
up to the Sixths are as

follows*

The average ages of the senior forms on entry are as follows*

L3a,

at
LVm,

11,8
12 7

13 10

*5 J

16 3
16 i

12 O

13 2

IVcl,
LVcl,
UVcl,
UVJ,

IVb'

13
15 i

15 ir

17 i

12 I

13 4
14 5

In the advanced courses subjects are taken as follows:

From TJte Journal of Education (London), July i, 1931, P- 47.
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Interest in the aims of secondary education and in its curriculum

was fostered by the activities of the special subject organizations

mentioned and by the publications of special reports on the position

of natural science, classics, modern languages, and English in a na-

tional system of education.1 These have been supplemented from

time to time by the memoranda, suggestions, and Educational

Pamphlets of the Board of Education, by the development of vacation

courses for teachers of special subjects, and by special reports of

professional associations of headmasters and headmistresses, and

assistant masters and mistresses.

The Regulations of the Board of Education require that the

secondary school curriculum must provide instruction in the English

language and literature, at least one language other than English,

geography, history, mathematics, science, and drawing. Provision

must also be made for organized games, physical exercises, manual

instruction and singing. Where two foreign languages are included,

one of them must be Latin except by special permission of the Board,
which may also approve the omission of foreign languages altogether,

provided "that the instruction in English provides special and ade-

quate linguistic and literary training, and that the teaching staff are

qualified to give such instruction."

In girls' schools provision must be made for the inclusion of prac-

tical instruction in domestic subjects, such as needlework, cookery,

laundry work, housekeeping, and household hygiene; a combination

of these subjects may in the case of older girls be substituted partially

or wholly for science and for mathematics other than arithmetic.

In a Report of the Consultative Committee on Differentiation of

the Curriculum for Boys and Girls respectively in Secondary Schools

(London, 1923), it was recommended that greater freedom should

be introduced in the curriculum for both boys and girls, and

especially that a more prominent and established place be assigned

1
Report ofthe Committee appointed to inquire into thePossum ofNatural Science in the Edu-

cational System of Great Britain (London, 1918), Report of the Committee appointed by the

Prime Minister to inquire into the Position of Modem Languages in the Educational System of
Great Bntam (London, 1918) Report of the Prime Minister's Committee on the Position of
Classics in the Educational System of the United Kingdom (London, 1921), The Report of the

Departmental Committee appointed to inquire into the Position ofEngksh in the Educational

System of England (The Teaching of English in England}, (London, 1921).
For an analysis of the first two Reports see Kandel, I L , Education in Great Britain and

Ireland, U S Bureau of Education, Bulletin (1919) No 9, pp 34 ff.j and of the third,

Kandel, I. L , The Classics in England, France, and Germany, Partm of the Report of the

Classical Investigation (Princeton, 1925)
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to aesthetic training through music, art, and other aesthetic subjects.

After recommending measures for assimilating girls' and boys' schools

in'such subjects as mathematics, physics, English language and litera-

ture, manual instruction, domestic subjects, and organized games,
the Report urged that care should be taken for the protection of girls

against physical fatigue and overstrain. Further research into the

physical and psychological differences between boys and girls was

recommended.

The Board of Education does not itself prescribe courses of study,

but exercises an indirect influence through its inspectors, who must

approve the curriculum, courses of study, and time-schedule in

efficient schools, and through its publication of memoranda and sug-

gestions on various subjects. Each school enjoys freedom, subject

to the approval of the inspectors, in organizing its curriculum, courses

of study, and time-schedule. The principle upon which the Regula-

tions of the Board on this question are based is to "allow and en-

courage much elasticity in curricula, subject only to the fundamental

principle that the school course make effective provision for the

development of bodily and mental faculties on broad and human lines

in the pupils who are to be the citizens of the future." There is

accordingly adequate room for flexibility and elasticity for each school

to define the content of a general education, with one important
reservation the requirements of external examinations, but even

examination bodies have shown themselves ready to recognize

alternative courses (see p. 668).

For the majority of the pupils from the ages of twelve to sixteen

a general course, observing a proper balance between the humanities

and sciences, is organized, covering a period of four years and culmi-

nating in the First or School Certificate Examination conducted by
an external examining body. In its Circular 1294, the Board sug-

gested the following time-distribution of subjects in the secondary
school curriculum:

SUBJECT PERIODS SUBJECT PERIODS

(45 minutes) (45 minutes)

English 9-4 Mathematics 6

Languages (2) 9 Drawing 2

,
Science 6 Music i

History 2 Manual work, 2

Geography 3 Physical exercises 2

Scripture i

Total neriods *c *7
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Advanced courses. In an effort to encourage the prolongation of

school life, and to provide for specialization by pupils intending to

pass on to the universities and other places of higher education and

research, the Board, in its Regulations for 1917-18, proceeded to carry
out its plan, already outlined in 1913, to promote by a special grant
the organization and development of advanced courses for pupils re-

maining in school for two years after passing the First Examination.

Provision was made first for three such courses:

(A) Science and mathematics.

(B) Classics, viz
,
the civilization of the ancient world as embodied in the

languages, literature, and history of Greece and Rome.

(C) Modern studies, viz., the languages, literature, and history of the

countries of Western Europe hi modern and medieval times.

Adequate provision for continuing general subjects was required.

As a result of protests against the restriction of advanced courses to

three groups, the Board of Education permitted the introduction of

other groups. To the three courses mentioned above there have now
been added the following:

(D) The Civilization (i) of Greece and Rome, and (2) of England or an-

other country of Western Europe in modern times, as embodied in their

language, literature, and history

(E) Geography combined with two other subjects approved by the Board,
of which at least one must be history or a science

(F) Such other combinations of subjects as may be approved by the

Board.

The development of advanced courses, which are tested by the

Second or Higher Certificate Examination, has introduced a new

problem, since they tend to overlap to some extent with the first year

of the courses for the general degree in many of the universities, or, in

American terms, with the junior college. They have, however, had
the effect of raising the general standards in many schools and have

encouraged an increasing number of pupils to proceed to the universi-

ties. In 1930-31 the number of advanced courses in England was

494 given in 341 schools and distributed as follows: 230 in science and

mathematics, 182 in modern subjects, 37 in classics, 7 in classics with

modern studies, 5 in geography, and 33 in other combinations of

subjects. These figures do not include the provision for advanced

work in many schools which have not applied for formal approval by
the Board State scholarships, awarded annually up to a maximum
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of 200, and tenable normally for three years in an English, or Welsh

university, are granted on the basis of the examinations for the

Second or Higher Certificate.

EXAMINATIONS

Perhaps the most characteristic influence on secondary education

has been that of examinations. The absence of a central au-

thority in the nineteenth century and the recognition of the need

of some external appraisal of the work of the secondary schools led

to the creation of external examining agencies such as the College of

Preceptors in 1853 and the Oxford and Cambridge Joint Board in

1873. The Science and Art Department began, through the award

of grants on the basis of examination, to encourage the study of

science, art, and other subjects in 1872. From that time on the

number of examining bodies, representing universities and a great

variety of professions, increased without check, with the result that

the great variety of standards and requirements caused a constant

upheaval in the schools and imposed a tremendous pressure on the

pupils who were subjected to them in many cases at the end of each

year of their school life.

In 1911 the Consultative Committee of the Board of Education

considered the question, and on the basis of its Report? the Board of

Education in 1914 prepared a scheme to limit the number of examin-

ing bodies and to restrict the number of examinations to which pupils

were to be subjected to two, the first to be general and taken at about

the age of sixteen on the completion of a four-year course, and the

second, more specialized, to be taken two years later. The Board put
its scheme into operation in 1917. A Secondary Schools Examina-

tion Council was set up to act in an advisory capacity, with a mem-

bership including representatives of the examining boards of uni-

versities, the Teachers' Registration Council, local authorities, and

others. The chief function of the Council is to recommend examin-

ing bodies for approval, to supervise the maintenance of standards,

and to secure the recognition by universities and professional bodies

of certificates obtained in the examinations. The Council requires

that the cooperation of teachers be secured by the examining bodies

The Board of Education may under the Regulations require schools

to submit whole forms for examination by an approved examining
1
Report on Examinations vn Secondary Schools (1911)*
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body, and pays a grant for each pupil who takes an examination.

Eight examining bodies have been recognized: the Joint Matricula-

tion Board of the Northern Universities, the Universities of London,

Bristol, and Durham, the Central Welsh Board, the Oxford and

Cambridge Schools Examination Board, the Oxford Delegacy for

Local Examinations, and the Cambridge Local Examinations Syndi-

cate.

As an example of the requirements of the First or School Certificate,

Examination, the following arrangement of subjects prescribed by
the Oxford and Cambridge Schools Examination Board may be

cited:

Group I. (i) Scripture knowledge. (2) English (3) History. (4)

Geography.

Group2L (i) Latin (2) Greek. (3) French. (4) German. (5) Spanish

(6) Italian. (7) Arabic.

Group III. (i) Elementary mathematics (2) Additional mathematics.

(3) Physics. (4) Chemistry (5) Physics and chemistry. (6) General

science. (7) Botany. (8) Biology

Group IV. (i) Music. (2) Drawing. (3) Geometrical and mechanical

drawing.
1

One, but not more than one, of the three subjects in Group IV may
be included in the five subjects counting for a certificate. In order

to obtain a certificate, candidates must (i) pass in the first three

groups separately by reaching a satisfactory standard in at least one

subject in each group; (2) reach a satisfactory standard in five sub-

jects including the three under (i) not more than one of the sub-

jects may be in Group IV; (3) pass with credit in at least one of the

five subjects and satisfy the examiners in the examination as a

whole.

In 1931 Group IV was modified on the recommendation of the

Council that two of the following subjects should be allowed to count

toward the minimum number of subjects required for the award of

a certificate: art, music, handicraft, domestic science (including nee-

dlework), commercial subjects, geometrical and engineering draw-

ing, and any other subject which may be approved by the Council in

special circumstances.

The subjects for the Second or Higher Certificate Examination are

* In the requirements of other Boards, there may be included, besides these subjects, art,

handicraft, bookkeeping, cookery, laundry work, needlework, housewifery, and domestic
science
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based, as a rule, on the advanced courses. In the Oxford and Cam-

bridge Schools Examination Board requirements, the subjects are

arranged in the following groups: (i) classical studies; (2) modern

studies, (3) mathematics, (4) natural science. In each group a num-
ber of subsidiary subjects must be taken.

The number of candidates who took the first examination in 1931
was 66,909, of whom 46,301, or 69.2 per cent, obtained certificates;

not all pupils, however, who have spent four years in a secondary

school, take the examination. Of 11,016 pupils who took the second

examination, 7408, or 67.2 per cent, obtained certificates The

subjects taken in the two examinations, which are as follows, indicate

the character of the secondary school curriculum:

FIRST EXAMINATION

SUBJECT NUMBER OF
ENTRIES

Additional mathematics. . . .

Biology
Welsh ....
Domestic subjects . . ,

Greek

Electricity and magnetism
General science ... .

Mechanics

Commercial subjects . . ,

Handicraft . . . .

Spanish . .

Domestic science or hygiene .

Music
Economics

3,075

2,788

2,693

2,474

2,497

2,134

1,986

1,100

978

918
860

732

Mathematics ,

French

English

History. .

Physics . .

Chemistry.
Latin

Geography.. .

Greek

Ancient history

Botany . . .

German

SECOND EXAMINATION

4,749 ZoSlogy 346
. 4,215 Biology 182

. 4,011 Welsh 120

. 3,524 Economics. 157

3,372 Physics with chemistry 121

3,248 Spanish 97

. 2,509 Art 45

1,005 English with history 41

989 History -with French 18

960 Music 18

690 Geology.". n
434 Italian 4
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Criticism of examinations. The organization of the examinations

has undoubtedly exercised an important influence in defining the

scope of the work of the secondary school, and the first school certifi-

cate has come to be generally required of applicants for employment
in business offices, banks, railways, insurance companies, and similar

organizations. The system has, however, begun to be the subject of

serious criticisms, not so widely as yet on technical grounds that is,

their reliability and whether they really measure ability but rather

for the reason that they militate against a desirable expansion of the

curriculum for those pupils who might profit more from a study of

practical subjects. From another point of view the privileges at-

tached to the certificate have proved an obstacle to the independent

development of the central schools, which, intended originally for

the less academically minded pupils, have tended in many cases to

prepare for the certificate examinations (see p. 392). Although some

changes have taken place in the list of subjects required for the ex-

amination, they have been bujt slight and have not paid due attention

to the remarkable increase since 1917 in the enrollments and conse-

quently to the differences among the pupils. A further difficulty has

resulted from the confusion of the certificate requirements with the

requirements for entrance to the universities. A curriculum based

on the supposed needs for university study is recognized to be inap-

propriate for all pupils. There is accordingly a demand that the re-

quirements for the school certificate be dissociated from those for

university matriculation examinations and that greater encourage-
ment be given to the fine and practical arts. It has been proposed
that the foreign language cease to be obligatory in the examina-

tions, that alternative syllabuses be accepted, and that more value

should be attached to practical subjects such as art, music, wood
and metal work, machine drawing and elementary engineering,
domestic science, and practical rural science, subjects which the

Secondary Schools Examinations Council has recently recom-

mended.1

Alternative courses. At least one county education authority,
the West Riding of Yorkshire, has followed the logic of the situation

and has introduced alternative courses in some of its secondary

1 See The School Certificate Examination, being the Report of the Panel of Investigators ap-
pointed by the Secondary Schools Examinations Council, etc (London, 1932), and Valentine,
C W , fykabtbty of Examinations (London, 1932),
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schools for pupils not of the school certificate type. The alternative

courses follow the following lines:

(1) Mechanics, machine drawing, and engineering workshop.

(2) (a) Handicraft (including wood-turning, sheet-metal work,

pattern-making, industrial art applied to engineering or textiles,

industrial history, and commercial geography) , (5) engineering (in-

cluding that pertaining to heat engines, machine drawing and design,

and machine shop practice); or (c) textiles (including study of

materials, fabrics, cotton, flax, hemp, jute, ramie, silks, artificial

fibers, and waste materials, principles of weaving, etc.).

(3) Courses in the management and cultivation of land or (for

girls) in country or home occupations.

(4) (a) Special courses for girls with academic subjects and art or

music or domestic subjects, or crafts, or extra physical training

work; (&) a business course, including academic subjects and short-

hand, bookkeeping, and typewriting. It has been found that a fair

proportion of the pupils taking such courses can be presented for one

form or other of the school certificaTe elimination even under present

regulations; that the work in the alternative and academic courses is

common in a number of subjects; and that only a slight amendment

of the regulations for the examination is necessary to meet the needs

of this group of pupils.
1

The recent inquiries into the relation between education and in-

dustry have emphasized the need, not so much of specialization as of

the increase of alternative courses in which attention TO!! be given

to the economic aspects of contemporary society. Thus, the Com-

mittee on Education for Salesmanship expressed in its Final Report
*

,the opinion that "some definite study of the organization of com-

merce and industry would be of value to every future citizen, and

should be provided for in every secondary school
" So far as the

older pupils are concerned, the problem "is how to give these pupils

some preparation for a business life, while widening their interests

and avoiding undue specialisation."

It is obvious, then, that secondary education in England, after

a period of quiet construction, is entering on a new stage of develop-
ment. As Sir Michael Sadler stated, in a recent discussion of exarni-

1 See County Council of the West Rifling of Yorkshire, Education Department, Alternative

Courses *n Secondary Schools (1927)
* Final Report of the Committee on Education for Solevnonsktp, pp. 48 ff. (London, 1931 )
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nations: "We want one certificate, but different avenues leading up
to it. Those avenues should be boldly incongruous, because the two

types of mind for which they are designed are dissimilar. But the

different avenues should converge on one certificate, and boys as well

as girls should be allowed to follow them." x

SECONDARY EDUCATION FOR ALL

That there has been progress in the development of secondary edu-

cation in England is obvious both from the statistical data presented

above and from the tendencies toward more marked differentiation

of courses The success of the ex-elementary school pupils has only

served to draw attention to the tremendous waste of ability that

existed hitherto and still exists, and, combined with other social forces

for national reconstruction, has led to a widespread demand for such

a reorganization of the system as would provide for an increase of

educational opportunities for all and at the same time eliminate the

difficulties which arise from the existence of two parallel systems

elementary and secondary. /The Education Act of 1918 had already

provided that no pupils
"
should be debarred from receiving the bene-

fits of any form of education by which they are capable of profiting,

through inability to pay fees/J The Departmental Committee on

Scholarships and Free Places reported in 1920 that, in the opinion of

experts, seventy-five per cent of the pupils in the elementary schools

were intellectually capable of profiting by full-time instruction up
to or beyond sixteen.

In 1924 the Consultative Committee of the Board of Education,
under the chairmanship of Sir Henry Hadow, was requested to con-

sider and report upon the organization, objective, and curriculum of

courses of study most suited for pupils who will remain in full-time

attendance at schools other than secondary schools up to the age of

fifteen. The Committee was requested to consider the requirements
of a general education and the desirability of varying courses ac-

cording to the abilities and probable occupation of the pupils. The
Committee in its Report

* recommended that more pupils should pass
on to the secondary schools and that provision for some form of

post-primary education consisting of a variety of types of schools

1
Sadler, Sir Michael E , "Examinations," in The New Era, January, 1929 See also

Report of the International Conference on Examinations (New York, 1931)
9 The Education of the Adolescent (London, 1926)
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and courses should be provided for all pupils from eleven to fifteen.

The exclusion of the secondary schools from the terms of reference

prevented the Committee from including them in its recommenda-

tions, but the general result would in the end have been the same.

All pupils would have a primary education up to the age of eleven and

thereafter would be assigned to some one of the various types of post-

primary schools according to their abilities and probable future oc-

cupations, except that only those proceeding to the secondary schools

would be entitled to the privileges attached to the school certificates.

The Board of Education in its pamphlet on The New Prospect in

Education (1928) indicated its general acceptance of the Com-
mittee's recommendations, and in the Parliamentary elections of

May, 1929, the three political parties Conservative, Liberal, and

Labor committed themselves to an extension of the age of com-

pulsory school attendance and a reorganization of the school

system.
1

O^biTl to this effect was introduced in the House of Commons by
Sir Charles Trevelyan, Minister of Education in the Labor Govern-

ment, and was passed in January, 1931, with an amendment safe-

guarding the interests of denominational schools. In February,

1931, however, the bill was defeated in the House of Lords, and in

the disturbed economic situation through which England is passing,

action must be postponed until better times return. The interval is,

however, being used by the local education authorities for tentative

and experimental forms of reorganization. |AU the tendencies seem

to point to a system providing a variety of schools beyond the pri-

mary, but all governed bv the same ideal a^nd seeking to attain it in

different ways. By offering differentiated types of schools, func-

tionally organized instead of herding all pupils into the same school,

it is hoped that the danger which confronts a democratic system of

education, that of leveling down to a dull mediocrity, will be averted.

Such a system no doubt has much to commend it; the interests of

democracy can be safeguarded through other methods than the

comprehensive secondary school, provided always that doors are left

open for the transfer of individual pupils from one type of school to

another so that each one finds himself in the school best adapted to

his needs and abilities.

* See Educational Yearbook, 1928, of the International Institute of Teachers College,

Columbia University, pp 39 ff. (New York, 1920).
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SCHOOL LIFE

Reference was made in the discussion of the aims of secondary edu-

cation to the paramount importance attached to character-formation.

It is this aim which is the most marked feature of English education,

but equally marked is the absence of any formula or definition or

theory of character or character-formation. From the point of

view of organization, the provision for character-formation, unlike

the extra-curricular activities in the high schools and colleges of the

United States, is unobtrusive, for the Englishman believes with

Wells "that what you organize, you kill
" Moral instruction as

such, or special courses in civics and citizenship, are but rarely found,

and yet the ideals that are sought by such instruction are inculcated.

In the day schools and especially in the grant-earning schools re-

ligious instruction has a place in the curriculum, but in general

religious influences are left to be taken care of by the home and the

churches; in the boarding schools great importance is attached to
tlje

school chapel and the religious influence which can be exercised by
masters with a sympathetic understanding of boys.

So far as direct relations between teachers and pupils in the class-

room are concerned, opportunities for training in conduct are seized

as they arise. Corporal punishment still survives, but is no longer

administered eitherwith the severity or the frequency of former days.

The greatest effectiveness in the formation of character is attained

outside the classroom. Originating in the boarding schools, which

had to provide opportunities for some outlet for youthful energies,

the fundamental principle which is universally accepted is that the

best method for the formation of character consists in the develop-
ment of a community spirit, a feeling of corporate life, an esprit de

corps, of which the required school cap and badge and the school

colors are the external symbols. This means that the school stands

lor something more than instruction, that it has customs, standards,

and traditions that must be lived up to. The school is a living organ-

ism, a society in miniature which imposes standards of living and of

conduct reflecting the standards of the society around it. In this

community the teachers play their part, but unobtrusively and in the

background. They are ready to advice, to codperate, and to give

encouragement and stimulus, but leadership and direction are left

to the pupils. Such a system gives a teacher with a hobby or some
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pet enthusiasm opportunities which are rarely found in the schools

of Europe. The control lies, not in the authority of the teachers, nor

in the rigor of discipline, but in a personal sense of duty, of noblesse

oblige, acquired by years of apprenticeship followed by opportunities
for leadership, on the principle that those who wish to govern must
first learn to obey
The standards of conduct are in replica th<?se standards that make

for the smooth running of any society. Honesty, uprightness,

unselfishness, cooperation, give and take, fair play, playing the game
these are some of the ideals that the English school seeks to culti-

vate. The organization of corporate life, with the absence of organ-

ized cliques like fraternities and sororities, provides opportunities for

the emergence of leaders and for the exercise of initiative, it develops

ability to see the other man's point of view; it trains in tenacity of

purpose that is often unreasoning, but a tenacity based on the feeling

that even the most uncongenial task once undertaken must be carried

to a finish, whether for the group, the school, or the community. But

the system has its dangers whether from the subtle tyranny of which

the adolescent is at times capable, or from the narrowness and ex-

dusiveness of small communities, such as are the boarding schools,

shut off from contacts with other worlds than their own.

Such are the ideals that are held to constitute the ends of character-

training. The means are those that any healthy-minded group of

adolescent boys and girls would adopt. Athletics, games, sports

loom large in the schools as they do in national life, but they have

been saved from that exploitation which has menaced their proper

educational influence in American high schools and colleges. To give

all pupils an opportunity of participating in physical activities, al-

though participation in most of the boarding schools is compulsory,

the greatest variety of athletics and games in addition to formal

gymnastics and drill are encouraged football (Rugby and soccer),

cricket, tennis, fives, hockey, lacrosse, swimming, cross-country

running, and track. In recent years rambling, hiking, and camping
have become increasingly common and popular, Athletics, however,

do not constitute the only outlet; any form of adolescent activity

which is of social value or which emerges from the interests of various

groups has its devotees debating societies, literary and scientific

societies, stamp-collectors' clubs, natural history dubs, wireless dubs,

photographic clubs, chess dubs, music dubs, dramatic societies, glee
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clubs, school orchestras, scout and girl guide organizations, the school

magazine, and many others. Running through all these activities

is tie system of self-government, the prefect or monitor system, in

which, except in the gravest cases, discipline is to a large extent en-

trusted to the older pupils, a practice which not only trains in quali-

ties of leadership, but also inculcates a rule, often forgotten, that the

duty of obedience is of equal importance with ability to lead.

2. FRANCE 1

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT

Creation of lycees and colleges. Cof the leading countries of the

world there is probably none which has clung so tenaciously to its

ideal of secondary education as has France. Formulated in the

seventeenth century the ideal of culture generate has persisted to the

present day despite modifications which may have been introduced

from time to time, and has been rigorously preserved under the

highly centralized system of administration. The modern form of

secondary education was inaugurated in 1802 with the establishment

of the lycees which abolished the system created under the Revolu-

tion^/
Under the Act of 1806 a national system of administration was

created and two years later was placed under the charge of the

Imperial University, which administered the lycees directly, super-

vised the communal secondary schools or colleges, and inspected all

private schools. In 1808 the Ecole Normdle Sup&rieure was created

by law and opened in 1810 to prepare teachers for the secondary
schools. The subjects of instruction in the lycees y

as prescribed in

1809 ^d extended to the colleges in 1812, included "those studies that

are needed to prepare students to enter the faculties" Latin,

Greek, French, history, mythology, geography, mathematics in the

first five years, and logic, metaphysics, ethics, optics, and astronomy,
or mathematics, natural history, physics and chemistry, in the last

year. A seventh year, devoted mainly to philosophy, was added in

1814. For some twenty years secondary education was dominated

by a reactionary spirit, an emphasis on classics, and mistrust of

modern studies and sciences.

Demand for modernization. Despite a profound belief in the

educative value of the classics, which had produced so many leaders

1 For a more detailed history of French secondary education see Kandel, I L , History
of Secondary Education (Boston, Houghton Mifflm Company, 1930)
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in French life, had given the nation a fund of common ideas, and had
cultivated good taste and appreciation of the beautiful, there was

spreading the opinion that the secondary schools were too remote

from the real world. In the interests of French commerce, agricul-

ture, and industry, and because of the rapid expansion of the sciences,

it was felt that the curriculum must be modernized. Schools were

authorized in 1829 to establish courses for special groups "in sciences

and their application to industry, modern languages, and the theory
of commerce. 57

Guizot sought a solution by establishing higher ele-

mentary schools in 1833, but popular sentiment looked askance at

this type as a substitute for the fully privileged secondary school.

Bifurcation. In 1852 secondary education was reformed by the

establishment of a common course of three years, followed by 'a

bifurcation into two courses, one literary and the other scientific,

and both with a core of common subjects. One course led up to the

baccalaureat es lettres and the Faculties of Letters and Law, the other

to the baccalaureat es sciences and the Faculties of Science and

Medicine, and the special schools (les grandes ecoles), or to industrial

and commercial pursuits. Eleven years later, in 1863, the system of

bifurcation was suppressed by Victor Duruy for a variety of reasons
!

pressure on the pupils, selection of the scientific course to escape

Latin, lack of teachers of modern foreign languages. Duruy at-

tempted to meet the need by creating a special course (I'enseigne-

ment special} giving a three- or four-year continuation of elementary

education, to prepare foremen, managers, and minor officials. The

new course was unpopular from the start; it was felt that it was in-

tended for pupils incapable of pursuing the regular course of the

lycee, and it failed to carry with it the prestige of the lycee.

Unrest in Secondary education. The unrest in secondary educa-

tion began to increase after the Franco-Prussian War. Reforms of

various degress of importance were introduced, but the system was

not thoroughly overhauled to satisfy all demands until the close of

the century. The problem of secondary education was still discussed

in terms of subjects best adapted to give a liberal education, which

usually meant a comparison of the value of classical and modern

subjects. A serious attack had been launched against the classics in

1885 by R. Frary in his le question du Laton, in which he demanded a

complete reform of secondary education to give France her rightful

place in the world competition. Educated opinion* and this in-
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duded the views, not only of educators in schools and universities,

but of the leaders in French social and political life was opposed to

an attack on the existing regime. The determining factors in organ-

izing a curriculum were, it was felt, the educational and disciplinary

values of the subjects rather than demands of utility. The true

aims of education should be the cultivation of a taste for study, train-

ing in methods of work, and the development of ability to under-

stand, assimilate, and even to create. The chief means of education

lies in letters, which develop neatness, precision, and logic; which

elevate and ennoble by intercourse with great minds and the ex-

amples of perfect masterpieces, and which transmit the heritage of

ideas and traditions embodying the experience of the best endowed

races. Specialization at an early age must be avoided. There was

a further reason for the faith in the classics, and that was, in the

words of M. Greard, that "classical culture is the basis of our litera-

ture, of our arts, of our history, and of all our traditions. It has

been the leaven of the genius of France. It is the school of thought,

and of the thought that liberates."

Reform of 1902. In 1898 a Parliamentary Commission on Educa-

tion was appointed under the presidency of M. Alexandre Ribot.

The Commission after an extensive inquiry recommended that the

classical tradition be maintained and strengthened, but that the

modern course, which had been introduced in 1890, should be ex-

tended and given equal recognition so far as the privileges of second-

ary education were concerned. In 1902 the system wa$ reformed

and classical and modern courses, leading to a single baccalaurtat,

were established side by side. The new system provided for a

course of seven years, divided into two cycles of four and three years

r^pfif
ri'veiv TTip first cycle allowed a choice of two sections, one

with Latin and the other emphasizing French, sciences, and drawing.
Greek could be taken up in the third year. The first cycle was to be

complete in itself, and to lead to a certificat d'&tudes secondaires on the

recommendations of the faculty and the record of the pupils. In

the first two years of the second cycle a choice of four courses was

available, as follows: (i) Latin and Greek; (2) Latin with more
advanced study of modern languages; (3) Latin with, more advanced

study of sciences; and (4) modern languages and sciences., At the

close of each course students could present themselves for the first

part of the examination of the baccataureat* fin the last year, the
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seventh, a choice between specialization in philosophy or in mathe-

matics was offered, followed at the close by the second part of the

baccalaureat.

The choice thus lay between Latin and modern languages and

sciences; the common subjects were history and geography and

mathematics and sciences; but the last two groups of subjects were

allotted more time in the modern course. The secondary school thus

attempted, though with varied content, to retain the French loyalty

to the classical spirit and to incorporate, side by side with it, the

scientific spirit.

The reform was a compromise and satisfied no one. Criticism of

the whole educational system was intensified during the War. Not

only was there discontent with the reform, but new demands were

added, particularly for better articulation between elementary and

secondary education and for an increase of opportunities for second-

ary and higher education. It was widely agreed that secondary edu-

cation should be open to ability irrespective of class and that it should

be general in character rather than specialized, but in any event its

purpose would be to impart a liberal education and to select an elite

for positions of leadership. A group of educational reformers, Les

Comj>agnons de V University Nouvelle, aroused nation-wide interest by
its demand for a thoroughgoing reform of the whole system of

French education with provision for a number of differentiated

secondary courses following a common elementary education and

adapted to the various needs and capacities of the pupils.

The Berard reform.1 The reform undertaken by M. Leon Berard,

who became Minister of Public Instruction in 1921, was destined to

disappoint most of the demands. He proposed to abolish the system
of 1902 and to replace it with a new system which would require four

years of compulsory Latin and two years of compulsory Greek, fol-

lowed by two optional courses, classical or modern, for the next two

years, and culminating with a year of specialization in philosophy

or mathematics. The arguments for compulsory classics were based

on the spiritual affinity between French and classical culture and the

disciplinary value of a classical training. The claims of democracy
could be met, not by subject-matter, but by making all secondary

education sufficiently accessible to all pupils of ability, irrespective

1 For a detailed account see Kandel, I L
, The Reform of Secondary Education in France '

(New York, 1924).
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of their social origin. The new system, which had been the subject of

serious and protracted discussion in Parliament, but without a vote

until after the decree was published, and which became a major

political and educational igsue, was promulgated by a Ministerial

Decree of May 23, i923./Almost before it could go into effect there

was a change of Ministry^ and M. Berard's successor, M. Francois

Albert, by a decree issued in August, 1924, repealed the compulsory

requirement of Latin and Greek and restored the modern language

option By a series of decrees and regulations the present system of

secondary education was organized in 1925. }

THE PRESENT SYSTEM

Provision and supply. Secondary education is provided in two

types of schools, lycles and colleges, organized separately for boys
and girls. Under special conditions to be noted later, girls may be

admitted to boys' schools and young boys to the lower sections of

girls'
'

schools. The lycies are provided and maintained wholly by
the State. The colleges are institutions established by municipalities

with the approval of the Ministry of Public Instruction which takes

into consideration the ability of the locality to support such a school

and the need for it. Since 1925 every municipality which has a

colUge or desires to establish one must enter into a contract with the

State and furnish a guarantee that it will maintain the school for ten

years. The cost of a colUge is now divided between the State and

the municipality, the State undertakes the payment of salaries to

the regular instructional staff and supervisors of boarding pupils

(mattres d'mternat), and the municipality is responsible for the

provision and maintenance of adequate buildings and equipment.
Fees for tuition are collected by the municipality and transferred to

the State, which returns from ten to fifteen per cent to the munici-

pality as a contribution toward maintenance charges. Revenues
derived from fees for boarding pupils are retained by the municipal-

ity. How these arrangements will be affected by the progressive
abolition of fees has not yet been determined, the burden will in all

probability be assumed by the State.

Beyond these administrative differences there is another distinc-

tion between the lycfos and colleges. As a general rule teachers in

the lyctes must be agrtg&s] teachers in colUges must hold the lower

qualification of the licence, in general other members of the staff of
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the colleges possess lower qualifications than their colleagues in similar

positions in the lycfos. Otherwise, the curriculum, courses of study
and standards are identical in the two schools.

Organization. Both lycees and colleges may receive day pupils,

semi-boarders and full boarders. Tuition fees were charged in all

schools until 1930, when they were abolished for the first class with

the understanding that they were to be abolished for all pupils year

by year until free secondary education was provided,
1 For poor

pupils of ability a scholarship system, which has always existed, has

been considerably extended in the last ten years. In 1913 the amount

spent on scholarships by the Government was 3,000,000 francs; in

1930-31 the amount was raised to 51,616,666 francs and for 1931-32
an appropriation of 57,645,666 francs was to be devoted to scholar-

ships in secondary, higher elementary, and technical schools. It is

a senous reflection, however, on the attitude of certain grades of

society that they will not avail themselves of the opportunities pro-

vided for secondary education by the abolition of fees and the pro-

vision of scholarships. Many parents of the artisan or peasant class

fear, not only that the incidental costs of a protracted education

may prove burdensome, but that such an education will remove the

children from the class to which they belong.

Most secondary schools have preparatory sections in which tui-

tion is charged and which parallel the elementary school system.

The work of these sections was definitely directed to prepare for

admission to the secondary divisions, included subjects in their

curriculum which would be regarded as secondary, and was taught

by teachers with special qualifications. Since 1924, however, all

distinctions between the classes preparatories and the primary school

up to the end of the cours moyens were abolished; teachers in the

preparatory sections are required to have the same qualifications

and are inspected under the same system as teachers in the elemen-

tary schools* In 1925 provision was made for the admission of these

sections of pupils from the elementary schools free of tuition, regard

being had in the selection to their ability and promise to continue

in the secondary school and the available accommodations. These

measures were adopted as installments of the proposal to establish

a common school system (ecole unique) and to equalize for children

1 In September, 1932, M. de Monzie, the Minister of National Education, expressed' his

intention of securing the abolition of tuition fees for secondary education in 1933
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of all classes opportunities for secondary education. The progres-

sive abolition of fees was begun in 1930 with the same end in view,

but it is not intended, for the present, to make secondary education

free for all in the sense in which this phrase is employed in the United

States. Secondary education, indeed, continues to be selective, and

the abolition of fees has been accompanied by provisions for the

maintenance of scholarship standards as a condition of what is

regarded as a privilege; selection and gratuite must, the French say,

go together. For pupils of ability there are scholarships and main-

tenance grants which have been discussed above (p. 127).

The regulations for admission to the secondary divisions that

is, the lyctes and colleges are somewhat indefinite. Pupils who

complete the work of the preparatory sections are promoted auto-

matically to the lowest class of the secondary school (sixikme) ; pupils

who obtain scholarships may be admitted to the second class (a-
qwi&me) ; pupils who hold the c&rt^fica,t d'&tudes primaires (see p. 416 f.)

may be admitted to either of these classes; other pupils may be ad-

mitted on probation to the lowest class and retained on a decision of

all the teachers of this class.

Separate schools are provided for boys and girls, but boys may be

admitted to the preparatory sections of girls' schools under certain

conditions proximity of the school to the home or the presence of

an older sister in the school. Until 1930 girls were only admitted to

boys' schools if there was no separate school available for them in

their locality, but are never admitted to schools with a larger enroll-

ment than two hundred pupils and never to a number in excess of

fifty, a figure which is scaled down in proportion to the number of

boys in the school concerned. Where an adequate number of girls

was available, but was not large enough for the establishment of a

college, a municipality might create cours secondaires; this somewhat

unorganized form of secondary education often furnishes the nucleus

for the later establishment of a college. If no other facilities were

available, girls might be admitted to the sixth year (premiere) or the

seventh year (classe de philosophic or classe de mathZmatiques) to pre-

pare for admission to the special higher institutions (les grandes

Scales). In 1930, according to a circular issued by the Ministry
(February 4), permission was given to admit girls to any secondary
school up to a maximum of fifty without regard to the number of

boys enrolled, when the number of girls exceeds fifty, a separate
school must be established for them.
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Not only are there separate schools for boys and girls, but the

courses are to some extent distinct. After the War in particular the

number of girls who desire to prepare for the baccalaurfat and to

proceed to the universities began to increase. Until 1924 the girls'

schools provided a single common course of five years leading to the

dipldme de fin d'ttudes secondaires, with special arrangements for

those who wished to prepare for the baccalaurfat. In 1924 the system
was changed; the general course, culminating in the dipldme, was

extended to six years, and a seven-year course, similar to that for

boys, leading to the baccalaur^at, was organized.

Except for the six-year course for girls, which leads to the dipldme,

and which may be extended since 1931 to a seventh year in prepara-
tion for the dipldme complementaire d'&tudes secondaires with special-

ization in philosophy or science, the length of the courses in lyctes

and colleges is seven years, the classes being numbered from sixikme to

premiere, and culminating in a classe de philosophic and a classe de

mathtmatiques. Promotions from one class to another are made at

the end of each year by the principal on the basis of the combined

reports of all the teachers by whom the pupil has been taught.

Pupils are marked on a scale from zero to 20; a mark of 10 exempts
a pupil from further examination; a pupil who receives a mark below

10 must take an examination after the summer vacation, on the basis

of which he is promoted or required to repeat the year. The first

part of the baccalaurlat is taken at the end of premt&rej the second

after the classe de philosophic or the classe de math&natigues. In

a number of schools provision is made for students who have ob-

tained the baccalaurfot to continue in special classes (classes de

maihlmattgues speciales, classes de rh&toriques supfrieures) to prepare

in an additional year of study for the competitive examinations ad-

mitting to the special higher institutions (les grandes fcoles).

There are no definite prescriptions for the size of classes, but it is

expected that the regular classes will have an enrollment of from

thirty to thirty-five pupils. The maximum may be rafced to forty

in the four highest classes, for classes in science and history the regu-

lations suggested an organization for from forty to fifty pupils.

With the rapid increase in the number of pupils enrolled in secondary

schools in the last few years, combined with economies in the pro-

vision of additional teachers, the average size of classes for the

country has also increased considerably.
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The school staff. The staff of a secondary school consists of the

principal (known as the proviseur in the lycfos, principal in the col-

leges, and directrice in girls' schools); of censeursj responsible for

the supervision of discipline; of economats or bursars, responsible

for financial administration; of professeurs, variously graded accord-

ing to qualifications and years of service and subject-matter fields

that is, general academic subjects or special subjects such as

drawing, music, gymnastics; repetiteurs in boys
7 and repttitrices in

girls' schools, assistants responsible for the general disciplinary and

instructional supervision of day pupils, who may after a period of ser-

vice be appointed as professeurs adjomts; and maitres and mattresses

d'tnternatj assistants responsible for the supervision of boarders.

Internal administration. Each lycee and each college has an ad-

ministrative board (conseil d'administration) with a membership in

the case of a lycee consisting of the rector of the academy, an acad-

emy inspector, the prefect or under-prefect, the mayor, the! prin-

cipal, the bursar, elected representatives of the staff, and representa-

tives of parents of pupils in the school and of the alumni. On the

administrative board of a college there are additional members

representing the local public health office and chambers of com-

merce, agriculture, and trade and industry.1 Each board is required

to meet four times a ygar.| The duties of the administrative board

include consideration of the finances of the school, the appropriate-

ness of the courses to local needs, and the appointment of a member
to visit the school in the company of an academy inspector and the

principal and to report once a quarter on the external conditions of

the school.

There are associated with many of the secondary schools alumni

associations (associations d'anciens ileves) and comties de patronage,

whose function is to promote the welfare of the pupils by the es-

tablishment of scholarships and prizes and advising pupils at the

time when they leave school.

(For instructional purposes there are two councils. JThe first, the

consetl de classe, consists of the teachers of each class who meet four

times a year for the purpose of cobrdinating the work of the class

represented and to avoid overpressure of the pupils. The second,

the conseil d'enseignement, consists of the teachers grouped by sub-

jects or by allied subjects, meeting at the beginning and end of each

year to coordinate and articulate the work of the school as a whole,
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to secure a certain degree of harmony in methods, and to provide
measures for the avoidance of repetition and overlapping.

Purpose of secondary education. The purpose of French second-

ary education, which underlies all reforms, remains essentially un-

changed and continues in the best French tradition. Secondary
education is definitely provided and organized to secure an elite, and,

whatever modifications may be introduced with the fuller develop-

ment of the movement for the icole unique, they will still be based on

the principle that the function of education as it advances upward
is selective. The types of abilities to be selected may be amplified,

but the fundamental purpose will still remain the same; or, in other

words, the future will see the organization of a system of selection on

the basis of more differentiated courses. Accepting the logic of

individual differences, French educators and statesmen interested in

education do not recognize that there is any incompatibility between

selection and democratic ideals; any other solution, they fear, would

involve the serious danger of colorless mediocrity and lowering of

intellectual standards. At the same time the extension of educational

opportunities, supported by the abolition of fees and the award of

scholarships and maintenance grants is generally accepted as the

basis of a solution of the problem of education in a democracy;
careers must be open to talent irrespective of wealth and social class.

This principle has always been recognized and the careers of the late

President of the Republic (M. Doumer) and the former Premier

(M Laval) are modern examples of it, but the door to advancement

has not been opened as widely as it might have been. The economic

changes through which France is slowly passing from an agri-

cultural to an industrial society and the social changes which may
result therefrom are important factors which are today leading to a

broader conception of the scope of secondary education.

Few countries, however, approach the problem of the character of

secondary education with such clarity of aims and objectives as does

France. The starting-point rests on the firm conviction that the

predominance of French culture which France has now enjoyed for

nearly three centuries, and which she has contributed to a large

part of the world, must be preserved. The purpose of secondary

education is,,accordingly, to trans^jtr gft
'ner
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culture g$nrale',

the attainment of the purpose is to be secured by a culture d'esprit,

an elusive term to which the English translation, intellectual train-
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ing, can by means do justice. It does not imply merely verbal

mastery of French or other cultures, ancient or modern, or of sciences

and mathematics. It means the utilization of these subjects and the

methods of their acquisition for the attainment of those qualities

which are the marks of the educated man. These axe a sense of

balance, moderation, orderliness, liberty, humanism, reason, and en-

lightenment (lumi&re). Through Etudes d&sinteresses, general studies,

French secondary education aims to cultivate judgment, taste,

appreciation, and an ability to think clearly and logically, for ce qui

n'est pas clair n'est pas Franqais. The success of such an education is

measured, not in terms of ability to reproduce knowledge and in-

formation, but in power to use abstract ideas, to see the general in the

particular. More concretely expressed, the measure of a sound lib-

eral education is ability to speak well and to write well (lien dire et

bien tcrire), not because of an exaggerated emphasis on elegance of

language and style, but because such ability is the outward indica-

tion of clear thinking. Hence the emphasis that the French more

than any others place upon command of their own language, the

study of foreign cultures, whether ancient or modern, as of other

subjects, is directed to a better appreciation of the mother-tongue.

This explains the recent movement for the coordination of various

subjects in each year and the reminder to the teachers
"
that they are

not specialists, each one giving instruction independently of his col-

leagues, but that they are collaborators participating in a common
task and pursuing one end cooperatively."

x But intellectual train-

ing is not the only end sought by an education which emphasizes

clarity of thought and reasoning. Underlying this aim is also a

moral purpose on the principle of Pascal, TravaMons done & bien

Denser, c?est le princife de la morale.

According to the Instructions on the secondary school course:

It is not the function of secondary education to prepare pupils who have a
definite profession in mind nor even to point them toward one or other of the

great intellectual routes in which the activities of man deploy themselves.
It does something more and better, its task is, without preparing for any-
thing specific, to make the pupils apt for everything. It forges m them,
with the care and diligence of the artist, conscious of the growing difficulty of

his task, the powerful and delicate tool for their future conquests, that is, a

vigorous and fine intellect, ready for all the beautiful adventures of the
mind. . At an uncertain age in which tastes, interests^ and aptitudes begin

1 ArrUes of September 23, 1930, and April 30, 1931
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to manifest themselves without any surety whether they are still artificial

and temporary or real and permanent, the r61e of the teacher is precisely to

prevent the pupil from throwing himself wholly on the side of his youthful
whims*

Curriculum and courses of study. The present organization of

the lycees and colleges for boys, and to some extent of the courses in

the lycees and colleges for girls, preparing for the baccalaureat is

based on the regulations of 1925. The essential features of the plan
then introduced are as follows: All pupils are required for the first

six years to follow the same courses in the general subjects In the

first four years there is an option between Latin (Section A) and mod-
ern foreign languages (Section B) ,

Greek has been made optional for

pupils taking Latin and is begun in the third year, when pupils in

Section B add a second modern foreign language. In the fifth

(dasse de seconde) and sixth (classe de premitre) years the options are

classics (Section A), Latin and modern foreign languages (Section

A1
), and modern foreign languages (Section B). In order to provide

a balanced course for all and to correct the defects of the reform of

1902, the other subjects French, language and literature, history,

geography, mathematics, and sciences are the same. The aim in

general is to prevent early specialization, and to give a liberal educa-

tion on both the literary and scientific sides. The coordination of

the courses in each year and throughout the six years is one of the

tasks assigned to the class councils (consents de dasse) and the coun-

cils on instruction of the school as a whole (conseils d'enseigmmenf)*

Only in the last year, after the first part of the examination for the

baccalaureat has been passed, is opportunity provided for specializa-

tion in the dasse^de philosophie and the dasse de mathtmatiques.

The work of the secondary schools is crowned by passing, at the end

of the seventh year, the second part of the examination for the bac-

calaureat which entitles to admission to the universities. The bac-

calaureat is a step toward the competitive examinations (concours)

for admission to the great special institutions at the university level

(les grandes ecoles), students usually remain in those lycees, where

they are provided for an additional year of preparation for the con-

cours either in the classe de mathematiques speciales or classe de

rhetoriques supeneures.
1 A somewhat similar plan is recommended for the making of courses of study in Prussian

secondary schools a market contrast to the American practice of making out programs of

unrelated subjects for each pupil
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The revision of the time-schedule, the emphasis on coordination of

subjects, and certain restrictions on the amount of homework to be

done have been dictated by a desire to reduce the pressure (surmen-

age) on the pupils. (Although the movement against surmenage in

all types of schools began with the parents, there are many who seem

to test the success of a school by the amount of work done by the

pupils at home. In addition to the measures taken in the regulations
which have introduced supervised study periods and recommend the

prohibition of homework for both boarders and day pupils after the

evening meaL/the Instructions of 1931 stress the part that methods

of instruction may play in reducing the pressure on the pupils. One

aspect of secondary education, which France shared with Germany,

appears to have been overlooked, the social and economic pressure to

secure the privileges (sanctions) which accompany the successful com-

pletion of the secondary school course. This pressure is in turn af-

fected by the character of the examinations.

The courses of study (Programmes de VEnseignement Secondaire

des Garqons) are prepared and issued by the Ministry with the co-

operation and advice of the Higher Council of Public Instruction and

are expected to be known by administrators, teachers, parents, and

pupils. There is to be noted in the latest courses of study a'tendency
to stress the idea that they are intended to be suggestive only and to

leave a greater latitude to the teachers themselves in the actual

choice of the work to be done within each class, provided that care is

taken to secure coordination throughout the whole school. (Two

general principles are expected to be observed by all teachers; every

lesson, whether in the literary or in the scientific branches, must al-

ways be a lesson in the correct use of French, and the paramount aim

in every lesson in literature must be to develop lasting interests,

taste and judgment, and a lofty appreciation of the meaning of
life.,

The latest revision of the courses of study, based on the criti-

cisms and recommendations of the Commission on Pressure (sur-

menfrge) in the Schools, reiterates in every subject thq importanre nf

avoiding an emphasis on detailed facts and jflformartirm a-r>H on

erudition; attention is to be directed to the attainment of the ulti-

mate objectives of general culture a well-trained rather than an

overstocked miad
;
cultivation of taste, awakening of sympathetic

and intelligent appreciation, stimulation of curiosity and intellectual

interests. Teachers are warned that what is prescribed in the courses
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of study for each class is intended as a maximum, which is too often

made the minimum, with accompanying pressure on the pupils.

Too many teachers, because of their own special preparation or in an-

ticipation of the examinations for the baccalaurfat, tend to lay too

much stress on the acquisition by the pupils of minute details of

scholarship, and to overload the pupils by insisting on the memori-

zation of information which is often irrelevant and useless.

The aims of the courses in languages and literature are to give the

pupils on one side a thorough command of language as a vehicle of

thought and ideas, and on the other to acquaint them with the great

masterpieces of the world. The first aim, however, is not to be se-

cured by abstract and theoretical studies of grammar, syntax, and

style, but a knowledge of these should grow out of their applications

in actual use. Thus, scientific philology and comparative grammar
have no place at the secondary level All instruction in this field is

to be directed to the main end, the acquisition of general culture

rather than minute scholarship. At the same time the study of

foreign languages must be directed, not only to the cultivation of

literary taste and critical judgment, but must serve to introduce the

pupils to an acquaintance with the modes of life and thought, the

civilization and culture of the people whose language is being studied,

with the additional acquisition in the case of modern foreign lan-

guages of a spoken mastery of the language. The last aim can be

fostered by the exchange of pupils, vacation camps, and international

correspondence. The choice of the first language is left to each

school which should be guided by the needs of the majority of the

pupils or of the local situation, and may be made from English,

German, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, Russian, and Arabic. Fi-

nally, since direct moral instruction is no longer included in the cur-

riculum until the course in philosophy is reached in the 'seventh

year, the study of languages and literature can contribute to the for-

mation of character through intercourse with great minds and great

masterpieces, through the cultivation of humanism in its broadest

sense.

In history and geography the same emphasis is placed in the

courses of study and the Instructions accompanying them on avoid-

ance of excessive detail. Both subjects must -be made living and

picturesque, appealing to imagination as much as- to intelligence.

The pupils should be expected through history and geography to
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acquire an appreciation of the distinctive features and general
characteristics of a period, a civilization, or of a country. In

history they should obtain a thorough conception of the succession

of a chain of events, just as in geography they should appreciate the

interrelation of geological, physical, economic, and political factors.

In both subjects instruction can be made living and concrete by the

use of visual aids, the study of sources, and by excursions. The
course of study in history introduces the pupils to the history of the

world from the days of prehistoric man down to the present, while

stressing in the later classes the history of France and of the world

since the middle of the nineteenth century In geography is included

a study of the whole world culminating in a special study of France

and the main features of the physical, anthropological, and economic

aspects of the subject.

The courses in mathematics and sciences have been revised in the

same spirit as the literary subjects; excessive attention to details

is to be avoided. Mathematics is earned in the first six years up to

algebra (progressions and logarithms) and solid geometry, the

study of advanced algebra, analytical geometry, trigonometry,

statics, and astronomy is left to the special class in mathematics.

The sciences include zoology, botany, geology, physiology and

hygiene in the first four years, and physics and chemistry in the

last three, natural sciences are again included in the last year.

The aim of science instruction is to give the pupils a clear idea of the

experimental method and of the meaning of scientific theory, both

of which are to be acquired, not through the mechanical acquisi-

tion of informatioiX) but through actual observation and experi-

mentation, criticism, and verification of a law. The time devoted

to the sciences is to be divided equally between classwork with

demonstrations and laboratory work.

Art as a separate subject was introduced in the course of study

issued in 1926. It is a required subject for all pupils in the fourth

year and for pupils in sections A1 and B in the fifth and sixth years.

Theaim is neither to train specialists DOT critics, which would indeed

be impossible in the half-hour a week assigned to the subject, nor to

give a systematic course in art history, but to develop appreciation

aad taste thxough the study of the great masterpieces of painting

and sculpture since the Renaissance period. .This course in aesthetic

appreciation includes ifot only painting and sculpture but archi-
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lecture, furniture design, and contemporary decorative art. The

method of instruction is analogous to that used for the cultivation of

literary appreciation, the explication de textes, an emphasis on the

whole rather than an excursion into technical details. Indeed, the

most effective instruction in art will go hand in hand with history

and literature; the pupil should he trained to enter into the senti-

ments and thoughts of the artist, to learn the silent language of

form and color.

1 The whole course of secondary education is crowned by the

study of philosophy in the last year, a feature which the French

themselves regard as one of the most important characteristics

of their secondary school system. The course aims to give an

elementary introduction to psychology, logic
r
ethics, metaphysics,.'

The teacher in charge of the course may in addition select for in-

tensive study some special phase such as history of philosophy,

experimental or abnormal psychology, aesthetics, formal logic, soci-

ology, and the science of language or one or more outstand-

the philosophical works. The purpose of the course is to enrich

ing pupils' intellectual grasp and to lead them to formulate a

synthesis of what they have studied. Breadth of view, enlighten-

ment, and independence of judgment are the objectives to be at-

tained Here perhaps more than in any other subject is the em-

phasis placed on freedom for growing personalities, and the whole

course is to be regarded as an apprenticeship in intellectual freedom.

The chief danger to be avoided in the study of philosophy at this

stage is abstract thinking, which is to be the goal gradually reached

by utilizing the previous studies and concrete examples within the

range of the pupils' experience. As far as possible the course should

be an exercise in group thinking of the whole class in collaboration

with the teacher.

JMethods of instruction. An analysis of the courses of study
would leave the impression that the emphasis is placed upon the ac-

cumulation of a great amount of facts and information Such an

impression is confirmed in many cases by observation of classroom

procedure. Too many teachers are in the habit of dictating notes

and of lecturing even in the lowest classes. In the hands of the bet-

ter teachers, however, instruction becomes an art, and, despite an

apparent prescription of details in the courses of study, the true

scholar is free to roam at will in his own field and not only to inspire
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the pupils with a reverence for knowledge and for scholarship, but to

train in methods of independent study and mastery. None the less

the Instructions repeatedly warn teachers against too much emphasis
on detail, a quantitative rather than a qualitative emphasis.

Every school task should above all be an invitation to reflection, to re-

search, and an appeal to intellectual initiative, however modest that may be;
it must not encourage the habit of mechanical work, limited to an assign-
ment. Everything that amounts merely to copying or rewriting of notes,
to purely detailed and automatic busy work should be abandoned (Instruc-*

tions, 1931.)

is more characteristic of French instruction than the

method of explication de textes, w;hich, developed first in the teaching
of the classical languages, has been adapted to the needs of the French

and modern foreign languages. AThe primary aim of this method is

to teach pupils how to read critically and with intelligence, to train

their ability to enter intellectually and emotionally into the real

spirit of any passage which they may read, and to cultivate a sym-

pathetic understanding of an author's meaning. But literary appre-
ciation of this type is not attained without trained effort, there is in-

volved in it more than attentive reading. The method of explica-

tion de textes requires detailed attention to everything that contrib-

utes meaning: language and style, the contemporary setting and

background of a passage, familiarity with its place in the history

of literature and of thought, ability to compare and contrast with

similar and different types of literature, and finally, the submission

of the result of such analysis to criticism, which becomes more re-

fined and discriminating as the pupil grows in trajpiriff
and maturity^

The explication de textes is to literature what observation, experimen-

tation, and verification are to the sciences and mathematics; it is a

training in research, not necessarily to discover something new, but

to enable the pupil to put himself in the place of the author whom he

may be reading. The method does something more than cultivate

intelligent reading; it aims to develop intellectual curiosity and activ-

ity; it stimulates the pupil to pursue clarity of thought and ideas, to

solve his own difficulties, to be ready to ask and to answer questions

arising out of any text; and finally, to read a passage aloud with in-

telligence and the proper emotional expression. While the method

is directed to an end beyond itself, it furnishes at the same time a

technique which is of inestimable value to the student. It represents
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an effort to avoid learning about literature and to initiate the pupil

in methods of proceeding direct to the literature itself.

In such a method the textbook and manual have little place. In-

deed, the textbook plays an unimportant part in classroom proce-

dure. [At the worst teachers replace the textbook by lectures and

dictation of notes, at the best the cah^ers or notebooks which pupils

are required to keep for each subject are the substitutes of the text-

book. In the cahiers the pupils note down, either with the teachers'

aid or in the course of their own reading, .the essentials of the sub-

jects for which they will be held responsible,/ In this task they are

assisted by the teachers in the periods set aside for supervised study

(travaux diriges). Textbooks and manuals are used as works of

reference Despite the efforts of the authorities and the teachers to

inculcate methods of study, the pressure of examinations, particu-

larly for the baccalaurea^ does lead to cramming (bachotage) and the

use of compendia offering short cuts to learning.

The baccalaureate The final test of the successful completion of

secondary education is the examination for the baccalaureat, which

is at once a leaving certificate and a certificate of admission to any
of the faculties of the university. The examination for the bacca-

laweat is taken in two parts, the first part at the end of the sixth is

based on the work of the dasse de premiere, and the second at the end

of the seventh year is based on the work of either the dasse de philos-

ophie or the dasse de math&matiques. A fee of fifty francs is charged
for each part. The majority of the candidates present themselves

for the examination in each series conducted in July; others, in-

cluding those who fail at the July session, have another opportunity
in October The examinations are conducted at university centers

and other towns designated by the Minister of Public Instruction

before examining boards composed of professors and instructors in

universities and teachers in secondary schools, selected under cer-

tain conditions either by the deans of faculties of letters and of

sciences or by the rector of the academy. The conduct of the ex-

amination, which is both written and oral, is governed by special

regulations as to method of marking written work, apportionment of

time between different subjects, and the length of each oral test.

The questions and problems for the written examinations may be

prepared by the Ministry or by the deans of the faculty of letters or

the faculty of sciences in their respective fields. There has been a
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tendency to increase the number of written tests as offering better

evidence of knowledge and intellectual ability, and to give the can-

didates a choice of three questions on each paper.
1 Candidates who

fail in the written tests are excluded from the oral Each test is

weighted and candidates are graded on a scale from zero to 20, 10

being the passing mark. The school record (liwet scolatre) of the

pupil is taken into account in assigning the final mark. The final

records are "pass" (10/20 of the marks), "satisfactory" (12/20),

"good" (14/20), and "very good" (16/20). Written examinations

are given in the following subjects which vary with the section pur-

sued by the candidates:

First Part

Section A: French essay, translation from Greek and Latin, and problems
in mathematics and physics

Section A 1
: French essay, translation from Latin, a test in a modern foreign

language* and problems in mathematics and physics
Section B: French essay, tests in two modern foreign languages, and prob-

lems in mathematics and physics.

The oral examination includes the following tests:

Section A: Explication de textes in French, Latin, Greek, and a modern

foreign language, and questions on history, geography, mathematics, and

physical sciences

Section A 1
. Explication de textes hi French, Latin, and a modern foreign

language, and questions on history, geography, mathematics, and physical

sciences.

3ectwn B- Explication de textes in French and modern foreign languages,

and questions on history, geography, mathematics, and physical sciences.

The examinations in the second part cover the following subjects:

Second Part

Philosophy: Written examination: A philosophical thesis and problems in

physical and natural sciences

Oral examination,' Questions in philosophy, literary studies, history,

geography, mathematics and cosmography, physical and natural sciences,

and on a modern foreign language
Mathematics Written examination . Problems in mathematics and physical

sciences, and a philosophical thesis

Oral examination- Questions on mathematics, physical and natural

sciences, philosophy, history, geography, and a, modern foreign language.

* At the July session (193*) of the Higher Conned of Public Instruction, the Minister, M.
Mano Roustan, introduced a proposal to reduce the number of written and oral tests;

Whether fcandidat^s would be'examined in languages or in mathematics and science would be

determined by lot
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In order to ensure uniformity of standards, all reports bearing on

the examinations must be submitted to a committee of members se-

lected from the Comttes consultalifs de VEnseignement Supfrieur et

Secondawe, which assesses the results, from time to time compares
them with the results attained in previous years, and submits a re-

port to the Minister of Public Instruction.

The examinations for the baccalaureat have been the subject of

constant review almost since their establishment. Based on the

courses of study according to the regulations, they tend to exert

pressure on teachers and pupils to master all their details, which is

not the intention. The examiners are drawn in the majority from

the universities and are accordingly inclined to view each subject

from the point of view of their own field of specialization. It is

gradually beginning to be recognized that the technique of examining
is an art not possessed by every scholar. There is in addition a

little uncertainty whether the present type of examination can be a

real test of the attainment of the chief objective of secondary educa-

tion, culture generale, or can serve as a method of measuring ability

and aptitudes.

Viewed from the standpoint of students and parents, the bac-

calaureat is a serious hurdle to be overcome, not because it is a test of

scholarship or of intellectual training or of culture generate, but be-

cause its possession is an essential prerequisite, not only for admission

to the universities and the competitive examinations for admission

to the special institutions, but to many intermediate careers. The
baccalaureat has in a sense an educational, social, and economic value.

Hence it becomes an important preoccupation both of students and

of parents. The good student will work hard in preparation for the

examination because he realizes how much there is to learn, the poor

pupil because he realizes his own limitations. Accordingly, however

much the teachers may attempt to avoid cramming, there is a sus-

picion that many pupils rely more on the handy compilations of

questions set in previous examinations and on convenient manuals

prepared in the various subjects on the basis of what the market will

demand. Cramming (bachotage) is perhaps inevitable in any .sys-

tem of examinations which follows traditional lines (although it is

doubtful whether any successful substitute has yet been discovered),

but its existence does not'detract from the standard or quality of the

education given in the French secondary schools. Slowly French
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educators are beginning to see the implication both of cramming and

of the examination results and are beginning to realize that some

measures must be taken to guide and distribute pupils after the

primary stage into types of courses best suited to then: abilities;

for the best minds the present secondary course may still be found to

be the best.

There is in some quarters a feeling of unrest concerning the

standards of the baccalaureai in recent years. There are those who

profess to see a lowering in these standards and who claim that stu-

dents with no further preparation than the baccalaureat are not ready
to undertake university studies in the faculties of letters and sciences.

M. Lapie, rector of the University of Paris, suggested shortly before

his death (January 24, 1927) the establishment in all faculties of

courses preparatory to advanced education at the university level.

Similar courses already exist in the classes de maihimatiques speciales

and de rhetonques superieures, which follow the baccalaureat and pre-

pare for the special higher institutions. M. Lapie argued that

Between secondary education whose aim is to impart general culture, both

literary and scientific, and higher education, where each student limits him-

self to his special field, there should be established an intermediate course

also specialized, in which some would devote themselves wholly to sciences

while others would study literature exclusively, but sufficiently general so

that the lawyers, should not be ignorant of history and historians of philos-

ophy. And who knows but that the introduction of the preliminary year
would not make it possible to settle to the general satisfaction the irritating

question of the baccalaureat'? Would there be any disadvantage in leaving
the award of this title to committees composed wholly of members of the

secondary school teaching body?

This suggestion has met with considerable opposition through fear

lest the prestige of the baccalaureat, granted on internal examinations,

would be lowered. Not much consideration has been given to the

question whether the lowering of standards, if it is real, may not

be due to the increased enrollments and to the absence of adequately
differentiated courses. The whole problem is intimately bound up
with the proposed reorganization of the educational system on the

plan of the ecole unique.

The baccalaureat examination is a qualifying examination, and

as a general standard: bevond this, there is another

tion which is competitive in character and exercises to a certain ex-

tent the same influence as the open competitive scholarships in
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England. This examination is the concours general, a national com-

petitive examination open only to boys and girls selected from the

pupils in the last two years of the course. The subjects of the ex-

amination are based on the courses of study of the classes de pre-

miere, philosophic, and mathematioues. i The candidates, selected

by the teachers of these classes or of subject-matter divisions, must

be below eighteen years of age in the year of the competition for the

lower concours (clause de premiere) and below nineteen for the higher

(final year) ;
each school may submit from two to six candidates, the

number varying with the enrollment in each class, in each subject.

The subjects of the examination and the duration of each test are as

follows:

Classe de Premiere* French essay, 6 hours; Latin translation, 4, Latin prose,

4; Greek translation, 4; history and geography, 6, mathematics, 5

Classe de Philosophic: Philosophical thesis, 6 hours; history and geography, 6.

Classe de MatMmaHques: Mathematics, 6 hours, physics, 6; history and

geography, 6.

An examination common for all candidates is given in drawing

iThe papers in each subject are set by the Ministry and examined

by speaarcommittees appointed by the Minister. The list of can-

didates is drawn up in order of merit; prizes are awarded to the first

three on the list and an honorable mention up to a mayimum qf ten.

The prize winners (laureats) are expected to attend at the prize dis-

tribution which takes place annually at the Sorbonne and is re-

garded as the crowning feature in secondary education. Success in

the concours general carries some distinction, but no privileges; the

announcement of the results of the concours and the ceremony of the

prize distribution tend to focus national interest on secondary educa-

tion, second only to the more personal and immediate interest in the

results of the laccalaureat examination.

The following table gives the results of the laccalaureat examina-

tions in July, 1929:
Part I

SECTION A A1 B
Number of candidates

applying . . 3,325 6,387 4,580
examined 3,299 6,302 4,507

Failed in written test . . 1,736 3,682 2,674
Failed after oral test

., 341 437 446
Passed .. ... / 1,222 2,183 1,387
Percentage passed 37 34 6 30 7
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SECTION

Marks

Very good
Good
Fair . .

Satisfactory

Total examined

Total passed

Percentage passed

i

53

297

871

A 1

6

73

584

14,108

5,792

40 05

697

B

45

342
1,000

SECTION

Number of candidates

applying
examined

Failed in written test

Failed after oral test

Passed .

Percentage passed

Range in academies

Part II

PHILOSOPHY

13,929

13,816

5,466

1,697

6,653

48.1

36 7 to 71 9

MATHEMATICS

6,009

5,915

2,109

687

52 7

29 6 to 29 3

Marks

Very good . . 18

Good 221

Fair . 1,559

Satisfactory . 4,855
Total examined 19,731

Total passed . 7,575

Percentage passed 38 .4

8

163

835

2,113

In 1929 there were still a number of students who had followed the

old division of courses. The results in the laccalaurZat examinations

taken by these were as follows:

SECTION

Number of candidates

applying .

examined

Faikd in written test

Fatted after oral test.

Passed.,.., . . . .

Percentage passed . i

LATIN- LATIN-
GREEK MODERN

LANGUAGES

1,722

1,706

660

263

783

45 8

7,466

7,4^5

3,723

735

2,947

39 7

LATIN- SCIENCE-
SCIENCE MODEBN

LANGUAGES

2,050

2,032

825
211

996

49

3,320

300

45 7

Range in academies 34.4*059.5 29, 4 to 50 i 39- 2 to 64 33 i to 59 5
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LATIN- LATIN- LATIN- SCIENCE-

SECTION GREEK MODERN SCIENCE MODERN
LANGUAGES LANGUAGES

Marks

Very good ..24 *

Good .. 14 *8 19 47

Fair 122 590 170 293

Satisfactory 645 2,285 807 I
> 1 7

Total examined 14,463

Total passed . 5> 245

Percentage passed . 36 i

Secondary education of girls. The provision of public secondary

education for girls in France is of comparatively recent origin. The

foundation of the present system was laid in the law of M. Camille

See, passed in 1880. The schools established at this time made no

provision for the preparation of girls for the baccalaurfot, which be-

gan to be demanded by an increasing number of girls after 1900.

The attitude toward and the restrictions placed upon the admission

of girls to boys' schools have been discussed above (p. 680). It was

not until March 25, 1924, that a decree was passed for the reorgani-

zation of the system, the details of which were defined by the arrGte

of July 10, 1925. Two courses were created in the lycees, colleges,

and cours secondaires (or colleges in process of organization) for

girls, the first was an extension of the general course from five years

to six with the inclusion of the following subjects: French, modern

languages, mathematics, science, history, geography, and drawing.
To these subjects pupils working for the diploma of secondary educa-

tion (dipldme defin d'ttudes secondaires) were required to add house-

hold management, handwork, music, ancient and foreign literatures

in translation, psychology, and ethics. Girls who wish to continue

their studies for an additional year may specialize in philosophy
or science and after another examination obtain the dtpldme comple-
mentaire d* etudes secondaire. The standards and requirements of the

second course leading to the examinations for the baccdaureat are

the same as in the schools for boys, with some slight modifications to

provide for instruction in household subjects. Wherever possible
the pupils in the two sections follow a common course, the differentia-

tion increasing progressively in the last three years of the second

course. By the arrttt of July 10, 1925, the courses of study issued

for boys
9

secondary schools were made applicable to secondary
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schools for girls with such modifications of the time-schedule as may
be demanded by their special needs.

The total enrollment of girls in public secondary schools In 1930
was 59,339 (37,*9$ in lycees, 17,446 in colleges, and 4,695 in cours

secondaires) as compared with a total of 138,301 in boys' secondary
schools (83,764 in lycees and 44,537 in colleges). Included in these

figures are pupils enrolled in preparatory classes, if these are ex-

cluded, there were enrolled in secondary education proper 174,097 in

public schools and 128,161 in private schools.

School life. The atmosphere of the French secondary school,

whether for boys or for girls, is colored by the fundamental objects

for which they exist. The English and American emphasis on char-

acter-formation through the organization of the corporate life of

the school is not stressed; character-formation as an end of education

is not ignored, but the approach to it is almost wholly through the

reasoned life As was pointed out earlier, the humanistic subjects

in particular are to be used as instruments for its development.
There is also another aspect: secondary education, crowned by the

baccalaurlat, is competitive in so far as it is regarded as the avenue

which leads to preferred positions in professional and administra-

tive, careers. Accordingly, the pupils are subjected, not only to the

pressure of the schools themselves, but also to family, social, and

economic pressure which tend to reenforce the intellectualistic at-

mosphere of the schools. Where the English or the American parent

shows perhaps a greater interest in the athletic or personal achieve-

ment of his children, with a somewhat lukewarm interest in their in-

tellectual progress, the French parent's attention is directed to in-

tellectual achievement. This emphasis has been criticized for nearly

four decades and attention began to be directed to the other aspect

by M. Demolins in his book A quoi tient la Superiority des Anglo-

Saxonsf which appeared in 1897. A few experimental schools, such

as the Ecole des Roches and the Ecole deNormandie, have attempted

to establish a new type of school, a blend of the French and English

tradition. These experiments, however, and others based on simi-

lar principles, have on the whole not caught the imagination of the

French public. The regulations in fact prohibit the formation of

associations among the pupils with officials, insignia, and a body of

1 The Enghsh translation was published under the title Anglo-Saxon Superiority; To

What It ts Due (New York, n d )
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rules, these do not apply to the creation of athletic associations.

Here and there a few public schools have attempted to encourage
athletic activities The character of the school buildings themselves,

with little more provision for exercise than a small court, does not

provide the space necessary for extensive movement. The time-

schedules provide periods for recreation between classes* Muni-

cipalities and sports clubs are urged to place open spaces at the dis-

posal of the schools without expense. LThe regulations require that

pupils, particularly boarders and semi-boarders, be taken on walks

(promenades] twice a week on Thursdays and Sundays, but even on

these occasions opportunities for instruction are not to be neglected,

such as nature study, visits to old chateaux, important ruins, battle-

fields, and so on, from time to time a whole day may be devoted to

an excursion^

The Government, however, has for the past two decades sought to

encourage the development of athletics and sports throughout the

educational system In the regulations, at any rate, their importance
for the development of personality, ideals of self-government, physi-

cal agility, and endurance have for long been recognized. It is only

within the last three years that actual steps have been taken to pro-

mote their expansion by the provision of government grants. Sec-

ondary schools are urged to encourage the organization of sports

clubs and athletic associations to be affiliated with the national

Union des Soci&tes franqaises de sports athletiques. Considerable

inertia on the part of the pupils and a great amount of fear and sus-

picion on the part of parents will have to be overcome before such a

program becomes effective. According to the regulations pupils

may only participate in games and athletics with the written authori-

zation of their parents, who must also in a signed statement under-

take not to hold the school officials responsible for accidents. The
Union has made arrangements to secure at low rates insurance

policies against accidents incurred on the playing-field. In the mean-

time the Government, inspired by the examples of Germany and

Italy, is rapidly developing its propaganda in favor of wider interest

in physical activities throughout the country and is encouraging

municipalities to set aside playing-fields and to build stadia. This

movement may in time exercise an influence on the secondary schools

which is lacking at present.

The new unrest in secondary education. France is again passing
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through one of those educational crises which marked the develop-

ment of secondary education during the nineteenth century. There

is general unanimity that the traditions of French culture must be

preserved and continued at all costs. For the time being the secular

conflict between the advocates of the classical and of the modern

humanities has been settled; science and mathematics have been ac-

cepted by both as a necessary part of a well-balanced liberal educa-

tion. The unrest of the present is different in kind from that noted

in the nineties (see p. 675). It is no longer a question of what sub-

jects are of most worth, but of the type of education to be provided in

the post-primary period, the secondary stage, for the increasing body
of pupils to whom educational opportunities are to be opened.

During and since the War, however, the French themselves have

become somewhat disturbed about the validity of this as the only

conception of secondary education. The unrest has been brought
about by a large number of factors: the large percentage of elimina-

tion and mortality in secondary education, the fact that secondary
education is still largely the privilege, not only of a minority, but of

a minority drawn from the well-to-do classes; that the work of the

schools is hampered by the presence of pupils who are retained be-

cause their parents can afford to keep them in school; and that the

country as a whole is not drawing on the talent and ability of all

classes. Finally, France is passing through an economic change from

an agricultural to an industrialized society, a change which is open-

ing new opportunities for ability which is not trained, and which is

bringing with it a realization that leaders must be prepared not only
for intellectual but for a great variety of other careers. This unrest

has found expression in the movement for the fcole unique, which is

the center of proposals to reorganize the French system of education

and to adopt a broader conception of the scope of secondary educa-

tion.

The principle of the foole unique, a common school system, was

enunciated during the War by Les Compagnons de l
y
Unwersit&

Nouvelle, a group of young educators who formed an organization

to promote the complete reorganization of the French educational

system. The fundamental idea inherent in their proposals was the

organization of a system that would promote the interests of the

nation as a whole; that would eliminate class distinctions, that would

provide equality of opportunity for all; and that would, as a result,
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utilize all the resources of talent and ability wherever found. The

implication was not a common, identical, or uniform education for

all above the elementary stage, but the inauguration of a system in

which all branches of education would be properly coordinated and

in which pupils would find that education that was best suited to

their abilities.

Widespread interest in a common school. The proposals of Les

Compagnons attracted widespread attention, and since the War have

been the chief subject of discussion and debate, not only in profes-

sional circles, but in lay newspapers and magazines and in Parlia-

ment. In the last few years they have become the center of acri-

monious political debate. The opponents of the faole unique profess

to see in it an attempt to establish a uniform, state-controlled system,

and an attack on the nght of parents to select private (and in the

main clerically controlled) schools for their children. This attack is,

however, specious, for fundamentally the movement for the icole

unique is intended to promote the greatest efficiency in national edu-

cation, first, by bringing all education, some of which is still under

the charge of various ministries, under the supervision of a national

Ministry of Education; and secondly, to establish a system of co-

ordinated schools at various levels for the recruiting and training of

ability, wherever found, not merely along the traditional intellectual

lines, but along whatever lines France in her present stage of develop-

ment may need leaders. The ideas underlying the movement were

well summarized by Anatole France, in La Vie en Fleuri

The same education for all, rich and poor All will attend the primary
school Those among them who show the highest aptitudes will be allowed

to have a secondary education, which, without fees, will bring together on the

same benches the tlite of the bourgeois and the 6hte of the proletarian youth.
From this tlite will proceed an lliie to the higher schools of science and art.

M. Leon Bmnschvieg explained the ideas by an analogy:

It is important that all the children of France should be considered alike as

living plants, whose spontaneous growth will be assured by the same methods;
only the trunk will be allowed to grow up to a certain height before the

branches are permitted to shoot out without the opposition of any artificial

obstacle to the expansion of their being, whose innate powers will raise each

up to the level designed for it.
1

In 1924 M Francois Albert, Minister of Public Instruction in

1 Un Ministcre de VEducation Nationde, p. 79 (Paris, 1922).
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M. Harriot's Cabinet, appointed a Commission de VEcole Unique to

inquire into the problem; the Ligue de VEnseignement appointed its

own Commission, and the problem was discussed in a series of lectures

at the Ecole des Hautes Etudes Societies. These are cited as examples,
out of many hundreds, of the interest in the subject of the common
school. The general trend of the discussion has been in favor of a

reorganization of the school system into four levels: (i) a common
elementary education (ages six to twelve) ; (2) a lower secondary level

of four years (ages twelve to sixteen) ; (3) a higher secondary level

(ages sixteen to nineteen); and (4) a higher level in universities,

technical institutes, and similar centers

Changes since 1925. Of these tendencies some have already been

realized. Since 1925 a common primary education has been adopted
for all children up to between the ages of eleven and twelve. Pupils

are not required to attend the same school, but whatever school they
attend within this period follows the same curriculum, is taught

by teachers with the same qualifications, and is inspected by primary
school inspectors This provision means that the advantages
hitherto enjoyed by pupils who attended the classes elemeniaires

or preparatoires, associated with the secondary schools, are now
abolished. These classes still continue to charge fees, but the work

is not directly preparatory to the secondary schools All pupils

who are candidates for admission to the secondary schools accordingly

start on an equal footing. Another contribution to the realization

of the ecole unique has been the institution of a common scholarship

examination for candidates who wish to enter the secondary, the

higher primary, or the technical schools; not only may candidates

hold these scholarships in either one of these schools, but they may,
after an exploratory period, transfer them from one to another.

The money set aside in the budgets for scholarships has been increased

considerably in the last few years. Transfer from the higher ele-

mentary schools to the upper section of the secondary school proper

has been facilitated.

Circumstances, rather than principles, have, however, hastened

the development of a common school at the second level (ages twelve

to sixteen). In an effort to secure retrenchment it was proposed, in

1925-26, to dose the smaller secondary schools usually colleges

maintained by municipalities and having small enrollments. In

order to save these institutions, higher elementary or technical
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schools, or in some cases both, were brought together under the same

roof as the colleges, and teachers were used, where possible, inter-

changeably in the two or three types of courses.

The existence of this situation was recognized in the publication

of a decree (October i, 1926), in which provision was made for in-

struction in subjects common to the first four years of the secondary

school and to the preparatory and the three years of the higher ele-

mentary school in institutions where the two courses were being

given The common subjects are: French language and literature,

a modern foreign language, arithmetic and algebra, natural sciences,

drawing, and physical exercises. Both courses are under the direc-

tion of one principal and teachers may be used interchangeably in

each. The time-schedule for such institutions is as follows:

TIME-SCHEDULE IN SECONDARY AND HIGHER ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS
COMBINED

* An additional hour may be added but is optional
t An additional half hour may be added but is optional

Since pupils in the higher elementary and technical schools are

free scholars, parents of pupils in the secondary sections proper, the

colleges, protested against the exaction of fees. In 1928 the Govern-
ment decided to abolish fees in the cosmopolitan schools, a decision

which affected about one hundred institutions. Parents of pupils in

the colleges now protested against the payment of fees in the upper
sections, the third level of the proposed tcole unique, and these also

were abolished in 1929. Since these decisions were obviously unfair
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to parents who continued to pay fees in secondary schools to which

higher elementary or secondary schools were not attached, the Gov-
ernment adopted the decision to abolish all fees for secondary educa-

tion, beginning in 1930 with the lowest class, and advancing progres-

sively year by year until their abolition throughout the secondary
schools. By a vote taken on January i, 1931, Parliament com-

mitted the country to the acceptance of the principle of free secondary
education. It is estimated that the cost to the Government of the

assumption of the burden of the fees will amount ultimately only to

about fifty-eight million francs or one sixth of the total cost for

secondary education. The abolition of fees, which is already opera-
tive in the two lowest classes, has been marked by a rapid increase in

the number of entrants, which at the beginning of the year 1931-32
amounted to about 22,000. Measures have, however, been taken to

prevent too rapid an increase in the enrollments by the requirement
of a scholarship standard which pupils must reach if they wish to be

allowed to remain in a school.

The problems of selection and equality. The development of

free education at the second level has raised a number of serious

problems. The first is that of selection. It is objected that the

standards of admission to the various schools at this level are higher

for poor children with ability, who are selected by competitive schol-

arship examinations, than for the children of the rich who are ad-

mitted to the lyc&es and colleges by entrance examinations. The
Commissions already mentioned have advocated the establishment

of a Permanent Commission for Selection and Guidance in the Min-

istry of Education (Commission Permanente de Selection et d'Orienta-

tiori), which would devise satisfactory methods for assigning pupils

to the type of schools that is best suited to the abilities of the pupils.

The second problem is that of extending the equality of opportuni-

ties- The abolition of tuition fees is only a small contribution to the

solution of this problem. Many parents are ignorant of the opportu-

nities already available; others withhold their children from second-

ary education because they need their help, in work or wages, at the

earliest possible opportunity; prolonged education would not merely

involve loss of wages, but additional expense for books, clothing, and,

frequently, board away from home. Children of teachers and wards

of the nation (cMWren who lost their fathers in the War) are already

provided for in these matters, if they can meet the standards. The
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only solution is to take the next step implied in the democratization

and equalization of opportunities, and that is to extend the system

of maintenance grants (bourses d'entrefoen) to all deserving pupils.

The ecole unique is, then, according to a summary of M. Ducos,
from the point of view of the individual the right of every human

being to acquire the highest and clearest consciousness of the world

and of himself of which he is capable; from the point of view of the

State it is its duty to provide the individual with the means of attain-

ing this end; it also implies at the same time the duty and right to

stimulate and to recruit the elites, the duty and the right to prepare

them by the most appropriate methods. In other words, France is

conscious today of the need of educating not merely one type of

leaders (elite) the intellectual type produced by her traditional

secondary education but a variety of types (ehtes] as demanded

by her changing social, industrial, and commercial conditions.

Democratization and the old traditions. The democratization of

education in France implies, then, an extension of educational oppor-

tunities according to ability. The more advanced education be-

comes, the more selective it is to be, but along differentiated lines.

On one point all the supporters of the reforms are agreed, that there

shall be no surrender of the quality of education. The traditional

characteristics of French culture are to be preserved and promoted.
This France feels that she owes to herself and to the leadership that

she has enjoyed for so long in the world of culture. The intellectual

elite is to be educated to safeguard the claims of general culture; that

is, that type of education that arouses a consciousness of the essential

problems that confront man as man and as citizen, that stimulates

an intellectual interest for all forms of life, that cultivates the habit

of going to the facts and from the facts to ideas, that develops an
all-round view and a delicate feeling for shades of meanings and
a critical judgment that is always ready to seize the manifold aspects
and relations of life. On this there is to be no compromise, but the

selection and training of the intellectual ehte is to be paralleled by
provisions for the selection and training of elites in other walks of

life.
1 In the words of M. de Monzie the problem of post-element-

ary education involves free tuition (gratuite), selection (s&kction) and
distribution (rationalisation).

In his address to the Higher Council of Public Instruction in
1 For references on the icole umque see p 136.
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January, 1927, M. Herriot, then Minister of Public Instruction,

stated:

Our task, in fact, is constantly to create an Shte. I, for my part, feel that

keenly. At a time when other forces, less noble, seek to establish themselves,
the educational system has the glorious privilege of maintaining the pres-

tige of the spirit, the sovereignty and independence of the idea It has the

duty of courageously teaching democracies that no greater danger menaces
them than misunderstanding of the r61e of the ekte, or, in other words, the

danger of leveling downward Our system by examinations and by competi-
tions maintains the most justifiable method of recruiting . Is it not in the

educational system that the republican ideal must be realized first, and thence

spread through the whole State?

3. GERMANY
HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT x

Reorganization after 1806. The meaning and problems of second-

ary education were nowhere so widely and intensively discussed as in

Germany during the nineteenth century. When Prussia a in 1806

emerged from the disaster inflicted upon her by Napoleon at Jena,

she at once began to direct her attention to the reconstruction of her

educational system as one of the essential bases for her recovery.

A Bureau of Education was created in 1808 in the Ministry of the

Interior, and in 1817 was made a part of the newly created Ministry

of Religion, Education, and Public Health. Wilhelm von Humboldt

(1763-1835), a scholar, philosopher, and statesman, was called to

take charge of the Bureau in 1808, and in the two years of his in-

cumbency he was able to give to education the direction that it

needed.

Germany's need at this time was an education which would

liberate the potentialities of the individual in the interests of a self-

governing community of fellow-citizens, patriotic, liberal, and

emancipated from the control of foreign culture. In the field of

secondary education this ideal had already been urged as the end of

a reorganization proposed under the term Neohumanism. The

neohumanistic movement sought to shift the emphasis in the sec-

* For a more detailed account of the history of secondary education in Germany see

Kandel, I, L,> History of Secondary Education (Boston, Houghton Mifflin Company, 1930).
9
Although the following pages deal with the development of secondary education in

Prussia, they represent in the main the general characteristics of secondary education in the

whole of Germany. This is due, not merely to the reciprocal recognition of leaving certifi-

cates for entrance to the universities of each State, but since 1875 'to the existence of an Im-

perial Educational Commission whose function was to supervise and approve standards.
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ondary schools from Roman life to Greek life and antiquities, and

to utilize this content, not for purposes of imitation but for spiritual

assimilation, for the cultivation of taste, judgment, and understand-

ing, for the discovery of the principles of creative activity, and for

the search for
"
the good, the true, and the beautiful." Wilhelm von

Humboldt was an ardent enthusiast for classical culture conceived

in this way and denned the aim of secondary education to be the

promotion of all-round culture (Allgem&ine Bildung). It was

around this concept of general culture that the conflict in secondary

education revolved for another century as the claims of new subjects

and the demands of a changing civilization began to make them-

selves felt. As developed by von Humboldt and his associates, the

purpose of secondary education was denned as the harmonious de-

velopment of all the powers, with all-round formal cultivation of

intelligence, mastery of languages, considerable attainment in

mathematics, and some familiarity with sciences and history;

Hebrew, French, and other modern languages were optional. Real

penetration into the spirit of classical culture, and assimilation of

its ideal masterpieces in form and content, were to inspire a new
creative age, which, through the activity and self-culture of the

individual, was to furnish the solid foundations of a new nationalism,

the expression of the living spirit and genius of the German people,

now emancipated from the domination of foreign ideals.

The institution which alone could give a course of instruction for

the attainment of this program, the Gymnasium, was placed in a priv-

ileged position and permitted to conduct a leaving examination

(Abttunentenprufung) which after 1834 became the sole method of

access to the universities. The successful completion of six years of

the course conferred the one-year military service privilege (/-
jahriger-fre^w^lhger Diensf), and eligibility to some junior positions
in the civil service. Schools that were not officially recognized as

Gymnasien adapted themselves to the new conditions and became

Recdschulen, Burgerschulen, or Progymnasien.
Reaction. Following the political reaction which took place in

1819, secondary like other branches of education was subject to

bureaucratic control and supervision and the ideal of general culture

was directed to serve the ends of the State. Under Johannes Schulze,
who had charge of secondary education from 1818 until 1858,

secondary education was more and more brought under the detailed
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regulations of the State. Teachers and pupils were rigorously con-

trolled, both in and out of school, uniformity and standardization

were introduced, and the breadth and liberalism of the neohuman-
istic spirit were gradually eliminated with a renewed emphasis on

Latin, which, under the first definite prescription of the course of

study in 1837, was assigned 86 hours out of a total of 280 hours

in the nine-year course. Greek, Latin, and mathematics absorbed

more than half the time (161 hours), the remainder was divided be-

tween French, religion, philosophy, history and geography, nature

study, drawing, writing, and singing. If Schulze overemphasized

scholarship at the expense of liberal education, he made a lasting con-

tribution to education by improving the preparation of teachers, not

only for the Gymnasium, but for other types of secondary schools,

and by raising their dignity and social status.

The Gymnasium, however, became the center of attack from a

number of directions. There were those who were disturbed by the

overpressure on the pupils and the neglect of their physical well-

being, some attacked Schulze's interpretation of Allgemeine Bildung
as encyclopedic and would have preferred to reduce the number of

subjects as instruments for the training of all-round ability; finally,

the monopoly of the Gymnasium was opposed by those who desired

to see more attention given to modern languages and sciences, or,

rather, who insisted upon differentiated types of secondary educa-

tion receiving equal recognition and leading to the same privileges.

The Revolution of 1848, however, led to a reaction in education as

well as in politics, and under Ludwig Wiese, who directed secondary

education from 1852 to 1875, a return was made to the ideals of the

Reformation period, with an emphasis on Latin and religious instruc-

tion. The regulations of 1856 subordinated still further German,

French, and science,

Demands for modernization. In the mean time secondary schools

other than the Gymnasium began to increase in numbers, largely in

response to growing demands for modern subjects and sciences. In

1832 the authorities organized a leaving examination from the higher

Burgerschukn and the RealscMen, and granted to successful .pupils

the privileges of the one-year military service and admission to lower

civil service appointments, but withheld state aid from them. It

was not until 1:859 that the authorities accepted a compromise

solution and organized the modern schools into two types r the
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nine-year Realschule erster Ordnung giving religion, German, Latin,

French, English, history and geography, mathematics and science

crowned by a leaving examination, and the six-year Realschule

without Latin. The privilege of admission to the universities con-

tinued to be withheld from graduates of the Realgymnasium, as the

first of these schools came to be known later, until 1870, when they

were admitted only to study mathematics, sciences, or modern

languages. The increasing pressure of modern demands following

the Franco-Prussian War led to the extension of some of the six-

year Reakchulen to nine-year schools (Oberrealschulen) ,
which were

officially recognized in 1878 to the extent of admitting their graduates

to technical high schools.

Reform of 1892. The conflict between the partisans of the three

types of secondary schools now became more embittered. The

question was not merely one of educational values and the recogni-

tion of the equivalence of certain subjects for cultural and disciplin-

ary ends, but a social and economic one. It was feared that the

extension of privileges to graduates of the two modern courses

would mean intense competition with the graduates of the tradi-

tional classical course. Numerous organizations were formed to

represent the claims of each form of culture, and countless proposals

for reform were put forward. The conflict was brought to a focus

by Kaiser Wilhelm II, who called a conference in December, 1890,
to investigate the courses of study, to eliminate useless information,
to reduce the heavy burden on the pupils, and to seek measures for

educating "national young Germans, and not young Greeks and
Romans." To some extent the summoning of the conference was

inspired by the fear of the spread of socialism through the increase

of an unemployed intellectual proletariat ( Hungerkandidateri).

Following the conference, but departing from some of its recom-

mendations, new regulations were issued in 1892, recognizing the

following types of schools: (i) the Realschule, the Progymnasium,
and the Realprogymnasium, giving six-year courses, and (2) the

Gymnasium, the Realgymnasium, and the Oberrealschule, giving

nine-year courses Schools with a common basis, following either

the Altona plan, begun in 1878, or the Frankfort plan, begun in

1890, were also sanctioned. In the detailed courses of study more
time was given to German, history, and religious instruction as the
common basis of all schools.
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Reform of 1901* The reform of 1892, while it defined the character

of each school and gave them a common basis in the core subjects,

failed to settle the heart of the conflict, the recognition of the equiva-
lence of each group of schools so far as privileges were concerned.

Following another conference in 1900, all nine-year schools were

declared to be of the same value for general culture, which meant
that their graduates would be admitted to the universities. Certain

restrictions depending upon the requirements of some of the faculties

(law, medicine, and theology) continued to be imposed upon grad-
uates of the Realgymnwum and the Oberrealschule. In 1901 revised

courses of study were issued, directed to linking the old and new-

cultures and to the promotion of the ends of German national life.

The aim of each school was to contribute to the whole national

culture through its own particular approach (classical, semi-classical,

and modern-language-scientific). Unity was to be assured as far

as possible through common elements and common subjects (Ger-

man, history, and religion), but mainly through uniformity of

aims.

Continued unrest The reform of 1901 was regarded as a com-

promise and did not quell the criticisms which were directed, not

only against the continued emphasis on the classics, but developed
from other angles. There were those who demanded a modern edu-

cation to prepare for modern life in an industrial age; there were

others who urged a strong emphasis on German life and culture even

to the exclusion of foreign languages; others again pressed for the

establishment of a common school system and closer articulation

with the elementary school. The outbreak of the World War only

served to intensify the criticisms and the agitation for more radical

reforms on the basis of German national culture and needs. Another

movement, which looked beyond the internal organization of sec-

ondary education and the question of educational values with a

limited range of subjects, centered around proposals for the complete

reorganization of the whole system of education, and the adoption of.

the principles of a common school system (Bwkeitsschule) . This was

a movement for the extension of educational opportunities on the*

basis of a common education for all up to^flie age of twelve and the

organization of a variety of secondary school courses differentiated

according to the needs and abilities of the pupils. A slight conces-

sion to the advocates of this reform was made during the War by
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the admission to secondary schools of gifted pupils from the ele-

mentary schools, selected by intelligence tests

The German Republic, established in 1918, thus inherited a large

number of problems in the field of secondary education. It was con-

fronted with the problem of securing better articulation between

elementary and secondary schools and of extending opportunities for

secondary education^ It had to reconsider the aims and purposes of

secondary education, for, despite the professions of the regulations in

1892 and 1901, Allgemeine BUdung or general culture was not attained,

partly because of the examinationsand partly because each teacher, an

intense specialisLin.his own field, virtually insisted on specialization

by his pupils and failed to relate his own subject to the major cultural

aim; the result was encyclopedism and mastery of information and

knowledge with failure to produce the real ends of culture judg-

ment, discrimination, taste, and appreciation. To encyclopedism

and scholarship the cult of personality had been sacrificed. Al-

though Germany had made during tie nineteenth century a greater

contribution than any other country to the preparation of teachers,

it was felt that they were too much dominated by the system and

not sufficiently free to depart from tradition and routine. The

whole problem of the secondary education of girls, which had grown

up independently of that for boys, had to be considered, whether

through coeducation or by the provision of separate schools which

would provide opportunities paralleling those provided in boys'

schools. Finally, there was a small group which felt that the domina-

tion of secondary education by privileges (Berechtigungen) perverted
the real ends of education to an education for status, social and

economic.

PROVISION AND ADMINISTRATION OF SECONDARY
EDUCATION

Secondary education in Prussia is provided in public and private

schools, but both types are equally under state supervision and no
school may be established without the approval of the state authori-

ties.
1 Public schools may be established either by the State or by

local authorities (Gemevnden). In order to secure permission to

establish a secondary school, a local authority must prove (i) the

need of the type of school which it is proposed to establish, and (2)
1 On the status of private schools see p 148 ff
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its ability to maintain such a school without state aid at any time.

The proposed site, building, and equipment must be approved, and

the local authority must undertake to follow the regulations of the

State in matters of the curriculum, course of study, and qualifications

and appointment of teachers. The same procedure must be followed

if it is proposed to change an existing school of one type into a school

of another type, or amalgamate schools of different types, or to close

a school entirely*

General administration and supervision. The supervision of sec-

ondary education is entrusted by the Ministry to the provincial

school boards.1 The professional members of the board (Ober-

schulrtiiej Oberstudienrbte> Stud^enrdte) are responsible for the inspec-

tion of secondary schools. The chief function of the inspectors is to

make themselves thoroughly familiar with the work and personnel of

each secondary school in their districts. They are expected to visit

each school at least once a year and to prepare a short report on

its characteristics and progress every four years. Stress is placed,

however, not on the reports, but on the personal relations between

the inspectors and the staffs of the schools under their jurisdiction.

They are thus responsible for the approval of time-schedules and

the distribution of the subjects, which are to be so organized that an

appropriate balance is maintained between them in the light of the

special aim of a particular school and of its general educative func-

tion as an institution for the development of character. The in-

spectors are required to discuss the work of the schools visited with

the whole staff and with individual teachers, to make recommenda-

tions for improvement in the light of their broader experience, and

to see that the recommendations are made effective, not by virtue

of his authority, but as the result of personal conference and discus-

sion. Provincial school boards may from time to time appoint

senior teachers (Oberstudienrttti) as special subject advisers (Fach-

berater), who may be assigned to visit schools and to assist at teachers'

conferences.

Until the publication of the Administrative Ordinance in 1918,*

each secondary school had its own board of governors ( Kuratoriwrn).

Since 1918 each* locality may create its own committee (Schulatts-

1 See p. ass .

*
Verwaltungsordnunt ftir sWdtosck Where Lcftfansttfttn, Eirltss vm I O&ftfcf rptf,

(Wwhwmstfo Twk&wuiabt,)
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sckuss), or, if the area is large enough, several committees for the

general supervision and administration of secondary education.

The school committee of a city consists of (i) the mayor or a deputy

appointed by him as chairman; (2) three administrative officers;

(3) three members of the city council, (4) two or three citizens

(including women) ; (5) two to four teachers, including principals*
*

The duties of a school committee are to exercise supervision over

the buildings and equipment, to prepare the annual budget; to co-

ordinate local and state regulations, to determine the grant of free

places and reduction in school fees; to act upon requests from teach-

ers for leave of absence of short duration or to undertake employ-

ment beyond their regular duties or to reside outside of the area in

which they are employed. The chairman of the committee, or some

professional member appointed by him, may visit schools and class-

rooms, but without any right to interfere with instruction, may ac-

company state officials on the occasion of an inspection, and may be

present at and participate in examinations The committee may
suggest to the appropriate city authority

x the names of candidates

to be selected for appointment as teachers or principals; these sug-

gestions need not be followed. In any case the definitive appoint-

ment is made by the provincial school board with the approval of

the Ministry, and the local authorities are restricted in the selection

of candidates to the eligible list prepared by the Ministry.

The school committees thus perform a dual function. From the

point of view of the provision of the fabric of secondary education,

buildings, equipment, and part of the teachers' remuneration, they

represent their locality, from the point of view of the smooth ad-

ministration of the internal affairs of the schools, they represent the

State. Irrespective, however, of whether they receive or do not

receive state aid, they have no right to interfere with the purely edu-

cational and instructional side of the schools, which are entirely

under the supervision of the state authority and the school principal
assisted by his staff. The principle upon which this division of

duties is justified is that the schools, whether provided by a locality
or by the state, perform a state function the education of all the
citizens for the-whole State. For the same reason all teachers in

public schools are state officials (Staatsbeamteri).

Internal acbninistration. (Responsibility for the internal adminis-
1 Whether this authority is the elected or the official council has not yet been established.
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tration of a secondary school is entrusted to the principal (generally

called Dwektor, or officially, Studiendirektor, or, in large schools with

more than fifteen classes and in double schools, Oberstudiendirektor).

The principal, who is appointed by the Minister, is the immediate

superior of his staff, a movement, which was pronounced after the

War, to designate him as merely a senior colleague, did not succeed.

The principal in state schools is directly responsible to the provincial
school board of his district, in city schools to the provincial school

board and the local school committee, to which he is required to

furnish information and advice when called upon. In relation to his

school the principal is responsible for the general maintenance of the

building and equipment and for the supervision of the progress of

education in its broadest sense. Particular stress has been placed

during the last two decades on the establishment of friendly relations

with parents of the pupils, and since 1918 on cooperation with the

parents' council which must be organized in each school.* On the

instructional side the principal has charge of the admission of

pupils, the assignment of classes and subjects to the teachers on his

staff, for the preparation of the time-schedules and courses of study,

and for the general progress and conduct of the pupils both in and

out of school In double schools and in schools with a large number

of boarders, the principal must himself give eight hours of instruc-

tion a week; in other schools, twelve hours a week. In the per-

formance of these functions he is expected to visit classrooms, to

participate in the instruction, to discuss problems of instruction with

each teacher personally, to familiarize himself with the work of each

teacher so far as concerns the assignment and correction of written

work and the selection of textbooks. If a school is a center for the

preparation of teachers, the principal with teachers who are specially

selected for the task must supervise the general training of the can-

didates (Studienreferendare), Finally, he must prepare an annual

report (Jahresbericht) on the progress of the school and approve the

inclusion of any other matter, usually a scholarly article, wKich

may be submitted.

The principal is assisted by Oberstotdienr&te, positions which were

created in 1920 and to which regular teachers are promoted for

special ability. Promotions to this position are made by the pro-

vincial school board; in city schools nominations for promotion <are

*
Seep, *93 I
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made by the school committee after consultation with the teachers

of the school concerned. The Olerstttdienrat, while continuing his

duties as teacher, is expected to relieve the principal of some of the

burden of his administrative duties so that he may devote more

attention to his supervisory functions. Among the duties which

may be assigned to the Oberstudienrat are the following: supervision

of instruction in his own special field, the administration of one

school in the case of double schools, the conduct of conferences of

teachers in the lower classes, and the regulation of the relations with

the parents of pupils in these classes; participation in the preparation

of teachers; and other tasks such as the preparation of statistics

and time-schedules.

The staff of each school consists of Oberstudienrate, Studienrate,

and teachers of such special subjects as music, art, gymnastics, and

manual work (Olersckidlehrer). t'The principal appoints teachers

jgho are to be responsible for each class \Klassenleiter or Ordinarius}.

In.theassignment * ^e c^ass teack^J^are is tek^J-Js!^6 lder

teacherTare not assignecf to the upper classes or the younger teacher^

to the lpwej!l Each class teacher moves up with his class for severaL

years. The class teacher is responsible for the general supervision

of his pupils both in and out oiLdass, supervises their progress, keeps
in touch with other teachers who give instruction to his pupils, pro-

motes, as far as possible, cooperation between school and home, and

must inform himself on the whole scheme of studies laid out for

his class during the year. The number of teaching hours per week
are defined by the regulations, and are as follows: twgit3fc&ZjaQyrs
a week up to the age of forty-five, twenty-three hours a week up to

the age of fifty-five, and twenty hours a week thereafter for Ober-

studienrate and Shtdwnrate, teachers of music, art, singing, gymnas-
tics, and manual work are required to teach twenty-five hours a week

irrespective of age, unless, in the case of teachers of music and art,

they have been promoted to the position of Studienrate*

Teachers' conferences. For the purpose of promoting the com-
mon aim of a school and securing cooperation among the teachers,

opportunities for discussion and interchange of views are provided
in the organization of conferences of three types: the Gesamtkon-

ferenz, the Klassenkonferenz, and the Fachkonfer&nz. The Gescm-

tkonferenzy or conference of the whole staff of a school under the chair-*

manship of the principal, meets once a month or more frequently at
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the request of one fourth of the teachers, and may discuss such

matters as the following: proposals for changing the type of school,

reorganization of classes, or modifications of the course of study;

requests for funds for equipment, revision of the school regulations
on discipline; school celebrations, lectures, excursions, and games
afternoons, requests for remission or reduction of fees, regulations
for homework and written class exercises

3 dismissal of pupils; ap-

proval of pupils' societies; problems of pupil welfare and vocational

guidance, and recommendation of candidates for promotion as

Obersctvulrdte. The Gesamtkonferenz may appoint a permanent com-

mittee of from three to five teachers to act in an advisory capacity to

the principal.

The Klassenkonferenz, which consists of all the teachers of one

class, meets whenever necessary to discuss: the amount and distribu-

tion of homework and written class exercises in accordance with the

regulations of the Gesamtkonferenz, the preparation of pupil reports;

the promotion of pupils; and the imposition of serious punishments
in so far as they are not required to be submitted to the Gesamtkon-

ferenz. The Fachkonferenz, or conference of special-subject teachers,

meets when necessary to discuss methods of instruction, without,

however, interfering in any way with the independence of each

teacher; the preparation of new or modifications of existing courses

of study; proposals for the introduction of new textbooks and

purchase of instructional aids; and suggestions for reading lists for

each year.

REFORM OF SECONDARY EDUCATION

Problems of reform. In the reform of secondary education fol-

lowing the War, the German States were confronted with a number

of problems. The first was the insistent demand for a complete

reorganization of the whole system of education in such a way as to

provide equality of opportunity for all according to ability. The

radical advocates of such a reorganization proposed the establish-

ment of a common school for all up to the age of twelve and of a

variety of secondary schools built upon this foundation* This and

similar proposals were rejected for a number of reasons, the chief

being the fear that a secondary education leading up to the universi-

ties could not be given adequately in less than the traditional Bine

years.
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There were, however, other problems which the reform had to

solve besides that of a complete reorganization of the system. The
traditional secondary schools had been definitely regarded as in-

stitutions for the training of leaders, as class institutions, and were

distinct from the schools for the masses in methods and content of

instruction. Not only was there a clearly marked gap between

secondary and elementary education, but despite the efforts made

since 1891 each type of secondary school tended to retain and culti-

vate its own particular identity without any regard for the develop-

ment of a common basis between different types. The result was

the crystallization of specific forms of secondary schools which

rendered increasingly difficult transfer from one to the other, while

in each school the emphasis tended to be placed on its own special

objectives whether classical, Latin-modern, or mathematical-

scientific, with a consequent loss of a national aim. With the

crystallization of forms and the difficulty of transfer, it became in-

creasingly difficult to provide for adequate differentiation for in-

dividual pupils, with the consequence that the pressure on pupils

for whom a particular course was not adapted became increasingly

burdensome. Finally, the schools were dedicated to the cult of

intellectualism and of scholarship, often to the neglect of the de-

velopment of other and equally desirable qualities of personality.

It was obvious to all that any reforms which might be undertaken

must provide for a common national aim in all the schools, must

encourage the fullest development of personality, and mustjDe based

upon the principles of elasticity and flexibility.

Preliminary preparation. The system of education has been

modified to some extent. The Constitution of 1919 provided that

all children should receive a common education for the first four

years in a common school, and that the school preparatory to the

secondary school should be abolished. Following the constitutional

provision, the Federal Government in 1920 passed a law establishing
the Grundschule or foundation school (see p. 140 f.), giving a common

primary education to all irrespective of class distinctions. The

purpose of the foundation school, as of the abolition of the prepara-

tory school (Vorsckide), is to give German children, at least for the

first four years of their education, a common fund of ideas on the

basis of national solidarity. The establishment of the Grundschule

had the effect of postponing the beginning of secondary education
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from nine to ten years of age and thus of extending the total length

of education to thirteen instead of twelve years. Since such an ex-

tension involved an additional year's expense on parents sending
their children to the secondary schools for the whole course, serious

protests were made against the requirement of four years of at-

tendance in the Grundschule. As a result, permission has been

granted to allow bright pupils to complete the course of this school

in three instead of in four years.

Admission to secondary schools. On completing the work of the

Grundschule normally in four years, or in the case of bright pupils in

three years, pupils may apply for admission to a secondary school.

The admission of pupils is administered by the school principal, who
must be guided by the ages of the pupils (pupils over twelve years of

age may not be admitted to the lowest class), the number of vacancies

in his school, the size of each class which may be concerned, and by
the ability of the pupils. There does not exist any uniformity in the

methods of admission./ In some localities, where definite working

arrangements "have been established between the lower and the

higher school, pupils may be admitted on the recommendations of

the teachers in the Grundschule, in others, each secondary school con-

ducts its own entrance examination, in still others, there may be a

common entrance examination for several schools. Where entrance

examinations are employed, two restrictions are imposed, first, the

standard must be that of the Grundschule, and the subjects must in-

clude only general knowledge (Hevmatkunde), German, arithmetic,

and drawing; and second, the examination must be conducted by
mixed committees representing teachers in the Grwndschule and the

secondary school. The pupils' school records must always be taken

into consideration, and other methods of examination (e.g., tests)

may be employed, but only to supplement the traditional methods.

Pupils who pass the examination, but who cannot be admitted to

the school of their choice, may be referred to other schools, pupils

who fail may not repeat the entrance examination for a year,

Fees and free places. The entrance examination thus serves as

onejnethod of selection. Another is the cost of secondary education.

Free secondary education has not yet become a question of practical

politics; the charging of tuition fees is in fact accepted as a definite

principle. In Prussia the fees are so adjusted that they supplyjjne

third of the cost of each pupil; in 1930 a fee of 250 Mark a year was
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established on the assumption that the cost of education of each

pupil is 750 Mark per pupil. The tuition fee in Prussia is the highest

in Germany, with the exception of Hamburg and Bremen. 1 Al-

though secondary education is on principle based on tuition fees,

certain adjustments are made; the fees may be reduced where several

children in the same family attend secondary schools the full fee

is charged for the first child, seventy-five per cent for the second,

fifty per cent for the third, and waived for the rest, but the intel-

lectual ability of the child and the financial ability of the parent

applying must justify such a reduction. To assist poor pupils of

ability, one fourth of the income from fees may be employed for the

remission of fees and the award of maintenance grants; in such

awards the principal of a school acts on the advice of his teachers'

conference. It is estimated that about thirty per cent of the pupils

in the secondary schools of Germany, the distribution varying

largely in different parts of the country, enjoy free tuition, while

another small percentage i admitted on reduced fees.

Types of schools. The Prussian reform of secondary education,

which was begun in 1924, proceeded on the principle that the his-

torical continuity of secondary education must be preserved, since

the types of schools which had emerged during its development in

the past century gave expression to certain national demands. The
Federal Educational Conference (Reichsschulkonferenz, 1920) had

recommended secondary schools with German cultural subjects as

the core, with more attention to current practical demands for civic

and social training, and with less emphasis on foreign languages not

adapted to the requirements of modern life. The Prussian reform

attempted to synthesize these demands with the retention of the

traditional types of schools, to which new ones were added. In

other words, instead of moving in the direction of a common second-

ary school with differentiated courses, it was decided to retain the

existing types, to cseatfc, a&least ojae new type, to concentration^
a common core in each, and to permit each type to develop its own

particular objective. In the secondary education of girls, which is

organized separately, the principle of the common school with
differentiated courses, adopted in the reform of 1908, has been

1 The general range of tuition fees is from 90 Mark in Bavaria to 360 Mark in Brenlen
These figures apply to state schools In aty schools they may, with the approval of the
state authorities, be higher or lower In some States the fees are flexible and are adjusted to

parental income (Thunugia and Brunswick) or even wealth (Oldenburg).
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continued. Coeducation has been rejected, and only in exceptional
cases may girls be admitted to boys' schools but only if a suitable

girls' school is not available, if the applicants are particularly gifted
and in good health, and if the application has the approval of the

parents' council in the school, of the teachers, and of the Ministry.
In 1929 the enrollment of girls in 427 out of a total of 1122 boys'
schools was 10,089, about 3 per cent of the total enrollment, nearly
one third (3385) of the girls were in Reformrealgymnasien, 1269 in

Oberrealschulen, 1388 in Realschulen, and 2009 in Aufbauschulen.

Rising on the foundation of the Grundschule, the three pre-War

types of secondary schools have been retained the Gymnasium,,
the Realgymnasium, and the Oberrealschule. These three types, with

two additional types adopted in 1922, the Deutsche Qb&rschule and
the Aufbauschule, are known as complete institutions (Vottanstdlten).

The Deutsche Oberschule, like the three traditional types, is a nine-

year school created since the War in response to the demand for

a school in which the emphasis would be placed on German subjects

and on German culture. It was intended by the proponents of this

type that foreign languages should be excluded. The universities

stated that they would refuse to admit graduates of this school as

matriculated students; a proposed compromise to include one for-

eign language was also rejected. The new school was accordingly

organized with two foreign languages, to which, however, less

time is devoted, and greater attention is given to German lan-

guage and literature and history and geography than in the other

types.

The Aufb&uschide, which is also a new type, was intended to pro-

vide opportunities for secondary education to pupils living in smaller

towns and rural areas. The abolition of the old normal schools

opportunely left buildings available for this purpose. The new school

type is intended for gifted pupik who have completed the seventh

year of the elementary school and are specially recommended, they

are thus normally about the age of thirteen when they enter the six-

year course of the Aufbcwschule* Like the other complete institu-

tions, the Aufbawckule prepares its pupils for the secondary school

leaving examination (Abitwientenptufwng) in six ye&rs through a pro-

gram of studies similar either to that of the Oberrealschule or to that

of the Deutech* OberscfaU. The Aufba^cMe has been recognized

provisionally by the universities, and has already made such pro-
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gress in popular esteem that it is being established in the larger cities

as well.

In addition to the complete nine-year schools, there are six-year

schools which in general run parallel to the first six years of the com-

plete schools. These incomplete institutions (Nichtoollanstalteri)

are the Progymnasium, the Realprogymnasium, and the Realschule,

paralleling the Gymnasium, Realgymnasium, and Oberrealschule

respectively.

Each of these schools has its own peculiar objectives, particularly

in Prussia. Thus the Gymnasium is devoted to the study of the

classical languages, Latin and Greek, the Realgymnasium to Latin

and a modern foreign language, the Oberrealschule to mathematics

and science, and the Deutsche Oberrealschule to German cultural

subjects. Since this type of organization tends to be somewhat

inflexible to the extent that pupils on entering any one of them have

no choice of courses, efforts have been made to introduce more

elasticity. Thus, in localities where the only available school is the

classical Gymnasium, pupils may substitute a modern foreign lan-

guage in place of Greek, particularly those pupils who plan to leave

school after the sixth year. This solution is not regarded as ade-

quate, since the possibility of transfer to other types of schools is still

limited. Two other variations, which have long been in existence,

have been encouraged. These are the Reformgymnasium, which

for the first three years offers the same course as the Reformreal-

gymnasium and Oberrealschule, beginning with a modern foreign

language and postponing Latin to the fourth year; and the Reform-

realgymnasium of which there are two alternative forms; (a) one

type in which Latin is not begun until the fourth year, and (6) -an-

other type in which the beginning of Latin is postponed to the sixth

year. The Reformgymnasium is not popular in Prussia; the Reform-

realgymnasium is important because it postpones the choice of

specialization along the lines of the Realgymnasium, the Oberreal-

schule, or the Deutsche Oberrealschule as long as possible. In the light
of the obvious need for flexibility (Bewegungsfreiheii), the reform in

Saxony is moving in the direction of more comprehensive schools

either following the type of the Reformschulen or providing Reform*-

Zuge (possibilities of bifurcation) in the last years of the school. As
will be pointed out later, other measures besides organizational have
been adopted to provide a greater amount of flexibility arid elasticity
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and not merely from the point of view of the needs of intellectual

differences, but perhaps even more with the intention of furnishing
facilities for the fullest development of personality

There are not included in this discussion of the types of secondary
schools other institutions at the same level in which the emphasis is

primarily vocational (commercial or technical). From the German

point of view, these do not constitute a part of the secondary school

system (hohere Schulen). There is in process of development for

selected pupils who have completed seven years of the elementary
schools a new type of school directed to the study of modern social,

economic, and political problems and leading on graduation to the

higher commercial schools (Handelshochschuleri). Owing to the

failure to secure recognition for the Deutsche Oberschuk as originally

planned, there are some who hope that this new type of school, the

Wirtschaftsoberschtde will take its place as an institution which will

prepare its p_upils more directly for modern life.
( *$

(Organization^ The nine-year secondary schools are organized

into nine classes named as follows from the lowest class to the top:

Igexta (VI), Quinta (V), Quarta (IV), Untertertia (UIII), Obrt(tia

70III), Untersekunda (UII), Obersekunda (Oil), Unterprima (UI),

and Obeq>rima (OlM The Aufbauschule begins with Untertertia;

the classes in the six-year schools bear the same nomenclature from

Sexta up to Untersekunda, The school year js 240 days in length

(including Sundays). Classes are conducted every day~except

Sunday, and as "a general rule in the mornings in order to obviate

unnecessary travel to and from school, or, in the case of poorer

pupils, the cost of a midday meal. Each period is forty-five minutes

injength.y
One afternoon a week is usually set aside for games and

Athletics, and one day a month may be devoted to an excursion for

study or other purposes.

The size of classes is still fixed by a decree of 1867 which set up
a maximum of 50 pupils

for the first three classes, 30 for the next

three, and ^o in the last three. These figures may be exceeded, but

not up to more than 10 per cent above the maximum for each class.

The average size of classes in all types of schools in 1927-28 was 27.8,

decreasing from an average of 33.4 in the lowest class to 19.1 in the

highest. The amount of homework which may be set for each class

is regulated as follows; VI, i hour; V, ij^ hours; IV to UIII, 2 hours;

0!II-io 611, 2^ hours: OI< v hours as a maximum. The. burden
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is further reduced by a requirement that the work to be done at

home must arise out of work done in class and be ultimately as-

sociated with it.

(Pupils are promoted at thejsnd of each year on the recommenda-

tion of the conference of class teachers which is reached on the basis

of the pupils' total records for the year. Pupils cannot be promoted
on condition that they take an examination subsequently in subjects

in which they have been weak. {jLupils who fail to qualify for promo-
tion after two years in the same class must be withdrawn from the

school, parents must, however, be given notice in cases where promo-

tion^
doubtful at least three months before the close of the school

gaj/^Double promotions are permitted, but only with the consent

of the pupil's pw^ts.^/ In general pupils are graded in each subject

and on their total record as follows: Very good; good, satisfactory,

deficient; unsatisfactory. A grade of satisfactory is required for

promotion; a poorer grade, provided that it has not been obtained

in a major subject of the course, may be compensated by the teacher's

report on the personality of a pupil and on some special achievement

in another field. In 1927-28 the percentage of promotions from class

to class was as follows:

VI 84 3 per cent UIII . 82 6 per cent Oil . 82 i per cent

V 85 4 OIII. 80 5 UI 84 8

IV 86 9 UII. ..844 01 .. 92 i

Pupils in nine-year institutions, if recommended for promotion from

the sixth to the seventh year of the course, receive a certificate, the

Zeugnis der Obersekundareife, which entitles them to certain privileges

of further study or for entrance to certain appointments; pupils
in six-year institutions are given the same certification after an
examination conducted by a committee consisting of the principal
and staff of the school and a representative of the State.

AIMS OF SECONDARY EDUCATION
The reformulation of the aims of secondary education was due in

part to the recognized defects of the secondary schools before the

War, in part to the recognition of new forces whose influence could
no longer be ignored, and in part to changes in educational theory,
itself affected by the first two causes. The pre-War system was

definitely regarded as selective, not only intellectually but also
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socially, not only was there an absence of articulation with the ele-

mentary schools, but a separate system of preparatory schools

(Vorschule) gave the necessary preparation for admission to the

secondary schools. There was an absence of articulation between
the elementary and secondary schools, and the secondary schools

themselves were in no sense coordinated either by a common ob-

jective or in such a way as to provide ready opportunities for transfer

from one to the other.

More serious than defects of organization, which meant the reduc-

tion of educational opportunities to a select class, was the intense

specialization to which the aim of Altyemeine^Bilduni had been re-

duced. Each type of school proceeded in its ownway in emphasizing
its own peculiar characteristics without regard to integration of

subjects around a single unitary aim, whether national or individual.

The result was an absence of educational articulation with elementary

education, on the one hand, and between the various types of second-

ary schools on the other. The emphasis, it was charged, was too

much on specialization and scholarship to the detriment of that

development of personality which should be the end of education.

While the system produced students with well-filled minds, the

results, so far as training m initiative and independence are con-

cerned, were inadequate. More freedom, greater flexibility, a more

direct emphasis on social and national aims were recognized as the

objectives which must be striven for in the reforms.

The demands of some of the advocates of reform for such a reor-

ganization of the whole system as would provide for a prolongation of

the common education of all and an increase in the opportunities for

education shattered on the obstacles opposed by the beati possidentes,

the social and intellectual vested interests of those associated with

the traditional secondary schools and the universities. The move-

ment for the Einheiteschule, which had as its basis a common ele-

mentary education for all up to twelve, failed, and in its place a com-

mon four-year school, the Grwndsckuk, was adopted. Opportunities

have been increased, but only to a slight extent, by provisions for the

reduction of fees, scholarships, and maintenance grants. Second-

ary education has remained selective, and with the award of privi-

leges (Eerechtigungeri), which are granted after the completion of six

or more years of the course, continues to have a magnetic attraction

for pupils who in their own interests should attend another type of
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school. The intensification of economic competition and the diffi-

culty of securing employment have tended to crowd into the second-

ary schools large numbers of pupils who look upon the acquisition

of the Berechtigungen as an economic investment. At the same time

employers are seizing the opportunity of an unfavorable employment
situation to insist on the completion of at least six years of secondary

education as a qualification for appointment even in such trades as

shoemaking, tailoring, and waiting in railway restaurant cars. The

pressure toward the secondary schools is illustrated by the steady

increase of enrollments since 1912.^In that year^Prussip,, with a pop-

ulation of about 40,000,000, had 863 secondary schools for boys with

an enrollment of 253,887 pupils; in 1917 there were 918 schools with

an enrollment of 255,838 pupils, in 1922 there were 928 schools with

an enrollment of 274,301 pupils, and in 1927, when the population

was more than two million less, there were 1087 schools with an en-

rollment of 307,946 pupils. A part but up to 1027 only a small

part of this increase may be attributed to the requirement that pro-

spective elementary school teachers must have their preparatory gen-

eral education in secondary schools.1 There are those who already

profess to see a lowering of intellectual standards, without, however,

recognizing that the fault lies with a system which combines educa-

tion with privileges and which does not as yet provide an adequate

range of differentiated courses.

The change to a democratic form of society has, however, had the

effect of emphasizing the importance of common elements in the edu-

cation of citizens in order to promote national solidarity and mutual

understanding. The common elements have, indeed, furnished the

basis for articulation between secondary and other types of schools

and a point of concentration for the courses in each type of secondary
school.

The new spirit in education. Liberal education in the new or-

ganization is still defined in terms of foreign languages together with
the vernacular history and geography, science and mathematics.
The choice of the foreign languages classical, Latin and modern,
or modern gives to each type of school its own peculiar character,

1 The increase has been even greater in the enrollment of girls In 1912 there were 384
schools with 99,517 pupils, in 1917, 437 schools with 119,350 pupils, in 1922, 509 schools with
119,509 pupils, and in 1927, 550 schools with 131,330 pupils For the whole of Germany
the number of pupils increased from 662,105 (427,644 boys and 234,461 girls) in 1911 to

822,609 (551,322 boys and 271,287 girls) in 1926-27
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but the tendency more marked in Saxony, for instance, than in

Prussia is to postpone differentiation as long as possible. Except
that the subjects are regarded as the prerequisites for academic and

professional study in the universities, there has been no compromise
with vocational or technical training. The study of these subjects

is considered to be the essential for a broad general education, but,

if there has been practically no change in the concept of culture,

there has been an important change in the organization of the sub-

jects for national and individual ends. One of the most serious

problems confronting the German people in their post-War re-

organization has been to devise means for the promotion of educa-

tion that would develop a new sense of social solidarity and loyalty

to the republican form of government, to take the place of the

bonds of loyalty that had been forged by the monarchy and devo-

tion to the political ends that it had set up. The obvious solution,

the adoption of the Einhetisschule, was rejected as an organization;

indeed, attempts have been made to define this as a spiritual need

for common education rather than an institutional necessity.

Since ihe organization has remained virtually unchanged, efforts

to promote national cultural solidarity have been made in other

directions.

The first of these was the adoption of the pedagogical principle of

Heimatkunde, or knowledge of the environment, as a common basis

for curriculum-making in the elementary and, so far as it can be

carried out, in the secondary schools. The important difference be-

tween the two educational levels lies in the fact that the interpreta-

tion of the environment in the secondary schools would be enriched

and broadened by reference to a greater range of factors, national

and foreign, that have gone into the making of German culture.

The second direction has been the adoption of a more clearly defined

national purpose, which with, a somewhat different motif had been

urged by the Kaiser since the Conference of 1:889. The new eud to

be promoted is Deutechtum, German nationalism, German culture

everything that has made and continues tp give meaning to German

dviUzation. This does not mean tjtiat German secondary education

is becoming nationalistic, but it does mean that national values must

be taker* as terms of reference in building up the content of the sphool

programs.

Change in administrative methods. To this end the change in the
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spirit of German educational administration has contributed. Rigid

prescription of curricula and courses of study has been replaced by
the publication by the Ministries of Education of suggestions (Richt-

linien) to be filled out by the faculties of each school in the light of

local conditions. According to this theory the specialist teachers of

the various subjects must justify every part of the content that they

recommend on the basis of its potential contribution to a better

understanding and appreciation of German culture In a sense this

theory recalls the spirit underlying the neohumanistic movement.

This tendency has affected not only the organization of the ancient

languages, in which chief stress is being placed on the study of foreign

cultures and institutions and their relations to German culture and

institutions, rather than on the acquisition of a mastery of the spoken

language. Following this theory the programs have been divided

into core and concentration subjects. The core subjects are those

that transmit German culture and are the constants in all types of

schools, they are religion, German, history and civics, and geography.

To these subjects the others are expected to contribute enrichment

as well as to cultivate special and individual interests. The signifi-

cance of the reform lies in the attempt to meet the criticisms of the

old system that it cultivated specialists, and failed to secure any
coordination between the various subjects of each program. The
old aim of Allgemeiw Bildungj in which equal attainments were

expected in all subjects, now gives way to Bildung zum Deutsch-

turn. The differentials in each program are intended to be treated

as different methods of approach to an appreciation of national

life. r
The Youth Movement) and its significance. LPne of the most

serious criticisms of the old system was its strong emphasis on the

accumulation of knowledge and information, rather than on the

development of power, judgment, taste, and discriminatioij It was

charged that the schools were successful in imparting information,
but failed to cultivate in the pupils ability to meet new situations.

Personality and individuality were sacrificed for the accumulation

of knowledge, the chief cult of the schools was intellectualism.

These criticisms were not new. They were inherent in the revolt

of youth that began in 1898, when Karl Fischer, a student in one of

the secondary schools in Berlin, organized the first group of Wander*

vogel and laid the foundations for the Youth Movement (Jug&nd-
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bewegung), which was to sweep the country and cultivate a new spirit

and new attitudes. The movement was a protest against the severe

intellectualism of the schools, and represented a yearning for op-

portunities for emotional expression. Having its roots in eighteenth-

century romanticism, the movement preached the gospel of a return

to nature and the simple life, free from the restrictions of the conven-

tions and restrictions set up by modern urban life, the control of

parents, and the authoritarian discipline of the school. Traveling
in small groups, the adherents of the movement wandered over the

country under self-elected leaders, living as a family, and cultivating
a spirit of independence, strength of body, and a sense of social

discipline and cooperation.

For the young rebels the movement stood for the rediscovery of

life and of their native land, the inner meaning of both of which

they attempted to penetrate, folk-songs and folk-dances to the ac-

companiment of the guitar (Zupfgeige) were revived; love of the

country, love of the people, and love of the national traditions be-

came the gospel of the Wanderbirds. The movement spread widely

throughout the secondary schools of Germany, and soon was taken

up by the girls. The cult of independence, the questioning of

authority, and the growing self-reliance of the youth filled the

authorities and parents with a feeling of alarm and suspicion. At-

tempts were made, but unsuccessfully, to bore from within by the

introduction of teachers into the groups. The outbreak of the War
put a temporary check on the movement, but the ideals for which it

stood had had sufficient time to become stamped into the minds and

hearts of young Germany, and after the Revolution fitted in admir-

ably with the aims and aspirations of the new Republic. The

philosophy ot Deutscktum and the educational theories, stressing

the development of independent personality, found a ready soil on

which to build- Although the Jugendbewegwng has lost some of its

idealism and momentum because of its growth and consequent over-

organization, and because of the injection of political and sectarian

conflicts, its contribution to the reform of the spirit of secondary

education has in theory at any rate been .marked/

The new aim in education. The Jugendbewegung combined with

the recognized need for national solidarity to emphasize the culti-

1
Alexander, Tv and Parker, fc., The New Education %n Germany, pp 3 ff. (New York,
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vation of Deutschtum as the concentration point in secondary as

in elementary education. Another aspect was contributed by
this movement and by educational theory The old system had

been criticized for its emphasis on intellectualism at the expense of

the development of judgment, taste, and appreciation, from an-

other point of view the methods of instruction were open to criticism

for the stress on memorization, drill, and cramming, and the dis-

cipline for its severity. Knowledge, it is recognized, is the essential

basis of culture, but not its end; knowledge and information alone

deal with externals; their proper fruit is culture, which is eternal

and personal, and affecting emotion and will as well as the intellect.

Culture implies activity, purpose, creation, and a properly balanced

and harmonious personality. Hence education must have as its

aim, not the acquisition of knowledge, but the development of all

the powers of the individual the body, the will, and the emotions.

The test of an education is not ability to reproduce information,

but interest and ability to engage in its discovery, or, in other

words, ability to handle new situations.

The new aim of education accordingly demanded new methods of

instruction. Here, too, a common bond for elementary and sec-

ondary education has been found in the activity principle (Arbe^ts-

prinzip). The Prussian Richthnien (suggestions) state definitely

that instruction should be fundamentally activity instruction.

The activity school (Arbeitsschule) aims to cultivate in the individual

the highest self-activity, to develop creative powers, and to promote
joy in work. All learning should be an activity, a creating, a form-

ing. The teacher must not merely impart information, but must
discover content that develops powers, independence, judgment,

imagination, and will. The pupil must cooperate in the learning

process by appreciation of aims and purposes of the task in which he
is engaged, and the spirit of classroom procedure must be one of

cooperation and mutual interchange of ideas. The aim of the

teacher should be to lead the pupil gradually to independence and
initiative in work. To this end the time-schedules provide, in the

upper sections of the secondary schools, for the organization of small

activity groups (freie A^tsgemeinscha/teri) in which the pupils,
under sympathetic guidance, may continue intensively to pursue
their study either in some of the subjects of the curriculum, or to

take up new subjects.
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CURRICULA AND COURSES OF STUDY
The principles governing the revision of the curricula and courses

of study of the secondary schools were enunciated in Die Neuordn-

ung des preutsischen hoheren Schulwesens prepared by Ministerial-

rat Hans Richert in 1924. The four mam types of secondary
schools (Gymnasium, Redgymnasium, Oberrealschule, and Deutsche

Oberschule) are equivalent in value and all are equally responsible
for carrying out the aims of secondary education. The primary
task of secondary education is in the spirit of the Etnkeitssckule

to promote the integration of that specifically national content of

subjects which may contribute to the advancement of German in-

tellectual life. Allgememe Bildung must be interpreted, not in

terms of specialization in a series of unrelated and uncoordinated

subjects, but as the unitary comprehension of all culture. Ac-

cordingly, while the cultivation of Allgemeine Bildung is the common
task of all schools, they are organized on the principle of division

of labor, so that each pursues the same goal, but with different

methods of approach. In all schools there must be a common
core of subjects (Kernfttcher) religion, German, history, and geog-

raphy but in each school there are the special subjects (Kurs-

father) which give it its peculiar character or color. The special

subjects, however, in turn must be organized in such -a way that

they help to contribute to a better understanding of the ,core sub-

jects and in this way to enrich national culture (Deutschtum), to

the attainment of which all schools must strive. The core subjects

not only serve as centers of concentration in each school type and

as a common basis for all types, but promote unity and common

understanding among schools at all levels. Beyond this, the sec-

ondary schools have the further responsibility of providing an ade-

quate preparation to the pupils who will later proceed to the uni-

versities, without in any sense undertaking themselves to provide

specialized training.

National culture is not the only end to be promoted by secondary

education; care must be taken that the personality of the pupil te

not neglected either La the selection of materials or in the methods

of instruction. The cult of inteUectualism and encyclopedic mastery

of content, which characterized the old secondary education, imi^t

give place to broad cultural training and the development of per-
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sonality. The lessons of the Youth Movement must not be Ignored,

and all the potentialities of the individual mind and body, will

and emotions, the rational and the irrational must be given op-

portunities for development. Hence more room must be found for

handwork, music and fine arts, and civic training, and, through

greater flexibility in the organization of the time-schedule, oppor-

tunity must be provided for the pupils to pursue their special in-

terests, when they are sufficiently mature to make a choice The

school must be organized as a community for cooperation among
teachers and between teachers and puptts^)

The responsibility for the preparation of the course of study for

each school on the basis of the Suggestions (RtchtUmeri) issued by
the Ministry is vested in the principal and his staff working in co-

operation in activity groups (Arbeitsgemeinschaflen). In order to

secure unity in a course of study, the cooperation is essential of

dass teachers, special subject teachers, teachers of skill subjects

(technische Packer, such as art, music, manual work, physical train-

ing), and of the faculty as a whole. Each group is responsible for

the contribution which its work or subjects of instruction may make
to the general unity of the program. This object can be further

advanced by discussions, conferences, exchange of opinion, visiting

of class instruction, and cooperative experimentation.

Special objectives. The special objectives and purposes of each

type of school are defined in the Suggestions in detail. The function

of the Gymnasium is to impart a humanistic training through an

emphasis on the cultural values of the classics and their relations to

and influence on modern German culture. The Realgymnasium
has the special task of cultivating an appreciation of the influences

exercised upon the development of German culture by Roman civili-

zation and Christianity and by mathematical-scientific thinking.
In the Oberredschule the predominant position is held by mathe-
matics and nafural sciences which provide intellectual, philosophical,

humanitarian*, and historical training, the educational objective of

this school will be carried out by constant integration between these

subjects, modern languages, and the core subjects. The function

of the latest addition to the traditional types of secondary schools,
the Deutsche Oberschule, is to place German culture in the center of

the course and from that point of view to study the influences ex-

ercised upon its development by its relations with other modern
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cultures. The Aufbauschule may be organized on the model of the

Oberrealschule or the Deutsche Oberschule. Besides the special ob-

jectives each school shares the responsibility of the whole of second-

ary education for the general intellectual and disciplinary training
of the pupils.

Not only are the objectives of each school type defined, but the

special place of each subject in the curriculum is outlined. Thus the

teaching of the mother-tongue must develop a mastery of the lan-

guage and a thorough appreciation of the cultural values of the lan-

guage, of its literature and art, and of the people who speak it; the

pupils must learn not only to speak, read, and write German, but

to feel, live, and think in German. These ends are to be achieved

by constant emphasis on good speech in every class, on speech-train-

ing, reading aloud and recitation, oral and written exercises on a

variety of topics and in various forms, the study of grammar, which

will give an insight into the genius of the structure of the language,
and extensive reading of literature. Art appreciation, folklore,

civic education are natural outcomes of a broad approach to the

study of German which will also use the opportunities afforded to

it of treating many questions which arise as problems in philosophy.

History has to serve a number of ends. It must not only cultivate

a knowledge of the development of the pupil's community, State,

and nation, but must lead them to understand the present in the

light of the past and develop in them a feeling of political responsi-

bility. Political, economic, and cultural history must be inter-

woven into a complete picture, and the study of the history of Ger-

many must be connected gradually with the study of world history,

and the interdependence of great nations with one another. This

subject again offers opportunities for the training in art appreciation,

civic education, and certain philosophical concepts. Geography,

like history and German, has the task of cultivating love of the

native soil, the home and the fatherland, and to train ra dtizenship.

But geography has a dual character; it may be humaJltic or scien-

tific and the school should pay attention to both aspects. Starting

with local community studies, geography must enable the pupils

to read maps with understanding and to use their eyes when observ-

ing their environment as well as to appreciate the influence of en-

vironment on human development and the physical factors which

affect the environment.
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The study of foreign languages, whether ancient or modern, must

introduce the pupils to the characteristics of the cultural and intel-

lectual life of the people whose language is studied Whatever the

language and literature, their study should contribute to a better ap-

preciation and understanding of the pupil's own language and litera-

ture and of the genius of his own people. The influences of the

foreign language and literature on the development of German and

the interplay between German and other cultures must be empha-
sized as an essential part of the study. The subjects in this field

must also contribute their share to art appreciation, civic education,

and philosophy. In the modern foreign languages the pupil should

be expected to acquire sufficient ability to use them to express him-

self orally and in writing OD. simple subjects or ideas with which

he is familiar.

Mathematics and natural sciences also have their special objec-

tives. Accuracy and skill, the correct conception of quantitative

values, appreciation of mathematics as an ordered science, training

hi logical procedure and proof, and knowledge of the philosophical

values of mathematical processes and their importance for intel-

lectual history are the ends of instruction in mathematics. The

function of the natural sciences is to give an insight into the laws of

all natural phenomena and into the significance for life of all natural

processes; through physics the pupils are to acquire a comprehensive
view of nature and the fundamental theories essential to a physical

conception of the world; while chemistry will familiarize them with

the, most important chemical phenomena in so far as they are im-

portant for an understanding of the animate and inanimate world,
for housekeeping, or for economic life.

Music, drawing, and art are subjects which serve for the training
of personality. In addition to the objectives inherent in the subjects

themselves, they have . the opportunity of developing feeling and

imagination and of stimulating a desire for creative expression.
Few subject^ are as well suited to give the pupils an appreciation of

the importance of the arts for social well-being and for group co-

operation.

The Suggestions define the scope of the content in each subject
for each year in order to secure uniformity of standards, but within
the Suggestions adequate opportunity is provided to the teachers to

adapt the work of each class along the lines of their own and the
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pupils' interests. But the success of a course of study, it is empha-
sized in the Suggestions in general and in the outlines of each subject,

depends on giving adequate attention to concentration in order to

secure unified instructional activity. In place of the former emphasis
on specialization in subject-matter, the whole work of each school

must be directed to the harmonious development of personality,

to national, civic, and art education, and to an appreciation of the

meaning of each subject in the cultural whole or philosophical pene-
tration. Such an integrated approach, combined with the reduction

in the number of hours of classwork, has the further advantage of

reducing the burden on the pupils. To the same end the hours for

homework have been reduced, homework must grow directly out

of class instruction and its preparation must be discussed in advance.

Finally, the success of the reform depends on the employment of

methods of instruction which utilize the personal interests and

cooperation of the pupils The emphasis must be, not on transmis-

sion of knowledge and memoriter learning, but on the active partici-

pation of the pupils through which independence of judgment, will,

and imagination may be developed. The teacher is no longer to be

a taskmaster, but must stimulate the activity of each pupil and of

the class as a group. Hence instruction must be fundamentally

activity instruction (Arleitsunternchf). The acquisition of knowl-

edge and the acquisition of ability to do independent work and of

a purposeful technique of work must go hand in hand and be de-

veloped progressively. On the basis of such training the pupils in

the advanced classes will reach a stage of maturity which will enable

them to participate successfully in the free activity groups (fr&ie

Arleitsgemeinschaften) to which six hours a week may be assigned in

the upper sections of each school. The purpose of the free activity

groups, which are voluntary, is to provide opportunities for the

intensive cultivation of the pupils' own interests in special phases in

so far as they arise out of the subjects in the curriculum which they

pursue; no provision is made for the study in those groups of subjects

not already in the curriculum. In the last years of the course the

free activity groups furnish occasions for special research work and

the preparation of theses which may be presented by candidates

for the leaving examination (Abifanentenexamen or Reifepriifung).

In order t encourage variety> teachers are advised to redistribute

the hours for these groups among different subjects every half-year*
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The Ministry places particular stress on the establishment of activity

groups for the study of philosophical works related so far as possible

to the various subjects of the curriculum. The aim of such philosoph-

ical study is not the acquisition of a system of philosophy or philo-

sophical solutions of the latest social problems, but the development

of insight into philosophical method, into the intellectual processes

of the thinker and their methods of attack.1

In the accompanying tables will be found the time-schedules in the

main types of schools and a summary table giving the tune-distribu-

tion for subjects, based on regulations issued on Sept. 14, 193 1. It will

be noted that special arrangements are made according as the first

modern foreign language is French or English. In Prussia the choice

between these two languages is left to the local school acting fre-

quently on the request of parents. The general tendency in most

States is to begin with English as the first modern language. In ad-

dition to the periodslprescFtbed in the schedules a total of 3 periods

i. GYMNASIUM

* Two hours every two weeks

1 In the Jakreslencktt der hoheren LehranstaiUnm Preuss&t, 1927-28, pp 142 ff., there axe
listed activity groups in 1135 schools with a membership of 17,290 pupils. There will alsd be
found in this volume the nature of the groups and their studies
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* The figures in brackets apply when English is the first modern language.
t Two hours every two weeks

3 REPORMREALGYMNASIUM

* The figures in brackets apply when English is the first modem language.

t Two hours every two weeks.
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4 OBERKEALSCHULE

Two hours every two weeks

5 DEUTSCHE OBEJLSCHOXE
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6. AUTBAUSCHULE

* The figures in brackets a

t The figure* m bracket* a

I Two hours every two i

i when Latin or French is the second foreign language
f when French Is the second modemlanguage
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7. TOTAL TIME DISTKIBTITION BY SUBJECTS IN EACH TYPE or SCHOOL

a week are assigned for music in all classes above the second, 19

periods a week for physical exercises, and 3 periods a week in the

three last years for free activity groups, thus bringing the total for

the time-schedules in nine-year schools, up to 263 periods In the

Aufbauschide a total of 6 periods are assigned for music, 13 periods

for physical exercises, and 3 periods for free activity groups, bring-

ing the total up to 196 periods.

Textbooks. The choice of textbooks is governed by regulations

of the Ministry which maintains a state bureau for their examination

and approval (StaaUiche Prufstelle fur die Lehrbiicher der h'dheren

Schuleri). Publishers are required to submit eight copies of each

book intended for use in secondary schools; these are examined and

reported upon by standing committees of specialists appointed for

three years. Lists of approved books are published each month in

the Zentralblatt and in the periodical reports of the Staatliche Aus-

kunftsstelle ftir Schulwesen, a central clearing-house for information

on all aspects of secondary education. The books to be used in each
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school are selected from the approved lists by the conference of

special-subject teachers in each school and submitted for further

approval to the provincial school board. The regulations do not

apply to the selection of anthologies, literary texts, and other source

materials. Frequent changes of textbooks are discouraged. In

order to assist poor students there have been established since 1923

lending libraries (Hilfsbuch&reien) which are provided and main-

tained by the authorities responsible for each school with the as-

sistance of publishers.

Teachers of natural sciences may receive advice on equipment
from the State Bureau for Instruction in the Natural Sciences

(Staattiche Hauptstelle fur den naturwssenschafilichen Unterrichf) in

Berlin. The Zentrahnstitut fur Erziehung and Unterricht furnishes

advice on the choice of educational films and gramophone records.

Leaving examination. The new spirit underlying secondary edu-

cation is nowhere better illustrated than in the leaving or maturity
examination (Abiturientenexamen or Rdfeprufung). From the

national point of view this examination is of the greatest importance;

since it has been the subject of arrangements for reciprocal recogni-

tion between the various States,
1 the examination virtually defines

the standards of the nine-year secondary schools throughout Ger-

many. Thus, schools leading to the examination must provide

courses of nine years, every course must include as obligatory sub-

jects: religious instruction, German, history, geography, mathe-

matics, and natural sciences, in the Gymnasium there must be

taught Latin, Greek, French, or English; and in the Realgymnasiuw
and QberredschtiU, French, English, and drawing, with Latin addi-

tional in the Realgymnasium. The educational authorities, so far

as possible, agree on common standards in the courses of study and

must see that in each type of school adequate attention is given, to

the major subjects, although flexibility may be encouraged. Teach-

ers must have the appropriate qualifications to teach their subjects.

Certain common principles for the conduct of the laminations

were set up. Separate arrangements, to which Bavaria did not

subscribe, were made subsequently for the recognition of the Reife-

prufung of the Auficwschule (1922) and the Deutsche Oberschule

(1925), The reciprocal recognition of certificates means that their

T V&Mawwt d& Lender &># die tegensettis* Aner&ennung for foifezeugnisse far kdheren

Sckultrt, December 19, 1922.
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holders are entitled to the privileges which attach to them in all

the States which have subscribed to the agreement

ffifc Camming commissions in each school consist of a representa-

tive of the Ministry of Education as chairman, the school principal,

and the teachers of the last year (Prima) appointed by the provincial

school board, in the case of city schools a member of the Secondary

School Committee (Schulausschuss) may also be present and sign

the leaving certificate, if awardedJ Each member is expected to

visit the classes, and to acquaint himself with the work of the pupils

to be examined Candidates for the examination must submit a full

account of their education, and a statement of the special subjects

on which they wish to be examined in the oral test. The admission

of candidates to the examination is determined by a conference of

teachers of the graduating class; their reports must deal with the

character, general ability, ability to do independent work, and any-

thing that may be necessary to give an all-round picture of the can-

didates their powers of observation, clearness of intellect, judg-

rnent, inventiveness, imagination, expression as well as special abili-

ties and activities both in and out of school, participation in activity

groups, gymnastics, athletics, and school life in general. The reports

are also expected to refer to the home conditions, economic status,

and health of the candidates. Consideration is also given to theses

which candidates may prepare in their last year on subjects selected

by themselves, and usually based on the work of the free-activity

groups; the theses are examined by specialists both in and outside the

school, and may be accepted m place of written examinations on the

subject discussed, or some allied subject. Finally permission to take

the examination is thus based on the all-round quality of a candidate.

ffiher
examination consists of two parts, written and oral, and

a test in physical education. In the written test all candidates must
take German and mathematics, the other subjects vary with the

type of
coujgsJi Thus, in the Gymnasium the test is in Latin and

Greek, in the Redgynmawum and Reformredgymnasium in French
and English, or Latin in place of one of these; in the Oberrealschule

in modern languages and science (physics or chemistry or biology

according to choice); in the Deutsche Oberschule in one foreign

language and history or geography, ^e^rpose of the written ex-

amination is not to discover mastery of detailed information, but
intellectual maturity and ability to pursue university studies; it is
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not a test on what has actually been done, but something analogous
in order to test independence of treatment. Candidates may use
the same aids that they would in their regular work. The grades
are determined by the whole examining group, which then decides
on the oral subjects in which a candidate is to be examined.!
The oral examination covers all the work of Prima, and the subject

in which a candidate feels himself especially strong. The commission
as a rule selects the subjects on the basis of the written examination,
on the general principle that it is better to examine in subjects in

which candidates have already done well and may be expected to show
ability. Broad problems are set in order to give candidates scope to

indicate their comprehension, judgment, general grasp, and ability
to express themselves; adequate time is allowed for preparation.
If a pupil shows inability to handle the problem, the specialist on the

topic of the examination may decide whether another is to be given
or whether to develop one with the pupil. Every effort is to be
made to avoid arbitrariness and caprice, and in estimating the final

result of the two parts of the examination all aspects of a particular
case must be taken into account rather than a mere arithmetical

computation of marks Candidates whose work is unsatisfactory
in German or in the special subjects of the school type concerned

may only be passed with the approval of three fourths of the ex-

aminers. Candidates who fail may only repeat the examination

after the lapse of a year.

The results of the examinations for the Reifezeugnis in 1927-28 are

shown in the accompanying table; it must be remembered as an ex-

planation of the high percentage of successes that as a rule pupils
and the parents of pupils who are likely to fail in the examination are

warned in advance and that those who survive to the end of the

course are progressively selected:
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By ages the successful candidates were distributed as follows: 849

were 17 years of age; 4274 were 18, 5110 were 19, 2906 were 20; and

1603 were 21 or over.

Of the total number of successful candidates, 11,925, or 78 3 per

cent, were planning to continue their studies in the universities or

other institutions for higher education.

SCHOOL LIFE

Self-government. The reform spirit is manifested in still another

direction in the rise of student activities Since 1918 efforts have

been made with the approval of the Ministry to encourage the de-

velopment of pupil self-government (SchulerselbstoerwaUung). Fol-

lowing a decree issued in 1920, each class is expected to elect a spokes-

man (in the first two classes he is appointed by the teacher). The

spokesmen representing the last four years (or in six-year schools the

last three) constitute a "pupils' committee" (SchuleraussGhuss)

which elects a teacher as adviser to serve as the connecting link

between the committee and the staff. Each class meets as a group

(Klassengemeinde) to discuss problems affecting the interests of the

class. Periodically all the classes meet together as a community

group (Schulgemeinde) either under the chairmanship of the president

of the school committee or of a teacher. The purposes of these

various organizations are not clearly described, their establishment

is encouraged to give the pupils experience in group action of the

kind which they will find on leaving school. Activities and discus-

sions of a political nature are prohibited. The intention of the

authorities was good, but there is apparently no widespread enthusi-

asm for self-government, an ideal which cannot be attained by
decrees. The whole tradition of German education in the past has

been in the opposite direction, that of acceptance of authority, and
it will take some time for the new tendency to establish itself.

School societies. More successful than the attempts to promote
self-government has been the development of societies and clubs

(Schulervereine) devoted to a great variety of activities religious
and missionary, literary and scientific; choirs, orchestras, and bands;
radio; photography, and dramatics the more academic types

predominating. Societies of a political nature are prohibited, partic-

ularly if they tend to be critical of the republican form of govern-
ment. The formation of a school society and its statutes require
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the approval of the teachers' conference, which may suspend or

abolish a society which contravenes the statutes as approved. School

magazines have been established sporadically (in 1928 only twenty-
one were reported) and do not appear to meet with much more

success than many of the other forms of non-scholastic self-activity.

Games and athletics. Largely as a result of the distressing

physical conditions that followed the War and the abolition of

compulsory military service, which has always been regarded a school

of physical training, and partly as a consequence of the cult of open-
air life which was a feature of the Jugendbewegung, increased atten-

tion is now devoted to gymnastics and athletics throughout Germany.
There are still many educators who prefer the traditional type of

formal physical training, as modified by recent theory and practice.

On the other hand, games, sports, and athletics are more popular
with the public and the youth of the country. The most popular
forms of athletic activities in the schools are swimming, rowing,

Schlagbdl (a form of baseball), football, and track. So great have

been the efforts of federal, state, and municipal governments to

promote sports and athletics that there are many who fear that an

excessive amount of time and interest are devoted to them. While

considerable progress has been made in introducing sports and

athletics in many schools, it is difficult, particularly among the older

, pupils, to break down the old academic traditions, which have pre-

vailed in schools and universities. The German secondary school

pupil of sixteen or over, like his French coeval, tends to be more

serious in purpose and intellectual interest than the English or

American pupil of the same age. To what extent this is due to the

general status of the student in continental Europe generally, and to

what extent economic pressure and the urge to obtain the privileges

associated with education, cannot be determined. Non-scholastic

activities in general are looked upon by older pupils, teachers, and

a large part of the public as childish things. One check on their de-

velopment has been the timidity of parents, which has been some-

what allayed by the introduction of schemes for accident insurance

(Unfollversichevung) at a low cost. Despite these facts the generali-

zation is true that educators rfecognize the value of self-government,

of school societies, and of games and athletics for character-building,

and that an appreciable change of attitude toward these activities

has taken place since, the close of the War.
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Excursions. The activities which have been discussed up to

this point are after all importations and do not constitute a part of

the German educational tradition. More genuinely characteristic

is the educational and recreational use of school excursions (Wander-

ungen], which have been more extensively developed since the War.

Although their purpose in the past was primarily recreational, ex-

cursions are being increasingly employed for educational and in-

structional ends. As an extension of classroom instruction and of

textbooks, excursions constitute a valuable supplement, since they

furnish innumerable opportunities for concrete experiences which

give life to school instruction. They may be organized for a day, or

a week, or for a longer period, if they are not arranged purely for

physical recreation, they must be carefully planned and discussed in

advance. Excursions have been facilitated by the organization of

a network of youth hostels (Jugendherberge) established throughout
the country by public and private effort. In addition, many schools

have established their own "camps" (Schulhetme, Schulerheime,

Schidlandhetme), often built by the pupils themselves. Excursions

thus provide infinite opportunities, not only for recreational activi-

ties, but for supplementary study in most subjects of the curriculum,

history, geography, nature study, art, industries, dialects and

folklore. To a considerable degree they have been found valuable

in the contributions which they may make to a deeper appreciation

of Germany and of Deutechtum. Excursions are not, however, re-

stricted to Germany; groups are taken from time to time to Finland,

the Scandinavian countries, Italy, France, and England; occasionally

whole classes are incorporated for several weeks into a class of the

same status in a foreign school, live in the homes of their foreign

classmates, and gain something which is far more valuable and last-

ing for them than mere instruction and exercise in the foreign

language an appreciation of the common humanity of which all

are members, a real basis for international understanding and

cooperation.

GENERAL SUMMARY
It would be &, mistake to conclude that the spirit of reform which

permeates educational theory and the official regulations has af-

fected all schools. The political, social, and economic crisis through
which Germany has been passing since the War has been too deep-
rooted for an educational reform, which seeks to give a new orienta-
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tion to German secondary education, to establish itself completely.
The pressure of economic competition has brought into the second-

ary schools large numbers of pupils for whom a secondary education

of another type than those now provided would be more suitable.

The same charge is made as in England, when secondary education

began to be opened to a new stratum of society, that pupils coming
from uncultured home could not profit from secondary education;
such a charge may be proved by time to be groundless, as it has been
in England. It is as yet too early to base any generalization on the

results of the Aufbauschule, whose graduates are about this time

ready to complete their university studies. If the experiment with

the six-year secondary school should in time justify itself by success,

then the advocates of a common primary education up to the age of

twelve approximately, to be followed by a variety of secondary

courses, will have a powerful argument ior the Einheitssckule. So
far as the teachers are concerned, they have under the present condi-

tions a legitimate grievance in the fact that the increased enrollment

has meant in many cases overcrowded classes.

The success of any educational reform depends on the teachers.

Up to the present two facts must be remembered: first, that a rela-

tively small number of new teachers has been added to the schools;

and second, that the system of preparing teachers has remained un-

changed. As it is organized in Prussia, it still has apprenticeship

character, since candidates for the secondary school teaching profes-

sion receive the taajor part of their preparation in the type of schools

to which they will be called. This means that there is always in-

herent the danger that the practices of the older teachers will be

transmitted to the younger. Reforms of the scope contemplated

in the regulations demand freedom and a critical attitucle which can

best be acquired through a professional training which is not re-

stricted wholly to prevailing practices.

Another obstacle in the way of reform lies in the fact that the

destinies of secondary education are controlled by the demands of

the universities and this despite the fact that the secondary schools

virtually conduct their own examinations. TIxe universities resist

all attempts to vary the types of secondary school top far from the

traditional norm, as evidenced by the history of the Deutsche Ober-

sckult* Flexibility and elasticity are no dou)t>t the fundamental

principles upon which the curricula* and organizational reform has
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been effected, but their range is still restricted within the academic

subjects in which foreign languages constitute the central pivot.

If secondary education is to be made accessible to larger numbers,

then more variety and differentiation than have yet been contem-

plated must be provided. But as the history of German secondary

education during the nineteenth century illustrates, every attempt

to recognize a new type of secondary school is regarded as an attack

on the sacred citadel of privileges (Berechtigungen) From this im-

passe there can be no way out until secondary education is provided

for all according to their needs, a vision contemplated by the advo-

cates of the genuine Einheitssckule as the central principle of a com-

plete reorganization. For the present German educators do not

yet seem to see the logic of present trends, with two consequences.

The first is the social danger, which is already present, of an increas-

ing educated proletariat, well prepared but unable to find the em-

ployment traditionally regarded as appropriate to their training, and

unwilling because of their social status to turn to other occupations.

The second is an inevitable tendency to lowering of standards

Thus the faculty of philosophy of the University of Berlin issued a

memorandum (Denkschrifl) in 1928, in which it professed to see a

decline in the quality of secondary school graduates. The decline

was attributed to the relaxation of the methods and discipline of

pre-War days, an implication that the cult of free activity methods

has been accompanied by a relaxation in exact standards of scholar-

ship and mastery of content. Although the period between the

introduction of the reforms and the date of the report was too short

to warrant this conclusion, it was recommended that a preparatory

college year be established to bring students up to the standards

required for university study (Wissenschafttwhe Arbeit), a suggestion
made at about the same time in Saxony. Recommendations of this

type, made also in France (see p. 695), appear to be superficial and
to point rather to the need of more penetrating consideration of the

trends and meaning of secondary education in a democracy in this

industrial age. Jjfom,
SECONDARY EDUCATION OF

yGIRLS
Secondary education of girls, from the point of view of its pro-

vision, organization, and standards, has come within the interest of

the States in Germany only during the last quarter of a century.
Before 1908, in Prussia, the hohere Mtidchenschulen, which were pro-
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vided either by private organizations or by local authorities, were
not classified as secondary schools. Not only secondary but higher
education was practically closed to girls and women; it was not until

1895 that women were admitted to the universities as auditors and
then only with the consent of the instructors concerned With the

reorganization of secondary education in 1908, the possibility was
now opened for girls to prepare for the AUturientenprufang without

the unnecessary obstacles which had existed previously; as a conse-

quence their admission to the universities as regularly matriculated

students was sanctioned, but still with certain reservations. The
active participation of women in public affairs and in social welfare

work brought the movement for the emancipation of women within

the range of practical politics. Article 2 2 of the Federal Constitution

of 1919 gave women the right to vote, and Article 128 provided that
"
all citizens without distinction must so far as the laws are concerned

and in accordance with their abilities and attainments be admitted

to public offices." Secondary education for girls was reorganized
in 1923 on the basis of this constitutional guarantee, but without any
intention of increasing considerably the numbers proceeding to the

universities. Coeducation, which was extensively discussed by the

Federal Educational Conference (Reichsschulkonferenz), has not

been accepted, although gifted girls may be admitted to boys'

schools in localities where separate educational provisions do not

exist (see p. 721).

Present system. The general framework of the reorganization in

Prussia was the reform of 1908. The principles upon which the re-

organization rests are that the first task of secondary schools for girls

is
(

to improve the training of the German girl as women, housewives,

and educators, and that the second is to provide for girls a training

which will enable them according to their abilities to take their place

in the wide range of practical occupations and to collaborate actively

in the political and social life of their communities. Another task

of the reorganization was to incorporate the secondary education of

girls within the whole system of education, based on the Grundsckuk

at the bottom and leading to the universities and other forms of

post-secondary education most suited to the needs of women.

All girls must attend the foiuvyear Grundsckde before entering

a secondary school The conditions of admission and the relaxation

of the regulatioft require fotir years of attendance at the Crundschule
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are the same as those for boys. The system of secondary education

for girls differs radically in organization from that for boys, since

there is only one school with a common foundation and differentiated

courses in the last years, some of which lead up to the Retfeprufung

and entrance to the universities, while others provide for the special

needs and interests of women preparation for the home, care of

children, teaching, and women's occupations. There is thus elimi-

nated the serious difficulty, which confronts the parents of boys, of

selecting from a number of different school types, and the choice of

a specialized course is postponed by several years. In other words,

the organization of secondary education for girls follows the reform

types which are being increasingly provided for boys, and the prin-

ciple of flexibility (Bewegungsfreiheti) is a reality from the start.

Besides the reorganized type of secondary school there still survive

a large number of public and private hohere Mddchenschulen, which,

while giving courses similar to that of the lower part of the reorgan-

ized school, cannot obtain recognition. Here and there schools organ-
ized as are those for boys are found more in States outside of Prussia.

The fundamental course which constitutes the foundation of the

girls' secondary school is given in the Lyzeum, the subjects of the six-

year course of the Lyzeum, organized with but slight modifications

on the same basis as the first six years of the Oberrealschule for boys,
are religion, German, two modern foreign languages, history,

geography, mathematics, natural science, drawing, and music, with

additional hours for sewing and physical training. This course may
be continued for three additional years in the Oberlyzeum, of which

two forms are found the first, a continuation of the Lyzeum
which does not prepare for the Reifeprufung, the second, organized
in the last three years like the Oberrealschule, with more attention to

mathematics and sciences, and concluding with the Reifeprufung.
At the end of the first three years of the Lyzeum that is, in UIII

pupils may enter the Studtenanstalt, which, besides the Oberlyzeum
of the Oberrealschule type, provides six-year courses corresponding
to the Deutsche Oberschule, the Realgymnasium, and the Gymnasium.
In addition, there also exists Aufbauschulen for girls who may enter

from an elementary school at the age of thirteen and continue on
a six-year course leading to the Reifeprufung. The organization
of a girls* secondary school is illustrated in the diagram on p. 752.
The time-schedules and the time-distribution of the various types,

except the Aufbauschule, are given on page 753.
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The regulations, the courses of study, and methods of instruction

need no further discussion, since, according to the Suggestions

(Rtchtlinien), "the instructional objective and courses of study of

the corresponding schools for boys apply to the various types of

courses for girls." Special attention, however, is to be given in the

selection of the content, especially in the core subjects (religion, Ger-

man, history, and geography), to the place of women in the progress
of civilization, to their legal position in the family, in society, and
in the State. In general the special characteristics and life purposes
of girls receive special consideration so that they may realize the

contribution which they can make to the progress of civilization

through work in the family, in some vocation, or in some other

activity in the interests of general welfare. The reform spirit, which

was discussed in connection with secondary education for boys,

dominates the work of the girls' secondary schools.

Frauenschule. For those girls who wish to continue their educa-

tion beyond the Lyzeum course, but without taking one of the ad-

vanced academic courses, there have been developed special one- and

two-year courses in what is known as the Frauenschule. The purpose

of these courses is to give the student an insight into the problems
and techniques of household management, an appreciation of the

problems of child care, education, and welfare, and a continuance of

their general education for the development of their moral personality

and an understanding of the place of the individual in his community.
The courses of the Frauenschide are intended for the training of

women in the home and in occupations education, social welfare,

and women's industries. The courses are not clearly defined, but

the following subjects have been suggested for the guidance of the

Frauenschideni

ONE-YEAH COURSE HOTIRS
Per year Per week

a. Household arts, nutrition; household accounts and

bookkeeping; cooking; housework; gardening (if

possible) ,
and needlework 400 10

b. Hygiene with practicalworkin the careofinfants and

young children; simple exercises in hoine nursing 240 6
'

Theory of education, especially of young children,

with practical work 240 6

c. Religion 40 *

German 80 a

History* civics and economics 120 3

Maximum.,.. 1120 28
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In the two-year courses the curriculum may follow one of two

forms. In the first form the course of the second year may continue

and extend the work of the first year. In the second form the work

of the first year is the same as in the one year course, while that of the

second is organized as follows:

SECOND YEAR COURSE HOURS
Per year Per week

a. Household economy in relation to economics 40 i

Cooking (special types as for invalids or infants),

housework and gardening . , 3 7K
Care of clothing and the home . 80 2

b. Hygiene, social hygiene. . 80 2

History and organization of social welfare 80 a

Introduction to practical work in care of infants and

children, care of school children, visit to social

welfare agencies , 36 9
. Continuation and extension of general subjects, plus

gymnastics and physical activities, an additional

subject . . > as needed 6#
Maximum . . 1200 30

A few schools, by the addition of a third year, have since 1927

organized the Frauenoberschule. The subjects of the course are the

same as those listed above, but the students who complete the three-

year course have the advantage of being admitted to institutions for

the preparation of teachers of trades, technical and art subjects, and
household management.

Statistics. The growth of secondary education for girls is il-

lustrated statistically in the following table:
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The percentage of girls passing the Reifeprufung in 1927-28 was

97 per cent, the number of candidates was 3088; of these 22 withdrew
before the examination; of the 3066 taking the examination 2975

passed. The majority of the girls, 2077, came from the Oberlyzeum

(Oberrealschule type); 900 came from the Sfadienanstalt (Gymnasium
and Realgymnas^um type); and in came from the Deutsche Ober-

schule.

4. ITALY

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
The present system of secondary education in Italy, which was

established by the Gentile reform of 1923, is the direct result of

sixty years of conflict and unrest on the subject. The foundations

of the modern organization of secondary education were laid by the

Casati Law of 1859, which sought to depart from the traditional clas-

sical monopoly by the addition of more modern and practical forms

of secondary education. Side by side with a reorganized classical

school, there were created technical institutes and normal schools,

designed to deflect students away from the universities and into

practical careers. Only one avenue to higher studies was opened
to pupils from schools other than the classical ginnasio-liceo by the

introduction in the technical institutes of a section for physics and

mathematics leading its graduates up to the faculties of mathe-

matical, physical, and natural sciences.

The number of classical secondary schools was indirefctly limited

by the provisioix that the cbmmunities provide the giwnasi, giving

the first five years of the course, and the State a restricted number of

licei, giving the last three years of the course. The absence of such

restriction and the shorter duration of the technical course, three

years in the scuola tectoica and three years in the istitwto tecwico, led

to a rapid increase in the number of schools and of pupils. As

a consequence the aims and curricula of the technical schools became

a mixture of general culture and of practical studies without'genuine

success on either side. The existence of the physico-mathematical

section in the istttuto tecmco opened access to the universities to

students whose general cultural foundation was inadequate. The

Casati system was attacked from another side because it had failed

to make provision in any school for modern studies. In 1898-99 six

ticei modemi wcte established by way of experiment, in which German
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and French were added to the existing curriculum of the classical

schools by a slight revision of the time-table. Although the experi-

ment failed, at this time modern sections were set up in the classical

schools after 1904.

The Casati Law was further subjected to criticism because of its

failure to provide a common foundation for all secondary schools.

For this common foundation some advocated Latin as an essential

element; others rejected it. Equally uncertain was the question as

to the subjects which should constitute the common elements of

a cultural education in the secondary schools. The uncertainty

and unrest through which secondary education passed in the forty

years following the enactment of the Casati Law can only be indi-

cated by reference to the many bills and laws introduced as Min-

ister succeeded Minister. The most significant dates are as follows:

Matteucci (1863), Amari (1864), Natoli (1864), Bertini (1865), Berti

(1866), Coppino (1867, 1877, 1879, 1881, 1887), De Sanctis (1878),

Baccelli (1881), Martini (1886), Boselli (1890), ViUari (1891), Pe
Cristoforis (1897), Baccelli (1890), Gallo (1901), Nasi (1903),

Bianchi (1905). The situation was still further aggravated by con-

flicts between competing authorities; some technical courses were

under the direction of the Ministry of Education, others under

such ministries as those of agriculture, industry, and commerce.

An attempt to settle the unrest in Italian secondary education,

which only paralleled the contemporary unrest in England, France,

Germany, and the United States, was made in 1905 by the appoint-
ment of a Royal Commission, over which Paolo Boselli presided

(Commissione Rede per VOrdinamento degli Studi Secundari in

Italia). The report (Relazione) of the Commission, published in

1909, recommended a functional organization of secondary educa-

tion to provide a utilitarian preparation for those proceeding to

practical careers and a general education for the ttite intending to

proceed to the universities and the liberal professions. Both types
of schools were to be based on a common foundation of three years
for pupils admitted from the lower elementary schools at the age
of ten, this common school was to offer a modern curriculum with-

out Latin. On the common foundation were to be built a higher

elementary or continuation school, a technical school, and three
Ucei classical, modern, and scientific. The technical schools

were to be assigned to appropriate ministries (agriculture, com-
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merce, or industry) in order to prevent any incursion into the cultural

fields proper to the hcei. Little resulted from the recommenda-

tions of the Commission except the organization of modern Ucei

offering two modern foreign languages in place of Latin and Greek.

Uncertainty as to aims and curricula did not constitute the sole

difficulties which attended secondary education. The secondary
school teaching profession was badly organized and poorly remu-

nerated. Each teacher, limited narrowly to his own special sub-

ject, had to eke out his salary by going from school to school in order

to fill out a weekly program; such a system resulted in many cases

in the acceptance of obligations in different schools which made ade-

quate instruction and familiarity with pupils impossible, militated

against good discipline, and left no time for study. Disciplinary

difficulties were increased by the great increase in enrollments, due

in large measure to the deliberate discrimination against private
schools and the inadequate provision of schools, as well as by the as-

sumption by the secondary school pupils of some of the prerogatives

of university students. Agitation, violence, and strikes were

common occurrences almost up to the eve of the Gentile reform.

Finally, the system of examinations played havoc With any attempt
to maintain standards. Pupils were examined by their own teach-

ers without any external check, and even then only those pupils

who had failed to obtain an average mark of 6 on a scale of 10 were

examined. Pupils in private schools had to resort to public schools

for their examinations and were examined on the whole of the

school program, a discrimination which pkced the public schools

at a considerable advantage. Taking advantage of this situa-

tion, all kinds of pressure were brought to bear on the examiners

both by the pupils, their organizations, and others interested in them.

The problems which confronted the reformer were not merely

educational: they were at once social, economic, and political.

Overcrowding in the secondary schools led to overcrowding in the

universities and in the liberal professions and to an overproduc-

tion of "men of letters, doctors, and rhetoricians." An excess-

educated proletariat meant in Italy, as it had done earlier in Ger-

many, so many centers of discontent which found its outlet through

agitation in the press and in politics. Overcrowding in the profes-

sions meant neglect of economic channels which would be of greater

advantage to the individual and to the*country as a whole. It was
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remarked during and after the War that the lower, so-called illiterate

masses, the peasants and artisans, had displayed a higher spirit of

loyalty and patriotism than the educated classes. Whether this was

true or not, it was recognized that the task for the reformer was to

establish a secondary school system which would provide opportuni-

ties for the able in all classes of society, which would be organized to

suit a variety of individual and public needs, which would open the

way to higher education only for those capable of profiting thereby,

and which would instill in the future leaders of the country a new

spirit of idealism and interest in the welfare of the country as a

whole.

THE PRESENT SYSTEM

Basis of reform. A fundamental reform of secondary education

was long overdue. The attack on the system was begun by the

idealist group which rallied around Croce and Gentile. The system
had been built up on a concept of equality of opportunities which

the group regarded as baseless and which filled the schools with

pupils who had neither the ability nor the earnestness to profit by
secondary education. The schools had become diploma mills which

sent to the universities more candidates for entrance into the profes-

sions than the country could absorb, with the consequence that

unemployed lawyers, journalists, teachers, and others became the

sources of disturbance and agitation. The discrimination against

private schools through the system of examinations deprived the

public schools of the healthy stimulation which comes from compe-
tition. The State could not surrender its duty of providing schools,

but such schools must serve as models for the country as a whole,

and, instead of being entrenched behind a monopoly such as they

enjoyed by controlling the examinations, the standards of secondary
education must be raised by the introduction of external examina-

tions to set up standards for all schools, whether public or private.

Finally, a genuine profession of secondary school teachers, definitely

assigned to a single school and devoted to the real task of education

in its broad sense rather than to giving instruction alone, was es-

sential to a successful system of secondary education.

Educational politics following the War supported proposals for

reform along these lines. The Popular Party, under the leadership
of Sturzo, definitely pronounced itself in favor of a complete re-
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organization of the educational system on the principle of freedom

in all its stages, but under the control of state examinations. That

the Party was influenced by religious and political motives is im-

material, the important point is that it supported the program of

reform planned by the idealists. The Congress of Fascists which

met at Naples in October, 1922, also drew up proposals for the

reorganization of the system of education in the interests of a

stronger nationalist consciousness and the demands of contempo-

rary needs. It parted company from the other reform groups in

refusing to support the principle of state examinations, which

would play into the hands of private, especially denominational,

schools. The Fascists were, however, in close sympathy with the

idealists in their fight against what they regarded as the misinterpre-

tation of the spirit of democracy, in their affirmation of the principle

of authority, and in their demand for the development through the

school of a strong national ideal. Education in the opinion of both

groups must be progressively selective and must direct the rising

generation into the types of activities best suited to their abilities;

the individualism of the past must be checked by the educative super-

vision of the pupils in the schools. The one point of disagreement

between the Fascists and idealists was their respective positions on

the question of state examinations. It was obvious that this dis-

agreement had disappeared when Mussolini appointed Gentile to

become Minister of Public Instruction in 1922 and to undertake the

reform of Italian education, it was apparent that the difficulties

which had confronted Croce in 1921, when he proposed the intro-

duction of state examinations, had been removed.

The Gentile reform. Gentile proceeded on the principle that in the

reorganization of secondary education there must be provided oppor-

tunities, but opportunities based on the abilities of the pupils rather

than on a demagogic concept of equality; that it must accordingly

be functional and selective; that each type of school, whether it

has a terminal function or is preparatory to another institution,

must be dominated by rigorous standards; and that private schools

mu$t be placed on a footing of equality with public schools. T?he

system was accordingly reorganized by Royal Decree of May 6,

1923 (No. 1054). Secondary education was founded upon the pri-

mary school and was to be provided by a variety of schools to which

specific functions were assigned*
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The new system includes:

(1) The full-time continuation school (scuola complementare) of

three years. On completing this course, pupils could either proceed

to an institution for the preparation of kindergarten teachers, or

enter into minor public or private employment.

(2) The normal school for the preparation of elementary school

teachers (tstituto magistrate) with a seven-year course, divided into

two sections of four and three years respectively. Graduation from

this school entitles students to become teachers in elementary schools

or to enter a higher normal school (istituto superiore di magistero).

(3) The technical institute with an eight-year course, divided into

two four-year periods. On the completion of the common founda-

tion, pupils may elect either a course in commerce and accounting

(commercio e ragioneria) or a course in surveying (agrimensura) or

enter a scientific liceo (liceo scientifico)

(4) The secondary school for girls (hceo femmimle), offering a

course of three years for girls who have completed the lower section

of a normal school or four years of a ginnasio or of a technical insti-

tute.

(5) The scientific liceo (liceo scientifico) , offering a four-year course

to pupils who have completed the lower section of a technical

institute or four years of a ginnasio Graduates may enter the

faculties of science or medicine in universities or schools of engineer-

ing, architecture, and pharmacy.

(6) The classical secondary school (hceo-ginnasio) , consisting of

the ginnasio with a five-year course and the liceo with a three-year

course. Graduates may enter the universities.

(7) In 1930 there was created by the Royal Decree-Law (October

6, 1930, No 1379) a new type of vocational secondary school, the

scuola secondaria di awiamento al lavoro (secondary vocational pre-

paratory school), which is intended to take the place of the corso

integratiw or elementary senior schools and the scuola contplemen-
tare. The establishment of the new type of school is left to the

option of the localities. The Government made an appropriation
of 7,000,000 lire toward the creation of these schools and local author-

ities or private corporations were expected to make annual con-

tributions for their support.

These schools are divided into two grades. Those of the first

grade include the continuation school, the lower courses of the
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technical institute and the normal school, and the ginnasio, those

of the second grade comprise the classical and scientific ticei, the

girls' school, and the higher courses of the technical institute and
the normal school.

Each institution is self-contained, promotion from a lower to

a higher section in the same school and transfer from one school

to another are controlled by entrance examinations The comple-
tion of the continuation school does not entitle pupils to transfer

to any of the secondary schools proper. Finally, the graduation
certificates from each of the complete secondary schools do not

entitle the holders to the same privileges.

Provision and organization of secondary education. The pro-
vision of secondary education is thus carefully controlled by the

State, and no schools, except the continuation school, may be

opened without the consent of the state authority, which in the case

of some types lied scientifici and hcei femmimK may proceed

by decree; in the case of others, by law. AH secondary education

is under the general supervision of the Minister of Public Instruc-

tion through the Division for Secondary Education in the Ministry
and is inspected either by the permanent inspectors of the Ministry
or by experts appointed for a special inspection or inquiry. The
number of normal schools is fixed by law. In the provision and

maintenance of public secondary schools, the State, provinces, and

municipalities are concerned. The provincial authorities are re-

quired to provide and maintain the buildings and equipment of

technical institutes and scientific lied and to pay the salaries of the

non-instructional personnel. The municipalities provide and

maintain the buildings for other types of schools, while the equip-

ment is provided by the State. The salaries of the non-instructional

staff are paid by the municipalities in continuation schools and

girls' schools, by the State in the normal and classical schools.

A definite scale of contributions is fixed for the municipalities ac-

cording to their size. The equipment which is provided by each

authority includes teachers' and pupils' libraries, maps, works of

art, and laboratories for physics, chemistry, and natural sciences.

The general supervision of secondary education in each adminis-

trative area is entrusted to the superintendent with whom is as-

sociated a board Of secondary education (giunta per Vistruzione

), which consists, besides the superintendent as chairman, of
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a university professor or some other person of distinction in letters

or science, two secondary school principals, a full instructor of

a secondary school of the second grade, appointed by Royal
Decree.

Each school is administered by its principal (preside), assisted by
the faculty acting as a committee (collegia dei professori), which

deliberates on all matters affecting instruction and discipline, the

purchase of equipment and books for the school library, the selection

of textbooks from the list approved by the Ministry, and the final

coordination and decision on the reports prepared by the teachers

on their pupils. A smaller council (consiglio di prestdenza), con-

sisting of the principal, vice-principal, and a teacher elected by his

colleagues, deliberates on questions requiring immediate action.

Problems affecting the pupils of each class are discussed by the in-

structors assigned to it acting as a class council (consiglio di dasse).

The principal may appoint special committees of teachers of special

subjects when any problems concerning them arise. Finally,

each school is expected to create and administer a school fund (cassa

scolastica), to assist poor but deserving pupils, to provide additional

or elective studies, to promote school celebrations and tours, to

purchase equipment and projectoscopes, to assist in participation

in competitions and conventions, and to promote the general wel-

fare of the school and its pupils. Such funds, which are adminis-

tered by a council consisting of the principal and two or more teach-

ers, amounted in 1929 to 10,000,000 lire.

To obviate the difficulties which beset secondary education from
the intense specialization of the teachers, who were thereby virtually

compelled to support themselves by teaching the same subjects in

a variety of schools, the reform clearly defined the scope of each posi-
tion and the classes in which a teacher coufd give instruction.

This measure was effected by the combination of allied subjects,
such as Italian, Latin, history, and geography; or La,tin and Italian

literature; or a foreign language, or philosophy, history, and polit-
ical economy; or mathematics and physics; or natural science,

chemistry, and geography. By this reform and by the restriction

placed on the creation of parallel classes, it was possible to raise

teaching to the dignity of a full-time profession.

In addition to public schools, facilities for secondary education
are provided by accredited schools (scuok pwreggiatf), private
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schools, and national boarding schools (convitti nazionali}. Recog-
nized organizations (enti morali) may establish any type of second-

ary school except the normal. Teachers in such schools must have

the same qualifications as teachers in public schools, are subject to

the same regulations, and, if transferred to a public school, may
count their period of service in the accredited school toward a pen-
sion. Private schools may be opened with the approval of the

local superintendent (proweditore) by any citizen above thirty years

of age who holds the same qualifications as teachers in public schools.

The qualifications of teachers, the curricula and courses of study,
and buildings of private schools must comply with the requirements
for all secondary schools; provision must be made for an approved
course of physical education; and the schools must always be open
to inspection by the superintendent or other person appointed by
the Ministry of Public Instruction. National boarding schools are

institutions recognized by the state authority, which bears the cost

of the salaries of the personnel while the cost of maintenance is

met out of fees and income from endowments. Pupils are ad-

mitted between the ages of six and twelve, receive their elementary
education in the institution which they attend, and their second-

ary education in local public or accredited schools as a general

rule.

In order to avoid the evils of overcrowding in secondary schools

by the addition of parallel classes, the number of parallel courses

which may be added in each school is strictly defined by the decree

governing secondary education. The size of classes is limited to

thirty-five. The board of secondary education, which meets'

regularly once a month or on special occasions determined by the

superintendent or Ministry or on the petition of two of its members,
deliberates on all problems which affect the successful administra-

tion of secondary education.

Admission and fees. Since secondary education is definitely

organized on the principle of selection, entrance to each grade is

controlled by admission examinations (esami di ammissione). To
be admitted to the first grades of the secondary school, pupils must

have reached the age of ten and pass an examination, which is

common to all types except the continuation school. The examina-

tions, written and oral, are conducted by committees consisting of

teachers 6f the type of school to which the candidate seeks admfe-
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sion and an elementary school teacher. Admission from the first

grade of a school to the second of the same or of another type is

guarded by an examination before a committee composed in the

same way. The examination for entrance to the first grade of

schools covers the following subjects: Italian, arithmetic and ele-

mentary geometry, drawing, and a general oral test to discover

general capacity. This is followed for candidates for admission to

all schools except the continuation school by an additional written

examination on a subject of the oral examination or some general

subject lasting three hours and designed to discover their fitness for

admission to the particular type of school to which they seek ad-

mission. Those who fail in the additional test may be recommended

for admission to the continuation school.

Secondary education is not free; in addition to tuition fees there

are fees for the various examinations, as indicated in the following

table in Ike:

* The tuition fee for the fourth and fifth years is 200 hre per year.

Provision is made for the remission of fees to needy but deserving

pupils, the orphans of soldiers killed in the War, children of Italian

residents abroad or in Dalmatia, and of non-Italian residents in the

new provinces. Exemption from fees is dependent on ability; they

may be remitted entirely to pupils who obtain 8 marks on a Scale of

10, or to the extent of a half to pupils who obtain 7 marks on a scale

of 10.

Curricula and courses of study. The regulations define in general
the functions assigned to each type of secondary school* The work
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of each school is governed, however, not by prescribed courses of

study, but the official time-schedules, which define the amount of

time to be devoted to each subject, and by the prescribed require-

ments for the various examinations, which hi effect define the cur-

riculum of each school At the close of each school year the faculty

committee (collegia dei professori) determines for the succeeding

year the course of study for each class and for each subject, so that

at the end of the course the pupils will be prepared to take their

examinations. The textbooks to be used are selected at the same
time.

Aims and curricula. The aim of the continuation school,
1 which

in general corresponds to the English central school, the French

ecole primaire sup&rieure, and the German Mittelschule, rather than

to the accepted secondary school, is to continue the elementary
school curriculum to a more advanced stage. The subjects of the

three-year course are distributed as follows:

TIME-SCHEDULE o* THE CONTINUATION SCHOOL

I II III

SUBJECTS YEAR YEAR YEAR

Italian ... 443
History and geography . 443
Modern foreign language . . .4 4 4
Mathematics ... 433
Natural sciences . 2 2

Bookkeeping , -33
Drawing ... , 433
Caligraphy .... 2

Stenography . __ _j _2

Total .. . . . 22 24 23

The aim of the classical secondary school (liceo-ginnasio) is to

prepare for the university and other institutions of higher learning.

The first grade (ginnasio) gives a five-year course; the second (Uceo),

a threeryear course. To be admitted to the fourth year of the

course where Greek is begun and to the liceo, pupils must pass an

admissioa ecjcaraination. The subjects of the eight years arq dis-

tributed as follows:

1 The scuola tompfapenttre (continuation school) is included ux this chapter because in the

Italian system it is classified as a part of the secondary rather than of the elementary school

system.
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TIME-SCHEDULE OF THE LICEO-GINNASIO

i n in nr v inm
SUBJECTS YEA* YEAH YEA* YEAR YEA* YEAX YEAR YEAR

Italian ... 77755 443
Latin ....87766 443
Greek . .44443
Modern foreign language. 3444
History and geography... 55433
History ... 333
Geography . 3

Philosophy and political economy 333
Mathematics ,. . 12222 422
Physics . ..23
Natural sciences and chemistry . 3 3 *

History of art.. . _____ JLJL_
Total . 21 24 24 24 24 26 26 26

The scientific Kceo is designed to give pupils a scientific prepara-

tion for university study of science or medicine, or specialization

in engineering, architecture, and pharmacy. Pupils are admitted

by examination from the gymnasium or the lower course of the

technical institute. The subjects of the four-year courses are as

follows:

TiME-SCHEDULE OF THE LlCEO-SciENTIFICO

I II III IV
SUBJECTS YEAR YEAR YEAR YEAR

Italian . 4433
Latin

^
5443

Modern foreign language 4433
History . -2233
Geography ... ... . 3

Philosophy and political economy. . . 2 3 3
Mathematics 5 3 3 3

Physics . . . .... 2 3 3
Natural science and chemistry .2 3 2

Drawing . . . 3222
Total. . 25 26 26 26

The secondary school for girls (liceo femminile) is a new institution

established under the Gentile reform for the advanced general edu-
cation of girls who do not intend to continue their education beyond
the secondary course. Pupils are admitted by examination after

four years in the ginnasio, normal school, and the technical institute.

The type is deliberately designed to divert the number of girls from,
vocational and professional careers. Under the Royal Decree of
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1923, it was planned to establish twenty such schools throughout
the country, five years later, only a few schools were in existence

with every prospect of disappearing. The curriculum and time-

distribution are as follows:

TiME-SCHEDULE OF THE LlCEO-FEMMINILE

I II HI
SUBJECTS YEAR YEAR YEAR

Italian and Latin . 666
History and geography 333
Philosophy, law, and political economy 333
History of art *

. (2) (2) (2)

French* . . (4) (4) (4)
German or English 444
Drawing .3 33
Music, singing, and dancing .222
Instrumental music *

(2) (2) (2)

Domestic arts and economy J. J. _2
Total . 24 24 24

(3") C3) (33)
* Elective

The technical institute (istituto tecmco) performs two functions:

it is an institution which prepares at once for the two vocations of

commerce and surveying and for entrance by way of the liceo scien-

tifico to the universities. The lower course consists of a common

foundation; the upper course offers two courses commerce and

accounting and land surveying. The subjects of the eight-year

course are distributed as shown in the table on page 770.

The scuola secondaries di avmamento al lavoro was established to

provide a general lower secondary school preparation for agricul-

ture, trades, industry, and commerce. The type of course, estab-

lished in each community is determined by local needs, but two or

more types may be provided in the same school. The length of the

courses is three years. All schools, whether state (Regie) or., pri-

vate (tibere), are under the supervision of the authorities for second-

ary education. Pupils are admitted on completing an elementary

school or by examination at the age of ten. Successful completion

of the course entitles the holders of the licenza to enter the fourth

year of the technical institute or normal school after a further exam-

illation in Italian, Latin, and mathematics.

The curricula and time-schedules are shown in tables on pages

77** 772.
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TntE-SCHEDtHE OF THE SCTTOLA. SECONDARIA DI AWIAMENTO AL LAVOKO

The function of the normal school (istttuto magistrate) is to pre-

pare teachers for elementary schools in a seven-year course, divided

into two grades of four and three years respectively. The cur-

riculum is definitely organized on the principle that the essential

requirement for successful teaching is command of academic subject-

matter and philosophical penetration rather than an emphasis on

practice teaching and techniques. To each normal school there

must be annexed a kindergarten (giardino d'infanzia) or a nursery
school (casa dei bambmt). The subjects of the curriculum and their

distribution are as follows:

TlME-SCHEDTJLE OF THE ISTITUTO MAQISTRALE

* Elective.
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The spirit of the reform. Some of the reasons which led up to

the Gentile reform have already been mentioned and the aims of

each type of secondary school have been discussed. The reform

was dominated, however, by a far deeper purpose, social and cul-

tural, than the mere mechanical or administrative rearrangement
of schools, j From the social and economic point of view the reor-

ganization is intended to distribute the coming generation on the

basis of interests and abilities in such a way as will best promote
the welfare of the country. But while the new system is selective

and distributive, secondary education of all types (excluding the

continuation school) is dominated by a common cultural aim.

Secondary education before the reform was mechanical, encyclo-

pedic, and informational in character, offering to pupils the sem-

blance rather than the reality of culture. What was emphasized
was not intellectual or cultural training, but the amassing of items

of knowledge and disconnected detailed information obtained at

second hand from manuals about literature rather than literature

itself and from compendia of the sciences rather than direct observa-

tion and experimentation. The supreme test was ability to repro-

duce the inert, undigested body of knowledge at the time of the

examinations, through which the coveted diploma would be obtained.

/J[he reform proposed by the idealists, among whom Gentile was

the leading but not the only exponent, is based on the principle that

education means growth of personality, spiritual maturing, the

development of the individual as a human being. Accordingly, it

placed the emphasis, not on memorization and cramming, but on

arousing curiosity, on cultivating and training understanding, and

on developing appreciation and enjoyment of the cultural heritage

of man as man and of the individual as an Italian. The primary
task of secondary education is to introduce all pupils to the humani-

ties, to liberal studies, to give them a general rather than a special

education first. The cultural foundation, so far as possible common
for all pupils and based on Latin language and literature as the

source of Italian, must precede the special training for a career.

In 1930 religious instruction was added (by the Giuliano Law,

June 5, 1930, No. 824) to the curricula of all secondary schools to

the extent of one hour a week in each class; in the istituto magistrate

two hours a week are given in the upper course. Teachers of the

subject are selected each year by the principal of the school with
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the approval of the ecclesiastical authority of the diocese. The

syllabus of religious instruction was issued by Royal Decree, July

10, 1930, No. 1015. A sound education must result in the formation

of ideals and a new outlook on life. These ends can only be obtained

by an education which is real and active and which places the pupil

in a position to commune directly with great contributions of man
to the culture of the nation and of the world. Hence, in place of

manuals the pupil must read literature and philosophy as they came

from their authors; in languages he must acquire facility in their

use rather than a knowledge of grammar and canons of style; in

the sciences he must learn how to experiment. Finally, his pro-

gress is to be tested, not by an examination which may measure his

mastery of facts and details, but which seeks to discover his spiritual

maturity and mastery of himself.

Examinations. If examinations continue to play as important

a r61e in Italian education as they have always done, they have been

greatly reformed in character and organization. The internal

examinations, conducted by the teachers, which at once lowered the

standards in the public schools and penalized the private schools,

have been replaced by state examinations common to all schools,

public and private, and thereby encouraging competition. In

character the change has been in the direction indicated in the pre-

ceding paragraph the examinations seek to test the spiritual

maturity of the pupil, his fitness neither to continue his education

or to enter on a career for which his school has prepared him. The
examinations enjoy a position of importance from another point of

view, since they virtually define the scope of the curricula and
courses of study in the secondary schools. In order to avoid con-

fusion of aims and purposes between the different types of schools,
a characteristic examination has been established for each grade
and each type. Examinations are not interchangeable with each
other

|The following examinations have been instituted: admission

(ammissione) , capacity or aptitude (idconM), promotion (promo-
zione)- license (Ucenza)\ qualifying (abititazione); and maturity
(matuntti). The first three are entrance, the last three leaving ex-

aminations. All examinations are held in July. Candidates wfyo
obtain less than a mark of 6 on a scale of 10 or who do not complete
either the written or oral test may be permitted to repeat the exami-
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nation in October of the same year. All examinations are written

and oral, failure in the written examination is eliminatory. The
admission examination has already been discussed with reference

to first entrance into a secondary school Entrance from the lower

grade to the upper grade of the same or another school or from the

third to the fourth year of the ginnasio is guarded by an admission

examination conducted, as has been pointed out, by teachers of the

school which the pupil plans to enter and a teacher from the type
of school from which he comes. The examination of capacity or

aptitude must be passed by pupils who, coming from an unac-

credited or private school, seek admission to a public school. Pro-

motion examinations are required only in the case of pupils who have
obtained a mark of less than 6 on a scale of 10 in conduct and pro-

gress during the preceding year. The reports of teachers are con-

sidered every two months and again at the end of each year by the

whole staff (colkgw dei professon). The license is the leaving ex-

amination at the end of the continuation, the vocational prepara-

tory, and girls' schools, the examination is conducted by the teach-

ers of the school concerned.

The qualifying and maturity examinations are more formal in

character. The qualifying examination is the leaving examination

from technical institutes and normal schools and seeks to establish

the ability of candidates for the pursuit of the career for which they
have been prepared. The examinations are conducted in the pro-

vincial capitals for candidates from the technical institutes and in

the administrative centers for educational supervision for can-

didates from normal schools. The examining commissions are

appointed each year by the Minister of Public Instruction on the

recommendation of superintendents of education. The maturity

examination for candidates from the classical and scientific licei

is a test of their ability to pursue higher education and is held at

prescribed centers only. The examining commissions, appointed

by the Minister, consist of not more than one third of university

pttrfessors or lecturers, at least two thirds of teachers of second

grade schools, and a teacher from a, private school or a person not

connected with the work of education. Members of examining

commissions are not permitted to vote on candidates whom they

have taught publicly or privately.

Since the examinations determine the character of the curriculum
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and the courses of study of the secondary schools, the standards

which they set up seriously influence the aims. Of the many ex-

aminations it is only possible to give the suggestions for the matuntti

from the liceo dassico. The chief stress is placed upon the language

requirements; these are the only subjects in which there are written

examinations, lasting six hours in Italian, ten hours in Latin, and

five hours in Greek, and oral examinations of thirty minutes in

each subject. All other subjects are examined orally as follows:

history, twenty minutes, political economy, ten minutes, philosophy,

twenty-five minutes; mathematics, fifteen minutes, physics (me-

chanics, heat, acoustics, electricity and magnetism, cosmography
and meteorology), fifteen minutes, history of art, fifteen minutes;

chemistry (organic and inorganic), natural science (biology), geog-

raphy and geology, fifteen minutes.

The purpose of this examination is to test the spiritual maturity

of the candidates. In literature the examination "must not be

a test of memory but of culture and taste Can the candidate read

our great authors alone? Has he the ability to enjoy them? Has
he an adequate background of history and aesthetics for a proper

appreciation of their place?" The emphasis throughout is on the

direct study of the classics, whether ancient or modern, and their

setting in the history of culture. The test in history, which covers

the ancient, medieval, and the modern periods, must aim to dis-

cover the candidates' sense of interrelationships and continuity.

In political economy they must be expected to give evidence of an

understanding, not so much of abstract theory as of the influences

of economic forces in history. The examination in philosophy is

directed to discover ability to analyze problems philosophically
with an understanding of the fundamental problems of conscious-

ness and ethics and the chief manifestations of the mind (intel-

lectualism, empiricism, criticism, and idealism), and a knowledge
of the particular contributions of the great philosophers. Mathe-
matics serves as a test of the mastery of theory and formulas and
as a test, of ability to discuss a problem logically and systematically,
The examinations in sciences must avoid any stress on mere facts

which can be memorized and endeavor to test the candidates'

understanding of fundamental concepts and their relations. Finally,
the examination in the history of art serves to discover knowledge
of the great periods in the development of art in all its branches,
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and of the development of aesthetics and taste, as well as ability

to interpret masterpieces in relation to their epoch.
Whether these lofty aspirations can be tested by examinations

is extremely doubtful. The idealism which inspired the Gentile

reform is nowhere more manifest than in the statements of the aims

of the examinations. Their intent is clear to eliminate the tradi-

tional emphasis on memorization and to substitute therefor active

participation by the pupils in their own growth, and development.
The mere distribution of emphasis in the time-schedules and in

the examinations must be detrimental to any serious attempt to

achieve balance between the different branches of culture. In the

lower grades of all types of schools no provision is made for the

teaching of the sciences, while in the upper grades too much content

is crowded into too few periods Girls who begin their education in

the lower grades and proceed to the kceofemminile are entirely de-

prived of any opportunities for the study of science. The amount

of ground to be covered must inevitably affect adversely the attempt
to emphasize reality and experimentation. The reform was launched

without much attention to the adequate preparation of the teachers.

The insistence of Gentile and his group that education is wholly

a matter of the spiritual influence of a well-trained mind on the

immature was interpreted in theory and practice as meaning that

thorough cotnmand of subject-matter makes a good teacher and

that training in professional technique and methods interferes with,

rather than promotes, freedom in instruction. Certainly five years

after the reform was launched it was not easy to distinguish the

new methods or the new spirit from the old. Dictation and lecturing

still predominated and in language work the atomistic method of

dissection of a masterpiece had not disappeared. The reform was

well-intentioned and in many respects followed the lines of progres-

sive reform everywhere, but the examination requirements con^

tinued to lay the emphasis on the midto non mvltum which has always

been the bane of secondary education. The aims may be unim-

peachable, but confronted with a formidable program, such as is

prescribed for the ex&taination in each subject, few pupils and

teachers could resist the temptation of mastering the content rather

than utilizing the content as a means to secure the ends proposed

ends which can only be tested by the most refined skill if they can

be tested at all,
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School life. The character of secondary education during the

nineteenth century and up to the period of reform militated against

the development of a tradition of corporate life in the schools.

The large numbers, in most cases the gloomy buildings, the absence

of open spaces, the emphasis on diplomas, and the itinerant char-

acter of the teaching profession were all factors which prevented

the organization of activities of the right kind among the pupils.

Nor is there any indication, either in the proposals for reform put
forward by the idealist group or in the reform itself, that the im-

portance of extra-curricular activities was recognized. The regu-

lations governing the aims and curricula of secondary education

make no reference to pupil self-government, or even to physical edu-

cation except by an indirect requirement that time must be pro-

vided for it in the arrangement of the time-schedules. The intro-

duction of physical education was the work not of the idealists but

of the Fascists.

By a Royal Decree of March 15, 1923, there was created an

independent and autonomous body for the promotion and super-

vision of physical education the Ente Nazionale per VEducazione

fisica. This body was administered by a council of seven members,

only one of whom represented the Ministry of Public Instruction.

A sum of 2,000,000 lire was provided for 1923-24 to enable the Ente

Nazionale to organize physical education for secondary schools.

Every locality in which there was a secondary school was required
to establish committees which through an expert as director super-
vised physical education in its area. The Ente Nazionale was
authorized to make use of the facilities provided by gymnastic
societies and sports clubs, municipalities were required by the Royal
Decree of May 6, 1923, the fundamental decree governing the re-

form of secondary education, to provide for the maintenance, light-

ing, and heating of gymnasiums and stadia belonging to the Ente

Nazionale. In other ways local authorities have been urged to provide
stadia and personnel for the promotion of physical education*

The regulations require every public and accredited secondary
school to leave two afternoon sessions or a morning and one after-

noon session free to enable the pupils to proceed to the gymnasiums
and stadia in which they are registered, for their physical education
and sports, and a whole period of eight days for an excursion or

competitions. No pupil may receive his annual, promotion or
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qualify for a certificate or diploma unless he meets the standards

prescribed for this work; exemptions are only granted for reasons of

health or physical disability. Private schools must make their own

arrangements for physical education, but their pupils must present
themselves for examinations each year at recognized centers.

As a result of the criticism of the dualism introduced into educa-

tion by the separation of physical from general education and of

excessive interference by the Ente Nazionalej this body was sup-

pressed and its work was transferred on January i, 1928, to the

Opera Nazionale Bahlla, which is discussed in another connection,

in 1929 the Opera Nazionale Balilla was itself transferred to the

Ministry of National Education (see p 169).

In addition to these provisions for physical education, provision
is made in each school for educational tours, but only as a reward for

the better pupils. Under the direction of their teachers, groups
have been taken on tours to places of interest in Belgium, France,

Germany, and Hungary, and are taken more regularly through

Italy. A hostel has been established in one of the secondary schools

in Rome which accommodates about a hundred pupils, who may be

brought from different parts of the country. Valuable as such tours

are for the general advancement of the pupils, they are supple-

mentary to the work of the classroom. They do not take the place

nor fulfill the purposes of the organization for corporate life or extra-

curricular activities.

The conduct and discipline of pupils both in and out of schoql

are governed by a Royal Decree of April 30, 1924. The penalties

there provided include private or public admonition, suspension

from school for longer or shorter periods, deprivation of the right to

promotion without examination, expulsion from the school at-

tended, or exclusion from all public schools. Of the more serious

types of punishments the board of secondary education and, the

Ministry of National Education must be informed, the severest

penalties, expulsion or exclusion, are published in the Bottetfanc

Ujjicide of the Ministry.

The official attitude to school life thus represents a survival of the

traditional control of the pupils, an application of that idealism

which dominates educational theory, and the use of the school for

Fascist purposes through control of the regime of physical education.

It almost appears as though the emphasis on spiritual freedom
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and growth which underhes the aims of secondary education is

balanced and checked on the personal side by the disciplinary

measures of the Royal Decree and the political and national ends

of the Opera Nazionale Bahlla, which controls physical education

5. RUSSIA

In no branch of education has the Soviet regime so completely

broken with tradition as in what is usually termed secondary educa-

tion. Since secondary education dominantly connotes the educa-

tion of a select group and, since the programs are determined largely

in terms of culture which is historically conceived, neither could

be accepted in an educational system which seeks to form new

minds and to train for new forms of life as defined by Communist

ideology. The traditional secondary school has, on the whole, it

is objected, remained closed to contemporary life and has delib-

erately aimed to train its pupils away from work and labor. In

this sense it has been an instrument for perpetuating class distinc-

tions and enlarging the gap between the so-called educated classes

and the proletariat of workers. Upon these traditions Soviet sec-

ondary education has deliberately turned its back. In the first

place, the secondary school is the continuation and a part of the

unified labor school, in the second, it is not concerned with impart-

ing an education for its own sake, such as liberal education is con-

ceived to be the French insistence on gtudes desintfress&s as the

constituent part of a liberal education has no meaning for the Rus-

sian educator. Secondary education, like all other education, must
be dominated by the social, political, and economic ideals of the

new social order Hence it cannot be divorced from labor or from

Communist ideology, nor can it be separated from the needs and
demands of the community which it serves.

Secondary education constitutes the second grade of the unified

labor school and is provided in courses of three or five years' dura-

tion, which may be established as independent units or may form
the upper sections of a seven- or nine-year school. Since the second

grade school is part of the unified labor school, pupils pass into it

automatically without any entrance examinations- The seven-

year courses have been m&de compulsory in 1932. Three main

types of seven-year schools are found schools for peasant youth
in the agricultural areas, factory or mill schools in industrial regions,
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and general schools in urban centers. With increased emphasis on

polytechmzation even the general schools are beginning to be

organized on a vocational basis. The last two years of the nine-

year school provide for differentiated courses or biases peda-

gogical for the preparation of teachers for lower schools, cooperative
for agricultural workers or cooperators, and Soviet administration

for workers in financial and tax divisions, insurance, or administra-

tion. During the past years a great variety of other courses with

a vocational bias has been introduced in the last stage of the nine

years. Normally pupils in the second grade schools are from twelve

to fifteen years of age in the lower stage and from sixteen to seven-

teen in the upper stage

The aim of the second grade school is not to prepare for the next

stage, but to give a general training for workers in one of the field

of socially useful labor without attempting specialized vocational

training, and to lay the foundations for continued study. The work
of the school thus has three mam emphases: (i) to impart a definite

body of knowledge or general studies, (2) to give a definite training

in socio-political education, including a study of the contemporary,

struggle of the working classes and the structure of the Soviet

State, with an emphasis on the place of labor in society; and (3)

introduction to practical work. Other aspects of education

physical training and the arts are not neglected, and great

stress is placed, as it is in all educational institutions, on self-organ-

ization and self-government of the pupils

The subjects of the first three years of a second grade school in

an urban center and the time assigned to them are shown on

page 782.

The curriculum of the last two years is divided between general

subjects and the special subjects of the specialized courses

pedagogical, cooperative, and Soviet Administration, $s indicated

in the accompanying table (page 783).
^

The "complex" method of curriculum organization is continued

from the first to the second gjrade, but with a somewhat different

emphasis, so, that while the subjects are taught synthetically, their

individuality is not destroyed by the integration, as it tend? to be

in the American general courses. The synthesis or integration is

made around large general themes which provide opportunities

for the combination of a number of separate disciplines, The ac-
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TOTAL FOR THE

SUBJECTS V * VI * VII * WHOLE COURSE *f

Social science 4 4 4 4o8

Russian language and literature 55 4 47^

Mathematics ... 44 5 442

Natural history . -344 372

Chemistry J . . ...12 2 170

Physics . 444 4o8

Geography 222 204

Foreign languages 3 3 3 3 6

Labor . .-333 3o6

Plastic art .... 2 2 2 204

Singing, music, and rhythmics
** 2 i# iK I 7

Physical culture . _2 i# i# 170

Total .. 35 36 36 3638
* Fifth, sixth, and seventh years of the unified labor school

t The school year is thirty-six weeks in length, two weeks are assigned to organizing and closing

t In the fifth year of study, natural history and chemistry are taught by the one instructor
** Three hours are devoted in the second and third years to singing, music, rhythmics, and physical

culture, this tune may be distributed among the other subjects, depending on the conditions of the

school, the possibility of organizing separate studies in rhythmics, facilities for physical work, etc.

companying courses of study (pp. 784-86), drawn up by the State Sci-

entific Council, illustrate the complex or synthesis provided in the

second grade school around (a) nature, its resources and powers; (b)

man's exploitation of these resources and powers, and (c) social life.
1

Beyond this integration the work of the school is further directed

to the dominant emphasis socially useful activities. Concrete

application is constantly provided by associating the studies of the

school with observation, study, and practical participation in the

economic and community life of the locality in which the school is

situated and by more extended excursions to different parts of the

Union. In the last two years, indeed, through fear that the schools

were not being sufficiently polytechnicized, the educational authori-

ties and the Communist Party have urged, first, that the factory,
the farm, or other economic activity be made the laboratory of

each school in the district, and, second, that an increasing number
of teachers be drawn from men and women who had experience
as workers.

In 1928-29 there were 5707 seven-year schools with 2,071,400

pupils; 946 nine-year schools with 635,100 pupils; and 897 inde-

pendent second grade schools with enrollments of 328,700 pupils;
there were in addition 700 schools for peasant youth.

1 From Pinkevitch, A S , TheNew Education tn the Sonet Republic, pp 306-08 (New York,
1929)
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II. THE PLAN or THE PROGRAM OF THE FIRST DIVISION or THE

SECONDARY SCHOOL

Children 12 to 15 years of age)

First Year

NATURE ITS RESOURCES
AND POWERS

i Physics and chemis-

try in so far as they are

needed for clear under-

standing of climate, life of

soil, life of plants

2 Soil its composition
and characteristics Kinds
of soil in different regions
of Russia

3. Observations of

weather. Meteorology
Climate of various regions
of Soviet Union.

4 Biology Life of

plants, dependence of

plants upon environing
conditions Distribution

of plant hie throughout
Soviet Union. Animal

world, relation between
structure and mode of life

Animals useful and harm-
ful to agricultural econ-

omy

MAJST'S EXPLOITATION OF

THESE RESOURCES AND
POWERS

1 Varieties and forms

of industry of agricultural

economy
Characteristics of agri-

cultural region of Soviet

Union Exploitation and

fertilization of soil Rota-

tional system Care of

plants in field Tools of

labor and village econ-

omy Cultivated agricul-

tural plants Cattle breed-

ing, poultry raising, and
other forms of animal

breeding Small and large

scale agriculture

2 Agriculture in West-

ern Europe and America.

Results of application of

science to agriculture Re-

newed land

SOCIAL LIFE

Peasants and land-

owners Rise of serfdom.

Struggle of peasants

against landowners Czar
and nobility Autocratic

regime. Dictatorship of

nobility Crimean War.
Liberation of serfs Peas-

ants' lack of rights Re-
deemed payments Peas-

ants' limitation of land-

ownership Peasants'

economy Landowners'

economy Statistics of

village economy before

war Peasants' dreams
about land Union of

Workers and Peasants.

Conquest of power Land
laws

Struggle of peasants in

West Jacquerie. Peas-
ants* wars. Great French
Revolution.

Students who complete the seven-year school may continue either

in thfe last two years of the nine-year school or enter a technicum,
those who finish the nine-year course may enter a university or other

higher educational institution, preference being given to students
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II. THE PLAN or THE PROGRAM OF THE FIRST DIVISION or THE
SECONDARY SCHOOL

(Children 12 to 15 years of age)

Second Year

NATURE ITS RESOURCES
AND POWERS

i Physics and chemis-

try iu so far as they are

necessary for an under-

standing of (i) life of ani-

mals and man and (2) ap-

plication of these sciences

to industry (machine con-

struction, locomotives,

electricity).

2. Ores, rocks, metals,

mineral fuel Deposits in

Soviet Union

EXPLOITATION or
THESE RESOURCES AND

POWERS

i Mining of ores, min-

erals, and fuel,

3. Technical plants and
animals

4 Man as member of

animal kingdom. Anat-

omy and physiology of

man.

5 Hygiene of physical
and mental work* Sound
and unsound body.

2 Chemical and me-
chanical industry Trade

Manufacture Factories

Organization of labor in

trade, mill, and factory

Development of various

branches of industry in

Soviet Union and in other

countries Regional in-

dustries of Soviet Union

3 Technology of prod-
ucts of village economy

4 Anthropogeography
man and human society,

dependence upon natural

environment,

5 Man as a working

power Organization of

his labor Protection of

labor and health of work-

SociALLrFE

Workers and capitalists.

Hired labor and capital.

Private ownership at ex-

pense of production Con-
dition of working class

Union of noblemen and

capitalists. Limited mon-

archy Republic Dicta-

torship of bourgeoisie.
Democratic republic.

Capitalism Competition.
Chaos hi production.

Struggle of laboi and

capital. Chartists. Year
of 1848 Communistic
Manifesto expression of

impulses of working class

International union of

workers First Inter-

national Attempt of

workers to take power
into their hands Pans
Commune. Second In-

ternational Strikes Or-

ganization of labor As-

similation into political

parties

Capitalism in Russia

Remnants of serfdom.

Autocracy. Struggles of

1905 and 1917

of proletarian or peasant origin. The courses in the technicums

are normally four years in length; each course has a definite voca-

tional bias which after the first two years becomes more progres-

sively specialized. The general subjects of the first two years are

similar to those of the last stage of the nine-year school; to these

are added the special subjects and practical work either in the school

or in the factory. The vocational courses are offered in industry,
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II. THE PLAN or THE PROGRAM OF THE FIRST DIVISION or THE

SECONDARY SCHOOL

(Children 12 to 15 years of age)

Third Year

NATURE* ITS RESOTIRCES

Am> POWERS

1. Structure of uni-

verse (as revealed by as-

tronomical observations

and appropriate divisions

of physics and chemistry)

2. Structure of matter

3. Derivation and his-

tory of land.

MAN'S EXPLOITATION OF

THESE RESOURCES AND
POWERS

i. Chaos in social or-

ganization of labor under

capitalism. Unproductive

dissipation of productive
forces

2 Organized economy
ofcountryunder commun-
ism R61e of accounting.

Rational organization of

production

3 Soviet regime as

transition from capitalism
to communism.

SOCIAL LLTE

Development of capital-

ism. Trusts World mar-

kets Colonies Imperial
war of 1914 Unprece-
dented disintegration pro-
duced in Russia by war.

Defeats at front Revolu-

tion of 1917 Fall of au-

tocracy Provisional gov-
ernment. Continuation

of war. October revolu-

tion Soviet regime
Foundations of sovietcon-

stitution Its differentia-

tion from parliamentary

republics. Dictatorship
of proletariat

Its aim. Five years of

dictatorship of proleta-
riat Third International

and future world revolu-

tion.

4 Mutation and hered-

ity among organisms

5. Artificial and natural

selection and origin of spe-

cies; study of grades of

animals and plants, selec-

tion and breeding of new

^species

6 Evolution of plant
and ammft.!

Origin of man.

agriculture, arts-crafts, and fine arts (music, drama, and art),

medicine (samaritani, nurses, dental workers, care of maternity
and infancy), and pedagogy. In 1928-29 the 1053 technicums were

attended by 207,600 students.

The education of the adolescent or secondary education in the

Soviet Union, allowing for some variations in the different Re-

publics, is thus dominated by the vocational aim, partly because
all education must be in the interests of the workers, partly because

it has definitely been harnessed to the Five-Year Plan. By this

aim all the subjects of instruction are governed the sciences are
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predominantly applied and practical, the humanities are inspired

by the socio-political aims; foreign languages are selected for their

utility and preference is given, not to French, which in the old

regime was the language of all educated Russians, but to German
and English, of which there appears to be greater need at the present

time, liberal studies, as they have been generally understood have
been discarded, the past, in so far as its study is included, is utilized

as an object study in the evils of capitalism and the bourgeois

ideology; the new school looks wholly to the present and the future

the building of a new social order as denned by the Communist

Party. A Resolution of the Central Committee of the Communist

Party, adopted on August 25, 1932, indicates that the experiments
both in content and method are not satisfactory; the schools are

criticized for overloading and superficiality, lack of coordination, over-

simplification of difficult subjects, inadequate historical background
for social sciences, and lack of thoroughness in genetal, on the side

of methods there has been too much emphasis on one method and

too much relegation of the teacher into the background.
School and society. This task is, however, not completed by

formal instruction and training in the classroom; a large place is

assigned to training through self-organization and self-government.

The Russian educator, however, denies that the purpose of self-

organization and self-government is the same as in the bourgeois

countries where they are found. Their aim is not as in the bour-

geois schools to provide opportunities for the development of in-

dividual initiative, independence, and responsibility, and an outlet

for adolescent interests not directly included in classroom instruc-

tion. Their organization in such schools is artificial and meaning-
less because they do not reflect the realities found in the life of the

community outside the school. Self-government in schools must

be used as an educational instrument in the same sense as is the

curriculum; it must be vitalized by the same purposes as the larger

society of which the school is a part, and the activities for whose

sake it is established must be socially useful and not mere mimicry

or play. Hence self-organization and self-government must exist

for the sake of training the pupil throughout his school life in group

participation in the realities of life. The pupils must enjoy com-

plete Independence, but must rely on advice and guidance from

the teachers and other adults only because their experience is richer
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and broader, but not because of the exercise of authority or dicta-

tion on their part. The school organizations, created and managed

by the pupils, must grow from below up and must serve as a link

between the school and labor on the farms and in factories, the Red

Army, and the life of the proletariat. Only if this aim is kept in

view can self-organization and self-government succeed in develop-

ing those collective traits which are essential if new forms of social

life are to be created. As in the case of the curriculum, courses of

study, and methods of instruction, so the freedom enjoyed by pupils

and students is beginning to cause some concern. The Resolution

of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of August 25,

1932, to which reference was made above, urges the Commissariats

of Education to "entrust unquestioned leadership m the work of the

school to the teaching personnel," and to impose on principals and

teachers the responsibility for the maintenance of discipline.

Although leadership is supposed to come from within the pupil

group itself, and the teacher or other adults are counselors and

guides, in actual practice self-organization and self-government

are dominated in the main by the Pioneers and Komsomols, the

junior branches of the Communist Party. Leadership by these

groups is urged by the Party itself and by the educational authori-

ties. The People's Commissariat of Education in 1927 thus dte-

scribed the main purposes of self-organization:

An essential feature of Communistic training is the inculcation of collectiv-

ism. It is a problem of primary importance for the socialistic school to de-

velop in children the habit of living, learning and working collectively.
This work is accomplished best by the development of the activities of

children's organizations The most salutory basis for this is the organiza-
tion of socially useful work of the school, the connection of the school with-

Pioneer organizations, arrangement of their activities, the organization of

club work at school, the performance of different tasks of the school econ-

omy, the improvement of school comforts, the establishment of bonds be-
tween different schools, and between schools and other social institutions,
and the development of mutual aid within the schools.1

Through self-organization and self-government it is expected,

according to Pinkevitch,
2 to develop habits of behavior and social

instincts, to give practical meaning to socialistic ideology, to culti-

* Lvov and Sirotkin, Self-Organization of School Children, pp 24-25; translated in Woody,
T , New Minds* New Men? p 173 (New York, 1932)

Pinkevitch, A , The New Education m the Swkt Republic, p. 213 (New York, 1929).
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vate loyalty to the school and friendly relations between teachers

and pupils, to stimulate the creative powers, initiative and inde-

pendence, and to organize the school on a labor basis The forms

of organization and government in which pupils engage vary and
room is always provided for the creation of new machinery as needs

arise. School pupils are linked to the school administration by
electing representatives to the local school committees. For the

conduct of their own affairs general school councils are elected

which through then* executive committees organize and supervise

clubs, groups, and circles for sanitary purposes (the promotion of

hygiene, cleanliness, physical activities, and sports), for economic

life (the launching of campaigns, agricultural life, repair of school

buildings, general supervision of the material well-being), for in-

struction (encouragement of attendance, and criticisms and sugges-

tions for improvement of instruction), and for enlightenment (the

promotion of the arts music, drama, and organization of celebra-

tions). Art, science, political, social, and economic questions,

literature, sport, dramatics, music, school journals, wall-newspapers,

conduct of libraries, anti-religious or atheistic propaganda for

all these activities self-organization provides scope through circles

and clubs which reach out beyond their own schools to the parents,

the locality, and beyond.

The whole organization of the education of thq adolescent, like

all education in the Soviet Union, is marked by unity of purpose

which colors every activity involved curriculum and pupil life,

work in the classroom and activities outside of it. The school is

not, as it were, a social excrescence, to provide for the sheltered

growth of its members until they are old enough to join the main

currents of life; the school in a real sense is life.

The system is sound if the major premises are sound. The school

is continuous with life and there is no break in gauge between the

tw6, but the increasing polytechnization of education and the

tightening of the link between the school and vocations raises the

serious question whether a liberal education can be provided on

such terms, whether there is not here a confusion between education

and training, whether the school routine is not really a greater

mimicry of adult life in Soviet than, in bourgeois societies. It is

significant that the American educator has found something allur-

ing in Russian education. The reason is clear both have allowed
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their schools to be dominated by the machine; but the Russian

system at least has the merit of professing to seek the control of the

machine in the interest of human beings. Time alone will prove
whether the new secondary education has much to contribute that

cannot already be found in prevocational and vocational schools

elsewhere, for the so-called socially useful labor is definitely becom-

ing specialized trade instruction. The contribution to general

theory, however, cannot be ignored that education at any stage

must find its meaning and significance in the civilization and culture

of the country which it seeks to serve. Undoubtedly Russian

criticism of bourgeois secondary education as divorced from life

is sound, but the Russian experiment, while harnessing the school

to life, has discarded most of the elements of a liberal education

which cannot be bounded by life as it is in the immediate present and

which cannot serve one master alone.

6. UNITED STATES

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND *

The academy period. The tradition of secondary education

which is current today in the United States began to be formulated

with the establishment of the Republic, The Latin Grammar
School which had been transplanted to the colonies from Europe
had already begun to be the subject of criticism early in the eight-

eenth century with the rise of a movement for types of post-ele-

mentary education which would be immediately useful and would
better meet the demands of a changing society. Although the Latin

Grammar School preparing for college continued throughout the

eighteenth century to be the typical secondary school, its dominance

began to be challenged by the rise of academies, at first private
and later public, which either omitted the study of the classics

entirely or relegated them to a position subordinate to that of

modern subjects. The burden of the new movement is best il-

lustrated in Benjamin Franklin's Proposal Relating to the Educa-
tion of Youth in Pennsylvania (1749) and the establishment of his

academy in 1751, which, although it failed to carry out his design,
was sympathetic of the demands of his day.

1 For a fuller account of the history of secondary education in the United States see

Kandel, I, L , History of Secondary Education (Boston, 1930.)
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The Republic was created on the foundation of a strong belief

in the perfectibility of man, in his capacity for progress, and in his

right to an opportunity to realize himself. With the faith in liberty

and democracy was combined a clear recognition of the importance
of education. The theory of education as enunciated before the

close of the eighteenth century demanded flexibility of institutions,

education for constructive citizenship, a national or public system
of education as opposed to private schools, and due attention to

the study and promotion of the sciences and other subjects es-

sential for the advancement of social welfare and progress. "It is

certainly laudable," stated one educator of the penod, "to pay due

regard to those sciences that tend to enlarge the sphere of worldly

interest, and without which the various and complicated business

of human life cannot be transacted."

The academy, because it was still flexible and not subject to the

control of college entrance requirements, as was theXatin Grammar

School, was peculiarly adapted to the growing demands of a society

in its formative stages. Because it could serve more ends than

one, it was the institution that was fostered almost everywhere,
and became the secondary school most generally founded in the

first half of the nineteenth century by public and private efforts.

The academy was not only well adapted to the needs of the time,

but it met the liberal demands of those who were giving thought
to education. As early as 1797, Massachusetts adopted a policy

of aiding both public and private academies, which were to be re-

garded "as a part of an organized system of public and universal

education, as opening the way, for all people, to a higher order of

instruction than the common schools can supply."

The same institution, known as the academy or seminary, spread

rapidly in all the States and reached its highest development in the

country as a whole by 1850. There were at that time 6085 acad-

emies with an enrollment of 263,096 pupils, taught by 12,260 teach-

ers, and in receipt of an annual estimated income of $5,831,179.

A variation of the broad curriculum of the academy was introduced

with the establishment of manual labor institutions which, flourished

between 1820 and 1840. The general theory underlying the acU

vocacy of manual labor institutions was that they provided an

education that is natural, interesting, healthy, , and characteu-

formiag; that they cultivated Habits of industry, independence,
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and originality, that they diminished the cost of education, in-

creased the country's wealth, and eliminated class distinctions.

Despite the real contributions made by the academy to the pro-

vision of facilities for secondary education on a more generous

scale than was found during its period of development in any of the

European countries, a provision which was accompanied by a

broader conception of the purposes of secondary education, it was

destined to fill a temporary need only It was never regarded as

fulfilling the democratic ideal of a public system of education, free

from the lowest to the highest stage, and was looked upon with

some suspicion as a select, exclusive, and aristocratic school, cater-

ing chiefly to those who could pay fees and providing only for the

more able children of the poor. Public opinion was definitely in

favor of a movement for the establishment of a system of free

public schools, supported by public taxation, equally open to all,

and responding to the genius of the country's democratic institutions.

Rise of the public high school. Liberal theorists and politicians

of the early Republic were unanimous in urging the establishment

of public systems of education, extending from the lowest to the

highest grades. The principle of the provision and control of public

education by public authorities was not only widely accepted, but

constituted the basis of a number of legislative proposals. State

governments, however, were not sufficiently strong or well estab-

lished before the middle of the nineteenth century either to enforce

or to support a system of public high schools. The movement was

thus left largely to the initiative of local authorities.

The new era in American secondary education, as contrasted with

the academy movement, was inaugurated in Boston in 1821 by the

opening of what was at first known as the English Classical School

and later as the English High School to distinguish it from the Boston

Latin School. The aim of this school was to furnish young men
"with the means of completing a good English education and of

fitting themselves for all departments of commercial life." The
term "high school" had already begun to be used by a few schools

which were organized, like the Edinburgh High School, on the

monitorial system, but the probability is that its general employ-
ment to signify a school giving an education beyond that of the ele-

mentary school spread from its use in the new Boston school.

From Boston the high school idea spread to cities in neighboring
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States until the movement became fairly general throughout the

country, except in the South. In Massachusetts the development
of high schools was advanced by the enactment of the law of 1859
which required towns to maintain schools other than the elementary
according to their size. More common than a compulsory law of

this type was the act passed in New York in i8S3, which permitted
the legal voters of a district or of two or more adjoining districts

to create a board of education with the right to establish or take

over an existing academy. A series of laws of the same type gave

legal sanction to the general principle underlying a public school

system which had always been in the minds of the founders of the

Republic. The enactment of laws did not, however, allay the

opposition which still continued to exist in some places against the

payment of taxes for the advanced education of other people's

children, or the suspicion that secondary education would lead to

the undemocratic stratification of society.

The matter was brought to an issue in the famous Kalamazoo

Case (1874), in which among a number of other contentions it was

argued that the common schools mentioned in the Constitution

of the State of Michigan did not include high schools, which were

part of higher education and should be supported out of funds other

than those intended for common schools. The case was carried

to the Supreme Court, which refused to accept these contentions

and virtually upheld the general public concept of a public high

school. This had already been defined in 1850 by Henry Barnard

as follows:

By a public or common high school is intended a public or common
school for the later and more advanced scholars of the community in which

the same is located, in a course of instruction adapted to their age, and

intellectual and moral wants, and, to some extent, to their future pursuits

in life.

From the administrative point of view, another definition of the

public high school was put forward later by George S. Boutwell,

Secretary of the Massachusetts Board of Education, in discussing

the question, "How can the advantages of a high school education

be best secured?"

And, first, the high school must be a public school. A public school I

understand to be a school established by the public supported chiefly
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or entirely by the public, controlled by the public, and accessible to the

public upon terms of equality, without special charge for tuition

After the Kalamazoo decision and following the gradual recovery

of the country from the effects of the Civil War, the development of

high schools was rapid It was promoted by the gradual evolution

of the state systems of education, the rapidly increasing wealth of

the country which followed the change from an agricultural to an

industrial order, and the growth in the number of cities and other

organized communities. The stages in the provision of high schools

were as follows: (i) Legislation permitting cities, towns, incorpo-

rated villages, and districts to tax themselves for the maintenance

of high schools. (2) The grant of permission to small units to

organize high school districts and to tax themselves for their main-

tenance. (3) The recognition of county units for high school pur-

poses. (4) The grant of special assistance from state or other sources

toward the support of high schools.

There was thus settled in the United States more than half a cen-

tury ago the problem of the common school with which many
European and other countries are struggling at present. Not

only was the ideal of the broad educational highway from the

kindergarten or the first grade of the elementary school accepted,

but it was also determined that the same school shall serve the

needs of all pupils, boys and girls, coming from the elementary
school and remaining until ready to enter college. The elementary
school period was to extend over eight years, that of the high school

over four. The acceptance of the broad educational highway as

the essential guarantee of equality of opportunity brought with it

other problems than those of the provision of schools: it meant
that there must be organized such a variety of courses as would
meet the varied interests and abilities of a growing clientele of

pupils.

The differentiated needs of pupils had been the basis of the es-

tablishment first of the academy to provide opportunities which
were not found in the Latin Grammar School which was essentially

college preparatory. The earliest tendency in the establishment
of high schools in New England was to create an, English High
School to supplement the Classical High School, but as early as

1831 Lowell cpmbined both courses in the same school, and the

Worcester High School, opened in 1845, was not only a Classical
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and English High School, but was also coeducational The decision

was early reached, even in what is often regarded as traditional

New England, that the function of the high school was to enable

students "to obtain such an education as will fit for any business or

station in life." Out of this principle there developed an increasing

multiplicity of subjects which in some schools were combined into

courses for individual pupils and in others into prescribed courses.

In the period from 1896 to 1900, thirty-six different courses emerged,

including commercial and manual training courses. In some of

the larger centers separate high schools were established giving

special courses.

Such an expansion of the curriculum led to unrest which cul-

minated in 1890 in a movement to define, not only the scope of the

high school, but also its relation to the College. Two methods had
been established to regulate the relation between the high school and

college In 1871 the University of Michigan adopted the practice

of accrediting high schools on the report of a Commission of Ex-

aminers who visited each school annually; the graduate of an ac-

credited school could be admitted to the university on the recom-

mendation of the school principal or superintendent. The practice

was adopted generally in the States of the Middle West and West

and helped to standardize the high schools within each State. The

problem was not so simple in the Eastern States, where there existed

a great diversity of college entrance examinations. A solution was

found by the creation of standardizing associations which had their

first tentative beginnings at a conference of New England Colleges

in 1879 at Trinity College, Hartford. Out of these conferences

there arose the New England Association of Colleges and Prepara-

tory Schools formed in 1885. This was followed by the establish-

ment of the Association of Colleges and Preparatory Schools of

the Middle States and Maryland in 1892. In 1899 the College

Entrance Examination Board was formed to conduct a common

entrance examination, the result of which would be generally ac-

cepted throughout the country. In the North Central States the

need of an organization to promote relations between the second-

ary schools and colleges of various States -was met by the formation

of the North Central Association m 1894. Similar associations

were established to serve other parts of the country the Associa-

tion ,of Colleges and Preparatory Schools of the Southern States
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(1895), and tie Northwest Association of Secondary and Higher

Schools (1918).

The influence of these associations was local or regional, there

was still needed some definition of the scope of secondary education

and their relation to colleges which would receive nation-wide

recognition. In 1892 the National Education Association appointed

a Committee of Ten on Secondary School Studies. The Com-

mittee, reporting in 1893, recommended that secondary subjects

should be begun earlier, that no distinction should be made between

pupils planning to proceed to college and others, that teachers

should be better trained, and that flexible and comprehensive

courses be organized out of the following major groups of subject

proper for secondary schools languages, mathematics, general

history, natural history, physics, and chemistry. The Committee

further set up a principle for the equivalence of studies in the sense

that all subjects studied for the same length of time under com-

petent teachers are equal to each other. The principle of the equiva-

lence of studies on a time-allotment basis was accepted as the basis

of the relations between high schools and colleges by the Com-
mittee on College Entrance Requirements which was appointed
in 1895 and reported in 1899. Defining the whole high school

course in terms of units, the Committee, in order to avoid giving

encouragement to unlimited election of subjects, recommended
the assignment of a specific number of units to constants (foreign

languages, English, mathematics, science, and history).

The time-allotment basis adopted by the two committees meant
the acceptance of a quantitative measure as the basis of standardiz-

ing the work of the secondary schools, which had already been

adopted by the New York State Board of Regents in 1891. The
recommendations of the Committee on College Entrance Require-
ments began to be generally adopted throughout the country after

1906, when the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of

Teaching employed this ready measure as one method for evaluating

college standards. The Foundation's definition of the unit was
almost universally accepted, both in colleges and high schools:

"a unit is a course of five periods a week throughout an academic

year." Besides the quantitative basis for the organization of

secondary education, two other principles were enunciated by the

Committee on College Entrance Requirements which laid the
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foundation for the further expansion of secondary education in

the United States. The first was:

Throughout the course of secondary education surely there must be
no Procrustean bed which every pupil by some process of dwarfing or

stretching must be made to fit, but natural endowments, as soon as dis-

covered, should have full scope, within certain limitations

The second principle was thus stated:

The secondary schools are the schools of the people, and the people
have demanded and in still more effectual ways will demand, that their

courses be practical, beneficial, disciplinary.

THE PRESENT SYSTEM

Differences between European and American concepts of second-

ary education- The twentieth century opened with the concept of

the high school as an institution to meet the needs of the pupils

attending it that is, of adolescent boys and girls and of the

public supporting it. The high school was thus to offer subjects

as they were demanded, on the principle that all subjects taught
for the same length of time were equal in value. This principle at

once furnished an entirely different setting for the further develop-

ment of secondary education in the United States from that which

prevailed in the European countries, where the only result of the

period of unrest during the last decade of the nineteenth century
had been the grudging recognition of the equivalence of modern

with classical languages and of the acceptance of the sciences as

proper subjects of a liberal education. Except in England, no

provision was made for the expansion of the provision of oppor-

tunities for secondary education, which still retained its traditional

character of an education for a selected minority. In the case of

the American high school, on the other hand, the acceptance of the

time-allotment measure opened the door for the admission of a

great variety of subjects and aims which in European systems

are provided for not in the same but in a variety of institutions

differentiated on a functional basis, the American high school is

thus, with few exceptions, par excellence, the post-elementary

school of all its adolescent population. There is the further dif-

ference that the high school does not overlap with, but is superim-

posed upon, the elementary school, and is its natural sequence.

There still remained the two problems; first, of considering from
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as broad a point of view as possible the needs both of the pupils

and of the society for which they were to be trained as the basis for

the expansion of the curriculum and of courses, and, second, of

articulating, more satisfactorily than was the case at the beginning

of the century, the elementary and the high school.

Liberal education or the individual. European secondary edu-

cation is directed to imparting an education which is regarded as

liberal or cultural and at the same time as disciplinary in character.

The concept of liberal education is approached from the historical

or "classical" point of view, as that education which introduces

the pupil to the best that has been said and thought in the past.

The categories are in a sense absolute and unchanging, and the

applications to modern life are expected to be met by the pupil to

the extent that his mind is trained. The United States, however,

had not built up a strong tradition of liberal education during the

nineteenth century and had in fact developed a spirit of realism

which was actually opposed to the acceptance of traditions of any
kind. This attitude is expressed in the late Professor Inglis's

statement in his Principles of Secondary Education (1918), that

"the terms 'culture' and '

liberal' are purposely avoided here be-

cause of their ambiguity in modern educational literature," and

that "the indefiniteness and ambiguity of the term 'liberal' renders

it profitless to consider the problem in such terms." The American

high school thus freed itself at the beginning of the twentieth cen-

tury of the preconceptions which might lurk in the control of sec-

ondary education by the tradition of liberal education, or culture

generate, or Allgemeine Bildung. Starting with a dear sheet, al-

though it is doubtful whether the implications of their respective

Reports ever occurred to the members of the Committee of Ten
or of the Committee on College Entrance Requirements, educators

sought, in the reorganization of the high school in the twentieth

century, to give reality to the one solid tradition inherited from
the nineteenth century to give a chance to every boy and girl.

From this point of view, the individual, rather than any absolute

concept of the aim of secondary education, became not only the

means but the end of high school reform.

Formal discipline. Another important development helped to

undermine the traditional faith in the disciplinary and cultural

values of certain subjects usually included in a secondary educa-
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tion. One of the earliest contributions from the recently created

laboratories of experimental psychology had been, not merely the

complete overthrow of the faculty psychology, but the denial of

the validity of the doctrine of formal discipline or transfer of train-

ing except under somewhat limited conditions. In other words,
an attack was made on the assumption of disciplinary values which
had already been claimed by Isocrates and Quintilian, and which
had justified the limited secondary school curriculum, more es-

pecially from the time of Locke. Disciplinary values, according
to this theory, are specific and not general; transfer of training
occurs only when there are present, in two or more subjects of

instruction, identical elements of content and form. That there is

some transfer is not denied, but the real question to be answered
was the extent to which it occurs and the method by which it is

secured. The problem was thus summarized by Thorndike:

No one can doubt that all of the ordinary forms of home or school training
have some influence on mental traits in addition to the specific changes which

they make in the particular function the improvement of which is their direct

object. On the other hand, no careful observer would assert that the influ-

ence upon the other mental traits is comparable in amount to that upon the

direct object of training.. . The real question is not, "Does improvement of

one function alter others?" but, "To what extent, and how, does it?" x

The general results of continued experiments showed that the

extent of transfer was slight, although more recent studies indicate

that the whole problem will probably be reopened.
2 At the time,

however, the attack on the disciplinary values fitted in admirably
with the temper of the country, which was ready to enter upon an

expanded program of secondary education for all and to organize

a high school which would meet the diversified demands, not only

of those who were planning to enter college, but for all adolescents.

The result of the studies of formal discipline and transfer, combined

with the quantitative basis of the high school curriculum in terms

of units, furnished the
"
scientific

"
justification for the introduction

of any subject which any group of individuals in any school might

* Thomdike, E. L,, The Psychology ofLearning, p 358 (New York, 1914) See also Thom-

dike, E L,, Educational Psychology (New York, 1910), Heck, W, H ,
Mental Disnplvne and

Educational Values (New York, ipog); and IiigUs, A J , Principles of Secondary Education,

pp. 394 ff. (Boston, 1018).

a
Grata, P. X,, Theory oftdentiwl Elements (Columbus, , 192$).

'
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demand. That it also undermined any theory of educational values

was not noticed for some time

The public and its schools. Education in European countries,

and more particularly secondary education, has in the past been

much further removed from the control of the public than in the

United States. While there is at present going on in the United

States a pronounced movement in the direction of larger areas of

control and supervision, the administration of education at the

beginning of the century was still provided and administered by
the local areas, in which the participation of the public can be not

only closer but more exacting When the time was ripe for the more

generous expansion of the opportunities for education beyond the

elementary school, the public had to be convinced of the value of

the additional expenditure. One consequence, at least, of this

interest was that the program of secondary education had to be

brought down to the level which the public could understand in

terras, not of faith in the value of culture or a liberal education,

but of direct and immediate results. The rapidly increasing wealth

of the country, which made it possible to dispense with the wages
of adolescents or rather to keep them in school beyond the elemen-

tary stage, did not relieve administrators of the responsibility of

proving that the additional cost of education would yield tangible

returns.

Efficiency and education. The same result followed from the

application to education of methods employed for testing efficiency

in the field of industry. The question which the administrator set

himself to answer was whether the pupils already enrolled in the

high schools were deriving a reasonable profit from the education

provided. Studies of eliminations (or mortality), retention through-
out the whole course (at that time four years), and of after-careers

immediately following on elimination or graduation from school

pointed clearly to the fact that the courses provided were adapted
to the needs and aptitudes of only a minority of the pupils enrolled

in the high schools.
1

Refusing to accept the European principle

1 See in particular Inglis, A J , Principles of Secondary Education, Ch IV (Boston,
1918), and Koos, L V , The American Secondary School, Ch III (New York, 1927) So far

as is known to the author, this method of investigating whether the secondary school courses
are adapted to the needs and aptitudes of the pupils has been employed outside of the
United States only by the Director of Education of the West Riding of Yorkshire (see County
Council of the West Riding of Yorkshire, Education Department, AlUrnatme Courses in
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of caveat alumnus, the American administrator proceeded to re-

organize the courses of the high schools in such a way that every

pupil would find something suited to his needs and abilities.

The new psychology and philosophy of education. In 1907

appeared G. Stanley Hall's monumental work on Adolescence

(preceded in 1906 by Youth), which focussed attention and which

threw a flood of light on the period of adolescence as a period of

physical and mental growth and of new and changing interests.

The appearance of Hall's work stimulated a series of special investi-

gations into the physiological and psychological meaning of adoles-

cence. Not the least important contribution made by Hall was his

analysis of the social changes and interests produced by the grow-

ing urban environment resulting from the rapid industrial develop-

ments, as contrasted with life in a predominantly agricultural

environment. The studies of adolescence exercised a profound
influence on organization and administration, subject-matter,

methods, and discipline in secondary education.1

From the point of view of educational philosophy, the strongest

influence in redirecting the aims of American education has been

that of John Dewey. His general thesis that education is life and
not preparation for life, that the function of the school is to foster

the growth of the pupils along the lines of their interests rather than

to impart subjects that may be of value to them later, and that

the aim of education is social, created a revolution in American

thought and gave philosophical interpretation to trends that had

already manifested themselves. Accordingly, the principles upon
which secondary education has been built emphasize the present

needs and the growth of the pupils, instead of some future needs;

to include subjects in the curriculum because of some assumed de-

ferred values is to court failure, and everything that is taught must

have immediate value commensurate with the time devoted to it.

On the side both of method and content this theory has been sup-

Secondary Schools, 1927) It has also been suggested in Sir Michael Sadler's discussion of
"Examinations

"
in the New Mra, January, 1929 If only some sixty per cent of the candi-

dates pass the first examination in English secondary schools (a certain percentage leave

without attempting it), then the argument would be that the schools concerned are not

meeting the standards set up for them, or, alternatively, that the examinations are unsound,

or, again, that the instruction,may be inadequate From the American point of view, French

secondary education, in which less than fifty per cent of the candidates succeed in passing

the baccalawtat, must assume the responsibility for those who fail

*
Ingiis, op.cit, Chs. I to HI, Koos, op cti, Ch II
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plemented by the psychologist's enunciation of the laws of learning

in terms of readiness, effect, and practice.
1

Education and national wealth. The expansion of facilities for

secondary education was made possible, not only because of the

traditional faith in education and the equalization of opportunities,

but by the remarkable increase of the country's wealth, which rose

from $89,000,000,000 in 1900, to $321,000,000,000 in 1922 an

increase unparalleled in the history of the world. Even if due

allowance is made for the fluctuation in the value of the dollar, this

rise represents an increase of about one hundred per cent. The

annual income of the- American people showed an equal growth
from $27,000,000,000 in 1909, to $91,000,000,000 in 1929. Al-

though only a small fraction of this wealth was devoted to educa-

tion, it nevertheless made possible a remarkable development in

the provision of high schools, the number of these rising from 6005

schools and an enrollment of 519,251 pupils (216,207 boys and 303,

044 girls) in 1900, to 22,237 schools and an enrollment of 5,212,179

pupils (2,522,816 boys and 2,689,363 girls) in 1930. To these

figures should be added 1978 private secondary schools with an

enrollment of 110,797 pupils (55,734 boys and 55,063 girls) in 1900,

and 2760 schools with an enrollment of 309,052 pupils (146,517

boys and 162,535 girls) in 1930. The increased enrollment of

pupils has been due, not merely to the increase in wealth and the

desire of parents and the public to give every boy and girl a chance,

but also to the increased complexity of the new industrial age. The

rapid development of the utilization of machinery and labor-saving
devices has made it possible for industry to dispense with the labor of

young persons, so that few boys or girls can obtain employment, un-

der the age of sixteen, that is in any way promising for their future.

Provision and organization of high schools. Except that the

American high school is a part of the common school system and
is the natural sequence to the elementary school, there is no legal

definition of it, as there is of secondary education in other coun-

tries. Since it has become the school of all adolescents, it is equally
difficult to distinguish the high school by types, although a general
distinction between the rural and city high school may be made.
In the larger centers there may be found special high schools

technical and commercial but such a distinction is unpopular
1
Inglis, op oil

,
Ch I; Koos, op at , Ch II
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and the tendency is overwhelmingly in favor of the so-called

"cosmopolitan" or "comprehensive" high school, which under-

takes to meet the varied needs of a large clientele.

The traditional high school, which is still the form most fre-

quently found, is an institution providing four years of education

beyond the elementary school. Because of the rapid transition

from the elementary to the four-year high school and the difficulties

of adjustment imposed on the pupils, and because of the recogni-

tion that the psychological changes associated with the beginning
of adolescence involve changes of interests and methods before the

normal age of entrance into the four-year high school, a redivision of

the educational ladder at about the age of twelve began to be urged at

the close of the nineteenth century. From another point of view it

was realized that there were advantages in beginning certain subjects

at an earlier age than was possible in the four-year high school.

The junior high school. In 1888 President Eliot had suggested
the desirability of a reorganisation of the high school, and in 1893
the Committee of Ten, and in 1899 the Committee on College

Entrance Requirements, had also recommended a redivision of

elementary and secondary education into two six-year periods,

instead of the prevailing division into eight and four years. As

a result of these recommendations, which continued to be urged by
the Committee of Five of the National Education Association in

1907, 1908, and 1909, a number of cities soon began to reorganize

their educational systems, but introduced a further division in the

secondary school resulting in the 6-3-3 plan. six years of ele-

mentary education, and three years in the junior and three years

in the senior high school. Junior high schools were established in

Columbus (Ohio) in 1908, Berkeley (California) and Concord (New

Hampshire) in 1910, and Los Angeles in 1911. Variations of this

plaa have been adopted, but m general the 6-3-3 became the more

usual form. The movement for reorganization was slow, but by
1930 there were 1842 separately organized junior high schools and

3287 schools with a junior-senior organization. This development
has meant the increased retention of boys and girls in school up to

the age of fifteen, or one year beyond the usual age for completing

the elementary school.
1

> On the jxuuor high school tc Briggs, T, H , Junior Ht&h School (Boston, 1920), Koos,
L V,, Junior JBi# Softool (New York, 1927); and Smith, W, A ,

Jwnor H%& School (New
York, 1925),
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The provision of high schools is in general left to the discretion

of local administrative areas; only in Vermont and Massachusetts

is it mandatory. The development of the provision began with

the granting of permission through state laws to cities, towns, and

districts to tax themselves for the maintenance and support of

high schools. The next stage was the granting of permission to

smaller units to combine for the provision of high schools. This

was followed by a movement for the extension of administrative

areas and the organization of the county as the unit for educational

purposes. Finally, the development of adequate opportunities for

education beyond the elementary school has been stimulated by the

award of special aid by the State. From the point of view of mainte-

nance and support, there is thus to be found a variety of different

types of high schools, according as they are provided by a city,

a township, a consolidated district (a combination of districts

created for high school purposes), a union township, a county, and

other combinations of small or large and small administrative units.

The equalization of opportunities for high school education has

taken tie form of free transportation to the nearest available school,

the payment of the cost of tuition by a non-high school district to

the high school attended by its pupils, the establishment of free

dormitories where free lodging is provided, the pupil paying for

fcoard at a modest rate T The result is an expansion of facilities for

post-elementary education which is unparalleled in any other part
of the world. The distribution of these facilities is illustrated by
the large number of small schools. Thus, of 22,237 public high
schools hi 1930 more than one fourth (26.7 per cent) had less than 50

pupils each and yet they enrolled only 3.4 per cent of the pupils in

high schools (5,212,179 pupils), 54 per cent of the schools had less

than 100 pupils each and enrolled a little over 12 per cent of the

pupils By contrast with the large number of small high schools,

almost 5 per cent of the schools had more than 1000 pupils each and
enrolled nearly 39 per cent of all the pupils, while more than half

of the pupils were in schools with an enrollment of more than 500

pupils each (11.3 per cent of the schools). The average number of

pupils enrolled in all the high schools in 1930 was 234. It was esti-

mated in the same year that 47 2 per cent of all the boys and girls

1 See Johnston, C. H , The Modern High School, Ch. HI (New York, 1916), and Butter-

worth, J, E., Problem w State Sigh School Finance (YonkersK-Hudson, 1918),
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in the country between the ages of fifteen and eighteen Inclusive

were enrolled in the high schools. The extension of opportunities,
for post-elementary education has applied, although to a far more
limited degree, to colored pupils, whose enrollment in high schools,

separate in the Southern States, has increased from 8395 in 1900 to

118,897 in 1930. With the negligible exception of about 100 schools,

the high schools of the country are coeducational. The reorganization
of the high school into a six-year institution, divided into two three-

year periods, is proceeding rapidly In 1930 there were 1842 junior

high schools, 3287 junior-senior high schools, and 648 senior high

schools, a total of 5777 reorganized high schools out of the total of

22,237 schools. There were thus 16,460 regular high schools of

which 13,876 offered the four-year courses, and the remainder three

years of work.

The opportunities for secondary education are provided at public

expense and of all the pupils receiving this type of education 94.4

per cent attend public schools. As compared with the enrollment of

5,212,179 pupils in public high schools, there were only 309,052

pupils in private high schools and academies, the majority of which

(78.5 per cent) are denominational in character.

Standardization. The greatest vanety prevails in the methods

of providing and maintaining high schools, hi size, in length of the

course, m length of the school year, in the preparation, certification

and remuneration of teachers, and in standards of achievement

The one common element throughout the country is the desire to

provide equality of opportunity for all. The common European

practice of standardization by means of examinations under the

control and supervision of ministries of education, or conducted

by recognized boards as in England, is unknown except in New
York State, where examinations are conducted by the Board of

Regents The examination system of the College Entrance Exam-

ination Board affects but an infinitesimal number of the pupils en-

rolled in high schools (22,724 in 1929), while entrance examinations

have in general been retained mainly in the Eastern colleges.

The place of standardization by examination of the product is

taken by measures to standardize the high schools by insistence on

external requirements. This is efiected by various agencies

by the state authority, by the state university, by regional associa-

tions. The State exercises its influence by setting up the condi-
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tions under which special aid is granted and by means of inspection,

the purpose of which is to see that the conditions of the grants are

met* The state universities set up standards for the high schools

in respect of the admission of their graduates to the colleges. In

some States the state authorities and the state universities cooperate

in the employment of the same inspectors; high schools which are

found to be satisfactory are placed upon the accredited list of the

State or the university concerned or on both. In some States the

universities accredit or certify high schools on the basis of the

achievements of their graduates. These methods of standardiza-

tion affect only the high schools within a single State. In order to

provide wider areas for standardization, there have been organized

regional associations (see p. 795) which exercise a strong influence

over the high schools of a number of States The chief among
these are the Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools of the

Middle States and Maryland, the North Central Association, the

Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools, the New England
Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools, and the North-

west Association of Secondary and Higher Schools. There are thus

available at least three lists of accredited high schools those of

state departments, those of state universities, and those of inter-

state or regional associations. Not all high schools are found on all

the three lists.

The standards which are usually set up for accrediting high
schools deal with the buildings and equipment, the length of term,

the course of study, the number of qualifications of teachers, library

and laboratory facilities, the teaching load or the number of hours of

teaching assigned to each teacher, and the definition of a unit of

work. Despite certain variations affecting chiefly the requirements
for admission to different colleges, there is developing a tendency
toward some uniformity. Thus the National Conference Commit-
tee on Standards of Colleges and Secondary Schools, representing
a number of national and regional associations, has set up the

following standard of measurement for high schools:

A unit represents a year's study in any subject in a secondary school, con-

stituting approximately a quarter of a full year's work.

This statement is designed to afford a standard of measurement for the
work done in secondary schools It takes

(i) The four-year high school course as a basis and assumes that *
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(2) The length of the school year is from thirty-six to forty weeks, that

(3) A period is from forty to sixty minutes in length; and that

(4) The study is pursued four or five periods a week,
but under ordinary circumstances a satisfactory year's work in any subject
cannot be accomplished in less than 120 sixty-minute hours, or their equiva-
lent. Schools organized on any other than a four-year basis can, neverthe-

less, estimate their work in terms of this unit

A four-year secondary school curriculum should be regarded as represent-

ing not more than sixteen units of work.1

This statement represents the only uniform standard which is

common to the various standardizing agencies.

On other points there is considerable variety, the standards of

the state agencies being as a rule lower than those of the regional

associations. Thus, while the former may in some cases recognize

high schools with only two teachers, the North Central Association

will accredit only schools with a minimum of five teachers, four of

whom must be full-time teachers of academic subjects On the

preparation of teachers there is general unanimity that high school

teachers should be college graduates and should have taken a num-
ber of courses in education. Although California has been able to

go beyond it and to require a year of graduate work for the certifi-

cation of teachers of academic subjects, this standard is far from

being reached. More serious than this defect are the uncertainty

and vagueness of the certification requirements in most states and

even of the definition of teachers' qualifications prepared by the

regional associations. The vagueness of standards is indicated in

the following table:

METHODS AND STANDARDS INT CERTIFICATING HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS
AND NUMBER or STATES USING EACH a

METHOD AND STANDARD

College graduation .... ..... 45

Equivalent of college course .. v . . , ,. 5

Partial college course 15

Normal school graduation (two years' course) 27

Partial normal course , , . .
*

9

Examination only ....... 16

* See US. Office of Education Bulletin, 1930, No, 24, Accredited, Secondary Schools m ike

United States (Washington, D C., 1930).
*
LoWery, M. L , CefHfrtotion of M**h School Teaches (Philadelphia, 1924).

'
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Although these figures are for 1923, the probability is that the

situation has not changed much. It is only recently that the North

Central Association, whose standards are generally recognized to

be higher than those of any other standardizing agency, has changed
a former vague requirement that "teachers shall so far as possible

teach only those subjects which they have taught in college" to

the requirement that they "must teach in the fields of their major
and minor specialization in college preparation." The majority

of the States prescribe no academic requirements other than college

graduation as a condition for certification. In other words, a teacher

may receive a high school teaching certificate which enables him to

teach any subject which may be assigned to him. Even where

major or minor subjects are required, the vagueness is not removed,
since the graduation requirements of colleges vary so much. Few
States insist that teachers must be specially qualified in certain

subjects or combinations of subjects in order to obtain a teaching

certificate. The result is that, while the majority of high school

teachers are college graduates, a large number may be found teach-

ing subjects which they themselves never studied in college. These

conditions do not apply in the larger urban systems which have

their own regulations for certification.

Beyond this, certain standards of general efficiency are set up
and are measured by inspection. While the standards are in them-

selves adequate, inspection is too often infrequent and cursory,

except when conducted for the first time to determine the eligibility

of a high school to a place on an accredited list. The standards of

the North Central Association are as follows:

The efficiency of instruction, the acquired habits of thought and study, the

general intellectual and moral tone of a school and the cooperative attitude

of the community are paramount factors, and therefore only schools that

rank well in these particulars, as evidenced by rigid, thorough-going, sympa-
thetic inspection, shall be considered eligible for the list,

*

The requirements concerning the program of studies except as

they bear on college entrance are nowhere clearly defuxed. Generally
there is recommended, in addition to academic subjects, the intro-

duction of vocational subjects such as agriculture, manual training,
household economics, and of commercial subjects into schools where
local conditions render such introduction possible. The require-
ments for admission to colleges of liberal arts in state universities
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show little uniformity except in English, mathematics, and foreign

languages. The number of units of electives which are accepted

ranges from three to ten.

Aims of secondary education. The vagueness which is manifest

in the standards set up by the various agencies concerned with the

subject is parallelled not so much by a vagueness of aims and pur-

poses as by multiplicity. As contrasted with the French aim of

culture generale, the German aim of Bildung zum Deutschtum, and

the English aim of character-formation, the high school in the

United States suffers from a plethora of objectives without any

single aim to give color and character to each. The danger is

always present that in aiming at a large number of targets, none

of them will be hit. This is due perhaps to two causes. The first

is that, as contrasted with the European countries, there is an absence

of a dominating tradition of intellectual culture, or, if it may be

expressed more broadly, a dominating object of allegiance. The
second is the fact that the American high school is still in a stage

of transition with a* development which has been too rapid to be

held within the bounds of a single aim

The various trends and influences which were responsible for

this transition from the last decade of the nineteenth century on

were brought to a focus in 1913, when the National Education

Association appointed a Commission on the Reorganization of

Secondary Education, for the following purposes:

1. To formulate statements of valid aims, efficient methods, and kinds of

materials whereby each subject may best serve the needs of high school

pupils
2. To enable the inexperienced teacher to secure at the outset a correct

point of view.

3. To place the needs of the high school before all agencies that are training

teachers for positions in high schools.

4. To secure college entrance recognition for courses that meet the needs

of high school pupils.

The Commission consisted of the following committees Eng-

lish, social studies, natural sciences, modern languages, ancient

languages, household arts, manual arts, music, business, agricul-

ture, a committee on articulation of high school and college, and a

reviewing committee, Each of these confcnittees later published

their Reports, which were issued by the United States Bureau of
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Education. Subjects on which these committees did not report

were dealt with by independent organizations: the National Com-

mittee on Mathematical Requirements of the Mathematical As-

sociation issued a Report on the Reorganization of Mathematics in

Secondary Education in 1923; the Advisory Committee of the

American Classical League published its Classical Investigation in

1925; the Reports on Modern Language Teaching prepared by the

American and Canadian Committees on Modern Languages were

issued in 1929 and 1930.

The Commission on the Reorganization of Secondary Education

issued a general report, in 1918, on Cardinal Principles of Secondary

Education,
1 in which the basic principles were laid down that sec-

ondary education should be determined: (i) by the needs of the

society to be served; (2) by the character of the individuals to be

educated; and (3) by the knowledge of educational theory and

practice available. The Commission drew attention to the grow-

ing complexity of community life, and the relations of the individual

to state, national, and international affairs; it stressed the develop-

ment of specialization in industry; and it noted the importance of

training for leisure. It summarized the problems of secondary
education in two statements:

1. The purpose of democracy is so to organize society that each member
may develop his personality primarily through activities designed for the

well-being of his fellow-members and of society as a whole.

2. Education in a democracy, both within and without the school, should

develop in each individual the knowledge, interests, ideals, habits, and pow-
ers whereby he will find his place and use that place to shape both himself

and society toward ever nobler ends.

To promote these ends, the curricula of the high schools should

be so organized as to meet the following objectives: (i) health;

(2) command of fundamental processes, (3) worthy home-member-

ship, (4) vocation; (5) civic education, (6) worthy use of leisure;

and (7) ethical character. These objectives gained immediate and
wide acceptance and, although they were intended to serve as points
for the interrelation of subject-matter and to promote education
as a unitary and continuous process, no marked effect followed
in the making of courses of study.
Because this statement of objectives appeared too comprehensive

*
X7.S, Bureau of Education, Bulletin, 1918, No, 35 (Washington, D,C.)*
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for a full consideration of the obligations of secondary education,
Professor Koos essayed a comprehensive portrait of aims and func-

tions of secondary education, based on published statements of

leaders in education. He found the aims and functions of secondary
education stated in the following order:

Civic social responsibility, occupational efficiency, recreational and esthetic

participation, individual differences, general or liberal training, physical ef-

ficiency, democratic secondary education, college preparation, exploration
and guidance, religious training, recognizing adolescence, meeting life's needs,
domestic responsibility, intellectual efficiency, training in fundamental

processes, training for leadership, selection for higher education, mental

discipline, training the senses, and community service

These statements Koos further formulates into four aims: (i)

civic-social-moral responsibility, (2) recreational and aesthetic

participation and appreciation; (3) occupational efficiency (includ-

ing preparation for higher institutions), and (4) physical efficiency

The functions he listed as follows: (i) achieving a democratic sec-

ondary education, (2) recognizing individual differences, (3) pro-

viding for exploration and guidance; (4) recognizing the adolescent

nature of pupils; (5) imparting knowledge and skills in the funda-

mental processes; and (6) fostering transfer of training (with guarded

acceptance).

It will be noticed how far such a statement has advanced beyond
the European concept of the aims and functions of secondary edu-

cation. Fundamentally it represents the recognition that a demo-

cratic system of education must be conceived in as broad terms as

possible. It avoids any attempt to consider the meaning of liberal

education or culture, and rests on a vague optimism that the cause

of culture may be advanced if the material needs of the individual

and of society are assured. The statement is, however, more definite

and objective than that of the Commission on the Reorganization

of Secondary Education. At least it is clear that the American

high school is intended to cater to the needs of all, and not to select

the few who can profit from and appreciate the meaning of a liberal

education defined in traditional terms. That the high school is sue

cessful in reaching an increasing percentage of the adolescents of the

country is shown by the fact that nearly fifty per cent of the boys

and girls of the ages of fifteen, sixteen, seventeen, and eighteen were

enrolled in public high schools in 1930. That the high school is
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still selective in character is not due to its aims, but to social condi-

tions which have not yet been attacked,
1 for despite the fact that

tuition is free certain groups at the lower end of the economic scale

cannot afford to dispense with the wages of their children. Up to

the present the provision of maintenance grants for poor but able

pupils has not been suggested, although here and there scholarships

are provided by private effort.

The aims of the junior high school have been summarized as

follows by Professor Thomas H. Briggs:

First, to continue, in so far as it may seem wise and possible, and in a

gradually diminishing degree, common, integrating education, second, to

ascertain and reasonably to satisfy pupils' important immediate and assured

future needs, third, to explore, by means of material in itself worth while, the

interests, aptitudes, and capacities of pupils, fourth, to reveal to them, by
material otherwise justifiable, the possibilities in the major fields of learning;

and, fifth, to start each pupil on the career which, as a result of the explora-

tory courses, he, his parents, and the school are convinced is most likely to be

of profit to him and to the State.2

In general the American attitude which has determined the provi-

sion of equality of educational opportunities is indicated in two other

statements of Professor Briggs:

A successful and progressive democracy is possible only if the people make

provision for the education of youth not only in the accepted rules of conduct

but also in such ways that they may contribute to their improvement. This
means all youth, each one made maximally competent according to his

natural gifts
*

Education is, then, provided by the State in its own interests, for educa-

tion is a long-term investment that the State may be a better place in which
to live and a better place in which to earn a living.

4

The curricula of the high schools. The curricula of the high schools

reflect the aims and influences which have in the past twenty years
combined to affect the American concept of secondary education.

As soon as the concept of formal disciplinary training of the mind
was discarded, it became essential to discover new psychological
bases for the selection of subject-matter, for indirect and remote
values there has been substituted an emphasis on the direct and

1 See Counts,G S>TheSelec^CharacterofAmenc<mSctondary&fa&^^
a
Bnggs, T. H , The Junior High School, p. 26 (Boston, Houghton Mufflin Co , 1930)

s
Briggs, T. H

, The Great Investment Secondary Education in a Democracy, p. 142
(Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1930).

* Ifad
, p. 8.
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intrinsic outcomes of the subject-matter studied by the pupils and
on its immediate effects on habits and conduct. The recognition
of individual differences, intensified by the rapid increase in the

number proceeding to the high schools, led to an expansion of sub-

jects to meet the varied interests and capacities of the pupils, a

result to which the realization that all pupils would not proceed to

college also contributed. Another factor which led to a further

expansion of the curricula was the recognition of the importance
of practical subjects serving the ends both of liberal and vocational

education. Finally, the establishment of the junior high school,

which means in effect the beginning of secondary education two

years earlier than had been traditional in the United States, im-

posed on the schools such an expansion and reorganization of sub-

jects as would help to carry out the exploratory and guidance func-

tions of this type of school The change in the relations between

the high school and college, introduced by the wide spread of sys-

tems of accrediting and certification, has left the high school freer

to adopt flexible and elastic programs of study, although it has

not yet eliminated entirely certain criticisms of college entrance re-

quirements. In general, the organization of high school curricula

is governed by the three following principles formulated by the

Commission on the Reorganization of Secondary Education in its

Report on the Cardinal Principles of Secondary Education:

The purpose of democracy is so to organize society that each member may
develop his personality primarily through activities designed for the well-

being of his fellow members and of society as a whole, ... Consequently, edu-

cation to a democracy, both within and without the school, should develop
in each individual the knowledge, interests, ideals, habits, and powers where-

by he will find his place and use that place to shape both himself and society

toward ever nobler ends.

The doctrine that each individual has a right to the opportunity to develop

the best that is ia him is reinforced by the belief in the potential, and per-

chance unique, worth of the individual. The task of education, as of life, is

therefore to call forth that potential worth While seeking to evoke the

distinctive excellence of individuals and groups of individuals, the secondary
'

school must be equally zealous to develop those common ideas, common

ideals, and common modes of thought, feeling, and action, whereby America

through a rich, unified^ common life, may render her truest service to a world

seeking for democracy among men and nations.

The result of these forces has been a rapid expansion in the list

of subjects ottered by the high schools. The programs offer as wide
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a variety of studies as is justified by the capacities and needs of

the pupils and the ability of the community to provide them. The

curricula are so organized as to ensure a proper balance in accordance

with the aims and objectives of secondary education and to enable

the pupil to secure the maximum benefit from his stay in school.

Hence, as much flexibility as possible is provided, even in smaller

and inadequately staffed schools, so that the necessary adjustments

can be made by the pupil with a minimum loss of time. As far as

possible, differentiation is secured along the lines of significant dif-

ferences in the careers which pupils are preparing to enter. For the

foreigner it is impossible to understand the high school unless he

realizes that it is the school for all adolescents and that it per-

forms the functions which, outside of the United States, with very

few exceptions, are performed by the secondary school, the higher

elementary, middle, or central school, and a variety of trade and

vocational schools. It is this fact which explains the current

statement that the high schools of the country offer more than

three hundred courses.1 The high school with a specific aim, such

as commercial, agricultural, or vocational, is the exception. Of one

hundred and fifty-two school systems in 1928, one hundred and

thirty-two had the comprehensive form of organization, three the

separate plan, and seventeen both.3

The function of the junior high school, which includes the sev-

enth, eighth, and ninth grades for pupils from about the age of

twelve on, whether organized separately or as a part of the six-year

high school, is to provide opportunities for the pupil and the school

to discover those subjects best adapted to his interests and abilities;

the three years are regarded as an exploratory or "testing-out"

period. While the subjects common to a high school education

have served to form the nucleus of the curricula, important changes
have been made in their organization by bringing several branches

of one large field of study together and reorganizing the content on
a new basis. This has resulted in such courses as "general mathe-

matics," "general science," "general English," and here and there

"general language" courses. The general tendency is to organise
a core curriculum with elective subjects; certain subjects such as

1 The United States Office of Education, Bulletin, 1929, No 35, pp 7 ff , announced two
hundred and fifty courses in 1926-28

2
Department of Superintendence, Svcth Yearbook, The Development of the Ebgk School

Curriculum, 1928, p. 6i
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English, mathematics, social studies, and science must be taken

by all pupils, while other subjects are elected on the basis of interest,

capacity, or expected needs. The subjects which are generally

found in junior high schools are given in the following table. x

Mathematics

Algebra
Arithmetic

General mathematics

Geometry

English
Grammar

Language and composition

Penmanship

Reading
Spelling

Science

Biology

Botany

Physiology

Zoology

Physiography
General science

Science

Social Studies

American history

Ancient history

English history
General history
Medieval history

Modem history

Civics

Geography

Foreign languages
Latin

French

German

Spanish

Commercial subjects

Bookkeeping
Commercial arithmetic

Commercial geography

Stenography

Typewriting

Fine and practical arts

Drawing
Music

Agriculture

Cooking

Sewing
General shop
Industrial arts

Mechanical drawing

Printing
Sheet metal

t
work

Woodworking

Physical education and health

Athletics

Calisthenics

Hygiene
Nursing

Physical education

Sanitation

Seoc hygiene

In the regular four-year high schools and in the senior high schools

which continue the junior high schools for three additional years,

the same principles of curriculum-making are employed, but with

* Quoted from Monroe, W. $<, and Harriott, M E., Rtcowtmction of ike Secondary-School

Cwrfatfam* Its Mewfag and Trends. University of Illinois Bulletin, 1928, No. 4*, pp, 83 f.
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increasing differentiation. The earlier practice of complete free

election of subjects has disappeared, and all pupils are expected to

take a certain number of constants or common subjects. The

constants are generally English and social studies, although the

requirements for college entrance include the addition of such

subjects as foreign languages, sciences, and mathematics.

The methods of constructing curricula vary. In some schools

pupils may select from a large number of curricula, in which all

subjects are prescribed; in others the curricula are made up of

constants and variables that is, of subjects which all pupils are

required to take and subjects which are elected according to

the pupil's needs and capacities, usually with the advice of teachers

and principals, or of some member of the faculty to whom the

position of counselor and adviser is specifically assigned. In no

case, however, must the advice offered on the selection of curricula

compulsorily be followed, even where advice is based on tests

specifically designed to discover the intelligence and capacities of

the pupils, it is found that other factors enter which weigh more

with both pupils and parents in reaching a final decision.

As an example of the first type of organization, the curricula

offered in the Los Angeles High Schools may be cited. They are:

agriculture, art, drafting, engineering preparatory, home economics,

literary, music, scientific, social science, accounting, salesmanship,
automobile industry, building industry, electrical industry, me-

chanic arts, printing, and elective.1 In Detroit the high schools

offer thirty-one different curricula, as follows: a

Architectural drawing Dietetics Merchandising
Art Electricity Metallurgy
Automotive construction Engineering (general) Music (general)
Aviation Engineering (preparatory) Music (vocational)

Building construction Hospital work Nursing (preparatory)
Cafeteria management Hotel work Occupational therapy
Chemistry (industrial) Home economics Pottery

College preparatory Jewelry design Printing
Commerce Laundry work Science

Commercial art Mechanic arts Shop (technical)
Costume design

1
Counts, G S

, The Scmo* High School Curriculum (Chicago, 1926)
a
Department of Superintendence, Sixth Yearbook, The Development of the Sigh School

Cumcufam, 1928, p 68.
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The variety of courses, while not so great in small high schools

with an enrollment of one hundred pupils or less, still illustrates

the same attempt to meet the needs of all types of interests and

capacities. The following table gives the titles of courses found in

two hundred such small high schools and their frequency:

College preparatory 186 Scientific . ... 3
Normal school preparatory 92 English . . i

Commercial 65 Academic.

Agricultural 53 Classical

Vocational, industrial, and man- Engineering .

ual training 44 Latin-scientific

Home economics, domestic art n Life of the average individual

General. 8

The difficulties involved in the attempt to carry out logically

the principle of adapting curricula and courses to the assumed inter-

ests and needs of the pupils become obvious when it is remembered
that of the 22,237 high schools reported in 1929-30, 12,007, or 54

per cent, were small schools with an enrollment of less than one

hundred pupils and employing six teachers or less; in 1927-28, 5512?

or 30.4 per cent, of the schools had less than three teachers. With
such small staffs of teachers the attempt is made to offer from

twenty-two to thirty-seven subjects, a situation which, when com-

bined with the indefinite requirements for the certification of high
school teachers, results in many teachers being required to teach

subjects in which they have had no preparation, in many teachers

being assigned subjects which have no conceivable relation to each

other, and in many teachers being unduly overburdened. The

following table illustrates the results at once of the attempt to pro-

vide as large a number of subjects to meet the needs of the pupils

and of the inadequacy of certification requirements, since a single

teacher is expected to teach each combination cited: 1

NUMBER or
DIFFERENT SUBJECTS

COMBINATIONS TAUGHT

Civics, English, general science, history, Latin, mathe-

matics, science . . . , - 7

Economics, English, general science, history, mathemat-

ics, penmanship, psychology. ... 7

Agriculture, general science, manual training, mathemat-

ics, physical education, science . 6

* Department of Superintendence, Sixth Yearbook, p 101 (Washington, D C., 1938).
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NUMBER OF
DIFFERENT SUBJECTS

COMBINATIONS TAUGHT

Agriculture, bookkeeping, general science, geography,

manual training, physical education ... 6

Bookkeeping, club, economics, English, history, Latin 6

Chapel, civics, club, general science, history, Latin 6

Civics, domestic science, English, general science, history,

Latin . .... .... 6

English, general science, history, mathematics, physiol-

ogy, Spanish . . . 6

French, general science, mathematics, music, physical ed-

ucation, science , 6

Agriculture, commercial law, English, general science,

physical education . . . 5

Agriculture, economics, English, history, physical educa-

tion ... ... . 5

Agriculture, English, history, Latin, psychology . 5

Agriculture, general science, glee club, history, manual

training . . 5

Agriculture, history, manual training, science, Spanish . 5

Athletics, history, Latin, mathematics, science . . 5

Bookkeeping, civics, English, French, history . 5

Bookkeeping, Italian, music, physical education, Spanish 5

Civics, general science, history, Latin, physical education 5

Domestic science, English, mathematics, science, Spanish 5

Geography, Latin, manual training, mathematics, science 5

These conditions are still further aggravated by the instability

of the teachers themselves, who change positions with the frequency
offered by opportunity. "Teachers in small high schools are

notoriously young not infrequently a third are not old enough to

vote, inexperienced sixteen to twenty per cent are beginners
and almost half have not taught more than three years; transitory

about forty per cent change positions annually; unprepared

approximately fifty per cent are not college graduates."
* While

conditions are considerably better in the larger city systems, a num-
ber of factors which are detrimental to a successful education are

common to all high schools. In the first place, the form master of

the English schools or the class teacher of the European schools,

responsible for a reasonable combination of allied subjects and for

the general supervision of the pupil, is not found in American

1
Bachman, F P , Training and Certification of Sigh School Teachers, p 66 (Nashville.

1930)
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schools. An attempt to correct this deficiency has been made by
the organization in the larger schools of "home rooms" under the

charge of a teacher responsible for the personal, educational, and
social guidance of the pupils assigned to her, but it is doubtful

whether the assembly of pupils in the home room, for perhaps

thirty minutes a day at most, can ever be as effective as the con-

stant supervision and guidance under a competent teacher for sev-

eral hours a day. At best the home room can only serve the same
ends which are sought in some English day schools by the organi-
zation of "houses" that is, the promotion of activities known as

extra-curricular.

Another factor common to all high schools is the discontinuity

of the curricular organization which results from the quantitative

measure. Except English and this is not universal no pupil
is required to carry a subject continuously throughout his high
school course, whether it is four or six years in length. Measured

quantitatively a complete four-year course consists of fifteen units

of study (a unit representing a year's study in any subject for four

or five periods a week). An average program may include: English,

four units; social studies, two units; mathematics, one unit, science,

one unit eight units in all, leaving seven units to be selected from

a variety of subjects. Hence it is the unit rather than the richness

and potentiality of a subject which is the measure, and frequently

continuity may be sacrificed to administrative considerations arising

out of the time-schedule. With such an organization conducted

by teachers, each responsible for his own subject, it becomes almost

impossible to develop programs of study which are closely inter-

related and integrated. The assumption that the needs of the pupils

will provide the necessary integration is nothing more than an as-

sumption. The desirability of some form of integration is recog-

nized in the grouping of branches of the same subject under one

caption, such as "general mathematics," "general science," "social

studies," "general language course," but this fails to provide that

larger integration which might come from a broad cultural aim,

such as is found in France in culture g&nfrde or in Germany in

Bttditng ^um Detttschfatm, or even 'that personal integration which

is found in England in the assignment of certain groups of subjects

to a form master. The organization of curricula into units, besides

resulting in isolation and discreteness of subjects, has the further
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disadvantage of failing to provide for the continuous pursuit of

subjects for a period of years with the opportunity of enrichment

and grasp which comes with maturity. The quantitative measure

may be a useful method of organization from the point of view of

bookkeeping, but it has no place in an educational scheme. Com-

bined with the emphasis on individual needs and interests, the unit

system is responsible for a certain shirking of the problem of educa-

tional values, so that a unit of stenography is as valuable as a unit

of English, and a unit of penmanship and business writing has the

same value as a unit of history or of a foreign language. The

justification of the principles upon which the quantitative measure

and the expansion of the courses offered by the high school are

based is that only in this way can the needs, interests, and capacities

of the pupils be met, a narrowly prescribed curriculum of the type

found in European schools offers a Procrustean bed The combina-

tion of a system of guidance and flexible adaptation of curricula

should guarantee a large measure of success on the part of the pupils.

And yet there is adequate evidence that this is not achieved. "The
second count of the indictment," says Professor Briggs in discussing

the American high schools, "would be that there has been no re-

spectable achievement, even in the subjects offered in the secondary

school curricula. Evidence on this count is abundant in scientific

documents, especially in those that present results of standardized

objectives" in such subjects as mathematics, Latin, modern

foreign languages, history and English.
1 The poor results which

are found by examinations, objective tests, and the work of fresh-

men in college, instead of serving as a basis for a correction of

defects, are used as an excuse to criticize the subjects concerned or

to substitute new subjects "more meaningful" to the pupils. Since

the unit system gives the pupil an opportunity of maneuvering his

way around from subject to subject, he is exposed to many nd
becomes master of none It is doubtful whether satisfactory re-

sults can ever be expected from two years devoted to Latin or

French, the average amount of time devoted to these subjects.
The emphasis on immediate returns for time spent on a subject has

led to a neglect of the cumulative value of study and education and

x See Briggs, T H , The Great Investment tn Secondary Education in a Democracy, pp 134 ff.

(Boston, 1930) See also in this connection the reports of the Carnegie Foundation on the

Study ofthe Relations ofSecondary and Higher Education tn Pennsylvania (New York, 1931).
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the stress on the quantitative measure has tended to an under-

estimate of the place and function of a well-trained teacher. And

yet the American high school pupil enjoys many advantages over

the European. He is freed from the pressure, social and economic,
which comes from the system of privileges, he is given more advice

and guidance, in his studies he is not left to his own devices, but is

given definite training and supervision both in and out of school;

and in most schools he has library facilities which are unsurpassed
elsewhere.

The unit, however, is for the country as a whole the only standard

which is at present available. The standardizing and accrediting

agencies devote their attentions in the main to what may be called

the external fabric of the school. Except in New York State the

practice of external examinations is unknown. Hence each teacher

is responsible for the standards of attainment in his class. In

view of the absence of standards in the preparation and certifica-

tion of teachers, it is obvious that uniformity of qualitative stand-

ards cannot be expected and is in fact not found. Whatever may
be said in criticism of external examinations, they would appear
to be better than no standards at all until all teachers have had

such preparation and until certification standards are such that

teachers can be trusted to conduct their own examinations with-

out the pressure which inevitably attends even the best-organized

system of external examinations.

Since the aims of the American high school and the European

secondary schools differ so markedly, it may be hazardous to at-

tempt to institute comparisons. If, however, the work in academic

subjects be compared, a basis of comparison is available. The

American pupil who graduates from a four-year academic course

will have attained approximately the standard expected for the

First Schools Examination in England which pupils generally take

at about the age of sixteen. Committees on equivalents, appointed

^ome time ago by the American Council on Education, recom-

mended that the graduates of French and German secondary schools

should be admitted to the junior year of an American college, and

the same would probably apply to English pupils who have obtained

the certificate of the Second Examination. Of course, it may be

objected that the European pupils are selected in a variety of ways
and that the American high school seeks to cater to the average.
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Provision for bright pupUs. It has been widely recognized in

recent years that the provisions for the bright and capable pupils in

the American high school have been inadequate and that the first

two years of college work are secondary in character. A variety of

practices have been adopted to meet the needs of the bright pupils.

The most general practice is the homogeneous grouping of pupils

which makes more rapid progress possible for the abler pupils.

Other methods are the granting of permission to carry an extra

subject, additional assignments and library work, double promo-

tion, or the assignment of credits weighted according to achieve-

ment. The result of these methods, however, is generally that

the bright pupils graduate at too early an age to enter college or

a satisfactory wage-earning career.1

The junior college* For a variety of reasons the great in-

crease in the enrollments in colleges and universities in recent

years, the desire to extend still further local opportunities for edu-

cation, the reduction of the cost to parents by keeping pupils at

home the movement for the establishment of junior colleges

has grown rapidly. The movement began from one end in 1896,

when President William Rainey Harper segregated the first two

years of the college work offered by the University of Chicago into

an independent unit under the title of the
"
junior college," and

from another in the establishment in 1902 of the Junior College
at Joliet, Illinois, in connection with the high school. In 1932
there were 469 junior colleges (181 public and 288 private). The

junior college has been defined by the American Association of

Junior Colleges as follows:

The junior college, as at present constituted, comprises several different

forms of organization- first, a two-year institution embracing two years of

college work in advance of what is ordinarily termed the twelfth grade of an
accredited secondary school, secondly, the institution embracing two years
of standard collegiate work integrated with one or more contiguous years of

fully accredited high school work administered as a single unit. The aims of

the curriculum in either case are to meet the needs of the student formaximum
growth and development, to further his social maturity, and to enable him
to make his greatest contribution as a member of society.

While the functions of the junior college may be preparatory in

1 That the American, system of education does not cater adequately to th needs oi the
bright pupils is the thesis of Professor E L Thomdike See bis artide ou "The Distribution
of Education/' School jRemew, Vol XL, May 1932, pp. 335 fF.
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the sense of equipping students to continue their further general
or professional studies in a university or professional school, or

terminal in the sense of completing a definite course of study,

general or vocational, the new institution, particularly if linked

with the high school, has the opportunity of enabling bright pupils
to reach the same standards of attainment which are now reached

by graduates of European secondary schools and at the same age.
The development of the junior college has already led to a proposal
to reorganize the school system which today may be on the 8-4

plan (eight years of elementary followed by four years of high school)
or the 6-3-3 plan (six years of elementary followed by three years
of junior and three years of senior high school) into a 6-4-4 plan

(six years of elementary, four years of junior and four years of

senior secondary school). In such a system the bright pupil, fol-

lowing the academic course, will be placed on a level of equality
with the European, provided that the system is sufficiently elastic

to enable him to proceed at the pace best suited to his abilities.
1

School life. The expansion of the high school and the recogni-

tion of the responsibility of the school to its varied clientele have

led to a remarkable development of extra-curricular activities.

These have arisen in part out of the variety of interests which

inevitably develop when any large group of individuals are as-

sembled daily. In part they have developed as activities supple-

mentary to the work in certain subjects. Some activities have been

sponsored and fostered by such agencies as the Junior Red Cross,

Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, and Camp Fire Girls. Student activities

provide opportunities for the development of interests which are

not otherwise provided for in the classroom activities and to elicit

qualities of personality which academic studies may not give a

chance to emerge. The extra-curricular activities offer opportuni-

ties for the development of pupil government, self-direction, and

leadership, and a diverse number of ways, although athletics appear

to be the most prominent, of securing public interest in the schools.

The activities which come under the general caption of extra-

curricular are in general of three types.

i. Pupil participation in government, including home room, class organi-

zations, student councils, and all the organizations of whatever name, that

participate in the government of the life of the school

* On the junior college fcx general, see Eells, W C
, The Jwnor College (Boston, 1931).
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2. All activities that can wholly, or in a large part, grow out of the cur-

riculum work of the school, such as the majority of school clubs.

3 Supplementary school agencies such as the Junior Red Cross, Boy

Scouts, Girl Scouts, and Camp Fire Girls *

From the point of view of their organization, student activities

are in many schools classified as follows:

Vocational Engineering club, premedical club, law club, journalism

dub, school bank, student associations

Artistic Symphony orchestra, glee club, military band, art club, bugle

corps, fife and drum corps.

Cultural Dramatic club, classical club, Latin club, German club,

Italian club, radio club, school paper.

Athletics Fencing club, golf club, life saving club, C M T C, dub, rifle

dub, tennis dub, play work.
2

This list is by no means exhaustive, but serves to indicate the

general character of student activities in addition to the organiza-

tions for self-government. As far as possible they arise out of the

spontaneous initiative of the pupils and are organized with the

sympathetic interest and support of teachers, many of whom are

specifically trained in the theory and conduct of extra-curricular

activities. Some of the activities may originate outside of the cur-

riculum and then be incorporated in it, among these are journalism,

dramatics, chorus, and orchestra. Others may grow up to supple-

ment the curriculum, among these are Latin and other language
clubs. In so far as these activities supplement the work of the

classroom,, there is a tendency to reward the participants in them

by grant of scholastic credit. Extra-curricular activities have in

general contributed considerably to the promotion of ideals of good
citizenship and of sodal consciousness, to training in responsibility

and leadership, and to the development in the comprehensive high

school, in which pupils are organized by subjects, of an esprit de

corps and a sense of corporate membership which might otherwise

be lacking,
3

It is in the organization and conduct of these activities that the

American adolescent shows the practical sense and ability which

1
Department of Superintendence, Sixth Yearbook, The Development of the High School

Qwnculum, 1928, p
t 232

'

'/**, p.539
'

'

* See Fretwell, E K , Extra-Cumcidar Activities in Seconfary Schools, which contains an
extensive bibliography (Boston, 1931)
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characterizes the adult. Academically and scholastically he may
be inferior to the European adolescent of the same age; practically

he is far superior. It would be futile, however, to attempt to at-

tribute this superiority to his education, it is due entirely to the dif-

ference in the social atmosphere in which he lives, an atmosphere
which is more favorable to the practical than to the academic or

scholastic pursuits and in which the rewards can more easily be

achieved. American education, from the elementary school to the

universities, is built up on the principle primum vivere, detnde

philosophari; it is based on the principle of doing, of activity, and

of conduct, and in this atmosphere extra-curricular activities find

ample means on which to thrive.

The unique character of the American high school. The public

high school of the United States is, however, a unique institution.

In its present form it is of recent origin and it is still in a stage of

transition. In the history of education it is the first experiment m
the attempt to provide a suitable education for all the children of all

the people at public expense in a single institution, that is, the

American high school is essaying the task distributed in other

countries among a great variety of schools, only one of which grants

the privilege of further advancement to higher education. Few

secondary schools elsewhere have won the appreciation and support

of the public as have the American high schools Their social func-

tion may be estimated by comparison with the small number of

private schools 2760 with an enrollment of 309,052 pupils, com-

pared with 22,237 public high schools attended by 5,212,179 pupils

in 1930. Of the 2760 private schools more than three fourths are

denominational, while of the 647 non-sectarian schools some have

been established for experimental purposes; others are found mainly

in the larger centers of population.

The public high school has thus begun to solve the problem of

providing secondary education for all, a problem which is only

just becoming a practical issue in other countries. This it has been

able to do by breaking with tradition, but its qualitative standards

still remain to be developed out of the vast experiment that is pro-

ceeding both with subject-matter and methods. This task may

perhaps be beset with as many difficulties as now confront those

countries that are planting to organize a democratic system of

education for adolescents, but fear to surrender that quality of
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education for the best minds that has been inherited from tradition.

The American high school will at least serve the world as an edu-

cational laboratory in action, as it has served the United States

by distributing a fair average of intellectual training throughout the

population, even though it has been for the time being at a sacrifice

of the best minds. It represents, as do all American institutions

when contrasted with European, the spirit of adventure and in-

novation which refuses to be bound by tradition and is always

ready to break new paths.

It is this spirit which combines at once the elements of strength
and weakness of American education, and of the high school in

particular a readiness to face the situation as it exists com-

bined with an impatience to see quick results. The contribution

of the United States to the solution of the problem of organizing
a democratic system of education is obvious. The tasks of per-

fecting the machine, of imbuing the schools with a high sense of

social purpose in a new age, of maintaining standards of hard work
and the will to work and to think hard, of making adaptations that

are genuinely educative and not superficially responsive to needs,
and at the same time of preserving standards of mental vigor
these still remain to be solved in the future with a teaching personnel
commensurate in ability and qualifications with the grandeur of

the experiment.



CHAPTER IX

SECONDARY SCHOOL TEACHERS

THE preparation of secondary school teachers has nowhere been

given the same amount of attention as that of teachers for elementary
schools The reasons are to be found partly in the historical de-

velopment of secondary education, partly in a widespread attitude

to the problems of instruction at the secondary leveL Secondary
schools, even when organized autonomously as in France and Ger-

many, have been associated with the universities for which they

prepared and have been regarded as a selective institution. From
the universities the secondary schools derived the emphasis on the

acquisition of subject-matter as the all-important end to be stressed,

in other words, the function of the secondary school was to prepare

scholars. The best qualification of the teacher, accordingly, was

all-round mastery of subject-matter. Since the school was selective,

the pupils could be relied upon to look after themselves under the

scholarly guidance of the teacher. Since the completion of a sec-

ondary school course entitled a successful pupil to certain privileges

and conferred on him a definite status, the pressure of academic,

social, and economic competition could be counted upon to act as

a spur even to the less well-endowed. Hence, from the point of

view of teaching, mastery of subject-matter came to be regarded
as a completely adequate preparation, from the point of view of the

pupil, the burden for progress rested upon him. When the aim of

secondary education was conceived more broadly than the mere

acquisition of a body of knowledge and character-formation came

to be regarded of as much importance as scholarship, as it was in

England, the emphasis began to be placed on the personality of

the teacher. As Thomas Arnold expressed it, the desirable qualifi-

cations of a teacher were activity of mind, interest in his work,

and common sense combined with sympathy with and understand-

ing of boys a Christian spirit and gentlemanly character. Schol-

arship could be acquired by university study, but personality,

the other essential for successful teaching, could; not be trained. -

Another cause which retarded the development of adequate sya-
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terns for preparing secondary school teachers was the fact that for

a long time they were members or prospective members of the clerical

profession or of teaching congregations. The qualifications con-

sidered desirable by Arnold for a long time prevented the rise of

a lay teaching profession in England, and, even while the number

of lay teachers constantly increased in the nineteenth century,

the clerical headmaster continued until the beginning of the present

century. Tentative efforts were made in the eighteenth century

in Germany, by such men as Johann Matthias Gesner, Johann

August Ernesti, Christian Gottlieb Heyne, and Friedrich August

Wolf, to establish a profession of secondary school teaching in-

dependent of the ministry, and toward the end of the century special

examinations for secondary school teachers were instituted in Prus-

sia. It was not until the nineteenth century that steps began to

be taken to require definite professional preparation, but it seems

more than probable that this movement was stimulated more by

political ends than a desire to improve the quality of instruction.

The establishment in 1808 of the Ecole Normale Sup&rieure in France

constituted a part of Napoleon's general legislative enactments

to ensure the national character of education in France, while the

introduction of a year of probationary training (Probejahr) in Prussia

in 1826 was prompted by the political reaction which began in 1819,

and sought to exercise a rigid political control over secondary and

higher education; in other words, political rather than professional

reasons determined the introduction of schemes which looked to the

selection of trustworthy teachrs. Despite its origin, however,
the success of the German system of preparing secondary school

teachers, which became increasingly professionalized, exercised

a strong influence both in England and the United States. Al-

though no tangible results were achieved for some time, proposals
at first for the examination and certification of secondary school

teachers began to be made by the Schools Inquiry Commission

(1868) and subsequent commissions m England, while in the United
States the movement for their preparation was associated with the

creation of chairs of education at the universities in the last decade
of the nineteenth century.
So long as the pupils attending secondary schools constituted

a very small minority of the school population and were selected

either on the basis of their ability or of wealth which implied a
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certain cultural background, it might be argued that professional

preparation as distinguished from academic preparation was ade-

quate. The rapid increase of opportunities for secondary education

and the recognition that such opportunities must not only be made
the right of every child, but must be closely articulated with the

preliminary education in the elementary schools, place the problem
of teacher preparation in a new light If secondary education is

to be the continuation of primary education, then the gap between

the untrained teacher in the one branch and the trained teacher in

the other must be closed. Further, with the progress of education

as a subject of study, it is being increasingly realized that educa-

tion is broader than instruction in academic subject-matter, that

instruction does not consist merely in the transmission of knowledge
and information, and that fundamentally the purpose of education

at any stage is to train the whole individual. This means a study
of educational values, selection from the broad fields known as

subject-matter, understanding of the pupil, and the proper adapta-
tion of subject-matter to him, or what is called instruction. The
traditional concept of the teacher's position still survives in an ex-

aggerated form in many South American countries, where the

teacher visits a school to give and hear lessons and departs at the

end of the period to repeat the performance in another school or to

attend to the duties of such other occupation as he may pursue.

Or it may manifest itself in the teacher giving a series of dictations

or lectures or assigning lessons in textbooks on one day and requiring

the pupils to "recite" on the next. Some teachers, on the other

hand, may be gifted teachers without special preparation, but the

supply of such is inadequate, or they may acquire a certain skill

in the course of time, but at a sacrifice of several generations of

pupUs.
It is unnecessary, however, to enlarge on the importance of teacher-

preparation, since it is now generally recognized. The problem,

however, is to determine the right type of preparation. That a

broad cultural foundation and a solid mastery of subject-matter

are essentials, no one will deny, but there are many in all countries

who would be coatent with this as the only qualification; the recent

tendency in Italy in the preparation both of elementary and of

secondary school teachers is based on this ideal plus an emphasis on

"spiritual" penetration. The essential point, however, is that at
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some stage in his preparation the future teacher shall have studied

the subjects which he plans to teach from the point of view of the

learners whom he will instruct. In France, England, and the

United States the attempt is made, with certain exceptions, to super-

impose courses in the theory, psychology and history of education,

and methods of instruction on top of the academic preparation,

but without any integral relation to it. What is forgotten is that

the academic subjects are the tools which the teacher has to use,

and that somewhere in his preparation the future teacher should

acquire a professional attitude, as it were, to the subjects which

he plans to teach. Only in rare instances, in the Ecole Normale

Supfrieure in Paris and the London Day Training College, is this

interpenetration between subject-matter and its use attempted,

less successfully in the former institution because this work is too

strictly limited to prescribed courses of study and because the

facilities for observation and direct practice are too restricted.1

The German system, again, although far in advance of those in

other countries, is still based on the traditional dualism academic

preparation in the universities and professional preparation in

selected secondary schools. Under such a system the German

teacher certainly acquires a richer professional preparation than his

colleagues elsewhere, but it is open to the criticism that his profes-

sional insight is too narrowly cultivated under conditions as they

actually exist and tends to a perpetuation of practices which the

older teachers have in turn acquired from their predecessors. Ex-

cellent as the German system is, it does not make for that freedom,

initiative, and growth which should be the ends of a thorough pro-
fessional preparation, such, for example, as has been instituted for

his colleagues who intend to teach in the elementary schools.

Since the universities, and in the United States the colleges, in

general retain the traditional attitude that he who knows can

teach, and since there are undoubtedly numerous difficulties of

an administrative character in providing separate professionalized

courses, the future may see a solution, already proposed in Ger-

many, by the establishment of independent institutions for the

preparation of secondary school teachers, analogous to the Ecole

1 The same criticism would apply to the preparation of secondary school teachers in On-
tario, where the dualism between subject-matter and method has been overcome, but the
subject-matter is studied strictly 5ft terms of the prescribed courses wxd textbooks used.

'
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Normale Supfrieure? Such a solution would overcome many of

the difficulties which surround the problem of providing adequate
facilities for observation and practice teaching. Such a solution

has been adopted in several state universities in the United States,

where schools of education have been established with their own

subject-matter specialists for the preparation of secondary school

teachers as well as for the advanced study of education. Should

the time ever come when the traditional cleavage between various

branches of teaching, below the level of the universities, is over-

come and a unitary profession of teaching is established on a func-

tional or specialist basis, a single teachers college,
3
analogous to a

school of medicine or school of law, might solve many of the dif-

ficulties which have been discussed. The increase in the require-

ments for training for elementary school positions in Germany,

England,
3 and the United States is reducing gradually the difference

iu the length of preparation demanded from elementary and sec-

ondary school teachers. While such a solution is not impossible,

the economic difficulties and the problem of the adjustment of

salary scales are for the present virtually insuperable. And yet

the professional preparation of teachers, whether for elementary
or for secondary schools, is confronted with the same task the

education of the whole individual rather than mere imparting of

subject-matter.

I. ENGLAND
The professional preparation of teachers for secondary schools,

although advocated since 1868, when the Schools Inquiry Com-
mission made, its report, has been retarded by the characteristic

English emphasis on experience, personality, and scholarship.

* There are already other examples of this type, but more professionalized, e g , the re-

markable Escuela fa Ltnguas Vwas for training teachers of modem foreign languages in

Buenos Aires and the Istituto Pefogtgtco in Santiago, Chile, each with its own practice

school

8 There is no intention here of recommending as models of such an institution the recently

organized teachers colleges of the United States While it is true that they attempt to prepare

teachers for all types of schools and at different levels, their organization and standards, both

academic and professional, are too confused as yet to meet the need which is here discussed

* As an example of the rtduclto ad absurdum of the distinction between elementary and

secondary school teachers, the English practice might be mentioned of appointing to second-

ary school positions candidates who had a four-year preparation to teach in
elementary

schools and of granting elementary school certificates under certain conditions to candidates

who prepared for the teacher's diploma, intended as a qualification for teaching in secondary

schools!
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As recently as 1913, only 180 out of 5246 men teaching in secondary

schools reported by the Board of Education, and 1161 out of 5158

women, had been trained specifically to teach in secondary schools.

Actually many more had been trained to teach in elementary schools

and had received appointments in secondary schools to meet the

demand for teachers. The Board of Education, beyond requiring

that secondary schools in order to be recognized for purposes of

the grant must have a staff of teachers adequate in number and

qualifications, has never defined these qualifications or insisted that

they be trained. The Board does, however, under its Regulations

sanction a method of preparing teachers somewhat analogous to

that found in Germany. University graduates may under this

system be appointed for one year as probationary teachers, receiving

a small salary in a recognized grant-earning secondary school.

During this period they receive guidance on the practical side and

study the theory of education in preparation for an examination

for the teacher's diploma conducted by one of the universities.

The number of prospective teachers trained in this wfly ?,S nfipfrffo
1*-

Teacher's diploma. The more common system which is followed

is in a post-graduate course in the education department of a univer-

sity, to which any university graduate and students who, although

originally admitted to a university with the intention of preparing

for elementary schools, have taken a degree in honors and are per-

mitted to transfer to a course of secondary training. The course,

which lasts one year, includes normally, on the theoretical side, prin-

ciples of education, methods of teaching and in some cases special

methods, educational psychology, educational hygiene, and history of

education, on the practical side, students are assigned to local second-

ary schools and supervised by the members of the faculty of the edu-

cation department or of the school to which they are assigned. The

Regulations of the Board require that at least sixty days be spent in

contact with classwork. Students are generally expected to par-

ticipate in the activities of the school to which they are assigned.
At the end of the year an examination's conducted in the profes-
sional subjects and one or more lessons are given before the ex-

aminers. Papers and essays written during the year and written

records of work done during the period of school practice are taken

into consideration for the award of the teacher's diploma. In
some universities the candidates may hold full-time positions and
prepare privately for the examination in theorv and nractice
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The system on the whole is not satisfactory, and chiefly for two

reasons. The first is that, with few notable exceptions, the pro-
vision for specialized training in the subjects which the candidates

are expected to teach is inadequate. In other words, the profes-

sional preparation is superimposed on the academic preparation

and the student is expected to make the synthesis between the two

in his own way. The second reason lies in the difficulty of providing

adequate facilities for guided and supervised practice teaching.

The staffs of the schools to which candidates are assigned may or

may not be sympathetic with the principle of training, and there

is no guarantee that they will give the young teacher the help which

he may need.

The adoption of a scale of salaries in 1921 and 1923, opening a

satisfactory professional career for secondary school teachers and

offering an additional increment to trained graduates, has been

effective in increasing the number of trained teachers. To some

extent the proposals of the Royal Society of Teachers, formerly
the Teachers' Registration Council, to require professional training

as a condition of registration has promoted the same ends, even

though the Council has not been able to insist upon it and continues

to accept three years of successful teaching experience in lieu of

training.

Academic preparation. If the progress of professional prepara-

tion of secondary school teachers has been slow, the increase in the

number of university graduates teaching in secondary schools has

been marked. The number of teachers who are not university

graduates can in general be explained by the fact that they are

teachers in junior classes or teachers of special subjects (art, music,

handicraft, domestic subjects, and physical training) who have had

their preparation in specialized institutions which do not grant

degrees. According to the Board of Education's Statistics for 1930-

31 for secondary schools on the grant list of the total number of

principals, 1315, only 47 were non-graduates; of the 20,379 teachers

14,91:8, or 73 per cent, were graduates; of the men 83.5 per cent and

of the women 65.5 per cent were graduates. Of the total number

of teachers, 12,163, or 5$ P6* cent
>
were trained, of the graduate

teachers 9030, or 55.7 per cent^ and of the -non-graduate teachers

3131, or 56*8 per cent, were trained.

Under the English system of higher education, university grad-
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uates may have taken a degree in honors or a pass or ordinary degree.

An honors course involves specialization in one or two fields of study

(classics, English, history, modern languages, mathematics, or

science); such specialization, however, generally implies also the

study of allied fields which may be prescribed. The pass or ordinary

course involves a distribution of study over a more extensive list of

subjects definitely arranged by groups which avoids that dispersal

of interest which characterizes a college course in the United States.

From the point of view of standards, the pass degree may be com-

pared with the American baccalaureate degree, unlike the American

degree, however, which does not disclose the grades obtained by its

possessor, the English graduate is definitely classified (normally

there are three classes). The standards for the pass degree vary
in the different universities; in general there is a widespread opinion

that the pass degree of the older universities is obtained too easily.

The specialization required for an honors degree, for which the grad-

uates are also classified, is comparable to that for the M.A., if not

the Ph.D., degree in an American university.

In so far as a distinction is made between the two types of degrees,

most schools strive to secure a teacher with an honors degree for

the upper forms or for special subjects. The additional increment

on the salary scale paid to teachers who hold a good honors degree

has tended to increase the number of candidates who prepare for

this degree. On the other hand, the degree alone is not regarded as

an adequate guarantee of good teaching. The emphasis in the selec-

tion of teachers is placed more on personality and promise of par-

ticipation in and wholesome influence on the pupils, whether in

class instruction or in their corporate activities. While it would be

difficult to find regulations defining their duties, either as to the

number of hours of instruction or participation in athletic or other

activities, it is generally understood that an interest in the general
welfare of the pupils is a part of the professional obligations of the

teachers. It is this aspect of the secondary school work which has

a particular appeal for the young teacher, as it is the aspect to which

England attaches peculiar importance.
Status. While the status of secondary school teachers in England

is not so high as in France or Germany (in normal times), there has
been a tremendous improvement in their position during the last

twenty-five years. This has been due in no small measure to the
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improvement in the status of secondary education in general, but

more perhaps to the development of professional organizations,

some of which have performed valuable services in safeguarding
their interests, while others, devoted to some special branches of

the secondary school curriculum, have promoted the growth of

professional groups directed to the improvement of secondary edu-

cation. Finally, the adoption of a salary scale and the introduction

of a pension system have improved the attractiveness of secondary
school teaching as a professional career. 1

Certainly much has been

done to reduce the disparity in status between English and

foreign teachers which was revealed in the report (1910) of the

Assistant Masters' Association on Conditions of Service of Teachers

in English and Foreign Secondary Schools.

2. FRANCE

The preparation of teachers in French secondary schools is largely

governed by the requirements for examinations, which are either

qualifying (examens) or competitive (concours). The minimum

qualification for eligibility to teach in colUges is the licence d'enseigne-

ment; the competitive examinations are those for the agr&gotion,

by which teachers are selected for the lyctes, and for the certificats

d?aptitude in letters and science for women, and up to the present only

in modern foreign languages for men.

Licence d'enseignement. Until 1920 the minimum requirement

for teaching iix a secondary school was either the licence Is lettres or

the licence bs sciences, university degrees obtained after two years

of residence and granted without any specific reference to the needs

of the secondary school. In 1920 there was introduced the licence

d'enseignement in letters, organized with direct reference to the

curricula and instruction to be given in the secondary schools; a

similar licence was established in 1928 for teachers of the sciences.

The difference between the regular licence and the licence d'enseigne-

ment is that, while the choice of the certificates required lor the

licence in letters or science is left to the candidates, the certificates

1 The salary scale for secondary school teachers adopted in 1925 is as follows For non-

graduates, 186, nsiDg by eighteen increments to 384 for men, and 174, rising by sixteen

increments to 306 for women, for graduates, 234, rising by eighteen increments to 480 for

men, and 2x6, rising by twelve increments to 384 for women The scale is somewhat

higher in London Salaries are subject to a five per cent deduction annually under the

superannuation scheme and, since October, 1931, to a further deduction of tea per cent as an

economy measure.
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for the licence d'enseignement are prescribed Candidates for the

hcence must spend four semesters in a university; two of the semesters

may be spent in a foreign university. The examinations for each

certificate are taken at the end of each of the four semesters and

a diploma is granted after all the certificates have been obtained.

Following the common practice in French examinations, the ex-

aminations for the certificates are written and oral Failure in the

written part eliminates candidates from the oral test.

The certificates required for the hcence es lettres d'enseignement,

varying with the subjects which the prospective teacher intends to

teach, are as follows:

Licence for teaching Philosophy: A. Certificate of general history

of philosophy. B. Certificate of psychology. C. Certificate of logic

and general philosophy. D. Certificate of ethics and sociology.

Licence for teaching Letters (French and classical humanities):

A. Certificate of Greek studies. B. Certificate of Latin studies.

C. Certificate of French literature. D. Certificate of grammar and

philology.

Licence for teaching History and Geography- A. Certificate of

ancient history. B. Certificate of medieval history. C. Certificate

of modern and contemporary history. D Certificate of geography.

Licence for teaching Modern Foreign Languages: A. Certificate

of classical literary studies. B Certificate of foreign literature

(English, German, Italian, Spanish, Russian, Arabic). C Certifi-

cate of philology in the foreign language selected. D. Certificate

of practical studies in the foreign language selected.1

The requirements for the licence es sciences d'enseignement are

divided into three groups, one of which may be selected by the can-

didate: I. Differential and integral calculus, mechanics, general

physics. II. General physics, general chemistry, and one of the

mathematical sciences listed under I or one of the natural sciences

listed in the next group. III. Zoology or general physiology,

botany or geology, and one of the physical sciences listed under II,

No provision is made in the requirements for either licence for the

study of professional subjects. The courses offered in the universi-

ties are based on the programs prescribed for the examinations. In

1 There is at present a strong movement in the French Chamber and elsewhere to require a

knowledge of the ancient daggles of all candidates fgr the. town in any of the four fields

mentioned,
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so far as the candidates receive any preparation for teaching, it con-

sists in the careful organization of subject-matter, in the giving of

lessons or reading of papers before the class under the criticism of the

professor or of fellow-students, and in practical courses such as the

writing of th&mes, versions and essays in French or in a foreign lan-

guage for the licence &s lettres and in laboratory work for the licence

&s sciences.

Certificats d'aptitude a I'enseignement secondaire. The cer-

tificates of aptitude are awarded on a competitive basis. The
number to be granted is determined each year by the Minister of

Public Instruction in accordance with the number of teaching posi-

tions to be filled in the subjects for which the certificates are pro-

vided. At present there is organized for men only the certificate

of aptitude to teach modern foreign languages (certificat d'aptitude

d Venseignement des langues vivantes dans les lyc$es et colleges) ,'
for

women there are certificates in both letters and sciences which en-

title them to teach in secondary schools for girls. Candidates for

these certificates must hold the baccalaureat or an equivalent foreign

degree; or the certificate of aptitude for the preparatory classes in

secondary schools, or the certificate of aptitude for teaching special

subjects, or the certificate of aptitude for teaching in'normal schools.

In addition, women, may hold the brevet superieur entitling them

to teach in an elementary school or the secondary diploma for

girls (dipUme de fin d'&udes secondaires). These requirements

provide an opportunity for teachers, who have not come through

the normal route by way of the secondary school and university, to

obtain appointments in secondary schools and to proceed further

to the agrfyation.
'

For the certificate in modern foreign, languages, candidates are

required to pass the following examinations (the works to be studied

in each language are announced each year by the Ministry) : French

composition, from which Ucencite and holders of the certificate of

aptitude for teaching in normal schools are exempt (four hours);

a thbme or translation from French into a foreign language (three

hours) ;
a version or translation from a fojrfeign laaguage into French

(three hours); and an essay or composition' in the foreign language

which the candidate intends to teach (four hours). Candidates

who foil in
1 the \mtten examination, are not admitted to the oral test,

which includes a th&mk and version, a lecture expliqu6e in the foreigft
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language, and a discussion of the grammar of a foreign text. Each

of the tests lasts at least one hour. Emphasis is placed on the can-

didate's pronunciation. The examination does not include any tests

in professional subjects, but it differs from those for the licence in

the fact that special attention is paid, especially in the oral examina-

tion, to the candidate's ability to present his subject to a class and

his familiarity with problems of instruction. In other words, while

the examinations for the licence stress the candidate's mastery of

subject-matter, the examination for the certificat d'aptitude stresses

his ability to use the subject-matter for purposes of instruction

The examination requirements make no mention of professional

study, but many of the candidates have already had some teaching

experience and have prepared themselves privately with such help

as they may find in special courses in universities.

Agregation. The highest qualification is the agr&gation, a com-

petitive examination designed to select teachers for the lyc&es.

The number selected each year by this examination is limited to the

number of teachers to be appointed in each subject. There are few

examinations which are as rigorous as those for the agrigaiwn. Since

the establishment in 1923 of secondary courses for girls leading up to

the baccalaur&at, it has been felt that the standards for the selection

of women teachers must be placed on the same level as those for

men. In 1927 it was decided by the Higher Council of Public In-

struction to admit women as candidates for the same agr&gations

as men, but the lower requirements were allowed to continue for

some time longer. It is proposed gradually to require women to

take the same agrigations as men in all subjects. This has already
been done in letters, philosophy, modern languages, and natural

sciences. Candidates may prepare for the examinations either in

universities or in the Ecole Normale Sup&rieure for men and the

Ecole Normale Sup&ieure de Venseignement seconda/ite des jeunes

filles at Sfevres for women, although women who pass the competitive
examination for entrance to the Higher Normal School for men

may be admitted as day students. Admission to the higher normal
schools is competitive; wherever facilities are provided, candidates

remain in their secondary schools after obtaining the baccalwrfat

in order to prepare for the entrance examination. Although de-

signed for the preparation of secondary school teachers, the Higher
Normal School for men has on the whole placed its emphasis on
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training brilliant scholars rather than teachers, as may be illustrated

by the large number of graduates who have obtained distinction in

universities and the world of letters in France.

The course to the agregatwn is carefully guarded by a series of

required examinations which must be passed before candidates are

admitted to the final test. Thus, candidates must hold the licence

and the dipUme deludes superieures in the fields in which they

present themselves for the agregatwn. Like the licence, the dipldme
is obtained by passing examinations conducted by the universities,

and may be obtained in letters in the following fields: philosophy,
classical languages, modern foreign languages, and history and

geography; in sciences the diploma may be obtained in mathematics,

physical sciences, and natural sciences. The preparation of a thesis

is required in each of these fields, in modern languages it must be

prepared in the language in which the candidate offers himself for

examination. Emphasis is placed in all examinations on a thorough
command of French. The diploma is usually obtained one year
after the licence.

The examinations for the agregatwn are given in eight groups:

philosophy, letters, grammar, history and geography, modern

foreign languages (English, German, Spanish, Italian, or Arabic),

mathematics, physics and chemistry, and natural sciences. The

scope of the examination in each group, authors and problems to

be studied, are prescribed annually. Every examination is wntten

and oral, and includes in the oral part the presentation of a lesson

on a topic selected from the secondary school course of study, from

four to six hours are allowed for the preparation of a lesson under

supervision, books and other materials required for its preparation

are placed at the disposal of the candidate. The requirements for

the agregafaon may be illustrated from two fields. In the agregation

des lettres, the written examination includes translation from and

into Latin and Greek (four hours for each of the four tests), and

a French composition on one of the prescribed authors (seven hours).

The oral test includes the explication of Greek, Latin, and French

(ancient and modern) texts; for the preparation of each of these half

an hour is allowed; and the presentation of a lesson for the prepara-

tion of which six hours are allowed. In the agregahon des sciences

naturettes, the written examination includes three essays one

on a subject assigned a year in advance and dealing with problems
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in physiology, comparative anatomy, paleontology, etc., and two

on subjects taken from the course of study for secondary schools,

seven hours are allowed for each essay. The oral examination in-

cludes: (a) the selection, arrangement, or preparation of materials

to illustrate a lesson selected by the examiners, (b) the preparation

and selection of specimens suitable for instructional purposes, (c)

a lesson on a subject taken from the lower section of the lycee; and

(d) a lesson on a subject taken from the upper section. Four hours

are allowed for the preparation of the lesson.

To ensure that candidates for the agrtgation have, in addition

to intense specialization in their subjects, acquired some familiarity

with the problems of education and the conduct of a class, a stage

ptdagogique was introduced in 1924. Under the more recent regula-

tion of March 5, 1929, the stage p&dagogique requires: (i) preparation

in theory of education to the extent of at least twenty lectures on

the history and organization of secondary education in France and

abroad and on the teaching of the subjects which a candidate in-

tends to teach; (2) a practical period in a public secondary school.

During the practical period, a candidate for three consecutive

weeks may follow the work of several teachers of his subjects in one

class and observe the progress of his subjects from class to class.

In addition, every candidate must participate for two weeks in the

management of a class, prepare lessons, correct written work, and

engage in other educational procedures. The professors who give
the lectures on educational theory and the teachers to whom can-

didates may be assigned for their practical work are selected each

year by the Minister of Public Instruction on the recommendation

of the rectors of the academies. Reports, which constitute the basis

of a certificate required from each candidate for the agr&gation, are

presented to the rectors by the deans of the faculties and the pro-

fessors assigned to the task Candidates who have already had

teaching experience are exempted from the stage p&dagogique.

The creation of the licence d'enseignement, the proposal to ex-

tend the certificat d'aptitude d I
'

enseignement secondaire to other

subjects besides modern languages, and the introduction of the

stage pidagogique illustrate a change in the French attitude to teacher

training The preeminent position enjoyed by the Higher Normal
School and its brilliant record for over a century tended to the

adoption of the view that "a good general education, free and
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disinterested, while it was admirably suited to future savants and

writers, was also the most appropriate way in the world for the

preparation of teachers." r

Undoubtedly the standards of the

examinations prescribed succeeded admirably in securing teachers

who knew what they had to teach and something beyond that, but

the result of placing scholars in the secondary school classes, es-

pecially the lower classes was too obvious to pass unobserved.

Recent regulations have repeatedly warned teachers against exces-

sive dictation, while the more recent public agitation against over-

burdening (surmenage) of pupils and the large number of failures

in the baccalaurfat examinations point to an emphasis on subject-

matter rather than the pupil. The stage p&dagogique follows in its

organization and requirements suggestions formulated as long ago
as 1902 by M Ch. Langlois, but does not provide as long a period
of practical training as he then suggested. The significance of its

introduction lies, not in its organization, which is still somewhat

informal, but in the recognition that professional preparation is

essential. Up to the present the requirements for appointment,
whether in lyc&es or colleges, have furnished a guarantee that every
teacher is a master of the subjects which he professes; the recent

reforms seek to supplement this with a further guarantee that he

can teach these subjects at the various levels of the secondary
school.

Status. The French secondary school teacher enjoys the status,

socially and economically, of all others who have had the same grade
of education and hold the same rank in public employment, for they

are scholars who are at once members of a liberal profession and of

the civil service. Salaries on the whole have not kept up with the

fluctuations in the cost of living since the War, despite the efforts

which have been made by the authorities to adjust salaries period-

ically,
2 The problem with which the Government is confronted is

*
Langlois, Ch , La Preparation professwnelle a rEnsetgnemcnt secondatre, p 43 (Pans,

1902).
a The salaries of principals and professors who hold the agrigation are, according to the

scale adopted in 19*6, as follows- In the lycSes of Pans, 18,000 to 26,000 francs, in the de-

partmental lycfai 15 ooo to 21,000 francs; in the gurls' schools, 15,300 to 22,300 francs

in Pans, and 14,000 to 20,000 francs in the departments. Principals and professors in

cottiges for boys receive from Ii,ooo to 16,500 francs a year Heads of departments, Gen-

stws, receive the same or slightly higher salaries, professors and teachers of special sub-

jects receive lower salaries* The personnel is divided into six classes, and promotion from

one class to Another is based on selection or seniority In addition to the basic salaries, all

teachers receive indemnities for rent and family allowances for each dependent child,
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rendered all the more serious because of the economic changes

which are taking place in France and which make employment in

the developing industrial and commercial life of France more

attractive, because of the remuneration, than employment in public

services, despite the dignity which attaches to it. From time to

time France has been confronted with a crise d'agrtyation, not in

secondary education alone, but in other branches of the higher civil

service, where similar competitive standards are maintained.

The crisis is at times so serious, indeed, that an adequate supply

of competent teachers is not available in some subjects Such crises

may be temporary, but through them all and in the midst of agita-

tion for the icoU unique, France and French educators seek to main-

tain the high standards of the secondary school teaching profession

and through it of the school for the recruiting of the &ite.

3. GERMANY

Although the systems of preparing teachers for secondary schools

may vary in some details in the States of the German Republic, the

standards are uniform. In all States attendance at a university

and professional preparation under state supervision and certifica-

tion by the State are the prerequisites for appointment throughout

the country. In Prussia, examinations for secondary school teachers

were introduced in the eighteenth century and a period of proba-

tionary service was acquired in 1826 In 1890 an additional year
of professional preparation was required with the establishment

of seminars. Both the Seminarjahr and the Probejahr were spent

in selected secondary schools. The present system was organized
under the examination regulations of July 28, 1917, which combined

the two years into a single unit known as the Vorberettungsjahre.

Preliminary requirements. Before being admitted to the period
of professional preparation, candidates must have spent at least

eight semesters in university study and have passed the state ex-

amination (Staatsexamen pro facultate docendi). Of the eight semes-

ters, six must be spent in a German university. During their period
of university study, candidates for the state examination must
have attended courses in education and philosophy and in the

subjects which they intend to teach, and must have been members
of seminars and practica in these subjects; in the sciences they must
have done work in laboratories. Since 1925 they must also have
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had two semesters of practical training in gymnastics and athletics

and two semesters of lectures on physical education, a require-

ment, which, like the development of physical training in the sec-

ondary schools, is an attempt to provide a substitute for the physical

training hitherto given during the period of compulsory military
service. Those who wish to teach religion, German, modern lan-

guages, or history must at some time have had Latin or Greek

or English as may be necessary, prospective teachers of modern

languages may during the period of university study have attended

a foreign university for not more than two semesters; teachers of

mathematics, chemistry, and physics may have attended a technical

high school of university rank Applicants for admission to the

state examination must present a full statement of their life, the

subjects studied, copies of theses which they may have written, a

certificate of health, and testimonials from professors whose seminars

they attended. If the university course was not well organized,

or for reasons of character, applicants may be refused admission

to the examination.

Academic examination. The state examination is conducted

by academic examination commissions (Wissenschaftliche Prwfungs-

fanter) which are found in every university and which consist of

university professors and secondary school teachers appointed by
the Minister. The subjects of the examination are: (a) Compulsory
for all: philosophy, ethics, theory of adolescence, logic, and episte-

mology, (5) A choice of three from the following subjects either

as majors ( Hwpifacher) or two majors and one minor (Nebenfach) :

religion, German, Latin, Greek, Hebrew (as a minor), French,

English, history, geography, mathematics, physics, chemistry,

botany, and zoology, (c) A wide range of supplementary subjects

(Zusatzf&chei) : introduction to philosophy, political science, educa-

tion, applied mathematics, mineralogy, geology, classical archeology,

history of medieval and modern art, comparative philology, Polish,

Danish, Swedish, Dutch, Russian, Spanish, Italian, Turkish,

Chinese, general history of religion, drawing, physical training,

singing, and handwork. The number of supplementary subjects

which a candidate may offer is not restricted, but only one may be

substituted as a minor.

Each candidate is required to prepare two essays the first on

a problem selected from one of his major subjects and a second on
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a problem from another major subject or from philosophy. Five

months are allowed for the preparation of the theses three months

for the first and two months for the second. Major essays in clas-

sical philology must be written in Latin, and in modern languages

in the appropriate language; the second essay must be in German.

Candidates may submit a published work in lieu of one of the essays.

In addition to the essays, the examining commissions may require

candidates to take written examinations, each of three hours'

duration, in the subjects which they offer. If the work of a can-

didate in the essays or in the wntten examinations is unsatisfactory,

he may be refused permission to proceed to the oral examination

In both the written and the oral examinations, candidates must

give such evidence of familiarity with the literature of their subjects

as to indicate their ability for further study and to give life to their

instruction in general. The standards expected of the candidates

may be judged from the following examples:

English

In order to obtain a certificate in the teaching of English as a major sub-

ject, candidates must show ability to comprehend and to translate into Ger-

man a not too difficult Latin text and late and medieval Latin in so far as he

has given attention to it; in this connection he must have a command of the

requisite grammatical foundation

The requirements include:

(a) If the subject is offered as a minor: Knowledge of elementary phonetics,
correct and thoroughly grounded expression. Familiarity with grammar and

syntax, command of a rich vocabulary and idioms and practice in the spoken
use of the language Ability to translate correctly into German the authors

read in secondary schools and to write in the foreign language without serious

errors in language and style Survey of the development of English litera-

ture since Shakespeare, several works of the most outstanding poets and

prose writers, including the modern period, must be read with understand-

ing Practice in expressive reading of English poetry.

(5) If the subject is offered as a major: Thorough knowledge of phonetics;
correct and thoroughly grounded expression. Thorough accuracy in gram-
mar; ability to explain the grammar scientifically Knowledge of the

historical development of the language from the period of Old English down.

Familiarity with the vocabulary and with peculiarities of expression as well

as adequate mastery in the written and oral use of the language. Knowl-
edge of the general development of English literature through extensive

reading; intensive study of some of the outstanding authors from the earliest

period to the present day. Comprehension of the laws of English prosody of
the ancient and modern times. Fa.mi1ia.rity with the history, philosophy,
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political institutions and geography of England. Familiarity with the re-

lations between English and German literature

The examination will be conducted m English so far as this is necessary to

discover the ability of the candidates in the spoken use of the language.

Physics

The requirements for the teaching certificate in physics are:

(a) If the subject is offered as a minor. Knowledge of the more important

phenomena and laws in the whole range of this science and their applications,
as well as ability to derive these laws experimentally. Evidence of successful

participation in practical work, and familiarity with the most important ap-

paratus and methods of measurement
It is essential that the candidate be trained in the principles of chemistry

and be informed in the simpler chemical studies

(6) If the subject is offered as a major. Intensive knowledge of experi-
mental physics and its applications, especially in technology, survey of the

historical development of physical science General survey of the whole

field of theoretical physics, detailed familiarity with theoretical mechanics

and intensive knowledge of at least one of the other branches Evidence

must be given of scientific work in the laboratory and adequate knowledge
of mathematics.

Candidates who do not satisfy the examiners in two maj'or sub-

jects, a minor or supplementary subject, and philosophy are failed,

but may repeat the whole examination once more.1 Success in

the examination entitles a candidate to admission to the two-year

period of professional preparation, during which he has the title

of Stttdienreferendar. The state examination is a test of general

culture and mastery of academic subject-matter; only indirectly,

in philosophy and in education if offered as a supplementary sub-

ject, does the examination have any reference to purely professional

preparation.

Practical preparation. The professional preparation and practical

training are given in the two preparatory years (Vorbereitungsjahre),

which are generally spent in two schools, selected for the purpose

and under the supervision of the provincial school boards; the first

year may be spent in a six-year school, the second in a nine-year

school. Not more than eight students are assigned to a school,

where they are placed under the direction of the principal and

selected teachers, although all members of the staff are expected

1 Candidates may receive a mark of "excellent," "good," "satisfactory," and "unsatis-

factory."
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to cooperate. Two hours a week throughout the two years are de-

voted to conferences for the study of professional subjects. The

first year is devoted to history of education, the organization of Ger-

man and especially Prussian education, methods of instruction in the

special subjects in which each candidate has certificates, and the

marking of pupils' written work, psychology and ethics, methods

of teaching the common subjects (German, religion and history)

and their place m the curriculum, and the general duties of the

teacher are discussed in the second year. In both years, courses

are organized in school hygiene, with participation in physical

training and welfare activities, principles of discipline, discussions

of important educational works, and observation and practice

teaching. Unsatisfactory candidates may be dropped during or

at the end of the first year, the others continue their preparation

in another school. Studtenreferendare may receive financial aid

during their period of training or may be assigned a limited number

of teaching penods for which they are paid.

Professional examination. At the end of the second year, can-

didates who have been given satisfactory reports by the principals

and teachers under whom they have been trained and by a second-

ary school inspector are admitted to the professional examination

(Padagogische Prufung). The reports refer to the character, pro-

fessional promise, health, research and teaching ability of the

candidates. The professional examination is conducted in each

province by an examination committee (Prufungsausschuss) , ap-

pointed by the provincial examination board (Padagogische Pruf-

ungsamt) from among its own members (two members of the

provincial school board and a number of secondary school principals

and teachers, including women if women candidates present them-

selves for the examination). The examination is given in three

parts. The written examination consists of an essay on some prob-
lem of educational theory or methods, based on practical experience.
The oral examination takes the form of a discussion by all the can-

didates of a subject which is selected by the chairman of the ex-

amination committee and which is intended to test the ability of

the candidates to handle educational and class problems. The
third part consists of a lesson of about thirty minutes' duration

conducted before the committee on one of two topics assigned at

two days' notice, and based on the work done in the last semester
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of preparation In the final decision, all factors are taken into con-

sideration the written and oral examinations, the lesson, and

reports on the candidates during their period of preparation If

a candidate fails, the examining committee may decide whether
he is to be rejected or permitted to continue his preparation for

a half or a full year longer and repeat the examination

Appointment. Successful candidates, who are now given the title

of Studienassessoren, are registered by the provincial school boards

with a record of their subjects, as, for example, religion, German,
history and geography, Latin and Greek, French and English,
mathematics and physics; chemistry, natural science and geography,
additional subjects. Whatever the combination of subjects, they
are in all cases closely related for purposes of instruction. A Stu-

dienassessor may receive remunerative employment, but final ap-

pointment as a Studienrat is not guaranteed unless his name is

placed on a list of eligible candidates, Anwarterliste, prepared by
the Ministry of Education in cooperation with the provincial school

boards. Candidates who are placed on the eligible list may receive

appointments on salaries beginning with ninety-live per cent of

the initial salary of a Studienrat and rising to one hundred per cent

in four years. Registration on the Anwarterliste is virtually a

guarantee of definitive appointment at the end of five years. The

economic uncertainty of the last decade and other factors have

not always been favorable to the fulfillment of this guarantee

This means that few who intend to become teachers in secondary

schools can hope to obtain final appointment much before they are

thirty-two years of age.

The system of selecting teachers in Germany offers a certain

guarantee of mastery of the subjects which they intend to teach,

but the system of professional preparation is too much of the ap-

prenticeship type, in which, the older teachers are more likely to

transmit their own methods, aims, and ideals than to encourage

progress and reforms which are today in direct contradiction to

the traditions under Which they were themselves educated and

trained. The situation is somewhat aggravated at the present

time because political views tend to cblor attitudes to innovations

in education. Hence, while new methods, dominated less by older

practices, by requirements of the examinations, and by standards

demanded by the universities are being advocated, older methods
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and practices still survive. It is for these reasons that proposals

have been made for a reorganization of the system of preparing

teachers. Whether this task should be entrusted to the universities

is a question which is open to discussion The university courses

in subject-matter, it is objected, are adequate from the point of

view of the research student and specialist, but are too intensive

for the future teacher, and neglect entirely their use in the class-

room The universities, on the other hand, insist that their func-

tion is to train scholars and not teachers, the courses in education

are also given from the same standpoint and are regarded as too

general and not sufficiently practical in character. For these

reasons it is proposed, but the discussions have not yet proceeded

further, to establish separate teachers colleges for the preparation

of secondary schools. If the proposals are carried out, the tension

which now exists between the universities and those interested in

the preparation of teachers would be relieved and the preparation

could be placed on a genuinely professional basis in place of the

apprenticeship or craftsmanship training which now takes place

in the schools. Such a reform, it is recognized, is all the more

urgent in view of the progress made in the reform of the preparation

of teachers for the elementary schools.

Status. The status of the German secondary school teachers,

while it has not lost any of its distinction, has suffered as has that

of all middle classes in Germany from the uncertain economic

conditions. None the less, for those who can survive the severe

competition for admission to the profession a career is offered which

is secure, and for which graduated increases m salary, with consid-

eration for family circumstances, allowances for rent, protection
allowance for disability and pensions, are provided. So far as

changes in status are taking place, they are due to changes in the

character of secondary education which demand teachers who are

educators in the broadest sense of the term rather than scholars.

Scholarship as an essential qualification of the teacher is still

emphasized, as is indicated in the requirements for the academic
state examination, but scholarship alone, it is recognized, is an

inadequate guarantee for the many-sided demands on the teacher

in the new secondary education which is being developed.
Possibly the change is reflected in the abolition of the old prac-
tice of conferring the title of "Professor'* on secondary school
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teachers who have distinguished themselves in the field of scholar-

ship.
1

4. ITALY

The Gentile reform. The first task which confronted Gentile

in the reform of secondary education was to reorganize the whole

system of selecting and appointing teachers. Unsystematized and

unorganized, the status of the teachers, so specialized that each

had to combine a number of periods of instruction in different

secondary schools to support himself, was regarded as one of the

chief weaknesses of secondary education. Gentile attacked the

problem ruthlessly in the interests of the general reform of educa-

tion. Preceding the general reform introduced by the Royal Decree

of May 6, 1923, superfluous positions in the administration of sec-

ondary education were abolished, and principals and teachers who
had reached the age of sixty and had had forty years of service, or

who were judged incompetent, were retired on pensions, principals

who were not competent for their administrative positions were

reassigned to teaching posts, all teachers were investigated and

reclassified. Finally, at the close of 1923 the qualifications for

appointment to secondary schools were revised in a general decree

which set up new requirements for admission to any of the liberal

professions. University degrees and diplomas were no longer re-

garded as qualifications for the practice of a profession; every

aspirant was now required to pass a state examination, for which

appropriate degrees and diplomas were essential as prerequisites.

The reform carefully defined the number of teaching positions

in each school and the various grades of teachers. The list of

teachers required is revised every two years, and no school is per-

mitted without authority to change the number assigned to it.

The first classification is into three groups permanent teachers

(professori di ruolo), supplenti assistants, and incaricati
}
who teach

subjects which are not formally organized in definite groups, the

two last classes of teachers are appointed annually. The per-

manent teachers are further divided into three groups: (a) those

*
According to the salary schedule of December, 1927, the salaries of Studienr&te begin at

4400 Mark a year and rise to a maximum of 9600 Mark a year The scale is, however, di-

vided into four classes with subdivisions in some of them, advancement from one division

to another or from one class to another depends upon seniority and promotion Salaries are

supplemented by rent indemnities, family allowances, and local allowances*
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who teach in the classical, scientific, and girls' Kcei, in the ginnasio,

and in the upper sections of the technical and normal schools, (b)

those who teach literary subjects in the lower courses of the gmnasio,

technical, and normal schools, continuation schools, and drawing
in all schools, (c) teachers of music and singing in normal schools,

and teachers in kindergartens attached to normal schools.

Selection and examinations. All permanent teachers are selected

by examination. For those who wish to teach in government or

accredited > schools the examination is competitive that is, only

those are selected who are needed each year to fill vacancies. All

others who pass the examination receive a diploma of eligibility

(abilitaz^one) which entitles them to teach in private schools. An

important contribution of the reform has been the abolition of the

specialist, who was master of only one subject, and the introduction

of a grouping of subjects for which special examinations are pre-

scribed. This reform was intended to emphasize the educative

and integrative function of the teacher in place of the traditional

emphasis on mere instruction. The reform has, however, introduced

another form of specialization different standards and different

groupings for different school types and different sections of the

same school, and a distinction between the general examination

required for schools in small towns and the special examination for

appointment to schools in such cities as Bologna, Florence, Genoa,

Milan, Naples, Padua, Palermo, Pisa, Rome, Turin, Trieste, and

Venice.

The examinations are conducted by committees of three (two

university professors and one principal or teacher), appointed bien-

nially by the Higher Council of Public Instruction, which selects

the topics and defines the standards of the examinations. Can-

didates must be between the ages of eighteen and forty (forty-five

for ex-soldiers), and must be Italian citizens of good health and
character. The minimum academic prerequisites for admission

to candidacy vary with the subjects and schools in which they are

to be taught, from a diploma to the laurea (the Italian equivalent
of the Ph D.) of a university; other qualifications are accepted or

prescribed for special subjects, such as commerce, accounting,

finance, political economy, etc. The examinations are open to men
and women with certain exceptions (women may not teach classics

in Meet, Italian and history in technical schools, Italian and Latin
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or philosophy and history in classical and scientific licei, and Latin

and history in normal schools; men may not become kindergarten

teachers). In natural sciences, chemistry, accounting, and agri-

culture, the examinations are oral, in all other subjects written

and oral. Candidates who obtain a mark of less than 7 on a scale

of 10 in the written examination are excluded from the oral test.

In the general examination, the minimum mark is 7, and in the

special, 8; the minimum mark for the diploma of eligibility is 6.

Examinations are given in twenty groups, as follows:

Italian, history and geography (continuation schools)

Italian, Latin, history and geography (lower courses of ginnasi, technical

and normal schools).

Italian, Latin, Greek, history and geography (upper courses of ginnasi).

Classics (classical hew).
Italian and history (upper courses of technical and normal schools).

Italian, Latin, and history (classical, scientific and girls' hcei, and normal

schools).

Philosophy and history (classical, scientific and girls' lied and courses in

philosophy and education in normal schools).

Foreign languages (lower courses in all schools and continuation schools).

Foreign languages (upper courses in all schools).

Science subjects (continuation schools, separate ginnasi, and lower courses

of technical schools).

Mathematics and physics (classical and scientific hcei, technical and

normal schools).

Natural sciences and chemistry (classical and scientific licei, technical

and normal schools).

Chemistry (surveying section in technical schools).

Drawing (all schools except classical licei).

Bookkeeping and accounting (technical schools).

Law and political economy (technical schools)

Agriculture (technical schools).

Construction and topography (technical schools).

Music and singing (normal schools).

Kindergarten work (normal schools).

The groupings are somewhat similar for the examinations for the

diploma for eligibility, with the exception that the schools for which

they qualify are not so specifically defined. Separate examinations

are prescribed for teachers of the history of art, stenography, and

calligraphy.

Teachers who are selected on a competitive basis must accept

appointments offered to them in government and accredited schools
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as probationers (professori straordinari) for a period of three years,

during which, they may be dismissed if, in the opinion of the principal

of the school to which they are assigned, their work is unsatisfactory.

At the end of the probationary period they become permanent

teachers (professori ordinari di mold). Permanent teachers are

placed on a regular scale with annual increments; special increments

of salary may be paid to teachers for special merit, those who obtain

two such increments are inscribed in a roll of honor (ruolo d'onore)

Teachers must retire from service with a pension at the age of

seventy, or earlier if pronounced incompetent. They are subjected

to a rigid code of discipline which provides a series of penalties rang-

ing from warning to dismissal. Supervision is exercised by the

principals, the superintendents, the boards of secondary education,

and the Higher Council of Public Instruction, which acts as the last

court of appeal.

Opportunities for preparing teachers for secondary schools exist,

but the institutions in which they were provided were established

originally to offer facilities for higher education for women. The

two institutions (R. Istituti Superion di Magistero), established in

1882 in Rome and Florence, added to this function that of preparing

elementary school teachers (women) for advancement to positions

as school principals, teachers in normal schools, and inspectors of

elementary schools. In 1924 a third institution was added at Mes-

sina, and in 1925 private institutions in Naples, Milan, and Turin

were recognized and men were admitted. These higher teachers

colleges prepare teachers of Italian and Latin in lower courses of

secondary schools, of history and geography in any secondary schools,

teachers of education and philosophy in normal schools, inspectors,

and elementary school principals. Students are admitted by
competitive examination; the course extends over four years.

The courses in the R. IstiMo Superiore di Magistero at Florence

for teachers for secondary schools are shown on page 853.

There is general agreement that the reforms introduced by Gen-
tile and his successors in the Ministry were essential if the reform

of secondary education was to be successful. The reforms are

criticized for two reasons first, for introducing a new type of

specialization which is detrimental to the mobility of teachers, who
may be transferred from one type of course or school to another

only by taking a new examination; and, second, for the absence, of
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COURSE FOR DIPLOMA IN LETTERS

First two years

Italian language and literature

Latin language and literature

German language and literature

History

Geography

Philosophy and history of philosophy

(one or two years)

Education (one or two years)

English language and literature (one
or two years)

Second two years

Italian language and literature (one

year)

Latin language and literature

History (one year)

Geography (one year)

At least two other one-year
courses selected from Italian, history,

geography, philosophy and history

of philosophy, education, a foreign

language and literature Of the two

courses in education and philosophy
in the first biennium one may be

taken for one and the other for two

years. English may be taken in the

first or second biennium.

any provision for testing either the knowledge of professional sub-

jects or competence as teachers. Education, as a subject, is only

required for teachers of philosophy in normal schools. As in the

preparation of elementary school teachers (see p. 587), so in the

selection of secondary school teachers there is considerable suspicion

of professional training; the courses in the R. Istituti Superiori di

Magistero make BO provision for training in practice. Complete
reliance is placed on the personality of the teachers, their mastery

of subject-matter, and their ability to attain the idealistic aims of

the Gtentile reform because they see the spiritual significance of

COURSE FOR DIPLOMA IN

EDUCATION AND PHILOSOPHY
AKD FOR INSPECTORS

First two years

Italian language and literature

Latin language and literature

Philosophy and history of philosophy
Education

German language and literature

English language and literature (one

year)

History (one year)

Geography (one year)
Public law and educational legisla-

tion (one year)

School hygiene (one year)

Second two years

Italian language and literature (two

years)

Philosophy and history of philosophy

(one year)
Education (one year)
At least two other courses as in

column i. The courses in English,

public law and educational legisla-

tion and school hygiene may be
taken in the first or second biennium.
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their subjects in the cultural development of man as man. Observa-

tion of actual practice unfortunately leaves the impression that

dictation and lecturing still constitute the most usual methods of

instruction, even though textbooks covering the matter are m the

hands of the pupils, and that the chief activity of the pupils con-

sists of answers to questions on content. Possibly the time since

the introduction of the reform has been too short to have penetrated

through the school system and the universities. The conclusion

cannot be resisted that a system dominated at every strategic point

by external examinations, however desirable to obviate the chaos

and absence of standards which prevailed in the past, must inevitably

lead, after the first enthusiasm for reform has disappeared, to a

system in which examinations will dominate and the broad cultural

and educative ideal will be subordinated. This is all the more

likely to be true in a system in which the future social and economic

career of pupils and students is determined by success in examina-

tions.

5. UNITED STATES

To present a picture of the conditions governing the appointment
of high school teachers in the United States is not as simple a matter

as it is in discussing the secondary school teachers in Europe. The

only general statement which can be made is that there is no uni-

formity of standards. This is due to a large number of causes which

affect all aspects of American educators. There is, in the first

place, in the case of secondary education, an absence of universally

accepted aims. Second, the provision of secondary education is in

the hands of a great variety of public authorities, state and local,

with varying standards of education and of certification of teachers.

Third, the divergences in the sizes of the high schools and the at-

tempt to provide for the needs of all adolescents introduce compli-
cations which are not found in European secondary education.

Fourth, teaching has not yet become either a profession or a life

career. Fifth, the standardizing agencies (see p. 795) have not yet

adopted uniform standards of teacher qualifications. Finally, the

high schools have increased in number and in enrollments so rapidly
that it has been impossible to provide an adequate teaching per-
sonnel. 1

1
Professor C H Judd, in his Unique Character of American Secondary Education, goes so

far as to doubt whether, in the effort to provide secondary education for all adolescents, it
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If the situation in the country as a whole is examined, it is found

that high school teachers change their positions frequently, that

a large number are immature, and that in many places they do not

enjoy security of tenure. In 1927-28 in the high schools accredited

by the North Central Association, whose standards are probably the

highest in the country, 8453, or 22 per cent, of the teachers were

teaching in the reporting high school for the first time. In the same

year, of the total number of high schools in the country, 18,116, more
than 56 per cent, or 10,248, were small high schools with an enroll-

ment of less than 100 pupils and with six teachers or less; 5512, or

30.43 per cent, had three teachers or less; 75 per cent of all the high
schools had enrollments of 200 pupils or less. According to Professor

F. P. Bachman,
1 16 to 20 per cent of the teachers in the small high

schools are beginners; 40 per cent change their positions each year,

50 per cent are not college graduates; and about one third are not

old enough to vote.

Since every high school, irrespective of size, attempts to meet the

needs of all its pupils, the result is that a large number of teachers

undertake to teach subjects which they may never have studied

themselves, or that many are overloaded with a combination of

isolated subjects. In five Southern States, according to figures for

192324 and 1928-29, there were high schools in which one teacher

offered from 22 to 27 subjects, two teachers from 24 to 36 subjects,

four teachers from 24 to 37 subjects, and six more teachers from 28

to 39 subjects.
9 This situation results in overloading them with as

many as 30 to 35 periods of instruction with little time for preparation

and other duties. A further consequence is the curious combination

of subjects in which even the most skillful teachers could not find

any points of integration. The following combinations may be cited:

agriculture, English, history, Latin and psychology, athletics, his-

will ever be possible to secure an adequate number of well-qualified teachers The funda-

mental question, however, is whether a country can for long continue to offer the semblance

of a good educationwithout attemptingto correct the situation by frankly facingthe economic

problem involved. Some Ume it must be realized that the palatial buildings which are being

erected for secondary education must have teachers of a quality commensurate with the

promise which the buildings ofer.
*
Bachman, F P , Tranntng and Certification oj High School Teachers, p 66 (Nashville,

Tennessee, 1930)
a Bachman, op c&

, p* 47 That these conditions are not confined to the Southern States

is indicated in Hutsen, P W,, The Scholarship of Teachers * Secondary Schools, p 12 ff ,

which gives the facts for California, Minnesota, Pennsylvania, and Washington (New

York, 19*7).
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tory, Latin, mathematics, and science, bookkeeping, civics, English,

French, and history, civics, general science, history, Latin, and physi-

cal education. 1 These conditions do not, in general, apply to the

high schools of the larger cities, where better functional assignments
for teachers are possible.

Whether the conditions described are the results of the methods of

certificating high school teachers or whether the methods reflect the

conditions, it is impossible to say. The practices of certification

vary from certification by examination up to the requirement of

college graduation; between these limits certificates may be granted

to candidates who have not completed the course of a normal school,

and to those who have not completed a college course. A study of

the laws and regulations governing teachers' certificates
2 shows that

twenty-seven States have no other requirements than college gradu-

ation, sixteen States prescribe the major and minor subjects which

must have been taken for college graduation, and five States pre-

scribe the specific requirements in terms of the subjects which the

candidates plan to teach. In addition, the laws and regulations

require from five to twenty-four unit hours of professional subjects

(such as educational psychology, principles of secondary education,

theory of teaching, special methods, and observation and practice

of teaching). California alone requires the completion of a college

course and one year of post-graduate professional training. Since

few States grant certificates on the basis of specific requirements,

and since college graduation offers no guarantee of strict specializa-

tion, candidates are too frequently certificated as high school teach-

ers without specific statement of the subjects which they are qualified

to teach. In other words, the most general practice is "blanket"

certification rather than subject certification.

Even if it is assumed that college graduation, which is required for

the highest certificates, has a standardized meaning, and that

a candidate has specialized strictly in a few subjects, it does not

follow that these subjects have been taught from the point of view

of their need in high schools; candidates may, indeed, have special-

ized in subjects which have not yet found their way into the high
school curriculum. Nor does the requirement of a number of pro-

1 See Department of Superintendence, Stxth Yearbook, Development of tie High School

Curriculum, pp 94 f (Washington, 1928), and p. 816 above
3 United States Bureau of Education, Bulletin, 1927, No. 19, State Laws and Regulations

Governing Teachers' Certificates (Washington, D C,, 1928).
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fessional courses furnish any guarantee of genuine professional train-

ing, since such courses are given apart from the academic subjects
without any attempt at professional integration. Of the four lead-

ing accrediting agencies (North Central Association, Southern

Association, Association of Middle States and Maryland, and the

Northwest Association), three have in general based their require-

ments for the preparation of teachers on the highest requirements for

high school teachers' certificates college graduation and fifteen

hours of professional subjects, the Southern Association requires
that three fourths of the teachers in a high school must be college

graduates and that all teachers must have had professional train-

ing. Only one of the Associations, the North Central, has required
since 1929 that teachers must teach in the fields of their major and
minor specialization during their college courses.

The state universities, as contrasted with the state certification

laws and the standards of the accrediting agencies, have begun to

make a contribution to a better and more specific preparation of

teachers for high schools. Eleven of the universities required that

candidates who wish to be recommended for a teacher's certificate

specialize in two academic majors or teaching fields; twenty-seven

States limit candidates to the study of subjects commonly taught in

high schools, twenty-two prescribe more or less the subjects or

courses of study; and four prescribe combinations of subjects as

they appear in high school courses. It must be remembered, how-

ever, that, while this activity on the part of state universities for the

improvement of high school teachers is in the right direction, they

supply considerably less than half of the numbers of teachers re-

quired; that a large number of the remaining candidates come from

colleges of liberal arts and teachers colleges; that the certification

laws provide a variety of standards and loopholes for escape from

specific subject requirements, and that on the whole they do not

control the destinies or the ambitions of the high schools which desire

to be all things to all pupils, regardless of the availability of teachers.

Further, despite the extensive popularity of professional subjects

in education, the situation found in European countries also prevails

in the United States, widespread mistrust, if not contempt, among

subject-matter specialists for theory of education and methods of

instruction. Hence, in many institutions it has not been possible

1 See Bachman, op, &t , pp. 21 ft.
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to establish that rapprochement and cooperation which are desirable

between the academic-subject professors and the professors of educa-

tion, with the inevitable sacrifice of proper integration of academic

and professional subjects. In a few of the leading institutions,

the difficulty has been settled by the establishment of schools of

education which include on their faculty, besides professors of edu-

cational subjects, professors who are specialists in the teaching of

academic subjects. Where this solution has been adopted, the

schools of education generally, but not universally, advise future

teachers on the selection of appropriate courses.

It is obvious, then, that the chief obstacles to the development

of a sound profession of teaching are to be found in the state laws

and regulations for teachers' certificates and the attempt of small

high schools to offer courses for which they do not have an adequate

supply of teachers. Too frequently teachers are first appointed

to high schools and later assigned the subjects which they are ex-

pected to teach, regardless of their qualifications and attainments

in these subjects. If one may generalize, it may be said that the

chief weakness of high school teachers as compared with European
teachers is an absence of profound mastery of subject-matter.

Whether this can be compensated by a broader preparation in

theory of education and methods is open to serious doubt. Accord-

ing to the Report of the Classical Investigation (1925), approximately
two thirds of the teachers of Latin in cities of more than 100,000

population had studied the subject for eight years or more, 90.5 per
cent for seven years or more; but in high schools of small communi-

ties with 2500 or fewer inhabitants, only 18 per cent had studied

Latin for eight years or more, and only 28 per cent for seven years
or more. The situation was worse among teachers of modem
languages, the Modern Language Investigation reported in 1929 that

teachers of German had had on the average 6.1 years of preparation,
of French 4.9 years, and of Spanish 3.9 years.

1 The facts are prob-

ably the same in all subjects.

No improvement can be expected in the present position until

the blanket general certificate entitling the holder to. teach in a

high school is abolished and replaced by special subject certificates *

1 It must be noted that in all cases the period of preparation includes the study of tha
subject in high school and college

2 It may even be insisted that such a system of certification is equally desirable for teachers
in junior high schools
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or certificates requiring a reasonable combination of allied subjects.

Adequate provision needs to be made for the study of subject-
matter and its use for instructional purposes. As in the case of ele-

mentary school teachers, the preparation of high school teachers

should be definitely professional. Finally, the appointment of

teachers who are not prepared to teach the subjects assigned to

them should be prohibited. Such requirements for certificates

may be followed by salutary results for the high schools themselves

and a reduction of curricula and courses to those that can be hon-

estly offered by teachers who are adequately prepared. Results of

this kind may work a hardship on the small high school, but would
at least be better than the superficiality at present tolerated under

the guise of offering"educational opportunities.

Status. The facts already presented throw a considerable amount
of light on the status of high school teachers in the country. Since

the professional requirements are not standardized, since teaching
is not regarded as a life career (only forty per cent of the high school

teachers in 1927-28 were men), and since teachers are in the main

nomadic, their status reflects these conditions. Nor is there the

traditional respect for learning and education which helps to com-

pensate the European teachers for any discontent he may have

with his economic situation. In an industrial society, success is

measured in material terms, judged by this measure again, the status

of teachers reflects to a great degree the public attitude to a career

which is overwhelmingly feminine. The median salaries of high

school teachers in 1928-29 were as follows: $2680 in cities of over

100,000 population; $2120 in cities from 30,000 to 100,000; $1869 in

cities from 10,000 to 30,000; $1729 in cities from 5000 to 10,000; and

$1384 in cities from 2500 to 5000. A good beginning salary in the

largest cities is $1531 and the maximum about $4200.* The average

annual salary of junior high school teachers in cities of 10,000 popu-

lation or more was $2,039, an<l * kigk school teachers $2467. The

averages since 1930 are probably lower than these figures.

It is obvious that, as compared with the European secondary

school teacher, the status of the American high school teacher is

not so high if considered from the points of view of public esteem,

standards of preparation, tenure and stability, and remuneration.

* Bachman, op c*l,p 3; National Education Association, Research Bulletin, Vol. VH,
No 3, pp. 114 and 121.
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The faith of every American citizen in education has been mani-

fested by the creation of opportunities for education and in the

erection of magnificent buildings, but it is no exaggeration, in the

light of the facts presented, to conclude that the essential element

in promoting successful attainment of the ends of education, well-

trained teachers, content with their work as life careers, has on the

whole been ignored. The problem will only be solved when the

country awakens to the realization that education is more than

schooling, and that, if quality is desired, those responsible for its

conduct must receive a remuneration which will warrant adequate

preparation and ensure their adoption of teaching as a permanent
career.



CHAPTER X

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

DESPITE the fact, which must be conceded, that the tempo of

educational reconstruction and progress has been retarded by the

serious economic and financial conditions which confront the world,
the period since the War will stand out in the history of education

as marking the beginning of a new era. Not only has the concept
of scope of a national system of education been expanded in terms

of its provision, but the theories underlying its process are changing
The nineteenth century witnessed the spread of the ideal of universal

and compulsory elementary education, with the new era there has

been inaugurated the recognition that elementary education, as

defined in the nineteenth century in terms of literacy, is inadequate
for the increasing complexity of life in the twentieth and that na-

tional welfare depends upon the provision of educational opportuni-
ties which will carry the individual as far as his abilities permit.

The recognition of this fact is not confined to democracies like those

of England, France, Germany, and the United States, but underlies

the educational reorganization in the dictatorships of Italy and

Russia. The implications of the new program do not extend merely
to the provision of schools and other educational institutions adapted
to every stage of life from infancy to adulthood, but include the

adequate organization of measures to promote the health of the

individual, not only in the interests of national progress, but as

a result of a better understanding of the implications, physical and

psychological, of the traditional ideal of a sound mind in a sound

body.

The new educational program accordingly contemplates the pro-

vision of care for infants, ortches and nursery schools, kindergartens

or maternal schools, primary schools, post-primary or secondary

schools differentiated and varied according to the needs and abili-

ties of the pupils, vocational schools, colleges and universities, and

adult education, ranging from schools for the liquidation of adult

illiteracy to the organization of opportunities for advanced studies.

For the present, it must be admitted, adequate methods for the
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selection and distribution of pupils and students into the schools

best suited to their abilities have not been devised. The American

practice of admitting all adolescents to the same school, the high

school, is open to serious criticisms, which do not, however, affect

the right of every individual to the best education from which he is

capable of profiting
x The English Report on the Education of the

Adolescent and the organization of a variety of schools at the sec-

ondary level in Italy indicate the scope of the problem, without,

however, providing suitable solutions of the problem of selection

One result of the failure to discover a solution in the European
countries is the excessive pressure of adolescents to the academic

secondary schools under conditions which lead to the production of

an educated proletariate. The French proposal for the establish-

ment of a National Bureau of Selection and Distribution suggests

the need but fails to recommend the methods.2

How long it will take any country to achieve completely the pro-

gram which has already been inaugurated, it would be impossible

to predict. Such achievement will depend more upon the develop-

ment of an enlightened point of view in the nations concerned than

upon their financial ability to support it. Strong prejudices, the

outgrowth of centuries of tradition based on class distinctions will

be overcome. It must be remembered, however, that a century

ago, and in some countries less than a century ago, the same objec-

tions were raised against the introduction of compulsory elementary
education as are brought against proposals for the extension of

education for adolescents During the century that has elapsed, all

conditions which affect the developmeut of education liave changed.
The concept of democracy as political equality before the ballot box

has given place to the concept of democracy in terms of equality of

opportunity, political, social, and economic. Universal elementary
education is leading to demands for more education. Class distinc-

tions are yielding, slowly but surely, to the assertion of the right

of the individual to advance as far as his abilities will permit; and

the best method for promoting such advancement is through edu-

1 See Thomdike, E L
, "The Distribution of Education," in School Review, May, 1932,

PP 335 ff

3 It is not unlikely that the investigations into examinations which are now being con-
ducted in England, Scotland, France, and Germany, following the International Conference
on Examinations held at Eastbourne in 1931, may result in recommendations on the point
in question.
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cation. Finally, education has come to be recognized as the most
solid foundation for national welfare and progress.

I
In the last analysis the progress of education depends upon

public enlightenment and willingness to support it. This means,
not merely the education of the public through parents' organiza-
tions and other methods of propaganda, but measures for increased

participation of the public in the administration of education.

Much of the opposition on the part of the public to the increasing
cost of education is due to failure to understand the purposes and
aims of education Large though the cost of education has become

already and is bound to be in the future, the public everywhere fails

to realize how little it is in comparison with other forms of national

expenditures the army and navy or with the expenditures on

luxuries and entertainments The day is passing when education

and its provision can be merely the concern of governments, ad-

ministrative agencies, and the teaching profession. All of these

must inevitably provide the leadership and guidance, but they must

have behind them a public enlightened on the meaning of educa-

tional progress. Centralized systems of education may achieve

standards of excellence which are sometimes not attained in systems
administered locally, but they neither create nor are they susceptible

to changing public demands. Education is a living thing and can-

not, without seeming to be artificial, be created according to one

pattern applicable over an extensive area. The least centralized

systems often reflect the variety of forces and influences which give

character to a nation. The principle of a proper balance between

central and local control which is the strength of the English system

is gradually being adopted in other countries Germany, Russia,

and the United States so far as administration is concerned, and

Italy in the freedom assigned to the teaching profession in curriculum

organization. Not only political and social but educational theory

justify this principle. The proper reconciliation of localism and

nationalism is not an insuperable task minimum standards may
be prescribed in order to secure equality of opportunity, systems

of inspection may be established not to enforce but to suggest norms,

or financial aid may be granted under certain conditions. In the

last analysis, however, educational progress is dependent upon

enlightened public opinion and sound leadership.

Such leadership has in the past been provided both in centralized
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and decentralized systems by the administration. The teachers

have, on the whole, been relegated to the background and their

function restricted to the work of the classroom. The new impor-
tance attached to education is nowhere better manifested than in

the new tendency to place the preparation of elementary school

teachers in Germany, England, and the United States on a univer-

sity level and the provision in these countries of opportunities for

advanced study. This tendency means more than an improvement
in the quality of teaching, it represents, in contrast with the train-

ing provided in the nineteenth century, the beginnings of a move-

ment to place teaching and education on a professional basis, and

to give to teachers a greater opportunity of contributing in the light

of their professional experience to the progress and advancement

of education.

This tendency cannot, however, be employed as an argument
for the self-determination of the teaching profession or for the

autonomy of education. From the point of view of public interest

the danger of such professional determination has been amply

proved by the professions of law and of medicine. Education is

a public affair and is governed today by the demands, explicit or

implicit, of groups organized into national units. The development
of public systems of education accompanied the development of

nations in the nineteenth century,
1 and their continued develop-

ment is sponsored in terms of national interests. But while systems
of education must inevitably be organized in national units, there

appears to be emerging a new concept of nationalism. The nine-

teenth-century concept of nationalism has by no means disappeared
and the high hopes of a new era of world peace and brotherhood

which were entertained after the close of the War have proved il-

lusory; there is, indeed, no lack of evidence of the introduction into

schools of the worst forms of nationalism of the last century. Prog-
ress may, however, be illustrated by the new tendency to discuss

nationalism from the cultural rather than from the militaristic

and competitive point of view. Cultural nationalism alone, a

nationalism which is the natural expression of the life of a people,
can serve as the basis of a national system of education which is

natural and not dominated by ends extrinsic to sound education.

Patriotism and civic loyalty can only have real and abiding signifi-

1 See Reisner, E H , Nationalism and Education since 1789 (New York, 1922)
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cance if they are built up on a recognition of the part played by
one's nation in the service of humanity and of international coopera-
tion as the basis of human progress.

Without entering upon speculations as to other possible forms

of integrationand organization whichmaybe established in the future,

in considering educational systems today the fact is that they
are organized on national bases and that they are colored by the

principles upon which nationalism rests. Despite the differences

between educational systems which are due to the differences of

national background there are certain points of resemblance in the

general approach to the problems, and certain common tendencies

toward a new philosophy of education. Throughout the history
of education the fundamental aim has always been

of the cultural inheritance which has been regarded as necessary
for the preservation ofjsociety. From the point of view of methods

this aim implfedThe moulding of the individual to a preconceived

pattern, and the development of docility and conformity. Such

methods were particularly well adapted to secure the ends of the

nationalism and social organization of the nineteenth century with

onelsystem of schools for the masses or followers and another for

the upper classes or leaders. The emphasis was on indoctrination,

the acquisition of knowledge, whether of significance to the individ-

ual and society or not, formal learning, discipline imposed by punish-

ments, reverence for tradition, and the acceptance of authority.

The result was a gap between school and society, which became

wider with the rapidly developing social and cultural changes re-

sulting from the industrial revolution, the progress of science, the

development of more rapid means of communication, and the rise

of political consciousness among the masses.

All these changes have in the new era produced a revolution in

the status of the individual and have brought with it a new recogni-

tion of his worth not only in those nations which have become more

conscious of the meaning of democratic forms of government, but

also in nations like Russia and Italy in which dictatorships have

been established to protect the rights of all individuals against the

machinations of Parties, even though all Parties are subordinated in

the one case to the Communist and in the other to the Fascist. Not

only have political and social traditions undergone a revolution,

but the rapid advancement of the sciences and of inventions based
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upon them have tended to produce a certain instability of intel-

lectual outlook which is more or less intolerant of the control of

traditions of any kind. Educational theory and psychology have

in turn contributed to the same situation with their emphasis on

the individual as the starting-point in the educative process and on

individual differences in abilities, capacities, and needs. Education,

it is argued, has a larger function than the uncritical and unques-

tioned transmission of the cultural experience of the past, not only

must education be a preparation for life, but every stage in its de-

velopment must be full of meaning and significance to the learner,

not only must education equip the individual with the knowledge
and skills necessary to understand the society in which he lives, but

it must develop in him a critical attitude which will enable him

with freedom and discrimination to modify and adapt the social

conditions around him to his own needs. The aim of education

from this point of view is not to adjust the individual to society as

it is, nor to inculcate acquiescence, docility and conformity, but to

give him such a training as will enable him to refuse to accept tradi-

tion uncritically, to control the conditions under which he lives, and

to be intellectually ready for change and progress. This philosophy,

which stresses individualism and the freedom of the individual, and

which in its extreme form refuses to accept any content fixed in

advance and not determined directly by the interests of the learner,

is today dominant in the new or progressive schools and in public

systems in the Versuchsschulen and Gemeinschaftsschulen of Germany.
This school of thought ignores two important facts first, that

formal education is not the only means by which the individual is

moulded, and second, that "the school is the school," to quote a

statement from the French Instructions for Primary Schools, an

institution deliberately created to attain certain social or national

ends. Nations, in other words, have the type of schools which

they desire and define in a sense the "experiences" which individuals

are expected to acquire. This does not mean the acceptance of

a policy of indoctrination. The task for the educator is to interpret
the culture for which a nation stands and to devise the best methods,
based on the contributions of psychology, whereby the individual

acquires that culture. The day has passed when the sole emphasis
in education and instruction can be placed merely on the acquisition
of knowledge and information of any kind. Not knowledge alone,
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but conduct and character based on knowledge are the essentials

of citizenship. Education is not cramming or pouring in of knowl-

edge and information, but it is, so far as one institution can do it, the

development of the pupil's total personality, his mind and body,
emotion and will. It means that the abilities and potentialities of

the pupil must be taken into account and the provision of opportuni-
ties and experiences for his fullest development with a thoroughly
reasoned realization of his responsibility as a member of society.

The selection of these experiences must be made from the individual's

expanding environment, which constitutes the culture of the society

to which he belongs. As was pointed out in earlier chapters, social

or national culture is not something fixed but grows and progresses.

A national authority may define minimum standards in the interests

of equality of opportunity, but the prescription of what shall be

taught in schools implies fixity and predetermined patterns of cul-

ture rather than recognition of its progressive character as the

spontaneous interaction between individuals and their environments.

On the practical side the implication of this philosophy is seen in

all the countries discussed in this volume, except France, in the em-

phasis on activity instruction (Arbe^tsunterricht)
m&hode active)

which involves two aspects, the utilization of the immediate en-

vironment (Heimatkunde) of the pupil and his active participation

in the process of instruction. But the immediate environment

(Heimaf) is only the starting-pomt from which experience radiates

out until it takes in national culture and at the higher levels those

cultures which have influenced its development. The school is an

institution which mediates and selects those experiences which

society or a nation regards as desirable for its preservation and

progress; but the individual is no longer a passive learner, absorbing

information and knowledge through fear of disciplinary measures,

but an active agent with the right on the basis of his progressive

experiences to question, criticize, judge, and evaluate.

Although the new philosophy of education is generally accepted,

there are gradations in the extent to which it is adopted in practice.

Older countries (England and France) with long established tradi-

tions of culture are less ready to sacrifice what is regarded as the

essential basis of their national foundations; other countries (Ger-

many) seek to adapt the new forms of social organization to the pro-

gressive development of selected traditions as a basis of national
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solidarity: others again (Italy and Russia) seek to combine activity

methods -with political indoctrination, thus permitting freedom

within certain rigidly defined limits; finally, the United States

building upon a tradition that tradition must not be binding,

emphasizes change and progress. Generally, however, there is

widespread recognition that too strong an emphasis on traditions

may lead to the development of prejudices and opposition to needed

changes. On the other hand the danger underlying the emphasis

on change and progress for their own sakes is the absence of social

and national foundations by which their value may be measured.

The tendencies in methods, techniques, and curriculum-making

thus point to the acceptance of the same philosophy of education,

the solutions in different countries vary, since ultimately these are

governed by differences in national backgrounds, environments,

and culture, which even the rapid development of means of com-

munication affect but slightly. The value of comparative educa-

tion lies, not merely in the study of how nations live and think, but

in developing an understanding of the forces and factors which lend

to each nation its particular characteristics, and an appreciation

of the meaning of education for national welfare. It emphasizes

the principle that education is a living thing which derives its

significance and meaning from all the forces underlying national

cultures. Because the study of foreign school systems remains

unintelligible without a study of the foundations of national ex-

istence, it furnishes an opportunity for comparing the variant con-

cepts of nationalism, for discovering the common elenjents which

make for international understanding, and for understanding

intelligently those forces which in the past have militated against

and which, if made the bases of education, may again endanger the

onward progress of humanity. Such an approach, far from being
a menace to the proper inculcation of patriotism, helps to promote
a richer appreciation of the strength of each nation and to develop
a patriotism based on a realization of the positive contributions

which nations can make to human progress rather than on an em-

phasis on those aspects which stress national differences and lead

to suspicion and hatred. These common elements comparative
education seeks to discover but in discovering the common elements

and the common problems of education, which confront national'

systems today, there is also discovered the fact that the solutions
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vary because nations differ each from each, not because of innate

conflict of interests, but because each, as the result of different tradi-

tions, seeks to express and through education to transmit and de-

velop a culture characteristic of itself, as within each national sys-

tem, so what matters most for the development and progress of

humanity as a whole is color and variety of life, education is a living

thing and spontaneous only if it is inspired by the cultural founda-

tions of the people whom it seeks to serve, for

Truth is as Beauty unconfmed:

Various as Nature is man's Mind:
Each race and tribe is as a flower

Set m God's garden with its dower
Of special instinct, and man's grace

Compact of all must all embrace
China and Ind, Hellas or France,
Each hath its own inheritance;
And each to Truth's rich market brings
Its bright divine imaginings,
In rival tribute to surprise
The world with native merchandise x

*
Bridges, R S , "England to India," m October and Other Poem (The Clarendon Press,

Oxford, 1920)
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BIBLIOGRAPHICAL NOTE

THE references which follow present a selection of current works dealing
with various aspects of education The intelligent study of the educational

system of any country involves a knowledge of the history of education and
of the political, social and cultural backgrounds of the country studied For
the history of education E. P. Cubberley's History of Education (Boston,

1920), E H Reisner's Nationalism and Education since 1789 (New York,
1922), and Comparative Education edited by P Sandiford (London, 1928)
which deals with the educational systems of six countries before the post-War
reorganization, are recommended For the general backgrounds a number
of references will be found in the list given in the following pages, especially
the references for the first three chapters. Current information on the

development of the countries discussed in this volume will be found in the

Statesman's Yearbook (London), the Europa Yearbook (London), the Annu-
aire General (Paris), Annuaire Statistique (Paris), the Handbuch des ojfent-

hchen Lebens (Leipzig), Statistisches Jahrbuchfur das deutsche Reich (Berlin),

the Almanacco Itahano (Florence), the Sonet Union Year-book (London), the

American Yearbook, and the World Almanac (New York).
Official reports on education are published in England by the Board of

Education under the title Education in (the year) (London) and by the local

education authorities, in Italy the Ministry of National Education issues an

AnnuariOj in Germany a semi-official report is issued annually by the Zen-
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in the United States, besides the annual and biennial

reports of state and local authorities, the United States Office of Education

issues a Biennial Survey of Education (Washington, DC.) In France the

place of a report of the Ministry of Public Instruction is taken by the annual

reports on the budget for education prepared for members of the Chamber
of Deputies and the Senate by their respective committees on education,

these reports are unfortunately not available to the public, but summaries

may be found in such journals as the Revue Universitaire.

Some of the central authorities for education publish official journals

the BulletinAdministratifduMinistere de PEducation Nationale (fortnightly) ;

the Zentralblatt fur die Gesamte TJnt&rrichts-Verwaltung in Preussen (fort-

nightly) of the Prussian Ministry of Science, Art, and Public Education, the

Bollettino Vfficiale del Ministero delV Educazione Nazionde (weekly) ;
and the

Komunisticheskoe Prosveshchenie (Communistic Education) (monthly) issued

by the People's Commissariat of Education of the R S.F.S R. The English

Board of Education, in addition to the publication of regulations, circulars,

and memoranda, publishes a series of Educational Pamphlets and from time

to time reports of special committees (Consultative and Departmental).
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The United States Office of Education issues Bulletins, Pamphlets, and

Leaflets, and a monthly journal, School Life
For purposes of general orientation cyclopedias of education will prove

valuable Monroe's Cyclopedia ofEducation (New York, 1911-19) , although
out of date for current information, still constitutes a useful starting point
for the reader, the only other work of a similar kind in English is Foster Wat-
son's Encyclopedia and Dictionary of Education (London, 1921-22). The
French Dwtionnaire de Pedagogie, edited by F Buisson, was published in

1911. Germany, Italy, and Russia have, however, added a number of up-to-

date encyclopedias to educational literature The German works include

the Padagogisches Leorikon, edited by H Schwarz, four vols (Leipzig, 1928);

Lexikon der Padagogik der Gegenwart, two vols (Freiburg im Breisgau, 1932) ,

Handworterbuch des preussischen Volksschulrechts by W Vorbrodt and K
Hermann (Leipzig, 1930); and the Handbuch der Erziehungswissenschaft,

edited by F. X. Eggersdorfer, M. Ettlinger, G Raederscheidt, and J.

Schroteler (Munich, 1930) The Italian works are the Dizionarto dette

Scienze Pedagogiche, edited by M Giovanni, two vols (Milan, 1929), and

thEnciclopediedelleEnciclopedie,vQl P^fogogia, published byA F Formig-

gini (Rome, n d ). The Russian encyclopedia is the Pedagogicheskaia En-

cidopedia, edited by A G, Kalashmkov assisted byM S. Epstein (Moscow,

1929-30).
The last few years in which there has developed a widening interest in

comparative education have witnessed the publication of a number of inter-

national yearbooks: the Educational Yearbook of the International Institute

of Teachers College, Columbia University, first issued in 1925 under the

editorship of I L Kandel (New York), the Internationale Jahresbenchtefur

Erziehungswissenschaft (Breslau), edited by Professor Rudolf Lehmann, of

which only two volumes were issued in 1923 and 1928 and which has been

discontinued on account of the death of the editor, the Year Book of Educa-

tion, IQ32, edited by Lord Eustace Percy (London) A valuable guide to the

progress of education is furnished by the Anuarw de Bibhografia pedag6gica>
which is edited by Professor Rufino Blanco y Sanchez (Madrid) and includes

works in English, Spanish, German, French, and Italian. Finally, there

must be added to this list the Internationale Zeitschnftfur Erziehungswissen-

schaft (Cologne), a quarterly edited by Professors Friedrich Schneider of

Bonn and Paul Monroe of New York; the articles are written m German,
French or English with summaries in the other two languages To list the

annuals, general and special, issued in each country would be beyond the

scope of this volume; such a list may be found in an article by J. Clapare*de,
Les Annuaires pedagogiques nationaux et internationaux, in the Internationale

Zeitschnftfur Erziehungswissenschaft, No i, 1931, pp. 130 ff.

^
Guides to current educational bibliography will be found in the magazines

listed below; for Germany in Deutsche Nationalbibliographie (Leipzig, fort-

nightly), and in the Literarisches Zentralblatt (Leipzig, fortnightly), and for

the United States in the Educational Index published since 1929 by the

H. W. Wilson Company, and in C. Alexander, Educational Research, a, pam-
phlet issued annually by Teachers College, Columbia University, New York.
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The number of educational journals and magazines is so vast that it is

possible to present only a selected list of those which are of general interest to

the foreign student.

England. The Times Educational Supplement (weekly) ,
Schoolmaster

(weekly), School Government Chronicle (monthly); Educational Outlook

(monthly) ,
Journal ofEducation (monthly) , The New Era (monthly) ,

Forum

of Education (quarterly).

France UEcole et la Vie (weekly); L'Ecole LiUratrice (weekly); L
:

In-

formation Universitaire (weekly), Enseignement Public (monthly), Revue

Universitaire (monthly); Pour VEre Nouvelle (Geneva, monthly).

Germany: Die Erziehung (monthly); Die deutsche Schule (monthly); Die

Arbeitsschule (monthly), Neue Bahnen (monthly); Die neue Erziehung

(monthly), Padagogische Warte (monthly); Padagogisches Zentralblatt

(monthly) , Allgemeine deutsche Lehrerzeitung (weekly) ,
Das werdende Zei-

talter (monthly) , Leipziger Lehrerzeitiwg (weekly) ,
Deutsches PhilologenUatt

(weekly)

Italy. L'EducazioneNazionale (monthly) ;
La RivistaPedagogica (monthly) ;

La Cultura Popolare (monthly) ,
L'Educazione Fascista (monthly) ,

La Nuova
Scuola Italiana (weekly)

Russia: Na Putiakh k Novoy Shkole (On the Road to the New School)

(monthly)
United States: School and Society (weekly); Educational Administration

and Supervision (monthly), Elementary School Journal (monthly); Educa-

tional Method (monthly), Journal of Higher Education (monthly); Progres-
sive Education (monthly), Journal of the National Education Association

(monthly) ,
The Nation's Schools (monthly) ,

School Review (monthly) ; Teach-

ers College Record (monthly).

CHAPTER I

NATIONALISM AND EDUCATION

i. Trace the development of the concept of nationalism.

'2. Discuss the essential bases of nationalism.

3. Distinguish between political nationalism and cultural nationalism, and

the influence of each on education,

4. Trace the interaction between the development of the concept of nation-

alism and the development of national systems of education.

5. How is a national culture formed? Can it be defined? Can it be pre-

scribed?

6. Does the school create or interpret national culture?

7. How are curricula, courses of study and methods of instruction affected

by nationalism?

8. To what extent can there be freedom in education in a national system of

education?

9. What is the place of private schools or of minority groups in a national

system of education?

10. Is the development of nationalism compatible with the promotion of

internationalism?
*
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Nationalism and Education since 1789. (New York, 1922 )
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Scott, J F
,
The Menace of Nationalism. (London, 1926 )

Patriots in the Making. (New York, 1916 )

Stratton, G M
,
Social Psychology of International Conduct. (New York,

1929)

Woody, T., New Minds, New Men? (New York, 1932 )

Zirnmern, A E., Nationality and Government. (London, 1918.)

CHAPTER II

EDUCATION AND NATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS

i What is meant by national traits or characteristics?

2. How are differences in national attitudes to be explained?
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'3. How do differences in national characteristics affect education?

4. What are the factors which produce differences in philosophies underly-
ing education?

5 Can there be conflicts between theories of education and national charac-
ter?

6 Can national character be changed or modified? What p&rt can the
school play in this change?
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Kandel, I L
,
The American Spirit in Education in Essays in Comparative

Education. (New York, 1930 )

edr., Educational Yearbook, zpsp, of the International Institute, Teach-

ers College, Columbia University. Bibliography. (New York, 1930 )

Keyserling, Count H., Europe. (New York, 1928 )

Madanaga, S de, Americans. (London, 1930.)

Englishmen, Frenchmen, Spaniards. (Oxford, 1928.)
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Nevinson, H ,
The Natives of England. (New York, 1931.)
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CHAPTER III

THE STATE AND EDUCATION

1. Trace the development of state control in education

2. Compare the Hegelian philosophy of the State with the principles under-

lying democratic forms of government.

/ 3. What are the arguments for state or national control of education?

4. Does a state or national system of education imply a monopoly of con-

trol or supervision?
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5. Discuss the Papal Encyclical on Christian Education of Youth (1929)

and its bearing on the relation of the State to education

6. What should be the rights in matters of education of (i) parents,

(2) minority groups (national, linguistic, religious, political)? How can

such rights be reconciled with the rights of the State?

7. Compare the place of private schools in the six countries discussed in the

present volume
8. What is the effect of different types of state control on the progress of

education?

9 What are the causes leading to different types of state relation to educa-

tion?

10 Discuss the statement that the relation of the State to education is de-

termined by the political character of the State.

11. Discuss the statement that the school cannot be divorced from politics.

12. Can the school contribute to social and political change?

13. Is there any conflict between the character of state control and the

progress of national culture?

14. In what sense is a free profession of teachers possible in a state system of

education?

15. Does a state system of education necessarily imply indoctrination, politi-

cal or cultural?
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Headlam, M. A., New Democratic Constitutions of Europe. (Oxford, 1929.)
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,
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,
Educational Yearbook, iQ2g, and 1932. (New York,
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and Alexander, T
, Reorganization of Education in Prussia. (New

York, 1927 )

Lande, W ,
Aktenstucke zum Reichsvolkschulgesetz. (Leipzig, 1928 )
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Laski, H , Authority in the Modern State. (New Haven, 1919 )
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Political Handbook of the World. (New York, 1932.)
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New Constitutions of Europe (New York,
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, English Government and Politics. (New York, 1929.)
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CHAPTER IV

THE ORGANIZATION or EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS

1. What are the factors and causes which determine the nature and amount

of education provided in a national system of education?

2. What is meant by equality of educational opportunity?

3. Does equality of educational opportunity imply the same schools for all?

4. What are the
iinplicatjons

of the common school movement?

5. Does equality of educational opportunity imply the exclusion of the

factor of selection?
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6. What should be the scope and extent of a national system of educa-

tion?

7. Does the responsibility of a national system of education extend be-

yond instruction?

8. Discuss the provisions for the medical inspection of children of school

age

9. Has an educational system any responsibility for the health of pupils?

10. Compare the provisions in different countries for preschool educa-

tion.

11. What is the responsibility of a national system of education for voca-

tional education?

12 How have changing social, political, and economic conditions affected

the provision of agencies for education?

13. Should the control of delinquent children be placed under the educa-

tional or the police and judicial authorities?

14. What are the arguments for the inclusion of social welfare activities

for children of school age in an educational system?

15. Discuss the reasons for the expansion of the provisions for the educa-

tion of adults
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Adult Education

International Handbook of Adult Education. (London, 1929.)

World Adult Education Association, Bulletins. (London )

CHAPTER V

ADMINISTRATION or EDUCATION

i What are the forces which determine the character of the adminis-

tration of education in any country?
2. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of centralized control of

education, of local control

3. From the point of view of a national system of education how can the

powers of central and local authorities for education be appropriately

distributed?

4 Discuss the distinction between externa and int&rna and its implications

for the administration of education.

5 What should be the functions of educational administration?

6. How do differences m types of educational administration affect edu-

cational progress?

7 What should be the responsibility of an educational authority, central

or local, (i) for promoting equality of opportunity; (2) for curricula and
courses of study; (3) for the preparation and certification of teachers,

(4) for the supervision and inspection of teachers, (5) for educational

standards?

8 To what extent should (i) the public, (2) the teachers participate in

the administration of education?

9 Discuss the place of parents' meetings and associations in relation to

education

10. Why is bureaucratic control less desirable in education than in any
other form of public administration?

ii What should be the bases for the financial support of education?

What are the most satisfactory methods for the apportionment of

funds for education?
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Strayer, G. D., and Engelhardt, N. L., Problems in Educational Admire
istration. (New York, 1925.)

Strayer, G. D., and Haig, R. M
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The Financing of Education in the State

of New York. (New York, 1923.)
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CHAPTER VT

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

1. Discuss the nature and scope of the preschool.

2. Compare the place of nursery schools in Europe and the United States

3. Compare the nursery school, the kindergarten, the ecole maternelle, and

the infant school

4 Compare the provisions for and the administration of compulsory
school attendance

5. Trace the development of elementary education and the survival of an

elementary school tradition

6. What is the influence of the elementary school tradition on present

practices?

7. What is the implication of the change of the term "elementary" to

the term "primary" education?

*8. Compare the aims of elementary education in the countries considered.

9 What are the factors which determine the character of the elementary
school curriculum?

10. Who should make the course of study?
11. Should the elementary school course of study be based on national

objectives? local environment? needs and interests 6f the pupils?
12. Compare the prescribed courses of study in one country with courses

of study based on "Suggestions" or "Outlines
"

13. Can there be any education without indoctrination?

14. What is meant by activity instruction?

15. What is the connotation of German Heimatkunde in English, American,
and Italian schools?

16. Discuss the significant changes in methods of instruction which have
been introduced in elementary schools in the last two decades. What
has produced these changes?

17. What should be the place of examinations in elementary schools?

1 8. Compare the standards of attainment expected in the elementary schools

of the countries considered

19. Discuss the types and character of inspection and supervision in the

countries considered

20 Discuss the contribution of "progressive" or "new" education to

elementary education.

21 Discuss the place of textbooks, their selection and use, in elementary
schools.
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22. Compare the time allotted to the subjects of the elementary school

oirriculum in the countries considered

23. Discuss the relations of elementary to post-elementary education,
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CHAPTER VII

PREPARATION OF ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEACHERS

1. Discuss the tradition underlying the preparation of elementary school

teachers and its effects upon standards.

2. How is the emphasis upon methods as over against subject-matter to

be explained?

3. What are the arguments for raising standards in the preparation of

elementary school teachers? What is the relation of such standards

to the status of elementary schools?

4 What should be the minimum preliminary preparation of elementary

school teachers?

5. Should elementary school teachers be prepared in universities or in

independent professional institutions?

6. Compare the systems of preparing elementary school teachers in the

countries discussed.

7. What is meant by professionalized subject-matter?

8. How should the time for subject-matter and methods be distributed?

9. Discuss the place and nature of the practice school in the preparation

of teachers.

10. Should a probationary period be required for the certification of teachers?

H. Compare the status of elementary school teachers in the countries dis-

cussed.
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12 Is the character of the preparation of elementary teachers affected by
the aims of elementary education?

13 Distinguish between systems of teacher preparation based on the prin-

ciples of teaching as an art and teaching as a profession.

14. Compare the provisions made for the training of teachers in service.
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United States Office of Education, Biennial Survey of Education, 1928-

(Washington, D.C., 1932.)

CHAPTER VIII

SECONDARY EDUCATION

z. Discuss the tradition of secondary education in each of the six countries

described

'2. Consider the social and other changes which are producing a reorienta-

tion on the subject of secondary education.

3. What has been the effect of examinations and privileges on the character

of secondary education?

4. What is meant by the statement that secondary education is for status?
'
5 Contrast the American high school with the secondary school in Europe
What provisions are made for the non-academic pupils in European
schools?

6 Consider the relations between elementary and secondary education

7 Should secondary education be selective or open to all? What are the

implications for secondary education of equality of opportunity?
8. What is the relation between secondary education and future vocations?

between secondary education and leisure?

9. To what extent should secondary education be adapted to individual

differences?

10. How is the survival in Europe of the disciplinary concept of secondary
education to be explained? What has been the effect in the United

States of discarding this concept?
11. Compare the scope and standards set in the subjects taught in secondary

schools.

12 Discuss the status of examinations for secondary schools.

13 Compare the quality of secondary education

14. Discuss the changes in the definitions of liberal education

15. Compare the aims of secondary education.

16. Discuss the place of extra-curricular activities or corporate life in the

school

17. Consider the influence of the universities on secondary education

18. To what extent is or should the secondary education of gills be differen-

tiated from that for boys?

19. Discuss the implications of the common school movement.
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CHAPTER IX

PREPARATION OF SECONDARY SCHOOL TEACHERS

1. Compare the history of the preparation of elementary and secondary
school teachers.

2. Why is the preparation of secondary school teachers regarded as less

important than that of elementary school teachers?

3. Discuss the statement that the preparation of secondary school teachers

has emphasized subject-matter while that of elementary school teachers

has stressed methods

4. Compare the systems of preparing teachers for secondary schools,

noting the peculiar emphasis in each.

5. Should secondary school teachers be prepared in universities or in

independent professional institutions?

6. Compare the methods of certificating secondary school teachers.
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school, 115

Clinton, De Witt, 487
Clubs, women's, 199
Cockerton Case, 232, 362, 640
Code for Elementary Schools, 238
Codignola, Ernesto, 460 f

, 587 f

Coeducation, 721, 795, Germany, 751
College de Prance, 271

College Entrance Examination Board, 195,

795, 805 f

College of Preceptors, 665
Colleges 125, 134, 694 ff

Colleges, American, 195 f

Collegto (Lei professori, 764, 767, 775
Colonial Institute, Berlin, 445
Colorado, 325, 344, 605 f

, 619
Columbia, District of, education in, 319
Columbus, , 803

Comemus, 86, 520

Cormtato Communale delVOpera Naztonale

BakUo, 166

Comtato contra Analfabetismo, 165
Comitato Ligure per VEducazione del Popolo,

164
Cormtt Superieur des Bourses Nationales, 127
Comites consultatifs, 271
Commercial high schools, 723

Commissars, 309
Commission de I'Ecole Unique, 133, 703
Commission municipal scolaire, 275 f

Commission on the Reorganization of Se-

condary Education, 501, 809 ff
, 813

Commission Permanent de Selection et d'On-

entation, 134
Commission scolaire, 405
Commission Supeneur de la Tuberculose, 128

Commissione consultiva per I'tgiene e Vas-

mtenza scolasUca e per I'tgtene pedagogica,

302
Commissions on secondary education, 230 f

Committee of Five, 803
Committee of Ten on Secondary School

Studies, 796, 798, 803
Committee on College Entrance Require-

ments, 796, 798, 803

Committees, education, 224

Committees, school, 714
Common school, American, meaning of, 794,

idea, 351
Common school movement, 131 ff

, France,

700 ff

Commonwealth Fund, 204, 316
Commonwealth Teacher-Training Study, 609
Communes, French, 275 f

Communism and education, 172 f
, 175 f

,

180, 182 ff , 187, 308 ff
, and Fascism, 312,

and secondary education, 780 ff
, concept

of, 69 ff , educational aims of, 478, influ-

ence of, m Russia, 32 f

Communist Party, Resolution of Central

Committee, 788

Compagnons de VUnwersttt Nouwlle, /,
131 f, 279. 41 1, 424, 677, 701

Compayre
1

, Gabriel, 396
"Complex" method, 482, 781

Compulsory attendance, 230, 354, 361, 365,
436 f , 490 f ; England, 98, France, xaa f ,

404 f
, Germany, 140, Italy, 159, 455 f >

463 f
, Russia, 178, United States, 192 ,

Comte, Auguste, 350, 397
Concentric method, 413 f.

Concerts, 184
Concord, N H , 803
Concordat, 143
Concorso pubbbco, 590
"oncours general, 696
Condorcet, 48

Congregations, religious, and education, 136
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Connecticut, 325, 344, 601 f , 605 f , 619, 621
Cons&il &administration, 682

Conseil d'cnseigncment, 682, 685
Conseil de classe, 682, 685
Caused des mattres, 406 f

, 416
Cornell Stiptrteur de VAssistance Pttolique,

128

Council Supencur de VHygiene de France, 128

COM? il Supfrieur dc la Natalitt, 128

Con\ed SupCnciir de VInstitution Publtquc,
268

Council Supfricur dc la Protection de VEn~

fance, 128

Conngho dt Atnmmtrfrazionc, 302

Constglw dt classe, 764

Consiglw di discipline, per i maettn elementan,

303
ConMglw di presidcnza, 764

Cowigho Nazwnale delle Ricercfo, 301

Constglw scolasfaco per gh qffan delta w/r#-

sione elcmcntare, 303

Conngfao Supenore della Pvbbhca, Istru&one,

301

Consolidation, school, 192, 222

Consorsto Nationals di Bmtgrasnone e

Lavorot 164

Constitution, Federal, and education, Ger-

many, 718

Constitution, German, 148, 150; and educa-

tion, 136, 281 if , and preparation of

teachers, 568 f , and schools, 139 f / 144

Constitution, United States, and education,

Consultative Committee, England, 218, 242,
and examinations, 665

Consultative Committee for Hygiene and
School Welfare, 302

Consultative committees, French, 271;
teachers and, 255

Continuation schools, 144; in United States,

IPS
Contitti national^ 765

Cooperatives, school, 166

Cooperative Union, 100

Cottption, 335

Coppino, 758
Coppino Act, 156, 160

Coppino I,4iw, 4SJ
Cortnno, Minister, 165
Core aubldcts, 733

Corporal punishment, 373

Corporate life, 672 0,

Corn di ptrfcsiowmenio, 586, 588
Corn intesraiivi di amiamtnit prof&ionalt,

Corsi per wwfrww, 163
C&rto h/*rbrtt 159, 4$7
Corse inUgraiiw, 463, 468
Ctow sujwtort, 159, 4^7

Council of Industrial Psychology, 119
Council secondary schools, 645 ff

Councils, parents', 293 f , teachers', 218, 225,

290, 292 f
, 349

Counties, 249, 330 f

County borough councils, 231
County boroughs, 249
County councils, 231

County School Boards, Prussian, 289
County superintendent, 330 f

Cows complemcntaircs, 123, 417, 423
Cows d'adultcs, 124
Cours elementatre, 409
Cows moyen, 409
Cours preparatowe, 409
Cours secondatres, 698
Cows suptnew, 409
Courses of study, making of, United States,

508
Courses of study, see Curriculum

Cousin, Victor, 601

Cousinct, R , 415

Cowper-Temple Clause, 100, 363
Creches, 159, 176, 355, 369, 434, 465, 480
Credaro, Minister, 586

Crippled children, 152
Cnse d'agregatwn, 264
Critic teachers, 61 1

Cntica, La, 457

Croce, Benedetto, 457, 760
Cross Commission, 521

Cru, Professor A , 557

Cubberley, Ellwood P , 323
Cultwe d'espnt, 683 f

Culture, French, concept of, 396 ff

Culture, national, and administration, 209
Culture generate, 264, 635, 675, 683, 798
Culture in the United States, 798
Curricula Designed for the Professional Prefr>

aratwn of Teachers, 607
Curriculum, tccle maternelle, 401 flf.

Curriculum, elementary school, 349, 355 ff ;

England, 372 ff ; France, 408 ff ; Germany,
439 ff.; Italy 467 K.; Russia, 482 ff,;

United States, 504 ff

Curriculum, intermediate school, England,

388 ff ; France, 420 ff ; Germany, 448 ff

Curriculum, secondary school, England,

656 Jff.; France, 685 ff, Germany, 733 ff.;

Italy, 766 ff; Russia, 781 ff,, United

States, 8x2 ff .

Curriculum! teacher training institutions)

England, 535 ff.; France, 554 ft., Ger-

many, 574 ; Italy, 588 ff.; Russia,

597 ff.; United States, 6o7i ff

Curriculum, state and, 323 f.

Curriculurn-making, teachers and, 343

Dalton Plan, 497 f .
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Daneo-Credaro Law, 156, 456
Dante, 65
Das Deutsche Schulwesen, 288

Davies, E Salter, 394
Day nurseries, 369, 493

Dayton, 508
De Cristofons, 758
De Sanctis, 758
Deaf and dumb children, 152, 201

Decentralization, 863 f ; and centralization,

228, of administration, 208 ff

Decreti-leggi, 299 f

Decrets, 267
Defective children, 151, 170

Degrees in France, 127

Delaware, 325, 344, 619

Delinquency, juvenile, 242 f

Democracy and education, 3 f , 189 f , 705 f ,

concept of, 862

DSmolms, M , 699
Denominational organization m Alsace-

Lorraine, 120 ff

Denominational schools, 98 f
, 362, 492

Dental clinics, 151, 200

Denver, 340, 342, 508, 512, school medical

inspection in, 199

Denzel, 520
Department of Superintendence, 317, 505

Departmental Committees, 243

Departmental Council for Education, 275

Departments, French, 274 f

Departments of education, state, 328

Dependent children, 204
Detroit, 497, 508, high school curricula in,

816, school medical inspection m, 199
Deutsche Oberschule, 145 f

, 282, 721 ff

Deutscher Eltern- und Volksbund, 294
Deutsches Archil)fur Jugendwohlfahrt, 283
Deutsches Archvofur Leibesubungen, 446

Deutschtum, 36, 137, 297, 636, 729 ff

Dewey, John, 360, 488, 499, 801

Dialect, teaching of, 264, 280, use of, 412

Diefrete voeltliche Schule, 143

Diesel, E , 35

Diesterweg, 520, 566
Differentiation, 89 f

Differentiation of the Curriculum for Boys and

drls respectively in Secondary Schools, 662

Dilthey, Wilhelm, 429
Dinter, 520
Diploma di direzione dtdattoca, 592

Diploma di pedagogia efilosofia, 592

Dipldme complementaire d'etudes secondaires,

681, 698
Dipldme de Jm d'ltudes secondaires, 550, 558,

681, 698
Directew, 406
Directors of education, 220 ff., 255 ff,

Directness, 406, 682

Direktor, 715
Direttore didattico, 304, 591 f

Discipline, English concept of, 371 f
, formal,

798 ff , French concept of, 399, Italian

secondary schools, 779, Russia, 788

Dispensaries, social hygiene, 129
District of Columbia, 606, 619
District system, 329
Dopolavoro, 170
Doumer, M , 683

Drawing, teaching of, Germany, 445
Dresden, Technical High School, 582

Ducos, M , 135, 706

Duma, 174

Durham, University of, 104, 666

Durkheun, Emile, 397
Duruy, Lot, 404
Duruy, Victor, 675

Ecole active, 357
Ecole annexe, 556 f

Ecole cowoentionellement obhgatotre, 122

Ecole d'application, 557
Ecole de metiers, 123
Ecole de Normandie, 699
Ecole de perfectionnement pour enfants ar-

neres et anormaux, 130
Ecole des Hautes Etudes Sociales, 133
Ecole des Roches, 126, 699
Ecole facultative, 122

Ecole manuelle d'apprentissage, 120

Ecole maternelle, 120 f
, 400 ff

, curriculum of,

401 ff
,
teachers in, 402

Ecole nationale des arts et metiers, 124
Ecole Natton&le des Charter, 271
Ecole Nationale des Langues Orientals

Vivantes, 271
Ecole nationale professionellet 123
Ecole normale, 123, 520
Ecole normale pnmaire, 400
Ecole normale primatre suplneure, 400, 549
Ecole normale supeneure, 123, 674, 828, 830,

838 f
, Sevres, 838 f

Ecole pratique de commerce et d'indurtrie, 123
Ecole Pratique des hautes Etudes, 271
Ecole prtmaire, 400
Ecole pnmaire supeneure, 123, 386, 400,
418 ff

Ecole unique, 61, 84, 90, 119, 124 f , 131 ft ,

268, 422, 424, 629 f
, 679, 683, 695, 700 ff

Economats, 682

Edinburgh High School, 792
Education Act, 1870, 230, 360, 363
Education Act, 1902, 95 f ,, 232, 248 ff., 386,

640, 645, 648
Education Act, 1918, 96, 98, 101 f., jog, 114,

"6, 232, 234, 49 369, 377> 380, 3*7 $47i
670

Education Act, 1922, 529
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Education (Administrative Provisions) Act,

I907i "3
Education (Choice of Employment) Act,

1910, 117
Education (Consolidation) Act, 1921, 237 f

,

250, 256, 365, 377, 641
Education (Local Authorities,) Act, 1931, 253
Education (Provision of Meals) Act, 1906,

112, 254
Education, aims of, 865 ff

Education and democracy, 706
Education and efficiency, 800 f

Education and national character, 23, in

England, 24 ff ; in France, 29 ff , in Ger-

many, 32 ff
,
in Italy, 32 f

, 42 ff ; in Rus-

sia, 32 f , 42 ff , in United States, 38 ff

Education and nationalism, 864 f

Education and politics, 172 f , 175, f
, 180,

182 ff
, 187, 281 f

, 570, 780 ff

Education and propaganda, 184 f

Education and religion, 139
Education and Salesmanship, Committee on,

669
Education and social distinctions, 85 ff

Education and social services, 92 f

Education, boards of, 224
Education committees, 224
Education, control of, 45
Education Department, England, 230 f , 360
Education, informal, 184
Education of the Adohstcnt, Report on the, 94,

108 ff., 367, 670
Education, theory of, and education, 208 IT

Education Workers' Union, 600

Educational finance, 305 f , 311, 342 ff.

Educational Research Association, 317
Educational theory, criticism of, 457, 460 L
Efficiency and education, 502, 800 f

Egalitananism, 41

Eigengcsctdichk&t der Ersithung, 584

Einheitstchulc, 63, 84, 90, 136, 153 ff,, 282,

435, 629, ? 727, 729
EitV&hnger-frciUfilkger EHcnst, 138, 708

Eutf&krigmcfan, 138, 708
Elections, school, 225
Elementary Education Act, 1870, 95
Elementary education, England, 98 ff,

359 ff.; France, 119 ff., 396 ff*; Germany,
138, 140 ff , 359 ff 4*5 ff ; Italy, 156 f

159 ff-, 455 ff., Russia, 174, 177* 477 #;
United States, 191 ff., 486 ff

Elementary education, 349 ff,, aims of, 361;
tradition of, 349 ff,

Elementary school curriculum, Bngland,
37* ff.

Elementary schools, administration of,

369 f*; organization of, 366; stages in

French, 409
, study of, $00

Eliot, President, 803

^M*, I35 632, 683, 706, and secondary edu-

cation, 627, training of, 125
Elternbeirat, 293

Elterwo&reimgungen dcs evangeltschen Schid-

kartells, Die, 294
Emerson, 41

Employment certificates, 203

Employment Exchange Office, Federal, 1:47

Employment of Children Act, 1903, 252

Employment of children, 116 f , 131, 152 f,

202 ff

Endowed Schools Act, 1869, 230, 639
Endowed Schools Act, 1874, 639
England, administration in, 228 ff

,
central

authority, 235 3., executive officials, 255 ff ;

finance, 259 ff.; local authorities, 248 fi ;

principles of, 246 ff
,

261 f
, teachers'

consultative committees, 253, voluntary

workers, 253 ff

England, educational system of, 83, 94 ff

England, elementary education in, 351,

354 f 359 ff
, administration, 369 f.; aims,

370 fl.; central schools, 390 iff,, compulsory

attendance, 365 f , curnculum, 372 ff
,

history, 359 ff
, nursery schools, 368 f

,

present system, 362 ff
, religious instruc-

tion, 363 f
, senior school, 386 flf

, text-

books, 383 f

England, national character and education

in, 24 ff

England, organization of education in, 94 ff

England, preparation of elementary school

teachers, 528 ff
, certification, 542 f ,

history, 528 ff , preliminary education,

533 *
J present system, 533 ff.; training

colleges, 528 ff , 534 ff ; university training

departments, 530, 539 f

England, preparation of secondary school

teachers, 831 ff.

England, reorganization of educational

system in, 385 ff
*

England, secondary education in, 635, 637 ff.;

admission, 654, advanced courses, 664 f.;

aim and curnculum, 656 ff.; examinations,

665 ff , history, 637 ff.; national system,

639 ff*, organization, 641 ff.; 653 ff
;

progress, 652 f ; Re&dations for, 648 ff ;

school life, 672 ff,

England, state and education, in, 55 ft".

English High School, Boston, 793 f

English, teaching of, 380 f

Enghsh, Teaching of, Report on the, 378
Enrollments, American high schools, 802;

school, Italy, 456; secondary schools*

Germany, 728

Enstogntmcnttibre, 126 f

Bnswgncmeflt spiaal, V, 675
Ente Naiionde <h Cultura, 164
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Ente Nazionde di Educaztone Fisica, 475
Ente Nazwnde per I'Educazwnefistca, 778
Ente Nazwnde per la Mutudttd., 166

Ente Pughese di, Cultura popolare e d% Edit-

cazione professwnde, 164
Enti morali, 164, 765
Environment and education, 431, 441 f

Equality in education, 705

Equality of opportunity, 89 f

Erlasse, 296
Ernesti, Johann August, 828

Ernst the Pious, Duke, 520
ErztehMigsbMhdfen, 146
Esavn di ammisswne, 765, 774
Escuela de Lenguas Vwa*, 831

Eskimos, education of, 318

Esprtt, pnmwre, 351, 425, 524, 564
Eton, 105, 638
Etudes dtsvnteresses, 635, 684
Examinations, 631 f , at eleven plus, 389 f

,

college entrance, 195, English secondary

school, 665 f
, French elementary school,

416 f ; French secondary school, 692 ff
,

German elementary school, 446, German

secondary school, 743 ff , Italian ele-

mentary school, 473 f
,
Italian secondary

school, 774 ff , state, and private educa-4-Fish,

tion, 126 f , teachers', 577 ff

Excursions, 151, school, 426, 433, 443, 748
Executive officials, 226 ff

, 255 ff

Exeter University College, 104

Expenditures, capital, 260, governmental,

207

Experimental schools, Germany, 433 f

Experiments, educational, 517 f , French,

415, Italian, 471 f

Expkcatoon, 551 f , 557, de textes, 690 f

Externa, 227 f , 237 f , 261, 649, and interna,

58, 60, 63, 215 f

Extra-curricular activities, 672 ff, 699 f,

746 ff , 778 f
, 787 ff , 823 ff.

Fachkonferem, 716 f

Factory schools, 181

Faculty, pedagogical academies, 573

Palloux, JLot, 403, 549

Family, allowances for, 562, and education,

45
Fascism and communism, 312
Fascism and education, 155 ff , 297 ff , 461 f

Fascism, concept of, 66 ff., influence of, m
Italy, 32 f

Fascist Academy, 168

Fascists, Congress of, and education, 761
Federal aid, 319 f, movement for, in the

United States, 190, 194
Federal Board for Vocational Education,

188 f
, 319

Federal Child Welfare Law, German, 150

Federal Constitution, German, and educa-

tion, 425
Federal Department of Education, 318
Federal Educational Conference, 282 ft , 751
Federal Government, German, and educa-

tion, 136, 282 f , United States, and edu-

cation, 313 ff , 318 ff , 342 f

Federal grants, 320
Federation Generale de VEnswgnement, 563
Federation of Women's Clubs, 200

Fees, American colleges and universities,

196, French secondary schools, 134, 704 f
,

German secondary schools, 719 f , Italian

secondary schools, 765 f

Ferry, Jules, 214, 396, 548 f

Feuillerat, Albert, 32

Fichte, 49
Films, educational, 743

Finance, educational, 220, 259 ff , 305 f , 311,

342 ff , French, 276 ff
, Prussia, 294 f

Findlay, J J , 360
First examination, 103
First School Examination, 654
Fiscal independence, 332 f

Fischer, Aloys, 34 f

Fischer, Karl, 730

L, C R , 38 f

-Fisher, H A L
, 234 f

, 244, 360
Fitch, Sir Joshua, 313
Five Year Plan and education, 178, 181

Florence, 586, 591, University of, 163

Honda, 325, 344, 619

Foerster, Fnednch Wilhelm, 427
Ponds communs, 277

Fontenay-aux-Roses, 123, 549 f , 560
Forderklassen, 142, 436
Formal discipline, 798 ff

Forster, W. E , 244, 360
Fortbddungsschulen, 144
Foundation school, 283 f

France, administration in, 228, 262 ff ,

central authority, 266 f ; centralization,

262 ff , educational finance, 276 ff ; in-

spectors, 270 ff ; local authorities, 272 ff

France, Anatole, 132, 702

France, educational system of, 83, 119 ff

France, elementary education in, 351, 354,

396 ff ; aim, 407 f , character of, 396 f ,

compulsory attendance, 404 f,, curric-

ulum, 408 ff , tcole maternelle, 400 ft ,

elementary schools, 403 ff.; examinations,

416 f ; history, 403 f
,
intermediate edu-

cation, 418 ff
, methods, 411 ff , system,

400 ff
, textbooks, 416

France, governmental expenditures in, 307
France, national character and education in,

290
France, organization of education in, ITO ff,

France, preparation of elementary school
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teachers, 548 & ; administration, 550, ad-

mission, 552 f
, certification, 559 f , cur-

riculum, 554 ff
, examinations, 557 f

,

faculty, 550 ff
, present system, 549 ff

,

school life, 558 f

France, preparation of secondary school

teachers, 835 ff

France, secondary education, 635, 674 ff
,

administration, 682 f
, aim, 683 ff

,
bac-

calaurfat, 692 ff
, curriculum, 685 ff

,

faculty, 682, girls, 698 f
, history, 674 ff

,

methodb of instruction, 690 f
, organiza-

tion, 679 f
, provision of schools, 678 f

,

school life, 699 f
'

France, state and education in, 59 ff

Franchctti, Alice and Leopold, 470, 472
Francke, August Hermann, 520
Franklin, Benjamin, 77, 790
Franklin Public School Nursery, Chicago,

493
Frary, R , 675
Frauenaberschvlc, 755 f

Frauenschvle, 145, 755 f

Frederick II of Gotha, $20
Free places, 102; England, 6$o, France, 680,

Germany, 719 f

Freedom m education, 374 f

Freedom, meaning of, 459
Freedom, local, 356
Fme Arbeitwrnnwchaft von fillernbetratc an

hoheren Schulcn Dcutschlands, 294
Frne ArbcdsRemcwschaften, 732, 734, 737
Frew Scfndgemcindc Wtckeridorf, 437

French, teaching of, in France, 412
Froebcl, 140, 159, i?6, 355 360, 488, 494
Frocbelianibm, 465 f

Gallaudet, Thomas, 521, 601

Gallo, 758
Games and athletics, German secondary

schools, 747

Gary, Ind
, 498

Gaudig, Hugo, 429
Gaxsetto U&cidt, 300
Gehecb, Paul, 427

Grmtiwhaftsschulcn, 143, 433, 866

General Education Board, 316
General science, 814, 819
Geneva Convention, 405

Geneva, Declaration of, $4
Genoa, University of, 163

Gentile, Giovanni, 68 f., x6o, 164, fl*4 $07,

457 ff,, 461, 476, 760 ., 777
Gentde reform, 757* 7$i ff- 773 *> and

teacher preparation, 587

Geography, teaching of, 382, 4x3 ., 688,

73S;ittGetmany,445
George Reed Act, 319

Georgia, 33$, 344* <fr$

German, teaching of, in Germany, 444
Germany, administration in, 228, 281 ff

Germany, elementary education in, 351, 356,

425 ff
, compulsory-attendance, 436 f ,

curriculum, 439 ff ; elementary schools,

434 ff , intermediate education, 446 ff ,

organization of, 437 f
, pre-schools, 434,

provision of schools, 434 f
, religion and,

436, the Revolution and, 425 ff.

Germany, national character and education

in, 32 ff

Germany, organization of education in,

136 ff

Germany, parents' associations in, 219
Germany, preparation of elementary school

teachers, 565 ff
, admission, 572, cur-

riculum, 574 ff
, examinations and appoint-

ment, 577 ff
, faculty, 573, history 565

ff
, preliminary education, 570, present

system, 570 ff

Germany, preparation of secondary school

teachers, 842 ff

Germany, secondary education in, 635 f ,

707 ff
, admission, 719, aims, 726 ff

, cur-

riculum, 733 ff ; examinations, 743 ff.;

girls' schools, 750 ff , history, 707 ff ; or-

ganization, 723 ff ; post-War reform,

717 ff, provision and administration,

712 ff
,
school life, 746 f

,
school types,

720 ff , summary, 748 ff , time-schedules,

738 ff

Germany, state and church in, 47

Germany, state and education in, 61 ff

Gcsamtkonffrens, 716 f

amkGhidvfrbandc, 292
Gesamtuntcrrtcht, 378, 432 f

, 441, 482, 515

Gesellsthajt sur Fordcrung haiisltcher me-
hung, 294

Gesncr, Johann Matthias, 828

Gestdt psychology, 426

Ghisolfo,, 472
Gianturco Law, 585
Giarfatto d'infanzia, i$p, 462
Ginnast, 306, 757 ff-

nasi-lKei, 157
masw, 162

Giovani Italwnc, 169, 476

Girard, Pere, 400, 464
Girl Scout*, 823

Girls, secondary education of, in France,

698 f*; in Germany, 750 ff.

Gvunto per ristnuione mtdia, 763 f.

Gwnta, p# It scuok me&U, 303

Grades, 127
Orado tuftriorc, 462
Orado preptratorio, 159, 462 I.

Grade superiors, 462 f.

Grammar Schools, England, 645

Gramophone records, 743
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Grand.es Ecoles, les, 124 f

Grants for secondary schools, conditions for,

England, 649 f.

Gr&ird, Octave, 396, 407, 676
Greek education, 2 f

GrundsMe, 64, 136, 139 ff
, 149, 154, 283 ff

,

351, 435, 439 f , 7*8 f
, 727, 75*

Grundschulgesetz, 283, 286

Gruppo Baklla, 167

Guidance, vocational, 117 & , 131, 147, 203
Guidance and selection, 705
Guidance clinics, 115, 204

Guizot, 349, 548, 675

Gutzot, Lot, 120, 403, 418

Gymnasium^ 145, 707 &

Hadow Report, 94, 108 ff

Hadow, Sir Henry, 670
Haemsch, Karl, 568

Haldane, Lord, 222

Hall, G Stanley, 801

Hall, Samuel R , 521, 601

Hamburg, 142 ff , 148, 282, 286 f , 293, 433,

582!
Hampshire, 363
Handbook of Suggestions for the Considera-

tion of Teachers, 100, 238, 366 f , 373 ff

Handelshochschulen, 147, 723
Handelstmntstenum, 286

Hanusch, 520, 566
Harper, President, 822

Hams, William T , 494
Harrow, 105, 638
Hatch Act, 3 19 f.

Eaubtnda, 427
Hauptlehrer, 438 f

Hausarbeitsgesetz, 153

Bausfrauenttasse, 447

Hauslehrerschitle, 427
Headmasters' Conference, 639, 642

Health, care of, in Germany, 446
Health, Ministry of, 113
Health and education, 92
Health instruction, 201

Health work in United States, 198 f

Hecker, J. J , 520

Hegel, 49, 65
Hematkwnde, 426, 431, 433, 441 f , 729, 867
Henning, 520
Herbart, 349 f , 360, 488, 514
Herriot, M , 266, 268, 707
Hesse, 142 ff , 293, 582
Heyne, Christian Gottlieb, 828

Hierarchy in administration, 297, 307
High school, rise of, in United States, 792 ff

High schools, 194 f ; in England, 645
High schools, see United States, secondary

education in

Higher Certificate Examination, 664, 666 f.

Higher Council of Education, France, 218;

Italy, 218

Higher Council of Public Instruction, France,

126, 268, 416, Italy, 301

Higher education, England, 104, France,

125 f
, Italy, 163, Russia, 179 f , United

States, 195 f

Higher elementary education, 123, 704,

France, 418 ff

Higher examination, 103

Higher normal schools, 125, Italy, 586

Higher School of Commerce, Paris, 124

Htlfsbucherewn, 743

Hdfsschulen, 152, 436

History, educational, England, 94 ff , 228 ff
,

359 f
, 520 ff , 637 ff

, France, 119 f , 403 f ,

548, 674 ff , Germany, 137 ff , 565 ff ,

707 ff , Italy, 156 f , 455 f
, 55, # , 757 ff.;

Russia, 174, United States, 188 ff , 486 ff ,

600 ff , 790 ff

History, secondary education, France, 674 ff

History, teaching of, 381, 413 f
, 688, 735,

Germany, 444 f , Italy, 470
Hohere Madchenschuten, 145, 75O

Holland, parents' associations m, 219, state

and church m, 47

Holy Synod, 174
Home and Colonial School Society, 528
Home Office, England, 237, 259, and juvenile

delinquency, 117
Home rooms, 819

Homework, 723, 737

Hoole, Charles, 520
Hoover, President Herbert, 78 f , 198

Hostels, youth, 152, 443, 748

Houston, Texas, 342, 508

Hugo, Victor, 400
Hull University College, 104

Humanism, 636

Humboldt, Wilhelm von, 707 f

Hungerkandidaten, 710

Idaho, 325, 344, 606, 619
Ideomtd examination, 774
Qlmois, 344, 619, 621

[llmois State Normal University, 603
Illiteracy in France, 405, in Italy, 156, 165,

456, in Russia, 175, 182 f.

[Isenburg, 427
fncancafa, 849

Indemmtes, 561 f

[ndiana, 192, 325, 344, 605 f,, 618 f , 621

[ndians, education of, 318 f.

individual and nationalism, ix f

Cndividual and society, 353 f , 865 f

individuality, French concept of, 31, 399
Indoctrination, 184, f., 866 ff.; and education,

357

Infancy, care of, in Italy, 169, in Russia, 176
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Infant schools, 159, 354 f
, 366, 373, 376 f ,

464 f
, France, 400 ff , Italy, 464 f ,

Russia, 480
Infant welfare, 128

Inglis, A , 798

Inspection, England, 649, France, 415

Inspectors, 304, England, 239 f
, France,

270 ff
, Germany, 289 f

Im>UM de France, 271
Institut National Agronomique, 124
Inttitut National d1

Orientation Profciston-

ncllc, 131

Institutes, stagiaire and titulaire, 559 f,

Instituteurs, 406
Instttutnce, stagiatre and titulatre, 559 f

Institutnctot 406
Insular Bureau, 319
Integrated instruction, 378, 432, 441, 482,

515, 737, 819

Intelligence tests, use of, 201

Interdepartmental Committee on Medical

Inspection, and Feeding of Children, 113

Interdepartmental Committee on Physical

Deterioration, 113
Intermediate education, 138, 144 f , England,

386 ff
, France, 418 ff , Germany, 446 ff

Interna, 227 f , 237 f , 261, 649, and extcrna,

58, 60, 63, 215 f

Iowa, 325, 330, 344, 619, University of, 493
Iowa State College of Agriculture, 493
IsocrAtes, 799
IsMuh ma&rtrali, 162, 306, 588, 762 ff

htituti Superior* di Maqistcro, 162, 591 f , 762
httfuti tccnto, 306, 757 ff

IsMuto Pedatfsico, 831

Italianitd, 297
Italy, administration m, 228, 297 ff ; the

reform, 297 f.

Italy, educational system of, 83, 155 ft

Italy, elementary education m, 351, 354, 455
ff , attendance, 463 f,, curriculum, 467
ff.; elementary schools, 467 ff ; examina-

tions, 473 f.; experiments, 471 f , history,

455 ff ; Opera Batitta, 475 f ; organization,

462 ff., physical education, 475; pro-

schools, 464 ff , textbooks, 47* f ; time-

schedule, 474
Italy, governmental expenditures in, 907
Italy, national character and education in,

32 f , 42 ff.

Italy, preparation of elementary school

teachers, 585 ff.; appointment, 590 f,;

curriculum, 588 ff.; Gentile reform, 5*7;

history, $8$ ff j present system, 587 ff.,

status, salaries and pensions, 594 f.

Italy, preparation of secondary school

teachers, 849 ff.

Italy, secondary education in, 636, 757 0,;

admission and fees, 765 f.f aims, 767 f
;

curriculum, 766 ff , examinations, 774 ff.;

Gentile reform, 761 ff , history, 757 ff ,

present system, 760 ff , provision and

organization, 763 ff., school life, 778 ff ,

time-schedules, 767 ff

Italy, state and church in, 47
Italy, state and education in, 64 ff.

Jefferson, Thomas, 78

Jena, University of, 571

Job-analysis, 502, 506 f , 609
Joint Matriculation Board, Northern Uni-

versities, 666

Johet, 111 , Junior College, 822

Journal Offittcl, 267*

Journey, school, 383
Jugendamter, 152

Jugendbewegung, 426 ff , 584, 730 f , 747

Ju&endherbergent 152, 443, 748

Junior college, 196, 822

Junior high school, 194, 196, 386, 803 ff.

Junior Red Cross, 823

Juvenile Advisory Committees, 254
Juvenile Boards*, 152

Juvenile courts, 117, 204
Juvenile delinquency, 117

Juvenile Employment Committees, 254
Juvenile Organizations Committees, 242 f ,

255
Juvenile Psychopathic Institute, Chicago,

204

Kalamazoo Case, 79, 86, 190, 793 f

Kaiashmkov, 478
Kansas, 32$, 344, $16, 619
Kansas City, school medical inspection, m,

199
Kay-Shuttleworth, Sir James, 360, 528 f

Kent, 253, 378, 384
Kentucky, 325, 344, 619
Kernfttcher, 733

Kerschenstemer, Georg, 360, 429 f.

Kindergartens, 140, 191, 355 434, 48x; in

United States, 492, 494 f.

Kindfrhfime, 434
Kinderhorte, 434
Kingslcy, James L., 601 v*-*"*

Klassengtmewle, 746
Klassenkonfercnz, 716 f.

Klassenleiter, 7x6

Kolhoscs, 181

Komsomols, 182, 185 f
, 311, 481, 485. 7B8

Konfessiondk Schulen, 142, 436
Konrektor, 143, 438 t.

Koos, L, Six

KreisQrztc, 150

Kreisschvlinspeftior, 390
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Knege, Matilde, 494
Knppen, 355, 434
Kropotkin, P A , 477
Krupskaya, 477
Kultur, 50

Kuratonum, 713

Kursfacker, 733
Kuvenko, S. N , 477

Labor certificate, 474
Labor exchanges, 117

Labor, Ministry of, England, 118

Labor school, unified, 481 ff

La Chalotois, 48

Laicity in education, 120" France, 399 f

Laissez faire and administration, 210, m
education, 50 ff , 232

Lakanal, 548

Lancashire, 253, 363

Lancaster, Joseph, 521

Landerziehungsheime, 427
Landesmittelschulkasse, 295
LandesschuLkasse, 294 f

Langlois, Ch , 841

Language and nationalism., 5 f

Language, mother, teaching of, 735

Languages and literature, teaching of, 688

Languages, foreign, 736

Lapie, M , 559, 695

Latetnsckulen, 446 f

Latin-Amencan countries, centralization in,

210
Latin Grammar Schools, 790 f

Laurea, 850

Laval, M , 683

League of Communist Youth, 185 f , 481

Learning, laws of, 515

Leeds, University of, 104

Lekrerbeirate, 225

Lehrerkonferenz, 439
Lehrerrate, 290
Lehrersemware, 520, 524, 567

Lehrervertrctvngen, 290
Leicester University College, 104

Leicestershire, 363

Leipzig teachers' association, 426

Leipzig, University of, 582

Lenin, 175, 596
Lernschide, 357, 429, 441

Lexington, Mass , normal school, 601

Liard, Louis, 396
Liberal education, 627, definition of, 728 f

,

m the United States, 798

Libraries, lending, 743
Libra del Stato, 472
Libro e Moschetto, 168

Lice*, 757 ff

Llce^ dassici, 162

Liceifcmmnih, 162, 306, 762

Licei-gmnasi, 306, 762 ff

Licei saentifici, 162, 306, 762 ff

Licence, 419, 551, 678, d'enseignement, 273,

561, 835 ff
, & lettres, 835 ff

, es sciences,

835 ff

Licenza, 162, examination, 774

Lietz, Hermann, 427
Life, school, see School life

Ligue de VEnseignement, 133, 703

Lily, John, 520

Lippe, 144 f
, 582

Litt, Theodor, 429
Liverpool, 115, University of, 104
Livret de scolante, 422
Lwrei scolaire, 693

Lloyd George, Mr , 243
Loans, 260, 306
Local administration, 208 ff

, 221, 224 f , 302,

311,3295
Local authorities, England, 248 ff , France,

272 ff
, Prussia, 291, United States, 329 ff

Local government, English, 249 f

Local Taxation Act, 1890, 95 f.

Local Taxation (Customs and Excise) Act,

640

Locke, 799
Loi Astier, 124

Lois, 267
Lombardo-Radice, Giuseppe, 299, 308, 460 f

London, 102, 113, 115, 248 f , 251, 384, 386,

391 , University of, 104, 666

London Day Training College, 830
Los Angeles, 493, high school curricula, 816

Loughborough College, 541

Louisiana, 325, 344, 605 f., 619
Lowe, Robert, 230, 361
Lowestoft, 237
Lubeck, 142, 144

Lunacharsky, 477
Lyctes, 125, 674 ff

Lysewm, 145, 752 ff

Macerata, University of, 163

Machiavelli, 65

Madanaga, Sefior, 27 ff,

Maestri elementan, 591
Maestri ordtrtan, 591
Maestn straordtnan, 591
Magistral, 291

Maine, 344, 605, 619, 621

Maintenance grants, 101, 146, 706, 720
Mattres, 682, d'mternct, 678
Mattressfs, 682

Maladjusted children, 115

Malnutrition, 201

Malthus, 51

Managers, school, 114, 253 f

Manchester, 102, 251, 255, 257, 387
Manchester Grammar School, 655
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Manchester, University of, 104
Mann, Horace, 487, 601

Mannheim, 436
Manual training, Germany, 445
Married women teachers, 617
Martini, 758
Maryland, 325, 330, 344, 605, 618 f , 621

Marx, Karl, 478

Massachutetts, 325, 344, 487, 513, 605 f
, 617,

619, 621, 791, 793, 804
Maternal schools, 159, 400 ff

Maternity and Child Welfare Act, 115
Maternity and Child Welfare Act, 1919, 369
Maternity and Infancy Act, 199

Mathematics, teaching of, 688, 736
Matteucci, 758
Afaturtid examination, 774

Maurois, Andr6, 29
May, Sir George, 545
Mayor, French, and education, 275
McMillan, Margaret, 369, 372, 493
McMillan, Rachel, 369, 493
Mecklenburg-Schwerm, 145, 582
M&dfdns tnspcctcurs dcs tcoks, 129
tildtcins seotatre$> 129
Medical inspection, school, 150, 241, Eng-

land, 113 ff ; France, 128 f
, Italy, 170;

"United States, 199 f

Mental defectives, 201

Mental Deficiency, Committee on, 115
Merchant Taylors', 63$
Merrill-Palmer School of Home-Making, 493
Messina, University of, 163

Meteorological Institute, Berlin, 445
Methods active, 867

Methods, elementary school, French, 411 ff

Methods of instruction, 337 * <>9<> f , 737 f.,

867 f ; United States, 514 fi

Meumann, Ernst, 426
Mexico, state and church in, 47
Michigan, 192, 325, 344, 602, 605, 619, 621;

State Normal School, Ypsilanti, 603,

University of, 795
Middle schools, 138, 144 f , 446 ff.

Middlesex, 353, 363
Milan, spx, University of, 163

Military service and education, 708

Mill, John Stuart, 52, 56, 220, 232 f., 360
Milwaukee, school medical inspection in, xop
UiMStfre d* Vllygibw, <fe VAssistance Pub-

lique, el fa la Prfooyance Socialc, ra8

MinubriumfUr Landuirlschafl, Fonts*
, und

Domttntn, 286
Ministeriwn. Jib Wissfnsctoft, Kvnst, ttnd

Volksbildunz, 286 ff.

Ministtro dctt'Ed&asionc National*, 169, 209-
Ministtro letta Pubbtico, Islrusione, 299
Ministrc d* VWwtom Natfowle, 966

Muiistry for Science, Art, and Public Educa-

tion, 286 ff

Ministry of Agriculture, 259

Ministry of Agriculture, Forests and Do-

mains, 286

Ministry of Commerce, 286

Ministry of Education in Prussia, 139

Ministry of Health, 241, 260

Ministry of Interior, Federal, and education,

283
Ministry of Labor, 241, Federal, 147

Ministry of Public Instruction and Fine

Arts, 266

Ministry of Public Welfare, 286 f , Prussia,

140, 150 f

Ministry of Religion, Education, and Public

Health, Prussia, 707

Ministry of Social Welfare, 434
Minneapolis, 333
Minnesota, 325, 333, 335, 344, 605, 619, 621

Minority groups, schools for, 149

Mississippi, 192, 325, 344.

Missouri, 325, 328, 344, 619
Mtttetschulcn, 138, 144 f , 386, 446 ff

Mtttlerc Schulen, 446 ff

Modena, University of, 163
Modern Language Enquiry, American, 810
Modern Language Investigation, 858

Monopoly, educational, 126

Montana, 325, 344, 618 f , 621

Monte-penstont, 594 f.

Afontesca, Li, 470 f

Montessori, 140, 176, 280, 355, 377, Maria,

ISP, 465 f, 471

Monzie, M, Anatolc dc, 134, 264, 266, 706
Moral instruction, 143, French, 411

Morlcy, 391
Momll Acts, 319 f

Mort, Paul R
, 345

Moscow Park of Culture and Rest, 184
Mothers, care of, 128, 169

Mulcater, Richard, 520
Municipal boroughs, 249
UusU fedagogtQttff, 271
Mustwn d'Etstotre Naturette, 271
Museum fttr Lettesiingen, 446
Museums, 184

Mussolini, 160, 169, 462, 761

scolastica, 166

Naples, University of, 163

Napoleon, 49, up, 229, 548, 707, decree of,

209
tforkomipros, 309, 600

Naai, 75*
National Adult School Union, 100

National Advisory Committee on Education,

314, 331
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National Agricultural Institute, 124
National Association of Directors of Educa-

tional Research, 317
National Association of Fascist Teachers, 300
National Bureau of Selection and Distribu-

tion, 862

National Child Welfare Association, 205
National Children's Home and Welfare

Associations, 204
National Committee for Mental Hygiene,

204, 493
National Committee on Child Labor, 202, 205
National Committee on Home Education,

197
National Committee on Mathematical Re-

quirements, 810

National Confederation of Fascist Syndi-

cates, 170
National Conference Committee on Stand-

ards of Colleges and Secondary Schools,

806

National Congress of Parents and Teachers,

197, 199, 205, 493
National Consumers' League, 202

National Council of Labor "Unions, 100

National Education Association, 317, 488,

505, 602, 623, 796
National Federation of Day Nurseries, 493
National Froebel Union, 541
National Fund for Social Insurance, 166

National Health Insurance, England, 115
National Herbart Society, 488
National Institute for Vocational Guidance,

131
National Organization for Leisure-time

Activities, 170 f

National Playing-Fields Association, 383
National Society for Promoting the Educa-

tion of the Poor, 94
National Society for the Education of the

Poor, 521, 528
National Society for the Study of Education,

505
National Society of College Teachers of Edu-

cation, 317
National systems of education, characteris-

tics of, 233, disUnctiveness of, 14 f ,

English, 234 f

National systems of education, organization,

83 ff ; characteristics of, 83 ff ; England,

94 ff ; France, 119 ff , Germany, 136 ff ,

Italy, 155 ff , Russia, 175 ff , United States,

188 ff

National Union of Teachers, 244, 543 f
, 546

Nationalism and education, i ff , 864 f ; and

culture, 6 f
, and internationalism, 14, and

language, 5 f ; and racial origin, 5; and

religion, 5 f , and schools, 12 f ; and the

individual, n f
, concept of, 9, factors in

the development of, 15 ff
, psychology of,

9 f , significance of, 4 f

Nationalism in Italian education, 461

Natok, 758
Natural science, teaching of, Germany, 445
Noziom vane, 470 f

Nebraska, 605, 619, denominational schools

in, 492
Neohumanisni, 707 f , 730

NeugestaUung far Volksschullekrerbddung,

57i

Neutrality in education, 120, French, 399 f

Nevada, 325, 330, 344. 619, 621

New Britain, normal school, 602

New England Association of Colleges and

Preparatory Schools, 795, 806

New England Colleges, conference of, 795
New Hampshire, 192, 325, 344, 605, 619
New Jersey, 325, 606, 618 f

,
621

New Mexico, 325, 344
New Prospect in Education, The, 109, in,

367, 385, 671
New Step in Education, A, 109
New York, school medical inspection in, 199
New York Children's Aid Society, 204
New York City, 333
New York State, 325, 328, 333, 344, 601, 603,

606, 618 f , 621, 793, Board of Regents,

796, 805, College, 328, employment
ceitificates in, 203, Normal School, Albany,
602

New York State, provision for blind students,
201

New Zealand, centralization in, 210

, 159

Non-provided schools, 98 f
, 362 f.

Norfolk, Va , 497
Normal schools, 197, 548 ff , United States,

601 ff

Normandie Nursery School, Los Angeles, 493
North Carolina, 325, 344, 619
North Central Association, 195 f , 795, 806,

855, 857
North Dakota, 325, 344, 619, 621
Northwest Association of Secondary and

Higher Schools, 796, 806, 857
Nottingham University College, 104
Nunn, Sir Percy, 360, 375
Nurseries, 176, day, 355
Nursery school program, 372
Nursery schools, 96 f , 191, 355, 368, i, 493 f

Nurses, school, 114, 151, 170
Nutrition classes, 201

Dberlin, 400
Oberlyzewn, 752 ff

jObcrrcalschuk, 145 f,, 710 ff.

Oberrcgurungsrtttt, 287

Oberschullehrer, 716
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Obersckulrat, 713

Oberstudiendirektor, 715
Oberstudtenrat, 713, 715 f

Objectives in education, 506 f

Observatoire de Paris-Meudon, 271
Occupations, courses in, 203
Occupaztom intcllettuali recreative, 470 f

Octobnsts, 185 f
, 310, 481

Octrot, 277
Odenwalfachuie, 427
Oeuvres complfmentaires, 557
Oestreich, Paul, 429
Office National des Pvpdlcs de la Nation, 272
Office National dcs Rechcrthes Sdentijiques et

IndustneUes ct des Inventions', 272

Office National des Unwersttts et Ecoles Fran-

gaisef, 271 f.

Office of Education, United States, 318
Office of Indian Affairs, 319
Office of Special Inquiries and Reports, 239,

241 f

Officials, executive, city, 332, 334 ff,, county,

330 f ; state, 326 ff.

Ohio, 344, 619, 621

Oklahoma, 192, 325, 344, 605, 619
"Old Deluder Satan" Law, 487
Oldenburg, 582

Ontario, 76

Opera BalUla, see Opera Na&onaU BalUla

Opera coniro Analfabettsmo, 165

Opera NoMonale Baltlla, 166 ff , 461 f., 475 f ,

779
Opera nasionalc di Assislenza all'Italia

RfdtrOa, 164

Opera Nastonalc di Asslstenza per VItalia

Rcdtnta, 465
Opera Nationale Dopolavoro, 170 f .

Opera Nazumale per VAssistenza e la Pro*

iczione dell* Maternitd e delMnfan&a, 169,

4<55

Ordinance of 1785, 320
Ordinance of 1787, 320
Ordtnanfc, 300
Ordinarivs, 716

Oregon, 325. 344. 606, 619
Oregon Case, 7Q f , 198, 4#*

Organization of national systems of educa-

tion, 83 ff.

Orlando Law, 156, 455 f.

Ortstchulinspcktor, oO

Otto, Bcrthold, 427
Oundle School, 106

Oxford and Cambridge Joint Bowd, 639, 065
Oxford and Cambridge Schools Examination

Board, 666
Oxford Delegacy for Local Examinations, 666

Oxford Examination Delegacy, 541

Oxford, University of, 104
Oxfordshire, 363

Padagogische Akadewien, 571 ff

Padagogische frufungt 846

Padagogtsches Zentralblattt 288

Padua, University of, 163

Palermo, University of, 163
Parental education, 191
Parents' associations, 219
Parents' councils, 293 f , 721
Parents' meetings, 219
Parents, participation of, in administration,

218 f

Pans, place of, 265
Pantatische Schukn, 142, 436
Parker, Francib, 488
Parkhurst, Helen, 498
Parliament, English, and education, 246
Parliamentary Secretary for Education, 235,

246
Parma, University of, 163
Parochial schools, 492
Part III Authorities, 96, 249, 253, 257
Pasquali, Pictro, 465
Patriotism, 864 f

, teaching of, 413

Patronage, comitts de, 129 f
, 419, 682

Patronage, committees of, m Italy, 165 f

Patronatt scolastoa, 165 f
, 460, 473

Paulscn, Fnednch, 428
Pavia, University of, 163

Payment by results system, 95, 230
Peabody, Elizabeth, 494
Pcaut, Felix, 396, 399

Pedagogical techmcmn, 596 ft .

Pennsylvania, 325, 328, 333, 337, 344. 606,

6x9, 621

Pensions, teachers', England, 546 f
; France,

563; Germany, 581; Italy, 594 f ; United

States, 620

People's Commissariat for Education, 309 ff

Perasso, Giambattosta, 167

Percy, Lord Eustace, 214, 246 f

Pericles, 2

Personality, French concept of, 31, 399
Perugia, University of, 163

Pestaloza, 360, 464, 488, 520

Philadelphia, 513

Philippines, education in, 319

Philosophy of education, American, 801 f.

Physical defectives, 201

Physical education, administration of, 270;

Germany, 446; Italy, 47S> 778 *-

Physical training, 383, in Italy, 167 f

Piccok Xtaliant, 169, 475
Piedmont, illiteracy in, 456
Pinkevitch, Albert P., 74, 358, 477, 788

Pioneers, 182, 185 f*> 3xx, 481, 485 f , 788

IHrogov, N. I,, 477
Pisa, University of, 163
Pius XI, Pope, 47

Pizzigoni, Giuseppina, 472
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Plamann, 520

Plato, 45 f

Platoon plan, 499
Play afternoons, 446
Playground and Recreation Association,

205

Playgrounds, 205, 383

Podesta, 304
Pokrovski, 477
Political education, 184 f

Political theory and education, 20 f

Politics and education, i ff
, 172 f , 175 f ,

180, 182 ff , 281 f , 571, 780 &
Polytechmzation, 180 f , 782

Popular Party, Italy, 760

Portland, Ore , 497
Porto Rico, education in, 319
Post-elementary education, 101 f , in Italy,

161

Practice schools, 611

Practice teaching, England, 538, France, 555
f

, Germany, 575 f
, United States, 611

Praparandenanstalten, 567

Pre-asile, 159

Prefect, 274
Preliminary education of teachers, England,

533 f., France, 553 f
, Germany, 570,

United States, 606 f

Preparation of secondary school teachers,

827 ff

Preparatory classes, 703

Preparatory schools, England, 642 f

Pre-schools, 140, 354 f , England, 96 f , 368 f
,

France, 122, 400 ff , Germany, 140, 434,

Italy, 157 f , 462, 464 ff , Russia, 176 f ,

480 f , United States, 191, 492 ff

Preside, 764
President, English Board of Education, 235

ff

Prevention of Cruelty to Children Act, 1904,

252

Priestley, Joseph, 50

Primary School, Report on the, no, 367 f
,

370 ff

Principal, 682

Principal, elementary school, 438 f
, France,

406
Private education, 148 f

, 437, France, 126 f ,

Italy, 163 f

Private schools, 57, 91 f
, 229, 365, 764 f

,

England, 104 ff , 647 f
, Germany, 427,

United States, 197 f , 517 f

Private teachers, 150

Privileges, 453, and education, 728, 750,

Germany, 712, 726 f ; and secondary edu-

cation, 627, 630 f
, 687

Probationary appointment, 591
Probationary year, 828, 842
Probgahr, 828, 842

Professeurs, 682, de langues vwantes, 419;
de kttres, 419, de sciences, 419

Professional Preparation of Teachers for

American Public Schools, 602, 607
Professionahzation of subject matter, 524,
608

Professon ordinan di ruolo, 849, 852

Professori straordinari, 850

Progressive Education Association, 517 f

Progressive schools, 866

Progymnasium, 145, 708

Project method, 514 f

Promotion ef pupils, United States, 496 ff

Promotions, 446, secondary school, Ger-

many, 726
Promozione examination, 774

Propaganda and education, 184 f

Provided schools, 98 f , 362
Provincial School Boards, 151, 288 f

, 713

Promnz, in Prussia, 221

Provmztalschulkollegium, 288 f

Prowseur, 682

Promeditore agh studi, 160 f , 298, 302 f , 307
Prujstdle fur Lehrbucher, 288

Prussia, administration in, 286 ff
, central

authority, 286 ff , educational finance,

294 f , inspection, 289 f , local authorities,

291 f
, parents' councils, 293 f , teachers'

councils, 292
Psychology and education, 801 f

Public, the American, and secondary educa-

tion, 800

Public Instruction, Ministry of, France, 119
Public school, American, meaning of, 190
"Public Schools," England, 95, 105, 229, 638,

642 ff

Public Schools Act, 638
Public Works Loan Board, 261

Publicity and education, 338 f

Pupil teachers, 521, 528 ff

Pupils, promotion and classification of, 496 ff

Pumell Act, 319

Quantitative basis for secondary education,

796, 821

Queen's Scholarships, 528
Quintilian, 799

Rabfaks, 180

Race and nationalism, 5, 17 f

Ratke, 520
Reading, University of, 104

Realgymnastum, 145, 710 ff.

Reah IshtuU Superior* d* Magi$terot 853 ff

Realprogymnasium, 145, 722

Realschule, 145, 708
Realschulc erster Ordnung, 710
Reason m French life, 31 f

Reason, place of, in French education* 397 f.
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Recitation method, 383 f

Recreation and welfare in the United States,

205 f

Rector, 272
Red Army, 182, 310
Red Corners, 183
Red Cross, 200

Reddie, Cecil, 427
RSdressemcnt Franqais, le, 424
Reformation and education, 3

Reformgymnastum, 145

Reformrealgymnaitum, 145, 721 ff

Rcformschukn, 722

Regierungen, Prussia, 221, 289, 291 ff

Regterun^rate, 287

Reqw topettore siolastico, 304
Regionalism, 279 f

Regions in Italy, 221

Registration of teachers, 244 f

Rcgolamento, 300

Regulations for Secondary Schools, 641 ff ,

648 ff

Regulations for the Training of Teachers, 531
Reuh and education, 136, 282 fi

Retcfaamt ftir Arbettsvermitllung, 147

Rtxcfaarbettwerwaltungt 147

Rftchseltermerband, 294

Rnchsgescfa betrefs Kwderarbett, 152

Reich\gf}>efa fUr Jugendwohlfahrt, 150, 152

Rcichsgrwerbeordnung, 152

Reuh$schulg($etz, 47, 143, 425
Reichssehulkonferenz, 283, $69, 720, 751

Reichsv&band der deutschen Volkshotfachvle,

147
der Blternbeirate mtttlerer

Schulen Deutschlands, 294
Reichsvolksschulgesetz, 283, 286

Retfepnlfung, 138, 743 ff , 757

Retfeseugnis, 745

Rektor, 143, 438 f

Rektoratsckidtn, 144, 446 f

Religion and education, 139, 142 ff

Religion and nationalism, $ f

Religion and schools, in Italy, 160 f.

Religion, educational value of, 459

Religion, French schools and, 399 f

Religious education, 436, Russia, 479,

United States, 491 f.

Religious groups, representation of, on local

bodies, 391

Religious instruction, 363 f ; England, 98 f.;

Germany, 425; aim of, 444; Italy* 4^8
Renaissance and education, 3
Rent, indemnity for, 561 f.

Rtpettiws, 682

Rtptittrices, 682

Reports, school, 71$
Research, bureau of, 340 f.

Research division, N.E.A , 317

Reserve Officers' Training Corps, 319
Rest houses, 184
Retarded children, 115, 130, 436
Revised Code, 95, 361
Rhode Island, 325, 344, 619, 621

Ribot, Alexandre, 676
Ribot Commission, 676
Richert, Hans, 733

<;&#mett, 62, 285, 296, 434, 440 fi , 729,

733 ff , 7SS

Rmnova, La, 472
Rochester, 333

Roebuck, John Arthur, 521
Roedean, 642
Roman Catholic schools, 198; in United

States, 492
Roman education, 3, 46
Rome, $86, 591
Rome, University of, 163

Roscoe, Frank, 233

Rowghano, 470 f

Royal College of Art, 236

Royal Commission on Physical Training in

Scotland, 113

Royal Commission on Secondary Education,

231

Royal Higher Normal Schools, 304
Royal Higher Teachers Colleges, Italy, 591 f

Royal Society of Saint George, 246

Royal Society of Teachers, 104, 243, 245, 833

Rugby, 105, 638
Rural Community Councils, 100

Rural school teachers, 541 f

Rural schools, 192 f

Rush, Benjamin, 77
Russell, Dr James E , 315 f

Russell Sage Foundation, 316
Russell, W. E , 521

Russell, William, 601

Russia, administration of education in, 308
ff

Russia and religion, 47
Russia, elementary education in, 351, 477 ff ,

curriculum, 482 ff
, elementary schools,

481 ff , pre-schools, 480, theory of, 477 ff.

Russia, national character and education in,

32 f , 42 ff.

Russia, organization of education in, 172 ff-

Russia, preparation ot teachers, 506 ff ,

curriculum and courses of study, 598 f ,

status, salaries, 598 f,

Russia, secondary education in, 636, 780 ff.,

aims, 780 f.; curriculum, 781 ff.y school and

society, 787 f

Russia, state and education in, 55, 69 0.

Russia Socialist Federated Soviet Republic,

308 ff.

Russia Socialist Federated Soviet Republic,

308 ff.
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Sadler, Sir Michael, 57, 233, 241 f , 360, 371,

669 f

Saint-Cloud, 123, 549 ff
, 560

St Leonard's, 642
St Louis, 508
St Paul, 333
St Paul's, 638
Salaries, normal school faculty, France, 552 f

Salaries, secondary school teachers, 835, 841,

849, 859
Salaries, superintendents', 327
Salaries, teachers', England, 544 ff

, France,

561 ff
, Germany, 581 , Italy, 593 f

, Russia,

598 f
, United States, 618 ff

Salle d'asile, 400 f

Sammelklassen, 143, 436
Sommelschulen, 436
Sanctions, 687
Sanderson of Oundle, 106

Sardinia, Kingdom of, 156
Sassan, University of, 163

Sauze", M de, 557
Saxony, 139, 142, 144, 147, 282, 286 f , 293,

S7i, 582 f

Schemes, procedure by, 258 f

Schienmeyer, J C , 520

Scholarships, 104, 125, 127 f

Scholarships, France, 679

Scholarships and Free Places, Departmental
'Committee on, 652 f

, 670
School Attendance Bill, 109, 364, 367, 385
School boards, 224
School Certificate Examination, 654
School Journeys Association, 383
Schools Inquiry Commission, 95, 638 f , 828,

83i
School life, England 672 ff ; France, 699,
German secondary schools, 746 f , Italy,

778 f ; Russia, 789 f
, United States, 823 ff

School term, length of, in United States, 192

Schuldeputattonen, 291

Schulerausschuss, 746

Schulerhetme, 748

Schulerselbstverwaltung, 746

Schtderverewe, 746 f

Schulfursorgerwnen, 151

Schulgemeinde, 746

Schulheime, 748

Schulkommtsstonen, 291
Schtdlandh&me, 748
Schulletter, 438 f.

Schulpflicht, 437
Schukate, 289 f

Schulvorstand, 292
Schulwanderungen, 426, 433
Schulze, Johannes, 708 i

Schurz, lrs. Carl, 494
Science and Art Department, 95 f , 230 f ,

640 f , 665

Science Museum, 236
Sciences, teaching of, 382, 471, 660, 688, 736,

776 f

Scotland, school elections in, 225
Scuola austhana, 170
Scuola complementer, 161, 306, 467, 762 ff

Scuola Pascista, 300
Scuola Rinnovata, La, 472
Scuola secondana di awiamento al lavoro, 160

ff
, 463, 367, 762 ff

Scuola Supenore Fascisfa, 475
Scuole materne, 159, 462, 466
Scuole medte, 161

Scuole pareggtato, 764 f

Scuole per i Contadim dell'Agro Romano e

delle Paludi Pontwe, 164
Second Certificate Examination, 664, 666 f

Second International Congress on School

Hygiene, 113

Secondary education, 625 ff
, European and

American, 797 ff , history of, 625 ff
,

meaning of, 392 f

Secondary education, England, 101 ff
, 637

ff , France, 124 f , 674 ff , Germany, 138,

145 f
, 707 ff ; Italy, 157, 162 f , 756 ff.,

Russia, 178, 780 ff , United States, 194 f
,

760 ff

Secondary education for all, 670 ff

Secondary Schools Examinations Council,

665,668
Selby-Bigge, Sir L Amherst, 240
Selection, 680, 705 f

Self-government, German secondary schools,

746 f
,
Russian secondary schools, 787

Seminana scolastica, 520
Semtnarjahr, 842
Senior high school, 194, 196
Senior school, England, 386 ff

Senior stage, elementary schools, 380
Service, training in, 580, training of teachers

in, 547 f , 560 f
, 622 f

Shaftesbury, Lord, 360
Shatsky, S X , 477
Sheffield, University of, 104

Sheppard-Towner Maternity Aid Act, 319
Shoreditch Technical Institute, 541
Shrewsbury, 105, 638

Sicily, attendance in, 456
Siena, University of, 163

Simon, Jules, 404
Simon, T , 131, 396
Stmultanschulen, 139, 142 f , 364, 436
Size of classes, 723

Smith, Adam, 51
Smith College, 493

Smith, Sydney, 39
Smith-Bankhead Act, 319
Smith-Hughes Act, 319
Smith-Lever Act, 197, 319
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Smithsonian Institution, 319
Social distinctions and education, 85 ff.

Social forces and education, i &
Social services and education, 92 f , 96, 150,

England, 112 f
, France, 128 ff

, Italy, 164
f

,
United States, 198 f

Social status of education, 349, 351 f.

Social studies, 471, 515, 814, 819
Soaal welfare activities, 254 f

Societies, German school, 746 ff

Society and the individual, 353 f , 865 f

Society for Open Air Schools, 129
Sonnmo Law, 156, 456
South Carolina, 325, 344, 619, denomina-

tional schools in, 492
South Dakota, 330, 619, denominational

schools in, 492
Southampton University College, 104
Southern Association of Secondary Schools

and Colleges, 857

Sovhozes, 181

Soviet Republics, see Russia

Soviet state, 72

Special classes, 142

Special places, England, 651

Special schools, 130, 152

Spencer, Herbert, 52 f , 350
Sptelnachvmttage, 446

Spranger, Eduard, 429 f

Springfield, Mass , 333, 621

Staatliche Auskunftsstelle fifr Schulwesen, 288,

742
Staatlwhe Hauptstellc fib den naturwsscn-

schaftlichen Untemcht, 288, 743
Staatltche Prufsttlle far die Lehrbucher far

hoheren SchtUen, 742
Staatsexamen pro facilitate docendi, 842 ff

Stadtschutrat, 226, 290 f.

Stadtverordnetenversammlung, 291

Staff, administrative, 339 ff.

Stage ptdagogtque, 840 f

Stages m elementary schools, 367
Stagfairc, 559 f.

Standardisation of American high schools,

795 f', Sos &
Standardization, teachers colleges, 605 f.

Standardizing agencies and teachers, 857
Standardizing associations, 795 f,

Standards, English, 361

Standards, prescription of, 215 &
State and church la education, 16

State and education, 45 ff., 187; current

tendencies, 53 ff ; history of, 46 ff ; in

England, 55 ff,, 228 ff , 23d ff., 637 f.; in

France, 59 ff.; in Germany, 61 ff,, in Italy,

64 ff.; In Russia, 69 ff,; in United States,

76 &.

State boards of education, 325 f.

State control in United States, 3" *

State departments of education, 328 f.

State intervention m England, 210

State Normal School, Cortland, New York,
612 f

State Teachers College, Fredencksburg

Virginia, 612

State Teachers College, Greeley, Col,
613 ff

State, theory of, and education, 208 ff

State universities and preparation of teach-

ers, 857 f

Status, education for, 627, 630 ff

Stellenberirage, 295

Sterling-Towner Act, 199

Stern, Wilhelm, 426
Stowe, Calvin E

, 487, 601

Student life, 615
Student-teacher, 530
Studtenanstalt, 145, 752 ff

Studtenassessoren, 847

Studtendirektor, 715
Studtenrat, 713, 716, 847

Studtenreferendare, 715, 845 f

Studienstoftung des deutschen Volkes, 147
Study, how to, 514

Study, supervised, 692
Sturzo, 760

Suggestions, see Handbook of Suggestions,

Suggestions for the Consideration of Teachers

and Others Concerned m the Work of Public

Elementary Schools, see Handbook

Superintendent, school, 316
Superintendent, aty 332, 334 ff., county,

330 f
, state, 326 ff

Supervisors, 304; Italy, 591

Supplementary teachers, 542
Supplenti, 849

Surmenage, 424, 687
Surveys, educational, 259, 316 f.

Swift, F H , 344
Syndtcat des Inshtutcurs, 563

Talleyrand, 48
Taunton Commission, 95, 638
Teachers and curricula, 342
Teachers, certification of, 559 f, 577 ff,,

590 f

Teachers College, Columbia University, 335,

493
Teachers colleges, 197
Teachers' conferences, 716 f.

Teachers' councils, 218, 225, 290, 292 f
, 341

406,439
Teacher's diploma, 832 f

Teachers, discipline of, 302'!.

Teachers, French elementary school, 406
Teachers, high school, 807, 817 f.

Teachers, higher elementary school, 4x9
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Teachers in Stole maternelle, 402
Teachers' organizations, German, and edu-

cation, 426
Teachers, participation of, in administra-

tion, 211, 217 f , 255, 282, 341 f , in cur-

nculum-making, 508
Teachers' pensions, 546 f, 563, 581, 594,

620 ff.

Teachers, pre-school, preparation of, 466
Teachers, preparation of elementary school,

520 ff., history, 520 f
; problems of, 524 ff ,

England, 528 ff , France, 548 ff , Germany,
138 f , 565 ff , Italy, 585 ff , Russia, 596 ff ,

United States, 600 ff

Teachers, private, 150
Teachers' Registration Council, 104, 245, 833

Teachers, registration of, 244 f , 833

Teachers, salaries of, 243 f , 544 ff , 561 ff
,

S8i, 593 f , 598, 618 ff , 835, 841, 849, 859
Teachers, secondary school, preparation of,

827 ff

Teachers, status of, 520 ff , 543 ff , 561 f , 580,

593 f
, 598 f

, 619 ff , 834 f
, 841 f , 845 f ,

859 f-

Teachers' Superannuation Act, 1925, 546

Teaching, professionalization of, 864
Technical education, 163
Technical Instruction Act, 1889, 95, 230 f ,

640 f

Techmcums, 179, pedagogical, 596 ff

Technische ffochschulen, 147, Dresden, 582

Teeth, care of, 201

Tennessee, 325, 344, 605, 619, state and
education in, 80

Tenure, teacher, 617 f

Testo Unico, 157, 300
Texas, 325, 344, 605, 619
Textbook Commission, 288

Textbooks, England, 383 f
, France, 416,

Germany, 437 f , 742 f , Italy, 472 f ,

United States, 513 ff

Theaters, 184

Theory, educational, and elementary schools,

352 f

Thomas, Albert, 405
Thorndike, E L , 197

nThmig, Edward, 631, 639
Thuringia, 143 f , 147, 153, 282, 293, 571, 582

Time-schedules, elementary schools, 373 ff ,

403, 410, 440, 444, intermediate schools,

388, 392, 421 f , 450 ff ; secondary schools,

658 ff
, 686, 733 ff , 753> 755 ff , 767 ff

,

782 f

Tttres, 127

Titolatre, 559 f.

TocqueviUe, de, 38, 41
Tolstoy, Leo N , 477
Tours, educational, 779
Towns, 329 f

Townships, 329 f

Training colleges, England, 528 ff , 534 ff

Training of teachers, see Teachers, prepara-

tion of

Transportation, school, 192

Transfer, theory of, 799 f

Tranaux dinges, 692

Treasury, England, 259 f

Trevelyan, Sir Charles, 109, 671
Trotter School, 472

Turin, University of, 163

Umanitana, 164
Uncertified teachers, 530, 542 f

Unclassified schools, in Italy, 160, 165

Under-Secretary for Fine Arts and Technical

Instruction, France, 123

Under-Secretary of State for Physical Edu-

cation, 270

Under-Secretary of State for Vocational

Education, 269 f

Unified labor school, 481 ff , 780 ff

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, see

Russia

Union of Teachers, Russia, 218

Union of Workers in Education, 311
Union of Workers in Education and Art, 309
Unwne Magistrate Nazionale, 585 f

United States, administration in, 228

United States, administration of education

in, 313 f , authorities for, 324 f
, charac-

teristics of, 313 f
, city superintendent,

334 ff
, Constitution and, 318, curriculum,

323, educational finance, 342 ff , experi-
mentation and research in, 315 f

, federal

aid, 319 ff
, Federal Government and,

313 ff , 318 ff , leadership in, 315 f ; local

administration, 329 ff
, publicity, 33$ f ;

state control in, 322, state departments,

328 f , state superintendent, 326 ff

United States and religious education, 47
United States Children's Bureau, 188, 199,

202, 205, 318 f

United States Commissioner of Education,
3i8

United States Department of Agriculture,

319, 4 H Clubs, 205
United States Department of Commerce and

Labor, 319
United States Department of Labor, 302
United States Department of the Interior,

319
United States, elementary education in, 355,
486 ff , aims, 498 ff , attendance, 490 f

,

curriculum, 504 ff ; educational experi-

ments, 517 f
, elementary schools, 495 ff.,

history, 486 ff ; methods of instruction,

514 ff
, pre-schools and kindergartens,

492 ff., private schools, 517 f,j provision
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of schools, 489 f
, religious education,

491 f , textbooks, 513 f,

United States, national character and edu-

cation m, 38 ff

United States Office of Education, 188,

199
United States, organization of education m,

i88ff

United States, parents' associations in, 219
United States, preparation of elementary

school teachers, 600 ff ; administration,

604 f , admission, 606 f
, appointment

and tenure, 617 f
, certification, 616 f

,

curricula, 607 ff
, history, 600 If

, pensions,

619 f
, present system, 604 ff

, salaries,

618 ff , status, 623 f

United States, preparation of secondary
school teachers, 854 ff

United States., secondary education in, 627 f ,

636 f
, 790 ff

, accrediting and standardiza-

tion, 795 f
, 805 H

, aims, 795, 809 Q ;

curricula, 812 it
, enrollments, 802

,

history, 790 ff
, junior college, 822 f

,
or-

ganization of, 802 f ; rise of high school,

792 ff
, school life, 823 f

, unique character

of, 825 f

United States, state and education in, 55,

76 ff.

United States War Department, 319
Units, 796, 819 ff

Universities, American, 195 f
, French, 125 f ,

Italian, 163
Universities, and schools, 749 f

University Grants Committee, 104, 236
University training departments, 530, 539 f

Unlemchtspflicht, 437
Urban districts*, 249
Uruguay and religious education, 47
Ushinsky, K, IX, 477
Utah, 325, 330, 344, 606, 619

Vacation schools, 305

Venetia, attendance* in, 456
Vfremfitr da* Deutwhtum tm Attsland, 445

Vermont, 325, 344, 605 f , 619, 621, 804

Vmuchssthultn, 149, 433 f > 866

Victoria and Albert Muneum, 236

VUlari, 758
Vigtlatrui, 170

Virginia, 325, 344, 605, 619, 621; religious

instruction m, 492; school medical inspec-

tion in, 199
Vocational education, 146 i; France, 123;

administration of, in France, 269 f

Vocational guidance, 117 f., 131, 147, 203 f

Vocational training, 103

Volkshcchsehuk, 148
Volkshochtckulheime, 148

, 434 ff M* &

Volksschitllekrersemnanen, 138

VolkswoKlJa.hrtsm'iwistenum, 150, 287, 434
VoUanstalten, 721

Voluntary schools, 98 f

Voluntary workers, 114, 253 ff

Vom Kvnde aus, 433
Vorberettungyahre, 842 ff

VorsMen, 64, 90, 138 ff
, 149, 435, 718 f ,

727

Waldeck, 582

Wandern, 433

Wandertage, 443
Wandcrungen, 151, 748
Wcmdervogel, 730
Waples, D , 609
Warwickshire, 251, 255
Washburne, Carlcton, 497 f

Washington, George, 78

Washington, State of, 325, 344, 606, 619,
621

Wealth and education, 802

Welfare, children's, 150
Wells, H G

,
262

Welsh Department, 239
Weltanschauung, 143, 425
Welthche Sckulcn, 139 f

, 143

Wcrkschitlen, 144
West Riding of Yorkshire, 253, 363 f., 378,

384, 387 f, 668
West Virginia, 325, 344, 619
Westminster, 105, 638
Whiskey money, 231, 260
White House Conference on Child Health
and Protection, 198, 206

Wiese, Ludwig, 709

Wilbur, Secretary Ray Lyman, 321
Wilhelm II, Kaiser, 710

Wirtsckaftsoberschule, 723

Wilson, H B
, 502

Wilson, Sir Roland K , 233
Winchester, 105, 638
Winnetka, 111 , 497
Wisconsin, 333, 344, 512, 605, 619, 621

WissenschaJtltGhc Pntfuftgsa'mler, 843
Wolf, Friednch August, 828

Women's Institutes, 100

Work-cards, 153
Workers' Education Association, 100

Workers' faculties, 180

Working Men's Clubs, 100

Wurwtt, Wilhelm, 426
Wttrttemberg, 142 ff

, 282

Wyneken, Gustaye, 427
Wyoming, &$, 344, 619

Yale Psycho-Clinic Guidance Nursery, 493
Yorkshire Training Colleges, Board of Ad-

ministration, 536
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Young Men's Christian Association, 100, 205

Young Women's Christian Association, 205
Youth hostels, 383
Youth movement, 426 ff , 730 f

Ypsilanti, normal school, 602

Zeller, 520

Zentstvos, 174
Zentralblatt Jur die gesamte Unterrtchtsver-

ivalt-ung m Preussen, 287
ZentralinstM fur JErziehung und Untemdtt,

147, 288, 743

Zeungnts der mittteren R&fe, 452

Zeugms der Obersekundareife, 726












